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PREFACE 

This final volume of the Course of Theoretical Physics deals with physical kinetics, 
in the wide sense of the microscopic theory of processes in systems not in 
statistical equilibrium. 

In contrast to the properties of systems that are in statistical equilibrium, Ihe 
kinetic properties are much more closely related to the nature of the microscopic 
interactions in a particular physical object. This is the reason for the enormous 
variety in such properties and the considerably greater complexity of the relevant 
theory. The choice of topics to be included in a general course of theoretical 
physics thereby becomes less clear. 

The scope of the book will be evident from the table of contents. Here we shall 
add only a few remarks. 

Much attention is given to the theory of gases, as the simplest branch, in 
principle, of kinetic theory. Several chapters are concerned with plasma theory, not 
only because of the intrinsic physical significance of this department of kinelic 
theory, but also because many of the problems involved can be completely solved 
and furnish an instructive illustration of the general methods of the kinetic theory. 

The kinetic properties of solids are especially multifarious. In the selection of 
material for the chapters in question, we naturally had to confine ourselves to the 
most general subjects which exhibit the basic physical kinetic phenomena and the 
methods of treating them. Here we must again emphasize that the book is part of a 
course of theoretical physics, and does not set out to be a textbook of solid state 
theory. 

There are two evident omissions from the book: the kinetics of magnetic 
processes, and the theory of transport phenomena arising from the passage of fast 
particles through matter. These omissions are due to lack of time, and we resolved 
to accept them for the present edition, so as not to delay its publication any further. 
We trust that, although the book thus does not contain all that it might, everything 
in it will be found both interesting and useful. 

This volume completes the programme laid down by Lev Davidovich Landau 
more than forty years ago. The entire Course comprises the following ten volumes: 

Vol. I Mechanics 
Vol. 2 The Classical Theory of Fields 
Vol. 3 Quantum Mechanics (Non-Relativistic Theory) 
Vol. 4 Quantum Electrodynamics (formerly Relativistic Quantum Theory) 
Vol. 5 Statistical Physics, Part I 
Vol. 6 Fluid Mechanics 



Preface 

Vol. 7 Theory of Elasticity 
Vol. 8 Electrodynamics of Continuous Media 
Vol. 9 Statistical Physics, Part 2 
Vol. 10 Physical Kinetics 

The position of Vol. 9 results from the fact that it makes considerable use of 
material from fluid mechanics and macroscopic electrodynamics. 

In the new series of Russian editions begun in 1973, Volumes 1, 2, 3, 5, 9 and 10 
have so far appeared. Volume 7 can be reissued with only minor changes. Volume 
4, previously published as Relativistic Quantum Theory, will lose the chapters on 
weak and strong interactions and shortly be reissued as Quantum Electrodynamics. 
Volumes 6 and 8, which have not been reissued for many years, require more 
substantial revision and expansion; we intend to proceed to this in the near future. 

We should like to express our sincere thanks to A. F. Andreev, R. N. Gurzhi, V. 
L. Gurevich, Yu. M. Kagan, M. I. Kaganov and I. M. Lifshitz, with whom we have 
discussed matters treated in the book. We are also grateful to L. P. Gor’kov and A. 
A. Rukhadze, who read the manuscript and made a number of comments. 

November 1978 E. M. Lifshitz 
L. P. PlTAEVSKU 



NOTATION 

Particle distribution function / (Chapters I-VI); momentum distribution function 
always relative to d3p. 

Occupation numbers of quantum states n(p) for electrons and N(k) for phonons 
(Chapters VII and IX-XI); momentum distribution always relative to d3p/(27rfi)3- 

Collision integral C; linearized collision integral I. 
Thermodynamic quantities: temperature T, pressure P, chemical potential p, 

particle number density N, total particle number M, total volume Y. 
Electric field E, magnetic induction B; unit electric charge e (electron charge —e). 
In estimates: characteristic lengths L; atomic dimensions and lattice constant d; 

mean free path /; speed of sound u. 
Averaging is denoted by angle brackets (...) or by a bar over a letter. 
Three-dimensional vector suffixes are denoted by Greek letters a, I3,... 

In Chapters III—VI: 
Electron mass in, ion mass M. 
Electron charge -e, ion charge ze. 
Electron thermal velocity v7e = (TJm)'12. 
Ion thermal velocity ir, = (T,/M)'12. 
Plasma frequency fl, =(47TNee2lm)>12, fl; =(47rNiz2e2/M)1R. 
Debye length ac = (T,/4ttN^2)'12, a, = (TIAttN^c2)'12, a~2 = a,, 2 + a~2. 
Larmor frequency = eBImc, wR, = zeBIMe. 

References to other volumes in the Course of Theoretical Physics: 

Mechanics = Vol. 1 (Mechanics, third English edition, 1976). 
Fields = Vol. 2 (The Classical Theory of Fields, fourth English edition, 1975). 
QM = Vol. 3 (Quantum Mechanics, third English edition, 1977). 
RQT = Vol. 4 (Re/fltiristic Quantum Theory, Part 1, English edition, 1971: Part 2, 

English edition, 1974); to be reissued (see Preface). 
SP I = Vol. 5 (Statistical Physics, Part 1, third English edition, 1980). 
FM = Vol: 6 (Fluid Mechanics, English edition, 1959). 
TE = Vol. 7 (Theory of Elasticity, second English edition, 1970). 
ECM = Vol. 8 (Electrodynamics of Continuous Media, English edition, 1960). 
SP 2 = Vol. 9 (Statistical Physics, Part 2, English edition, 1980). 

All are published by Pergamon Press. 
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CHAPTER I 

KINETIC THEORY OF GASES 

§1. The distribution function 

This chapter deals with the kinetic theory of ordinary gases consisting of electric¬ 

ally neutral atoms or molecules. The theory is concerned with non-equilibrium 

states and processes in an ideal gas. An ideal gas, it will be recalled, is one so 

rarefied that each molecule in it moves freely at almost all times, interacting with 

other molecules only during close encounters with them. That is to say, the mean 

distance between molecules, r~N 1/3 (where N is the number of molecules per 

unit volume), is assumed large in comparison with their size, or rather in com¬ 

parison with the range d of the intermolecular forces; the small quantity Nd3~ 

(d/r)3 is sometimes called the gaseousness parameter. 

The statistical description of the gas is given by the distribution function f(t, q, p) 

of the gas molecules in their phase space. It is, in general, a function of the 

generalized coordinates (chosen in some manner, and denoted jointly by q) and the 

corresponding generalized momenta (denoted jointly by p), and in a non-steady 

state also of the time t. Let dr = dq dp denote a volume element in the phase space 

of the molecule; dq and dp conventionally denote the products of the differentials 

of all the coordinates and all the momenta respectively. The product f dr is the 

mean number of molecules in a given element dr which have values of q and p in 

given ranges dq and dp. We shall return later to this definition of the mean. 

Although the function / will be everywhere understood as the distribution 

density in phase space, there is advantage in expressing it in terms of suitably 

chosen variables, which need not be canonically conjugate coordinates and 

momenta. Let us first of all decide on the choice to be made. 

The translational motion of a molecule is always classical, and is described by 

the coordinates r = (x, y, z) of its centre of mass and by the components of the 

momentum p (or the velocity v = p/m) of its motion as a whole. In a monatomic 

gas, the motion of the particles, which are atoms, is purely translational. In 

Polyatomic gases, the molecules also have rotational and vibrational degrees of 
freedom. 

The rotational motion of a molecule in a gas is almost always classical too.t It is 

described in the first place by the angular momentum vector M of the molecule. 

For a diatomic molecule, this is sufficient. Such a molecule is a rotator turning in a 

Plane perpendicular to M. In actual physical problems, the distribution function 

'•'The condition for the rotation to be classical is fi2/2f T, where I is the moment of inertia of the 
molecule and T the temperature of the gas. This condition can be violated in ordinary gases only for 
hydrogen and deuterium at low temperatures. 
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may be regarded as independent of the angle <p of rotation of the axis of the 

molecule in this plane, all orientations of the molecule in the plane being equally 

probable. This is because the angle <p changes rapidly as the molecule rotates, and 
the result may be understood as follows. 

The rate of change of <p (the angular velocity of rotation of the molecule) is 

<P = LI = MIL Its mean value II ~ v/d, where d is the molecular dimension and v the 

mean linear speed1 Different molecules have various values of LI, distributed in 

some way about LI. Thus molecules which initially had the same <p very soon 

acquire different values; there is a rapid “mixing” with regard to angles. Let the 

distribution of molecules in angle <p = <p0 (in the range from 0 to 277) and in LI at the 

initial instant t = 0 be given by a function f(<po, LI). We separate from it the mean 

value independent of tp: 

f = f(n)+f'(<po,n), 

d<p0, 

so that /'(<po, ID is a function periodic in <p0 with period 2tt and zero mean. In the 

course of time, the free rotation of the molecules (<p = Lit + tp0) changes the distribu¬ 

tion function: 

f(q>, LI, t) = f(fl) + /'(<p -nt, si); 

In the course of time, /' becomes a more and more rapidly oscillating function of LI: the 

characteristic period of oscillation AO ~ 2iTlt, and becomes small in comparison with 

O even during the mean free time of the molecules between collisions. All observable 

physical quantities, however, involve some averaging of the distribution function with 

respect to O; the contribution of the rapidly oscillating function /' to such mean values 

is negligible. This enables us to replace the distribution /(<p, O) by the angle-averaged 

function /(O). 

The above arguments are, of course, general ones, and apply to any rapidly 

varying quantities (phases) which take values in finite ranges. 

Returning to the rotational degrees of freedom of molecules, let us note that in 

polyatomic gases the distribution function may also depend on the angles which 

specify the fixed orientation of the axes of the molecules relative to the vector M. 

For example, in molecules of the symmetrical-top type this is the precession angle 

between M and the axis of the tbp, whereas the distribution function may again be 

regarded as independent of the rapidly varying angles of rotation of the top about 

its own axis and precession of this axis about M.t 

The vibrational motion of the atoms within the molecule is practically always 

tin the rotation of a spherical-top molecule, such as CH4, the two angles remain constant which define 
the orientation of the molecule relative to M (i.e. the direction of the angular velocity fl). In the rotation 
of an asymmetrical-top molecule, a combination of angles remains constant which represents the 
rotational energy Ero, = M(2l2h + MV2I2I2 + M(2l2h, where Mr.. M.„ M( are the components of the 
constant vector M along the rotating principal axes of inertia of the molecule. 
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quantized, so that the vibrational state of the molecule is specified by the ap¬ 

propriate quantum numbers. Under ordinary conditions (at not too high tem¬ 

peratures), however, the vibrations are not excited at all, and the molecule is at its 

ground vibrational level. 

In this chapter we shall denote by T the set of all variables on which the 

distribution function depends, other than the coordinates of the molecule as a 

whole (and the time t). We separate from the phase volume element dr the factor 

dV = dx dy dz, and denote by dT the remaining factor in terms of the variables 

used (and integrated over the angles on which / does not depend). The quantities T 

have an important common property: they are integrals of the motion, and remain 

constant for each molecule during its free motion (in the absence of an external 

field) between successive collisions; but they are in general altered by each 

collision. The coordinates x, y, z of the molecule as a whole vary, of course, during 

its free motion. 

For a monatomic gas, the quantities T are the three components of the momen¬ 

tum p = mv of the atom, so that dT = d3p. For a diatomic molecule, T includes not 

only the momentum p but also the angular momentum M; accordingly, dT may be 

expressed as 

dT= 2tt d3p MdMdoM, (1.1) 

where doM is a solid-angle element for the direction of the vector Mt. For a 

symmetrical-top molecule, the quantities T include also the angle 6 between M and the 

axis of the top; then 

dT = 4t72 d3p M2 dM doMd cos 6 

(one factor of 2tt comes from integration over the angle of rotation of the top 

about its axis, and another from integration over the angle of precessional rotation). 
The integral 

f(t, r, T)dr = N(t, r) 

is the spatial distribution density of gas particles; N dV is the mean number of 

molecules in the volume element dV. Here the following comments are needed. 

An infinitesimal volume element dV really means one that is not mathematically 

but physically small, i.e. a region of space which is very small in comparison with 

the characteristic dimensions L of the problem, but still large in comparison with 

molecular dimensions. The statement that a molecule is in a given volume element 

tThis expression can be derived by first writing 

dr = d3p8(M. n) d3M do„ 

= d}p8(M cos 6)M2 dM doMd cos 6 d<f>, 

where do„ = d cos 0 d<p is a solid-angle element for the direction of the molecule axis (6 being the angle 
ween this axis and M). The delta function expresses the fact that M has only two independent 

mponents (corresponding to the number of rotational degrees of freedom of a diatomic molecule): M 
Perpendicular to the molecule axis. Integration of this formula over d cos 6 d<p gives (l.l). 
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dV therefore defines its position, at best, only to within distances of the order of its 

dimensions. This is a very important point. If the coordinates of the gas particles 

were specified exactly, then the result of a collision between, say, two atoms of a 

monatomic gas moving in definite classical paths would also be entirely definite. If, 

however, the collision is between atoms in a given physically small volume (as 

always in the kinetic theory of gases), the uncertainty in the relative position of the 

atoms means that the result of the collision also is uncertain, and only the 

probability of one or another outcome can be considered. 

We can now specify that the mean number density of particles refers to 

averaging over the volumes of physically infinitesimal elements thus defined, and 

correspondingly over times of the order of that taken by the particles to traverse 

such elements. 

Since the dimensions of the volume elements used in defining the distribution 

function are large in comparison with the molecular dimensions d, the distances L 

over which this function varies considerably must always be large also, in com¬ 

parison with d. The ratio between the size of the physically infinitesimal volume 

elements and the mean intermolecular distance f may in general have any value. 

There is, however, a difference in the nature of the density N determined by the 

distribution function, according to the value of that ratio. If the element dV is not 

large compared with f, the density N is not a macroscopic quantity: the fluctua¬ 

tions of the number of particles present in dV are comparable with its mean value. 

The density N becomes a macroscopic quantity only if it is defined with respect to 

volumes dV containing many particles; the fluctuations in the number of particles 

in these volumes are then relatively small. It is, however, clear that such a 

definition is possible only if also the characteristic dimensions of the problem 

§ 2. The principle of detailed balancing 

Let us consider collisions between two molecules, one of which has values of T 

in a given range dF and the other in a range dF, and which acquire in the collision 

values in the ranges dT' and dTJ respectively; for brevity, we shall refer simply to a 

collision of molecules with T and F, resulting in F and T|. The total number of 

such collisions per unit time and unit volume of the gas may be written as a product 

of the number of molecules per unit volume, f(t, r, OdF and the probability that 

any of them has a collision of the type concerned. This probability is always 

proportional to the number of molecules F per unit volume, /(t, r, F)dF, and to 

the ranges dF and dTJ of the values of T for the two molecules after the collision. 

Thus the number of collisions F F -»F, F per unit time and volume may be 

written as 

w(F, F; F F)//i dr dF dF dF; (21) 

here and henceforward, the affixes to / correspond to those of their arguments 

F /i = /(t, r, F), f' = f(t, r, F), and so on. The coefficient w is a function of all its 
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arguments Ft The ratio of w dF dp to the absolute value of the relative velocity 

v-vi of the colliding molecules has the dimensions of area, and is the effective 

collision cross-section: 

J w(F,F;r,p) .r, ,r, 
do- = |v- vi| dr dF ' 2-2 

The function w can in principle be determined only by solving the mechanical 

problem of collision of particles interacting according to some given law. However, 

certain properties of this function can be elucidated from general arguments.f 

The collision probability is known to have an important property which follows 

from the symmetry of the laws of mechanics (classical or quantum) under time 

reversal; see QM, § 144. Let TT denote the values of the quantities obtained from T 

by time reversal. This operation changes the signs of all linear and angular 

momenta; hence, if T = (p, M), then Tr = (-p,-M). Since time reversal inter¬ 

changes the states that are “before” and “after” the collision we have 

w(r,r;;r,r,) = w(rr,r1r;rr,r;r). (2.3) 

This relation implies, in a state of statistical equilibrium, the principle of detailed 

balancing, according to which the number of collisions FF-»F, F, is equal, in 

equilibrium, to the number Fr, pr -*Fr, Fr. For, expressing these numbers in the 

form (2.1), we have 

w(F, r;; r, rofafoi dr dr, dr dr; = w(rr, r,r; pt, r[T)f0f0l drT dr,r dPT dr;r, 

where /0 is the equilibrium (Boltzmann) distribution function. The product of phase 

volume 'Elements dT dr,dFdr; is unaltered by time reversal; the differentials on 

the two sides of the above equation may therefore be omitted. Next, when t is 

replaced by -t, the energy is unchanged: e(H = e(rr), where e(H is the energy of 

the molecule as a function of the quantities F Since the equilibrium distribution 

function (in a gas at rest as a whole) depends only on the energy. 

/o(0 = constant X e e(r)/r, (2.4) 

where T is the gas temperature, we have /0(r) = /0(rr). Lastly, by the law of 

conservation of energy in the collision of two molecules e + e, = e'+ e[. Hence 

/o/oi — /o/01, (2.5) 

and the above equation reduces to (2.3). 

This assertion remains valid, of course, for a gas moving with a macroscopic 

tThe characteristics of the initial (i) and final (/) states ir 
customary in quantum mechanics. written from right to left, w(f, i) as is 

1?lt,shouId be emphasized immediately that, although the free 
this does 
a!'y; in fa.. 
8'ven here is independent of the classical or quantum nature of the function 

motion of molecules is assumed classical. 
collision cross-section need not be determined quantum-mechanic- 

usually must be so determined. The whole of the derivation of the transport equation 
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velocity V. The equilibrium distribution function is then 

WO = constant X exp(- (2.6) 

and equation (2.5) continues to be valid because of the conservation of momentum 

in collisions: p + Pi = p' + p!-t 

Note that (2.5) depends only on the form of the distribution (2.4) or (2.6) as a 

function of T; the parameters T and V may vary through the gas volume. 

The principle of detailed balancing may also be expressed in a somewhat 

different form. To do so, we apply not only time reversal but spatial inversion, 

changing the sign of all coordinates. If the molecules are not sufficiently sym¬ 

metrical, they become their stereoisomers on inversion, and they cannot be made 

to coincide with these by any rotation of the molecule as a whole.t In such cases, 

inversion would mean replacing the gas by an essentially different substance, and 

no new conclusions would be available as to its properties. If, however, the 

symmetry of the molecule does not allow stereoisomerism, the gas remains the 

same on inversion, and the quantities which describe the properties of a macro- 

scopically homogeneous gas must remain unaltered. 

Let rTP denote the set of quantities obtained from T by simultaneous time 

reversal and inversion. Inversion changes the sign of all ordinary (polar) vectors, 

including the momentum p, but leaves unchanged the axial vectors, including the 

angular momentum M. Hence, if T = (p, M), then Trp = (p, -M). As well as (2.3), 

we have the equation§ 

w(T, r;; r, r,) = W( r7P, r,TP; rrp, r;TP). (2.7) 

Transitions corresponding to the functions w on the two sides of (2.3) are said to 

be mutually time-reversed. They are not strictly direct and reverse transitions, 

since T and TT are not the same. For a monatomic gas, however, the principle of 

detailed balancing can also be expressed in relation to direct and reverse 

transitions. Since the quantities T are here just the three momentum components of 

the atom, T = Trp = p, and from (2.7) 

w(p', p!; p< Pi) = w(p, pi; p'. pi). (2-8) 

This is detailed balancing in the literal sense: each microscopic collision process is 

balanced by the reverse process. 

The function w satisfies one further general relation which does not depend on 

the symmetry under time reversal, and which can be most clearly derived in 

tEquation (2.6) is obtained from (2.4) by transforming the energy of the molecule from the frame of 
reference K0 in which the gas is at rest to the frame K in which it moves with velocity V: 
eo(r) = e(D - p . V +]raV!; see Mechanics (3.5). 

tStereoisomers exist for molecules that have no centre of symmetry and no plane of symmetry. 
§If the quantities I include also variables specifying the rotational orientation of the molecule, they 

too must be transformed in a certain way in going to T' or I " . For instance, the precession angle of a 
symmetrical top is given by the product M. n, where n is the direction of the axis of the molecule; this 
quantity changes sign both under time reversal and under inversion. 



§3 The Boltzmann Transport Equation 

quantum-mechanical terms, the transitions considered being between states form¬ 

ing a discrete series. These are states of a pair of molecules moving in a given finite 

volume. The probability amplitudes of various collision processes form a unitary 

matrix S, the scattering matrix or S-matrix. The unitarity condition is S+S = 1, or, 

in explicit form with the matrix suffixes which label the various states, 

2 st„snk = 2 s*,snk = sik. 

In particular, when i = k. 

2|s„,|2=i. 

The square |Snj|2 gives the probability of a collision with the transition and 

the above equation is simply the normalization condition for probabilities: the sum 

of the probabilities for all possible transitions from a given initial state is unity. The 

unitarity condition may also be written as SS+ = 1, with the opposite order of the 

factors S and S+. We then have S;„S*„ = Slk, and when i = k 

mi2=i, 

so that the sum of the probabilities for all possible transitions to a given final state 

is unity. Subtracting from each sum the one term with n = i (transition without 

change of state), we can write 

X'|snj|2 = 2'|sjn|2. 

This is the required equation. In terms of the functions w, it becomes 

/ w(F, r;; r, r,) dr dr; = J w(r, r,; r, r;> dr dr;. (2.9) 

§3. The Boltzmann transport equation 

Let us now go on to derive the basic equation in the kinetic theory of gases, 
ich is satisfied by the distribution function f(t, r, T). 

con^?"^0^ bCtreen moIecuIes were entirely negligible, each gas molecule would 
oh™ r a^ Sed subsystem, and the distribution function of the molecules would 

y Liouville s theorem, according to which 

dfldt = 0; 

Probahi/itv86 ValUeS °f the time '■ l^l2 is proportional to t, and division by t gives the transiti 
normalized toon^na ** R<?T’ §M‘ If -th£ W3Ve functions of the initial and final particles ! 
the quanthy H- dr defined by'ao ’ th‘S “probab,l,ty" has the same dimensions (volume/time) 

(3.1) 
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see SP 1, §3. The total derivative here corresponds to differentiation along the 

phase path of the molecule, which is determined by its equations of motion. 

Liouville’s theorem applies to a distribution function defined as the density in 

phase space (i.e. in the space of variables that are canonically conjugate general¬ 

ized coordinates and momenta). This of course does not prevent / itself from being 

subsequently expressed in terms of any other variables. 

In the absence of an external field, the quantities T for a freely moving molecule 

remain constant, and only its coordinates r vary; then 

dfldt = dfldt + v. V/. (3.2) 

If, on the other hand, the gas is in, for example, an external field U(r) acting on the 

coordinates of the centre of mass of the molecule (a gravitational field, say), then 

dfldt = dfldt + v . V/ + F. dfldp, (3.3) 

where F = — VU is the force exerted on the molecule by the field. 

When collisions are taken into account, (3.1) is no longer valid, and the dis¬ 

tribution function is no longer constant along the phase paths. Instead of (3.1), we 

have 

dfldt = C(/), (3.4) 

where C(/) denotes the rate of change of the distribution function by virtue of 

collisions: dV dT C(f) is the change due to collisions, per unit time, in the number 

of molecules in the phase volume dVdF Equation (3.4), in the form 

dfldt =-\ .Vf + C(f), 

with dfldt taken from (3.2), gives the total change in the distribution function at a 

given point in phase space; the term dVdTv .Vf is the decrease per unit time in 

the number of molecules in this phase space element because of their free motion.' 

The quantity C(f) is called the collision integral, and equations of the form (3.4) 

go by the general name of transport equations. Of course, the transport equation 

becomes meaningful only when the form of the collision integral has been 

established. We shall now discuss this topic. 

When two molecules collide, their values of T are changed. Hence every collision 

undergone by a molecule transfers it out of a particular range dT; such collisions 

are referred to as “losses”. The total number of collisions F F -»F, F with all 

possible values of F, F, F and given F occurring in a volume dV per unit time, is 

equal to the integral 

dvdr | w(F, r;;r,r,)//1dr1dFdF1. 

There are also collisions (“gains”) which bring into the range dT molecules which 
originally had values outside that range. These are collisions T , r{-»r5 F, again with 
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all possible F, F, F and given F The total number of such collisions in the volume d V 

per unit time is 

dVdr f w(F F; f, F)/7l ^r, dF dr;. 

Subtracting the losses from the gains, we thus find that as a result of all collisions 

the relevant number of molecules is increased, per unit time, by 

dVdf J(w77'i-^//i)dridr'drI’ 

where for brevity 

w = w(F, r;;r,F), w' = w(r,ri;F,r;). (3.5) 

We therefore have the following expression for the collision integral: 

C(f) = f (w'ffi - w//,) dr, dF dr;. (3.6) 

In the second term in the integrand, the integration over dF dF relates only to w, 

since / and /, do not depend on these variables. This part of the integral can 

therefore be transformed by means of the unitarity relation (2.9). The collision 

integral then becomes 

c(/) = f w'(/7!-//>)dri dr'dr;, (3.7) 

in which both terms have the factor w'.t 

Having established the form of the collision integral, we can write the transport 

equation as 

dfidt + v. v/ = f w'(f'f[-ffi) dr, dF dr;. (3.8) 

This integro-differential equation is also called the Boltzmann equation; it was first 

derived by Ludwig Boltzmann, the founder of the kinetic theory, in 1872. 

The equilibrium statistical distribution must satisfy the transport equation iden¬ 

tically. This condition is in fact fulfilled. The equilibrium distribution is stationary 

and (in the absence of an external field) uniform; the left-hand side of (3.8) is 

therefore identically zero. The collision integral also is zero, since the integrand 

vanishes by virtue of (2.5). The equilibrium distribution for a gas in an external field 

also satisfies the transport equation, of course. We need only recall that the 

eft-hand side of the transport equation is the total derivative df/dt, which is 

+The possibility of transforming the collision integral by means of (2.9) was noted by E. C. G. 
stueckelberg (1952). 
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identically zero for any function / that depends only on integrals of the motion; 

and the equilibrium distribution is expressed solely in terms of the total energy e(0 

of the molecule, which is an integral of the motion. 

In the above derivation of the transport equation, collisions were regarded as 

essentially instantaneous and occurring at a particular point in space. It is therefore 

clear that the equation allows us in principle to follow the variation of the 

distribution function only over times long compared with the duration of collisions, 

and over distances large compared with the size of the region in which a collision 

takes place. These distances are of the order of the range of action d of the 

molecular forces (and for neutral molecules, this is equal to their dimensions); the 

collision time is of the order of d/v. Such values give the lower limit of distances 

and times that can be dealt with by means of the transport equation; the origin of 

these limitations will be considered in § 16. In practice, however, there is usually no 

need (and no possibility) for such a detailed account of the behaviour of the 

system, which would require, in particular, the specification of the initial conditions 

(coordinates and velocities of the gas molecules) with the same accuracy, which is 

impracticable. In actual physical problems, there are characteristic lengths L and 

times T imposed on the system by the conditions of the problem (characteristic 

gradient lengths for the macroscopic properties of the gas, wavelengths and periods 

of sound waves propagated in it, and so on). It is then sufficient to follow the 

behaviour of the system over distances and times small compared with these L and 

T. That is, the physically infinitesimal volume and time elements need be small only 

in comparison with L and T. The initial conditions of the problem are also averaged 

over such elements. 

For a monatomic gas, the quantities T reduce to the three components of the 

momentum p, and from (2.8) the functions w' in the collision integral can be 

replaced by vv = w'(p', p!; p, Pi). Then, expressing this function in terms of the 

differential collision cross-section dcr by w d3p'd3p[ = vreido (where urei = |v — vi|; 

see (2.2)), we find 

C(/) = J VrM'fl-ffddcrdW (3.9) 

The function w, and therefore the cross-section do- defined by (2.2), contain 

delta-function factors which express the conservation laws for momentum and 

energy, as a result of which the variables pi, p' and p! (for a given p) are not in fact 

independent. However, when the collision integral is expressed in the form (3.9), 

we can suppose that these delta functions have been removed by appropriate 

integrations; then do will be the ordinary scattering cross-section, depending (for a 

given rrei) only on the scattering angle. 

For a qualitative treatment of transport phenomena in gases, the collision integral 

is roughly estimated by means of the mean free path l, an average distance 

traversed by a molecule between two successive collisions.t It has, of course, only 

qualitative significance; even its definition varies according to which transport 

phenomenon is under consideration. 

tThis concept is due to R. Clausius (1858). 



§4 The H Theorem 

The mean free path can be expressed in terms of the collision cross-section cr 

atid the number density N of molecules in the gas. If a molecule travels a unit 

distance in its path, it collides with the molecules present in a volume cr (that of a 

cylinder with cross-sectional area a and unit length), the number of which is crN. 

Hence 

I ~ 1/Ncr. (3.10) 

The collision cross-section u ~ d2, where d is the dimension of the molecule. With 

fj ~ 1/F3, r being the mean distance between molecules, we find 

l~r(fld)2=d(rldf. (3.11) 

Since in a gas f > d, the mean free path l > r. 

The ratio t~IIv is called the mean free time. For a rough estimate of the 

collision integral, we can put 

C(f) ~ - (f - /o)/t ~ - (v/l)(f - fo). (3.12) 

By writing the difference / - /0 in the numerator we have taken account of the fact 

that the collision integral is zero for the equilibrium distribution function. The 

minus sign in (3.12) expresses the fact that collisions are the mechanism for 

reaching statistical equilibrium, i.e. they tend to reduce the deviation of the 

distribution function from its equilibrium form. In this sense, t acts as a relaxation 

time for the establishment of equilibrium in each volume element of the gas. 

§4. The H theorem 

A gas left to itself, like any closed macroscopic system, will tend to reach a state 

of equilibrium. Accordingly, the time variation of a non-equilibrium distribution 

function in accordance with the transport equation must be accompanied by an 

increase in the entropy of the gas. We shall show that this is in fact so. 

The entropy of an ideal gas in a non-equilibrium macroscopic state described by 
a distribution function / is 

S = J f log(e/f) dV dT; (4.1) 

see SP l, §40. Differentiating this expression with respect to time, we have 

§-JM'hsf)dVdr 
= _/l08^lt dVdT- (4.2) 

c J'nce the establishment of statistical equilibrium in the gas is brought about by 
0 hsions of molecules, the increase in the entropy must arise from the collisional 
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part of the change in the distribution function. The change in this function due to 

the free motion of the molecules, on the other hand, cannot alter the entropy of the 

gas, since this part of the change in the distribution function is given (for a gas in 

an external field U(r)) by the first two terms on the right-hand side of the equation 

aflat = - v. v/ - f . dfldp + C(f). 

Their contribution to the derivative dS/dt is 

- f log/[- V.dfld r - F . dfldp] dV dr = J [v. a/ar + F. d/dp](f log fie) dv dr. 

The integral over dV of the term involving the derivative a/ar is transformed by 

Gauss’s theorem into a surface integral; it gives zero on integration through the 

whole volume of the gas, since / = 0 outside the region occupied by the gas. 

Similarly, the term involving the derivative d/dp, on integration over d3p, becomes 

an integral over an infinitely distant surface in momentum space, and likewise gives 

zero. 

The change in the entropy is therefore expressed by 

dS/dt = - J log /. C(/) dr d V. (4.3) 

This integral can be transformed by a device which, with a view to later 

applications, we shall formulate for the general integral / <f>(OC(/) dT, where <p(T) is 

any function of the quantities T. With the collision integral in the form (3.6), we 

write 

J <f>(OC(/) dr = J <f>w(r, f-, r, r|)/'/; d4r - J <pw(r, r;; r, ri)//i d4r, 

where for brevity d4r = dT dF dF dT[. Since the integration here is over all the 

variables T, F, F, F, we can, without altering the integral, rename the variables in 

any manner. Interchanging F F and F, F in the second integral, we find 

J <f>(r)C(/)dr = J (<p - <p')w (F ri; F, r;)/'/;d4r 

Interchanging here T, F and F, F, taking half the sum of the resulting integrals, 

and noting the obvious symmetry of w with respect to the two colliding particles, 

we obtain the transformation rule 

J <f>(OC(/) dr = \ J (<p + - ip' - ip[Wf'f[ dT. (4.4) 

In particular, / C(J) dT = 0: with C(f) here in the form (3.7), we have 

J c(f) dr = J w'(/'/; - //i) d4r=o. (4.5) 
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Applied to the integral (4.3), the rule (4.4) gives 

dSIdt =|| w'/'/I log (f'fllffi) d*r dV 

= || w'ffix logx dT dV, 

where x = f’filffi- Subtracting from this equation half of the zero integral (4.5), we 

convert it to 

dSIdt vt'fHx log x - x + 1) dT dV. (4.6) 

The function in the parentheses in the integrand is non-negative for all x >0; it is 

zero when x = 1, increasing on either side of that point. By definition, the factors 

w',f and f i in the integrand are also positive. We thus obtain the required result, 

dSIdt > 0, (4.7) 

expressing the law of increase of entropy; the equality occurs at equilibrium.t 

Note that, since the integrand in (4.6) (and therefore in (4.3)) is non-negative, not 

only the whole integral (4.3) over dT dV but also that over dT alone is positive. 

Thus collisions increase the entropy in each volume element of the gas. This does not, 

of course, imply that the entropy itself increases in every volu me element, since it can be 

transferred from one region to another by the free motion of the molecules. 

§ 5. The change to macroscopic equations 

The Boltzmann transport equation gives a microscopic description of the way in 

which the state of the gas varies with time. We shall show how the transport 

equation can be converted into the usual equations of fluid mechanics, which give a 

less detailed, macroscopic description of this time variation. The description is 

valid when the macroscopic properties (temperature, density, velocity, etc.) of the 

gas vary sufficiently slowly through its volume: the distances L over which they 

change appreciably must be much greater than the mean free path l of the 
molecules. 

It has already been mentioned that the integral 

N(t,r) = |/(t,r,Ddr (5.1) 

re ®PatiaI distribution density of gas molecules; the product p = mN is cor- 

pon ingly the mass density of the gas. The macroscopic velocity of the gas is 

Wasp!! °f the law of increase of entropy by means of the transport equation is due to Boltzmann, and 
Bolt? 1 ml^rosc°P|c Proof of that law. As applied to gases, the law is often called the H theorem since 

r^mann used the symbol H for the entropy. 
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denoted by V (in contrast to the microscopic velocities v of the molecules); it is 
defined as the mean 

V = 5 = fjf J vfdr. (5.2) 

Collisions do not alter either the number of colliding particles or their total 

energy and momentum. It is therefore clear that the collisional part of the change in 

the distribution function also cannot affect the macroscopic quantities in each 

volume element of the gas—its density, internal energy, and macroscopic velocity 

V: the collisional parts of the change in the total number, energy and momentum of 

the molecules in unit volume of the gas are given by the zero integrals 

J C(f) dr = 0, J eC(f) dr = 0, J PC(/> dr = o. (5.3) 

These equations are easily derived by applying to the integrals the transformation 

(4.4) with (p = 1, e and p respectively; the first integral is zero identically, the other 

two are zero by virtue of the conservation of energy and momentum in collisions. 

Let us now take the transport equation 

<5-4) 

and integrate over d T after first multiplying by m, pp or e. In every case, the right-hand 

side is zero, and we have the equations 

dp/dt + div pV = 0, (5.5) 

8{pVa)ldt + dllap/dxp = 0, (5.6) 

3(Ne)/3t + div q = 0. (5.7) 

The first of these is the usual continuity equation of fluid mechanics, expressing the 

conservation of mass of the gas. The second equation expresses the conservation 

of momentum; the tensor IIap is defined as 

naP = jmv^fdT (5.8) 

and is the momentum flux tensor ; its component IIap is the a-component of the 

momentum transferred in unit time by molecules across unit area perpendicular to 

the Xp-axis. Lastly, (5.7) is the equation of conservation of energy; the vector q is 

defined as 

q = J ev/dT, (5-9) 

and is the energy flux in the gas. 
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To reduce (5.6) and (5.7) to the usual equations of fluid mechanics, however, we 

have still to express IIQp and q in terms of macroscopic quantities. It has already 

been mentioned that the macroscopic description of the gas presupposes 

sufficiently small gradients of its macroscopic properties. We can then suppose, as 

a first approximation, that in each separate region of the gas thermal equilibrium is 

reached, whereas the gas as a whole is not in equilibrium. Thus the distribution 

function / in each volume element is assumed to be a local equilibrium function, 

equal to the equilibrium function /0 for the density, temperature and macroscopic 

velocity that prevail in that volume element. This approximation implies the neglect 

of all dissipative processes (viscosity and thermal conduction) in the gas. Equations 

(5 6) and (5.7) then naturally reduce to those for an ideal fluid; this may be proved 

as follows. 
The equilibrium distribution in a region of the gas moving as a whole with 

velocity V differs from that in a gas at rest only by a Galilean transformation; on 

changing to a frame of reference K' that moves with the gas, we obtain the 

ordinary Boltzmann distribution. The velocities v' of the molecules in this frame 

are related to those in the original frame K by v = v' + V. We write 

naP = mN( vavp) 

= mN((Va + 0(VP + up)) 

= mN(VaVp + (uaUp»; 

the terms Vat>p and Vpt)give zero on averaging over the directions of v', since all 

directions of the velocity of a molecule in the frame K' are equally probable. For 

the same reason. 

«up)= \{v'2)Sali; (5.10) 

the mean square of the thermal velocity is (v'2) = 3T/m, where T is the temperature 

o the gas. Finally, since NT is equal to the gas pressure P, we find 

nap = PVaVp + 8apP, (5.11) 

the familiar expression for the momentum flux tensor in an ideal fluid; with this 

I^°r’‘'quat'on (5-6) is equivalent to Euler’s equation in fluid mechanics (FM, §7). 

the f°rder t0 transform the integral (5.9), we note that the energy e of a molecule in 
fame K is related to its energy e' in the frame K' by 

e = e' + mV.v' + imV2. 

Substituting this and v = v' + V in q = Nev, we have 

q = NV(imV2 + 5rm/5+ e'] 

= \(\pV2 + P + N^), 
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using (5.10) in averaging the product v'(V.v'). But NT' is the thermodynamic 

internal energy of the gas per unit volume; the sum Ne7 + P is the heat function W of 
the gas per unit volume. Thus 

q = V(ipV2 + W), (5.12) 

in agreement with the known expression for the energy flux in the dynamics of an 

ideal fluid (FM, § 6). 

Lastly, let us consider the law of conservation of angular momentum in the 

transport equation. This law should apply exactly only to the total angular momen¬ 

tum of the gas, made up of the orbital angular momentum of the molecules in their 

translational motion and their intrinsic rotational angular momenta M; the total 

angular momentum density is given by the sum 

JrXp/dr + jM/dr. (5.13) 

These two terms, however, have different orders of magnitude. The orbital angular 

momentum of the relative motion of two molecules at a mean distance P apart is of 

the order of mvr, but the intrinsic angular momentum M ~ mvd, which is small in 

comparison, since we always have d<r. 

Naturally, therefore, the Boltzmann transport equation, which corresponds to the 

first non-vanishing approximation with respect to the small quantity dir, cannot 

take account of the small changes in the orbital angular momentum due to the 

exchange between the two parts of the total angular momentum (5.13). This has the 

result that the Boltzmann equation conserves the total orbital angular momentum 

of the gas: the equation JpC(/)dr = 0 which expresses the conservation of 

momentum necessarily implies that 

J r x p C{f) dT = r x J p C(f) dT = 0. (5.14) 

The reason for this property is evident: since, in the Boltzmann equation, collisions 

are regarded as taking place at a point, the sum of the orbital angular momenta of 

the colliding molecules is conserved, as well as the sum of their momenta. In order 

to derive an equation for the change in the orbital angular momentum, it would be 

necessary to take account of terms of the next higher order in dir, arising from the 

fact that the molecules are at a finite distance apart at the time of collision. 

However, the actual process of angular momentum exchange between the 

translational and rotational degrees of freedom can be described in terms of the 

Boltzmann equation by a relation of the form 

dWlldt = J M C(f) dr, (5-15) 

where 2JZ is the intrinsic angular momentum density of the molecules. Since the 
sum of the intrinsic angular momenta of two molecules need not be conserved in a 
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collision, the integral on the right of (5.15) is in general not zero, and gives the rate 

0f change of Sft. If a non-zero angular momentum density is created in the gas by 

some means, its subsequent relaxation is described by (5.15). 

§ 6 The transport equation for a slightly inhomogeneous gas 

In order to take account of dissipative processes (thermal conduction and 

viscosity) in a slightly inhomogeneous gas, we must go to the next approximation 

beyond that treated in §5. Instead of regarding the distribution function in each 

region of the gas as just the local-equilibrium function we shall now allow for a 

slight deviation of / from /0, putting 

f = fo+Sf, Sf=- (dfolde)x(T) = foxIT, (6.1) 

where Sf is a small correction The latter is conveniently represented in the 

above form, with the factor -3/0/3e separated; for the Boltzmann distribution, this 

derivative differs from /0 itself only by a factor I IT. The correction Sf must in 

principle be determined by solving the transport equation linearized with respect to 

the correction, t 

The function x must satisfy not only the transport equation itself but also certain 

additional conditions. The reason is that /„ is the equilibrium distribution function 

corresponding to given values (in the volume element concerned) of the gas particle 

number, energy and momentum densities, i.e. to given values of the integrals 

J /o dT, J e/o dT, f p/odr. (6.2) 

The non-equilibrium distribution function (6.1) must yield the same values of these 

quantities, i.e. the integrals with / and f0 must be the same. The function x must 

therefore satisfy the contitions 

J fox dT — 0, J foxe dT = 0, JfoXpdr = 0. (6.3) 

e "I'h* emP^as'zet* that even the concept of the temperature in a non- 

inte1 * j*Um ®as becomes determinate only when specific values are assigned to the 

is b13 S The concept becomes entirely rigorous only when the gas as a whole 
furth COmplete equilibrium; to define the temperature in a non-equilibrium gas, a 

LetF C°findition is necessary, which may be the specification of these values. 

Whe "rSt transform the collision integral in the transport equation (3.8). 

correct’ fUnctions ,(61) are substituted, the terms not containing the small 
intro™!10" X canceI> since the equilibrium distribution function makes the collision 

8 al zero. The first-order terms give 

fT. C(f) = f0I(x)IT, (6.4) 

,s method of solving the transport equation is due to D. Enskog (1917). 
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where I(x) denotes the linear integral operator 

Hx) = J H’7oi(x' + x:-x-xi)dr,drdrl. (6.5) 

Here we have used the equation f0f0i = /o/oi; the factor /„ can be taken outside the 

integral, since there is no integration over dT. 

The integral (6.5) is identically zero for the functions 

X = constant, x = constantx e, x = p.8V, (6.6) 

where 8\ is a constant vector; this result for the second and third functions 

follows from the conservation of energy and momentum in each collision. The 

functions (6.6), which are independent of time and coordinates, therefore satisfy 

the transport equation itself. 

The origin of these solutions is simple. The transport equation is identically 

satisfied by the equilibrium distribution function with any (constant) particle 

density and temperature. It is therefore necessarily satisfied also by the small 

correction 

8f = (df0l dN)8N =/08N/N, 

which arises when the density changes by 8N; this gives the first solution (6.6). 

Similarly, the equation is satisfied by the increment 

8f = (3/0/3T)8T, 

which arises when T changes by a small constant amount 8T. The derivative 3/0/3T 

is made up of a term constant x /„ (arising from differentiation of the normalization 

factor in /„) and a term proportional to e/0; this gives the second solution (6.6). The 

third solution expresses Galileo’s relativity principle: the equilibrium distribution 

function must satisfy the transport equation in any other inertial frame. When we 

change to a frame moving relative to the original one with a small constant velocity 

8V, the velocities v of the molecules become v+ 8V, and the distribution function 

therefore receives the increment 

8F = (3/0/3v) . 8\ = -(/0/T)p . 8 V, 

corresponding to the third solution (6.6). The “extra” solutions (6.6) are excluded 

by applying the three conditions (6.3). 

We shall transform the left-hand side of the transport equation in a general 

manner, which covers both thermal conduction and viscosity. That is, we allow the 

presence of gradients of all macroscopic properties of the gas, including the 

macroscopic velocity V. 

The equilibrium distribution function in a gas at rest (V = 0) is the Boltzmann 

distribution, which we write as 

(6.7) 
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where p is the chemical potential of the gas. The distribution in a moving gas 

differs from (6.7) only by a Galilean transformation of the velocity, as already 

noted in § 5. In order to write this function explicitly, we separate from the total 

energy e(0 of the molecule the kinetic energy of its translational motion: 

e(r) = 2mv2 + Cint; (6.8) 

the internal energy eint includes the energy of rotation of the molecule and the 

vibrational energy. Replacing v by v - V, we find the Boltzmann distribution in a 

moving gas: 

fo = exp^-T-e'nl) exp^m(^-V- ). (6.9) 

In a slightly inhomogeneous gas, /0 depends on the coordinates and the time, as a 

result of the variation through the gas (and in the course of time) of its macroscopic 

properties: the velocity V, the temperature T and the pressure P (and therefore p). 

Since the gradients of these quantities are assumed small, it is sufficient (in this 

approximation) to replace / by f0 on the left of the transport equation. 

The calculations can be somewhat simplified by noting the obvious fact that the 

kinetic coefficients, our real subject of interest, do not depend on the velocity V. It 

is therefore sufficient to consider any one point in the gas, and to choose the point 

where V (but not, of course, its derivatives) is zero. 

Differentiating the expression (6.9) with respect to time and then putting V = 0, 

we obtain 

T3/o=r/M\ M-«(T)pT (dp\ dP_ 3V 

fo dt Lvar/p t jdt \dP)Tdt df 

By the familiar formulae of thermodynamics, 

(dpIdT)P = - s, (dpldP)T = 1/N, p = w - Ts, 

where w, s anc| i//v are the heat function, entropy and volume per gas particle. 
Hence 

T df0 e(D- w dT 1 dP dV 

fo dt T dt N dt+mV' df 

Similarly, 

j^v . V/0 = u’ v ,VT+j^-v.VP + mvavpVap, 

W^ere for brevity 

(6.10) 

(6.11) 

(6.12) 
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in the last term in (6.11), we have made the identical substitution 

vavp 3Vp/dxa = vavpV„p. 

The left-hand side of the transport equation is found by adding the expressions 

(6.10) and (6.11). AH derivatives of macroscopic quantities with respect to time can 

be expressed in terms of their spatial gradients by means of the equations of an 

ideal (non-viscous and thermally non-conducting) medium; the inclusion of dis¬ 

sipative terms here would lead to quantities of a higher order of smallness. At the 

point where V = 0, Euler’s equation gives 

3 V/3t = — (l/p)VP = — (l/Nm)VP. (6.13) 

At this same point, the equation of continuity gives dN/dt = - N div V, or 

1 3N _ 1 3P 

N 3t P dt 

1 3T 

T dt 
= — div V, (6.14) 

with the equation of state for an ideal gas, N = PIT. Lastly, the equation of 

conservation of entropy, 3s/3t + V . Vs =0, gives 3s/3t = 0, or 

Cj,3T_J_3P 

T dt P dt 
(6.15) 

with the use of the thermodynamic formulae 

(3s/3T)P = Cp/T, (3s/3P)r = -I/P, 

cp being the specific heat, again per molecule; the second of these formulae relates 

to an ideal gas. Equations (6.14) and (6.15) give 

J_ 3T 

T dt 
— div V, 
Cv 

J_3P 

P dt 
(6.16) 

since for an ideal gas cp - cv = 1. 

A straightforward calculation leads to the result 

Mo + v.V/0=i . VT + mvavpVap + 
» - Tcp - e(D 

(6.17) 

It must be emphasized that no specific assumption has so far been made about the 

temperature dependence of the thermodynamic quantities; only the general equa¬ 

tion of state of an ideal gas has been used. For a gas with a classical rotation of 

molecules, and vibrations not excited, the specific heat is independent of tem¬ 

perature, and the heat function ist 

w = cpT. (6-lg) 

tThe energy e(D of the molecule is assumed to be measured from its lowest value; accordingly the 
temperature-independent additive constant in w is omitted. 
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The last term in (6.17) can then be simplified; equating (6.17) and (6.4), we write 

the transport equation in the final form 

e(0-crXv. Vt + - 8ap ^]vap = I(x). (6.19) 

In §§7 and 8, this equation will be further studied with reference to thermal 

conduction and viscosity. 

From the law of increase of entropy, it follows that a pressure gradient (in 

the absence of temperature and velocity gradients) does not bring about dissipative 

processes; cf. FM, §49. In the transport equation, this condition is necessarily 

satisfied, as is shown by the absence of the pressure gradient on the left of (6.19). 

§7. Thermal conduction in the gas 

To calculate the thermal conductivity of the gas, we have to solve the transport 

equation with a temperature gradient. Retaining only the first term on the left of 

(6.19), we have 

e(Q—cpT 

T 
. VT = I(x)- (7.1) 

The solution is to be sought in the form 

X = g VT, (7.2) 

where the vector g depends only on the quantities T, since a factor VT results on 

both sides of (7.1) when this substitution is made. Since the equation must be valid 

for any vector VT, the coefficients of this on the two sides must be equal, and so 

we obtain for g the equation 

e(Q-cpT 
= 1(g), (7.3) 

dinaf1 )°CS n0t 'nv0^ve ^ (nor therefore any explicit dependence on the coor- 

fir^hC fUnction X must also satisfy the conditions (6.3). With x in the form (7.2), the 

corn ^ °f theSC arC necessari,y satisfied, as is evident from the fact that (7.3) 
Ve a,n.s no vector parameters which might give the direction of the constant 

°f (7°t 'nte&rals //og dT and / /0eg dT. The third condition imposes on the solution 
' further condition 

J/0v.gdr = 0. (7.4) 

the^ transport equation has been solved and the function x is known, the 
rmal conductivity can be determined by calculating the energy flux, or rather its 
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dissipative part that is not due simply to convective energy transfer, which we shall 
denote by q'. In the absence of macroscopic motion in the gas, q' is equal to the 
total energy flux q given by the integral (5.9). When / = /o, this integral is zero 
identically, because of the integration over the directions of v On substitution of f 
from (6.1), there thus remains 

q = yJ 

= t/ /°ev(8-VT)£ir’ 

or in components 

9a = - 3 Tl 3xe, Kap = ~yJ foCVagp (IT. (7.5) 

Since a gas in equilibrium is isotropic, there are no preferred directions in it, and 
the tensor k„@ can only be expressible in terms of the unit tensor 8„p, i.e. it reduces 
to a scalar: 

Thus the energy flux is 

q = — kVT, (7.6) 

where the scalar thermal conductivity is 

K=_3f//oeV-gdr- (7-7) 

The transport equation necessarily makes this quantity positive (see §9): the flux q 
must be in the opposite direction to the temperature gradient. 

In monatomic gases, the velocity v is the only vector on which the function g 
depends; it is therefore clear that this function must have the form 

g = (v/u)g(u). (7.8) 

In polyatomic gases, g depends on two vectors: the velocity v and the angular 
momentum M. If the symmetry of the molecules does not allow stereoisomerism, 
the collision integral, and therefore equation (7.3), are invariant under inversion; 
the solution x must be similarly invariant. In other words, x = g • VT must be a true 
scalar, and, since the gradient VT is a true vector, so must be the function g. For 
instance, in a diatomic gas, where the quantities T are just the vectors v and M, the 
function g(T) has the form 

g = vg, + M(v . M)g2 + (v x M)g3, (7-9) 
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where gi, gz, g] are scalar functions of the scalar arguments v2, M2, (v . M)2; this is 
the most general form of a true vector that can be constructed from the true vector 
v and the pseudovector M.t 

If, however, the substance is stereoisomeric, there is no invariance under 
inversion: as already mentioned in §2, inversion then “transforms” the gas into 
what is essentially a different substance. Accordingly, the function x may also 
contain pseudoscalar terms, and the function g may contain pseudovector terms, 
e.g. one of the form g4M. 

The condition for the above method of solving the transport equation (based on 
the assumption that f is close to /0) to be valid can be ascertained by estimating the 
collision integral from (3.12). The mean energy of a molecule is e ~ T, and so an 
estimate of the two sides of (7.3) gives v ~ g/r ~ gv/l, whence g ~ /. The condition 
x/T ~ g\VT\IT <§ 1 (equivalent to 8/ <§ fo) therefore signifies that the distances L 
over which the temperature undergoes a considerable change (|VT| ~ T/L) must be 
large in comparison with /. That is, a function having the form (6.1) constitutes the 
leading terms in an expansion of the solution of the transport equation in powers of 
the small ratio IIL. 

An estimate of (7.7) with g ~ / gives 

k ~ cNlv, (7.10) 

where c is the specific heat per molecule of the gas. This is a well-known 
elementary formula in the kinetic theory of gases (cf. the last footnote to §11). 
Putting / ~ 1/Ntr, c ~ 1 and v ~ V(T/m), we have 

k~(1 MV(T/m). (7.11) 

In this estimate, the cross-section or relates to the mean thermal speed of the 
molecules, and in that sense is to be regarded as a function of temperature. As the 
speed increases, the cross-section in general decreases; accordingly, or is a 
decreasing function of the temperature. When the temperature is not too low, the 
gas molecules behave qualitatively as hard elastic particles which interact only 
when they actually collide. This type of interaction corresponds to a collision 
cross-section varying only slightly with the speed (and therefore with the tem¬ 
perature). Under such conditions, k is approximately proportional to Vi. 

At a given temperature, the thermal conductivity is seen from (7.11) to be 
independent of the gas density, i.e. of the gas pressure. It must be emphasized that 
this important property is not related to the assumptions used in making the 
estimate, but is an exact consequence of the Boltzmann transport equation. It 
arises because this equation takes account only of collisions between pairs of 
molecules (for which reason the mean free path is inversely proportional to the gas 
density). 

tThe solution of the Boltzmann equation for a gas of rotating molecule 
Kagan and A. M. Afanas’ev (1961). 

i first discussed by Yu. M. 
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§ 8. Viscosity in the gas 

The viscosity of a gas is calculated by means of the transport equation in the 
same way as the thermal conductivity. The only difference is that the deviation 
from equilibrium is due not to the temperature gradient but to the non-uniformity 
of the gas flow as regards the macroscopic velocity V. It is again assumed that the 
characteristic dimensions of the problem L>1. 

There are, as we know, two kinds of viscosity, the corresponding coefficients 
being usually denoted by rj and (. They are defined as the coefficients in the 
viscous stress tensor cr'p which forms part of the momentum flux tensor: 

n„p = P8„p + pV„Vp - a'p, (8.1) 

o'„p = 2-n(VaP - '}8„p div V) + (8„p div V, (8.2) 

where V„p is defined by (6.12); see FM, § 15. In an incompressible fluid, only the 
viscosity r) occurs. The “second viscosity” f appears in motion such that div V ^ 0. 
It is convenient to calculate the two coefficients separately. 

Omitting the temperature-gradient term from the general transport equation 
(6.19), we can write 

mv„Vp(VaP - j6„p div V) + [We2 - efH/cJ div V = /(*), (8.3) 

where the terms containing the first and second viscosities have been separated on 
the left-hand side. In calculating the first viscosity, we have to assume that 
div V = 0. The resulting equation can be identically rewritten as 

n,(vaVp-&apV2)Vap = I(x), (8.4) 

where the two tensor factors on the left have zero trace. 
The solution of this equation is sought in the form 

X = goPVoP, (8.5) 

where g„p(T) is a symmetric tensor; since the trace VOQ = 0, by adding a term in 8ap 
to gap we can always ensure that gaa = 0, without altering y. The equation for g„p is 

m(iit,up ~ |S0pii2) = /(g„p). (8.6) 

The extra conditions (6.3) are necessarily satisfied. 
The momentum flux is calculated from the distribution function as the integral 

(5.8). The required part of this, namely the viscous stress tensor, is 

cr'ap = - (m/T) | vaVpfoX dT = i]aprSVyS, (8.7) 

ijopys = - (m/T) | /oii„iipgYs df. (8.8) 
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The quantities ijoth,s form a tensor of rank four, symmetric in the sutfixes a, j3 
and y, 8 and giving zero on contraction with respect to the pair y, 8. Because the 
gas is isotropic, this tensor can only be expressed in terms of the unit tensor 8„p. An 
expression satisfying these conditions is 

V"PyS = ij[SOYSp6 + S„sSpT - 28o(j8tS]. 

Then cr'„p = 2ijV„p, so that rj is the required scalar viscosity coefficient. It is 
determined by contracting the tensor with respect to the pairs of suffixes a, y and 

P,8: 

V = ~ (ni/IOT) J vavpg„pfB dr. (8.9) 

In a monatomic gas, g„p is a function only of the vector v. The general form of 
such a symmetric tensor with zero trace is 

gup = (v„Vp - jS„pt;2)g(t;), (8.10) 

with a single scalar function g(v). In polyatomic gases, the tensor gaP is composed 
of a large number of variables, including the two vectors v and M. In the absence 
of stereoisomerism, g„p can include only true tensor terms; in a stereoisomeric gas, 
pseudotensor terms also are possible. 

An estimate of the viscosity coefficient, similar to (7.10) for the thermal conduc¬ 
tivity, gives a well-known elementary formula in the kinetic theory of gases, 

r) ~ mvNl; (8.11) 

see the last footnote to §11. The thermometric conductivity and the kinematic 
viscosity are found to be of the same order: 

k/Ncp ~ ij/Nm ~ 51. (8.12) 

Putting in (8.11) I ~ 1/Ntr and v ~(Tlm)'12, we obtain 

r) ~ V(mT)/cr. (8.13) 

The description of the pressure and temperature dependence of k in §7 is entirely 
valid for the viscosity rj also. 

In order to calculate the second viscosity coefficient, we must take the second 
term on the left of the transport equation (8.3) to be non-zero: 

[jmr2-<E(r)/c„]divV = /(x). (8.14) 

We shall seek the solution in the form 

X = g div V (8.15) 
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and obtain for g the equation 

W-e(r)/c„ = /(g). (8.16) 

Calculation of the stress tensor and comparison with the expression £80pdivV 
gives the viscosity coefficient as 

£ = -(m/3T) jVg/odr (8.17) 

In monatomic gases e(T) = |mu2, c, = 3/2, and the left-hand side of (8.16) is zero. 
The equation f(g) = 0 then shows that g = 0, and therefore f = 0. We reach, 
therefore, the interesting conclusion that the second viscosity of monatomic gases 

is zero.t 

PROBLEM 

Show that a gas of ultra-relativistic particles has zero second viscosity (I. M. Khalatnikov, 1955). 
Solution. The energy e of a relativistic particle in a frame of reference K in which the gas moves 

with a (non-relativistic) velocity V is related to its energy e' in the frame K' in which the gas is at rest by 
e'=e-p.V, where p is the momenlum of the particle in the frame K; this is the Lorenlz trans¬ 
formation formula wilh the terms above the first order in V omitted. The dislribution function in the 
frame K is fo(e - p. V), where fo(e') is the Boltzmann distribution. 

Considering only the viscosity, we can immediately assume that the gradients of all macroscopic 
quantities are zero except that of the velocity V; then flV/at = 0. and the last term in (6.10) vanishes.t In 
(6. II), the first two terms are also absent, and the third becomes 

v . V(p. V) = l)„pe dVp/dx„ = v„ppV„p; 

the directions of v and p are the same, and so p„«<i = Ppiv The equations of continuity and enlropy 
conservation in the form used in §6 remain valid in ihe motion of a relalivistic gas (with small velocilies 
V). The formulae (6.16) therefore remain valid also. The transport equation thus becomes 

(i)..Pe - 6.,sCc,)V„(i = I(x). 

In the second-viscosity problem, we must put V„( = >6„p div V. and then 

(lip—e/c„)divV = I(x). 

In an ullra-rclativistic gas, v~c, e = cp, and the specific heal c,. = 3 (see SP I, §44, Problem); the 
left-hand side of the equation, and therefore are then zero. 

§ 9. Symmetry of the kinetic coefficients 

The thermal conductivity and the viscosity are among the quantities which 
govern relaxation processes in systems slightly departing from equilibrium. These 
kinetic coefficients satisfy Onsager's symmetry principle, which may be established 

tit must be emphasized that Ihese gases are being treated in the approximation wilh respect to the 
gaseousness parameter Nd' which corresponds to the Boltzmann equation (and in which ij is in¬ 
dependent of the density). In higher approximations (the subsequent terms in the “virial expansion"; see 
§ 18), a non-zero viscosity £ does appear. Another important point is the quadratic dependence of the 
particle energy on the momentum; in a relativistic “monatomic" gas, ihe second viscosily is not zero 
(although it vanishes in anolher limiting case, the ullra-relativistic case; see the Problem). 

tTo avoid misunderstandings, it may be mentioned that in a relativistic gas the pressure 
makes a contribution to the thermal-conduction energy flux; see FM, § 126. 

gradient 
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in a general form without discussing specific mechanisms of relaxation. However, 
in a specific calculation of kinetic coefficients from the transport equations, the 
symmetry principle does not yield any extra conditions to be imposed on the 
solution of the equations. In such a calculation the requirements of the principle 
are necessarily satisfied. It is useful to see how this occurs. 

In the general formulation of Onsager’s principle (see SP 1, § 120), there appears 
a set of quantities x„ which describe the deviation of the system from equilibrium, 
and a set of quantities “thermodynamically conjugate’’ to these, Xa = — dSldxa 
(where S is the entropy of the system). The relaxation process of a system slightly 
departing from equilibrium is described by equations which determine the rates of 
change of the x„ as linear functions of the X„: 

^ = 19.1) 

where the y„b are the kinetic coefficients. According to Onsager’s principle, if xa 
and x„ behave in the same way under time reversal, then 

The rate of change of the entropy is given by the quadratic form 

S = -EW. = St^ (9.3) 

The first of these expressions is often convenient for establishing the cor¬ 
respondence between the jc„ and the X„. 

For thermal conductivity, we take as the rates xa the components q'„ of the 
dissipative heat flux vector (at any given point in the medium); the suffix a is then 
the same as the vector suffix a. The corresponding quantities Xa are the derivatives 
T~2BT/8x„; cf. SP 2, §88. Equations (9.1) correspond to q'a = — koP8TI8xp, so that 
the kinetic coefficients y„b are the quantities T1koP. According to Onsager’s prin¬ 
ciple, we should have k„p = iq*,. 

Similarly, for the viscosity, we take as the xa the components a„p of the viscous 
momentum flux tensor; the corresponding Xa are - Vop/T (the suffix a here 
answering to the pair of tensor suffixes a(3). Equations (9.1) correspond to cr'p = 
VapysVys, and the kinetic coefficients are Trj„PlS. According to Onsager’s principle, 
we must have ij„PtS = rjlSaP. 

In the problems of thermal conduction and viscosity of gases, considered in §§7 
and 8, the symmetry of the tensors koP and ijoPtS was a necessary consequence of 
the isotropy of the medium, independent of the solution of the transport equation. 
We shall show, however, that it would also follow from this solution, independently 
of the isotropy of the gas. 

The procedure for problems of thermal conduction and viscosity in a slightly 
inhomogeneous gas was to seek the correction to the equilibrium distribution 
function in the form 

X = 2gu(T)Xa, (9.4) 
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obtaining for the functions g„ equations of the form 

The quantities La are components of the vector 

T[e(D-c,Tte 

for thermal conduction, or the tensor 

for viscosity; cf. (6.19). The solutions of equations (9.5) must satisfy the further 
conditions 

| fog, dr = o, J/0g«edr = o, J/og„Pdr = o. 

With these conditions, the kinetic coefficients yab can be written as the integrals 

T2yah = -jf0LagbdT. (9.6) 

The proof of the symmetry yab = yba thus reduces to that of the equation 

J/oL0gbdr = J/0Lbg„dr. (9.7) 

It is based on the property that the linearized operator / is “self-conjugate”, which 
may be arrived at as follows. 

Let us consider the integral 

| /ofdWO dT = | /ofoiwW + dT, 

where if,(D and <p(D are any two functions of the variables L Since the integration 
is over all the variables r^.F, F,, we can rename these in any way (as was done 
in §4) without affecting the value of the integral. We make the change 

r,r <-» rltri, and then in each of the two resulting forms the further change 
r,r,^> r, ri. The sum of all four expressions gives 

| foVlWdT =^J /o/oi[w'(<P + <Pi) — w(q>' + (pi)H(i/'' + i/'i) —(if< + i/q)] d4r; (9.8) 

the notation w and vv' is as in (3.5). Let us now consider a similar integral in which 
iKO and <p(0 are replaced by cp(r' ) and t/<(rT) respectively (without changing w 
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and w'). With the change rr, r,T,.. .-»I\ rl5... in this integral, and the principle of 
detailed balancing (2.3), we have 

| MTI(<pT)dr 

= fofviM^ + iM - w'(tf)' + + ip\) ~ (tp + (p,)] d4r, (9.9) 

where the equation /»(rr) = /o(0 has also been used. Expanding the square 
brackets in (9.8) and (9.9), and comparing corresponding terms, we see that the two 
integrals are equal. In making the comparison, it is necessary to take account of the 
unitarity relation (2.9), which gives, for example, 

| fifoiw(4> + <M(<P + <Pi) d4r = | fofoiw'M + iM(<p + <pi) dT; 

the relation (2.9) is applied here to the integration over the variables E' and TJ, on 
which only n> and w' depend in the integrand. 

Thus we reach the equation 

J/„<p/Wdr = J/„^T/(<pT)dr. (9.10) 

If the principle of detailed balancing is valid in its simple form (2.8), vv = iv', then 
(9.10) reduces to a literal self-conjugacy of the operator I: 

I ft><pi(^)dr = jMK<p)dr, (9.i i) 

where both integrals contain functions <p and if/ of the same variables T; this is 
immediately evident when w = w', from the expression (9.8). 

Returning to the kinetic coefficients, we make in the first integral (9.7) the change 
T -» TT, and note that 

Lu(rT) = ±L0(T), (9.12) 

the upper and lower signs relating to viscosity and thermal conduction respectively. 
We now use the relations (9.5) and (9.10). In the latter, we can integrate over Tt in 
place of T; this clearly does not affect the value of the integral. We have 

J f0g„La dT = ± | f0gkTI(ga) drT 

= ± J fog/Hgb) drT 

= ± J/og/Mndr1. 
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Now, changing I’1 -> T on the right-hand side, and using (9.12), we have the 
required result (9.7). 

The kinetic coefficients must also satisfy conditions which follow from the law of 
increase of entropy; in particular, the “diagonal” coefficients yaa must be positive. 
Since the transport equation guarantees the increase of entropy, these conditions 
are of course necessarily satisfied when the kinetic coefficients are calculated from 
that equation. 

The increase of entropy is expressed by the inequality 

-Jlog/C(/)dr>0; 

see §4. Substituting 

/ = /o(l + x/T), C(f) = WT)I0f), 

we have 

- J log /„ aj) dr - Y J /0 logd+xlT)Kx) dr > o. 

The first integral is identically zero; in the second integral, since x is small, 
logfl + xlT) = x/T, and so we find 

-J/oxKx)dr>0. (9.13) 

This inequality ensures the necessary properties of the kinetic coefficients. In 
particular, when x — So it expresses the fact that yaa is positive. 

§ 10. Approximate solution of the transport equation 

Because of the complexity of the law of interaction of molecules (especially 
polyatomic ones), which determines the function w in the collision integral, the 
Boltzmann equation cannot really be even written down in an exact form for 
specific gases. However, even with linearization and some simple assumptions 
about the nature of the molecular interaction, the complexity of the mathematical 
structure of the transport equation makes it generally impossible to solve in an 
exact analytical form. Fairly efficient methods for the approximate solution of the 
Boltzmann equation are therefore of particular significance in the kinetic theory of 
gases. The principle as applied to a monatomic gas is as follows (S. Chapman 1916). 

Let us first take the problem of thermal conduction. For a monatomic gas, the 
specific heat c,, = 5/2, and the linearized equation (7.3) becomes 

-v(N"’)-i(g), (10.1) 
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where p = ml2T; the linear integral operator / (g) is defined by 

Hg)=JJ iWoi(g' + g!-g-gi)d3p,dor, (10.2) 

corresponding to the collision integral (3.9), and the equilibrium distribution func¬ 
tion ist 

Mv) = (N/33/2/m V'V8''. (10.3) 

An efficient method of approximately solving equation (10-1) is based on 
expanding the required functions in terms of a complete set of mutually orthogonal 
functions, which may with especial advantage be taken as the Sonine polynomials 
(D. Burnett 1935). These are defined byt 

S‘(x) = j]e*x-'£I(e-*x'+'), (10.4) 

where r is any number and s is a positive integer or zero. In particular, 

S° = 1, Sr'(x) = r + 1 — x. (10.5) 

The orthogonality property of these polynomials for a given r and different s is 

e'VSrs(x)S/(x) dx = T(r+ s + 1 )SJs !. (10.6) 

We shall seek the solution of (10.1) as the expansion 

g(v) = (/3/N)v 2 AsSsK(pv2). (10.7) 

By omitting the term with s = 0, we automatically satisfy the condition (7.4), the 
integral being zero because the polynomials with s = 0 and s A 0 are orthogonal. 
The expression in parentheses on the left of (10.1) is the polynomial Sl/2(fIt2), and 
this equation therefore becomes 

- vSUpn2) = (PIN) 2 AJfvSU (10.8) 

Multiplying both sides scalarly by v/0(r>)S3/2(fli;:) and integrating over d3p, we 

tThe distribution function is everywhere taken to be defined in momentum space. This, however, does 
not prevent it from being expressed for convenience in terms of the velocity v = p/m. 

tThey differ only in normalization and affix numbering from the generalized Laguerre polynomials: 

S/(x) = ^=^jL;„(x). 
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obtain a set of algebraic equations 

2>,A=-j5,i, /= 1,2,..., (10.9) 

with 

ak = - {fi2IN2) | fBv . S'mI(\Sln)d3p 

= (£S2/4N2){vS.V2, vSjc), (10.10) 

the notation being 

{F, G}= J /o(r)/0(r,)|v- v,|A(F)A(G) d'p d'p, do, 

A(F) = F(v') + F(vi) - F(v) - F(v,). 

There is no equation with / = 0 in (10.9), since a0s = 0 because of the conservation 
of momentum: A(vS?/2) = A(v) = 0. The thermal conductivity is calculated by sub¬ 
stituting (10.7) in the integral (7.7). The condition (7.4) shows that this integral (with 
e = imu2) can be put in the form 

(10.11) 

K =-|J foSy2(pv2)v .gd]p 

and the result is 

k = 5A,/4. (10.12) 

The advantage of expanding in Sonine polynomials is shown by the simplicity of 
the right-hand side of equations (10.9) and the expression (10.12). 

The calculations are entirely similar for the viscosity. The solution of (8.6) is 
sought in the form 

g„@ = -^2IN2){vave-\v2Sae) 2 BsSM[iv2). (10.13) 

Substitution in (8.6), multiplication by 

/o( r)S5/2([iv2)( cc,vp ~]V2Sc,p), 

and integration over d3p leads to the set of equations 

jtbkBs=58, o, 1 = 0,1,2,..., (10.14) 

where 

bk=((S3IN2){<lvave-W8ae)Sli2, ivave~WWh}. (10.15) 



§ 10 Approximate Solution of the Transport Equation 

The viscosity is found from (8.9) as 
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ij=J»nJBo. (10.16) 

The infinite set of equations (10.9) or (10.14) is approximately solved by retaining 
only the first few terms in the expansion (10.7) or (10.13), i.e. by artificially 
terminating the set. The approximation converges extremely rapidly as the number 
of terms increases: in general, retaining just one term gives the value of k or rj with 
an accuracy of l-2%.t 

We shall show that the approximate solution of the linearized transpot t equation 
for monatomic gases by the above method gives values of the kinetic coefficients 
that are certainly less than would follow from the exact solution of the equation. 

The transport equation may be written in the symbolic form 

I(g) = L, (10.17) 

where the functions g and L are vectors in the thermal conduction problem, and 
tensors of rank two in the viscosity problem. The corresponding kinetic coefficient 
is determined from the function g as a quantity proportional to the integral 

-ffcgl(g)d3p- (10.18) 

see §9. The approximate function g, however, satisfies not equation (10.17) itself 
but only the integral relation 

J fogl(g) cl3p = I f0Lgd3p, (10-19) 

as is evident from the way in which the coefficients in the expansions of g are 
determined. 

The statement made above follows immediately from the “variational principle” 
whereby the solution of (10.17) gives a maximum of the functional (10.18) within 
the class of functions that satisfy the condition (10.19). The validity of this 
principle is easily shown by considering the integral 

- J /o(g-<p)f(g-<p)d3p, 

where g is the solution of (10.17), and <p any trial function that satisfies the 
condition (10.19). This integral is positive, by the general property (9.13) of the 
operator I. Expanding the parentheses, we write 

- | foigl(g) + (pi(<p) -(pl(g)-gl(tp)} d3p. 

iliffu*'6 convergence ‘s’ however, somewhat less good in problems of diffusion, and especially of thermal 
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Since for a monatomic gas the principle of detailed balancing is valid in the form 
(2.8), the operator / has the self-conjugacy property (9.1 l).t Hence the integrals of 
the last two terms in the braces are equal. Then substitution of f(g)= L gives 

- J Mg/(g) + <P/(<P) - 2<p/(g)} d3p = - I f0{gl(g) + <p/(<p) - 2L<p} d3p > 0. 

Finally, transforming the integral of the last term by means of (10.19), we find 

- | /og/(g) d3p > — | Mp/((p) d3p. 

as was to be proved. 
There is a case that is of formal interest though having no direct physical 

significance, namely a gas of particles interacting according to U = a/ r4.t This has 
the property that the collision cross-section for such particles (determined by 
classical mechanics) is inversely proportional to the relative speed rrci, and so the 
product vre,da which appears in the collision integral depends only on the scattering 
angle 6, not on urC|. The property in question is easily proved by dimensional 
arguments: the cross-section depends only on three parameters, namely the con¬ 
stant a, the particle mass m, and the velocity urel, and from these we can form no 
dimensionless combination, and only one combination (aim)'12 having the 
dimensions of area, which must therefore be proportional to the cross-section. This 
property of the cross-section greatly simplifies the structure of the collision 
integral, and it becomes possible to find exact solutions of the linearized transport 
equations for the thermal conduction and viscosity problems. These solutions are 
found to be just the first terms in the expansions (10.7) and (10.13).§ 

PROBLEMS! 

Pm mi tm 1. Find lhe thermal conductivity of a monaiomic gas, reiaining only lhe first term in lhe 
expansion (10.7). 

Soi UTION. With one lerm of the expansion, equations (10.9) reduce lo AI = 15/4au. To calculate lhe 
integral (10.10) with I = s = 1, we express v, v,, v", v| in terms of the velocily of the cenlre of mass and 
lhe relative velocities of lhe lwo atoms: 

V = 2(v + vi) = {(v' + v!), 

e2+e,’- = 2V2 + ler, 

+lt musi be emphasized lhai lhe variational principle as slated above is dependenl on lhis, and is not 
valid when the principle of detailed balancing has only ils most general form (2.3). 

f The lransport properlies of this gas model were first discussed by J. C. Maxwell (I860). 
§A detailed account of the lheory for this case is given in §§38-40 of L. Waldmann’s arlicle in 

Handbuch der Physik 12, 295, 1958. 
||Formulae (I)—(6) are due lo Chapman and Enskog. 



§ jO -roximate Solution of the Transport Equation 

A simple calculation gives 

A(vSj;) = A(j3t-v) = /3[(V. v!ci)vici - (V. v„,)v„,]. 

Squaring and averaging over the directions of V, we obtain 

- (via. v- = v1 sin1 a 

Integration over 47rV2 dV and over the directions of v«i (the latter reducing to a r 
gives finally 

an =||3',(p/27r)'n^ exp(-sin2 0 diK, dfl; 

the thermal conductivity is 

k = 75/l6au. 
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tiplication by 47r) 

(I) 

(2) 

Problem 2. The same as Problem I, but for the viscosity. 
Solution. We find in a similar manner 

Bo = 5/boo, t) = 5m/4boo. 

In the integral (10.15) with l = s = 0, 

MW -!c2&,e) = !(e,ci,ni’rei.e - cic.-clu.e). 

The square of this is 

Integration over d'V and over the directions of v.H shows that bm = an. so that 

i) = 4»ik/I5. (3) 

For a monatomic gas, the specific heat cp = 5/2; hence the ratio of the kinematic viscosity v = rj/Nm to 
the thermometric conductivity y = k/Ncp. called the Prandll number, is, in this approximation 

.’/* = 2/3 (4) 

whatever the law of interaction of the atoms.t 
Problem 3. In the same approximation, find the thermal conductivity and viscosity of a monatomic- 

gas when the atoms are regarded as hard elastic spheres with diameter d. 
Solution. The scattering of one sphere by another is equivalent to that of a point particle by an 

impenetrable sphere of radius d: the cross-section is therefore do = ('dydo. Calculation of the integral 
(Ogives the resultst 

75 It o.6f, It 
K ~ 64VmP V riT = ~dr V m ’ (5) 

(6) 

tFor a gas with the interaction law U = ah', formulae (1)—(4) become exact, and lead to the values 

k = 3.04T(ma) 1:, r, = 0.81 Ttmlaf2. 

$To illustrate the rapidity with which successive approximations converge, it may be mentioned that 
the inclusion of the second and third terms in the expansions (10.7) and (10.13) multiplies the 
expressions (5) and (6) by (I +0.015 + 0.001) and (I +0.023 + 0.002) respectively. 
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§ 11. Diffusion of a light gas in a heavy gas 

The phenomenon of diffusion in a mixture of two gases will be studied here for 
some particular cases which allow a fairly extensive theoretical analysis. 

Let N, and N2 denote the particle number densities of the two components of the 
mixture, and let the concentration of the mixture be expressed by c = N,/N, where 
N = Ni + N2. The total number density of particles is related to the pressure and 
temperature by N = PIT. The gas pressure is constant throughout the volume; let 
the concentration and the temperature vary along the x-axis (by allowing a 
temperature variation, we include thermal diffusion in the problem). 

Let us consider diffusion in a mixture of gases of which one (the “heavy” gas) 
consists of molecules whose mass is much larger than that of the particles of the 
other (the “light” gas). The latter will be assumed monatomic. Since the mean 
thermal energy of translational motion is the same for all particles (at a given 
temperature), the mean speed of the heavy molecules is much less than that of the 
light ones, and they can be approximately regarded as being at rest. When a light 
and a heavy particle collide, the latter may be assumed to remain fixed, while the 
velocity of the light particle changes direction but remains unaltered in magnitude. 

In this section we shall take the case where the concentration of the light gas (gas 1) 
in the mixture is small. Then collisions between its atoms are relatively rare and we 
may suppose that the light particles collide only with the heavy ones.t 

In the general case of an arbitrary gas mixture, a separate transport equation has 
to be set up for the distribution function of the particles of each component, the 
right-hand side containing the sum of the collision integrals between the particles of 
each component and those of that and every other component. In the particular 
case under discussion, however, it is convenient to derive the simplified transport 
equation ab initio. 

The required equation is to determine the distribution function for the particles 
of the light gas, which we denote by f(p, x). With the assumptions made, collisions 
between light and heavy particles do not affect the distribution of the latter, and in 
the diffusion problem this distribution can be taken as given. 

Let 8 be the angle between the direction of the momentum p = mt\ of a light 
particle and the x-axis. It is evident from the symmetry of the conditions of the 
problem that the distribution function will depend only on 8 (and on the variables p 
and x). Let dcr = F(p, a) do' denote the cross-section for collisions in which a light 
particle with momentum p acquires a momentum p' = m\ directed into the solid- 
angle element do'; a is the angle between the vectors p and p' (whose magnitudes 
are equal). The probability per unit path length that the particle undergoes such a 
collision is N2dcr, where N2 is the number density of heavy particles; the prob¬ 
ability per unit time is found by multiplying by the speed of the particle: N2v da. 

Let us consider particles in a given unit of volume having momenta in a given 
range dp of magnitudes and directed into the solid-angle element do. The 
number of such particles is fd3p =/(p, 8,x)p2 dp do. Of these, 

f(p, 8, x)p2 dp do . N2vF(p, a) do' 

tThe kinetic theory of this model was first developed by H. A. Lorentz (1905). 
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particles per unit time acquire by collisions a momentum p' directed into do'. Thus 
the total number of particles whose momentum changes direction is 

d3p J N2vf(p, e, x)F(p, a) do'. 

Conversely, of the particles in d3p' = p'2 dp' do', 

/(p', 6', x)p'2 dp' do'. N2v'F(p', a) do 

acquire a velocity directed into do. Since p’ = p, the total number of particles that 
acquire a velocity in d’p as a result of collisions is 

d3p J N2vf(p, 0', x)F(p, a)do'. 

Thus the change in the number of particles in d3p is the difference 

d3p . N2v | F(p,a)[f(p, 0',x)-f(p,0,x)]do'. 

This must equal the total time derivative 

d3p(dfldt) = d3pv . Vf = d3p(dfldx)v cos 6. 

Equating the two expressions gives the required transport equation 

v cosOdfldx = N2v | F(p,a)[f(p,0'.x)-f(p,0,x)]do'=C(f).. (11.1) 

The right-hand side is zero for any function f that does not depend on the direction 
of p, and not only for the Maxwellian function /„ as in the case of the Boltzmann 
equation. This is because of the assumption that the magnitude of the momentum is 
unchanged in the scattering of light particles by heavy ones: such collisions 
evidently leave steady any energy distribution of light particles. In reality, equation 
(11.1) corresponds only to the zero-order approximation with respect to the small 
quantity mtlm2, and energy relaxation occurs in the next approximation. 

If the concentration and temperature gradients are not too large (these quantities 
varying only slightly over distances of the order of the mean free path), f may be 
sought as the sum 

f = fo(p,x) + 8f(p,0,x), 

where 8f is a small correction to the local-equilibrium distribution function f0 and is 
linear in the gradients of c and T. In turn, we seek 8f in the form 

8f = cos 6. g(p,x). (11.2) 
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where g is a function of p and x only. In substituting in (11.1), it is sufficient to 
retain the f0 term on the left-hand side; in the collision integral, the f0 term 
disappears: 

C(f) = gN2v J F(p, a)(cos 6'-cos 0) do'; 

the function g, which is independent of the angles, has been taken outside the 
integral. 

This integral may be simplified as follows. We take the direction of the momen¬ 
tum p as the polar axis for the measurement of angles. Let tp and tp' be the 
azimuths of the x-axis and the momentum p' relative to this polar axis. Then 

cos 0' = cos 0 cos a + sin 0 sin a cos (tp - tp'). 

The solid-angle element do' = sin a da dtp', since a is the polar angle for the 
momentum p'. The integral of the term in cos(tp-tp') gives zero from the in¬ 
tegration over dtp'. The result is 

C(f) = - N2a,(p)vg cos 0 = - N2at(p)v8f, (11.3) 

ot,(p) = 27t| F(p, a)(l — cos a) sin a da 

= J (1 - cos a) da 

is called the transport cross-section for collisions. 
From (11.1), we now find 

(11.4) 

(11.5) 

'1 he diffusion flux i is, by definition, the flux of molecules of one component of 
the mixture (in this case, the light component). It is calculated from the distribution 
function as the integral 

i = J /v d3p, 

or, since the vector i is along the x-axis. 

(11.6) 

i = J cos 0.fvd3p = J cos2 0. gvd3p; (11-7) 
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term disappears on integration over angles. Substitution of (11.5) gives 

._1_ _3_ f fpv cos2 0 .3 
1 N2 dx J cr,(p) P 

3 N2 dx J at 

This expression may be written 

‘-37ES 

where the averaging is over the Maxwellian distribution. Lastly, we use the 
concentration c = NJN = NJN2 (since by hypothesis N2>Nf), and replace N2 
approximately by N = PIT. The pressure being constant, we find the result 

—<"•*> 

This is to be compared with the phenomenological expression for the diffusion 
flux. 

i = -Nd(vc+^V t), (11.9) 

which defines the diffusion coefficient D and the thermal diffusion ratio kT; the 
product Dt = Dk, is the thermal diffusion coefficient (see FM, §58).t Thus we find 

D = (T/3P )(vlat), (11.10) 

kr = cT^ \og(4f^. (11.11) 

In diffusion equilibrium in a non-uniformly heated gas, a concentration- dis¬ 
tribution is set up in which the diffusion flux i = 0. Equating to a constant the 
expression in the braces in (11.8), we obtain 

c = constant x (11.12) 

Assuming that the cross-section o> is independent of.the velocity, and noting that 
<«>~(T/mi)W2, we find that, in diffusion equilibrium of a mixture with a low 

tThe phenomenon of thermal diffusion was predicted by Enskog (1911) for precisely this model of a 
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concentration of the light gas, that concentration is proportional to VT, i.e. the 
light gas is concentrated in the regions where the temperature is high. 

The diffusion coefficient is, in order of magnitude, 

D ~ vl, (11.13) 

where v is the mean thermal speed of the light-gas molecules and / ~ 1/Ncr the 
mean free path. There is a well-known elementary derivation of this formula. The 
number of molecules of gas 1 passing across unit area perpendicular to the x-axis 
from left to right per unit time is equal in order of magnitude to the product N,v, 
where the density N, must be taken at a distance / to the left of the area, i.e. at the 
points from which the molecules reach that area without undergoing collisions. We 
similarly find the number of molecules crossing the same area from right to left, 
and the difference between the two numbers gives the diffusion flux: 

i ~ N,(x - l)v - N,(x + /) v~~ Iv dNJdx, 

which gives (11.13).t 

§ 12. Diffusion of a heavy gas in a light gas 

Let us now consider the opposite limiting case, where the concentration of the 
heavy gas in the mixture is small. In this case, the diffusion coefficient may be 
calculated indirectly without using the transport equation, by finding the mobility 
of the heavy-gas particles, regarding this gas as being in an external field. The 
mobility b is related to the diffusion coefficient of the same particles by the familiar 
Einstein’s relation 

see FM, §59. > 
The mobility is, by definition, the proportionality coefficient between the mean 

velocity V acquired by a gas particle in the external field, and the force f exerted on 
the particle by the field: 

V = bf. (12.2) 

The velocity V is determined from the condition that the force f balances the 
resistance fr exerted on the moving heavy particle by the light particles; collisions 
between heavy particles may be neglected, because there are relatively few of 

tDiffusion, thermal conduction and viscosity are brought about by the same mechanism, namely direct 
molecular transport. The thermal conduction may be regarded as a “diffusion of energy” and the 
viscosity as a “diffusion of momentum”. We may therefore assert that the diffusion coefficient D, the 
thermometric conductivity x = k/Ncp and the kinematic viscosity v = tj/Nm are of the same order of 
magnitude; this leads to the formulae (7.10) for the thermal conductivity and (8.11) for the viscosity. 
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them. The distribution function of the light particles is Maxwellian: 

fo = (27rm,T)3/2 eXp(__2T~)’ 

where m, is the mass of a light particle. 
Let us consider one particular heavy particle with velocity V, and take coor¬ 

dinates moving with that particle; let v denote the velocities of the light particles in 
these coordinates. The distribution function of the light particles in these coor¬ 
dinates is /o(v + V); cf. (6.9). Assuming that V is small, we can write 

/o(v + V) ~ fc(v)(l — m,v. V/T). (12.3) 

The required resistance t, can be calculated as the total momentum transferred to 
the heavy particle by light particles colliding with it per unit time. The frame of 
reference is unchanged in a collision. The light particle carries momentum m,v; 
after the collision, in which its momentum is turned through an angle a, it carries 
away an average momentum m,v cos a. The average momentum transferred to the 
heavy particle in such a collision is therefore m,v(l - cos a). Multiplying this by the 
flux of light particles with velocity v and by the cross-section da for such a 
collision, and integrating, we obtain the total momentum transferred to the heavy 
particle: 

i, = m, J /0(v + V)uvor, d3p, 

again with the notation (11.4). When /o(v + V) is substituted in the form (12.3), the 
first term gives zero in the integration over directions of v, leaving 

/o(r)V . v vucri d3p. 

or, averaging over directions of v. 

pr V J fo(v)aiV3 d3p 

= -N,j~V(a,v3), 

where the angle brackets again denote averaging over the ordinary Maxwellian 
distribution. Lastly, since in this case Ni > N2, we write N, — N = PIT, so that 

Equating to zero the sum of the resistance fr and the external force f, we find from 
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(12.2) the mobility b, and thence the diffusion coefficient 

D = bT = 3T]/m,JPW3). (12.4) 

To calculate the thermal diffusion in this case, it would be necessary to know the 
distribution function of the light-gas particles in the presence of a temperature 
gradient. The thermal diffusion coefficient therefore cannot be calculated in a general 
form here. 

In order of magnitude D ~ v/Na, where v ~V(Tlmi) is, as in (11,13), the mean 
thermal speed of the light-gas molecules. Thus the order of magnitude of the 
diffusion coefficient is the same in each case: 

D ~ T3,2/crPm1w2, (12.5) 

PROBLEM 

Determine the diffusion coefficient in a mixture of two gases (one light and one heavy), regarding their 
particles as hard elastic spheres with diameters d, and di. 

Solution. The collision cross-section dcr = ir(d, + d2)2 do/167r, and so the transport cross-section 
(T, = <7r(di + d2)2, equal in this case to the total cross-section a. The diffusion coefficient is 

D = A Tml(d, + d2fPnnm, 

where nn is the mass of a light particle and A is a numerical factor. When the concentration of the light 
gas is small, a calculation from (11.10) gives 

A = 1(2/tt ),,! = 0.68. 

When the concentration of the heavy gas is small, (12.4) gives 

A = 3/2V(2tt) = 0.6. 

Note that the values of A in the two limiting cases are almost equal. 

§ 13. Transport phenomena in a gas in an external field 

The rotational degrees of freedom of molecules provide the mechanism whereby 
an external magnetic or electric field can affect transport phenomena in a gas.t The 
effect is of the same nature in the magnetic and electric cases; we shall first discuss 
a gas in a magnetic field, 

A rotating molecule has in general a magnetic moment, whose average value (in 
the quantum-mechanical sense) will be denoted by |l The magnetic field will be 
assumed so weak that juB is small in comparison with the intervals in the fine 
structure of molecular levels.t We can then neglect the influence of the field on the 

tThis mechanism was pointed out by Yu. M. Kagan and L.. A. Maksimov (1961), who also derived lhe 

tin macroscopic electrodynamics, the mean value (over physically infinitesimal volumes) of the 
magnetic field is called the magnetic induction and denoted by B. When the density of the medium is 
low, as in a gas, the magnetization is negligible, and the vector B then coincides with the macroscopic 
field H. 
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state of the molecule, so that the magnetic moment is calculated for the un¬ 
perturbed state. For fairly high temperatures, the case we shall consider, /xfj is 
small in comparison with T also: this enables us to neglect the influence of the field 
on the equilibrium distribution function of the gas molecules. 

The magnetic moment is parallel to the rotational angular momentum M of the 
molecule, and may be written 

fj. = yM. (13.1) 

Classical rotation of the molecule corresponds to large rotational quantum num¬ 
bers; we can then neglect in M the difference between the total angular momentum 
(including spin) and the rotational angular momentum. The value of the constant 
coefficient y depends on the nature of the molecule and the nature of its magnetic 
moment. For example, with a diatomic molecule having non-zero spin S, 

y~(2alM)nB, (13.2) 

where /xB is the Bohr magneton, and the number a = J - K is the difference 
between the quantum numbers J of the total angular momentum and K of the 
rotational angular momentum (or takes the values S, S-l, ...,-S); in the 
denominator, the difference between J and K is not significant: M ~ hj ~ tiK. In 
(13.2) it is assumed that the spin-axis interaction in the molecule is small in 
comparison with the intervals in the rotational structure of the levels (Hund’s case 

b).t 
In a magnetic field B, the molecule is subjected to a torque jixB. The vector M 

is then no longer constant during the “free” motion of the molecule, but varies 

according to 

dM/dt = /rxB = -yBxM; (J3.3) 

the vector M precesses about the direction of the field with angular velocity — yB. 
The left-hand side of the transport equation thus has an added term (dfldM). M, 
and the equation becomes 

§£ + v-f£+,MxB.|Uc(/). ,13.4) 

The variables T on which the distribution function depends must also include the 
discrete variable cr, which determines the value of the magnetic moment, if there is 
such a variable, as in (13.2). 

In problems of thermal conduction and viscosity, we again take a distribution 
close to the equilibrium one, and express it as 

/ = /o(l+*/T). (13.5) 

tFormula (13.2) follows from the exact formula for case b, derived in QM, § 113, Problem 3, on taking 
the limit of large J and K with a fixed difference J - K. The contribution of the orbital angular 
momentum A is then negligible, being of the next order of smallness in 1//. 
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We shall first show that a term in Bfo/dM does not occur in the transport equation. 
Since f0 depends only on the energy €(T) of the molecule, and Be/BM is equal to the 
angular velocity SI, we have 

yM X B . 3/o/3M = yM X B . 11 Bfjde. (13.6) 

For molecules of the rotator and spherical-top types, M and ft are parallel, and the 
expression (13.6) is zero identically. In other cases, it becomes zero after averaging 
over the rapidly varying phases, the necessity for which has been explained in § 1. 
When molecules of the symmetrical-top or asymmetrical-top type rotate, there is a 
rapid variation both of the direction of the axes of the molecule itself and of that of 
its angular velocity ft. After the averaging mentioned, ft can retain only the 
component ftM along the constant vector M, and for this component the product 
M . B x ftM = 0. 

The remaining terms in the transport equation are transformed in the same way 
as in §7 or §8. For instance, in the thermal conduction problem we find the 
equation 

6(^T V . VT = - yM x B - |fr + I(x). (13.7) 

The solution of this equation is again to be sought in the form x = g . VT, but there 
are now three vectors v, M, B, not two, available to construct the vector function 
g(T). The external field creates a distinctive direction in the gas. The process of 
thermal conduction therefore becomes anisotropic, and the scalar coefficient k has 
to be replaced by a thermal conductivity tensor K„p, which determines the heat flux 
by 

q„ = - k„p BTldxp. (13.8) 

The tensor k„p is calculated from the distribution function as the integral 

K„p = - y | foevagp d rv- (13.9) 

cf. (7.5). 
The general form of a tensor of rank two depending on the vector B is 

Kofi = kS„p + ki babp + K2eaPyby, (13.10) 

where b = B/JB, eapy is the antisymmetric unit tensor, and k, ki, k2 are scalars 
depending on the field strength B. The tensor (13.10) obviously has the propertyt 

K„p(B)=KPa(-B). (13.11) 

+Th\s property expresses the symmetry of the kinetic coefficients in the presence of a magnetic field. 
In the present case, it necessarily follows from the existence of only the one vector b from which the 
tensor K„e can be constructed. 
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The expression (13.10) corresponds to the heat flux 

q = — kVT — K,b(b . VT) — k2VT x b. (13.12) 

The last term is what is called an odd effect, changing sign with the field. 
The integral term I(x) on the right of (13.7) is given by (6.5). The integrand 

contains the function f0, which is proportional to the gas density N. Separating this 
factor and dividing both sides of the equation by it, we find that N appears only in 
the combinations BIN with the field and VTIN with the temperature gradient. It is 
therefore clear that the function /oX =/og - VT will depend on the parameters N 
and B only through the ratio JB/N; the integrals (13.9) will also depend only on this 
quantity, and therefore so will the coefficients k, iq, k2 in (13.12). The density N is 
proportional (at a given temperature) to the gas pressure P. Thus the thermal 
conductivity of a gas in a magnetic field depends on the field and the pressure only 

through the ratio JB/P.t 
When B increases, the first term on the right of (13.7) increases, but the second 

term is unchanged. It is therefore clear that as JB -> * the solution of the equation must 
be a function depending only on the direction (not the magnitude) of the field, and 
this function must make identically zero the term MxB.d*7dM in the equation: 
accordingly, the coefficients k, k,, k2 tend to constant limits independent of JB, as 

JB 
The treatment of the viscosity of a gas in a magnetic field is similar. The 

corresponding transport equation is 

(muQUp - ^ 6„p) Vop = I(x) - YM x B • (13.13) 

cf. (6.19). The solution is to be sought in the form x = g„p V„p. Instead of the two 
viscosity coefficients rj and £, we must now use a tensor rj„Pyf of rank four which 
determines the viscous stress tensor 

O-ap = VaPrlVrG (13.14) 

by definition, the tensor rjaPyS is symmetric in the pairs of suffixes a, (3 and y, S. 
With the known function x, its components are calculated as 

VaPrB = ~f mvavpfogredT. (13.15) 

The viscosity tensor thus found will necessarily satisfy the condition 

iJ.pT6(B) = rjT5aP(-B), (13.16) 

which expresses the symmetry of the kinetic coefficients. 
With the vector b = B/JB (and the unit tensors Sap and eapy), we can construct the 

tThe change in the thermal conductivity of a gas in a magnetic field is called the Senflleben effect. 
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following independent tensor combinations having the symmetry properties of 

9a|3y 8* 

(1) SayS/jt + SasSpy, 
(2) 
(3) Saybpbn + Spybabs + 8aSbpby + 6pSbaby, 
(4) Sapbybs + 8ySbabp, 
(5) babpbyt>e, 
(6) barSpS + bpySaS + basSpy + bppSay, 
(7) baybpbe + bpybabe + baSbeby + bpSbaby, 

113.17) 

where bap = - = e„pyby. In all these combinations except (4), the property (13.16) 
follows automatically from the symmetry with respect to the pairs of suffixes a, f$ 
and y,S; in (4), the two terms are combined in order to satisfy the condition 

(13.16).t 
In accordance with the number of tensors (13.17), a gas in a magnetic field in 

general has seven independent viscosity coefficients. These may be defined as the 
coefficients in the following expression for the viscous stress tensor: 

cr'ap = 2rj(V„p - j6„p div V) + £8„p div V 

+ n.(2Vae - 8ap div V + 8apVySbybs - 2Vaybybp 

-2 Vpybyba + babp div V + babpVySbybS) 

+ 2rj2(Vaybybp + Vpybyba - 2babpVySbybe) 

+ V3(Vaybpy + Vpybay - Vysbaybpbs - VyebpybM 

+ 2V4(Vyebaybpbs + VySbpybabe) + G(8„p Vy,bybe + babp div V); (13.18) 

V„p is defined in (6.12). This is so constructed that rj, rji,..., ij4 are coefficients of 
tensors which give zero on contraction with respect to the suffixes a,p;( and 
are coefficients of tensors with non-zero trace, and may be called second viscosity 
coefficients. Note that they contain not only the scalar divV but also VySbybe. The 
first two terms in (13.18) correspond to the usual expression for the stress tensor, 
so that T) and £ are the ordinary viscosity coefficients. 

The tensors k„p and r}aPyS must be true tensors, since they satisfy the condition of 
symmetry under inversion. The abandonment of this condition (for a gas of 
stereoisomeric material) would therefore not lead to the presence of any new 
terms. 

Such abandonment would, however, bring about new effects, with a heat flux q(V) 
due to the velocity gradients and viscous stresses cr'(T) due to the temperature 
gradient. These cross-effects are described by the formulae 

qyv> = cyapVap, crapT> = — ydT/ Sxy, (13.19) 

tit is unnecessary to write down combinations of terms with two factors hr.fi: since the product of two 
tensors e„p, reduces to products of tensors such combinations would reduce to those already 
included in (13.17). 
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where cT.„p and aap_r are tensors of rank three symmetric in the pair of suffixes 
separated by the comma. With x„ and X„ chosen as in §9, the kinetic coefficients 
yab and yba are Tcy ae and T2aafSi7. Onsager’s principle thus shows that in the 
presence of a magnetic field we must have 

Taap_y(B) = cT.„p(— B). (13.20) 

The general form of such tensors is 

a„p,r = atbabpby + a2brS„p + 0](b„Spr + bpSar) + a4(baybp + bpyb„). (13.21) 

All the terms here are pseudotensors, and so the relations (13.19) with these 
coefficients are not invariant under inversion. 

Let us now briefly consider transport phenomena in a gas in an electric field. We 
take a gas consisting of polar molecules (i.e. having a dipole moment d) of the 
symmetrical-top type. In an electric field, a polar molecule is acted on by a torque 
d x E, so that the transport equation contains a term 

M . dfld M = d x E . dfld M. 

The direction of d is along the axis of the molecule and is unrelated to that of the 
rotational angular momentum M. However, as a result of averaging with respect to 
the rapid precession of the top’s axis about the direction of the constant vector M, 
there remains in the above term only the component d along M, and it becomes 

■yM x E . 5//5M, (13.22) 

where y = crd/Af; the variable cr (the cosine of the angle between d and M) now 
takes a continuous series of values from -1 to +1. The expression (13.22) differs 
from the corresponding term in the magnetic case only in that B is replaced by E. 
Thus all the above transport equations and the conclusions drawn from them remain 

valid, t 
There is, however, a difference arising from the fact that the electric field E is a true 

vector, not a pseudovector, and is unaffected by time reversal. For this reason, 
Onsager’s principle for the thermal conductivity and viscosity tensors is here 
expressed by 

k„p(E) = kp„(E), ij„pTs(E) = r)T5r,p(E), (13.23) 

instead of (13.11) and (13.16). Correspondingly, k2 = 0 and ijj = ij4 s 0 in (13.10) and 
(13.18) (where now b = E/ E).t On the other hand, cross-effects are possible not only 
in a stereoisomeric gas, for which (13.21) is fully valid, but also in a gas of non- 
stereoisomeric molecules: the expression (13.21) with a4 = 0 is then a true tensor. 

tDiatomic molecules rotate in a plane perpendicular to M: hence a = 0 for a diatomic polar molecule. 
In such a case the effect of the electric field on the motion of the molecules appears in the transport 
equation only in the quadratic approximation with respect to the field. 

tin a gas of non-stereoisomeric molecules, the absence of the terms in k>. t)i. t)< in an electric field is 
also required by the condition of invariance under inversion. 
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§ 14. Phenomena in slightly rarefied gases 

The dynamical equations of motion of a gas, including thermal conduction and 
internal friction, contain the heat flux q' (the dissipative part of the energy flux q) 
and the viscous stress tensor cr^p (the dissipative part of the momentum flux naP). 
These equations acquire real meaning when q' and cr^ have been expressed in 
terms of the temperature and velocity gradients in the gas. However, the usual 
expressions linear in these gradients are just the first terms of expansions in powers 
of the small ratio //L of the mean free path to the characteristic dimensions of the 
problem (called the Knudsen number K). If this ratio is not very small, it may be 
reasonable to make corrections based on the terms of the next order of smallness in 
//L. Such corrections arise both in the equations of motion themselves and in the 
boundary conditions on these equations at the surfaces of bodies in the gas flow. 

The successive terms in the expansions of the fluxes q' and cr'g are expressed 

by means of the spatial derivatives of temperature, pressure and velocity, of 
various orders and raised to various powers. These terms must in principle be 
calculated by going to "further approximations in the solution of the transport 
equation. The zero-order approximation corresponds to the local-equilibrium dis¬ 
tribution function fu and the dynamical equations of an ideal fluid. The first-order 
approximation corresponds to the distribution function f = fu(l + ^(I,/T) considered 
in §§6-8, and the Navier-Stokes equations of fluid dynamics,and the equation of 
thermal conduction. In the second-order approximation, the distribution function is 
to be sought in the form 

/ = /o[l+y/"Tyx' (14.1) 

and the transport equation is to be linearized with respect to the second-order 
correction x'21. The resulting equation is 

I(*°+v V)te^+HLf 
fAdt ) T fodtIu 

~flj -A,"Vr,drdr! = |i(A 

where / is again the linear integral operator (6.5). The symbol djdt signifies that the 
time derivatives of macroscopic quantities which appear as a result of differentiat¬ 
ing fuXa>IT are to be expressed in terms of spatial derivatives by means of the 
zero-order equations of fluid dynamics (Euler’s equations). The symbol djdt 
signifies that the time derivatives are to be eliminated by means of the first-order 
terms in the Navier-Stokes equations and the equation of thermal conduction (the 
terms containing ij, f and k). 

We shall not write out all the numerous terms in q' and cr^p that arise in the 
second approximation and are called Burnett terms (D. Burnett, 1935). In many 
cases these terms make a contribution to the solution that is small in comparison 
with the corrections in the boundary conditions, to be discussed below. In such 
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cases, the inclusion of corrections in the equations themselves would be an 
unjustifiable exaggeration of the attainable accuracy. We shall merely consider 
some typical correction terms and make estimates of them for motions of various 
kinds. 

First of all, let us note that the small parameter K = 1/L is related in a certain way 

to two parameters which describe the fluid motion, namely the Reynolds number R 
and the Mach number M. The Reynolds number is defined as R ~ VL/e, where V is 
the characteristic scale of velocity of the flow and v the kinematic viscosity; the 
Mach number M~ V/u, where u is the speed of sound. In a gas, the order of 
magnitude of the speed of sound is the same as the mean thermal speed v of the 
molecules, and the kinematic viscosity v~lv. Hence R~ VL//C, M—Vlv and the 
Knudsen number 

K-M/R. (14.3) 

Hence it is clear that the condition K <£ 1 for the flow to be governed by the linear 
equations of fluid dynamics imposes a limitation on the relative order of magnitude 
of R and M. Let us first consider “slow” motions, with 

Rsl, M<S1. (14.4) 

Let us take any of the Burnett terms in the viscous stress tensor containing the 
product of two first derivatives of the velocity, for instance 

,;avc dVe_ 
P dxy dxy ’ 

(14.5) 

the coefficient pi2 (where p is the gas density) is an order-of-magnitude estimate. 
This term gives a contribution crt2' ~p/2V2/L2 to tr'p. The order of magnitude of the 
principal (Navier-Stokes) terms in the viscous stresses is 

<rin~v dVIdx-plvVIL, 

and the ratio 

Since Rs 1, we see that the terms (14.5) give a correction to the viscous stresses 
whose relative order is ;S(//L)2; the correction in the boundary conditions (see below) 
gives much larger corrections (~//L) to the motion. 

The corrections are even smaller that arise from terms of the formt 

pi2 BT dT 
m2v2 dxa dxp’ 

(14.6) 

if the temperature gradients are those which result from the motion itself; this 
follows because the characteristic temperature differences AT ~ TV2hi2. If, 

erms of this kind in the viscous first discussed by Maxwell (1879). 
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however, temperature differences are imposed from outside (e.g. by heated bodies 
immersed in the gas), the Burnett terms of the form (14.6) may cause a steady 
motion with characteristic velocities determined by the equilibrium equation 

r (trLp + <t$) = j 

An estimate of the speed of this motion is 

V ~ l(&TflLmvT2 (14.7) 

(M. N. Kogan, V. S. Galkin and O. G. Fridlender 1970). In making the estimate, it 
must be remembered that the Laplacian of the temperature can be expressed, by 
means of the thermal conduction equation div (kVT) = 0, in terms of the square of 
the temperature gradient, and that the motion is caused only by the non-potential 
part da,2f)ldxp of the force; the potential part is balanced by the pressure. 

Similar considerations apply to the correction terms in the heat flux q'. It is 
impossible to construct a second-order correction term from the derivatives of the 
temperature alone; the first such correction term (after -kVT) is constant x VAT 
(where A is the Laplacian operator), and thus is of the third order. The terms which 
include velocity derivatives as well as temperature derivatives, such as 

(pl2lm) divV.VT, 

again give corrections of relative order l2IL2. 
Let us now go on to “fast” motions, with 

R>1, Msl. (14.8) 

In such cases, the gas motion takes place in two regions: the main volume, where 
the viscous terms in the equations of motion are unimportant, and a thin boundary 
layer, in which the gas velocity decreases rapidly. 

Let us consider, for example, the flow of gas past a flat plate, taking the direction 
of flow as the x-axis. The thickness 8 of the boundary layer on the plate is 

8~(xvlV)m~(xlilV)'n, 

where x is the distance from the leading edge; see FM, §39. The characteristic 
dimension for the variation of the velocity in the x-direction is given by the 
coordinate x itself, and that in the y-direction, perpendicular to the plate, is given 
by the thickness 8 of the boundary layer. Here, by the equation of continuity, 
Vy ~ VjS/x. The principal term in the Navier-Stokes viscous stress tensor is 

cr'xy ~ pvdVJdy ~ pvlV/8. 

Among the Burnett terms in a'xs, however, there is none containing (dVxldy)2; it is 
easily seen that the derivatives dVjdxp do not yield a tensor of rank two quadratic 
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in them whose xy -component contains that square. The largest terms in cr™ can 
only be those of the form 

pl2(.dVJdy) div \~pl2V2lx8. 

Their ratio to cr^ is <rmlcrm ~ IV/xv ~ (//8)2, which is again of the second order. 
We shall now show that the correction terms in the conditions at gas-solid 

boundaries yield effects of the first order in //L. It follows that appreciable 
consequences of the rarefaction of the gas occur near solid surfaces. 

In non-rarefied gases, the boundary condition at the surface of a solid is that the 
temperatures of the gas and the solid are equal. In reality, however, this is an 
approximate condition, and applies only if the mean free path may be regarded as 
infinitesimal. When the finite mean free path at the surface of contact between a 
solid and a non-uniformly heated gas is taken into account, there is a difference of 
temperatures, which falls to zero, in general, only when there is complete thermal 
equilibrium and the gas temperature is constant, t 

Near a solid surface (at distances from it that are small, but not too small), the 
temperature gradient of the gas may be assumed constant, so that the temperature 
varies linearly with the distance. In the immediate neighbourhood of the wall, 
however, at distances —/, the temperature variation is in general more complex and 
its gradient is not constant. The continuous curve in Fig. 1 shows the approximate 
form of the gas temperature near the surface. 

However, this true form of the temperature in the vicinity of the wall, which 
relates to distances comparable with the mean free path, is not important when 
considering the temperature distribution throughout the gas. As regards the tem¬ 
perature distribution near a solid wall, we are mainly concerned with only the 
straight part of the curve in Fig. 1, which extends to distances large compared with 

tin referring to the temperature of a gas in regions whose size is of the order of the mean free path, it 
is necessary, strictly speaking, to define what is meant by temperature. In the present case it will be 
defined in terms of the mean energy of the molecules at a given point in the gas, the function which 
determines the temperature from that mean energy being taken as the same as for large volumes of gas. 
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the mean free path. The equation of this straight line is determined by its slope and 
by the intercept on the ordinate axis. We are thus concerned not with the actual 
discontinuity of temperature at the wall, but with the discontinuity that results 
when the temperature gradient is assumed constant near the wall at all distances 
down to zero, as shown by the broken line in Fig. 1. Let ST denote this 
extrapolated temperature discontinuity, defined as the gas temperature minus the 
wall temperature (the latter being arbitrarily taken as zero in Fig. 1). 

When the temperature gradient is zero, so is the discontinuity ST. Hence, for 
fairly small temperature gradients. 

ST = gdT/dn; (14.9) 

the derivative is taken along the normal to the surface into the gas. The coefficient 
g may be called the temperature discontinuity coefficient. If the gas temperature 
increases into the volume (dT/3n > 0), we must also have ST>0, and so the 
coefficient g is positive. 

Similar effects occur at the boundary between a solid wall and a moving gas. 
Instead of “sticking” completely to the surface, a rarefied gas maintains a small but 
finite velocity near it, and slips along the surface. As in (14.9), we have as the speed 
of slip 

vu=£dV,ldn, (14.10) 

where V, is the tangential component of the gas velocity near the wall. Like g, the 
slip coefficient £ is positive. The same comments apply to vu as were made 
regarding the temperature discontinuity ST given by (14.9). This speed is, strictly 
speaking, not the actual speed of the gas at the wall itself, but the speed 
extrapolated on the assumption of a constant gradient dV,ldn in the layer of gas 
along the wall. 

The coefficients g and £ have the dimensions of length, and are of the same order 
of magnitude as the mean free path: 

g~l. €~l- (14.11) 

The temperature discontinuity and the slip speed themselves are consequently 
quantities of the first order in f/L. To calculate the coefficients g and £, it would be 
necessary to solve the transport equation for the distribution function of the gas 
molecules near the surface. This equation would have to take account of collisions 
between the gas molecules and the wall, and it would therefore be necessary to 
know the law governing their scattering in such collisions. 

If the broken line in Fig. 1 is continued to intersect the abscissa axis, it makes an 
intercept of length g. Thus we can say that the temperature distribution in the 
presence of a temperature discontinuity is the same as if there were no dis¬ 
continuity but the wall were moved back a distance g. The same applies to the slip, 
with the wall moved back a distance £ Of course, with these changes only the 
first-order terms in g or £ should be retained in the solutions of problems in fluid 
mechanics. Since taking account of the temperature or velocity discontinuities is 
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equivalent to moving the boundaries by distances of the order of /, the resulting 
corrections in the solutions are of the order of ld/dx ~ IIL, i.e. of the first order in 

IIL. 
As well as the above corrections to the boundary conditions, there are other 

effects of the same order in f/L, which in many instances are more important, since 
some qualitatively new phenomena occur. 

One of these is a movement of gas near a non-uniformly heated solid surface, 
called thermal slip. It bears some analogy to thermal diffusion in a mixture of gases. 
Just as, in the presence of a temperature gradient in a gas mixture, collisions with 
molecules of the other gas create a flux of particles, so in this case a flux results 
from collisions with the non-uniformly heated wall by molecules in a thin layer of 
gas at the wall, whose thickness —/. 

Let V, denote the tangential velocity acquired by the gas near the wall as a result 
of thermal slip, and V,T the tangential component of the temperature gradient. In 
the first approximation, we can suppose that V, is proportional to V,T, i.e. for an 
isotropic surface 

V, = MV,T. (14.12) 

The coefficient g must be proportional to the mean free path, since it is due to 
particles in a gas layer of that thickness. Then clearly, from dimensional arguments, 
g ~ llmv. Expressing the mean free path in terms of the collision cross-section and 
the gas density, we have I ~ I/No ~ TloP, and, finally, 

The sign of g is not determined by thermodynamic requirements; experimental 
results show that usually g >0. 

One further first-order effect is the presence in a moving gas of an additional 
surface heat flux (i.e. restricted to a layer at the wall with thickness ~f) q;urf, 
proportional to the normal gradient of the tangential velocity: 

qsurf = <pdV,/dn, (14.14) 

with the dimensions energy/length x time. 
The coefficients g and (p are connected by a relation which follows from 

Onsager’s principle. To derive this, let us consider the “surface” part of the rate of 
increase of entropy Ssurf, due to the motion of the gas at the wall and taken per unit 
area of the wall surface. This quantity consists of two parts. The presence of the 
heat flux qsUrf contributes - T ~2qUf. V T; cf. the corresponding expression for the rate of 
increase of entropy due to a bulk heat flux (FM, §49; SP 2, §88). Secondly, the wall 
past which the gas is flowing is subject to a frictional force -TjdXjdn per unit area. The 
energy dissipated per unit time is equal to the work done by this force, -tjd V./dn . V„ 
and division by T gives the contribution to the rate of increase of entropy. Thus we 
have 
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We now take as the Xa, in the general statement of Onsager’s principle (§9), the 
vectors 

= t*V.T, 

A comparison of (14.15) with the expressions (9.3) shows that the corresponding 
quantities xa are the vectors 

x, = q(urf, X2=tjVi. 

The “equations of motion” (9.1) are the relations (14.12) and (14.14); writing these 

Xi = TipXn, X2=v pT2X,, 

we obtain the required relation 

<P = Tr/fi (14.16) 

(L. Waldmann 1967). 

PROBLEMS 

Probu-m 1. Two vessels containing a gas at dilTerent temperatures T| and Ti are connected by a 
long tube. As a result of thermal slip, a pressure difference is established between the gases in the two 
vessels (the thermo-mechanical effect). Determine this difference. 

Solution. The boundary condition at the surface of the tube for Poiseuille flow under the influence 
of the pressure and temperature gradients, with allowance for thermal slip, is i = pdT/dx at r = R 
(where R is the tube radius and the x-axis is along the length of the tube). We find in the usual way (see 
FM, §17) the velocity distribution over the tube cross-section: 

The mass of gas flowing through a cross-section of the tube per unit time is 

e=-cSf:£*»"">'£' "> 

where p is the gas density. In mechanical equilibrium Q = 0, whence 

dP = 8rjp dT 
dx ~Rr dx ’ 

Integration over the whole length of the tube gives the pressure difference: 

P2-P, = (87,p/R2)(A-T,) 

(if Ti - Ti is fairly small, q and p may be taken as constants). An estimate of the order of magnitude of 
the effect by means of (14.13) and (8.11) gives 

8P/P ~ (!2/R2)8T/T. 
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The velocity distribution over the tube cross-section when Q = 0 is 

The gas flows along the walls in the direction of the temperature gradient (n > 0), 
the tube it flows in the opposite direction (e < 0). 

Problem 2. Two tubes of length L and different radii (Ri < Kj) are joiner 
junctions are maintained at different temperatures (T; > X,), the difference being < 
thermal slip, a circulatory motion of gas is established in the tubes. Find the total i 
tube cross-sections. 

Solution. Dividing (1) in Problem l by R‘ and integrating along a closed contoi 

Q = ^<T2-T,)(R2I-Ri-) RFRT 
Rz'+R i1 

The flow takes place in the direction shown in Fig. 2. 

as flow through the 

-2/?, 

t 

Fig. 2. 

Problem 3. Determine the force F acting on a sphere of radius R 
constant temperature gradient VT = A is maintained. 

Solution. The temperature distribution within the sphere is given by 

where ki and kz arc the thermal conductivities of the sphere and the gas; r and 6 are spherical polar 
coordinates with the origin at the centre of the sphere and the polar axis along A (see FM, §50. Problem 
2). Hence we find for the temperature gradient along the surface of the sphere 

±£I 
R 38 

■ A sin ft 

The laminar flow of the gas resulting from the thermal slip is determined only by the one vector A 
The corresponding solution of the Navicr-Stokes equation may therefore be sought in the same form as 
in the problem of liquid flow past a sphere moving in it (see FM, §20): 

y = _ q A + n(A. n) [ 3n(A ■ n) - A 

where n = r/r; the additive constant in v is omitted, since we must have c=0asr-»*. The constants a 
and b are found from the conditions 

ft = 0, v. = (p/R)3T/3B at r = R; 
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their values are 

a = WR2 = -3k;Rh/2(k, + :k;). 

The force on the sphere is 

F = 8 7707) A = - 12777)hRk;VT/(k, + 2kj). 

For the surface effects considered in these Problems to be in fact small compared with the volume 
effects, the temperature must vary only slightly over the radius of the tube in Problems 1 and 2. and 
over the radius of the sphere in Problem 3. 

Problem 4. Two vessels joined by a long tube contain gas at the same temperature and at pressures 
Pi and P-. Determine the heat flux between the vessels which accompanies Poiseuille flow in the tube 
(the tnechano-caluric effect). 

Sot UTZON. According to (14.14) and (14.16), the heat flux along the walls of the tube is 

q' = 2-nRqL., = 2ttRTt)^ dVfdr. 

From the condition of mechanical equilibrium of the liquid in a steady flow, we have 

2ttRtj dVldr = irR: dP/dx = ttRTP;- P,)/L. 

Hence, finally. 

q' = 7rR:TM(P.- P,)/L. 

§ 15. Phenomena in highly rarefied gases 

The phenomena discussed in §14 are no more than correction effects associated 
with higher powers of the ratio of the mean free path / to the characteristic 
dimensions L of the problem; this ratio was supposed still small. If the gas is so 
rarefied, or the dimensions L are so small, that //La 1, the equations of fluid 
dynamics become completely inapplicable, even with corrected boundary con¬ 
ditions. 

In the general case of any //L, it is in principle necessary to solve the transport 
equation with specified boundary conditions on solid surfaces in contact with the 
gas. These conditions depend on the interaction between the gas molecules and the 
surface, and relate the distribution function for particles incident on the surface to 
that for particles leaving it. If this interaction amounts to scattering of molecules 
without chemical transformation, ionization, or absorption by the surface, it is 
described by the probability w(F, T)dr that a molecule with given values of T 
strikes the surface and is reflected into a given range dF; the function w is 
normalized by the condition 

Jw(r,r)dr = i. (15.1) 

With this function, the boundary condition for the distribution function /(F) 
becomes 

| w(r,r)n.v/(r)dr = -n ,.v'/(n with n . v' > 0. (15.2) 
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The integral on the left multiplied by dP is the number of molecules incident 
on unit area of the surface per unit time and scattered into a given range dP; 
the integration is taken over the range of values of T that corresponds to molecules 
moving towards the surface (n being a unit vector along the outward normal to 
the surface of the body). The expression on the right of (15.2) is the number of 
molecules leaving unit area of the surface per unit time. The values of T' on each 
side of the equation must correspond to molecules moving away from the surface. 

In equilibrium, when the temperature of the gas is the same as that of the body, 
the distribution function must have the Boltzmann form for both the incident and 
the reflected particles. Hence it follows that the function w must satisfy identically 
the equation 

| uW(r,r)n.ve-‘/T'dr=-n.v'e-"T', (15.3) 

which is obtained by substituting in (15.2) /(T) = constant x exp(- e/T,), with T, the 
temperature of the body. 

In the general formulation described, the solution of the problem of highly 
rarefied gas flow is of course very difficult. The problem can, however, be more 
simply stated in the limiting case where the gas is so highly rarefied that //L 1. 

A large class of such problems relate to situations where a considerable mass of 
gas occupies a volume large compared with the dimensions L of solid bodies 
immersed in the gas, and also compared with the mean free path /. Then collisions 
of molecules with solid surfaces are comparatively rare, and are unimportant 
relative to collisions between molecules. If the gas itself is in equilibrium, with 
temperature T2, we can assume under these conditions that the equilibrium is not 
destroyed by the immersed body. There may be any temperature difference 
between the gas and the body. The same is true of the macroscopic velocities. 

Let t = T2 — T, be the difference between the temperature of the gas and that of 
some part df of the surface of the body, and V the velocity of the gas relative to the 
body. For non-zero r and V there is heat exchange between the gas and the body, 
and a force is exerted on the body by the gas. Let q be the dissipative heat flux 
from the gas to the body, and let F- Pn denote the force per unit area acting along 
the outward normal n at each point on the surface of the body. The second term 
here is the ordinary gas pressure; F is the additional force under consideration, due 
to t and V. The quantities q and F are functions of r and V, and are zero when 
these are zero. 

If t and V are sufficiently small (t with respect to the temperatures themselves of 
the gas and the solid, V with respect to the thermal velocity of the gas molecules), 
then q and F can be expanded in powers of t and V as far as the linear terms. Let 
F„ and V„ denote the components of F and V along the normal n; F, and u, their 
tangential parts, which are vectors having two independent components. Then the 
expansions mentioned are 

q — ar + fiV„, F„ = yr + 8V„, F, = 0V„ (15.4) 

where a, 0, y, 8, 8 are constants (or rather functions of temperature and pressure), 
characteristic of any given gas and solid material. The “scalar” quantities q and F„ 
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cannot, by symmetry, contain terms linear in the vector V,. For the same reason, 
the expansion of the vector F, does not contain terms linear in the “scalars” t and 
V„. 

The quantities a, 8 and 6 are positive. For example, if the gas temperature 
exceeds the body temperature (t >0), heat will pass from the gas to the body, and 
the corresponding part of the flux q will be positive; hence a >0. Next, the forces 
F„ and F, due to the gas flow relative to the body must be in the same direction as 
V„ and V,; hence 8>0 and 0>O. The sign of the coefficients 0 and y does not 
follow from general thermodynamic considerations, although in practice they seem 
to be usually positive. There is a simple relation between them which is a 
consequence of the symmetry of the kinetic coefficients. 

To derive this relation, we calculate the time derivative of the total entropy of 
the system comprising the gas and the body in it. A quantity of heat q df is gained 
by the body from the gas in unit time through each surface element df. The 
increment in the entropy S, of the body is 

S, = f(q/T,)df, 

where the integration is over the whole surface of the body. 
To calculate the increase in the entropy of the gas, we take coordinates such that 

the gas is at rest at the position of the body; then the velocity of each point on the 
surface is -V. In order to demonstrate the required relation, we shall suppose that 
the shape of the body may vary during its motion; then the velocities V of various 
points on its surface are arbitrary independent variables. From the thermodynamic 
relation dE = TdS - P dY, the change in the entropy of the gas per unit time is 

S2=(E2+P2Y2)IT2, 

quantities with the suffix 2 relating to the gas. The derivative E2 is, by the 
conservation of the total energy of the system, minus the change in the energy of 
tiie body. This change is made up of the quantity of heat $qdf and the work 
# - V . (F - Pn)df done on the body. Thus we find as the change in the energy of the 
gas 

E2 = <j> (-q + F„V„ +F, • V, - P2V„) df. 

The change in the gas volume is equal to minus the change in the volume of the 
body: 

t2 = jv„df. 

The change in the entropy of the gas is therefore 

S2 = jrj>(-q+ F„V„ + F,. V,) df. 
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Adding the derivatives of S, and S2, and then putting (for small t) T, ~ T2 s T, we 
finally have as the rate of change of the total entropy of the system 

(15.5) 

We take as the quantities x3, x4 in the general formulation of Onsager’s 
principle (§9) respectively q, F„ and the two components of the vector Fi at any 
given point on the surface of the body. To find the corresponding quantities X„, we 
compare (15.5) with the general expression (9.3) for the rate of change of the 
entropy, and see that X,, X2, X}, Xt are respectively -t/T2, -VJT and the two 
components of the vector -V,/T at the same point. The kinetic coefficients (i.e. 
those in the relations (9.1)) are 

7i, = aT2, y22 = ST, 733 = y-n = OT, 

Ti2= PT, y2i = yT2. 

The symmetry 712= 721 thus gives the required relation: 

13= yT. (15.6) 

Moreover, from the condition that the quadratic form (9.3) is positive (S >0). we 
have the inequalities a, 0, 0 >0 already mentioned, and also the inequality 

TaS > I32. 

To calculate the coefficients in (15.4), we need to know the specific form of the 
law of scattering of gas molecules by the surface of the body, expressed by the 
function w(r', T) defined above. As an example, let us derive a formula which in 
principle allows a to be calculated. 

The energy flux from the gas to the body is given by the integral 

q = f(e- e’)K|u'(r, r)/(D dV dV, (15.7) 

taken over the ranges e* <0, v'x > 0, since an amount of energy e - e' is transferred 
to the wall at each collision of a molecule with the wall. 

Let us transform this expression by means of the principle of detailed balancing, 
according to which, in equilibrium, the number of transitions r -» F in the scatter- 
ing of molecules by the wall is equal to the number of transitions rT->rT. This 
means that 

w(r, DM exp= w(r, PT)K| (15.8) 

equilibrium, the temperatures of the gas and the wall are equal. 
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In (15.7) we rename the variables of integration: r->FT, Half the sum of 
the two resulting expressions gives 

q =||(e - Oe"/THw(r\ r)K|e- w(rT, r7')Kk~e/I'2] dr dr. 

Lastly, substituting w(rT, PT) from (15.8) and then expanding the integrand in 
powers of the small difference t = T2- T,, we find that q = m, where 

a=^|(e-e'):K|w(r,r)exp(t=^)drdr (*<0, r(>0); (15.9) 

the subscript is omitted from the temperature T,~ 7\. 
The distribution function for molecules scattered from the wall depends on the 

specific nature of their interaction with the wall. There is said to be complete 
accommodation if the molecules reflected from each surface element of the body 
have (whatever the magnitude and direction of their velocity before the impact) the 
same distribution as in a beam leaving a small aperture in a vessel containing gas at 
a temperature equal to that of the body. Thus, with complete accommodation, the gas 
scattered by the wall reaches thermal equilibrium with it. The values of the 
coefficients in (15.4) may reasonably be compared with those for complete ac¬ 
commodation. In particular, energy exchange between the gas molecules and the 
solid wall is usually described by the accommodation coefficient, defined as the 
ratio a/au, where au corresponds to complete accommodation. In actual cases, 
complete accommodation is not usually achieved, and the accommodation coefficient 
is less than unity. 

The fact that au is in fact the greatest possible value is easily shown as follows. 
Let us view the entropy S in (15.5) somewhat differently: not as the total entropy 
of the body and the gas together, but as the entropy of the body together with just 
the gas molecules that reach the surface of the body in a time At. For this system, 
reflection of the molecules with complete accommodation denotes a transition to a 
state of complete equilibrium, and its entropy therefore takes the maximum 
possible value. Accordingly, the change of entropy AS = SAf accompanying this 
transition will also be a maximum.! That is, for complete accommodation the 
quadratic form (9.3) must be a maximum for any given values of the Xa (i.e. of t, 
V„ and V,). Denoting the corresponding values of the coefficients yab by the suffix 

zero, we can write this condition as 

^ + ^^rVm+§^V/ + h=lv}>0. 

From this, there follow the inequalities 

au> a, 8„>S, 0„>O, I 
, (15.10) 

T(au-a)(Su —S)>(0u-0)2.J 

tlmportant points in this argument are that the body (which acts as a “heat reservoir”) may be 
regarded as in equilibrium throughout the process, and that the entropy of an ideal gas depends only on 
the distribution law for its molecules, not on the law of interaction between them. 
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Let us consider the outflow of a highly rarefied gas from a small orifice with 
linear dimensions L. In the limit l/L> 1, this process is a very simple one. The 
molecules will leave the vessel independently, forming a molecular beam in which 
each molecule moves at the speed with which it reached the orifice. The number of 
molecules leaving the orifice per unit time is equal to the number of collisions per 
unit time between molecules and a surface with area s equal to that of the orifice. 
The number of collisions per unit wall area is PI(2TTinT)'n, where P is the gas 
pressure and m the mass of a molecule; see SP 1, §39. Thus the mass of gas 
leaving per unit time is 

Q = sPV(m/27rT). (15.11) 

If two vessels containing gas are joined by an orifice, for I <? L in mechanical 
equilibrium the pressures P, and P: of the gases in the two vessels are equal, 
whatever their temperatures T, and T2. If l > L, the condition of a-cchanical 
equilibrium is that the numbers of molecules passing through the oiilice in each 
direction are equal. By (15.11), this gives 

Pi/VT.^Pj/VT,. (15.12) 

Thus the pressures of rarefied gases in two communicating vessels will be different, 
and proportional to the square roots of the temperatures (the Knudsen effect). 

So far we have discussed phenomena in a large mass of highly rarefied gas in 
equilibrium by itself. Let us now briefly consider phenomena of another type, 
where the gas itself is not in equilibrium, for instance in heat transfer between two 
solid plates heated to different temperatures and immersed in a rarefied gas, the 
distance between them being small compared with the mean free path. Molecules 
moving in the space between the plates undergo almost no collisions with one 
another; after reflection from one plate, they move freely until they strike the 
other. When scattered by the hotter plate, the molecules gain some energy from it, 
and then transfer some of their energy to the cooler plate when they reach it. The 
heat transfer mechanism in this case thus differs essentially from that of ordinary 
conduction in a non-rarefied gas. It may be described by a heat transfer coefficient 
k, defined (by analogy with the ordinary conductivity) so that 

q = K(T2-T,)/L, (15.13) 

where q is the amount of heat transferred per unit area of the plates per unit time, 
T, and T2 the temperatures of the plates and L the distance between them. The 
value of k may be estimated in order of magnitude by means of (7.10). Since 
collisions between molecules are now replaced by collisions of molecules with the 
plates, the mean free path I must be replaced by the distance L between the plates. 
Thus 

k ~ LvN ~ PL/V(mT). (15.14) 

The heat transfer coefficient in a highly rarefied gas is proportional to the pressure, 
>n contrast to the conductivity of a non-rarefied gas, which is independent of the 
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pressure. It should be emphasized, however, that k here is not a property of the gas 
alone: it depends also on the specific conditions of the problem, namely the 
distance L between the plates. 

A similar effect is the “viscosity” of a highly rarefied gas, which occurs, for 
example, in the relative motion of two plates in it (again with L<Sl). The viscosity 
coefficient tj must here be defined so that 

F = ijV/L, (15.15) 

where F is the friction force per unit area on the moving plate and V the relative 
speed of the plates. Replacing the mean free path 1 in (8.11) by the distance L, we 
have 

v~ mvNL~LPV(mlT), (15.16) 

i.e. the viscosity of a rarefied gas is likewise proportional to the pressure. 

PROBLEMS 

Problem I. At the initial instant I =0, a gas occupies the half-space x <0. Neglecting collisions, 
determine the density distribution at subsequent instants. 

Solution. If collisions are neglected, the transport equation reduces to 

dfldl +v. dfldr = 0, 

the general solution being f = /(r — vl, v). With the given initial condition, we have 

ft, = /o(t’) for vx>xll, / = 0 for t>,<x/l, 

where ft, is the Maxwellian distribution. The gas density is 

N(l,x) = J J l^fMin' dvxdv,dv. 

and No is the initial density. Since collisions have been neglected, these formulae are actually valid only 
in the range |x|<Sl. 

Problem 2. Determine the force acting on a sphere of radius R moving in a rarefied gas with 
velocity V. 

Solution. The total resistance to the motion of the sphere is 

F = -(47r/3)VR2(fi + 2e). 

Problem 3. Determine the speed of movement, in a rarefied gas, of a light plane disc whose sides are 
heated to different temperatures T, and T2. 

Solution. The speed V of the disc (in the direction perpendicular to its plane) is found from the 
condition that the total forces acting on the two sides of zero. It moves with the cooler side forwards at a 
speed given (when T2>Ti) by 

= y(T2-T,)/2fi. 
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Problem 4. Calculate the value an of the coefficient a corresponding to complete accommodation. 
SOLUTION. The amount of energy contributed per unit time by molecules colliding with unit area of 

the surface of a body is f fn\e dl’, where fc is the Boltzmann distribution function with the temperature 
j, of the gas, e is the energy of a molecule and the jc-axis is perpendicular to the surface. The amount of 
energy carried away by the same molecules is found (in the case of complete accommodation) simply by 
replacing Ti by the temperature Ti of the body. The heat flux is 

q = f(h~h)ev,dr, 

the integration over tx being from 0 to =c. The energy of the molecule is written as e = e,„, + imv2, where 
fi„, is the internal energy. The value given by calculation for each integral is 

f fev„ dr = v(e.„, + 2T) = v(e + |T) = vT(c„ + J), 

where e = c,T is the mean energy of a molecule and v = P/V(2irmT) the number of molecules striking 
unit area of the surface per unit time. The heat q is equal to the difference between the energies of the 
molecules arriving and leaving in equal numbers, i.e. for the same v. The value obtained for the 
coefficient in q = a(T2~Ti) is 

+ i); 

the difference T2 — Ti is assumed small, and so we put Ti ~ Ti = T. 
Problem 5. The same as Problem 4, but for the coefficients p and 7. 
Solution. The normal component of the momentum contributed per unit time by the molecules 

striking unit area of the surface of the body is half the gas pressure. Expressing the pressure in terms of 

!P = vV(kmT). 

The difference between the values of this quantity at the temperature T, and Ti for the same v gives the 
additional force F„ caused by the temperature difference. If l: T’l is small, we find 

70= P/4T. 

For (3, in accordance with (15.6), /3„= P/4. 
Problem 6. The same as Problem 4, but for the coefficients 6 and I). 
Solution. We take coordinates in which the body is at rest and the gas moves with velocity V. the 

x-axis being normal to the surface and the xy-plane containing V The distribution function in these 

/ = constant x expj-^-^ [(u, - V,); + (r> - Vy)’ + tVl). 

With complete accommodation, the reflected molecules have a distribution function with V = 0: r is 
assumed to be zero. 

To calculate the tangential force F„ we put V, = 0. The total y-component of momentum contributed 
by molecules reaching the surface of the body is 

J mv!vJdr=,nV,jvJdr = mV>v, 

the integration over tx being always from 0 to *. The y-component of momentum carried away by these 
molecules is zero. Thus Fy = mrV„ and so 

6o = vm = P V(m/27rT). 

Now let Vi#0, Vy = 0. As far as the first order in V. we have 

/ = /o+ V,(mtjT)/o, 
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with V = 0. The number of molecules colliding with unit area of the where fo is the distribution functit 
surface per unit time is 

py, 
2 T ' 

The x-component of momentum contributed by these molecules is 

J mv/feir = jp + FVk V(2rn/7rT). 

The molecules reflected from the bounding surface have the distributi 
malized so that the integral / ft, dl’ is equal to the number v of inciden 
The *-component of momentum carried away by these molecules is 

- ieV(27rmT) = - jp - !P V,V(mn/2T). 

function with V, = 0, nor- 
olecules determined above. 

The normal force additional to the pressure is 1, = floV„ where 

flo = P yj(2 + stt) = 'i0o(4 + tt). 

Problem 7. Assuming complete accommodation, determine the temperature of a plate moving in its 
own plane with speed V in a rarefied gas. ^ . 

Solution. Proceeding as in Problem 4, we have for the energy contributed v(c,Tj + 2T2 + 5m V2), and 
for that carried away vTi(c, +!). Equating these gives 

T,- T;= rnVJ/(2c„+ I). 

Problem 8. Determine the quantity of gas flowing per unit time through the cross-section of a 
cylindrical tube of radius R as a result of pressure and temperature gradients. The gas is So rarefied that 
the mean free path I s>R.t There is complete accommodation in collisions of molecules with the tube 
walls. 

Solution. The speed distribution of the molecules reflected from the wall with complete accom¬ 
modation is vjd’p, where f is the Maxwellian distribution function and the x-axis is perpendicular to 
the surface. If if is the angle between the velocity of a molecule and the x-axis, we find that the 
distribution of the reflected molecules with respect to their directions of motion (whatever their speed) 

(r/vr) cos f) do, 

this function being normalized so as to give v on integration over all Solid angles on one side of the 

We take the z-axis along the axis of the tube, and the origin in the cross-section considered. 
Molecules last reflected from various parts of the tube surface pass through this cross-section. Of those 
scattered by an element df of the wall surface at a distance z, the ones that pass through the 
cross-section concerned are those reflected in directions lying in the solid angle subtended by this 
cross-section at the relevant point on the surface of the tube; their number is thus df ■ n / cos r) dohr, 
with integration over the angle range mentioned. 

This integral is evidently the same for all points lying at the same distance from the cross-section 
concerned. The total number of molecules passing through this cross-section per unit time is therefore 
obtained by replacing df by the annular surface element 2nR dz and integrating along the whole length 
of the tube; multiplying also by the mass m of a molecule, we get the mass flow rate of the gas through a 
cross-section of the tube: 

Q = 2mR J V (J cos d do'j dz. 

The number v, being a function of pressure and temperature, varies along the tube. If the lengthwise 
gradients of pressure and temperature are not too great, we can write 

v(z)= v(0) + z[dv/dz],=o. 

tGas flow of this type is called free-molecular flow. 
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The integral containing n(0) is evidently zero, and so 

Q = 27rR[dvldz]:^p J J ; 0 do dz. 

To carry out the integration, we take coordinates r and if in the plane of the cross-section considered, 
r being the distance of a variable point A' from a fixed point O on the circumference of the 
cross-section, and if the angle between OA' and the radius of the cross-section (Fig. 3). A molecule 

Fig. 3. 

reflected from the wall at a point A on the same generator as O and then passing through A’ must have a 
velocity at an angle 0 to the normal to the tube surface at A such that 

The solid-angle element be written 

the area r dr dip is projected on the plane perpendicular to the line AA‘, and the result is divided by the 
Square of the length of that line. The integration is carried over the region -2ir«y>«2rr, 0«r« 
2R cos if, — oo« z «oo, and the result is 

Q = (8rrR’/Ddvldz. 

Finally, putting v = P/V(27rmT). we obtain 

— V(2mn)^ 

where the difference in parentheses is between the values of P/VT over a length L of the tube; the 
replacement of the derivative by the difference is allowable because Q, and therefore this derivative, are 
constant along the tube. 

Problem 9. Assuming complete accommodation, find the frictional force between two solid planes at 
a distance apart L<* I, moving at relative speed V and having temperatures Ti and T2. 

Solution. Let plane 1 (at temperature Ti) be at rest, and plane 2 be moving at speed V in the 
^-direction, and let the y-direction be from plane 1 to plane 2. Molecules with speeds ty >0 and u, < 0 
are reflected from planes 1 and 2 respectively; with complete accommodation, tneir distribution functions 

/=(2^VexK“?fr) for t:'>0' 

, 2N2 / m(v-V)2\ , 
f = a^r-exP[—TfT) for 
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where N, and N2 are the corresponding number densities of particles; the total density N = Ni + N2. 
The condition of zero total flux in the y-direction gives 

NiVT, = N2VT2. 

A pressure P = N1T1 + N2T2 acts on each plane, and the frictional force per unit area is 

F2 = -Fi=wvJ °vyf d!p 

= VN2V(2mT2/7r) 

= VNV(2rn/7r)(T,T2),/2/(T,,/2 + T2,/2). 

If Ti = T2sT, then 

F2 = — Fi = VPy/(ml2irT), 

in agreement with (15.15) and (15.16). 
Problem 10. Assuming complete accommodation, determine the heat transfer coefficient k between 

two plates with almost equal temperatures Ti and T2. 
Solution. With complete accommodation, the molecules incident on plate 1 have an equilibrium 

distribution with temperature T2. The energy flux from plate 1 to plate 2 is therefore q =ao(T2- Ti). 
Taking ao from Problem 4 and determining k from (15.13), we find 

in accordance with the estimate (15.14). 
Problem 11. Determine the gas density on the axis behind a circular disc of radius R <81, moving in 

a gas with a velocity -V much greater than the mean thermal speed tr of the atoms. 
Solution. When V *> tr, the particles reflected from the rear surface of the disc arc unimportant 

(except for a narrow region near that surface; see below). The problem is a matter of the “shadow” of 
the disc in the incident flow. In coordinates for which the disc is at rest (and the gas is moving with 
velocity V), in the absence of the disc the distribution function would be 

isc, the number density of gas particles on the z-axis (Fig. 4) is 

N(z) = 2, /o(v)p2 sin 0 d-d dp. 

where d is the angle between v and the z-axis, and do the angle subtended by the radius of the disc at 
the point of observation on the z-axis (tanf)o = K/z; particles with d<do are cut off by the disc). 
Integration, with the condition V t /, gives 

N(z)^^“ f0 exp{~ Yf ~~ V cos ^ + V2 S'n2 

where N0 is the gas density far from the disc. The integration over dp is carried out with the assumption 
that cos do*> vi/V; it can be shown that this inequality is also the condition for particles reflected from 
the rear face to be negligible. 
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Fig. 4. 

§16. Dynamical derivation of the transport equation 

Although the derivation of the transport equation given in §3 is satisfactory from 
the physical point of view, there is considerable interest in ascertaining how the 
equation can be derived analytically from the mathematical formalism of the 
theory, i.e. from the equations of motion of the gas particles. Such a derivation has 
been given by N. N. Bogolyubov (1946). The value of the method lies also in the 
fact that it affords a regular procedure for deriving in principle not only the 
Boltzmann equation but also the corrections to it, i.e. the terms of higher orders in 
the small “gaseousness parameter”—the ratio (d/r)\ where d is the molecular 
dimension (range of action of molecular forces) and r the mean distance between 
the molecules. The derivation given below relates to a monatomic gas in purely 
classical terms, i.e. on the assumption that not only free motion but also collisions 
of the gas particles are describable by classical mechanics. 

We start from Liouville’s theorem regarding the distribution function for the gas 
as a whole, as a system of AT particles. This function, in 6.V-dimensional phase 
space, is denoted by /*''*(t, t(, r2, ..., t.v), where t„ is the set of coordinates and 
momentum components for the nth particle: t„ = (rc, p„). The function is assumed 
normalized to unity: 

J *(f. t,, t2, ..., t.v) dr,... drx = 1, dra = d3xa d3p„. 

The “one-particle” distribution function which appears in the Boltzmann equation 
is obtained by integrating over all dra but one: 

/"Ut,) = J /,V| dr2... dr,- (16.1) 

the function /"* also is normalized to unity, and we shall retain the notation f 
(without superscript) for the distribution function normalized to the total number of 

particles: / = 
It has been noted in SP 1, §3, that Liouville’s theorem arises as a consequence 

of the equation of continuity in phase space which must be satisfied by the 
distribution function for a closed system: 

(16.2) 
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With Hamilton’s equations 

this gives 

= BH/B p„, pa = — 3Hl3rt, 

Bf"\ £ f Bf(jl1 3f's> . l_d/,v> 

(16.3) 

(16.4) 

where the r„=v„ and p„ are assumed to be expressed in terms of t,,t2, ... by 
means of equations (16.3). Equation (16.4) expresses the content of Liouville’s 

theorem. 
We write the Hamiltonian function for a monatomic gas in the form 

H = |^+tSf^( k-rsl). (16.5) 

Here it is assumed that there is no external field, and that the interaction between 
the gas particles reduces to the sum of their pair interactions.t Equation (16.4) then 
becomes 

Bt 1 Br„ “ 3p„ bT„ 3r„ J 

where U„b (a^b) denotes 1/(|r„ - r„ |). 
Let us now integrate this equation over dr2 ■.. drv. Then, of all the terms in the 

sum in (16.6), only those remain which involve differentiation with respect to pj or 
rr, the integrals of the other terms are transformed into integrals over infinite 
surfaces in momentum or coordinate space, and are zero. Thus we have 

■gfej'l + t|. A f fa. V'% rj (|67) 
Bt ori J ori opi 

where fm is the two-particle distribution function normalized to unity, i.e. the 
integral 

/(2)(t, Ti, t2) dr3... dr*; (16.8) 

the factor 77 in (16.7) takes account of terms that differ only in the nomenclature of 
the variables of integration; strictly speaking, the number of such terms is 77 — 1, 
but this is very large and may be replaced by 77. 

Similarly, integrating (16.6) over dr3... drx, we obtain 

Bf 
Bt 

■ + v, 
Bfm [ 3fa) BUo 3fm BUi2 Bfm 
3r, Vj 3r2 3n 3 pi 3 r2 3p2 

J L 3pi 3ri 3p2 3r2 J 

where /(3)(t, t„ t2, t3) is the three-particle distribution function. 

(16.9) 

tThe latter assumption constitutes a model, but it does not affect the result in the first approximation 
(which corresponds to the Boltzmann equation): in this approximation, only pair collisions of particles 
occur, in which other (non-pair) interactions play no part. 
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Continuing in this way, we should obtain an almost infinite (Jf being very large) 
sequence of equations, each expressing fln> in terms of f1"''1. All these equations 
are exact in the sense that no assumption has been made in them as to the 
rarefaction of the gas. To obtain a closed set of equations, the series has to be 
terminated in some way by making use of the condition that the gas is rarefied. In 
particular, the first approximation in this method corresponds to terminating the 
series already at the first equation, (16.7), in which the two-particle function fm is 
expressed approximately in terms of ftu. This is done by using the rarefaction of 
the gas. by means of equation (16.9). 

Returning to this equation, we shall first of all show that the integral on the 
right-hand side is small. The function U(r) is noticeably different from zero only 
within the range of action of the forces, i.e. when rSd. Hence, in both parts of the 
integral in (16.9), the integrations over coordinates are in practice only over the 
region |r3-ri|sd or |r3 - r2| s d, i.e. over a volume ~ d3. Since in an integration 
over the whole volume of the gas, V ~ Jfr3, we should have / ft3)dr} = /(2>, we 
obtain the estimate 

dU(r)dfa)d3 
f)p, Sr, 13 dr dp, r3' 

From this we see that the right-hand side of (16.9) is small in the ratio (dir)3 relative 
to the terms containing dUldr on the left-hand side, and may therefore be 
neglected. The terms on the left constitute the total derivative dfa)ldt, in which n, 
r2, pi, p2 are regarded as functions of time which satisfy the equations of motion 
(16.3) with the two-body Hamiltonian 

Thus we have 

dfa\t,T„T2)ldt = 0. (16.10) 

So far, all the transformations of the equations have been purely mechanical 
ones. To derive the transport equation, of course, some statistical assumption is 
also necessary. This may be formulated as the statistical independence of each 
pair of colliding particles, which has essentially been assumed in deriving the 
transport equation in §3 (where the collision probability was written in the form (2.1), 
proportional to the product ff,). In the method under consideration, this statement 
acts as the initial condition for the differential equation (16.10). It creates the 
asymmetry in relation to the two directions of time, and as a result the irreversible 
transport equation is derived from the equations of mechanics invariant under time 
reversal. The correlation between the positions and the momenta of the gas 
Particles arises only as a result of their collisions and extends to distances 
"" ^ Thus the assumption of the statistical independence of colliding particles is 
also the source of the fundamental limitations as regards the distances and time 
intervals allowed by the transport equation, already discussed in §3. 
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Let t0 be some instant before the collision, when the two particles are still far 
apart (|r10-r20| > d, where the suffix zero denotes the values of quantities at that 
instant). The statistical independence of colliding particles means that at such an 
instant to the two-particle distribution function is the product of two one-particle 
functions /"'. Hence the integration of (16.10) from t0 to t gives 

faKt, r„ r2) = /"'(to, rto)/'"(to, t20). (16.11) 

Here t10 = (r10, Pio) and t20 = (r2o, P20) are to be understood as those values of the 
coordinates and momenta which the particles must have at the instant to in order to 
acquire the necessary values ri = (n,pi) and T2=(r2, p2) at the instant t; in this 
sense, t10 and t20 are functions of t,, t2 and t - t0 (only r,0 and r2o depend on t - t0; 
the values of p10 and p2o relate to particles moving freely before the collision, and 
do not depend on the choice of t - t0). 

Let us now return to (16.7), which is to become the transport equation. The 
left-hand side already has the required form; we shall now be concerned with the 
integral on the right, which is ultimately to become the collision integral in the 
Boltzmann equation. Substituting in this integral fm from (16.11) and changing on 
both sides from /"’ to / = .AT/"', we write 

^ + v,.^=C(/), 
at ori 

where 

C(f) = / "apiU(to’r,o)f(to’ T2o)}dT2‘ (l6'l2) 

Only the range |r2 - r,| ~ d, i.e. the region in which the collision occurs, is important 
in the integral (16.12). In this range, however, we can neglect (in the first ap¬ 
proximation, which is being considered here) the coordinate dependence of /, 
which varies appreciably only over distances L, the characteristic dimensions of 
the problem, which are certainly large in comparison with d. The final form of the 
collision integral will therefore be unaltered if, in order to simplify somewhat the 
analysis and the formulae, we take the case of spatial homogeneity, i.e. assume that 

/ is independent of the coordinates. It may be noted immediately that the explicit time 
dependence through ri0(t) and ra/t) then disappears from the functions /(t0, p») and 

/(lo, P20)- 
We can transform the integrand in (16.12) by using the fact that the expression in 

the braces is an integral of the motion (and appeared as such in (16.11)); in¬ 
dependently of this, it is obvious that p,0 and p2o, the values of the momenta at a 
fixed instant t0, are by definition integrals of the motion. Using also the fact 
mentioned above that they contain no explicit dependence on the time t, we have 

-7r/do,P.o)/(fo,P2o) 

= (v. 
_a_ 
ar, ' v 2 

a 
ar2 au ,2 a 

ar, ap. 
au ,2 
ar2 ^)/(to,P.o)/(to,P2o) = 0. (16.13) 
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From this, we express the derivative with respect to pi in terms of those with 
respect to r,, r2 and p2, and substitute in (16.12). The term containing the derivative 
H/dp2 disappears when the integral is transformed to a surface integral in momen¬ 
tum space. We then find 

C(/(t, Pl)) = J vrel • |r{/((0, P,o)/(to, P2d)} d3x d3p2, (16.14) 

with the relative velocity of the particles vrei = v, - v2, taking into account the fact 
that pio and P» (and therefore the whole expression in the braces) depend on r, and 
r2 only through the difference r = ri - r2. Replacing r = (x, y, z) by cylindrical polar 
coordinates z, p, <p with the z-axis along vrel, we have vre,. S/Br= vrc\BlBz, and the 
integration over dz converts (16.14) intot 

C(f(t, p,)) = | [/(to, Piu)/(to, Pro)]dp dtp d3p2. (16.15) 

We now use the fact that Pio and p20 are the initial (at time t0) momenta of 
particles which at the final instant t have momenta p, and p2. If at the final instant 
z = z, - z2 = - «, it is clear that at the initial instant the particles were “even 
further” apart, i.e. there has been no collision. In this case, therefore, the initial and 
final momenta are the same: 

Pio = Pi, P2o = P2 for z = 

If z = + “, p,o and p2o act as the initial momenta for the collision which gives the 
particles momenta Pi and p2; in this case, we write 

Pio = pi(p), P2o = p](p) for z = +*=. 

These are functions of the coordinate p, which acts as the impact parameter for the 
collision. The product 

p dp d<p = da 

is the classical collision cross-section. 

Lastly, it is to be noted that the explicit dependence of the functions f(t0, p,o) and 
f(t0, P20) on to can be replaced in this approximation by a similar dependence on r. 
The validity of (16.11) requires only the inequality t-t0>dlv to be satisfied: at the 
instant t0, the distance between the particles must be large in comparison with the 
range d of the forces. The difference t — f0, however, may be so chosen as to 
satisfy also the condition f-f0^//0, where / is the mean free path; the ratio 1/r, 
which is the mean free time, is just the characteristic quantity that determines the 

tThe limits z = ± °° are to be understood as distances large compared with d. but small compared with the 
mean free path I: if they were taken literally, the result would be zero, since / = 0 outside the region 
occupied by the gas. This has arisen because in going from (16.12) to (16.14) we used equation (16.13). which 
is valid only until the particles in question undergo their next collisions. 
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periods of possible time variation of the distribution function. The change in this 
function during the time t —10 will then be relatively small and may be neglected. 

From these considerations, we obtain the final form of the integral (16.15): 

C(/(f, p,)) = J {/(t, pi)/(f, p5)-/(t. Pi)f(t, p2)}vrcldad3p2, (16.16) 

which agrees with the Boltzmann collision integral (3.9). 

§ 17. The transport equation including three-particle collisions' 

To find the first correction terms to the Boltzmann equation, we must go back to 
the points in § 16 where terms were neglected, and increase the accuracy of the 
calculations by one further order of magnitude relative to the gaseousness 
parameter. First of all, terms containing the triple correlation fa> were omitted in 
(16.9), and three-atom collisions were thereby left out of consideration. Moreover, 
in converting the collision integral (16.12) to the final form (16.16), we neglected the 
variation of the distribution function over distances ~d and times ~d/v; the pair 
collisions were thereby regarded as “local” events occurring at a single point. We 
must now take both these corrections into account: three-particle collisions, and 
the “non-localness” of pair collisions. 

In the first approximation, the sequence of equations was terminated at the 
second equation, which relates /(2) and /(3). In the second approximation, we must 
go to the third equation, which relates fm and /(J), omitting the /(4) terms in the same 
way as the /(3’ terms were omitted in (16.9) in the first approximation. The equation 
then becomes 

df°\t,Tl,T2,T,)ldt=0, (17.1) 

corresponding to the earlier equation (16.10) for /(2); the variables rt, t2, t3 in (17.1) 
are assumed to vary with time according to the equations of motion in the 
three-body problem; a pair interaction between particles is again assumed.t With 
the statistical independence of the particles before the collision, the solution of 
(17.1) is 

T|, T2, T3) — /'“(to, T|0)/("(fo, T2o)/(“(to, Tj)). (17.2) 

The quantities f0, t„0 (a = 1,2,3) here have the same sense as in (16.11); t„0 = 
T<,u(t, to, T|, t2, t3) are the values of the coordinates and momenta which the particles 
must have at the instant t0 in order to reach the specified points ti, t2, t3 in phase 
space at the instant t. The only difference from (16.11) is that t„0 = (r„o, p„o) are now 

tin contrast to the first approximation (cf. the first footnote to § 16), this assumption now places some 
limitations on the generality of the treatment, since in three-body collisions there could be an effect of 
three-body interactions, i.e. terms of the form U(r2- ri, r>- ri) in the Hamiltonian, which do not reduce 
to pair interactions. 
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the initial coordinates and momenta in a three-body problem, which will be 
supposed solved in principle.t 

To write down and transform the subsequent formulae, it is convenient to define an 
operator S|23 whose effect on a function of the variables n, t2, t3 (pertaining to the 
three particles in the three-body problem) is to change these variables according to 

r„ -»r„ = ra0+(p,JmXt - t0), 

P« "* P« = P«o. 
(17.3) 

Similarly, the operator S,2 will make this change in functions of the variables t, and 
t2 which pertain to the two particles in the two-body problem. An important 
property of the transformation (17.3) is that for times t~tB>dlv it is no longer 
time-dependent: for such t -10, the particles are far apart and move freely with 
constant velocities v„0=p,iulm, the values of the r„0 vary with time as constant 
—v„o(f _ to), and the time dependence in (17.3) disappears. Moreover, if there were 
no interaction between the particles, the transformation (17.3) would reduce to an 
identity: in motion that is free at all times, the right-hand sides are identically equal 
to the left-hand sides. For the same reason, if one of the particles, say particle 1, 
does not interact with particles 2 and 3, then S|23=S23; the operators S,2 and S13 
then reduce to unity. It is therefore evident that the operator 

<5, = S,23-S,2-S,3-S23 + 2 (17.4) 

is zero if any one of the three particles does not interact with the other two, i.e. this 
operator separates from the functions the part that is due to the interaction of all 
three particles (whereas the three-body problem also includes, as particular cases, 
pair interactions, with the third particle in free motion). 

With the operator S|23, (17.2) becomes 

fmU, T„ T2, Tj) = S,to, T,)/"'(r, to, T2)/"’(t, to, Tj), (17.5) 

where 

f"Kt, tB, t) = /"'(to, r- p(t - t0)/m,p); (17.6) 

the shift of the argument r in /"* compensates that due to the operator S,23. 
The two-particle distribution fa) is obtained by integrating the function f0) with 

respect to the variables T3, and integration with respect to t2 and t3 gives the 
distribution function /(l): 

fQ\t, T|, T2) = J fl3)(t, T], T2, Tj) dr3. (17.7) 

T|) = J f°\t, T], t2, t3) dr2 dr,. (17.8) 

tin practice, of course, an analytical solution of the three-body problem can b 
cases such as that of hard spheres. 

ie given onlv tn a few 
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The object of the subsequent calculation is to eliminate /"* from these two 
equations, with from (17.5), and so express fm with the necessary accuracy in 
terms of /">. Then, substituting this expression in (16.7), which is itself exact, we 
arrive at the transport equation sought. 

To carry out this programme, we first of all transform the integral (17.8), 
expressing the operator Sm in (17.5) in terms of Gm by (17.4). With the equations 

J /(,,(h to, r) dr = J /'"(to, r) dr = 1, 

J Sl2fl"(t, tu, T,)/,"(t, tu, t2) dr, dr2= 1, 

which are obvious from the conservation of the total number of molecules, we 
obtain 

/"‘(f, t,) = fn(t, to, r,) + 2 J {(S,2 - l)/'"(r, to, r,)f°\t, tB, r2)}dr2 

+ | {Gmfin(t, to, T,)f‘n(t, to, r2)fu\t, to, r,)} dr2 dr,. (17.9) 

This equation can be solved for /(" by successive approximation, bearing in mind 
that S|2- 1 is of the first order of smallness, and G,2, of the second order; compare 
the estimate of the right-hand side of (16.9). In the zero-order approximation, 

fm(t, to, ti) = f°\t, ri). In the next two approximations, 

f"\t, h, r,) = f"\t, r,) - 2 | {(S,2 - l)/"'(t, r,)/">(!, r2)}dr2 

~\{G ,23 - 4(So - 1)(S13 + S23 - 2 )/"’(t, r,)f"Xt, r2)f"(t, t,)} dr2 dr,. 

It now remains to substitute this expression in (17.5) and then in (17.7), retaining 
only the terms that are not above the second order of smallness, ~(So-l)2 or 
~ G 03- The final result is 

f(2\t, r,, r2) = S12/("(t, r,)fa)(t, r2) + | {Rmf"\t, r,)/"’(t, t2)f°\t, t3)} dr„ (17.10) 

where 

«03= S,23-SoS,3-SoS23+So. (17.11) 

It should be emphasized that the order of the S operators in their products is 
significant. The operator S,2S23, for example, first changes the variables t,,t2, t3-> 
ti, t2(t2, r,), f,(r2,r,), the functions t2.3(t2, r,) being determined from the equations 
of motion of the interacting particles 2 and 3; the variables ti,t2, t3 are then 
subjected to the transformation r,, r2, r,-*r,(r,, r2), r2(r,,r2), r,, where now the 
functions 7i.2(ti, t2) are determined by the problem of the motion of a pair of 
interacting particles 1 and 2. 
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Next, substituting (17.10) in (16.7) and changing everywhere from the functions 
/(l) to / = .A'/’1', we have the transport equation in the formt 

af~ftT~ + vi • y~'r*- = + C,3>(f), (17.12) 

where 

m T,)) = f~ {S,zf(t, r,)f(t, T2» dr2, (17.13) 

ClV(t,r,)) = ~J~f-^-{Rmf(t,r,)f(t,r2)f( t, r3)} dr2 dr3. (17.14) 

The first of these is the pair collision integral, and the second is the three-body 
collision integral. Let us consider their structure in more detail. 

In both integrals, the integrands involve functions f taken at different points in 
space. In the pair collision integral, the effect of this “non-localness” is to be 
separated as a correction to the ordinary (Boltzmann) integral. To do so, we expand 
the functions /, which vary only slowly (over distances ~d), in powers of r2-ri. 

Since these functions in the integrand are preceded by the operator S,2, let us 
first consider the quantities ^12ri and S]2r2 into which that operator transforms the 
variables n and r2. The centre of mass |(n + r2) of the two particles moves 
uniformly in the two-body problem; the operator Sl2 therefore leaves this sum 
unchanged. We can thus write 

S,2r, = S,2(l(r, + r2) + |(r,-r2)) 

= r,+2(r2-r,)-5Si2(r2-ri), 

S,2r2 = r, + 2(r2-ri) + 5S|2(r2-r,). 

Now, expanding the functions 

S,2/(t, r,. pi) = f(t, S,2ri, p,o), 

SafU, r2, p2) = f(t, S]2r2, p20) 

in powers of r2-r, as far as the first-order terms, we obtain 

Cm(/) = Cu'2*(/) + C,'-'(/), (17.15) 

C0,2,(/(t. r„ P,)) = \^~- -~mt, r„ p.o)f(t, r2, p*)} dr2, (17.16) 

r,, p,)) = | J ^ ^ [(r2 - r,) ■ r„ p.o )/(f, r2, P2u) 

+ [/(f, ri, p.o) r,, p2„) - f(t, n, p20) r,, p,0) j . S,2(r2 - r,)J dr2; 

(17.17) 
the differentiation with respect to rj is taken at constant plt) or p20. 

tThe way lo derive Ihe correclion terms lo Ihe Bollzmann equation was pointed out by N. N. 
Bogolyubov (1946). These terms were first brought lo their final form by M. S. Green (1956). 
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The integral (17.16) is the same as (16.12);t it has been shown in §16 how this 
integral is reducible to the ordinary Boltzmann form by carrying out one of the 
three integrations with respect to spatial coordinates. 

Let us now consider the three-body collision integral (17.14). To include “non¬ 
localness” in this integral would be to go beyond the assumed accuracy, since the 
integral itself is a small correction. Hence, in the arguments of the three functions 
f, all the radius vectors rj,r2, r3 are to be taken as the same r,, and moreover we 
must assume that the operator Rj23 does not act on these variables at all:t 

C'\f(t, r,, pi)) = ri, pi)/(f, ri, p2)/(f, r,, p3)} dr2 dr3. (17.18) 

Let us next examine in somewhat more detail the structure of the operator Rj23, in 
order to elucidate the nature of the collision processes covered by the integral 
(17.18). 

First of all, the operator Rm, like Gm in (17.4), is zero if any one of the three 
particles does not interact with the others. However, the processes for which 
Rm^O include not only three-body collisions in the literal sense, but also com¬ 
binations of several pair collisions. 

In genuine three-body collisions, three particles come simultaneously into the 
“sphere of interaction”, as shown diagrammatically in Fig. 5a. But the operator Rm 
is also different from zero for “three-body interactions” which consist of three 
successive pair collisions, one pair colliding twice; Fig. 5b shows diagrammatically 
an example of such a process, for which Sn=l, so that Rm = Si23 — S|2S23.§ 
Moreover, the operator R,23 also takes account of cases where one (or more) of the 
three collisions is “imaginary”, i.e. occurs only if the influence of one of the real 
collisions on the path of the particles is ignored. An example is shown in Fig. 5c, 

Fig. 5. 

til differs in that to is replaced by I in Ihe arguments of Ihe functions f, bul Ihe righl-hand equation 
(16.0) is then still valid, since Ihe dependences on n, r2, pi, p. enter only through pio and p.'o, which are 
integrals of the motion, 

til should be stressed, lo avoid misunderstanding, that Ihese simplifications do not imply lhat the 
integrand no longer depends on r2 and r3; a dependence on Ihese variables still occurs through the S 
operators, which transform Ihe momenta p„ into functions p4ri,n, n, pi. p:, pi). 

§The operator Rin, unlike G123, is zero for a sequence of two collisions. For instance, in a process 
consisling of collisions 273 and 1-2, we should have S123 = S12S23, So = I, and so R123 = 0. 
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where the collision 1-3 would occur only if the path of particle 3 were unaffected 
by its collision with particle 2;t for this process, S,23 = Si2S23 but S,3^ 1, so that 

R i2) — ~ S,2S,3+ S|2. 
In the same kind of way as the integral C0(2) was transformed in § 16, one of the 

six integrations with respect to coordinates in the three-body collision integral can 
be carried out; the interaction potential l/|2 then no longer appears explicitly in the 
formulae.^ 

§ 18. The virial expansion of the kinetic coefficients 

It was shown in §§7 and 8 that the thermal conductivity and the viscosity were 
independent of the gas density (or pressure) because only pair collisions of 
molecules were taken into account. For such collisions, the collision frequency, i.e. 
the number of collisions undergone by a given molecule per unit time, is propor¬ 
tional to the density N, the mean free path / * 1/N, and since i) and k are 
proportional to Nl they are independent of N. The values ij0 and k0 thus obtained 
are, of course, only the first terms in expansions of these quantities in powers of the 
density, called virial expansions. In the next approximation, there is already a 
density dependence in the form 

k = Ko(l + aNd3), -rj = ijo(l + flNd1), (18-1) 

where d is a parameter of the order of molecular dimensions, and a and [3 are 
dimensionless constants. These first corrections have a twofold origin reflected in 
the correction terms C"' and C,12* in the transport equation. Three-body collisions 
(whose frequency is proportional to N2) decrease the mean free path. The non¬ 
localness of the pair collisions makes possible a transfer of momentum and energy 
across a certain surface without its actually being crossed by the colliding particles: 
the particles approach to a distance ~ d and then separate, remaining on opposite 
sides of the surface. This effect increases the momentum and energy fluxes. 

The solution of the problem of thermal conduction or viscosity with the more 
accurate transport equation (17.12) is to be based on the procedure as already 
described in §§6-8. We seek the distribution function in the form f = fB0 +x/T), 
where fB is the local-equilibrium function, and */T ~ 1/L is a small correction. The 
three-body collision integral Ca\ like C0a\ is zero for the function f0. We must 
therefore retain the x term 'n it, and so the integral C<3) is, relative to the 
Boltzmann integral C(2), a correction of relative order ~(d/r)3. In the integral C/2’, 
however, which contains spatial derivatives of the distribution function, it is 
sufficient to take f = f0, and in this sense the term C,(2) should be taken to the 
left-hand side of the equation, where it gives a correction of the same relative order 
~(d/r)3. Thus the two additional terms Cm and C,m in the transport equation give 
contributions of the same order.§ 

tHaving regard lo the sense of action of the S operators, we must follow the paths of the particles 
backwards in lime. 

tThe Iransformaiion is carried oul in a paper by M. S. Green (Physical Reuiew 136, A905,1964). 
sThis argument clears up any misapprehension which might arise because Ihe integral Cim contains 

envatives BfISr ~ fIL, which are nol found in C1", as a resull of which the two lerms might appear lo give 
corrections of different orders of magnilude. 
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For reference, the results of solving the more accurate transport equation for the 
thermal conductivity and the viscosity of the gas, with the model of hard spheres 
(diameter d) are 

k = k0(1 + 1.2 Nd\ v = ijod + 0.35 Nd3), (18.2) 

where k0 and ij0 are the values obtained in § 10, Problem 3 (J. V. Sengers 1966).t 
By making further corrections to the transport equation (arising from four-body 

collisions, etc.), it would in principle be possible to determine also the subsequent 
terms in the virial expansion of the kinetic coefficients. It is important to note, 
however, that these terms will involve non-integral powers of N; the functions 
k(N) and rj(N) are found to be non-analytic at the point N = 0. To elucidate the 
origin of this behaviour, let us consider the convergence of the integrals occurring 
in the theory (E. G. D. Cohen, J. R. Dorfman and J. Weinstock 1963). 

We take first the integral in (17.10), which determines the contribution of 
three-body collisions to the two-particle distribution function. The type of con¬ 
vergence of the integral is different for the different kinds of collision process 
covered by the operator R,23. Let us use as an example the process as in Fig. 5b. 

The integration is over the phase volume dr3 with given phase points t, and t2. 
As the variable in the last integration we leave the distance r3 of particle 3 (at time 
t) from the point where the collision 2-3 occurred. Before this last integration, the 
integrand will contain the following factors: (1) the volume element r32 dr3 for the 
variable r3; (2) if we follow the motion of particle 3 backwards in time, it will be 
clear that the direction of its momentum p, must lie in a certain solid-angle element 
for the collision 3-2 to occur, namely the angle subtended by the region of collision 
at the distance r3, giving a factor d2/r32; (3) another such factor arises from the 
further limitation on the possible directions of the momentum p3 imposed by the 
condition that the “recoiling” particle 2 enters the sphere of collision with particle 
1. Thus we get an integral of the form J dr3/r32, which is to be taken from r3~ d to 
=», and we see that it converges. Similarly, it can be shown that for collision 
processes of other types the convergence of the integral is even more rapid. 

The contribution of four-body collisions would be expressed in (17.10) by an 
integral of similar form, taken over the phase space of particles 3 and 4, again for 
given t, and t2. 

Let us consider a four-body collision of the kind shown in Fig. 6. We leave as the 
last variable of integration the distance r4 from particle 4 (at time t) to the 4-3 
collision point. The difference from the preceding estimate arises because the phase 
point t3 (at time f) is not specified, unlike the point t2 in the integral corresponding 
to Fig. 5b. The position of the collision 4-3 is therefore also not fixed; it may occur 
anywhere in a cylindrical region with diameter ~d and axis along p3 (shown by the 
broken lines in Fig. 6). Accordingly, the solid angle subtended by this region at a 
distance r4 is ~d/r4, instead of d2/r32 as in the previous case. The integral is 
therefore of the form J dr4/r4, and so diverges logarithmically at the upper limit. 
Cutting off the integral at some distance A, we obtain a contribution to the function 

tThe calculations, which are exceedingly laborious, are given by Sengers in Lectures in Theoretical 
Physics, Vol. IXC, Kinetic Theory (ed. by W. E. Brillin), Gordon & Breach, New York, 1967. 
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2 3 4 

which contains the large logarithm log(A/d). This logarithm appears cor¬ 
respondingly in the correction to the transport coefficients, which is proportional not 

to (Nd3)2 but to (Nd3)2 log(A/d). 
The presence of divergent terms signifies that the four-body collisions cannot be 

treated separately from those of all higher orders (five-body, etc.). For the diver¬ 
gence shows that large r4 are important, but even when r4 ~ / particle 4 can collide 
with some particle 5, and so on. The way to remove the divergence is thus clear: in 
the expression for fm(t, t,, t2) we must take account of terms relating to collisions 
of all orders, retaining in each order the most rapidly divergent integrals. Such a 
summation can be carried out, and has a foreseeable result: the arbitrarily large 
parameter A in the logarithm is replaced by the order of magnitude of the mean 

free path, / ~ 1/Nd2.t 
Thus ihe expansion of the transport coefficients has the form 

k = k„[1 + a, Nd3 + a2(Nd3)2 log( 11 Nd3)+ (18.3) 

and similarly for tj. 

§ 19. Fluctuations of the distribution function in an equilibrium gas 

The distribution function determined by the transport equation, denoted in §§ 19 
and 20 by f, gives the mean numbers of molecules in the phase volume element 
d3xdT; for a gas in statistical equilibrium, /(T) is the Boltzmann distribution 
function f0 (6.7), independent of time and (if there is no external field) of the 
coordinates r. It is natural to consider the fluctuations of the exact microscopic 
distribution function /(t, r, T) as it varies with time in the motion of the gas 
particles under their exact equations of motion.i 

We define the correlation function of the fluctuations as 

(6/(r1,r1,r1)6/(t2,r2,r2)>, (19.1) 

tSee K. Kawasaki and I. Oppenheim, Physical Retie* 131, A1763, 1165. 
tTbis lopic was firsl discussed by B. B. Kadomlsev (1957). 
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where 8f = f - f. In an equilibrium gas, this function depends only on the time 
difference t = t, - r2; the averaging is taken with respect to one of the times t, and 
t2, with a fixed value of their difference. Since the gas is homogeneous, the 
coordinates r, and r2 also occur in the correlation function as the difference 
r = r, - r2. We can therefore arbitrarily take t2 and r2 as zero, and write the 
correlation function as 

<s/(f, r,r,)s/(o,o,r2)>. (19.2) 

Since the gas is isotropic, the dependence of this function on r in fact reduces to a 
dependence on the magnitude r. 

If the function (19.2) is known, integration of it gives the correlation function of 
the particle number density: 

(8N (t, r)SN (0,0)) = J (8f(t, r, r,)8/(0,0, r2)> dr, dlY (19.3) 

For distances r that are large compared with the mean free path /, the density 
correlation function may be calculated by the hydrodynamic theory of fluctuations 
(see SP 2, §88), but at distances Si a kinetic treatment is needed. 

It is immediately evident from the definition (19.1) that 

<8f(t, r, r,)S/(0, 0, r2)> = <S/(-t, -r, I'2)S/(0, 0, T,)>. 09.4) 

The correlation function also has a more profound symmetry which corresponds to 
that of the equilibrium state of the system under time reversal. The latter process 
replaces a later time t by an earlier one -1, and also replaces the values of T by the 
time-reversed ones TT. The symmetry in question is therefore expressed by 

(8f(t, r, r,)S/(0,0, T2)> = (8f(-t, r, r,T)S/(0,0, T2t)>. (19.5) 

When f = 0, the function (19.2) relates the fluctuations at different points in phase 
space at the same instant. But the correlations between simultaneous fluctuations 
are propagated only to distances of the order of the range of molecular forces, 
whereas in the theory under consideration such distances are regarded as zero, so 
that the simultaneous-correlation function vanishes. It should be emphasized that 
this result is due to the equilibrium nature of the state relative to which the 
fluctuations are considered. We shall see in §20 that simultaneous fluctuations also 
are correlated in the non-equilibrium case. 

In the absence of correlation at non-zero distances, the simultaneous-correlation 
function reduces to delta functions, whose coefficient is the mean square fluctua¬ 
tion at one point in phase space; cf. SP 2, §88. In an ideal equilibrium gas, the 
mean square fluctuation of the distribution function is equal to the mean value of 
the function itself (see SP 1, § 113); thus 

(8/(0, r, r,)8/(o, o, r2)> = /(r,)8(r)S(r, - r2). (19.6) 
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The non-simultaneous correlation between fluctuations at different points occurs 
even in the theory which neglects molecular dimensions. That this correlation 
necessarily arises is evident from the fact that particles which participate at a 
certain instant in fluctuations at some point in phase space will already be at other 
points at any subsequent instant. 

The problem of calculating the correlation function for t* 0 cannot be solved in 
a general form, but can be reduced to the solution of particular equations. To do so, 
a proposition is needed from the general theory of quasi-steady fluctuations; see SP 
1, §§118 and 119. 

Let .Xoff) be fluctuating quantities (with zero mean values), ft is assumed that, if 
the system is in a non-equilibrium state with values of xa beyond the limits of their 
mean fluctuations (but still small), the process of relaxation of the system to 
equilibrium is described by linear “equations of motion” 

*, =-£Ao(,x„ (19.7) 

with constant coefficients Xah. Then we can say that the correlation functions of the 

xa satisfy similar equations 

^(x„(t)xr(0)) = - ^,Xab(xb(t)xc(0)), t >0, (19.8) 

with c a free suffix. Solving these equations for t >0, we then find the values of the 
functions for t < 0 from the symmetry property 

(x„(r).ti,(0)) = (x(,(-r)x„(0)), (19.9) 

which follows from the definition of the correlation functions. 
In the present case, the equations of motion (19.7) are represented by the 

linearized Boltzmann equation for the small addition Sf to the equilibrium dis¬ 
tribution function f. Thus the correlation function of the distribution function must 
satisfy the integro-differential equation 

(i + Vr^_/i)Wf’r’r,W0’0’r2)> = 0 f°r f>°’ (1910) 

where /, is a linear integral operator acting on the variables Ti in the function 
following it: 

fig(r,) = J w(rl,r;ri,r)[/igi+/'g'-/lgl-/g]drdrldr. (19.11) 

The variables ^ in (19.10) are free variables. The initial condition for the equation 
is the value (19.6) of the correlation function for t = 0; that for t <0 is then given 
by (19.4), the condition (19.5) being automatically satisfied by the result. The 
formulae (19.10), (19.11) and (19.4) constitute a set of equations sufficient in 
principle for a complete determination of the correlation function. 
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What is usually of interest is not the correlation function itself but its Fourier 
transform with respect to coordinates and time, denoted by (8/i8/2)„k, where the 
suffixes 1 and 2 refer to the arguments Ti and T2: 

(S/iS/,U = Jl dt J (Sf(t, r, r,)Sf(0,0, r2)>e-i(kr-“0 d\ (19.12) 

the spectral function or spectral correlation function of the fluctuations. If a 
fluctuating function is expanded as a Fourier integral with respect to time and 
coordinates, the mean value of the products of its Fourier components is related to 
the spectral correlation function by 

<SU(r,)S/„v(r2)> = (2tt)4S(w + (o')S(k + k')(8/,8/2U; (19.13) 

cf. SP 1, §122. 
It is easy to derive an equation which in principle allows a determination of the 

spectral function of the fluctuations without previous calculation of the space-time 
correlation function. Dividing the range of integration with respect to t in (19.12) 
into two parts, from to 0 and from 0 to *>, and using (19.4), we have 

(«/,S/2 U = (S/,S/2)W+ (Sf2Sf^+lu, (19.14) 

where 

(S/,5/2)^ = jo dtj (Sf(t, r, r,)8/(0,0, r2))^l(k-r ""' d3x. (19.15) 

To the equation (19.10) we apply the one-sided Fourier transformation (19.15). The 
terms containing derivatives with respect to t and r are integrated by parts, using 
the facts that the correlation function must tend to zero as r -» °° and as t -» °°, and must 
be given by (19.6) when t = 0. The required equation is then found to be 

[i(k. v, - w) - /,](8/,8/j)a = 7(r,)8(r, - r2). (19.16) 

If we are interested in the fluctuations of the gas density, and not in those of the 
distribution function itself, it is appropriate to integrate equation (19.16) over dF2: 

[i(k. v - co) - f](8/(nsN)H=/(n. u9. i /> 

The spectral function (8N2)wk sought is found from the solution of this equation by 
a single integration, not a double one as in (19.3). 

Another method of finding (8N2)„k is based on the relation between the density 
correlation function and the generalized susceptibility with respect to a weak 
external field of the form 

U(t,r)= ^/01kC,<l‘■^_“l,; 09-18) 

see SP 2, §86.t If this field causes a density change 

5N„k=«kk)(/,k, (19.19) 

mis 
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then from SP 2 (86.20) the spectral correlation function of the density is, in the 
classical limit, 

(SN2),^ = (2T/&>) im a (to, k). 

Let 5/(f, r) be the change in the distribution function due 
satisfies the transport equation 

+ V. 
The Fourier components of S/(f, r, T) are written 

(19.20) 

the same field; it 

U(r> = x.k(m/,k, 

in which the external field is separated as a factor. Then the equation for x*>v is 

[i(k.v-w)-/]^k(n=ik. SflSy. (19.21) 

The solution of this equation gives the required spectral correlation function by a 
single integration: 

(8N2)„k = (2T/w)im| x„k(r)dr (19.22) 

PROBLEMS 

Problem 1. Determine the density correlation function in a monatomic gas in equilibrium, neglec¬ 
ting collisions. 

Solution. For a monatomic gas. the quanlilies I are the Ihree components of the momentum p. The 
solution of (19.10) for /, = 0 is 

<8fit. r. P.)8f(0.0. p2» = /(pt)S(r- v,t)S(p, - pz). 

and its Fourier component is 

(8/,8/zU = 2vr/(p,)fi(p, - pz)8(oz - k. v,). 

Integration of Ihese expressions with Ihe Maxwellian function f gives as the density Correlation function 

<8N(t. r)8N(0.0)) = N(m/27rT),,2r3 exp(- mr2l2Tt2). (I) 

(8N2U = (Nlk)(2irmlT)'12 exp(- mo2l2Tk2). (2) 

Problem 2. The same as Problem I. but for a collision integral in Ihe form hg = -g/T wilh a 

SOLUTION. Equation (19.16) reduces to an algebraic equation, from which we determine (S/iS/zlLV, 
and then find from (19.14) 

(sf,Sf2U=s<p' - p9- (3) 
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The presence of even a small number of collisions changes lhe asymplotic behaviour of the spectral 
correlation function of the density at high frequencies, to 5> 1.0, i.e. for fluctuations with a phase velocity 
much greater than the thermal speed of the molecules', in this limit. 

(SN’U = 2N/tcjz, (4) 

i.e. the correlation function decreases with increasing frequency according to a power law, instead of 
exponentially as in (2). 

§20. Fluctuations of the distribution function in a non-equilibrium gas 

Let a gas be in a steady but non-equilibrium state with some distribution function 
f(r. I’) which satisfies the transport equation 

v . SflSr = C(/); (20.1) 

the function f may deviate greatly from the equilibrium distribution function f0, 
and so the collision integral C(f) is not assumed linearized with respect to the 
difference / - f0. The steady non-equilibrium state has to be maintained in the gas 
by external interactions: the gas may, for example, contain a temperature gradient 
supported by external sources, or it may execute a steady motion (which does not 
consist in a motion of the gas as a whole). 

Let us seek to calculate the fluctuations of the distribution f(t, r, T) relative to 
f(r, L). These fluctuations will again be described by a correlation function (19.1), in 
which the averaging is carried out in the usual way with respect to time for a given 
difference t = t,-t2, and the correlation function depends only on t. Since the 
distribution /(r, L) is not uniform, however, the correlation function now depends on 
the coordinates ri and r2 separately, and not only on their difference. The property 
(19.4) becomes 

<5/,(f)5/2(0)> = (Sf2(-t)Sf,(0)), (20.2) 

where f,(t) =f(t, r,, L,), f2(0) = /(0, r2, T2). 
The relation (19.5) involving time reversal does not apply in general in the 

non-equilibrium case. 
The correlation function of the distribution function again satisfies the equation 

(19.10): 

(l + V,-^-/')<6^(0)> = 0’ (203) 

where fj is the linear integral operator (19.11), which acts on the variables T,.t The 
problem of the initial condition on this equation, i.e. the form of the single-time 
correlation function, is considerably more complex than in the equilibrium case, 
where it was given simply by (19.6). In a non-equilibrium gas, the single-time 
correlation function is itself determined from a transport equation whose form can 

tThe use of this equation in the non-equilibrium case is due to M. Lax (1966). 
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be established by using the relation between the correlation function and the 
two-particle distribution function fn> defined in § 16. In a steady state the function 
/(2'(n, l i; r2, r:), like f(r, O, does not depend explicitly on the time. 

To derive this relation, we note that, since the volume dr = d3x dr is infinitesi¬ 
mal, it cannot contain more than one particle at a time.t Hence the mean number 
f dr is also the probability that a particle is in the element dr (the probability that 
there are two particles in it at once being a quantity of a higher order of smallness). 
It follows that the mean value of the product of the numbers of particles in the two 
elements dr, and dr2 is equal to the probability of simultaneously finding one 
particle in each of them. For a given pair of particles this is the product f\2 dr, dr2, 
by the definition of the two-particle distribution function. Since a pair of particles 
can be chosen from the (very large) total number of particles in Jf(y - l)~N2 
ways, we have 

(f,dr, . f2dr2) = -kr2f'\2 dr, dr2. 

The equation (fif2) = .A'3/',2 thus obtained relates, however, only to different points 
in phase space. The passage to the limit n. Pi-*is, 1’2 makes it necessary to take 
into account that, if dr, and dr2 coincide, an atom in dr, is also in dr2. A relation 
which allows for this is 

</./2> = + /,8(r, - r2)S(F, - P2): (20.4) 

when it is multiplied by dr,dr2 and integrated over some small volume At, the first 
term on the right gives a small quantity of the second order, « (At)-, and the term 
containing the delta functions gives /At, a first-order quantity. Thus we have 

as it should be, since as far as first-order quantities there can only be either no 
particle or one particle in the small volume At. 

Substituting (20.4) in the definition of the single-time correlation function 

<5/,(0)5/2(0)) = </,(0)/2(0)> - 7,/2, 

we obtain the required relation between it and the two-particle distribution func¬ 
tion: 

<8/,(0)8/2(0)> = A'2/® - f,f2 + /,S(r, - r2)S(r, - P2). (20.5) 

In an ideal gas in equilibrium, the two-particle distribution function reduces to the 
product f?l = f,f2lJf2, and (20.5) reduces to (19.6). In any case, ff] tends to this 
product as the distance between the points 1 and 2 increases, so that 

<S/,(0)S/2(0))^0 as In-iil-co. (20.6) 

tThe derivation which follows is a paraphrase of the argument in SP 1, § 116. 
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The two-particle distribution function satisfies a transport equation analogous to 
the Boltzmann equation, which could be derived from equation (16.9) for fm in the 
same way as the equation for the single-particle function was derived from (16.7).t 
Here, however, we shall give a derivation of the equation for fa) analogous to that 
of the Boltzmann equation in §3, based on intuitive physical arguments. 

We take as the unknown function not fa) itself but the difference 

<P(r,, r,; r2, T2) = JV1/',? - (20.7) 

which tends to zero as |n - r2| -* it is the correlation function (20.5) without the 
last term. This quantity is small in the_usual sense of fluctuation theory, namely of 
the order of 1/77 in comparison with fj2- 

In the absence of collisions, the function ip satisfies an equation which simply 
expresses Liouville’s theorem—the constancy of fa) along the phase trajectory of a 
pair of particles: 

dfa) _ dtp^ 
dt ~ dt 

(20.8) 

The change in tp as a result of collisions is due to processes of two kinds. 
Collisions of particles 1 and 2 with any other particles, but not with each other, 

cause the appearance, on the right of (20.8), of terms It(p + l2<p, where f, and f2 are 
the linear integral operators (19.11) acting on the variables T, and T2 respectively. 

Collisions between the particles 1 and 2 play a special role, causing a simul¬ 
taneous “jump” of both particles from one pair of points in phase space to another 
pair. Exactly the same arguments as were used in the derivation of (3.7) give on the 
right of (20.8) a term 8(r, - r2)C,2(/), where 

cl2(/) = f w(r,, lv, r;, nx/i/i - /,/2) dY\ an-, (20.9) 

in this integral, fluctuations may be neglected. The factor S(ri-r2) expresses the 
fact that particles undergoing collisions are at the same point in space.t 

Thus we have finally the equation 

vi ■ + v2 • /> - y = S(r, - r2)C|2(J). (20.10) 

Solution of this equation gives, in accordance with (20.5), the function which acts 
as the initial condition for equation (20.3) at t = 0.§ 

tln§ 17 equation (16.9) was used only for a specific purpose, namely to eliminate/121 from the equation for 
f- 

tA further integration of (20.9) over dI yields the ordinar Boltzmann collision integral. 
§This result is due to S. V. Ganlsevich, V. L. Gurevich and R. Katilyus (1969) and to Sh. M. Kogan 

and A. Ya. Shul’man (1969). 
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Without the right-hand side, the homogeneous equation (20.10) has the solution 

<P =/oiA/o2 + /o2^/oi» 

corresponding to arbitrary small changes in the number of particles, the tem¬ 
perature, and the macroscopic velocity in the equilibrium distribution /0. 

This “spurious” solution is, however, excluded by the condition that (p->0 as 
|r, - r2| Hence, in the equilibrium case, when the integral C,2 is identically zero, 
equation (20.10) gives ip = 0, and we return to the initial condition (19.6). 

The right-hand side of (20.10), i.e. the pair collisions between particles in given 
states T, and P2, may thus be regarded as the source of the single-time correlation 
of fluctuations in a non-equilibrium gas. By causing a simultaneous change in the 
occupation numbers of the two states, pair collisions generate a correlation 
between these numbers. In the equilibrium state, owing to the exact compensation 
of direct and reverse pair collisions, this mechanism has no effect and there are 
no single-time correlations. 

If the distribution / is independent of the coordinates r (as may happen when the 
deviation from equilibrium is maintained by an external field), we can consider 
fluctuations of the distribution function averaged over the whole volume of the gas, 
i.e. of the function 

(20.11) 

fit, r) = ^J f(t, r, n d3x, (20.12) 

which we denote by the same letter f but without the argument r. The correspond¬ 
ing correlation function satisfies an equation that differs from (20.3) in not having a 
term containing the derivative with respect to the coordinates: 

(i+F,"4r/,)<s/(r’r,)S/(0’r2))=0 for ,>0; (20-I3> 

on the left-hand side, a term has been added which arises from the force F acting 
on the particles in the external field. The single-time correlation function 

(6/(0, r,)6/(0, r2)> = ^2p(r,, r2) - /(r,)/(r2)+s(T, - r2) 

-<p(r„r2)+^6(r,-r2) (20.14) 

satisfies the equation 

[Fl • ^+F? ■ (/l + Fz) = Cl2(<p(r" ^ 
(20.15) 
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If the gas is in a closed vessel, this equation is to be solved with the additional 
condition that expresses a fixed value (without fluctuations) of the total number of 
particles in the gas: 

I (8/(0, r,)8/(o, r2)> dr. = f <8/(0, r,)8/(o, r2)> ar2 = o. (20.16) 

This condition must be satisfied in the equilibrium case also, but it is not satisfied 
by the expression [/(r.)/T]8(r. - FJ which corresponds to the correlation function 
(19.6). The correct expression is obtained by making use of the arbitrary choice 
(20.11); with the appropriate value of the parameter AJf, 

(8/(0, r,)8/(o, r2)) = 4= /(i’i)s(r. - r2) - j- /(r,)/(r2). (20.17) 

This correlation function includes a term which does not contain a delta function. 



CHAPTER II 

THE DIFFUSION APPROXIMATION 

§21. The Fokker-Planck equation 

A considerable class of transport phenomena is constituted by processes in 
which the mean changes of quantities (on which the distribution function depends) 
in each event are small in comparison with their characteristic values. The 
relaxation times for such processes are long in comparison with the times of the 
individual events which constitute their microscopic mechanism; in this sense, they 
may be called slow processes. 

A typical instance is the problem of momentum relaxation of a small admixture 
of a heavy gas in a light one, the latter being regarded as itself in equilibrium. 
Because of the low concentration of heavy particles, their collisions with one 
another may be neglected, and only those with the particles of the light gas 
considered. When a heavy particle collides with light ones, however, its momentum 
undergoes only a relatively small change. 

We shall refer to this specific example, and derive the transport equation satisfied 
in such cases by the momentum distribution function /(t, p) of the impurity 
particles. 

Let w(p, q)d3q denote the probability per unit time of a change p->p-q in the 
momentum of a heavy particle in an individual collision with a light particle. Then 
the transport equation for the function f(t, p) is 

df(t, p)ISt = J{w(p + q, q)f (t, p + q) - w(p, q)/(t, p)}d3q, (21.1) 

where the right-hand side is the difference between the numbers of particles per 
unit time that enter and leave a given momentum space element d3p. According to 
the hypotheses used, the function w(p, q) decreases rapidly with increasing q, and 
so the most important values of q in the integral are those which are small 
compared with the mean momentum of the particles. This allows the following 
expansion to be used in the integrand: 

W(p + q, q)f(t, p + q) - w(p, q)/(t, p) + q ^ w(p, q)/(t, p) 

+ 3^^W(P’q)/('’P)- 

The transport equation then becomes 

3t = + dp^(BW’ 

89 

(21.2) 
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where 

Aa=J q„w(p, q) d3q, Bafi = qaqew(p, q) d3q. (21.3) 

Thus the transport equation is now a differential (not integro-differential) equation. 
The quantities Aa and Ba@ may be symbolically written as follows to show their 
significance more clearly: 

A,=2q„/St, Bap = ^ W28t, (21-4) 

where the summations are over the (large) number of collisions that occur in the 
time St. 

The expression on the right of (21.2) is the divergence in momentum space, 
— SsJSp„, of the vector 

= ~AJ — Bap3fl dpp, 

Aa = Aa + 3B„p/3pp. 

(21.5) 

Thus equation (21.2) is, as it should be, an equation of continuity in momentum 
space, and so the number of particles is automatically conserved in the process. 
The vector s is the particle flux density in momentum space. 

According to equations (21.4), the coefficients in the transport equation are 
expressible in terms of the average characteristics of the collisions, and in this 
sense their calculation is a purely mechanical problem, fn fact, however, there is no 
need to calculate the Aa and Ba@ individually; they can be expressed in terms of 
one another by means of the condition for the flux to be zero in statistical 
equilibrium, fn the present case, the equilibrium distribution function is 

f = constant x exp(—p2/2JVfT), 

where M is the mass of the heavy gas particles and T the temperature of the light 
gas. Substitution of this expression in the equation s = 0 gives 

(21.6) 

Thus the transport equation becomes 

P) a 
St Spa 'Kmt’ app. (21.7) 

The coefficients in the first two terms of the expansion of the collision integral 
are of the same order of magnitude; the reason is that the averaging of the first 
powers of the quantities q„ in (21.4), whose sign is variable, involves a greater 
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degree of cancellation than the averaging of quadratic expressions. The later terms 
of the expansion are all small in comparison with the first two. 

The only vector on which the coefficients B„p can depend is the momentum p of 
the heavy particles. If the velocities p/JVf of these particles are on average small 
compared with those of the light particles, they may be regarded as immobile in 
collisions; in this approximation, the Bap are independent of p. Thus the tensor Bap 
reduces to a constant scalar B: 

Bap = BSap, B =gj q2w(0, q) d3q. (21.8) 

and equation (21.7) becomes 

(21.9) 

There is a formal similarity between (21.7) and the equation of diffusion in an 
external field, which is especially evident from the form (21.9). The diffusion 
equation is 

BclBt - divfDVc — beF), 

where c is the impurity concentration, F the force exerted on the impurity particles 
by the external field, D the diffusion coefficient, and b the mobility. The processes 
described by (21.9) may be referred to as diffusion in momentum space, with B 
acting as the diffusion coefficient; the relation between the coefficients in the two 
terms on the right of (21.9) is analogous to the familiar Einstein relation D = bT 
between the diffusion coefficient and the mobility (FM, §59). 

The transport equation in the form (21.2), with the coefficients defined in terms of 
the averaged characteristics of the elementary events by means of (21.4), is called 
the Fokker-Planck equation (A. D. Fokker 1914; M. Planck 1917). The specific 
properties of the variables p„ as the momenta of the particles have played no part 
in the derivation given. It is therefore clear that an equation of the same form is 
valid also for the distribution function f with respect to other variables, provided 
that the conditions on which the proof is based are satisfied: the relative smallness 
of the change in the quantities in each event, and the linearity with respect to f of 
the integral operator which expresses the change in the function resulting from 
these events. 

As an example, let us take the case of a light gas forming a slight impurity in a 
heavy gas. In collisions with heavy particles, the momentum of a light particle 
changes greatly in direction but only slightly in magnitude. Although equation (21.7) 
is invalid under these conditions for the distribution function of the impurity gas 
particles with respect to the momentum vector p, a similar equation can be set up 
for the distribution with respect to the magnitude p only. If the distribution 
function is, as before, taken relative to the momentum space element d3p, so that 
the number of particles having the value of p in a range dp is /(t, p). 4irp2 dp, the 
Fokker-Planck equation is valid for the function 4-jrp2/ in relation to dp: 
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8/=_ML 
3t 7-BP 

(21.10) 

B = l^Z(Sp)2ISt. (21.11) 

The expression in the braces is the radial flux s in momentum space. It must reduce 
to zero the case of the equilibrium distribution 

f = constant x exp(—p2/2mT), 

where m is the mass of a light particle and T the temperature of the heavy gas. 
This condition gives a relation between A and B, and the transport equation (21.10) 
thus becomes 

i£=_ 1 3(P2s) 
at 7 ap 

(21.12) 

PROBLEMS 

Problem I. Determine the diffusion coefficient in momentum space (B in equation (21.9)) for an 
admixture of a heavy gas in a light one, assuming the speeds of the heavy particles to be small compared 
with those of the light ones. 

SoLUTtON. As shown in the text, under the conditions stated the momentum transfer may be 
calculated by assuming the heavy particle to be fixed and neglecting the change in its energy in the 
collision. The change in the momentum of the heavy particle is then calculated as the equal change in 
that of the light particle: (Ap)2 = 2p'2( 1 - cos a), where p' is the momentum of the light particle and a the 
angle through which it is scattered. Hence 

2(Ap)2 = 81J2p'2(l - cos a)Nv' do, 

where N is the number density of light gas particles, and we have finally 

B=(N/3mXp'3m>, 

where <r,=J( 1 - cos a) do is the transport cross-section, and the averaging is taken over the light gas 
particle distribution. 

Problem 2. Use the Fokker-Planck equation to determine the mobility of a heavy particle in a light 
gas. 

Solution. When an external field is present, a term F. 6//6p is added to the left-hand side of (21.9), 
F being the force acting on the particle. Assuming this force to be small, we seek a steady solution of the 
equation in the form [ = fo + Sf, where fo is the Maxwellian distribution and Sf <S/o. The equation for Sf 

Bi(S+^8/)=F ,,6/o 
6p 
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and so 8/ = fnF. p/R The mobility b is the coefficient in the equation 
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f = Jsf. v <!3p = bF. 

A calculation of the integral gives 

b = TIB = ImTlNfap'3). 

in agreement with (12.4). 

§22. A weakly ionized gas in an electric field 

Let us consider an ionized gas in a uniform electric field E. This field perturbs the 
equilibrium distribution of free electrons in the gas and causes an electric current in 
it. We shall derive the transport equation which governs the electron distribution.t 
If the ionization is weak, the electron (and ion) density in the gas is small. Hence 
only collisions between electrons and neutral molecules are important; those 
between electrons and ions or other electrons may be neglected. We shall also 
assume that the mean energy acquired by the electrons in the electric field is (even 
in a strong field; see below) insufficient to excite or ionize the molecules; the 
collisions between electrons and molecules may then be regarded as elastic. 

Because of the large difference between the electron mass m and the molecule 
mass M, the mean speed of the electrons is much greater than that of the 
molecules. For the same reason, the electron momentum changes its direction 
greatly in a collision, but its magnitude only slightly. Under these conditions, the 
collision integral in the transport equation falls into the sum of two parts which 
represent the changes in the number of particles in a given element of momentum 
space due to the change in the magnitude and in the direction of the momentum; 
the first part may be expressed in the Fokker-Planck differential form. 

Because of the symmetry about the direction of the field, the distribution 
function depends on only two variables (apart from the time): the magnitude p of 
the momentum, and the angle 8 between p = mv and the direction of E (which we 
take as the z-axis). The transport equation for the function f(t, p, 8) has the formt 

§~eE' %=*s)+Nv /U(t’p’e>) -f{t’p’e)] dtT’ (22-l) 

where 

The first term on the right of (22.1) corresponds to the right-hand side of the 
Fokker-Planck equation (21.12). The second term is the collision integral with 

+The theory given in §22 is due to B. I. Davydov (1936). The limiting expression (22.18) was earlier 
derived by M. J. Druyvesteyn (1930). 

t|n this book, e always denotes a positive quantity, the absolute magnitude of the unit charge. The 
charge on the electron is therefore -e. 
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respect to the change in direction of the momentum. In this integral, the molecules 
may be regarded as immovable (N being their number density); the number of 
collisions undergone by an electron per unit time and changing the direction of the 
momentum from 6 to 8' (or vice versa) is Nv dcr, where da is the cross-section for 
scattering of an electron by a molecule at rest, which depends on p and on the 
angle a between p and p'; we assume that the cross-section is already averaged 
over the orientations of the molecule. 

We shall consider a steady state with a time-independent distribution function, 
and accordingly the term Bf/Bt in (22.1) will be omitted. 

To calculate B, we use the equation 

(v — V)2 = (v' — V')2> 

which expresses the constant magnitude of the relative velocity of the two particles 
in an elastic collision; v, V and v', V' are the initial and final velocities of the electron 
and the molecule. The change in the velocity of the molecule is small compared with 
that of the electron (AV = - mAv/M); hence, after expanding the above equation, we 
can put V = V'. Then 

2V . (v —v') = v2— v'2 ^ 2d Ad, 

where An = v - v' is a small quantity. Thus 

(Ap)2 = m2(An)2 = (m V)[(V. v)2 + (V . v')2 - 2(V . v)(V . v')]. 

The averaging of this expression is carried out in two stages. First, we average over 
the (Maxwellian) distribution of the molecular velocities V. Because of the isotropy 
of this distribution, (V„Vp) = i8ap(V2), and (V2) = 3TIM. We therefore have 

(Ap)2 = (in2T/Mn2)(n2 + n'2 - 2v . v') = (2in2T/M)(l - cos a). (22.2) 

We must now average over the collisions undergone by the electron per unit time; 
this is done by integrating over Nvda. The result is 

B = Nm2va,TIM = pmTIMl, (22.3) 

where a, =/(l — cos a) da is the transport cross-section, and I the mean free path 
defined as 

I = HNa„ (22.4) 

in general a function of p. The flux in (22.1) is therefore 

Ml 
(22.5) 

Note that, according to (22.2), the change in the electron energy in the collision is 
Ae ~ uAp ~ T(m/M)1/2~ e(m/M)1/2. Hence an appreciable change in this energy 
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occurs only after ~M/m collisions, whereas the direction of the electron momen¬ 
tum alters considerably in even one collision. That is, the electron energy relax¬ 
ation time r, ~ rpM/m, where rp ~ l/v is the momentum direction relaxation time. 

The left-hand side of (22.1) is also to be transformed to the variables p and 0: 

eE K 
3p 

:1L = „ I _ Bf sm! 0 Bf 
, „ = eE cos 0 -r- +-7 
3pz L Bp p 3 cos 6 

(22.6) 

The solution of the transport equation thus derived may be sought as an 
expansion in Legendre polynomials: 

/(P,0) = i/n(P)Pn(cos0). (22.7) 

We shall see later that the successive terms in this expansion decrease rapidly in 
order of magnitude. It is therefore sufficient in practice to take only the first two 
terms in the expansion: 

f(p, 0) = /o(p) + /.(p)cos 0. (22.8) 

The integral in (22.1), with (22.8) substituted, gives 

| [/(P, 0') - /(P, 6)1 da = -/.cr, cos 0; 

compare the transformation of a similar integral in (11.1). The transport equation 
then becomes 

- eE[/6cos 0+f'i cos2 0 A- (/,/p) sin2 0] + (l/p2)(sop2)' + (u//)/i cos 0 = 0, 

where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to p. The term p~2(s,p2)' cos 0 
has been omitted; it is certainly small (in the ratio ~m/M) in comparison with the 
term (vfill) cos 0 (s0 and Si are the expressions (22.5) with f0 or /, in place of /). 
Multiplying this equation by Po = 1 or P, = cos 0 and integrating over d cos 0, we 
obtain two equations: 

(l/p2)(p2S)' = 0, S = -^(p2/0+mpT/6)-^E/„ (22.9) 

/, = (eE//u)/i. (22.10) 

The expression S represents the particle flux in momentum space as modi¬ 
fied by the electric field. It follows from (22.9) that S = constant/p2. The flux S 
must, however, be finite for all p, and the constant is therefore zero. Now 
substituting /, from (22.10) in the equation S = 0, we find an equation determining 

/o(p): 

[pT + 
(eEl)2M1 

3p JJ (22.11) 
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So far we have made no assumptions as to the form of the function /(p), and the 
integral of the first-order equation (22.11) can be written for any /(p). In order to 
obtain more specific results, we shall assume that / = constant, which is equivalent 
to assuming that the cross-section cr, is independent of the momentum.t The 
integration of (22.11) gives 

/o(p) = constant x (^ + “0 e dT, (22.12) 

where 

y = (eE l/T)V(M/m). (22.13) 

For the function /,(p), we have from (22.10) and (22.12) 

T7/6- (22-M> 

The quantity y is the parameter that describes the extent to which the field 
affects the electron distribution. The limiting case of weak fields corresponds to 
y <S 1. In the first approximation, f0(p) then reduces to the unperturbed Maxwellian 

distribution: fB a e~‘/T, e = 3T/2, and 

/, =-(eE//T)/0, y«l. (22.15) 

The electric current generated in the gas is determined by the electron mobility 

b “ ^- =^k I »<“ “ • f d’f • - 3Sikl *■ <22-161 

where Nt is the electron number density.^ A simple calculation with ft from (22.15) 

gives for the mobility in a weak field 

b0 = 2,nH3Trm(mT)m. (22.17) 

This expression satisfies, as it should, the Einstein relation D = bT, where D is the 
diffusion coefficient (11.10). 

The significance of the inequality y < 1 as the criterion of a weak field can be 
understood from the following simple arguments. It is evident that the influence of 
the field on the electron distribution will be weak so long as the energy acquired by 
an electron in its mean free time is small compared with that which it loses to an 
atom in a collision. The former energy is eE/, and the latter is 

Se ~ VSP ~Vp~ V(T/M)V(Tm), 

tThis is always true at sufficiently low electron temperatures, since for slow particles the cross- 
section tends to a limit independent of the energy (see QM, § 132). 

^Because of the orthogonality of different Legendre polynomials, only the term fo out of alljhose in 
the expansion (22.7) contributes to the normalization integral, and only ft Cos 0 contributes to v„ 
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where P and V are the momentum and speed of the atom; the change SP is of the 
order of the electron momentum. The criterion follows from a comparison of the 
two expressions. 

In the opposite case of strong fields (7 > 1), we findt 

/„(p) = A exp(-3e2ly2T\ l 

A = 3,/4Ne/23'27rr(4J)(m7T)3/2J 

/, = -6V(m/M)e/0/Ty. 

The mean electron energy is 

(|^) r-ibeFA = 0.43eL 

and the electron mobility 

b = 4T(|) / ml3ViTTU2(mM) m(eE),n. 

It remains to ascertain the condition for the expansion (22.7) to conveige. For 
this purpose, we note that its successive terms are related in order of magnitude by 

eEf„-,lnw ~ vfjl: (22.22) 

after substitution of (22.7), multiplication by P„(cos 0), and integration over 
d cos 0, the term in remains on the left-hand side of the transport equation, and 
the term in /„ in the collision integral. When 7 < 1, the mean electron energy i ~ T, 

and we have from (22.22) 

(22.18) 

(22.19) 

(22.20) 

(22.21) 

~eEUT<(mlM)m<l. 

In strong fields, with 7 > I, the mean energy e ~ eE/(M/m)1'2, so that again 

fJf»-i~(mlM)m< 1. 

Thus the expansion is convergent, since m/M is small.t 

§23. Fluctuations in a weakly ionized non-equilibrium gas 

In this section we shall discuss fluctuations of the electron distribution function 
,n a non-equilibrium steady state of a weakly ionized gas which is spatially 
homogeneous and is in a constant and uniform electric field E. 

"he HmiUna(2?’p)) ^ m°re simply derived b>' solving afresh equation (22.11) (with T = 0) than by taking 

eonNt°tC’■t’°Wever’that the correctlons /2,/j,.. .could not be determined by means of (22.1). since this 
n«glecied1S 17156,1 °n the Fok,cer_P|anck approximation, in which quantities of higher order in rrl/Af are 
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Only the time correlation of the fluctuations, and not their spatial correlation, will 
be considered. Then it is appropriate to use, in place of the exact (fluctuating) 
space-varying distribution function f(t, r, p), the function averaged over the whole 
volume of the gas. 

f(t,p)=^ff(t,r,p)d\ (23.1) 

denoted in this section by the same letter f but without the argument r; it fluctuates 
only with time. The function /(p) with respect to which f fluctuates is the 
distribution (22.8) found in the preceding section. 

For the system in question, it is of most interest to find not the fluctuations of the 
distribution function itself but the related fluctuations of the electric current 
density j. The correlation functions for these quantities are related by the obvious 
formula 

(Sic(t)Sjp(O)) = e2J(Sf(t, p)S/(0, p'))vav^ d3p d3p\ (23.2) 

where of course Sj is the current density fluctuation averaged over the gas 
volume, t 

The solution of the problem for a non-equilibrium gas is based on the general 
method given in §20.t The correlation function <S/(f, p)5/(0, p')) satisfies (with 
respect to the variables t and p) the transport equation (22.1), which here cor¬ 
responds to the equation (20.13) in the general method. A similar equation is 
satisfied by the function 

g(«, P) = |mt, p)8/<0, p')>v' dV, (23.3) 

and the required current correlation function can be expressed in terms of this: 

(Sj„(t)8jp(0)> = e2Jgp(t, p)t)(, d3p. (23.4) 

Thus we arrive at the equation 

f"e(E ^)g = pi[p2B(fg + f)]-Nt,/[g('>P>e)-g('’P>e’)ldtT> 
(23.5) 

with B given by (22.3). 

+This averaging corresponds to an experiment in which the fluctuations of the total current in the gas 
are measured: such a fluctuation is equal to that of the averaged current density in a given direction, 
multiplied by the cross-section of the sample. 

±The study of this problem by P. J. Price (1959) was the first instance of a calculation of fluctuations 
in a non-equilibrium system. Here we shall follow the analysis by V. L. Gurevich and R. Katilyus (1965). 
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The transport equation (22.1) takes account of the collisions of electrons only 
with molecules, not with other electrons. There is therefore no mechanism here to 
establish a single-time correlation between electrons with different momenta, and 
the “initial” condition for the function g(t, p) is the same as in the equilibrium state. 
Since we are concerned with the fluctuation of the distribution function averaged 
over the whole volume of the gas, the constancy of the number of particles 
(electrons) has to be taken into account.t According to (20.17), we then have 

(8/(0, p)5/(0, p’)> = ^[/(P)5(p- p’) - ~/(p)/(p')] 

(where Ne is the electron density), and hence for the initial function 

g(0,p) = ^/(p)(v-V), (23.6) 

where V is the mean electron velocity in the state having the distribution /(p). This 

velocity is, of course, parallel to the field E; we may write it as 

V = —ebE, (23.7) 

where b is the mobility. The constancy of the total number of electrons signifies 
that / Sfd3p = 0, and so 

f e(t,p)d3p =0. (23.8) 

Following the method described in § 19, we take the one-sided Fourier transform 
of (23.5), multiplying by e“"' and integrating with respect to t from 0 to *>. The term 
e“3g 1st is integrated by parts with the initial condition (23.6) and the condition 

g(°°» P) = 0. The result is 

-iwg'+>-e(E.a/aP)g<+>-^[fnlE!, 

+ Kvf [g,+,(p) - g<+,(p’)] do = ~ f(p)(v - V), (23.9) 

where 

g(+,(w, p) = el“lg(t, p) dt. (23.10) 

tAs we are concerned only with the influence on fluctuations of the departure from equilibrium 
caused by the presence of the field, we neglect fluctuations of the total number of electrons resulting 
from ionization and recombination processes. These fluctuations may be strictly absent when all the 
electrons are formed by impurities with low ionization potential; the total number of electrons is then 
simply equal to the total number of impurity atoms. We also neglect fluctuations in the concentration of 
neutral molecules. The relative fluctuation of this concentration is certainly small in comparison with the 
corresponding quantity for electrons, since the electron density is much less than the molecular 
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From (23.8), this equation is to be solved with the added condition 

| g+(“. P) d3P = 0. (23.11) 

If the solution of (23.9) is known, the required spectral expansion of the current 
correlation function can be found by simple integration: we write 

(i"ip)» = j ^dt Je'"'<S/(t, p)8/(0, p')Rip d3p d3p' 

and proceed exactly as in the derivation of (19.14), obtaining 

(j..jPL = e2J{g'p+’(w, p)r„ + g!,+’(-to, p)i’B} d'p. (23.12) 

We shall take the specific case of a constant mean free path /. In the equilibrium 
state, with no electric field, the function f is the equilibrium Maxwellian dis¬ 
tribution /o(p). The solution of equation (23.9) is then 

as is easily seen, since 

g,+) 
P/o(P) I 
p r i-icoiiv’ 

J(p - p') da = a,p. 

(23.13) 

(23.14) 

If oirp < 1 (where rp ~ l/nT is the relaxation time as regards the direction of the 
momentum), we can neglect the term -iwl/v in the denominator of (23.13). A 
calculation of the integral (23.12) then leads to the result 

(J,jp)„ = (2Ta/r)S(.p, (23.15) 

where a = e2Neb0 is the conductivity of the g&s in a weak field, and b0 the mobility 
in a weak field, given by (22.17). The result (23.15) is, of course, in agreement with 
Nyquist’s general formula for equilibrium fluctuations of the current (see SP 2, 
§78). For let us consider a cylindrical volume of gas parallel to the x-axis. Since the 
current density is already volume-averaged, the total current J = jxS. where S is the 
cross-sectional area of the cylinder. From (23.15), we then have 

(J\ = 2 TaS2IT = 2 TaSIL = 2T/J?, (23.16) 

where L = V/S is the length of the sample, and R = L/trS its resistance.t 
When E ¥= 0, equation (23.9) is solved by successive approximation, in the same 

way as (22.6), but whereas the latter equation determined a scalar function, (23.9) is 

+In comparing with SP 2 (78.1), it must be remembered that hoi <s T and that by the condition iurr <t 1 
there is no dispersion of the conductivity, so that Z = Rh 
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written for a vector function. The leading terms in the expansion of such a function 
(depending on the constant vector E and the variable vector p) may be written as 

g'+'(“, p)= h(io, p)n + e{g0(o>, p) + n . eg,(w, p)}, (23.17) 

with gi «g0; here n = pip, e = E/E. The function /(p) is 

/(p) = /o(p) + n.e/,(p), (23.18) 

with f0 and f, = eF.lf'olv as calculated in §22. 
We substitute (23.17>—(23.18) in (23.9) and separate the terms odd and even with 

respect to p. Again assuming airp <§ 1, we find, collecting the odd terms, 

(r//){hn + g,e(n . e)} - e(e. flg0/flp)eE = /0v/E; 

terms which are certainly small (in the ratio m/M) in comparison with those given 
are omitted. Hence 

h(p) = IfdPlir, g,(w, p) = (eE/m/p)3g0(o>, p)ISp. (23.19) 

The terms even in p have to satisfy equation (23.9) only after averaging over the 
directions of p, in accordance with the fact that (23.17) gives only the leading terms 
in the expansion of the function sought. A straightforward calculation using the 
expressions (23.19) leads to the following equation for the function g0(a>, p): 

1 3 , 2c, I [ , 2eEl 8 , 
-'“g°+^(p S) = rleEb'°+Wp/4 

where 

c 1 / 2 -r 3go\ e2E2lm dg0 
^ = _/M V 2go + ^) 3p 3p ' 

This is to be solved with the added condition 

Jgo(co, p) d}p = 0, 

(23.20) 

(23.21) 

to which (23.11) reduces on substitution of (23.17). 
When the function g,+) is known, the required current correlation function is 

found by means of (23.12). Substituting the expansion (23.17) and making a simple 
transformation with the use of (23.19), we obtain 

(Wp)„ = vf0 d3p - EaE[gofeo, p) + g0(-w, p)]^. (23.22) 

The term -io>g0 in (23.20) becomes important when a> ~ mvIMl, i.e. when air, ~ 1, 
where r, is the relaxation time as regards the electron energy. Thus the dispersion 

the current fluctuations begins at these frequencies. 
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In the general case, equation (23.20) is very complicated. As an illustration, let us 
take the case of low frequencies (oire <§ 1) and strong fields satisfying the condition 
y8>l, where y is the parameter (22.13). Because of the latter condition, the 
function f0(p) is given by the expression (22.18). The calculation of the integral in 
the first term in (23.22) gives 

* 2m Nee2l(eEl\' 
°p 35T(3/4) T Irn) 

In the second term in (23.22), we shall make only an estimate without numerical 
factors. Equation (23.20) (without the term — io>g0) gives 

go ~ (eEl2MIVp2)f0. 

The integral can then be estimated as 

e3ZE(g0/p)p\ 

The resulting expression for the current correlation function is 

OJp). = -f1 (‘f')1/2 (") W4[o.6Sap - (3 ^], (23.23) 

where /3 — 1 is a numerical constant. 

§24. Recombination and ionization 

The equilibrium degree of ionization in a partly ionized gas is established by 
various collisional ionization events and the converse recombination events be¬ 
tween colliding charged particles. In the simple case where the gas contains, apart 
from electrons, only one type of ion, the process of establishment of ionization 
equilibrium is described by an equation of the form 

dNJdt = p-aN,.Ni, (24.1) 

where 0 is the number of electrons formed per unit volume and per unit time in 
collisions of neutral atoms or through photo-ionization of atoms; this number is 
independent of the electron density Ne and ion density N,- present. The second 
term gives the decrease in the number of electrons due to recombination with ions; 
a is called the recombination coefficient. 

The recombination process is usually very slow in comparison with the other 
processes of establishment of equilibrium in a plasma. This is because the for¬ 
mation of a neutral atom in an ion-electron collision requires the removal of the 
energy released (the binding energy of the electron in the atom). The energy may be 
radiated as a photon in radiative recombination; the slowness of the process is then 
due to the small quantum-electrodynamical emission probability. The energy 
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released may also be transferred to a third particle, a neutral atom; the slowness of 
the process is then due to the small probability of three-body collisions. The result 
is that it is often reasonable to consider recombination in conditions where the 
distribution of all particles may be regarded as Maxwellian. 

In equilibrium, the derivative dNJdt is zero. It follows that the quantities a and 
p in (24.1) are related by 

P = aNofNoi, (24.2) 

where N0e and Not are the equilibrium electron and ion densities given by the 
appropriate thermodynamic formulae; see SP I, § 104.t 

The coefficient of radiative recombination is calculated directly from the recom¬ 
bination cross-section crrx in a collision between an electron and an ion at rest (the 
speed of the ion is negligible in comparison with that of the electron): 

« = (iWrcc), (24.3) 

where the averaging is over the Maxwellian distribution of electron speeds tv, see 
Problem 1. 

Radiative recombination is, however, important only in a sufficiently rarefied gas, 
when three-body collisions are entirely negligible. In a less rarefied gas, the 
principal mechanism is recombination involving a third particle, a neutral atom, and 
it is this mechanism that we shall consider in more detail. 

In collisions with atoms, the energy of the electron changes by small amounts. 
The recombination process therefore begins with the formation of a highly excited 
atom, and the electron gradually “descends” to lower and lower levels in further 
collisions of this atom. This type of process may be regarded as a “diffusion in 
energy” of the captured electron, and so the Fokker-Planck equation may be 
applied to it (L. P. Pitaevskii, 1962). 

Let us consider the distribution function of the captured electrons with respect 
to their (negative) energies e. The most important “diffusion” is naturally in the 
energy range |e|~T. The temperature here must always be treated as small in 
comparison with the ionization potential I of the atoms; when T ~ the gas is 
almost completely ionized (cf. SP 1, §104). 

The Fokker-Planck equation is 

BflBt = -BslBe, s =-BBflBe - Af. (24.4) 

As usual, the coefficient A can be expressed in terms of B by means of the 
condition that s = 0 when f = /0, where /0 is the equilibrium distribution. The flux s 
then becomes 

s=-Bfoye<Jlf°)- (24.5) 

The “diffusion coefficient” B(e) is determined by the general rule as 

B(<0 = fS(A e)2/8t, (24.6) 

tin radiative recombination, equilibrium of the state presupposes that of the radiation in the plasma. 
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where Ae is the change in the excitation energy of the atom in a collision with an 
unexcited atom; the calculation of B(e) from this formula involves solving the 
mechanical problem of the collision and then averaging with respect to the velocity 
of the unexcited atom (see Problem 2). 

To find the function /0(e), we note that the equilibrium distribution with respect 
to momenta and coordinates for an electron in the Coulomb field of a charge ze 
(the ion charge) is given by Boltzmann’s formula: 

/o(p, r) = (2mnT) }pe~‘/T, e = p2Hm - ze2lr (24.7) 

(see below concerning its normalization); the motion of the electron with |e| ~ T <S 
I is quasi-classical, and this allows us to use the classical expression for the energy 
e. The distribution function with respect to e is therefore 

/o(e) de = (27miT) V2cl<l/Tr(e) de, (24.8) 

where r(e) is the volume in phase space corresponding to the range de: 

r(e) = Js(lel+£~^d\d3p. (24.9) 

Replacing d3x d3p by 47rr2 dr. 47rp2 dp and carrying out the integration, we find 

r(e) = V27rV2)3mV2/M5/2. (24.10) 

To formulate the conditions which determine the appropriate solution of equa¬ 
tions (24.4) and (24.5), it is convenient to suppose that the electron density present 
in the gas is Ne > N,,c; then we can neglect the rate of ionization 0 in (24.1), so that 
the decrease of Ne is due only to recombination. Under these conditions, the 
constant value of the flux s in the stationary solution of (24.4) gives directly the 
value of the recombination coefficient (s = constant =-a) if /(e) is suitably nor¬ 
malized: at the highest levels (|e| < T) the electrons are in equilibrium with free 
electrons, and this means that we must have 

/(e)//o(e)-*l as |e|-*0, (24.11) 

and the normalization of /0(e) must correspond to one free electron per unit 
volume, as has been ensured in (24.7). 

To find the second boundary condition (as e-»-=°), we note that the distribution 
at deep levels of the excited atom is not perturbed by the presence of free 
electrons, and is independent of their number: it is proportional to the equilibrium 
number N0„ not to the actual number Nc. When N, > N0e, this situation is ex¬ 
pressed by the boundary condition 

f(e)lf o(e)-*0 as |e| (24.12) 
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Integrating the equation 5= constant with the boundary condition (24.11), we 

have 

flfo = constant: 
f'f+ 

The constant is -a if it is determined so as to satisfy the condition (24.12). Thus 
we find as the final result 

i=r^J= 
a Jo Bfo B(-M) 

(24.13) 

This formula relates to a process in which the “third body” is an unexcited atom. 
If the gas is strongly ionized (which is still compatible with the condition T«f) 
and sufficiently dense, recombination with a second electron as the third body may 
become the principal process. The recombination rate then becomes proportional 
to Nf2Nj, so that the recombination coefficient itself, defined as before by (24.1), is 
proportional to Nf. Since the energy relaxation in electron collisions is quick, the 
method described above for calculating the recombination coefficient is inapplic¬ 
able in this case. 

PROBLEMS 

Problem I. Find the radiative recombination coefficient for capture of an electron to the ground 
state of a hydrogen atom at temperatures T <t I = e"ml2h2, the ionization potential of this atom. 

Solution. The cross-section for recombination of a slow electron with a proton at rest, to the 
ground level of the hydrogen atom, is 

= 2%VMcW/E 
3(2.7 l...)'m2cV 

where v, is the speed of the electron, and an = ti2lme2 the Bohr radius: see RQT. formulae (56.13) and 
(56.14). The mean value (»;') = (2m/rrT)1'2. The result is, in accordance with (24.3). 

Problem 2. Determine the recombination coefficient given by (24.13), neglecting the influence of the 
electron binding in the excited atom on its collision with the unexcited atom, and assuming that the 
transport cross-section for these collisions is independent of the velocity. 

Solution. The “diffusion coefficient” B(e) is calculated as in §22; the result is 

B{e) = (NI3m)(vll)(<r,p\ (I) 

where N is the density of atoms in the gas, m the electron mass and [>„, the relative speed of the excited 
and unexcited atoms. The speeds va have a Maxwellian distribution, with the particle mass represented 
by the reduced mass iM (where M is the mass of the atom); hence (vl,) = 6T/M. Next, p in (I) is the 
electron momentum in the field of the ion; the averaging of tr,p} is taken over the region of the electron 
Phase space t(€) corresponding to a given value of |e|. With cr, = constant, we find 

(ir‘p,) = ^j/p,S(|£| + 2^^)d3-td,p 
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Thus 
B = 64V2Ta-,N|€|3';/37rM, 

and a calculation from (24.13) then gives finally 

a = 32V(2n)m ,,2(ze2)V,N/3MT'p. (2) 

The neglect of the electron binding in the atom is legitimate if the perturbation frequency caused by 
the atom near the electron (~dlv„, where d is the atomic dimension) is large in comparison with the 
frequency of rotation of an electron with energy |t| ~ T. This leads to the condition T <z(e1ld)(mlM)'12 

§25. Ambipolar diffusion 

Let us consider the diffusion of charged particles in a weakly ionized gas. As in 
§22, the degree of ionization is assumed to be so small that collisions between 
charged particles may be neglected in comparison with those between charged 
particles and neutral atoms. Even under these conditions, the diffusion of the two 
types of charged particles (electrons and ions) is not independent, because an 
electric field arises in the diffusion process (W. Schottky, 1924). 

The diffusion equations are the equations of continuity for the electrons (e) and 
the ions (i): 

8Nj8t + div ie = 0,' 
aNi/at + div i, = 0, 

(25.1) 

the fluxes being expressed in terms of the number densities of particles and 
their gradients by 

ie = -NebceE-DtVNc,l 
ii= NibieE-AVNi, J (25.2) 

where De and D; are the diffusion coefficients and be and b; the mobilities of the 
electrons and ions.t These are related by the Einstein formulae 

De = Tbe, D = Tb„ (25.3) 

which express the condition for the fluxes (25.2) to be zero in equilibrium. Using 
these relations and expressing the field in terms of its potential by E= -Vtp, we can 
rewrite equations (25.1) as 

dNJdt = De div[VNc - (eNc/T)V(p], (25.4) 

aNi/at = Di div[VNi + (eNi/T)V<p]. (25.5) 

To these we must add Poisson’s equation for the potential: 

Atp =-47re(Ni - Nc). (25.6) 

tThe ion charge is taken to be s = I, as is usually true w /hen the degree of ionization of 
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The equations (25.4)-(25.6) are considerably simplified if the densities N, and N, 
have almost homogeneous distributions. We can then put N, ~ N, ~ constant = N0 
in the coefficients of Vip in (25.4) and (25.5), and eliminate ip by means of (25.6). 
The result is 

(25.7) 

[ANi + N^], (25.8) 

where a~2 = 47re2N0/T, and a is the Debye length for electrons or ions; see §31 
below. 

Although the electron and ion scattering cross-sections are in general of the same 
order of magnitude, their diffusion coefficients are quite different, because of the 
difference in their mean thermal speeds vT: 

DelD, ~ vTJvr ~ V(M/m), (25.9) 

so that De > Dj. This results in some unusual features of the diffusion process. 
Let us consider the variation with time of a slight perturbation of the electron 

and ion densities, whose characteristic dimensions L > a. In the initial stage of the 
process, when the variable parts of the densities are |8NC| ~ |SNj| ~ |8Ne - SN,|, the 
first terms on the right of equations (25.7) and (25.8) are small in comparison with 
the second terms: 

AN, ~ 8Nf/L2 <s (8N, - 8N,)la2. (25.10) 

Noting also that from (25.9) |3N,/at| «|3Nc/at|, we have 

~y(8Nt - 8Ni) = -(Dja2)(8Ne - 8N,), 

whence 

8Ne - 8N, = (8Nf - 8N,)0 exp(-Delia1). (25.11) 

From this, we see that in a time rei ~ a2ID, the difference |8N, - 8N,| becomes 
small in comparison with 8N, and SN,- themselves, i.e. the gas becomes quasi¬ 
neutral. 

The next stage of the process consists in the development of the electron 
distribution to reach the equilibrium form (for a given ion distribution), determined 
by the condition for the right-hand side of (25.7) to be zero: 

8N, - 8N; = a2 AN, ~ a2ANi ~ (fi2/L3)8N„ (25.12) 

This stage follows the diffusion equation (25.7), with the characteristic time 
t,2~L2/D„ which is small compared with the characteristic ion diffusion time 
t; ~ L2/D,-; the ion distribution may therefore still be regarded as unaltered. 
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The final relaxation of the electron and ion density perturbations takes place 
according to (25.8). which after the substitution of (25.12) becomes 

3N,l3t = 2D,^N,. (25.13) 

Thus, during a time ~r„ the electrons and ions diffuse together (SN, ~ 8N;) with a 
diffusion coefficient twice that of the ions; this process is called ambipolar 
diffusion. Half of the coefficient is due to the intrinsic diffusion of the ions, and half 
to the electric field resulting from the accelerating electrons. 

Lastly, let us note that equation (25.13) has a broader range of applicability than 
follows from the proof given. Even if the perturbation is not weak, the movement 
of the electrons quickly gives them a Boltzmann distribution in the field and 
equalizes the electron and ion densities, i.e. leads to quasi-neutrality. Then 

Nr = N, = N0e'*IT, e<p = T log(N,/N0). (25.14) 

Substitution of (25.14) in (25.5) again gives (25.13), but without the assumption that 
the perturbation is small. 

§26. Ion mobility in solutions of strong electrolytes 

The equations given in §25 are easily generalized to the case where ions of 
different kinds are present. They are also applicable to the movement of ions in 
solutions of strong electrolytes.t In the limit of infinite dilution of the solution (i.e. 
as its concentration tends to zero), the mobility of each kind a of ions tends to a 
constant limit b®1, and the diffusion coefficient correspondingly tends to 

D®1 = Tb®1. (26.1) 

The present section is concerned with the calculation of the correction terms in 
the first order (with respect to the small concentration) for the ion mobilities in a 
weak solution.t This also gives the correction terms for the conductivity of the 
solution. In an electric field E, a force ezaE acts on each ion, which thereby 
acquires a directed velocity baezaE. The current density in the solution is therefore 

j = E 'ZezaNa.baeza, 

where N„ is the concentration (number per unit volume) of ions of type a; the 
conductivity is thus 

cT = e22Naza2ba. (26.2) 

^These are substances which dissociate comdetely into ions when dissolved 
jThe theory given below was worked out by P. Debye and E. Huckel (1923) and L. Onsager (1927). 
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The theory given below is based on the same ideas as that of the thermodynamic 
properties of plasmas and strong electrolytes, namely that around each ion there is 
formed an inhomogeneous distribution of charges (an ion cloud), which screens the 
field of the ion. The corresponding formulae have been derived for a plasma in SP 
1, §§78 and 79. The formulae for a solution of a strong electrolyte differ only in the 
presence of a permittivity e ^ 1 of the solvent, and will be given below. 

The screening cloud alters the mobility of the ion because of two different 
effects. First, the movement of the ion in the external electric field changes the 
charge distribution in the cloud, and this causes an additional field on the ion. 
Second, the movement of the cloud causes a movement of the liquid and hence a 
“drift” of the ion. The two corrections are called respectively relaxation and 
electrophoretic corrections. 

Relaxation correction 

Let us first calculate the corrections of the first kind. Since the screening cloud 
results from the existence of a correlation between the positions of different ions, it 
is a question of the influence of the external field E on the correlation functions. 

We shall define the pair correlation function w„i, so that Naw„b(ra, rt) dV„ is the 
number of ions of type a in a volume dVa around the point r„, if there is one ion of 
type b at the point rh; the types a and b may be the same or different. Evidently 

w*(ra,r»)=H.(rt,ril), (26.3) 

and Wot —* 1 as |r„ — rfc|-»=°. In equilibrium, the functions wab depend only on 
the distances |r„ - rfc|; in an external field, this is not so.t 

The correlation functions, like any distribution functions, satisfy equations in the 
form of continuity equations in the appropriate space—here, the configuration 
space of the two particles: 

3\vablBt + div„ j„ + divr, jfc = 0, (26.4) 

where ju and jt are the probability fluxes for the a and b particles, and the 
suffixes to div show the variables (r„ or rb) with respect to which the differentiation 
is performed. 

The flux ja is 

j „ = - Tb®'Vawa„ + bJVnuQE - Va<p„), (26.5) 

nnd jfc is the same with the suffixes a and b interchanged. The first term in (26.5) 
describes the diffusional motion of the type a ions, which occurs even in the 
absence of an external field. The second term is the ion flux density due to the 
forces exerted by the external field E and by the field -Vatpb at the point r„ 
resulting from the modified cloud, with the condition that a type b ion is at the 

fThe method of Correlation functions as applied to the equilibrium state of a plasma (or an electrolyte) 
>S described in SP I. §79. 
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point r„. The potential ipb = ipb(r„, rt) of the latter field satisfies Poisson’s equation: 

Aa(pi,(r„, rb) = -(47r/e)|^2 ezcNcwcb(ra, rb) + ezbS(r„ - r„)J. (26.6) 

The first term in the square brackets is the mean charge density of ions of all types 
in the cloud, the second term is the charge density localized (by the condition 
imposed) at the point rb. The factor 1/e gives the reduction of the field in the 
dielectric solvent. 

Assuming the solution to be sufficiently dilute, we neglect triple correlations 
between the positions of the ions. In that approximation, the pair correlation 
functions w0(I are almost unity, and the quantities 

= w„„ - 1 (26.7) 

are small. The potentials (p„ are of the same order of smallness. Neglecting 
second-order terms, we can rewrite (26.5) as 

ia = bS”[-TV0w0t + ez„(l + w0„)E - ezaVo(PlI]. (26.8) 

In equation (26.6), we can simply replace wofc by wab, since the solution is 
electrically neutral on average (ZezcNc = 0): 

A„(Mr„, r„) = - (4We)[^2 ezcNcuicb (r„, rb) + ezh8(r„ - r„)J. (26.9) 

In a uniform constant field E, the functions wab are independent of time, and they 
involve the coordinates of the two points only in the form r = r„ - rb, with 
V„wnfc = —Vhwab. Substitution of j„ from (26.8) and jfc from the analogous expression 
in (26.4) now gives 

T(b™ + bT)Auab(r)+ ezab™A<pb( r) + ezbb<h°'A<pc(~r) 

= (z„t>n0) — Zbb'tVE. Voiai,(r), (26.10) 

where all derivatives are taken with respect to r. 
Assuming the external field weak, we can solve the problem by successive 

approximation with respect to E. In the zero-order approximation, when E = 0, the 
potentials (p‘„0,(r) are even functions of r. Since all the functions ioab and tpa must 
tend to zero as r-»=°, we then find from (26.10) 

T(b<°’ + b8V S + e(b?za<pr + b'b0,Zb(p'0)) = 0. (26.11) 

We seek the solution in the form 

oiS)(r) = ZaZbco,0,(r), e<p®\r) = - Tzaw,0,(r). (26.12) 
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Then equation (26.11) is satisfied identically, and from (26.9) we obtain an equation 

for o/0,(r): 

A^W- A)la2 = (47re2/eT)6(r), (26.13) 

where 

= (477C2/eT)2 Kzr2. (26.14) 

The solution of this is 

o/0,(r)=--J~A (26.15) 

The quantity a is the Debye screening distance in the electrolyte solution. 
In the next approximation, we put 

(pa ~ ‘Pa’1 + (pa\ U)ab = <x>£) + a)(lJ1|I,, (26.16) 

where the superscript (1) marks small corrections to the zero-order values. Being 
scalars, all these corrections have the form E. r/(r), where the f(r) are functions 
only of the magnitude r; hence all the wLV and (pL11 are odd functions of r. Since, 
from (26.3), 

w(„t(r,, r2) = o/JLV) = tOb«(r2, r,) ® wi,"(-r). 

it follows also that 

wLV(r) = - w"„'(r), (26.17) 

if we remember that everywhere r = r„ — rfc. If the ions a and b are of the same 
kind, an interchange of suffixes cannot alter the function o>(,i!(r), and therefore 
(26.17) shows that such coal = 0. Thus the corrections co^, occur only for the 
correlation functions of pairs of different ions. 

To simplify the subsequent calculations, we shall take the case of an electrolyte 
with ions of only two kinds. Then only one function a)(iV(r) = — aAV(r) is non-zero, 
and substitution of (26.16) in Poisson’s equation (26.9) gives 

A<pV,(r) = -^z,N,w,,V(r), (26.18) 

where r = ri- r2. With the condition of electrical neutrality of the solution, and the 
above-mentioned symmetry properties of the functions, it is easily seen that the 
potential (pi'^r) satisfies a similar equation, and therefore (p(i\r) = ipi'V)- 

On substituting (26.16) in (26.10), we retain only the term in wf! on the right, 
obtaining 

T(b[0,+ b<t0,)Aco['2>(r)+ e(b?>z, - b?'z2)A<pi"(r) 

= (bPz, - bf>z2)ezlz2E. Vo/0,(r). (26.19) 
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The equations (26.18) and (26.19) are solved by Fourier analysis. A set of 
algebraic equations for the Fourier components to Vi and (pi1 is obtained, differing 
from (26.18) and (26.19) by the change of operators V-»ik, A-^-k2. The Fourier 
component of the function a>l0,(r) (26.15) on the right of (26.19) is 

(0) _ e2 4tt 
"k _ eT k2 + 1/nJ’ 

The final result for the Fourier component of the potential is 

_ 47re2Z|Z2q ik ._ 
<P2k _ eTa2 k2(k2+ l/a2)(k2 + q/a2)’ 

b?z,-b'?'z2 
Q (zi - z2)(b',m + bf'Y 

(26.20) 

(26.21) 

Since z, and z2 have opposite signs, it is evident that 0<q < 1. 
The function (pWi, r2) is the additional potential at t, when there is an ion 2 at r2. 

The corresponding field strength is 

E"'(r) = - V,(p!."(r„ r2) = - V<pV'(r)- 

Its value for r, = r2 (i.e. r = 0) gives the required field which acts on the ion 2 itself 
and thus alters its mobility. 

The Fourier component E'i1 = — ikep‘i1. Hence 

Ey'(0) = ikVJerJ _0=_|iMktf3k/(27r)3. 

Substitution of (26.20) here leads to the integral 

, = f _ , fc(fc-E) d3k 
j k2(k2+lla2)(k2+qla2)(2TT)3- 

The averaging over the directions of k replaces k(k.E) by 3k2E, and the integral 
with respect to k is then calculated from the residues of the integrand at the poles 
k = i/a and k = iVq/a: 

I = Efl/127r(l + Vq). 

Thus the total field acting on the ion 2 is 

E + Ei»-[l-3.T^,'^)]E. (26.22) 

A similar result is obtained for the field acting on the ion 1, as is evident from the 
symmetry of the expression (26.22) with respect to the suffixes 1 and 2. Multiplying 
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the field (26.22) by b,0'ez, we obtain the velocity acquired by the ion, and if this is 
written in the form bezE it follows that the expression in square brackets gives the 
ratio bib'01. Thus the required relaxation correction to the ion mobility is found to 
be 

b,cl = -b . r\zMq, 
3eTn(l + Vq)‘ 

(26.23) 

This effect reduces the mobility. 

ELECTROPHORF.riC CORRECTION 

Let us now go on to calculate the correction due to the movement of the solvent, 
formulating the problem as follows. We consider a particular ion in the solution, 
together with the screening cloud around it. This cloud carries an electric charge 
density Sp = Eez„8N„, where SN„ is the difference between the densf’- of ions of 
type a in the cloud and the mean value N„ in the solution. Thus forces with volume 
density f = ESp act on the liquid carrying this cloud, in the presence of an electric 
field E. These forces cause the liquid to move, which in turn carries along the 
central ion in question. 

The distribution of ions in the cloud is related to the field potential (p there by 
Boltzmann’s formula: 

SNU = Na[e-^IT - 1]~—zaeipNJT. 

Since the field E is weak, we may neglect the deformation of the ion cloud in the 
present problem. In a spherically symmetrical cloud, the potential is 

<P = (ezi,/r)e“rM, 

where ezb is the charge on the central ion, and a is determined by (26.14); cf. SP 1, 
§78. The total charge density in the cloud is therefore 

Sp = -^2 Naza2 = (26.24) 

Since the motion caused by the field E is slow, the liquid may be regarded as 
incompressible, and so 

div v = 0. (26.25) 

For the same reason, the term quadratic in the velocity may be omitted from the 
Navier-Stokes equation, which then reduces (for a steady motion) to 

i)Av- VP +f = 0, 

where P is the pressure and tj the viscosity of the solvent. 

(26.26) 
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Taking Fourier components in (26.25) and (26.26), we have 

k-vk = 0, -ijk2vk- ikPk + E8pk = 0. 

Multiplying the second equation scalarly by ik, we find Pk = - ik . E8pk/k2, and so 

_ Spkk2E — k(k . E) 

Vk v fc4 

The Fourier component of the charge density (26.24) is 

Spv= -ezhl(a2k2+ 1). 

The required velocity of the liquid at the point r = 0, where the central ion is 
situated, is given by the integral 

(26.27) 

(26.28) 

v(0) = | vk d3k/(27t)3. 

Substitution of vk from (26.27) and (26.28), and integration over the direction of k, 
gives 

_ p ezfc 87r P dk 
V(0) " E(2^YV 3 J„ ffTT’ 

and finally 

v(0) = -(eZi,/67njfl)E. 

This velocity is added to the velocity ez^bfE acquired by the ion through the 
direct action of the field. It is therefore clear that the required electrophoretic 
correction to the mobility is 

hcl.pll = -l/67ruT,, (26.29) 

the same for ions of all types. The total correction is given by the sum of the two 
expressions (26.23) and (26.29). Both are negative, and through the factor 1 la are 
proportional to the square root of the concentration. 



CHAPTER III 

COLLISIONLESS PLASMAS 

§27. The self-consistent field 

A wide field of application of transport theory occurs for plasmas, by which we 
shall mean completely ionized gases.t The thermodynamic theory of the equili¬ 
brium state of plasmas has been discussed in SP 1, §§78-80; SP 2, §85. Chapters 
III—V will be devoted to the transport properties of plasmas. To avoid com¬ 
plications having no fundamental significance, we shall (where necessary) regard 
the plasma as having only two components; electrons with charge — e, and positive 
ions of one type with charge ze. 

As in ordinary gases, the plasma must be sufficiently rarefied if the transport 
equation is to be applicable to it; the gas must be almost ideal. However, because 
Coulomb forces decrease only slowly, this condition is more stringent for a plasma 
than for a gas of neutral particles. At present making no distinction between 
particles having different charges, we can write the condition for the plasma to be 
almost ideal as 

T > e2!r~ e2NIB, (27.1) 

where T is the temperature of the plasma, N the total number of particles per unit 
volume and r ~ N1'3 the mean distance between them. This condition states that 
the mean interaction energy of two ions is small in comparison with their mean 
kinetic energy. It may be differently expressed by using the Debye length a of the 
plasma, defined by 

1/n2 = (4ir/T) 2 Na(zae)2, (27.2) 

where the summation is over all types of ion; it may be noted (see SP 1, §78) that a 
determines the distance at which the Coulomb field of a charge in the plasma is 
screened. With a ~ (T/4irNe2)112 in (27.1), we have 

e2Nl,3/T ~P2/W«1: (27.3) 

in a rarefied plasma, the mean distance between the particles must be small 
compared with the Debye length, i.e. the ion cloud around a charge must in fact 

tThe term is due to I. Langmuir (1923), who laid the foundations of the systematic theoretical study of 
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contain many particles. The small ratio (27.3) acts as a “gaseousness parameter” 
for the plasma. 

The plasma will be assumed classical throughout Chapters III-V, except in §40. 
This implies the fulfilment of only a very weak condition: the plasma temperature 
must be high in comparison with the degeneracy temperature of its electron 

component, 

T > ti2Nmlm, (27.4) 

where m is the electron mass (cf. SP 1, §80). 
The transport equation for each type of particle in the plasma (electrons and 

ions) is 

3/ 
at dr P .*L 

3p 
= C(/), (27.5) 

where f is the coordinate and momentum distribution function of the particles 
concerned, and C is their collision integral (with particles of any kind). The 
derivative p is determined by the force acting on the particle. This force is in turn 
expressed in terms of the electric and magnetic fields, due to all the other particles, 
at the position of the particle considered. The following point now arises, however. 

For neutral particles (atoms or molecules), because of the rapid decrease of the 
interaction forces, there are noticeable changes in their motion, interpretable as 
collisions, only at small impact parameters, of the order of atomic dimensions. 
Between such collisions, the particles move as if free; for this reason, p = 0 is 
assumed on the left-hand side of the transport equation for ordinary gases. In a 

plasma, however, because of the long-range Coulomb forces, a noticeable change 
in the motion of the particles occurs even at large impact parameters; the Coulomb 
forces are screened in the plasma only at distances —a, which by the condition 
(27.3) are large even in comparison with the distances between particles (see SP I, 
§78, and §31 below. Problem 1). However, not all such cases are to be interpreted 
as collisions in the transport equation. In transport theory, random collisions are 
the mechanism causing an approach to the state of equilibrium, with a correspond¬ 
ing increase in the entropy of the system. But collisions at large (so) impact 
parameters cannot act as such a relaxation mechanism. The reason is that the 
interaction of two charged particles at such distances is actually a collective effect 
involving many particles. Accordingly, the effective field which can describe this 
interaction is also generated by a large number of particles, i.e. is macroscopic. The 
whole process then becomes a macroscopically certain and not a random one; such 
processes cannot cause the entropy of the system to increase. They must therefore 
be excluded from the scope of the term “collisions” as applied to the right-hand 
side of the transport equations. 

This distinction corresponds to the representation of the exact microscopic 
values of the electric field e and the magnetic field h, acting on a particle in the 
plasma, as 

e = E + e', h = B + h', (27.6) 

where E and B are the fields averaged over regions containing many particles and 
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having dimensions large compared with the distances between the particles but 
small compared with the Debye length. The terms e' and h' then describe the 
random fluctuations of the fields, which cause random changes in the motion of the 
particles, i.e. collisions. 

In (27.6), the precise significance of E and B is that of being the mean fields at the 
position of a given particle. Since the plasma is assumed rarefied, the correlation 
between simultaneous positions of particles in it may be neglected. Then the 
position of each given particle is in no way distinctive, and so E and B may be 
regarded as just the fields averaged in the ordinary sense of macroscopic elec¬ 
trodynamics. These fields determine the Lorentz force which is to replace p in 
(27.5). 

In this chapter, the phenomena discussed will be those in which collisions 
between plasma particles are unimportant. Such a plasma is said to be collisionless. 
The precise conditions for collisions to be negligible depend in general on the 
specific formulation of the problem, but a necessary condition is usually that the 
effective collision frequency v (the reciprocal of the mean free time of a particle) 
should be small in comparison with the frequency a> of variation of the macro¬ 
scopic fields E and B in the process concerned: 

»'<«• (27.7) 

Because of this condition, the collision integral in the transport equation is small in 
comparison with dfldt. Collisions may be neglected even if the particle mean free 
path l ~ vl v is large compared with the distance L over which the field varies (the 
field “wavelength”)- Putting 1/L ~ fc, we can write this condition as 

v < kv. (27.8) 

The collision integral is small in comparison with the term v.Vf on the left-hand 
side of the transport equation. 

When the collision integral is neglected, the transport equations for the electron 
and ion distribution functions f, and /,• becomef 

M. 
dt •S + «(E' '•S-o- 

(27.9) 

To these we must add the averaged Maxwell’s equations 

curlE = —div B = 0, curl B = +^f-j, divE = 4rrp, (27.10) 

fStrictly speaking, in the presence of a magnetic field the phase space of the particle is to be defined as ihe 
space, where P = p-eA(t, r)/c is the generalized momentum. But d3.*d3P = d3x d’p. since the 

® J,ti°n of A changes only the zero of momentum at each point in space. We can therefore continue to relate 
Ihe dwiribuiion function to d3x d3p. 
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where p and j are the mean charge density and current density, which can be 
expressed in terms of the distribution functions by the obvious formulae 

P = e J (zf, -fe)d3p, 

j = e| (zfi — fe)v d3p. 

(27.11) 

Equations (27.9)—(27.11) form a coupled set of equations to determine simul¬ 
taneously the distribution functions /„ /; and the fields E, B; the fields thus 
determined are said to be self-consistent. The self-consistent field was brought into 
the transport equations by A. A. Vlasov (1937); equations (27.9)—(27.11) are called 
the Vlasov equations. 

In accordance with the foregoing discussion, the time variation of the dis¬ 
tribution functions in a collisionless plasma with a self-consistent field is not 
associated with an increase of entropy, and therefore cannot in itself bring about 
the establishment of statistical equilibrium. This is also seen directly from the form 
of equations (27.9), in which E and B occur formally only as external fields imposed 
on the plasma. 

Each of the transport equations (27.9) has the form 

dfldt = 0, (27.12) 

where the total derivative signifies differentiation along the paths of the particles. 
The general solution of such an equation is an arbitrary function of all integrals of 
the motion of a particle in the fields E and B. 

§28. Spatial dispersion in plasmas 

We can rewrite equations (27.10) in a form more usual in macroscopic elec¬ 
trodynamics, by including the electric induction D as well as the field E. We define 
the electric polarization vector P by the relations 

3P/3f = j. div P = —p; (28.1) 

the compatibility of these is guaranteed by the equation of continuity div j = -Bp/Bt 
(the definition will be further discussed later in this section). Then equations (27.10) 
become, with D = E + 47rP, 

curl E = —(l/c)3B/df, divB = 0, 

curl B = (l/c)3D/3f, div D = 0. 
(28.2) 

In weak fields, the relation between the induction D and the field E is linear.t but 
even in ordinary media the relation is not instantaneous: the value of D(t, r) at a 

+The Condition for the field to be weak will be formulated in §29. 
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time t depends in general on the values of E(t, r) not only at that instant but also at 
all previous instants (see ECM, §58). In a plasma, it is additionally a non-local 
relation: the value of D(t, r) at a point r depends on the values of E(t, r) not only at 
that point but in general also throughout the plasma. This is because a “free” (i.e. 
collisionless) movement of particles in the plasma is governed by the field values all 
along their trajectories. 

The general linear relation between the functions D(t, r) and E(t, r) may be written 
(on the assumption that the unperturbed plasma is in a steady state) 

Da(t,r) = Ea(t,r) + J J K„p(t - t', r, r')Ep(t\r') dV dt' 

For a spatially homogeneous plasma, the kernel Kap of the integral operator 
depends only on the difference r - r' of the arguments. Writing r — r' = p, t — t' = t, 
we can rewrite the above relation as 

Da(t,r) = Ea(t,r) + fo J Kap(r, p)Ep(t - t, r-p) d3pdT. (28.3) 

In the usual way, an expansion as a Fourier series or integral allows the field to 
be represented as a set of plane waves in which E and D are proportional to 
gi(k-r-ui) por sucf, vvaveS; (hg relation between D and E becomes 

Da = e0p(co, k)Ep, (28.4) 

where the permittivity tensor is 

eaP(io, k) = S„p + ^ J K„p(r, p)e',la7 '‘P>d3pdr. (28.5) 

From this definition it follows at once that 

eap(~co,-k) = e*p(co,k). (28.6) 

Thus the non-localness of the relation between E and D has the result that the 
permittivity of the plasma depends on the wave vector as well as on the frequency. 
This is referred to as spatial dispersion, in the same way as the frequency 
dependence is called time dispersion or frequency dispersion. 

Returning to equations (28.1) and (28.2), vve may recall that in the formulation of 
Maxwell’s equations for variable fields in ordinary media the introduction of the 
dielectric polarization P is accompanied by that of the magnetization M, the mean 
microscopic current being divided into two parts SP/St and ccurlM; in a plane 
wave, these become — iaiP and ickXM. In the presence of spatial dispersion, 
however, when all quantities depend on k in any event, this division is inap¬ 
propriate. 

If the current j and the charge density p are fully included in the definition of the 
polarization P, as in (28.1), the latter in general depends on both the electric field E 
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and the magnetic field B. The field B can be expressed in terms of E by means of 
the first pair of Maxwell’s equations (28.2), which contain only these two quantities, 
i.e. (for a plane wave) from kxE=oiB/c and k.B=0. The polarization P is 
thereby expressed in terms of E alone, as is implied in the definition of eup by 

(28.3)—(28.5). 
The dependence on the wave vector creates a distinctive direction in the function 

e„p(ai, k), namely that of its argument k. Hence, when spatial dispersion is present, 
the permittivity is a tensor even in an isotropic medium. The general form of such a 

tensor may be written 

e„B(w. k) = <e,(w, k)(8„p - k„kplk2) + d(co, k)k,,kplk2. (28.7) 

On multiplication by Ee, the first term in (28.7) gives a contribution to the induction 
D that is perpendicular to the wave vector, and the second term a contribution that 
is parallel to k. For fields E perpendicular or parallel to k, the relation between D 
and E reduces respectively to D = e,E or D = e,E. The scalar functions e, and d are 
called the transverse and longitudinal permittivities. They depend on two in¬ 
dependent variables: the frequency co, and the magnitude k of the wave vector. 
When k-*0, the distinctive direction disappears, and the tensor e„p must then 
reduce to the form e(ai)8uP, where e(co) is the ordinary scalar permittivity, which 
takes account only of frequency dispersion. Correspondingly, the limiting values of 

the functions e, and e( are equal: 

e,(w,0)=e,(w,0)=e(w). (28.8) 

According to (28.6), the scalar functions e, and e, have the property 

d(-co,k)=el(co,k), e,(-w,k)=et(w,k). (28.9) 

The spatial dispersion does not affect the properties of t| and e, as functions of the 
complex variable co. All the results (see ECM, §62) for the permittivity e(o>) of 
ordinary media without spatial dispersion remain valid for these functions. 

In this chapter, we shall consider only isotropic plasmas. It must be emphasized 
that this implies not only the absence of an external magnetic field, but also the 
isotropy of the momentum distribution of the particles (in a plasma unperturbed by 
a field). Otherwise, further distinctive directions appear, and the tensor structure of 
eop is more complicated. 

It has already been mentioned that the origin of the spatial dispersion in the 
plasma is related to the dependence of the “free” movement of the particles on the 
field values along their trajectories. In practice, of course, the movement of a 
particle at any point is significantly affected by the field values not along the whole 
trajectory but only along fairly short sections of it. The order of magnitude of these 
lengths may be governed by two processes: collisions, which perturb the free 
movement along the trajectory, and averaging of the oscillating field during the 
time of flight of the particle. The characteristic distance for the first process is the 
mean free path I ~ v/v of the particle, and that for the second process is the 
distance v/co which a particle moving with mean speed v traverses in one period of 
the field. 
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In the expression (28.3), the range of correlation between the values of D and E 
at different points in space corresponds to the distances rgor over which the function 
KoP(t, p) decreases significantly. We can therefore say that the order of magnitude 
of these distances is given by the smaller of / and vlo>, taken for the particles 
(electrons or ions) that have the higher value of it.t If v < a), then via) is the smaller, 

and 

rtor~e/ax (28.10) 

The spatial dispersion is considerable when krcor2 1, and disappears when krcor< 1; 
in the latter case, e~'k'p~ 1 in (28.5), and the integral no longer depends on k. With 
rcor from (28.10), we therefore find that the spatial dispersion is important for waves 
whose phase velocity co/k is comparable with or less than the mean speed of the 
particles in the plasma. In the opposite limiting case, with 

<o>kv, (28.11) 

the spatial dispersion is not significant. 

It is important to note that the values of r„,r in plasmas may be large compared 
with the mean distances (~N W3) between the particles. This is the condition that 
makes possible the macroscopic description of spatial dispersion in terms of the 
permittivity even when the dispersion is considerable. It has been mentioned in 
ECM, §83, that in ordinary media the correlation length is represented by the 
atomic dimensions, and hence the condition for the macroscopic theory to be 
applicable already requires the inequality krcur« 1 to be satisfied (the wavelength 
must be large in comparison with atomic dimensions); for this reason, the spatial 
dispersion in such media (as manifested, for example, in the natural optical 
activity) is never more than a small correction. 

§29. The permittivity of a collisionless plasma 

In the general case of arbitrary k, when spatial dispersion plays an important part, 
the calculation of the permittivity requires the use of the transport equation. We 
shall do so on the assumptions that the dielectric polarization of the plasma 
involves only electrons, and that the movement of the ions is unimportant (this is 
called an electron plasma). The condition for such assumptions to be admissible, 
and the generalization of the results, will be discussed in §31. 

For a weak field, we look for the electron distribution function in the form 
/ = fo+Sf, where fB is the stationary isotropic homogeneous distribution function 
unperturbed by the field, and 8/ the change in it due to the field. Neglecting the 
second-order terms in the transport equation, we have 

M+v.M=e/E+x2iBV5fe 
St Sr \ c / 3p’ 

In an isotropic plasma, the distribution function depends only on the magnitude of 

^This is correct for f|. For a (if l <t vlo>), because of particle diffusion along the field 
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the momentum. For such a function, the direction of the vector BfjB p is the same 
as that of p = mv, and its scalar product with vxB is zero. In the linear ap¬ 
proximation, therefore, the magnetic field does not affect the distribution function. 
The resulting equation for 8/ is 

M+V.M 
at ar ap 

(29.1) 

The function 8/ is assumed to be proportional to exp[i(k. 

E. Then (29.1) gives 

-.§h 
>) 3p 

Jt)], like the field 

(29.2) 

The condition for the field to be small results from the requirement that 8/ be small 
in comparison with f0. The coefficient of BfolBp in (29.2) is the amplitude of the 
momentum acquired by the electron in the field E. This must be small in com¬ 
parison with the mean momentum mv determined according to the distribution f0. 

In an unperturbed plasma, the electron charge density is balanced at every point 
by the ion charges, and the current density is identically zero, since the plasma is 
isotropic. The charge density and current density in the plasma perturbed by the 
field are 

p = -ef Sfd3p, j = -e I vSfdY (29.3) 

These quantities, like 8/, are proportional to exp[i(k. r-ait)], and according to 
(28.1) their relation to the dielectric polarization is given by 

ik.P=-p, -ftoP = j. (29.4) 

The method of taking the integrals in (29.3) requires more precise specification, 
however, since the function 8/ has a pole at 

<o = k . v. (29.5) 

In order to attach a meaning to the integral, we shall consider not a strictly 
harmonic field ( * e~‘“‘) but one which is applied with infinite slowness from t = — °° 
onwards. This description of the field corresponds to adding to its frequency an 
infinitesimal positive imaginary part, i.e. replacing oi by oi +18 with S->+0: we 
then have E « e_l“'e's->0 as t-» — °°, and the unlimited increase of the field caused 
by the factor e's is unimportant as since the causality principle shows that it 
cannot affect what is observed at finite times t (whereas with 8 < 0 the field would 
have been large in the past, and this would prevent the use of the approximation 
linear in the field). Thus the rule for avoiding the poles (29.5) is expressed by 

oi -> oi + i 0; (29.6) 

this was first established by L. D. Landau (1946). 
The rule (29.6) can also be arrived at from a different standpoint, by including in 

the transport equation an infinitesimal collision integral C(j) = —v8f. The addition 
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of such a term on the right of (29.1) is equivalent to the change + iv in the 
term B&fl 3t = -icoSf; then, as y-^0, we again have the rule (29.6).t 

The integrations using the rule (29.6) involve integrals of the form 

i:m- »* 
In such an integral, the path of integration in the complex z-plane passes below the 
point z = iS; as 8->0, this is equivalent to an integration along the real axis but 
passing along an infinitesimal semicircle below the pole z = 0. The contribution to 
the integral from this semicircle is given by half the residue of the integrand, and 

the result is 

L T^io dz = p f, irdz +(29.7) 

where P denotes the principal value of the integral. This may also be written 

symbolically 

^jp=pi+i7r8(z), (29.8) 

where P now denotes that the principal values are taken in subsequent integrations. 
Let us calculate the longitudinal part of the plasma permittivity, using the first 

relation (29.4), in which we substitute Sp from (29.3) and (29.2): 

ik . P = -e2E I 
Sh_ 
3p i(k. -ioy 

Let the field E, and therefore P, be parallel to k. Then 47rP = (ef - 1)E. We thus 
arrive at the following formula for the longitudinal permittivity of a plasma having 
any stationary distribution function f(p) (the suffix 0 to / will be omitted): 

et = 
dp k. 

dJp 
' — to — iO’ 

(29.9) 

We take the x-axis along k. Only f in the integrand in (29.9) depends on py and pz. 
The formula may therefore be written differently by using the distribution function 
only with respect to p« = mi\: 

Then 

f(p,) = jf(p)dpydpz. 

4ire2 r df(px) dp, 
k J » dp, kvx - a) - iO' 

(29.10) 

In an isotropic plasma, f(px) is an even function. 

■fin this analysis, there are essentially two limits taken: those of small fields (linearization of the 
equation) and of e->0. It should be noted that the former limit is taken first. The necessity of this 
sequence arises from that of fulfilling the condition Sf <tfo in linearization; when v = 0, the increment 8/ 
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An important result may be noted immediately. The permittivity of a collisionless 
plasma is a complex quantity; the imaginary part of the integral (29.10) is determined 
by (29.7). This important result will be discussed further in § 30; here, we shall consider 
the analytical properties of the function of the frequency co that is defined by the 
integral (29.10). It is known from the general properties of the permittivity that this 
function can have singularities only in the lower half of the complex w-plane (see 
ECM, §62); this is a consequence of the definition (28.5). It is, however, useful to see 
how it also follows directly from (29.10), and to elucidate the relationship between 
these singularities and the properties of the distribution function /(p,). 

With a change of notation for the variable of integration, we can write the 

integral in (29.10) as 

f dfjz) dz 
Jc dz z-co/k' 

(29.11) 

The integration is taken along the real axis in the complex z-plane, but passing 
below the point z = co/k (Fig. 7a). The integral (29.11) then defines an analytic 
function throughout the upper half-plane of co also: for any such co the pole z = co/k 
is passed beneath, as it should be. In the analytical continuation of this function to 
the lower half-plane, however, the need to pass beneath the pole demands an 
appropriate shift of the contour of integration (Fig. 7b). But the function df(z)lclz, 
which is regular for real z, in general has singularities for complex z (at z0, say), 
some of which are in the lower half-plane. It is impossible to bring the integration 
contour C away from the pole z = co/k when this pole comes close to one of the 
singularities z0, and C is pinched between the two points. Thus the function (29.11) 
has singularities in the lower half-plane of co at values of co/k that coincide with the 
singularities of d/(z)/dz. 

(a) 

-o 

-o 

(b) 

Fig. 7. 

§30. Landau damping 

It has already been noted that the permittivity of a collisionless plasma is a 
complex quantity e, = e'i+ie",. Separating the imaginary part by means of (29.8), we 
have 

= —4tT2 :/f£-pS("~k-V)d3p’ (30.D 



§30 Landau Damping 

The complex permittivity signifies that there is dissipation of the electric field 
energy in the medium. The formulae for the mean energy Q of a monochromatic 
electric field dissipated per unit time and volume are as follows. If this field is 
written in the complex form 

E = E„*e‘,k'r 

then in the general case of an anisotropic mediumt 

Q = ^ ■![«£(«, k)- «*(«. k)]£„*£„; (30.3) 

the dissipation is governed by the anti-Hermitian part of the tensor e„h. If this 
tensor is symmetric, the part in question is just the imaginary part: 

Q = (w/8TT)e;p(w, k)E„Ep. (30.4) 

In the case of a longitudinal field, only the imaginary part of the longitudinal 
permittivity remains: 

Q = (<o/87r)eT|Ef. (30.5) 

Substitution of (30.2) then gives 

Q = (30 6) 

Thus dissipation occurs even in a collisionless plasma, a phenomenon predicted 
by L. D. Landau (1946) and known as Landau damping. Being independent of 
collisions, it is fundamentally different from dissipation in ordinary absorbing 
media: the collisionless dissipation does not involve an increase of the entropy and 
is therefore a thermodynamically reversible process, an aspect to which we shall 
return in §35. 

The mechanism of Landau damping is closely connected with spatial dispersion. 

tThis expression is derived from the general formula 

Q = (E.D)/4rr, 

where the angle brackets denote time averaging; see ECM, 561. Here it is assumed that E and D are real. 
If E is written in the complex form, it has to be replaced in the expression for Q by '(E + E*). The 
corresponding vector D has the components 

’(e„e(a), k)Ee + 6ilfi( to, k)E*}, 

and D has the components 

2l-a){—eap(a), k)E„ + €„b(—a>. -k)Ej). 

On averaging the product E. D and using the property (28.6), we obtain (30.3); cf. the next-bui-one 
footnote. 
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As is seen from (30.6), the dissipation is due to electrons whose speed in the 
direction of propagation of the electric wave is equal to the phase velocity of the 
wave, vx = ai/k; such electrons are said to be moving in phase with the wave.t The 
field is stationary with respect to these electrons, and can therefore do work on 
them that is not zero on averaging over time as it is for other electrons with respect 
to which the field oscillates. It is instructive to examine this mechanism more 
closely, with a direct derivation of (30.6) that does not use the transport equation. 

Let an electron be moving along the x-axis in a weak electric field 

E(f, x) = re{E0ei<kJt_“0e's} (30.7) 

in that direction; the factor e's describes the slow application of the field beginning 
at t = -=°. We shall seek the speed u, s w and the coordinate x of the moving 
electron in the form 

H’ = Wo + Sw, x = x„ + Sx, 

where Sw and Sx are the corrections to the unperturbed motion x0 = w0t with 
constant speed w0. The equation of motion of the electron, linearized with respect 
to small quantities, is 

Hence 

dSw 
dt 

-eE(f,x„) 

= -e re{Eoe*'("'°~“we's}- 

E(t, x0) 
ik(w0- co/k) + S’ 

Sx = - 
E(t,x q) 

[ifc(w0— col k) + 8]2’ 

The mean work done by the field on the electron per unit time is 

q = — e(wE(t, x)) 

= -e((w’0+ 8w)E(f, x0+8x)> 

= -ew0(|| fix) - e(Sw - E(f, x0)>, 

or, in complex form, t 

q = -\e re{w0Sx8E*l8x0 + Sw. E*}. 

(30.8) 

i Note that the difference a> — k . v is the field frequency in a frame of reference moving with the electron, 
tlf two quantities A and B periodic in time are written in complex form ( =* e-1"'), then 

(re A. re B) = j((A + A*)(B + B*)). 

On averaging, the products AB and A*B*, which contain e and ell“\ give zero, leaving 

(re A . re B) = j(AB* + A’B) = { re(AB*). 
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Substitution of E, 8x and 8w from (30.7) and (30.8) gives, after a simple reduction. 

2m * * dw082 + k2(w0-co/k)2' 

It now remains to sum q over electrons with all initial momenta px = mw0: 

Q = f " 0f(Px) dpx 

_ _i„2|p|2 r w08_df_ 2 1 1 J-, S2+ k\w0- 0)1 k)2 dpx dpx 

(with integration by parts). The passage to the limit is made by means of the 
formula 

(30.9) 

and leads directly to (30.6). 
In accordance with the reversibility of the collisionless dissipation, the ther¬ 

modynamic conditions do not require Q to be positive as they do for true 
dissipation. The expression (30.6) is always positive when the distribution /(p) is 
isotropic (see Problem). For anisotropic distributions, however, Q may be nega¬ 
tive: the electrons then transfer energy to the wave on average, not from it.t Such 
cases are closely associated with the possible instability of the plasma (see §61); 
the condition Q>0 (and hence e">0) is thus the result of the stability of the 
plasma state only. 

From the standpoint of the above-mentioned physical picture of Landau dam¬ 
ping, the presence of the derivative dfldpx in (30.6) may be intuitively interpreted 
as follows. The energy exchange with the field involves particles with speeds vx 
close to a>lk; those with vx < coIk gain energy from the wave, while those with 

> a>lk lose energy to it. The wave loses energy if the former are rather more 
numerous than the latter. 

PROBLEM 

Show that the collisionless dissipation Q is always positive in an isotropic plasma. 
Solution. In an isotropic plasma, / is a function only of p2 = p2 + p2. where p, and p, arc the 

longitudinal and transverse (with respect to k) components of p. We write 

df(px) d i t + pJ)7rd(px2) 

and, since /(p2)->0 as p’-»=, obtain 

f(p,2 + p_2)d(pr). 

df(p.)ldp. = —2ttpJ(p,2), 

so that dfldpx <0 when px = o>/k >0. 

tThe intuitive derivation of (30.6) given above does not depend on the isotropy of the distribution, nor 
does the expression (30.2) (see §32). 
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§31. Permittivity of a Maxwellian plasma 

We can apply formula (29.10) to an electron plasma with an equilibrium (Max¬ 
wellian) electron distribution 

/(p‘) = (WpeXp(“2^)’ (3U) 

where Tc is the temperature of the electron gas; the quantities pertaining to 
electrons are given the suffix e with a view to the later consideration of the ion 
component also. The result is 

ei(w-'c)=1 + (ia^L1 + F(v5^)J- 
where the function F(x) is defined by the integral* 

FW = V^I,7=7^70 

= ~pJ rxe' 

and the parameters used are 

vre = V (Tjm), ae = V(Tj4trNce2). 

(31.2) 

(31.3) 

(31.4) 

The quantity 07> is a mean thermal speed of the electrons; ae is the Debye length, 
determined by their charge, temperature and density. 

The limiting expressions for the function F(x) for large and small x are easily 
found directly from the definition (31.3). For x > 1, we write 

The integrals of the terms odd in x are zero; the remainder give 

F(x)+l«-^-^+i\/7rxe-*\ x>l. (31.5) 

For x < 1, we first make the change of variable of integration z = h +x, and then 

tThe various representations of F(x), and detailed numerical tables of it. are given by V. N. Faddeeva 
and N. M. Terent'ev, Tables of Values of the Function tv(z) = c^[t-(2i/V^)/d e'z dll for Complex 
Argument, Pergamon. Oxford, 1961. The function w(x) which they tabulate is related to Fix) by 
F(x) = iV7rxH-(x). See also M. Abramowitz and 1. A. Stegun, Handbook of Mathematical Functions. 
National Bureau of Standards, Washington, 1964; Dover Publishing Company, New York. 1965. 
Another convenient, and more comprehensive, tabulation is that of Z(x)= F(x)/x by B. D. Fried and S. 
D. Conte, The Plasma Dispersion Function, Academic Press, New York, 1961. 
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expand in powers of x: 

129 

The principal value of the integral of the first term (odd in n) is zero, and the 
second term gives 

F(x)~—2x2 + j'Vtt.v, x<\. (31.6) 

These formulae can be used to write down limiting expressions for the permit¬ 
tivity. At high frequencies, we have 

+ iVf^Sexp(_2Fk) for a,kvr‘>L (3L7) 

The parameter 

fi, = vTJae = V(4trNce2/m) (3 1.8) 

is the plasma frequency or Langmuir frequency for electrons. In the case a>/kvTt > 
1, spatial dispersion leads, as it should, to only small corrections in the permittivity, 
and the imaginary part of e( is exponentially small, since in a Maxwelliam 
distribution only an exponentially small fraction of the electrons have speeds 
vx = ai/k S> vTe. The limiting value of the permittivity, which is independent of k, is 

e(w)=l-(fi »2- (31.9) 

This expression applies to both the longitudinal and the transverse permittivity; see 
(28.8). It is easily derived by straightforward arguments without the use of the 
transport equation. As k-> 0, the wave field may be regarded as uniform, and the 
electron equation of motion mv = - eE then gives v = eElimw, so that the current 
density due to the electrons is 

We also have 
j = - (e2Ne/imoi)E. 

A comparison of the two expressions gives formula (31.9). 
In the opposite limiting case of low frequencies. 

e,=l+(fc)2[1_fc)2+iVfk^]for (31.10) 
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It should be noted that the spatial dispersion eliminates the pole at a> = 0 of the 
permittivity in an ordinary conducting medium, and that the imaginary part of the 
permittivity is relatively small (though not exponentially small) at low frequencies 
also, in this case because of the smallness of the electron phase volume in which 
the condition k . v = co is satisfied. 

It has been shown in §29 that the function e,(co) defined by the integral (29.10) 
has no singularity in the upper half-plane of co, and its singularities in the lower 
half-plane are determined by those of df(px)/dpx as a function of the complex 
variable px. For a Maxwellian distribution, however, the function 

df(Px)ldpx « px exp(— pxHmT) 

has no singularity at a finite distance anywhere in the complex px-plane, i.e. it is an 
entire function. Hence the permittivity of a Maxwellian collisionless plasma is also 
an entire function of co, having no singularity for finite co. 

So far, we have considered only the contribution to the permittivity from the 
electron component of the plasma. The contribution from the ion component is 
calculated in exactly the same way, and the two contributions to q - 1 are simply 
added. We thus have the evident generalization of (31.2): 

e'_ 1 = (^ [F(vfc)+ *]+ (^ [F(vfc)+ *]■ 
The suffixes e and i denote quantities pertaining to electrons and ions 

VT, = (TjM)'n, a, = iT,/n, = [T,/47tN,(2c)21i/2, 1 

fii2 = 4TTNi(ze)2IM, I 

(31.11) 

(31.12) 

where M and ze are the ion mass and charge. The expression (31.11) pertains to a 
“two-temperature” plasma, in which each component has the equilibrium dis¬ 
tribution but with a different temperature, so that the electrons and ions are not in 
equilibrium with each other. This occurs naturally, in view of the large difference in 
mass which impedes the exchange of energy in electron-ion collisions. 

The most usual situation is that where Tt S Te and vTi < vTt. Since we also always 
have fi, « ne, it is easy to deduce that when co > kvTe > (cuj; the contribution of the 
ions is negligible and so formula (31.7) is valid. In the opposite limiting case, we 
have 

e,_1 = ai)5+(id)5+l‘V (3L13) 

CO < kvTi < kvTf 

The case where kvT, « co kvTe will be discussed in §32. 
All the calculations in §§30 and 31 have been made for the longitudinal part of 
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the permittivity. The calculation of the transverse permittivity is of less interest, 
because the transverse field usually reduces to ordinary electromagnetic waves for 
which the frequency and the wave number are related by oi/k = c/Ve,; then 
co/k > c t> vTe, i.e. co > kvTe, so that the spatial dispersion is small and the permit¬ 
tivity is given by (31.9). For these waves there is also no Landau damping; since 
the phase velocity of the wave exceeds the speed of light, the plasma contains no 
particles capable of moving in phase with the wave. (The proof of this statement 
requires, strictly speaking, a relativistic treatment; see Problem 4.) 

PROBLEMS 

Problem I. Find the potential of the electric field due to a small test charge ei at rest in the plasma. 
Solution. When the plasma polarization is taken into account, the field is determined by the 

equation div D = 47reiS(r). For a constant field, the Fourier components of the induction and the 
potential are related by Di = o(0, k)Ei = -tka(0, k)<pk. Hence we have for <pk the equation 

Taking ti(0, k) from (31.13), we have 

The corresponding function of : 

ITTrb’ t/fl2=l/fl'2+l/*2- 

rdinaies is 

thus the permittivity (31.13) describes the screening of a static charge in accordance with SP I, §78. The 
condition for the charge to be small is ei <S Na'e, i.e. ei must be small in comparison with the charge on 
the plasma particles in a volume —a3. 

Problem 2. Calculate the transverse permittivity of a plasma. 
Solution. With the electron polarization P = -j/iia calculated by using j from (29.3), we obtain for 

the permittivity tensort 

** = **-*!?-1 k.v-Vic^’P- C> 

The se part of e„n is separated as 

„Mk\ 

and is given by the integral 

. JL__ 
3pk k.v-ia-iO’ (2) 

Dmponent transverse to k. For a Maxwellian distribution /. integration 

»-'=Sr(vfc) (3) 

tThis express that the plasma is is 





the exponential 

€(p) = t(pm) + Ideldp I,.,.(p - p„) 

= €(p~) + (w/k)(p-p»), 

and in the coefficient of the exponential p = p„, t; ~ ta/k, and integrating with respeet to p - pm from 0 to 

t1= ^2 (kir,)11 - (ta/kc)'CXP{ “ IT [V[l - (a,/kc)Jr '][ 
This gives the form in which eV tends to zero as wlkc -* |. 

§32. Longitudinal plasma waves 

Spatial dispersion makes possible the propagation of longitudinal electric waves 
in plasmas. The dependence of the frequency on the wave number (the dispersion 
relation) for these waves is given by the equation 

e,(at,k) = 0. (32.1) 

For, when e( = 0, the longitudinal electric field E has D = 0. Putting also B = 0, we 
satisfy identically the second pair of Maxwell’s equations (28.2). There remains 
from the first pair curlE = 0, which is satisfied because the field is longitudinal: 
curl E = ik x E = 0. 

The roots of (32.1) are complex (oi = oi'+ ioi"). If the imaginary part of the 
permittivity e'|>0, they lie in the lower half of the complex to-plane, i.e. to"<0. 
The quantity y = —to" is the damping rate of the wave, since the damping is 
proportional to e~r'. Of course, a propagating wave exists only if y < to': the 
damping rate must be much less than the frequency. 

Such a root of equation (32.1) is obtained if we assume that 

to > kvTr > kvTl. (32.2) 

Then the oscillations involve only electrons, and the function e,(co, k) is given by 
(31.7). The equation e(=0 is solved by successive approximation. In the first 
approximation, omitting all terms which depend on k, we find that! 

to = fi„ (32.3) 

<-e. the waves have a constant frequency independent of k. These are called plasma 
waves or Langmuir waves (I. Langmuir and L. Tonks 1926). They are long waves, 
in the sense that 

kat < 1, (32.4) 

as follows from (32.2) with to = fi,. 

^The inclusion of ion oscillations would give only a slight shift of this frequency according to 
“ = fv + n,;. 
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To determine the k-dependent correction to the real part of the frequency, it is 
sufficient to put oi = fle in the correction term in e'; then 

£o=fi,(l+ikV) (32.5) 

(A. A. Vlasov, 1938). 
The imaginary part of the frequency in this case is 

«' = -Ul,e7(«,fc). (32.6) 

and is exponentially small with e'\. To determine it (and also the coefficient of the 
exponential), we have to substitute in e" the already corrected value (32.5), 
obtaining 

,32-7> 

(L. D. Landau, 1946). Since kae < 1, the damping rate for plasma waves is in fact 
found to be exponentially small. It increases with decreasing wavelength, and for 
kfl, ~ 1 (when formula (32.7) is no longer valid) it becomes of the same order of 
magnitude as the frequency, so that the concept of propagating plasma waves 
ceases to be meaningful. 

The above treatment relates, strictly speaking, only to an isotropic plasma, in 
which the permittivity tensor reduces, by (28.7), to two scalar quantities e, and e,. In 
an anisotropic plasma, i.e. when the distribution function /(p) depends on the 
direction of p, there are no strictly longitudinal waves. Under certain conditions, 
however, “almost longitudinal” waves can propagate, in which the field component 
E"1 transverse to k is small compared with the longitudinal component E(l): 

E,',«E"). (32.8) 

To ascertain these conditions, we note first of all that, when E(,) is neglected, the 
equation div D = 0 gives 

k . D « k„e„pEp(" = k„kpe„„E('7k = 0. 

This determines the dispersion relation for the waves, and may again be written in 
the form (32.1) if the “longitudinal” permittivity is defined as 

e, = k„fcpenp/Ir; (32.9) 

tiiis now depends on the direction of k. However, e, = 0 does not imply that D = 0; 
the quantity 

A, * e0pEp"» = e„pkpE(l)/k e e„E"» 

is not zero (whereas in an isotropic plasma ea = 0 when e, = 0). Next, from Maxwell’s 
equation curl B = (l/c)3D/3f we estimate the magnetic field in the wave as 

B ~ (o)/ck)eE(l), 
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and then obtain from the equation curl E = -(Hc)BBlBt an estimate of the trans¬ 
verse electric field: 

E'" ~ (<u/cfc)B ~ (ai/ck)2eE(,). (32.10) 

Thus the condition (32.8) for the wave to be “almost longitudinal” is satisfied if the 
wave is “slow” in the sense that 

w/k<§c/Ve. (32.11) 

Lastly, it may be noted that (29.10) remains valid for e, defined by (32.9) in an 
anisotropic plasma, as is clear from its derivation from the expression 

k . P = (k^pEp - k. E)/47t 

with a longitudinal field E. It is important here that the Lorentz force ev x B/c in the 
transport equation may be neglected in comparison with eE (although its product 
with SflSp is not identically zero for an anisotropic function /(p)): the estimate 
(32.10) gives 

|v x B|/cE,n ~ oieo/kc2 1. 

This ratio is small both from the condition (32.11) for a “slow” wave and from the 

inequality v <c. 

PROBLEMS 

Problem I. Determine the dispersion relation for transverse oscillations of a plasma. 
Solution. For transverse waves, the dispersion relation is given by to2=c2k2le,. The high- 

frequency oscillations (to *> kvu) correspond to ordinary electromagnetic waves. With e, from (31.9) (see 
also §31, Problem 2) we find 

or = cV + fV. 

This is valid for any k; there is no Landau damping, as already noted at the end of §31. 
For low-frequency oscillations (a>-8ki‘7r), the movement of the ions is again unimportant. For long 

waves (lea, <8 1), the principal term in the dispersion relation is 

the purely imaginary value of to denotes aperiodic damping, so that wave propagation cannot occur. 
Probi km 2. Find the dispersion relation for plasma waves in an ultra-relativistic electron plasma (V. 

P. Silin I960). 
Solution. When to ► ck. the formula in §31, Problem 3, gives 

n;.rd = 4m2N,c2l3T,. 

Equating to zero this expression for ti, we obtain the dispersion relation 

io2 = nLi + <cV (ck<8 0,rei). 
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As k increases, this formula becomes invalid, but we still have a>> ck (and Landau damping is therefore 
absent). In the limit of large k, the frequency to tends to ck according to 

Pkoblkm 3. The same as Problem 2. but for transverse waves. 
Solution. With the expression for e,(iu, k) derived in §31. Problem 3, we find the dispersion relation 

<a2 = n;r.i + $f-k: for to ck. 

The limiting expression for large k is 

Here too. we have to -> ck, and so there is no damping. 

§33. Ion-sound waves 

As well as the plasma waves associated with electron oscillations, there can also 
propagate, in a plasma, waves in which both the electron density and the ion 
density oscillate significantly. This branch of the oscillation spectrum has weak 
damping (so that the concept of wave propagation has meaning) when the ion gas 
temperature in the plasma is small in comparison with the electron temperature: 

Ti<§Tt. (33.1) 

It will be confirmed by the result of the calculation that the phase velocity of 
these waves satisfies the inequalities 

vTi to/k < vTt. (33.2) 

The smallness of the Landau damping under these conditions is obvious from the start: 
since the phase velocity is outside the principal ranges of the thermal speeds for both 
ions and electrons, only a small fraction of the particles can move in phase with the 
wave and thus take part in energy exchange with it. 

The contribution of the electrons to the permittivity under the conditions (33.2) is 
given by the limiting formula (31.10), and that of the ions by (31.7) with the electron 
quantities replaced by ion quantities. To the necessary accuracy, we have 

Neglecting at first the relatively small imaginary part, we obtain from the equation 
e, = 0 

or = fir 
k2a, 

1 + k2 
zTc k2 
M 1 +k2a2' 

(33.4) 

in the latter expression we have used the fact that Ne = zN,. 
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For the longest waves, with the condition kae < 1, the dispersion relation (33.4) 
reduces tot 

w = k\Z(zTJM), kae<Zl. (33.5) 

The frequency is proportional to the wave number, as in ordinary sound waves. 
Waves having this dispersion relation are called ion-sound waves. The phase 
velocity of these waves is o>/k ~ (TJM)'n, so that the condition (33.2) is in fact 
satisfied. Taking account of the imaginary part of e, in the next approximation, we 
easily find the damping rate: 

y = u>\/(iTzml$M). (33.6) 

This damping is due to the electrons. The contribution of the ions to y is 
exponentially small, containing the factor exp( -zTt/2T,). 

For shorter wavelengths, in the range \lae <k<€ l/a, (which exists by virtue of 
the postulated inequality (33.1)), we have from (33.4) simply 

w-n, (33.7) 

These are ion waves analogous to electron plasma waves. It is easily verified that 
here again the conditions (33.2) are satisfied, and the damping is slight. As the 
wavelength decreases further, however, the damping increases, and for kat S: 1 the 
ion contribution to the damping rate becomes comparable with the frequency, so 
that wave propagation ceases to have any meaning. 

Figure 8 shows diagrammatically the spectrum (dispersion relation) for the 
low-frequency oscillations considered here (lower curve), in comparison with the 
spectrum of high-frequency electron plasma waves (upper curve). The broken lines 
mark the regions where the damping becomes large. 

fThclaw (33.5) was discovered by Langmuir andTonks (1926); the need for thecondition (33.1) was noted 
byG- V. Gordeev (1954). 
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§34. Relaxation of the initial perturbation 

Let us consider the problem of solving the transport equation with a self- 
consistent field for given initial conditions (L. D. Landau, 1946). We shall take 
only the case of a purely potential electric field (E = -Vip) and zero magnetic field, 
assuming that only the electron distribution is perturbed (the ion distribution 
remaining unchanged). 

We shall also suppose that the initial perturbation is small: the initial electron 
distribution function is 

/(0,r,p) = /0(p) + g(r,p), (34.1) 

where /0(p) is the equilibrium (Maxwellian) distribution, and g <fo- The pertur¬ 
bation remains small at subsequent instants, of course, so that the equations may 
be linearized; we shall seek the distribution function in the form 

f(t, r, p) = fo(p) + Sf(t, r, p). (34.2) 

For the small correction Sf and the potential cp(t, r) of the self-consistent field (a 
quantity of the same order of smallness) we find a set of equations comprising the 
transport equation 

and Poisson’s equation 

A(p =47re J Sf d3p 

(the equilibrium electron charge is compensated by the ion charge). 
Since these equations are linear and do not explicitly involve the coordinates, the 

required functions Sf and (p may be expanded as Fourier integrals with respect to 
the coordinates, and equations may be written for each Fourier component 
separately. That is, it suffices to consider solutions having the form 

S/(L r, p) = /k(t, p)eik'r, | 

<p(f, r) = (pk(t)e,K r. J (34.5) 

For such solutions, equations (34.3) and (34.4) become 

SfJSt + ik . v/k + ie(pkk ■ <lfol<>p = 0, (34.6) 

k2<Pk = -47re J /k d3p. (34.7) 

To solve these equations, it is sufficient to use a one-sided Fourier trans¬ 
formation, the transform /L+k(p) of the function /k(f, p) being defined as 

/L+k(p) = Jo e^'foU, p) dt. (34.8) 
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The inverse transformation is given by 

hit, p) = e^’fWp) ^ (34.9) 

where the integral is taken along a straight line in the complex w-plane, parallel to 
and above the real axis (cr >0), and also passing above all singularities of fwk.t 

We multiply both sides of (34.6) by e-""' and integrate with respect to t. Noting 

that 

f e>"dt = [ f** dt 

= -gk - ito/LV, 

where gk(P) =/k(0,p), and dividing both sides of the equation by i(k.v-w), we 
find 

(gk-i^’k-f^]. 

Similarly, from (34.7), 

= —4rre Jfl+i(p)d3p. 

(34.10) 

(34.11) 

Substitution of f(*i from (34.10) in (34.11) gives an equation for alone, which 
yields the result 

47re f gk(p) d3p 
k2e,(co, k) J i(k . v - o>)’ 

(34.12) 

with the longitudinal permittivity e, from (29.9). Again using the momentum 
component px = mu, along k, as in § 29, we can rewrite this formula as 

47re r gk(px)dpx 
kie,(co, k) J.* i(kvx - co)’ 

(34.13) 

gk(P*) = Jgk(p) dp, dpx. 

tThe transformation (34.8), (34.9) is just the familiar Laplace transformation 

f<o=^£vdp, 
in which p has been replaced by —iw and the contour of integration correspondingly changed in the 
expression giving the function f(t) in terms of its transform fP. 
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In order to determine the time dependence of the potential by means of the 
inversion formula 

<Pk(() = 2rrj + € (34.14) 

it is necessary first to establish the analytical properties of cpwk as a function of the 
complex variable co. 

An expression of the form 

<pL+k = Ju cpk(t)e!°"clt 

as a function of the complex variable co is meaningful only in the upper half-plane. 
The same applies correspondingly to the expression (34.13), where the integration 
is along a contour (the real p,-axis) which passes below the pole p, = mcolk. We 
have seen in §29 that the function of the variable co defined by such an integral, 
when analytically continued into the lower half-plane, has singularities only at 
singularities of gk(p,). We shall assume that gk(p.<) as a function of the complex 
variable px is an entire function (i.e. has no singularity at finite p,); then the integral 
under consideration also defines an entire function of co. 

It has been noted in §31 that the permittivity e, of a Maxwellian plasma is again 
an entire function of co. Thus the function cpwk, analytic throughout the w-plane, is 
the quotient of two entire functions. Hence it follows that the only singularities 
(poles) of cpuk are the zeros of its denominator, i.e. of e,(co,k). 

These arguments lead to the asymptotic form in which the potential <pk(t) 
decreases for large values of the time f. In the inversion formula (34.14), the 
integration is taken along a horizontal line in the w-plane. However, if tpwk is taken 
to be the analytic function thus defined in the whole plane, we can move the 
contour of integration into the lower half-plane in such a way as not to cross any of 
the poles of the function. Let cok = co'k + icok be the root of ei(w, k) = 0 that has the 
smallest (in magnitude) imaginary part, i.e. that lies nearest the real axis. The 
integration in (34.14) is taken along a contour moved sufficiently far beneath the 
point 01 = 0)), and passing round this point (and round other poles lying above it) in 
the manner shown in Fig. 9. Then only the residue at the pole tok is important in the 
integral (when t is large); the remaining parts of the integral, including that along 
the horizontal part of the contour, are exponentially small in comparison with that 
residue, "since the integrand contains a factor e"""' which decreases rapidly with 
increasing |im co|. Thus the asymptotic law of decrease of the potential is given by 

<pk(0 « (34.15) 

i.e. the field perturbation is exponentially damped in the course of time, with 
damping rate yk = |wj|.t 

t|f the initial function gk(px) has a singularity, the competing values of w include not only the zeros of 
ei(co,k) but also the singularities of <p„k that result from the singularity of the integral in (34.13). In 
particular, if gk(p,) has a singularity, for instance a break, on the real axis, then <p„k will have a 
singularity at a real value of id = ki\. Such a perturbation is not damped at all in a collisionless plasma. 
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For long-wavelength perturbations (kat<S 1), the frequency o>( and the damping 
rate yk are the same as for plasma waves, and are given by (32.5) and (32.6). The 
damping rate for such perturbations is exponentially small. In the opposite case of 
short-wavelength perturbations, when kae ~ 1, the damping is very strong, and yk 
may even be much larger than oi(.t 

Lastly, let us consider the properties of the electron distribution function itself. 
The required function /k(t, p) is found by substituting (34.10) in the integral (34.9). 
Besides the poles in the lower half-plane that arise from tpwli, the integrand has a 
pole at the point w = k. v on the real axis. This pole determines the asymptotic 
behaviour of the integral for large t. The residue there gives 

h(t, p) « e-k ". (34.16) 

Thus the perturbation of the distribution function is not damped in the course of 
time, but the distribution becomes a more and more rapidly oscillating function of 
the velocity, the period of oscillation being ~l/kt. Hence the density perturbation, 
i.e. the integral / /k d3p, is damped, like the potential (pk.i 

The variation of the distribution function in accordance with (34.16) pertains to 
times when the field may be regarded as damped; this formula corresponds simply 
to the free dispersal of the particles, each with its constant velocity. A function of 
the form 

/(t, r, p) = g(p) e,(k r"k-' (34.17) 

tThe question may be raised of the source of the large damping when the “phase velocity” milk lies 
outside the main range of thermal speeds. In fact, however, the ratio to'Ik cannot be called the phase 
velocity when y > to’. If we again expand a function of the form e as a Fourier integral, it will 
contain components with all frequencies from 0 to y, and accordingly with “phase velocities” from 0 to 
~yIk. 

tWe may anticipate, however, by noting that the oscillatory nature of the distribution function for 
largc l causes a large increase in the effective number of Coulomb collisions and thus accelerates the 
ultimate damping of the perturbation; see §41, Problem. 
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is the solution of the free-particle transport equation 

if-fr- (34.18) 

with a given initial (t = 0) velocity distribution and a periodic (« eik'r) coordinate 
distribution. 

§35. Plasma echoes 

The thermodynamic reversibility of Landau damping manifests itself in some 
unusual non-linear phenomena called plasma echoes. They result from the un¬ 
damped oscillations of the distribution function (34.16) which remain after the 
collisionless relaxation of the density (and field) perturbations in the plasma. They 
are essentially kinematic in origin, and unconnected with the existence of a 
self-consistent electric field in the plasma. This will first of all be illustrated by the 
example of a gas of uncharged particles without collisions. 

Let a perturbation in the gas be specified at the initial instant, such that the 
distribution function, remaining Maxwellian with respect to speeds at each point in 
space, varies periodically in the x-direction: 

Sf = A|Cos k|X./o(p) at t = 0; (35.1) 

in this section, p = inv denotes the x-component of the momentum, and the 
distribution function is assumed to be already integrated with respect to p,. and pz. 
The perturbation of the gas density, i.e. the integral / 8/. dp, varies in the same 
manner in the x-direction at t = 0. Subsequently, the perturbation of the dis¬ 
tribution function varies according to 

8f = A, cos k,(x-vt).f0(p), (35.2) 

which corresponds to a free movement of each particle in the x-direction with its 
own speed v. The density perturbation, however, is damped (in a time ~l/klvr) 
because the integral f Sf dp is made small by the speed-oscillatory factor cos k,(x - 
vt) in 1 he integrand. The asymptotic form of the damping at times ts>llk,vT is 
given by 

8N =J 8/dp *exp( —ifkiVf2), (35.3) 

the integral being estimated by the saddle-point method. 
Now let the distribution function be again modulated at a time t = t%> Hk,vT, 

with amplitude A and a new wave number k2> k,. The resulting density pertur¬ 
bation is in turn damped (in a time ~llk2vT), but reappears at a time 

r'= k2Tl(k2- k,), (35.4) 
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since the second modulation creates in the distribution function for t = r a 
second-order term of the form 

S/(2) = A1A2cosffqx - k,VT)cosk2x.f0(p), (35.5) 

whose further development at t > t changes it into 

Sfa> = A|Az/0(p) cos[k,x - k|Dt] cos [fc2jc - k2v(t - t)] 

= i A1 A2/o(p){cos[(fc2 - k,)x - (k2 - k,)vt + k2vr] 

+ cos[(k2 + fq)x - (k2 + k,)vt + k2vr]}. 

We now see that at t = t' the oscillatory dependence of the first term on v 
disappears, so that this term makes a finite contribution to the perturbation of the 
gas density with wave number k2 - k,. The resulting echo is then damped in a time 
~l/vr(k2 — k,), and the final stage of this damping follows a law similar to (35.3). 

Let us now consider this effect in an electron plasma (R. W. Gould, T. M. O’Neil 
and J. H. Malmberg 1967). The mechanism is as before, but the particular law of 
damping is altered by the influence of the self-consistent field. 

We shall suppose that the perturbations are created by pulses from an external 
potential <pa, due to “extrinsic” charges, applied to the plasma at times t = 0 and t: 

(p“ = (piS(t) cos k,x + q>28(t - t) cos k2x; (35.6) 

here it is assumed that k2>k, and T>l/k,vT, Uy(k,), with y(k) the Landau 
damping rate. 

The perturbiition of the distribution function (f =fo + 8f) satisfies the collision¬ 
less transport equation, which with the second-order term is 

M+„M+e3£^9 = _ (357) 
Bt Bx Bx dp 3x Bp ‘ 

The potential ip of the field created in the plasma, including the “extrinsic” part <pe\ 
satisfies the equation 

A(<p-<pex)=4ne J Sfdp. (35.8) 

We shall seek the solution of these equations as Fourier integrals: 

*=/ 

U-e,,k 

<Pu-k-ei<l 

, dco'dk' 
(27r)2 ’ 

„ dio"dk" 
(2tr)2 • 

Substituting these expressions, multiplying the equations by e ',kx and integrat¬ 
ing over dx dt, we obtain 

(kv -w)U + ek<p„k dfoldp = —e J (k — (35.9) 

- k2<p„n = 47re J fwk dp - k2(pu. (35.10) 
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where 

<p"k = Trip,[S(k + k i) + S(k — fc|)] + mp2[S(k + k2) + S(k — k2)]e'“r 

In the linear approximation, i.e. when the right-hand side of (35.9) is neglected, 
the solution of these equations is 

f,X = vV = <P“*/e,(w, k), (35.11) 

where e( is the permittivity (29.10). This solution corresponds to perturbations 
damped from t = 0 and t = t, with respective damping rates y(fci) and v(k:). 

In the second approximation, we have to substitute (35.11) on the right of (35.9), 
obtaining for the second-order terms in the perturbations of the distribution 
function and the potential the equations 

(kv - w)/3 + efapS dfo/dp = dljdp, (35.12) 

where 

U = -ej(k- fc')<p'J!„-.*-*■/!&■ dco’ dk'l(2TT)2. (35.14) 

The effect under consideration, namely the echo with wave number k2 - ku will be 
contained in the terms on the right of (35.12) which involve 5[k rt (k2 — fci)]- Let us 
collect together the terms of this kind in Iwk. At f = t, the perturbation tp"1 due to 
the pulse cp, applied at t - 0 is already damped. It is therefore evident that, on 
substituting (35.11) in (35.14), we have to take into account only the (p2 term in tp'J; 
the relevant terms, of the form 

Lk = L(kt, k2)S(k -k2+ k,) + L(~ku ~k2)S(k + k2-kt), (35.15) 

are then obtained from the terms in f'Jl that contain tp,. After carrying out the 
integration over dk’ in (35.14), we find as the result 

L(kl,k2)=\e2<pl<p2klk2^ f T.- 7-rr~\y (35.16) 
dp (k,r + w’)e,(w', ki)e,(w - w’, k2)’ 

where the integration variable w' is as usual to be understood as w' + i0.+ 
The integral (35.16) can be calculated on the basis of the assumption that t is 

large (t8> 1 lkvT, 1 ly). To do this we move the contour of integration into the lower 

+ ln the calculation, it must be remembered that « depends only on |k|, and so, in the notation of this 
section (where k = kj, we have ~k) = £,(<«, k). 
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half of the complex w'-plane; the contour must still pass above the poles and thus 
becomes “looped round” them. These are at the zeros of the functions ei and at the 
point co' = —k, v — iO. The former have a non-zero negative imaginary part —y(fc|) or 
—y(k2), and their contributions to the integral (the residues at the poles) are damped 
as e-1" with increasing t. An undamped contribution comes only from the real pole 
co' = ~k,v - iO. We thus have 

_ dfp y,y;h|fc2Cl(‘J,t|L'lT 
dp e,(—k,v, k,)ei(co + k|0, k2)' 

(35.17) 

Returning to the equations (35.12) and (35.13), and substituting /S from the 
former in the latter, we find 

,■>, _ 47re f" dlu dp 
<P“* Ic2e,(w, Ic) L dp kv —co — iO' 

(35.18) 

In calculating the derivative dLJdp, only the exponential factor in (35.17) is to be 
differentiated, since k,vrrS> 1. 

Now collecting the expressions (35.15)—(35.18) and applying an inverse Fourier 
transformation, we obtain the required echo potential with wave number k3 — 
ki-kp. 

<p,2,(f,x) = re{A(f)e,kj'}. (35.19) 

The amplitude A(t) will be written in the asymptotic limit as t — t -»=». In that limit, 
the integral with respect to co is determined by the residue of the integrand at the 
pole co — k3v iO only. The final result is 

A(t) = — iTre3cp,cp2T^rj^f -,-;C , ,--r^r, (35.20) 
k3J-* dp e,(k3v, k3)e,(-k,v, k,)e,(k2v, k2) 

where t' = k2T/k3. 

This expression, the echo amplitude, is greatest at t = t', and its maximum value 
is proportional to t, the time interval between the two pulses. On either side of the 
maximum, A(t) decreases, but in different ways. In the limit as t —t'-»3o, the 
integral (35.20) is determined by the residue of the integrand at the pole with the 
negative imaginary part of least magnitude, which is at e,(k3v, k3) = 0, the imaginary 
part being im v = -y(k3)/k3.t On the other side of the maximum, with t — r'-*—=*, 
the integral is determined by the residue at the pole at e,(-k,v, k,) = 0, for which 
im v = y(k,)/k,; the contour of integration must then be moved into the upper half 
of the complex o-plane. The result is 

A(t) « exp[— y(k3)(t — t')] as t- 1 

A(t) * exp[-(fc3/k|)y(fci)(T'-t)] as f-t'-»-*>. J ^35 ^ 

tit is assumed that all wave numbers k <8 I la,. Then y(k) is exponentially small, and decreases with 
increasing k. Since k, < k:, the pole at ei(k2t), b) = 0 then certainly lies further from the real e-axis than 
that at ei(k}v, k,) = 0. 
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Thus the echo amplitude, before reaching its maximum, increases with a growth 
rate ki-y(fci)/ki, and beyond the maximum decreases at a rate -y(k3). Figure 10 
illustrates this behaviour. The first two curves show the variation of the potential in 
the two pulses applied at t = 0 and t =r; the third curve shows the form of the 
echo. The corresponding growth and decay rates are marked beside the curves. 

These calculations have neglected collisions. Hence the condition for the quan¬ 
titative formula (35.20) to be valid is that at a given time t the oscillations of the 
distribution function have not yet been damped out by collisions. By means of the 
results to be obtained in §41, Problem, we may formulate this condition as 

v(vT)(kvT)2t3 1, 

where v(vi) is the mean frequency of Coulomb collisions for an electron. 

§36. Adiabatic electron capture 

Let us consider the distribution of plasma electrons in a slowly applied potential 
electric field. Let L be the order of magnitude of the extent of the field and r the 
characteristic time of variation of the field. We shall suppose that 

r>Llve, (36.1) 

and also that t is small compared with the electron mean free time, so that the 
plasma is again collisionless. 
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By virtue of the condition (36.1), the field may be regarded as stationary during 
the passage of an electron through it. To the same accuracy, the electron dis¬ 
tribution function in the field is stationary. It has been noted at the end of §27 that 
the solution of the collisionless transport equation depends only on the integrals of 
the motion of the particle; for a stationary distribution, these can only be the ones 
that do not depend explicitly on the time. 

We shall take only the one-dimensional case, in which the field potential <p 
depends on only one coordinate, x. Since the motion in the y- and z-directions is 
then unimportant, we shall consider the distribution function only / with respect to 
the momentum px (and the coordinate x). 

In the one-dimensional case, the equation of motion has two integrals, of which 
only one is not dependent explicitly on the time (in a steady field), namely the 
electron energy 

e = pllhn + U(x), (36.2) 

where U(x) = — e<p(x).t Hence the stationary distribution function will depend on 
p, and x only in the combination (36.2): 

/ = /[«(x,p,)]. (36-3) 

The form of the function /(e) depends on the boundary conditions. 
Let the field U(x) form a potential barrier (Fig. 11a). The function /(e) is then 

determined by the distribution of the electrons reaching the barrier from infinity. 
For instance, if the electrons far from the barrier in either direction have an 
equilibrium distribution, uniform in space, with temperature Te, then the Boltzmann 
distribution occurs throughout space: 

' = ,36-a> 

The density of the electron gas is everywhere distributed according to the formula 

Nt(x) = No exp[— U (x)/Te], (36.5) 

where Nn is the density far from the barrier. 
Next let the field be a potential well (Fig. 1 lb). Then the distribution of electrons 

with positive energy e is again determined by that of particles coming from infinity; 
with an equilibrium distribution at infinity, the electrons with e >0 have a Boltz¬ 
mann distribution throughout space. But in this case, as well as such particles, 
there are^some with e <0, which execute a finite motion within the potential well; 
they are “trapped”. At infinity there are no particles with e < 0, and so the previous 
arguments in which the energy was regarded as a strictly conserved quantity are 
inadequate to give the distribution of trapped particles. We must take into account 
also the variation of the energy in a field that is not strictly stationary, and in 
consequence this distribution is found to depend in general on previous events, 
namely the way in which the field has been applied (A. V. Gurevich, 1967). 

tThe second integral of the motion may be, for instance, the initial (at some specified instant) value x0 
of the particle coordinate, expressed as a function of time and the variable coordinate along the path, 
x0(Ux). 
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From the condition (36.1), the field varies only slightly during the period of the 
finite motion of the trapped particles. In such cases there is a conserved adiabatic 
invariant, the integral 

I(t’ €) = 2^ ' 21''[2m(e _ U(t’ dx’ (36.6) 

taken between the limits of the motion (for given e and t). This quantity acts here 
as an integral of the motion, in terms of which the trapped particle distribution 
function is to be expressed: 

/„ = /.r(I(r,e)), (36.7) 

the energy e in turn being assumed expressed in terms of x and px by (36.2). The 
form of the function (36.7) is determined by the fact that the distribution function is 
a continuous function of e when the field is applied slowly. Hence, for the limiting 
value of the trapped particle energy, the function /„(!) must be the distribution 
function for particles executing an infinite motion above the well. 

The case of the potential well as shown in Fig. lib is, however, particularly 
simple because the limiting energy has the constant value zero if the field is applied 
gradually. It then follows from the boundary condition stated that f,r reduces to a 
constant: 

/.r = /(0). (36.8) 
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where /(e) is the distribution function for particles above the well. We shall now 
determine the spatial distribution of electrons in this case if /(e) is the Boltzmann 
function (36.4). 

Adding the numbers of electrons with e >0 and e <0 gives 

Ne =2 /(e) dpx + 2 JJ‘ /(0) dpx, 

p, =(2m|t/|)W2; 

the factors 2 take account of particles with px >0 and px <0. Substituting /(e) from 
(36.4), we have 

N'(t, x) = Na{e'u^[l — <D(V(|t/|/Tf))] + 2V(\U\hTe)}, (36.9) 

WO=^j*e-“2Ju. (36.10) 

When £ 1, expanding the integrand in (36.10) in powers of u, we find 

The distribution of electrons trapped in a shallow well (|t/| Te) is therefore 

The first correction term is the same as would result from the Boltzmann formula 
(36.5), but the next correction is already different from the Boltzmann form. 

When £>1, the difference 1-<!>(£) is exponentially small, « exp(-£2). For a 
deep well (|t/|>Te), therefore, only the second term in the braces in (36.9) is 
important, and 

Nf(t,x) = 2No(|t/|/irTc)1'2. (36.12) 

As |(7| increases, the density increases much more slowly than would follow from 
the Boltzmann formula. 

§37. Quasi-neutral plasmas 

The equations of plasma dynamics allow a considerable simplification for a group 
of phenomena in which the characteristic scales of length and time satisfy the 
following conditions. (1) The characteristic dimension L of inhomogeneities in the 
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plasma is assumed large compared with the electron Debye length: 

ajL< 1. (37.1) 

(2) The rate of the process is assumed to be governed by the motion of the ions, so 
that the characteristic scale of speed is given by vTi, which is small in comparison 
with the electron speeds. (3) The motion of the ions causes a slow change in the 
electric potential that is adiabatically followed by the electron distribution. 

Let SNe and SN, be the changes in the electron and ion densities in the perturbed 
plasma. These changes give rise to a mean uncompensated charge density 8p = 
e(z8Ni - 8Ne) in the plasma. The potential of the electric field due to the charges is 
determined by Poisson’s equation, 

A<p = -4ire(z8Ni - 8Ne). 

In order of magnitude, A<p ~ <plL2. Hence 

I z8Nj - 8Ne I_1 I tp I 
| 8Ne I 4rreL2 |sNcI’ 

(37.2) 

(37.3) 

If the field is weak (etp < Tc), the change in the electron density is 

8Nr ~ etpNjTe 

(cf. (36.11)), and then 

Iz8N, - 8NCI a2 ^ 
\—8N^\~V<L 

(37.4) 

This inequality remains valid for a strong perturbation, with etp ~ Tc: then 8Ne~ 
N,„ and (37.4) again follows from (37.3). 

Thus the uncompensated charge density due to the perturbation is small com¬ 
pared with the perturbations of the electron and ion charge densities separately; 
such a plasma is said to be quasi-neutral. For the range of phenomena under 
consideration, this property enables the potential distribution in the plasma to be 
determined from just the “equation of quasi-neutrality", 

Ne = zN„ (37.5) 

together with the transport equation for ions and the equation giving the “adiaba¬ 
tic" distribution of electrons.t 

At the initial instant, of course, (if we are considering a problem with initial con¬ 
ditions) the electron densities may be specified arbitrarily and need not satisfy the in¬ 
equality (37.4). The resulting strong electric field, however, creates a movement of 

tit must be emphasized that this result itself applies to plasmas with or without collisions. Note also 
that, since the derivation of the inequality (37.4) does not involve the assumption of a weak field, the 
quasi-neutrality property occurs even when the electromagnetic properties' of the plasma cannot be 
described by means of the permittivity (i.e. by assuming a linear relation between D and E). 
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ihe electrons, which rapidly (in the characteristic “electronic” times) restores 
quasi-neutrality; this process in the diffusion case has been analysed in §25. 

The passage from the electrodynamic equation (37.2) to the condition (37.5) 
signifies not only a considerable simplification of the equations of plasma dynamics 
but also a fundamental change in their dimensionality structure: the potential ip 
appears in the transport equation and in the electron distribution only as a product 
with the charge e, and the charge does not occur at all in the condition (37.5), in 
contrast to equation (37.2). Hence, by the change 

ecp ->4>, (37.6) 

the charge e is completely eliminated from the equations, and the length parameter 
(the Debye length ae) disappears with it. 

Since the equations contain no length parameter, self-similar motions of the 
plasma are possible. These occur when length parameters are also absent from the 
initial and boundary conditions, in which case all functions can depend on the 
coordinates and time only in the combination rIt. For instance, let the plasma 
initially be confined to the half-space x<0. At time t=0, the constraint is 
removed, and the plasma begins to expand into a vacuum. The electrons begin to 
move first, so that the electron density forms a transition layer near the boundary, 
with characteristic width ~ae. After a time ti>aJvTe, the electron motion is 
damped and the electron density follows the potential adiabatically in accordance 
with the Boltzmann formula. The variation of all quantities is then governed by the 
motion of the ions. Consequently, in a time t2>aJvTi >ajvfe, the boundary is 
spread over distances large compared with «... The plasma becomes quasi-neutral, 
and the motion is self-similar.t 

We can write down the dynamical equations for a quasi-neutral plasma in an 
expanded form, taking the particular case in which the electron density everywhere 
has a Boltzmann distribution: 

Nc = N0e'w7'; (37.7) 

as shown in §36, this distribution is not affected by a slowly varying field, if the 
field has no potential wells. From (37.7) and (37.5), the potential can be expressed 
directly in terms of the ion distribution function: 

>l> = T, log(zN,/No) 

= T, log[(z/N„) |/, d3p]- (37.8) 

Substituting this expression in the transport equation for ions (with self-consistent 
field E = — V<p), we obtain 

<37-9’ 

tFor further details see A. V. Gurevich, L. V. Parifskaya and L. P. Pitaevskii, Soviet Physics JETP 
22,449, 1966. 
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Although this equation is non-linear, its solutions are independent of the mean 
plasma density: if /,(t, r) is a solution, so is C/j, with any constant factor C. 

§38. Fluid theory for a two-temperature plasma 

The theoretical treatment is particularly simple for a two-temperature plasma 
with 

T. > T|. (38.1) 

We have already seen in §33 that in this case undamped ion-sound waves can 
propagate in the plasma, with speed This speed is characteristic of the 
propagation of perturbations in plasmas. Since it is large in comparison with the 
thermal speeds of the ions, by (38.1), the thermal spread of the ion speeds can be 
neglected in most problems of plasma motion. The motion of the ion component of 
the plasma is then described in the one-fluid approximation by a velocity v = Vj, 
which is a specified function of position in space (and of the time), and satisfies 
the equation 

Mcl\ldt = ezE. 

or 

0 v/dt + (v. V)v = (ez/Af )E. (38.2) 

This is to be combined with the equation of continuit> 

dNJdt + div(N,v) = 0 (38.3) 

and Poisson’s equation, which determines the electric field potential <p (and hence 
the field E = —V<p): 

A<p = -47re(zN,-N,). (38.4) 

The electron distribution follows adiabatically the field distribution in plasma 
motions with speeds rS(TJM)'B^ i>t>. As we have seen in §36, the specific 
expression for the electron density Nc then depends considerably on the nature of 
the field. For a field without potential wells, it is given simply by the Boltzmann 
formula (37.7), so that (38.4) becomes 

Acp = -47reNo(zN,/No- ef; ''). (38.5) 

Equations (38.2), (38.3) and (38.5) form a complete set of equations for the 
functions v, N and <p. They can be further simplified for a quasi-neutral plasma: in 
this case, (37.8) gives 

eip = Te log(zNJK), eE = -(T.:/N,)VN„ (38.6) 
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and (38.2) may be rewritten as 
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3v 
dt ' 

(v.V)v = 
zT, VNj 
M Nt’ 

(38.7) 

The equations (38.3) and (38.7) are formally identical with the mechanical equations 
for an isothermal ideal gas having particle mass M and temperature zTr. The speed 
of sound in such a gas is (zTjM),n, in accordance with the expression (33.5) for the 
speed of ion-sound waves. In this approximation, there is no dispersion of the 
waves. 

The above analogy with fluid mechanics needs a considerable reservation. The 
equations of fluid mechanics have by no means always solutions continuous 
throughout space. The absence of a continuous solution in ordinary fluid mechanics 
signifies the formation of shock waves, i.e. surfaces on which the physical quan¬ 
tities are discontinuous. In collisionless fluid mechanics, there are no shock waves, 
since these are essentially due to energy dissipation, which in this case does not 
occur. The absence of continuous solutions then implies that the assumption of a 
quasi-neutral plasma is violated in some region of space. In such regions (con¬ 
ventionally called collisionless shock wares), the dependence of the physical 
quantities on the coordinates and the time is oscillatory, and the characteristic 
wavelength of these oscillations is determined not only by the characteristic 
dimensions of the problem but also by an intrinsic property of the plasma, namely 
its Debye radius (R, Z, Sagdeev I964).t 

Let us now return to the more general equations (38.2)—(38.4), which do not 
assume a quasi-neutral plasma. An important property of these equations is that 
they have one-dimensional solutions, in which all quantities depend on the vari¬ 
ables t and x only in the combination £ = x — ut with constant u. Such solutions 
describe waves propagating with speed u and without change of profile. If we 
change to a frame of reference moving with speed it relative to the original frame, 
the plasma motion becomes stationary. The most interesting solutions of this type 
are those periodic in space and those which decrease at infinity in both directions; 
the latter are known as solitary waves or solitons (A, A. Vedenov, E. P. Velikhov 
and R. Z. Sagdeev 1961), 

If differentiation with respect to £ is denoted by a prime, we have from (38.2) and 
(38.3) 

(n - u)v' = -(elM)ip', (Nfl)' - uN'i = 0; 

for simplicity, we take z = 1. 
Integrating these equations with the boundary conditions ip = 0, v = 0, N = N0 as 

f -* °°, we find 

(elM)<p=l2u2-k't-v)\ (38.8) 

Nj = N0ul(u -v) = N0ul[u2 - 2e<plM}'12. (38.9) 

tSuch structures have been given for several particular cases by A. V. Gurevich and L. P. Pitaevskii, 
Sonia Physics JETP 38, 291, 1974. 
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Equation (38.4) gives <p" = -4ire(Nj - Ne) or, after multiplication by 2<p' and in¬ 
tegration, 

<p'2 — —8rre [Ni((p) - Ne((p)]d<p. (38.10) 

The function N,(<p) is taken from (38.9), and Ne(<p) is given by the formulae in §36. 
In the wave considered, we everywhere have <p>0, as is seen from (38.8). The 
potential energy of an electron in such a field is U = -etp <0, i.e. the field forms a 
potential well for electrons. 

Equation (38.10) reduces to quadratures the problem of determining the wave 
profile <p(6). The speed u is directly related to the wave amplitude, i.e. the maximum 
value of <p(£), which we denote by <pm. When <p = <pm, we must have <p' = 0. 
Equating to zero the integral on the right of (38.10) (and carrying out the integration 
of the first term), we obtain 

<3fu" 

which in principle determines u as a function of <pm. Elere it is evident that we must 
have 

2e<pJMu2 < 1. (38.12) 

This condition in general places an upper limit on the possible values of the wave 
amplitude and therefore of the speed u. 

For collisions to be entirely negligible, it is necessary that the field frequency to be 
large in comparison with the characteristic collision frequencies of both electrons 
(vc) and ions (v,). Since vt ~ (M/m)172^ > v, (see §43), a situation can occur in 
which ve^w^> r,. The collisions then again have no effect on the motion of the 
ions, but the electrons may be regarded as having a Boltzmann distribution even 
when there are potential wells present. 

PROBLEM 

Determine the profile and speed of a weak solitary wave (e<p,JT, 
distributed according to (36.11) (A. V. Gurevich, 1967). 

Sot t rtON. In (36.11), all terms must be retained, since the formatioi 
the final non-iine.tr term there. A calculation with (38.11) gives 

I) in a plasma 

of the solitary w. 

The wave profile is found by integrate (38.10): 

electrons 

§39. Solitons in a weakly dispersing medium 

The existence (in a medium without dissipation) of non-linear waves with a 
stationary profile is closely related to the presence of dispersion. In a non¬ 
dispersing medium, the wave cannot be stationary if non-linearity is taken into 
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account; the rate of propagation of various points on the profile is dependent on the 
amplitude at those points, which causes a distortion of the profile. For example, in 
the dynamics of an ideal compressible fluid, non-linear effects cause a gradual 
increase in the slope of the forward edge of the wave; see FM, §94. The dispersion, 
for its part, causes a gradual smoothing-out of the profile, and the two effects may 
cancel out, leaving a stationary profile. 

In this section, the phenomena concerned will be investigated in a general form 
for a fairly wide class of cases of wave propagation in a non-dissipative weakly 
dispersive medium, including weak non-linearity. 

Let Ho be the rate of wave propagation in the linear approximation, when 
dispersion is neglected. In this approximation, for a one-dimensional wave pro¬ 
pagating in one direction parallel to the x-axis, all quantities depend on x and t only 
in the combination f = x — u0t. This property can be expressed in differential form 

dbldt + ii0dbldx = 0, 

where b denotes any of the quantities oscillating in the wave. 
A constant speed h0 corresponds to a wave dispersion relation to = nuk. In a 

dispersive medium, this relation is just the first term in the expansion of the 
function co(k) in powers of the small quantity k. Including the next term, we havet 

to = n0k- /3k3, (39.1) 

where /3 is a constant that may in principle be either positive or negative. 
The differential equation which describes (in the linear approximation) the 

propagation, in one direction, of a wave in a medium with such a dispersion is 

3b 
dt 

3b 
dx 

d3b 
dx3 

= 0, 

since this gives (39.1) for a wave in which b °t exp(-itot + ikx). 
Lastly, the inclusion of non-linearity causes terms of higher order in b to appear 

in the equation. These terms must certainly satisfy the condition of vanishing for a 
constant b (independent of x), corresponding simply to a homogeneous medium. 
Considering only the term containing the derivative of lowest order (k is small), we 
write the equation of propagation of a slightly non-linear wave as 

3b 
dt 

lioT~ + P + ab — = 0, (39.2) 

where a is a constant parameter which again may in principle have either sign.t 

be expanded in odd powers of k 
tial set of physical equations of i 
The imaginary unit i occurs only 
to exp( i<:{ l ikx). The dispersion relal 
a function of ik with real coefficients; th 

; of ik. In the general case of a diss 
tpment made then refers to the expan 

dll, for the same reasons, cont; 

Jllows from a consideration of quantities 

trough the substitution in these equations 
relation resulting from this substitution 

ts; the expansion of such a function must 
a>(k) is complex: 
part to'(k) of the n of the r 

rs of k. 

not at all universal. For example, the slight non-linearity in wave propagation in 
from the last term in the electron distribution (36.11) (used in §38. Problem) would 
* Vb db/dx in an equation such as (39.2). 

t this form of slight non-linearity is 
propagation in plasmas that results 

-'spend to a term 
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To simplify this equation, we replace x with a new variable £ and b with a new 
unknown function a, defined by 

This gives 

= ab. 

da 

dt 

(39.3) 

(39.4) 

the Korteweg-de Vries equation.t We shall take first of all the particular case 
where /3 >0. 

We shall be interested in solutions which describe waves with a stationary 
profile. In such solutions, the function ait, £) depends only on the difference £ - v0t 
with some constant v0: 

a = a (£— vut), (39.5) 

and the wave propagation speed is 

H = «o+t’0. (39.6) 

Substituting (39.5) in (39.4) and denoting differentiation with respect to £ by a 
prime, we obtain the equation 

/3a"'+aa' - v0a' = 0. (39.7) 

This is invariant under the change 

a-> a + V, v0 -> i'o + V (39.8) 

with any constant V. 

The first integral of equation (39.7) is 

/3a" + ja2- v0a ='c,. 

Multiplication by 2a' and another integration gives 

/3a'2 = —3a3 + t’0a2 + c,a + c:. (39.9) 

Instead of the three constants v0, c,, c2 it is convenient to use the three roots of the 
cubic on the right of (39.9). If these are denoted by a,, a2, a3, then 

Pa'2 = —y(a - a,)(a - ajfa - a3). (39.10) 

The constant v0 is related to the new constants by 

uo = i(ai + a2+ a,). (39.11) 

+It was derived by D. J. Korteweg and G. de Vries (1895) for waves on the surface of shallow water. 
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We shall be concerned only with solutions of (39.10) such that |a(£)| is bounded; 
an unlimited increase of |a| would contradict the assumption of slight non-linearity. 
It is easy to see that this condition is not satisfied if the roots a,, a2, a, are not all 
real. For, let ai and a2 (=a?) be complex; then the right-hand side of (39.10) 
becomes \\a - ai|2(a3- a) and there is nothing to prevent a from tending to 

Thus the constants a,, a2, a3 must be real; let them be ordered so that 
ai> a2> flj. Since the expression on the right of (39.10) must be positive, the 
function «(£) can vary only in the range a, > a 3= a2. We can put a, = 0 without loss 
of generality; this may always be achieved by a transformation of the type (39.8). 
With this choice, we rewrite (39.10) as 

/3a’2H(a.-<0(u-a2)a. (39.12) 

The nature of the solution depends on whether a2 is zero. If «. = 0, a,>0, 
integration gives 

fl(f)= o,cosh-2(ifV(fl./3|3)); (39.13) 

the zero of £ is taken at the maximum of the function. (Here and henceforward, to 
simplify the notation, we write the wave profile as a function of £ = x at some 
given instant t =0.) This solution describes a solitary wave, or soliton: as 
the function a(£) vanishes, together with its derivatives. The constant a, gives the 
soliton amplitude, and the width decreases as ai-1'2 with increasing amplitude. 
According to (39.11), t’0 = tai, and the speed of the soliton is therefore 

u = u0 + ja,. (39.14) 

This exceeds u0, and increases with the amplitude. 
The non-linearity, it will be remembered, is assumed slight for processes des¬ 

cribed by the Korteweg-de Vries equation. The condition has an obvious meaning: 
for example, if a is the change in the density of the medium, this change must be 
small in comparison with the unperturbed density. At the same time, the degree of 
non-linearity of these processes is expressed by a further dimensionless parameter 
L(ai//3)in, where L is a characteristic length and Oi the amplitude of the 
perturbation. This parameter defines the relative importance of non-linearity and 
dispersion, and may be either small (if dispersion predominates) or large (if 
non-linearity predominates). For a soliton, whose width L ~ (plat)'12, the parameter 
is of the order of unity. 

Let us now take the case where a2^0. The solution of (39.12) then describes a 
wave of infinite extent, periodic in space. Integration of the equation gives 

f= V(3<3) da 6 J0 [a(a,-a)(a-a2)f2 

= (12(3/a,)mF(s, tp), (39.15) 

where F(s, tp) is an elliptic integral of the first kind: 

(39.16) 
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witht 

sin<p=Vff^’ s=V(i_3; (39-i7) 

the zero of £ is taken at one of the maxima of the function a(£). 
Inverting the formula (39.15) by means of the Jacobi elliptic function, we have 

a = a, dn2(V(ai/12/3)£, s). (39.18) 

This is a periodic function, whose period (wavelength) in the coordinate x is 

A =4V(3/3/a,)F(W,s) = 4\/(3/3/a,)K(s), (39.19) 

where K(s) is a complete elliptic integral of the first kind. The mean value over a 
period of (39.18) is 

“ =^r a(°d* = a'EW/KW’ (39.20) 

where E(s) is a complete elliptic integral of the second kind. It is natural to 
consider a periodic wave in which the mean value of the oscillating quantity is 
zero. This may always be achieved by means of the transformation (39.8), subtrac¬ 
ting the quantity (39.20) from the function (39.18). The wave propagation speed is 
then 

u = uu+[l3(a, + «:) - a,E(s)/K(s)]. (39.21) 

Small oscillation amplitudes a, - a, correspond to parameter values s <? 1. Using 
the approximation 

dn(z, s) ~ 1 — |s2 + is2 cos 2z, s^l, 

we find that the solution (39.18) becomes in this case, as it should, the harmonic 
wave 

a =r(a, + a:)+5(a,-a2)cosfcx, k = V(a,/3/3). 

The speed (39.21) becomes u = iio-jai = u0-fik2 in accordance with (39.1). 
The opposite limiting case of large amplitudes (in the wave model under 

consideration) corresponds to fl2->0 and s-»l. With the limiting expression 

K(s)-|log[16/(l-s2)], s2^l, 

we find that in this limit the wavelength increases logarithmically: 

A = V(12/3/a,) log(16a,/a2). 

tThe parameter of the elliptic integral is denoted b> s instead of the usual k, in order 
confusion with the wave number. 

(39.22) 
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Thus the successive antinodes of the wave move further apart. The wave profile 
near each antinode is obtained from (39.18) by taking the limit of dn z for s = 1, 
which is valid for finite z: dn z = 1/cosh z. The result is again (39.13). In the limit 
s-»l, therefore, a periodic wave separates into a sequence of widely spaced 
solitons. 

So far we have assumed that /3 >0. The case where /3 <0 does not need special 
consideration, since a change in the sign of /3 in (39.4) is equivalent to the change 
£->-£, a->-a. Since this converts the argument £-v0t in (39.5) into v„t, the 
wave propagation speed becomes u = u0—v0. For instance, the above results for 
the soliton are altered only in that the function a(£) becomes negative, and the 
speed of the soliton u < u0. 

The Korteweg-de Vries equation has certain specific properties which lead to a 
number of general theorems. These are based on the formal relation between the 
equation and the eigenvalue problem for an equation of the Schrodinger type (C. S. 
Gardner, J. M. Greene, M. D. Kruskal and R. M. Miura, 1967). 

Let us consider the equation 

H + [^u(Lf) + 6]^ = 0, (39.23) 

again taking the particular case /3 > 0. This has the form of Schrodinger’s equation 
with -a(t, £) as the potential energy depending on t as a parameter. Let a(t, £) be 
positive in some range of £, and tend to zero as £->±“. Then the equation (39.23) 
has eigenvalues e corresponding to a finite motion in the potential well -o(f, £); 
since a depends on t, these eigenvalues will in general also depend on t. We shall show 
that the eigenvalues e do not depend on t if a(£, t) satisfies the Korteweg-de Vries 
equation (39.4). 

Expressing a from (39.23) as 

a =-6/3(i//7i/' + e), 

and substituting in (39.4), we find by a direct calculation 

f'deldt = WA - i//A')', (39.24) 
where 

A(f, f) = 6/3 1 W + V - kt'); (39.25) 

here it is important that the right-hand side of (39.24) is expressed in terms of the 
derivative with respect to £ of an expression that vanishes as £->±k (the 
eigenfunctions of the discrete spectrum of (39.23) are zero at infinity). Integration 
of (39.24) with respect to £ over the whole range from —oe to cc therefore gives 

and, since this normalization integral of tp is not zero, it follows that deldt — 0. 
We shall now show that equation (39.23) has only one discrete eigenvalue for a 
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stationary “potential” a(£) in the form (39.13), corresponding to one soliton. With 
this potential, (39.23) becomes 

Hdfcr*}"-0’ <39-26’ 

t/„=a,/6/3, a = (a,/l2/3)1'2. (39.27) 

The discrete eigenvalues of (39.26) are 

e„ = -a2(s-n)2, s = ?[- 1 + V(1 + 4U0/a2)], n =0.1,2,..., 

where we must have n<s; see QM, §23, Problem 4. With the parameter values 
(39.27), s = 1, so that there is only one eigenvalue, 

e = — er ,/l 2/3. (39.28) 

If, however, a(t, £) represents an assembly of solitons at large intervals (so that 
there is no “interaction” between them), the eigenvalue spectrum of equation 
(39.23) consists of the “levels” (39.28) in each potential well, each level being 
determined by the amplitude a, of the corresponding soliton. 

Since the soliton propagation speed increases with the amplitude, a soliton of 
large amplitude will always eventually overtake one of smaller amplitude. An 
arbitrary initial assembly of solitons at large intervals, therefore, will ultimately, 
after a series of mutual “collisions”, become an assembly of solitons arranged in 
order of increasing amplitude (all perturbations described by the Korteweg-de 
Vries equation propagate in the same direction). 

The above results lead immediately to an interesting conclusion: the initial and 
final assemblies of solitons have the same total number and amplitudes, differing 
only in their order. This follows directly from the fact that each isolated soliton 
corresponds to one eigenvalue e, and the eigenvalues do not depend on the time. 

Any positive (a > 0) initial perturbation occupying a finite region of space and 
evolving in accordance with the Korteweg-de Vries equation ultimately breaks up 
into an assembly of isolated solitons whose amplitudes are independent of time. 
These amplitudes and the number of solitons can in principle be found by 
determining the spectrum of discrete eigenvalues of equation (39.23) with the initial 
distribution a(0, £) as the potential. If the initial perturbation contains also regions 
with a < 0, however, its evolution will create a wave packet which gradually 
spreads out and does not break up into solitons. 

To avoid misunderstanding, however, we should specify more precisely what is 
meant by the initial perturbation in the Korteweg-de Vries equation. An actual 
perturbation formed in the medium at some instant evolves (in a way described by 
the complete wave equation, of the second order in the time) and in general 
separates into two perturbations propagating in the positive and negative x- 
directions. The “initial” perturbation for the Korteweg-de Vries equation is to be 
taken as one of these two, immediately after the separation. 
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PROBLEM 

Determine the coefficients a and p in equation (39.2) for ion-sound waves in a plasma with Ti <s I,. 
Solution. The dispersion coefficient p is found from (33.4) by expanding in terms of the small 

quantity ft a,: 

In determining the non-linearity coefficient a, we may neglect the dispersion, i.e. consider the limiting 
case It-SO. In this limit, the plasma may always be regarded as quasi-neutral, and accordingly be 
described by the mechanical equations of an isothermal ideal gas (38.3), (38.7). Putting N, = No+ 8N, we 
can write these equations as far as the second-order terms in the small quantities fiN and v. In these 
second-order terms, we can put v = tin6N/Nn, as in the linear approximation for a wave piopdg.iting in 
the positive x-direction («u being the speed of the waves in the linear approximation). I he equations 

Differ 

»SN 
at -(v8N)=-~8N- 

Sv ii,£ S5N = «»: H5N By 
at + No ax W " Sx v ax 

ting the first equation with respect to I, the second with resf and eliminating d‘i'IStUx, 

No at V 
B8N\ 

Bx /' 

With the same accuracy, we replace the derivative B/Bl on the right, and in the 
on the left, by -Und/ilx. Lastly, cancelling the differentiation a/ax on both sides ; 
with (39.2), we have 

nee n/ai — Una/ax 
iparing the result 

§40. Permittivity of a degenerate collisionless plasma 

In calculating the permittivity of a collisionless plasma in §§29 and 31, we 
entirely neglected all quantum effects. The results thus obtained are res meted, first 
of all, as to temperature by the condition that degeneracy be absent; for electrons, 
this condition is 

T S>eF ~ ft2NeM/m, (40.1) 

where eF = pF/2m and pF is the limiting momentum of the Fermi distribution at 
T = 0, which is related to the number density of electrons by pF/3ir2fi3 = Ne. 

Moreover, the possibility of applying the classical Boltzmann equation to a 
plasma in an external field involves the imposition of certain conditions on the field 
frequency to and wave vector k. The characteristic distances (~ 1 Ik) over which the 
field varies must be large compared with the electron de Broglie wavelength ft/p, 
and the corresponding uncertainty (~ftfc) in the momentum must be small com¬ 
pared with the width (~T/D) of the region over which the electron thermal 
distribution extends. For a non-degenerate plasma, p ~ T/n ~ (ml)1'2, so that the 
two conditions coincide. For a degenerate plasma, p ~ pF, v ~ vF = pFlm, but 
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Tlv s p since T s eF. Thus in either case it is sufficient if 

fikv < T. (40.2) 

Lastly, the frequency must satisfy the condition 

fito<?eF: (40.3) 

the field energy quantum must be small in comparison with the mean electron 
energy (but this condition is usually unimportant). 

Let us now consider the dielectric properties of the plasma without imposing the 
conditions (40.1)-(40.3) on the electron component; the ion component may remain 
non-degenerate. We shall calculate the electronic part of the permittivity. The 
condition for the interaction of the plasma particles to be negligible will again be 
assumed satisfied: 

e2Nem<i; (40.4) 

when e~eF, this becomes N,1'3>me2lh2, or e2ltivF < 1 (cf. SP 1, §80; SP 2, §85). 
The abandonment of the condition (40.2) means that the quantum-mechanical 

equation for the density matrix must be applied from the start. Since the interaction 
between electrons is neglected, we can immediately write a closed equation for the 
one-particle density matrix p„,„,(t, ri,r2) (where cri and cr2 are the spin indices). We 
shall assume that the electron distribution is independent of the spin, i.e. the 
dependence of the density matrix on the spin indices is separated as a factor 6„,„2, 
which will be omitted. The spin-independent density matrix p(t, r,, r2) satisfies the 
equation 

itldpldt = (Hi - H$)p, (40.5) 

where H is the electron Hamiltonian in the external field, and the suffixes 1 and 2 
indicate the variable (r, or r2) on which the operator acts (see QM, § 14). This 
equation replaces the classical Liouville’s theorem df/dt = 0 for the classical 
one-particle distribution function. 

As in §29, we shall calculate the longitudinal permittivity. Accordingly, we 
consider an electric field with a scalar potential <p(t, r), and the electron Hamil¬ 
tonian thus becomes 

H = — (ft2/2m)A - e<p(t, r). (40.6) 

Assuming the field to be weak, we put 

P = Po(r, - r2) + 6p(t, r,, r2), (40.7) 

where p0 is the density matrix of the unperturbed stationary and homogeneous (but 
not necessarily equilibrium) state of the gas; the homogeneity implies that p0 
depends only on the difference R = r, -r2. The density matrix p0(R) is related to the 
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(unperturbed) electron momentum distribution function n0(p) by 

n0(p) = N, Jpo(R)e~,p'Rrt d3x, (40.8) 

where JVC is the total number of electrons; see SP 2 (7.20). The function n(p) is 
defined as the occupation numbers of quantum states of electrons with definite 
values of the momentum and the spin component. The number of states in an 
element d3p of momentum space and with either value of the spin component is 
2 d3p/(2irfi)3- Hence n(p) is related to the distribution function /(p) used previously 

by 

/(p) = 2n(p)/(2irfi)3. (40.9) 

Substituting (40.7) in (40.8) and omitting terms of the second order of smallness, 
we obtain a linear equation for the small correction to the density matrix: 

[a dt + £(Al~ A2)]Sp(<’r" r2) = ~e[(p(t’r,)“ <P(t’ ri)]P°ir'~ r2)’ (40’10) 

Lett 

cpO, r) = <P„kei(k-r (40.11) 

Then the dependence of the solution of (40.10) on the sum r, + r2 (and on the time) 
can be separated by putting 

Sp = exp[ik . *(r, + r2) - icot]g„k(r, - r2). (40.12) 

Substituting this expression in (40.10), we obtain an equation for g^(R): 

[firo +(V + Jik)2-^ (V - 2'k)2]gvk(R) = - e^k(eik R2- eik‘R2)po(R). 

We can now apply a Fourier expansion with respect to R. Multiplying both sides 
by exp(-ip .R/fi) and integrating over d3x, and using (40.8), we obtain 

[fico - e(p + jhk) + e(p - 2fik)]guk(p) = - {e<pwJXe)[nn{p - \iik) - mip + i^k)], 

where e(p) = p2/2»n, or equivalently 

g^k(p) = (etp^hJfe) [no(p + rfik) - n0(p - ?ftk)]/(to - k . v). (40.13) 

tThe Hamiltonian (40.6) must be Hermitian, and so the function ip in it (and consequently in (40.10) 
also) is real. But, having written down equation (40.10), which is linear, we can solve it for each of the 
complex monochromatic field components separately. 
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The value of the density matrix at r, = r2 = r determines the number density of 
particles in the system: N = 2Np(t.r,r)\ see SP 2 (7.19). Hence the change in the 
electron density due to the field is 

Me = 2Jfc8p(t, r, r) = 2„.S>'<k'r “"g(jk(R = 0), 

or, expressing g,„k(R= 0) in Fourier components, 

SNe = 2,Vtei(k | gu(p) d3p/(2irfi)3. (40.14) 

The corresponding change in the charge density is -eSN,. 
The permittivity is now calculated as in §29: starting from the relation between 

the charge density and the dielectric polarization vector (~e8Nt = - div P = 
-ik ■ P), we write 

e8Ne = i(e, - 1)E . k/4ir 

= k2(e, - l)(p^/4ir. 

We thus arrive at the following formula for the electronic part of the longitudinal 
permittivity of a plasma having an electron distribution function n(p) (the suffix 0 
being now omitted); 

,40,5, 

(Yu. L. Klimontovich and V. P. Silin, 1952); the pole in the integral is, as usual, 
avoided in the manner specified by the Landau rule. 

In the quasi-classical case, when the conditions (40.2) and (40.3) are satisfied, the 
functions n(p±5fik) can be expanded in powers of k. Then 

n(p + 5ftk) — n(p -2ftk)~ fik . 0n(p)/0p, 

and (40.15) becomes the previous formula (29.9) when the relation (40.9) is taken 
into account. It must be emphasized, however, that the distribution n(p) in (40.15) 
may relate to a degenerate plasma. 

Let us apply this formula to a completely degenerate electron plasma at T = 0, 
with n(p) = l for p < pF and n(p) = 0 for p > pF. Changing the variable of in¬ 
tegration in each term in (40.15) by p±5ftk->p, we obtain 

where co± ^ 
the result 

_ 4ire2 f f 1 11 2<Pp 
€' 1FJp<pf W-k.v + i0 to. — k. v + iO j (2irfi)3’ 

: to ± tik2l2m. An elementary though fairly laborious integration leads to 

J’fc)_1=^7{1~g(t0+)+g(t0)}’ 

rn(to2 — fc2t’F2). w + kvF 
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the logarithm is to be taken as log |u| — iir if its argument u <0. The “plasma 
frequency” is again defined as Ple = (4irAke2/™)1'2. 

In the quasi-classical limit hk <pF, tuo -^eF.t formula (40.16) leads to a simple 
expression that does not involve ft: 

3fic2 [_ro + ki-p] f 0 for |w| > kvF, 
6‘ k2vF2 [ 2kvF 0g to-IcufJ 1 i ■ iTrPle2col2(kvFf for |toj < fcuF- 

(40.17) 

The static case is of particular interest. When to = 0, the expression (40.16) as a 
function of k has a singularity at the point where hk is equal to the diameter of the 
Fermi sphere, 

hk = 2pF; (40.18) 

at this point, the argument of one of the logarithms is zero. Near it, 

6/(0, k)— 1 =(e’/2irfi6F)[l - f log(l/|£|)], (40.19) 

e = (hk-2pF)l2pF, If|<e I- 

We shall show that the presence of this singularity (called the Kohn singularity) 
leads to a change in the nature of the screening of the field of charges in the 
plasma, which ceases to be exponential.! 

We write (40.19) in the form 

6,(0, k) — ft — ai; log(l/|£|), (40.20) 

where a = e2l2TrhvF, and the constant /3 may include the non-singular contribution 
from the non-degenerate ionic component of the plasma. 

The Fourier component of the field due to a small point charge e, at rest in the 
plasma is expressed in terms of the permittivity by 

<pk = 4ire,/k2e,(0, k); (40.21) 

see §31, Problem 1. For the potential tp(r) as a function of the distance from the 
charge e,, we have 

= J <Pkeik-r d3k/(2ir)3 

= ~rr im J <pke,krk dk. (40.22) 

tAt T = 0, these conditions are sufficient, since the limiting value of t, as hkiilti >0 and /-->() is 
independent of the order of passage to the limits. The relation between hkvF and T is therefore 
unimportant. 

tThe physical consequences of the singularity which results when the condition (40.18) is satisfied 
were noted by W. Kohn (1959). 
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As k->0, ip(k) tends to a constant and has no singularity. Hence the asymptotic 
form of the integral in (40.22) as is determined by the singularity of this 
function at fife = 2pF. Near that point, 

<P k = 
:ltrfi2 

P Pf 

The contribution from this region to the asymptotic value of the integral is 

<p(r) *= (2e,a/ir/32r) im(e2l,’fr,tJ), 

because of the rapid convergence (see below), the integration with respect to £ can 
be taken from -<» to =. 

To calculate the integral J, we divide it into two parts, from -» to 0 and from 0 
to *, ;!nd in each part we turn the contour of integration in the complex £-plane 
until it lies along the positive imaginary axis. Then, putting £ = iy, we obtain 

J = j e [log 4^- log y dy. 

The difference in the brackets is just in, so that J = in{1il2pFr)2. The final result is 

^r^eg^cosl^lh (40.23) 

Thus the potential of the screened field far from the charge oscillates with an 
amplitude that decreases according to a power law. This result, derived for a 
degenerate plasma with T = 0, remains valid for low temperatures at distances 
r <s hvrIT. 

PROBLEM 

Determine the spectrum of electron oscillations of a degenerate ] 
range of values of k. 

Solution. The function to(k) is given by ci(to, k) = 0, with o fr 
is found that kit/<o c I: expanding tt(w, k) in powers of this ratio. 

sma at T = 0 in the quasi-classical 

i (40.17). For small k it 
find 

(I) 

(A. A. Vlasov 1938).+ This part of the spectrum corresponds to ordinary plasma oscillations: cf. (32.5). 
For large k (kvF D„ but still ftk Pf), we find that to ~ ki f . Solving the equation t, = 0 by successive 

approximation, we find 

to = faiF[I +2exp(-2f!TF!/3a2-2)] 

tThe condition hil, «tr for the frequency fi, to be quasi-classical in a degenerate plasma is the 
as the condition (40.4) for an ideal plasma. 

(2) 
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(I. I. Gol'dman, 1947). This part of the spectrum is analogous to zero sound in an uncharged Fermi gas; 
cf. SP 2 (4.16). 

Figure 12 shows diagrammatically the form of the spectrum. We have everywhere wlk> vF: since 
T = 0, there are no particles with v > vr, and the Landau damping is exactly zero. 



CHAPTER IV 

COLLISIONS IN PLASMAS 

§41. The Landau Collision Integral 

The study of the properties of plasmas, with collisions between particles taken into 
account, must start with the derivation of the transport equation for the electron 
and ion distribution functions. 

The specific feature of this case is the slow decrease of the Coulomb interaction 
forces between charged particles. If the Boltzmann collision integral is used as it 
stands, the result is that the integrals diverge for large distances between the 
colliding particles. This means that distant encounters are important. At large 
distances, the particles are deflected with only a slight change in their rqpmenta. 
The collision integral can consequently be put in a form similar to that which it has 
in the Fokker-Planck equation. In contrast to this, however, the collision integral is 
no longer linear in the required distribution functions. But the relative smallness of 
the changes of momentum in collisions certainly means that the process described 
by the collision integral may be treated as diffusion in momentum space. Accord¬ 
ingly, it may be written as 

C(/) = -divps s- dsjdpa, 

where s is the particle flux in momentum space. The problem is to express this flux 
in terms of the distribution functions. 

We write as 

«7(p)/'(p') <I3qcI3p' 

the number of collisions occurring per unit time between a particle with momen¬ 
tum p and particles with momentum p' in the range d'p'; in a collision, p and p' 
become respectively p + q and p' — q. The conservation of momentum in collisions 
has been taken into account here. The arguments t and r of the distribution 
functions are omitted, for brevity. The particles p and p' may be of the same or 
different types (electrons, ions). We shall take w to be expressed as a function of 
half the sum of the momenta of each particle before and after the collision, and of 
the momentum transfer q: 

“'(p + k. p'-h;q): 

it depends, of course, also on the types of particle involved. By virtue of the 

168 
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principle of detailed balancing (2.8), the function w is symmetrical with regard to 
the interchange of the initial and final particles: 

«'(p + 2q.p'-h:q) = w(p + 5q.p'-h;-q)- (4i.i) 

The function vv contains a delta-function factor which expresses the conservation 
of energy in collisions (the conservation of momentum has already been taken into 
account). 

Let us consider a unit area at some point p in momentum space (of particles of a 
given kind), perpendicular to the p„-axis. By definition, the flux component sa is the 
excess of particles (of that kind) crossing this area from left to right per unit time 
ovdr those crossing it from right to left. The movement in momentum space is due 
to collisions. If a particle receives in a collision an a-component of momentum 
equal to q„ (> 0), the result of such collisions will be for those particles to cross the 
area from left to right whose values of this component before the collision were 
from p„ - q„ to p„. Hence the total number of particles crossing the area from left 
to right is 

Zj ,0J39 J w(p+lq,p'-5q;q)/(p)/'(pVP,,- 

The summation is taken over all types of particle to which the primed quantities 
refer (including, of course, the given type to which the unprimed quantities refer). 
Similarly, the number of particles crossing that area from right to left may be 
written 

21 d’qjdyj w(p + 5q. p'- h; ~ q)/(p + q)/'(p'~ q) ^P«- 

Because of (41.1), the functions w in the two integrals are the same. The 
difference of these integrals therefore has in the integrand the difference 

/(p)/'(p')-/(p + q)/'(p'-q')- 

We now use the fact that the momentum transfer q is small (more precisely, that 
the values of q important in the integrals are small in comparison with p and p'). 
Expanding the above difference in powers of q, we find as far as the first-order 
terms 

We can then, to the same accuracy, put in the integrands 

w(p+!q, p' - jq; q) w(p. p'; q)- 

The integration over dpa, which covers the short range from p„ - q„ to p.„ may be 
replaced by a simple multiplication by the length q„ of this range. The result is 

s°=2 Ld3q /iv(p> p,; q)[/(p) /,(p,) Wq°qp dV- 
(41.2) 
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Because of (41.1), vv(p, p';q) is an even function of q, and therefore so is the 
whole integrand in (41.2). This enables us to replace the integral over the half-space 
q„ >0 by half the integral over the whole of q-space. 

In rewriting (41.2) we also express vv in terms of the collision cross-section by 

As already explained in connection with the form (3.9) for the collision integral, we 
can then suppose that the number of independent integrations has already been 
decreased by using the law of conservation of energy. Thus the momentum flux in 
the momentum space of particles of each type is 

Bap ~ * f £MpIv — v'| dcr. (41.4) 

It remains to calculate the quantities B„p for collisions of particles with Coulomb 
interaction. 

For a deviation through a small angle, the change q in the momentum of the 
colliding particles is perpendicular to their relative velocity v —v'. The tensor Ba/3 
also is therefore transverse to this vector: 

Bap(vp — vp) — 0. (41.5) 

It may be noted at once that this automatically ensures the vanishing of the fluxes 
(41.3) for an equilibrium distribution of all the particles. With Maxwellian dis¬ 
tributions / and /' (having the same temperature T), the integrand in (41.3) 
becomes 

(ff'ITXvk-Vfi)Bap = 0. 

The vector v —v' is also the only vector on which the tensor B„p can depend. 
Such a tensor, transverse to v - v', must have the form 

where the scalar 

B = Bm = 51 q2|v - v'| do. 

Let * be the angle of deviation of the relative velocity (in the centre-of-mass 
system of the two particles). For small values of this angle, the momentum change 
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has magnitude q = p.|v-v'|x, where ju, is the reduced mass of the particles Hence 

where 

= iiLL2|v - v'P J X2 do = ju,2|v - v'|V,, 

T, = J (1 - COS X)d<T~ijX2 dor 

is the transport cross-section. The differential cross-section for small-angle scatter¬ 
ing in a Coulomb field is given by the Rutherford formula 

. 4(ee')2 do 8rr(ee')2 dX 
a ~ p.2(v - v')V p.2(v - v')4 X3 ’ 

(41.6) 

where e and i 
cross-section is 

are the charges on the colliding particles. Hence the transport 

a 4rr(ee')2 
' p,2(v — v')4 ’ L = j dxlX. (41.7) 

The value of B0/3 is consequently 

r, 2ir(ee')2 . L (va - n')(nB - «b)‘ 
0/3 _ "F^r Ll> —(v-vy (41.8) 

The integral L is logarithmically divergent. The divergence at the lower limit has 
a physical cause—the slowness of the decrease of the Coulomb forces, which leads 
to a high probability of small-angle scattering. In reality, however, in an electrically 
neutral plasma the Coulomb field of a particle at sufficiently large distances is 
screened by other charges; let denote the order of magnitude of the smallest 
angles for which the scattering can still be regarded as Coulomb scattering. The 
divergence at the upper limit arises simply because all formulae have been written 
on the assumption of small angles, and cease to be valid when x~l- Since a 
logarithm of a large argument is fairly insensitive to small changes in that 
argument, we can take the limits of integration from estimates of their orders of 
magnitude, writing 

L = l0g(l/Xmin)- (41.9) 

This quantity is called the Coulomb logarithm. It must be stressed at once that such 
a method of determining it restricts the whole discussion to what is called 
logarithmic accuracy, which neglects quantities small compared not only with the 
large quantity 1 lXn)-m but also with its logarithm. 

A practical estimate of ^mm depends on whether the scattering of particles is to 
be described in classical or quantum-mechanical terms; the expression (41.8) itself 
is valid in either case, since purely Coulomb scattering is described by the 
Rutherford formula in both classical and quantum mechanics.! 

tin the quantum case, the exchange effect has to be taken into account in the scattering of like particles 
(electrons). This'effect does not, however, alter the limiting form (41.6) of the cross-section at small angles. 
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The Coulomb field of a particle in a plasma is screened at distances of the order 
of the Debye length a. In the classical case, ymin is defined as the scattering angle 
for a passage at impact parameter ~ a. The corresponding momentum change 
q ~ \ee'\lavlel, the product of the force ~\ee'\la2 and the transit time ~ a/ 
Dividing q by the momentum ~ju,tr<;1, we have Xmin~ \ee'\la/jivld- The condition for 
classical scattering is |ee'|/fit;rclS> 1; see QM, § 127. Thus we have 

L = logfaju-Cii/lee'l) with \ee'\ltivrtl> 1. (41.10) 

In the opposite limiting case \ee'\lhv,cl<S 1, the scattering must be treated quan- 
tum-mechanically, using the Born approximation. The scattering cross-section in 
this case is expressed in terms of the Fourier component of the scattering potential 
with wave vector q/fi. The contribution to this component from the screening 
charge “cloud” (with dimensions ~ a) becomes small when qn/fi s 1; this is then 
the condition for purely Coulomb scattering. The angle is therefore found from 
the condition 

<lmin na/fl ~ fJLVXmmUlh ~ 1. 

In this then. 

L = log(ju,ai-„i/ft) with \ee'\lhv,cl <S 1. (41.11) 

When \ee'\ ~tiviel, the expressions (41.10) and (41.11) coincide, of course. 
Let us now write the final expression for the fluxes in momentum space by 

substituting (41.8) in (41.3): 

- s J (f $-r-jL)|y^ ~ "'r> dV- (au2» 

The corresponding transport equations are 

af + v-S + c(E + VXB/c)-|^=-dlV. (41.13) 

where e is the charge on the particles to which / relates, i.e. - e for electrons and ze 
for ions. The collision integral in the logarithmic approximation for a gas with 
Coulomb interaction between the particles was determined by L. D. Landau (1936). 

The validity of the Landau collision integral depends on the fulfilment of certain 
conditions. The characteristic lengths 1 Ik over which the distribution function 
varies significantly must be large compared with the screening radius a, and the 
characteristic times 1/to must be large compared with alvTel-, in the logarithmic 
approximation, however, it is sufficient in practice if these conditions are satisfied 

tHere, and in all analogous places below, £„i is ihe mean relative velocity |v - v'| of the two particles. If 
they are of the same type it is the mean value F; if they are of different types, it is the larger of F and F’. 
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in the weak form 

with < in place of <. 

ka < 1, to < urC|la. 

PROBLEM 

It has been shown in §34 that, after the perturbations of the electron density with wave vector k have 
been removed by Landau damping, the perturbations of the distribution function continue to oscillate as 
e-,k " (34.16). Find the damping of these oscillations by Coulomb collisions at times I 9> I/k£. 
So I uriON We seek the distribution function in the form 

/ = /„+«/, 6/ = fl(t,v)<T*.(I) 

where S/ is the perturbation of the equilibrium distribution /», and a is a slowly varying function of the 
velocity (changing appreciably only over ranges - £ »> IIkt). On substituting (I) in (41.12), we need 
retain in the integrand only the term 

- /ii(p')fl«/(p)/£p = (i7m)kt«/(p)/i)(p'); 

the remaining terms make only a small contribution, either because the integral is made small by the 
rapidly oscillating factor exp( - ik . v't) or because they do not contain the factor kt »> I/O. For the latter 
reason, too, only the exponential factor need be differentiated in the calculation of divps. The transport 
equation then gives 

0a/0t =: — kukpbapda, 

where in order of magnitude the coefficients b.,p ~ IPi/, with v the collision frequency. Hence 

o(l, v) = ou(v)exp{-Jk„kpb„ptJ}, (2) 

and so ihe damping : of the oscillations is 

Since the whole theory of Landau damping is valid only if ki- v, we have t,j I/ v. The result (2) is 
correct if the exponent in it is small compared with the exponent kvt in (I); for this to be so, we must 
have t <S(vk£) w\ In this time, the oscillations are damped by a factor exp[ - V(kilv)l 

§42. Energy transfer between electrons and ions 

The large difference between the electron mass m and the ion mass M impedes 
the transfer of energy between electrons and ions: when a heavy and a light 
particle collide, the energy of each is almost unchanged. The establishment of 
equilibrium among the electrons alone and the ions alone therefore takes place 
considerably more quickly than that between electrons and ions. This may easily 
give rise to a situation where the electron and ion components of the plasma each 
have a Maxwellian distribution but with different temperatures Te and Tf, of which 
Te is usually the greater. 

The difference between the electron and ion temperatures causes an energy 
transfer between the two components of the plasma, which may be determined as 
follows (L. D. Landau 1936). 

We shall temporarily denote by a prime the quantities pertaining to electrons, 
leaving unmarked those pertaining to ions. The change in the ion energy per unit 
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volume and unit time is given by the integral 

dEldt = | eC(J) d3p = -1 e diVpS d3p, 

or, integrating by parts, 

dEldt = | s. (deldp) d3p = | s. v d3p; (42.1) 

the integral over an infinite surface in momentum space is, as usual, zero. 
In the sums (41.3) which determine the electron and ion fluxes in momentum 

space, the only terms remaining are those which correspond to electron-ion 
collisions; the electron-electron and ion-ion terms are zero for Maxwellian dis¬ 
tributions. Substituting in these remaining terms the Maxwellian distributions with 
temperatures T' and T, we obtain for the ion flux 

From (41.5), Bapvp = Bapvp; making this change and substituting the flux in (42.1), 
we find 

f - (t-^) / / <J"P <J V. (42.2) 

Since the electrons have small masses, their mean speeds are large compared 
with those of the ions. We can therefore put v'„- va «= v'a in B„p. Then the quantities 
BaP no longer depend on the t>„, and in (42.2) we can carry out the integration over 
d3p: 

| fvavp d3p = tapn7 = 8„PNTIM. 

Thus 

dE 

dt 
NT 
M 

(42.3) 

Finally, substituting here from (41.8) B = 4ire‘>z1Llv' (where ze is the ion charge), 
and noting that for a Maxwellian distribution 

| /'d3p7i/= N'y/QmhrT'), 

we obtain 

dE 4NN'z2eW(2Trm)L _ 
W~ Mr375 (T ~T)- 

(42 4) 
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The same expression, with the opposite sign, gives the decrease in the energy of 
the electron component of the plasma, - dE'/dt■ Expressing the electron energy per 
unit volume in terms of the electron temperature by E' = 3N'T'/2 and resuming the 
use of the suffixes e and i for electron and ion quantities, we can write the 
following final expression for the rate of change of the electron temperature: 

dTe __ Te - T, e= TemM 
dt Teei ’ Td 8N;zVLe(2Trm),/2‘ 

The Coulomb logarithm here is 

= flog(aT£/ze2) for ze2lhvTe $> 1,1 
‘ llog[V(mT.)fl/ft] for ze2lhvTt<Z l.J 

(42.5) 

(42.6) 

The quantity r£i is the relaxation time for the establishment of electron-ion 
equilibrium. 

§43. Mean Free Path of Plasma Particles 

We have seen from the derivation in §41 that the transport cross-section cr, (41.7) 
serves as a collision parameter in the transport equation. It must therefore also 
occur in the definition of the mean free path. 

For electron-electron (ee) and electron-ion (ei) collisions, the reduced mass 
ju, ~m, and, since the speeds of the electrons are much greater than those of the 
ions, we have 

ju,(v<. - v,)2 — mvTe — T,.. 

Hence follows the estimate of the electron mean free path 

le~Te2l4Tre4NLc, (43.1) 

with Le from (42.6). The factors z are omitted from the estimates, it being assumed 
that z; ~ 1. The electron mean free time re (or its reciprocal, the collision frequency 
ne) is 

re ~ 1 lve~ IJvre ~ Tevlm ,,2/47re4NLf. (43.2) 

Note that 

hlae ~(l/Le)(Te/N,'V)3'2, 

and le S> ae by virtue of the condition (27.1) for the plasma to be rarefied. Accord¬ 
ingly, the collision frequency is small in comparison with the electron plasma 
frequency: 

< vTelae = £le. (43.3) 
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Similarly, the ton mean free path with regard to ion-ion collisions is 

/,• ~ T,2/4-eJNrL/, L; = log(aTJe2), (43.4) 

where Lf is the Coulomb logarithm with ion quantities in place of electron ones. 
The corresponding mean free time is 

r„ ~ llvK ~ T,’,2M,,2/47re4iVL,. (43.5) 

The cfuantity r, determines the order of magnitude of the relaxation time for the 
establishment of local thermal equilibrium of the electron component of the 
plasma, and r„ the corresponding time for the ion component. Since the frequen¬ 
cies ry, and ryf for ee and ei collisions are of the same order, r, is not the relaxation 
time for the establishment of equilibrium between the electrons and the ions; it 
describes only the rate of momentum transfer from the electrons to the ions, not 
the rate of energy exchange between them. The relaxation time for electron-ion 
equilibrium is given by the quantity r‘, determined in §42. A comparison of these 
various times shows that 

r„: V t',, ~ 1; (M/rn)1'2: (M/rn). (43.6) 

The mean free path can be used to estimate the transport coefficients of the plasma. 
To estimate the electrical conductivity cr, we use the familiar elementary “kinetic 
theory of gases” formula. The particles (carriers) with charge e and mass m, in free 
motion during a time r, acquire from the electric field E an “ordered” speed 
V ~ reE/rn. The electric current density created by this motion is j ~ eNV. The 
conductivity, which is the proportionality factor between j and E, is therefore 

cr ~ e2N~lm ~ e2NllmvT, (43.7) 

where /, m and vT are to be taken as the quantities pertaining to the lighter 
particles, i.e. the electrons. An estimate using this formula gives 

cr ~ Temle2m inLe. (43.8) 

The thermal conductivity is estimated similarly with the elementary formula 
(7.10). Electrons play the main part, and we have k ~ NelevTtct (where ct ~ 1 is the 
electronic specific heat), whence 

k ~ Te5l2le4m,l2Lt. (43.9) 

The viscosity of the plasma, unlike the electrical and thermal conductivities, is 
due mainly to the movement of the ions, since most of the momentum of the 
plasma is concentrated in the ion component. Moreover, the momentum of an ion 
is not much changed by collisions with electrons, and for this reason it is sufficient 
to consider ii collisions only. From (8.11), the viscosity is estimated as tj ~ NtMliVr,, 
whence 

tj ~MmTi5llleiLi. (43.10) 
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The calculation of the coefficients for the expressions (43.8)—(43.10) requires the 
solution of the linearized transport equation with the Landau collision integral, 
which can be done only by approximate numerical methods. As an example, in a 
hydrogen plasma (z = 1) the coefficients in the expressions for <r, k and tj are 
respectively 0.6, 0.9 and 0.4. 

§44. Lorentzian plasmas 

In calculating the electron contribution to the transport coefficients in a plasma, it is 
in general necessary to take account of both ei and ee collisions. However, if the 
ion charge is sufficiently large, ei collisions may have a predominant effect: the ee 
collision cross-section is proportional to (e2)2 and the frequency of such 
collisions is proportional also to the electron density Nr \ similarly, the frequency of 
ei collisions is proportional to (ze2fN, = e4z,Ne, so that vti S> vee if z §> 1. A plasma in 
which ee collisions may be neglected in comparison with ei collisions is called a 
Lorentzian plasma. Although this is not a very realistic case, it is interesting both 
methodologically and for possible application to other systems.t 

Since the ion speeds are small compared with the electron speeds, they may be 
neglected in the first approximation, i.e. the ions may be regarded as at rest with a 
given distribution. In the problem of the behaviour of the plasma in an external 
electric field there is a preferred direction, that of the field E. If the electron 
distribution function differs only slightly from the equilibrium form, / = /o(p) + 8/, 
the small correction 8/ is linear in the field, i.e. has the form 8/ = p • Eg(p). Under 
these conditions, the electron-ion collision integral has the same form as that of the 
collision integral in § 11 for the problem of diffusion of a light gas in a heavy gas: 

C(J) = — vei(v)8f, (44.1) 

with the speed-dependent effective collision frequency 

v„'(v) = NjMJ-1"’, (44.2) 

and crl'” the transport cross-section for scattering of electrons by ions. With this 
quantity given by (41.7), and zN; = Ne, we find 

n,i(v) = 4irze4NtLlm2v3. (44.3) 

In the rest of this section we shall write v(v) simply, omitting the suffixes ei. 
Let us now calculate the permittivity of a Lorentzian plasma in a spatially 

uniform (wave vector k = 0) but periodically varying (« e'1"1) electric field. The 
correction 8/ to the equilibrium distribution depends on the time in the same 
manner, and the transport equation for it is 

— iwSf — eE . 3/o/0p+ n(u)8/ = 0. (44.4) 

*For example, a weakly ionized gas, where ei collisions are replaced by collisions between electrons 
and neutral atoms. 
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Noting also that dfjdp = - v/0/T. we therefore have 

6/ = - (e/T)E . v/o/Mn) - ito). (44.5) 

The permittivity is found by means of the relation (29.4): - icoP = j, or 

1)E/4tr = —e | vSf d3p. (44.6) 

Substitution of (44.5) and averaging over the directions of v (with (vav0) = jS„0v2), 
we obtain 

(44.7) 

In the limit to S> n,t this gives 

. 4 77e2Ne 
1 3 m3T 

<v2p(v)>, (44.8) 

where the averaging is over the Maxwellian electron distribution. Calculating the 
mean value for n(u) as in (44.3), we obtain 

However, the range of validity of this formula also has an upper limit given by the 
general condition (41.4) for the logarithmic approximation in the collision integral 
to be applicable, to <£ vrJae = Cle (the frequency must be small in comparison with 
the electron plasma frequency).i 

Formula (44.9) has a special significance, since it is valid for any (not only large) 
values of z. When to> v, the collisions cause only small corrections, and so the ei 
and ee collisions may be treated independently. In the absence of ions, a uniform 
electric field would cause only a shift of the electrons as a whole, and collisions in 
such a system could not cause dissipation (represented by the imaginary part e" of 
the permittivity); under such conditions, the dissipation is due only to the ei 
collisions taken into account in (44.9). / 

In the opposite limiting case, when to <v, the permittivity is 

e = i. A-nolto, cr = (e2Nel3T){v2lv(v)). (44.10) 

The quantity cr in this limiting expression is the static conductivity of the plasma; 
see ECM, §58. The calculation with r(t>) from (44.3) gives 

(44.11) 

+The symbol V (without argument) means the value of i(v) for r = it. In the present case, 
= 4irzcAN,Llm ,l2'l'J2. 
$The calculation of e" for <j i” il. is discussed in §48. 
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The same result could, of course, also be reached by a direct calculation of the 
electric current density 

i-J" 
with 8/ from (44.5) (with w = 0). 

We shall also calculate the other transport coefficients for a Lorentzian plasma, 
which are related to its behaviour in a constant (to = 0) electric field and a 
temperature gradient. Let us first recall the definition of these coefficients (see 
ECM, §25). 

The conditions of thermal equilibrium require, as we know, not only the constancy 
of temperature but also that of p, + U throughout the medium, where /u, is the chemical 
potential of the particles and U their energy in the external field. In the present case, 
we are concerned with equilibrium with respect to the electrons, so that ju, is to be 
taken as their chemical potential, and U = — etp, where <p is the electric field potential. 
Accordingly, the electric current j and the dissipative energy flux q' are simultaneously 
zero only if T = constant and ju, - e<p = constant, i.e. VT = 0, Vju, + eE = 0. The 
expressions for j and q' are written as follows, satisfying the condition stated: 

E+jV/u. =^j + aVT, (44.12) 

q' = q-(<P ~ple)i = aTj-kVT. (44.13) 

Here a is the electrical conductivity of the medium, k the thermal conductivity, a the 
thermoelectric coefficient; the relation between the coefficients of VT in (44.12) and j 
in (44.13) follows from Onsager’s principle. The quantity (<p — /u,/e)j which is 
subtracted from the total energy flux is the convective energy flux.t 

To calculate the transport coefficients, we start from the transport equation 

-eE-^ + v^=-v(v)8f. (44.14) 

Substituting the equilibrium distribution in the formt 

/o = exp[(ju, — e)/T], (44.15) 

we find 

S/ = -T^j(eE + Vfi)-V + /“#S)V‘VT- (44J6) 

The thermoelectric coefficient is calculated from the coefficient in the equation 

tThe relations (44.12) and (44.13) are written with a different notation in ECM, §25. where ip and E stood 
for <p—file and E+Vp/c. That definition is permissible in the phenomenological approach, but not 
appropriate in the kinetic theory, where - cE must be the force acting on the electron. 

tThe use of the same letter e to denote both the permittivity and the electron energy imu2 is unlikely to 
cause any misunderstanding. 
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j = - atrVT with E + Vju,/e = 0. We write 

j = -e|vS/d3p 

fv(vVT>^. 

and find after the averaging over directions 

Nce /v2(h-€)\ 1 f (v2€lv{v))} 
a JPFK v(u) / cTT (tr/Hu)) J 

Calculation with n(t) from (44.3) givest 

"~(M 

(44.17) 

(44.18) 

To calculate the thermal conductivity we note that for j = 0 we must have 
E + V/jJe = qVT. Substituting this value in (44.16), with a from (44.18), gives 

Sf Tv(v) (4 t)v VT 

With this function, the calculation of the energy flux 

leads to 

and finally 

q = jveSfd3p 

Ne /u2e(4T — e)\ 
rP\ Tdr) 7 

_ 16V2 T5I7 
TT}li ze4Lm112' 

(44.19) 

(44.20) 

PROBLEM 

Find the collisional part of the damping of electron plasma waves. 
Solution. If the imaginary part of the permittivity is small, the contributions to it from Landau 

damping and from collisions are additive. Then t is given by (44.9). and equating it to zero gives w = ft, - iy, 
where the damping ratio is 

I/,, 2V(2?) ze'LN, 
y 3\/(2tt) 3 m"'T/'2' 

fl n classical statistical physics, the chemical potential contains a term of the form (T with an indefinite 
constant £ (corresponding to the indefinite addilive constant in the entropy). This in turn gives an indefinite 
constant tje in a. The indefiniteness does not, however, influence any observable effects, since such terms 
(£/c)VT cancel on the two sides of (44.12). If /0 is written in the form (44.15), this fixes the choice of the 
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The ratic 
ylil, = (V2zLI3)(e2N',''IT,)'12 <■ I 

by viriue of the condition for the plasma to be rarefied, and this justifies the (44.9). 

§45. Runaway electrons 

The rapid decrease of the Coulomb cross-section with increasing speed of the 
colliding parlicles has the result, as we shall see, that in an electric field, however 
weak, the distribution function of sufficiently fast electrons in :t plasma is highly 
distorted. 

An electron moving at the thermal speed v in an electric field E acquires during its 
mean free time a directed speed 

V ~ eEl/mv ~ eElmvNc<r,(v) ~ i'inEI4~e'LN.., 

with the cross-section tr, from (41.7). For v o(, where 

p,=(4triV^L/mE)1'2, (45.1) 

we have V ~ v, and for v > v, the mean free path and time are governed by the speed 
V. The momentum acquired by the electron in the mean free time is then 

eEl/V ~eE/VNror,(V) ~ V'm2EI4ire2LNt ~ mV(V/i,)\ 

The momentum transferred by the electron at the end of its free path is ~ m V. Hence 
we see that electrons with sufficiently high speeds will be accelerated without limit; 
these are called runaway electrons. If vc $> (TJm)112, the phenomenon will be observed 
only in the tail of the Maxwellian distribution; the electric field must then satisfy the 
condition 

E « lic = 4ire-LNJTe. (45.2) 

Under these circumstances the problem of runaway electrons may be solved as a 
stationary one. The majority of the electrons, whose distribution is Maxwellian, act as 

a large reservoir from which a small steady flux moves towards high energies.! 
It is evident, from the fact that the runaway electrons result from directed 

acceleration by the electric field, that they move chiefly at small angles 0 to the 
direction of the field. If, however, we seek to calculate only the flux of runaway 
electrons, their distribution function need not be determined completely; it is 
sufficient to find the energy distribution / averaged over angles. 

The transport equation for the electron momentum distribution in the electric field is 

|f-eE •|^- + divps = 0, (45.3) 
dt dp r 

tThe phenomenon of runaway electrons was pointed out by H. Dreicer (1958); the quantit. tive theory 
given here is due to A. V. Gurevich (I960). 
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where s is the collisional flux in momentum space. In spherical polar coordinates p, 0, <p 
in momentum space, with the polar axis along the force — eE, we have 

- eE. dfldp = eE[cos 0 dfldp - (sin 0lp)dfld0) 

„fcos0 5 . ,r. . u ,, . , 
= eE\~J~ty(-p 

The divergence of the flux is 

We average (45.3) over angles, i.e. multiply by 2tt sin 0 d0/4ir and integrate. All 
terms containing 3/30 disappear, and the factor cos 0 may in the first approximation be 
replaced by unity. We thus obtain for the averaged function / the equation 

d 
3t 

0 = 0. (45.4) 

This contains only the radial component of the flux in momentum space, which is 
related to the energy transfer in collisions. The contribution to it from ei collisions is 
evidently small in comparison with that from ee collisions. 

Since the runaway electrons are only a very small fraction of the total, in calculating 
the flux sp we need consider only their collisions with the main mass of Maxwellian 
electrons (not with one another), whose speeds are much less than those of the 
runaway electrons. Under these conditions there is no need to calculate sp afresh; we 
can write by direct analogy with (22.5) 

sP = - Tep„(u)m 'd + JL.f1 
_3p mTeJJ’ 

(45.5) 

where pre(t>) = 4Tre4NeL/m2t)3 is the frequency of Coulomb collisions between fast and 
slow electrons (cf. (44.3)).t Since the expression (45.5) refers to electrons with speeds 
v ~ we have for the Coulomb logarithm 

The quantity 

L = log(mvc2a/e2). 

S~p = 7p + eEf 

(45.6) 

(45.7) 

is seen from the form of (45.4) to be the total radial flux (from collisions and from the 
action of the field) in momentum space. According to the foregoing discussion, the 
distribution of runaway electrons may be sought in a stationary form, i.e. the time 

tin deriving (22.5), we used only the smallness of the energy transfer in collisions, and that of the target 
particle speed relative to the incident electron speed. To change to the present case, we need only replace M 
in (22.5) by m and take as the mean free path I that for ee collisions. 
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derivative in the transport equation (45.4) may be neglected. Then 

4irp2Sp = constant = (45.8) 

This equation, with sp given by (45.5), is a differential equation determining the 
distribution function /. The constant rtru„ gives the required total number of runaway 
electrons per unit time and volume. 

We use the dimensionless variable u and constant b defined by 

u = plpc, b = EIEC, pc = (mTelb)"2. (45.9) 

Then equation (45.8) becomes 

-«2)/ = C, (45.10) 

where the constant C differs from rtru„ by a constant factor. Since we assume the field 
E < Ec, the parameter b <S 1; in the present problem, this is the small parameter which 
gives the order of the approximation.! 

The solution of (45.10) is 

/ = F-Cp| (ulF)du, (45.11) 

where 

<45-l2> 

is the solution of the homogeneous equation. The normalization factor in F is 
determined from the condition that as u^O the function / should become the 
Maxwellian distribution 

Ne 
f o (2777rtT )12 ^0^ ^ /2b). 

As u ->«>, the function F increases without limit, whereas f(u) must remain finite. 
Hence we have the condition //F -» 0 as u -* ==, from which the constant C is found:! 

c - (sJkf [f d“ r' <45- b| 
The integral is calculated by the saddle-point method, the exponent being expanded 

near its maximum at u = 1. This yields the following dependence of the number of 
runaway electrons per unit time and volume on the field E: 

rtrun ~ Neuee(vTe) exp( - EJ4E). (45.14) 

tin particular, analysis of the angular pari of the transport equation shows that the directions of motion of 
the runaway electrons lie in the range of angles 6 ~ b . 

tThe formulation of the boundary conditions here is analogous to that in § 24. 
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The coefficient of the exponential here is only dimensionally correct; a more accurate 
calculation would go beyond the approximation being used and call for a more 
accurate solution of the transport equation from the start. 

§46. Conscrgent collision integrals 

Tl\e transport equation with the Landau collision integral allows problems of 
plasma physics to be solved only with logarithmic accuracy: the large argument of the 
Coulomb logarithm is not fully determined. This uncertainty is due to the divergence 
of the integrals at large and small scattering angles. As already mentioned, the 
divergence at large angles has no fundamental significance: it results only from the 
expansion in powers of the momentum transfer q, and does not occur in the 
Boltzmann collision integral itself. The divergence at small angles is due to neglecting 
the screening effect of the plasma on the scattering of particles by one another in it. To 
calculate the collision integral to a higher than logarithmic accuracy, we must 
consistently take account of screeningthroughout, and not only when determining the 
range of integration in the Coulomb logarithm. 

It has been noted in § 41 that the conditions for the collision integral with screened 
interaction between charged particles to be applicable require that the distribution 
functions should not vary greatly in times ~ a/vrci and over distances ~ a. These same 
conditions enable us to treat the screening of the charges macroscopically as the result 
of dielectric polarization of the plasma. 

We shall consider the problem in two limiting cases: (1) when the Born ap¬ 
proximation of quantum mechanics can be applied to particle collisions, (2) when the 
collision process is quasi-classical. 

The Bohn case 

The first case occurs when 

\ee'\lhv,cl< 1. (46.1) 

The influence of the dielectric medium on particle scattering is most clearly 
expressed in the language of the diagram technique. In the Born approximation, the 
scattering of two particles is described (in the non-relativistic case) by the diagramt 

+ Xs in §41. the unprimed and primed quantities refer to the two colliding particles (which may be of the 
same or different types). 
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in which thebroken line corresponds to the function4Tr/q2, the Fourier component of the 
Coulomb potential of a unit charge (q being the momentum transferred in scattering). 
The only effect of the medium is to replace this function by the potential component in 
the medium, 4irlqaqpe„p, where e„p(m, q//i) is the permittivity tensor of the medium, 
and hio is the energy transferred; cf. SP 2, §85. The scattering amplitude correspond¬ 
ingly contains an extra factor q2lq„qpe„n, and the cross-section contains the squared 
modulus of this. Thus 

do = doRuq4l\ealiq„qp\2. (46.3) 

For simplicity, we shall henceforward assume the plasma to be isotropic. Then the 
tensor e„p reduces to two scalars e, and et, and the product e„pq„qp = e,q7 involves only 
one of these; we shall omit the suffix /, and denote by e the longitudinal permittivity. 

Thus the scattering cross-section becomes 

do — doRJ\e((v, q/fi)|2, (46.4) 

where doKu is the ordinary Rutherford cross-section for scattering in a vacuum.! Note 
also that the energy transferred in a collision is related to the momentum transfer by 

hw = q. V, (46.5) 

where V is the velocity of the centre of mass of the colliding particles.! The magnitude 
of the vector q is related to the scattering angle x >n the centre-of-mass system by the 
usual formula 

q =2/u.|v —v'lsinjx, (46-6) 

where ju, = mm'/(m + rn'). 
The collision integral which automatically gives a correct treatment of large and 

small scattering angles, and is free from divergence, is obtained by substituting (46.4) 
in the usual Boltzmann integral (cf. (3.9)): 

C(f) = £ J(/(P + q)/'(p'-q)-/(p)/'(p')}dV~, (46.7) 

the summation is over all types of particle to which the primed quantities refer. 
The transport equation with the collision integral (46.7) is very complicated, not 

only because the integrand cannot be expanded in powers of q, but because the 
permittivity of the plasma is itself defined in terms of the distribution functions sought. 
An important simplification is attainable only in the case of a slight departure from 
equilibrium, when the transport equation can be linearized. Then the permittivity is to 
be calculated with the equilibrium distribution functions, and so is independent of the 
corrections sought. 

tin the scattering of identical particles (through angles that are not small), do*„ is to be taken as the 
Coulomb scattering cross-section with exchange effects (see QM, § 137). 

tThis is easily shown by expressing the velocities v and v' of the particles in terms of V and the velocity 
V~V of their relative motion, and using the fact that V and |v-v'| are unchanged in scattering. 
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The quasi-classical CASE 

Let us now go to the opposite limiting case, where 

\ee'\lhv,ci$> 1 (46.8) 

and the quasi-classical approximation is applicable to the scattering of particles. In 
this case, we cannot take into account the effect of the medium on the scattering in the 
same manner for small and large scattering angles (as was possible in the Born case); it 
is necessary to consider these two ranges separately and then join the results at 
intermediate angles. 

The field of a charge e moving with velocity v in a dielectric medium is given by the 
equation 

div D = 4Tre6(r- vt). 

In Fourier components, this gives for the field potential 

(46.9) 

For small scattering angles, the change in the momentum of the particle is given (see 
Mechanics, §20) by the classical formula 

q = — J (3li/3r) dt, (46.10) 

where U is the interaction energy of the two particles, and the integration is taken 
along the straight path r = p + v't (p being the impact parameter vector).^ Expressing 
the energy U = e'cp as a Fourier integral: 

f p1^* j3h 

U=^ee}k^V)(2^’ (46‘U) 

with co = k • v, and substituting in (46.10), we obtain 

« - -4"“' /(0 ■"}■ 

The inner integral gives 2-7rS(fc,)/|v - v'|, where k, is the component of the vector k in the 

tThe derivation of (46.9) assumes a linear relation between D and E, and therefore a sufficiently weak 
field. This condition is certainly satisfied (in a slightly non-ideal gas)at distances rSa. from which arises the 
divergence that is to be eliminated by the use of formula (46.9). These distances correspond to values of 
k I la. for which the permittivity is considerably different from unity. 

tit does not matter whether q is calculated as the change in momentum of each of the colliding particles, 
or as the change in momentum of their relative motion. 
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direction of v — v'. Then, eliminating the delta function by integration over d/cj, we find 

_ 4Triee' f kielkl p d2k± 
q |v - v'| J k±2e(aj, k±) (2tr)2’ 

(46.12) 

where k^, like p, is a two-dimensional vector in the plane perpendicular to v-\\ The 
frequency is 

m = k1.v = k1.V. (46.13) 

In the rest of this section we shall omit the suffix X and denote by k this 
two-dimensional vector. 

We now calculate from (46.12) the quantities 

B„p = ij q„qp|v-v'| d2p. (46.14) 

which appear in the collision integral when it is expanded in powers of the small 
quantity q; the cross-section da in (41.4) is here written as the impact area d2p. Writing 
the product of two integrals (46.12) as a double integral over d2k d2k‘, we carry out the 
integration over d2p by means of the formula 

1 kld2p = (2Tr)26(k + k'). 

The integration over d2k' then simply removes the delta function, leaving 

kakB d2k 
fc4|e(k. V. k)|2’ 

(46.15) 

where we have also used the fact that e( - w, k) = e*(m, k) by (28.9). These integrals 
converge for small k, since |e| 2->0 as to, k ->0.t 

Equation (46.15) involves the permittivity at the non-zero frequency to = k . V; it is 
therefore sometimes said to take account of dynamic screening. The integrand in 
(46.15) depends on the direction of V through the argument k • V of the function e. This 
dependence disappears when the integral is calculated in the logarithmic ap¬ 
proximation, in which the integration is limited to the range from k ~ 1/a to 
k ~p,tr/|ee'|. The most important values of k in the integral are those far from both 
these limits; in that range, |e|2 = 1, and the integral reduces to / kakB d2k/k4. Averaging 
the integrand over all directions of k in the plane perpendicular to v — v', we return to 
the previous expression (41.8) with L = f dk/k. 

To eliminate the divergence at large momentum transfers we must, as already 
mentioned, join the collision integral expanded in powers of q to the unexpanded 
integral (J. Hubbard 1961, O. Aono 1962). 

tThe elimination of the divergence due to Coulomb field screening in the Landau collision integral is due 
loR. Balescu (I960)and A. Lcnard (I960). The completely convergent expression (46.7) was given by A. A. 
Rukhadzc and V. P. Silin (1961). 
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Let us consider the difference 

Cd(/)-CB(/), (46.16) 

where C,i is the required convergent collision integral, and CB is given by (46.7), which 
in the Born case is the correct collision integral, but here has only an auxiliary role. 

We divide the range of variation of the scattering angle into two parts: (I) x < xu (II) 
* >*!■ where is chosen so that 

^ 1- (46.17) 

In classical scattering through small angles in a Coulomb field, the scattering angle x 
is related to the impact parameter p by 

p = 2|ee'|/p.(v-v’)V 

Hence the value * = xi corresponds, with the condition (46.17), to p = p, < a, so that 
the screening at this distance is unimportant and the scattering may in fact be regarded 
as purely Coulomb scattering. The same applies to the whole of the range p < pi, i.e. 
X > xi- The scattering cross-section in this range consequently has the Rutherford 
form, and the corresponding contribution to the collision integral is 

Cc‘(/) = 2 J [/(P + q)/'(p‘ - q) - /(p)/'(p')]|v - v'l d(TRu. 

The contribution from the range * > *, to the integral (46.7) is exactly similar: in that 
range, q > q,, and by the condition (46.8) 

q,/fi ~fj.vrc,xilh >\ee'\lhv,cla s> 1/a, 

so that we may put |e|: = 1 in (46.7). Thus a contribution to the difference (46.16) arises 
only from the range * <^, (p >pi), which remains to be considered. 

Throughout this range, the momentum transfer is small, and so the collision integral 
may be expanded in powers of q. The quantities B„e which appear in the expanded Cc, 
are calculated as the integrals (46.14) with q from (46.12). The contribution to these 
integrals from the range p >p, is 

(B„p)t, 27r(2|v 1 y,| 

(46.18) 

where the limits in the double integrals (over d2p and d2k) are conventionally shown 
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by the limits for p and k. We can rewrite the F„p identically as 

1 ■»ir •--wr-'H 
-ixi; 
+1 ,Mi 

^...d2kJ^J‘"' ..d2kj. (46.19) 

The first term here, when transformed as in the derivation of (46.15), gives a 
contribution to (46.18) 

This expression is the same as would be obtained by an expansion of the integral (46.7) 
taken over the range x<;d;t >* therefore makes no contribution to the difference 
(46.16). 

To transform the remaining terms in (46.19), we note that we may put e = 1 in their 
integrands: the integrals then remain convergent, and their values are determined by 
the range k ~ qjti, in which ka 1 and therefore |e| ~ 1. It is also important that, by 
virtue of the condition (46.8), 

qlPllti = 2\ee'\ltwrcl>\; (46.20) 

we need therefore retain only the terms that remain finite as q,pilh ->0. In this limit, 
the third and fourth terms in (46.19) vanish. Thus there remains only 

(B„,);,-(BoP)'b = d-p^ ikae* ^l*'lh .Vk-,,fp). (^6.21) 

where the suffixes cl and B signify that the values of B„p relate to the expansions of the 
integrals Cc, and CB respectively. 

Each of the two integrals over d2k is parallel to the vector p; after integration over 
these directions (in the plane perpendicular to v —v'), we obtain for the difference 
(46.21) the expression (41.8) with the opposite sign and 

L = I" p dp cos <p . e cos ¥ d<p dk j'. 

+The Rutherford cross-section for scattering through small angles, expressed i 

if we use the formulae q ~ p|v - v'l*. do ~ d2qlp.2(\ — \'f. 

erms of q. is 
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Using the familiar integral representation of the Bessel functions, and the equation 
J6(x)= -J,(x), we can rewrite this integral as 

-jrWiff. 
or, integrating by parts, 

L = log(q,pi/fi) + 2 J,(x)[J0(x) - 1] log x dx. 

Here we have used the fact that the parameter p,q,/fi (which does not involve the 
auxiliary quantity *,) is large; accordingly, the upper limit is replaced by infinity in the 
remaining integral, and in the first term we put Jo(<liPi/fi)~0. With the values 

J Jj(x) log x dx = C + log 2, 

| Jo(x)J,(x) log x dx = j(log 2 - C), 

where C = 0.577... is Euler’s constant (y = ec = 1.78...), and with (46.20), we have 
finally 

L = l0g/ijv^vt (4622) 

The total result of these calculations is that in the quasi-classical case the 
collision integral without divergence may be expressed as 

Ctl(/)=CB(/)-CL(/), (46.23) 

where CB is given by (46.7), and CL is the Landau collision integral with the 
Coulomb logarithm (46.22). It must be emphasized that, in the latter, |v — v'| is the 
exact variable, not the mean value v,tl. 

Because of the approximations made in the derivation, this result is of course 
valid only with “improved logarithmic” accuracy; the transport equation with the 
collision integral (46.23) enables us to improve the accuracy of the calculations only 
as regards determining the exact coefficient in the argument of the large logarithm. 
To this accuracy, the quantity ft naturally drops out of all the results; in (46.23) it 
acts only as an auxiliary parameter. 

PROBLEMS 

Problem I. In the Born case with improved logarithmic accuracy, calculate the imaginary part of 
the permittivity of a singly charged (z = I) equilibrium (I, --- I,) plasma for frequencies w 8> v„. 
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Solution. In calculating 
connection with the derivatii 
Boltzmann integral only by the 
of the same formula (44.8): 

when at v, we need 
of (44.8). Since the col 

actor |c|'2 in front of diru 

tsider only ei collisions, as explained in 
ion integral (46.7) differs from the usual 
he required e" can be calculated by means 

Tr>l>, (I) 

where (..and (...), denote averaging over the equilibrium distribution of electron velocities v, and 
ion velocities vi respectively. The only difference from the calculations in §44 is that m is now defined 

m = J (I - cos *)|£(q. v./li, qlh)\-2 d,r„„, (2) 

and that m has to be averaged over the ion velocities (which of course are not negligible here); in the 
argument w = q. V/h of the function e, the velocity of the centre of mass of the electron and the ion has 
been replaced, as an approximation, by the velocity of the ion. The Rutherford cross-section is written 

where 

(ze2)2r 
‘ W 

2tt sin x dx ' 
sin" 2* 

q = 2p, sin 3*, 1 - cos \ = <32/2pc2, OSq: 

(3) 

The function e(w, qlh) - I is determined by (31.11), and consists of electronic and ionic parts. Since its 
argument in (2) fiw = q .v, « qvn the electronic part may be taken with w = 0. Then 

c(q. yjh, qlh) - 1 = (fi2/q V){2 + F(v.jV2vn)}, (4) 

where u4 is the component of v, along qy and we have used the fact that a, = ae if z - I. 
Substitution of (3) and (4) in (2) and an obvious change of variables gives 

2Vttc4 [W’ C (e (2d(d( 
P* l Jo [i + 2 + F'(«)lL' + [F"(«)f 

where F = F' + iF". The integration-over dt is elementary; in substituting the limits, we must note that 
ft2/p#2fle2<s I, and reject all terms ~ h2lp,2a/ and those of higher orders. The result is 

(fr,)i = (4 ire4! m2 iv4)I IOg(2»i vratl h + A)], 
where 

A = ^ l [tan- - in ] - 5 Iog[(2 + F'f + F"2l} df. 

(5) 

Here we have used the fact that F' and F" are respectively even and odd functions. A numerical 
calculation gives A = - 0.69. 

C being Euler’s constant. The final result is 

„ 4V(2ot) c"Nf f),2, , , an(mT),/2ar 
£ =—3—'fmm In Lb’ Lb = i°b-h-. 

log aB = ilog2-2C + A = log 1.06 

(V. I. PereP and G. M. Eliashberg 1961). 
Problem 2. The same as Problem I, but in the quasi-classical case. 
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Sol ution. From (46.23) the expression for <r, in the quasi-classical case is found by subtracting 
Iog(ye:/ftc) from the logarithm in (5): 

(7) 

For e'. « get formula (6), with the logarithm Lb replaced by 

La = log(Tiwajel. log = 2 log 2 — 2C + A = log 0.63. (8) 

Problem 3. Determine with improved logarithmic accuracy the rateof energy transfer from electrons to 
ions in a singly charged (z = I) plasma, assuming the temperature difference between the electrons and the 
ions to be small (ST = T, - Ti <s T,).t 

Sot UTION Since the ratio m/M is small (and therefore so is the energy transfer per event), it is clear from 
the start that the equation for the electron distribution function reduces to one of the Fokker-PIanck type. It is 

We multiply by p,'/2r 
the electron energy 

(it M4 
itegrate over 4rr,2 dp,. After integrating by parts, we find as the i 

Assuming the i 

d& 
dl MiK 

distribution function Maxwellian, and the 

»-(8T/T:)N,(Bd,2>,. 

difference 

(9) 

The coefficient B. as in (21.11), is exprcsccd in terms of the mean square of the change in the electron 
momentum in a collision with an ion: 

~ = {N.vr ((Ap,)2), dr (10) 

The value of Ap, is given by (46.5): 

Ap, ~ — V . q/r, ~ — v,, q/u, = viqqlvt. 

Substituting in (10) and thence in (9), and using the relation between q and the scattering angle x from 
Problem I, we get 

dE,/dl = - (8T/T2)Nm2(r,3(u,2flm).>, (N, = N,= N). (11) 

Formula (I I) is exactly analogc 
practically identical. In the Born < 

id the subsequent calculatic 

where 4, is an integral which differs from A in Problem I by having an additional factor 2f2 in the 
integrand, a numerical calculation gives Ai = 0.52. The averaging over electron velocities is as in 
Problem 1. The final result is 

dE, 
dt ' L„l,T, L„ = log(/3n(mT)''2u,/h), (12) 

+This problem was dis by R. R. Ramazashvili, \. Rukhadze and V. P. Silin (1962). 
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log )3b = 2 Iog2 - lc + A, = log 1.26. 

Similarly, in the quasiclassical case, we obtain an expression in the same form (12) but with Lb 
replaced by 

Ltl = Iog(7u,/3o/e2>, log /3a = 2 log 2 - 2C + A, = log 0.75. (13) 

Formulae (12) and (13) refine the results of §42 by determining (for the case of a small temperature 
difference) the numerical factor in the -argument of the logarithm in (42.6). 

§47. Interaction vta plasma waves 

In some cases, the inclusion of dynamic screening of the Coulomb interaction of 
particles in a plasma not only refines the argument of the Coulomb logarithm, but 
also leads to qualitatively new effects. To investigate these, we can pttt the collision 
integral in a form that gives the exact contribution from small-angle scattering, but 
only with logarithmic accuracy the contribution from large-angle scattering. 

In the quasi-classical case, ihe large scattering angles (* ~ 1) arise from small 
impact parameters: 

psM/fcuL. 

The required collision integral has the Landau form, with the B„p from (46.15): 

2(ee'): f k„ke d2k z> =2(eefr_ 
"P |v-v'|J k4|€(k.V,k)|2’ 

where the integration is taken over the range up to 

km^~ iJivl',l\ee'\. 

In the opposite (Born) case, the required form of the collision integral is found 
by expanding the integrand in (46.7) in powers of q. The result is ag..in a I cndau 
integral, with the B„p given by the same formula (47.1), except that 

fcBBB.~fJ.tWfi; (47.3) 

the value of k is qlh for a momentum transfer q ~ ju.Crel. Let us mention once more 
that the physical significance of the cut-off at large k is the same in the classical 
and Born cases: it takes place at scattering angles x~ 1. The different relations 
between k and * in the two cases lead, however, to different expressions for kmil,. 

The Landau collision integral with the B„p from (47.1) is called the Balescu- 
Lenard integral.t We can rewrite (47.1) in a form more convenient for the 
subsequent analysis: 

Bap=2(ee')2fJtt 8(<o - k. v)S(cu - k. v') , (47.4) 

AThe formal derivation of this integral will be given at the end of § .51. 
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where the integration is now over three-dimensional (instead of two-dimensional) 
vectors k. The two delta functions in the integrand ensure the equality k. v = k. v', 
i.e. that k is transverse to v- v'. The integration over to replaces the argument to in 
e(to, k) by the necessary value to=k.v = k.v' = k.V. 

Note that the factor |e(to, fc)|-2 in the integrand in (47.4) becomes infinite for 
values of to = k . V and k such that e(to, k) = 0, i.e. for values corresponding to the 
dispersion relation for longitudinal plasma waves. These values of k may make a 
large contribution to the collision integral. This contribution may be physically 
described as the result of interaction between particles by their emission and 
absorption of plasma waves. The effect will be considerable, however, only if the 
plasma contains sufficiently many particles whose speeds are comparable with or 
greater than the phase velocity uph = to/fc of the waves, since only such particles can 
satisfy the necessary relation to = k . V. 

Let us consider a plasma in which the electrons and ions have different 
temperatures Te and Tf. When Te ■= Tf, only electron plasma waves with phase 
velocity t>ph>t>TC can propagate in the plasma without appreciable damping; the 
number of electrons that can “exchange” waves in this case is therefore exponen¬ 
tially small. 

If Te > T„ however, ion-sound waves also are able to propagate in the plasma; 
their phase velocity satisfies the inequalities 

vn < a>lk < vTe- (47.5) 

These waves can make an important contribution to the collision integral between 
electrons (V. P. Silin 1962). 

Let 11%' denote the part due to this effect in the electron-electron quantities B^*. 
It arises from the range of integration in (47.4) that lies near the root of e(to, k) = 0 
corresponding to the dispersion relation for ion-sound waves. This root to(fc) has a 
small imaginary part (the damping ratio of the wave); when to has real values in the 
range of integration, the real part of the function e = e' + ie" passes through zero, 
while the imaginary part remains small. Using formula (30.9), we write the factor 
|e| 2 in the integrand in (47.4) as 

For the electron-electron collision integral, the velocities v and v' in (47.4) relate to 
electrons, and because of the inequality to <skvTt the terms to may be omitted from 
the arguments of the two delta functions. Thus the relevant part of is 

= 2ve* £ f g(k. v)6(k. v’)8(e') (47.6) 

the integration over d3k being over the range (47.5) for a given to. 
We can transform the integral over d3k to new variables 

K = k.n, fc| = k. v, k2 = k.v'. 
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where n is a unit vector along v x v'. Direct calculation of the Jacobian of the 
transformation shows that d3k is replaced by dt< dk, dk2/|v x v'|. The integration 
over dk, dk2 removes the delta functions (which make k, = k2 = 0), and then k = kii. 
The variable k takes both positive and negative values; with integration over 
positive values only, we write 

2ire4njie^{ f” 5[e'(to, k)] 
ivxvi 2JL.^vw)idwdK- (47.7) 

The permittivity of a two-temperature plasma in the ion-sound wave region (47.5) 
is given byt 

li2/w2+ 1/ 

fi;2 
rfexp( 
Vr, 

(47.8) 

The main contribution to the integral over da in (47.7) comes (as will be confirmed 
by the subsequent calculation) from the range ock>1; the last term in e'(o), K) is 
therefore negligible. Since 

8(1 -f) ,2/co2) = |nf[8(to -fif) + 8(to + fi,)]. 

the integration over dw in (47.7) gives 

p (pi> _ „ „ 4Tre4Di f dx 
|vxv1 J kVOW 

or, substituting the expression for e" and using the variable £= K2a2, 

2V(2tt)e4i!Tfae2 f dij 
|v X v’|a2 J l+exp(-I/2f+iL,)’ 

(47.9) 

L, = log(fi;4i; rJfi>‘]i) = log(z2MTc3/mTiJ). (47.10) 

Because of the conditions (47.5), the integration in (47.9) must be taken over the 
range (Plia-JIl^,,)2 < (j < 1. Since the integral converges for small £, the lower limit 
may be taken as zero. 

As the integral in (47.9) tends to zero; assuming that L, is fairly large, we 
shall calculate it in the logarithmic approximation, i.e. take only the first term in 
the expansion in powers of 1/L,. The main contribution to the integral comes from 
the range where the exponential term in the denominator is negligible. For this, we 
must have- l/2£ + 2F, > 1, i.e. the integral is to be taken from 0 to 1/(L,- 1)~ 1/L,, 

tSce (33.3). The ionic contribution to e" is also included in (47.8). Although it is exponer 
region (47.5), it determines the range of integration in (47.9) below. 

tially small in the 
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which gives simply 1/L,.t The final result is therefore 

= (47H) 
The total value of the Bl„“’ in the electron-electron collision integral is found by 

adding (47.11) to the ordinary Coulomb expression (41.8), with the Debye length 

a =(ar+ar2r,,2~ai 

in the argument of the Coulomb logarithm L. The contribution (47.11) of the plasma 
waves becomes predominant when 

zTJTiLLi s> I. (47.12) 

§48. Plasma absorption in the high-frequency limit 

The frequency range in which the formula (44.9) is valid for the imaginary partpf 
the plasma permittivity is limited by the inequalities nr>co>p„. The first in¬ 
equality is the general condition for the collision integral with screened Coulomb 
interaction to be applicable. Let us now consider the limit opposite to this, for 
which 

(48.1) 

We can note immediately that here the real part e' of the permittivity is certainly 
close to unity, and the imaginary part e" is small. 

Dissipation of the energy of the variable external field is caused by ei collisions, 
whose duration is of the order of, or less than, the period of the field. This means 
that, for co>f2„ collisions will be important which occur at distances ~vTrla>< 
cr./fi, = Ue- At such distances the Coulomb field of the ions is not screened, and the 
collisions are therefore purely two-particle ones, not multi-particle as they essen¬ 
tially are when the interaction is screened. Under these conditions, the individual 
field energy absorption events become processes inverse to bremsstrahlung in pair 
collisions of charged particles. This enables us to use the principle of detailed 
balancing to express e" in terms of the bremsstrahlung cross-section (V. L. 
Ginzburg 1949). 

The dissipation Q of the electromagnetic field energy per unit volume of the 
medium and per unit time is expressed in terms of e" by (30.5). In order to relate 
this quantity to the bremsstrahlung cross-section, we assume that the field is 
created by a monochromatic plane wave in which the energy density is 

% = (Er + TP)I8tt = |E|2/8tt; 

"In lhe^ range that is important in the integral, f~I/Li, i.e. k - I/nii'2. Then ko,~ aJaL1,11- 
(TJT.Li)112?> I. in accordance with the assumption made above. 
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in the latter expression, it is assumed that E is expressed as a complex quantity (cf. 
the third footnote to §30). Since the permittivity is nearly unity, we put here e = 1. 
Then formula (30.5) may be written 

Q = (48.2) 

On the other hand, the dissipation is equal to the difference between the energy 
Q,b, absorbed in electron-ion collisions and the energy radiated in these collisions. 
That is, the energy Q,, of the stimulated (not the spontaneous) emission, which 
generates photons coherent with the original field and in that sense indistinguishable 
from it. 

The cross-section for spontaneous emission of a photon, i.e. the ordinary 
bremsstrahlung, may be written as 

Ar,„ = w(p^-P) g(6 - 6' - flw) J*, jy, (48.3) 

where k is the photon wave vector, p and p' the initial and final momenta of the 
electron. The product N,u dcr,p, where N; is the number density of ions, is the 
probability per unit time for the electron to undergo emission of a photon; the 
function w(p', p) depends also on the polarization of the photon emitted. Integrat¬ 
ing over the directions of p' and k, and summing over the polarizations of the 
photon, we obtain the frequency-differential bremsstrahlung cross-section dcr„; the 
delta function in (48.3) is removed by integration with respect to e'= p'2/2m. Thus 

dcr„ = (4m2v'lTTvc,)ww2 dw, 

where vv(p, p') is the value of w(p, p') averaged over the directions of ^ and p'; this 
value is independent of the polarization of the photon, and hence the summation 
over the latter amounts to multiplication by 2. With the “effective emission” 
defined by 

we can then write 

w — (Trvc1l4m2v'hw,)Kal. (48.4) 

The stimulated emission cross-section differs from (48.3) only by the factor Nkc, 
the number of photons in the quantum state with wave vector k, and polarization e 
parallel to E (see RQT, §44). Hence the total energy of the stimulated emission is 

Qst= Ni'Z J Nkctuow(p',p)f(p)8(e - e'-ho))^~yd3p d3p\ 

where /(p) is the electron distribution function. We shall take this function to be 
Maxwellian, depending only on the magnitude p. Averaging over the directions of p 
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and p', and noting that from the monochromaticity of the field 

we can write 

Qsi = N,« J wf(p)S(e - e' - hco) d3p d3p'. (48.5) 

The energy absorbed in the inverse transitions with change of electron momen¬ 
tum p'->p (inelastic electron scattering in the electromagnetic field) is calculated 
similarly. According to the principle of detailed balancing, the probability functions 
w which determine the cross-sections for the direct and reverse processes are 
equal. We therefore get an expression for Qabs that differs from (48.5) only in that 
the distribution function f(p) is replaced by f(p'). The dissipation Q = Qabs- Qs(; a 
comparison with (48.2) shows that 

e"=(N,/co)f H'[/(p')-/(p)]8(e-e'-Md3pd3p'. (48.6) 

We shall consider only frequencies such that 

tuo <i T. (48.7) 

Then the difference p'-p is small, and we can put 

/(P')-/(P) = — (df/de)tia> = (tuolT)f(p), 

and in the remaining factors p = p'. Substituting this in (48.6) and expressing w in 
terms of k„ by (48.4), we finally obtain the following expression for the imaginary 
part of the permittivity. 

e"(w) = N,N'(ir2c,ITa>>)<VK„), (48.8) 

where the angle brackets denote averaging over the Maxwellian distribution of 
electrons. 

Let us apply this formula in two limiting cases: the quasi-classical case and the 
Born case. In the first of these, i.e. when 

ze2jhv > 1, (48.9) 

the frequency range to > fl, can be reduced further to 

mv\'lze2$>w> fit. (48 10) 

The quantity on the left is the reciprocal of the electron time of flight at a distance 
from the ion such that the scattering angle is of the order of unity. It is easily seen 
that (48.7) necessarily follows from the conditions (48.9) and (48.10). In the 
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quasi-classical case the effective emission at the frequencies (48.10) in a collision 
between an electron and an ion at rest is given by 

kw = (16z2e6/3t;2c3m2) log^muVycoze2), (48.11) 

where y = ec = 1.78 ..., and C is Euler’s constant; see Fields (70.21). Substituting 
in (48.8) and carrying out the averaging we obtaint 

_4V(2tr) ze4N' £12 
(48.12) 

In the Born case, i.e. when ze2lhv < 1, the effective emission at frequencies 
tuo<T is given byt 

kw = (16z2e6/3ti2c3m2) log (2rntr/ftco). 

A calculation with (48.8) gives 

_4V(2tt) ze*Ne LI2 4T 

which differs from (44.9) only in the argument of the logarithm. 

(48.13) 

(48.14) 

§49. Quasi-linear theory of Landau damping 

The theory of plasma oscillations in §§29-32 is based on solving the transport 
equation in the linear approximation of perturbation theory. The condition for its 
validity is that the correction 5/ (29.2) to the distribution function be small in 
comparison with the unperturbed function f0: 

eE 

lk-v- ’I dp 
(49.1) 

For only slightly damped plasma oscillations with frequency and wave 
number k <ilelvre, it is thus necessary that 

(eE/f2c)0/o/0p <fB. 

For a Maxwellian plasma, this condition (with both sides squared) can be written 

E2/4tt <51 N«T„ (49.2) 

tUsing the result that 

e ' log x dx - - C. 

$See RQT (92.16). In going from this formula to (48.14), we have also used the fact that when 
= mvT* the electron loses only a small part of its energy by radiation. 
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This form has a simple physical significance: the wave-field energy density must be 
much less than the kinetic energy density of the plasma electrons. 

The condition (49.2) ensures that the correction Sf is small for most of the 
electrons. However, even if it is satisfied, there are a relatively small number of 
resonant particles for which (49.1) may not be satisfied, which are moving almost in 
phase with the wave (k. v = to) and thus take part in Landau damping; their 
distribution function may be considerably altered by even a weak field. This change 
is a non-linear effect, and its nature therefore depends greatly on the spectrum (in to 
and k) of the wave field, since it is only in the linear approximation that the various 
Fourier components of the field act independently on the particles. 

Here we shall consider electromagnetic perturbations in a plasma that are an 
assembly of plasma waves with wave vectors taking a continuous range of values 
in some interval Ak. 

If the initial perturbation includes a wide range of wave numbers k — Pljvrc, the 
Landau damping extends to a large number of electrons that are in the same 
conditions as regards the effect of the field on them. In consequence, the distortion 
of the distribution function is relatively small at all speeds; the linear theory, with 
the condition (49.2), is therefore valid throughout the development of the pertur¬ 
bation. 

On the other hand, if the perturbation contains wave vectors in only a narrow 
range Ak near a value fc0<^ then the resonance range of electron velocities, 

|Av|~A(nc/k)~(e0/k0)|Ak|, v0 = (a/ko)k,/ko, (49.3) 

is also small and lies near vTe- Thus only a comparatively small number of 
electrons participate in Landau damping, and the electron distribution function may 
be greatly changed. 

The quantitative theory of this phenomenon will be given here for the case where 
the perturbation is an almost monochromatic wave whose amplitude and phase are 
modulated in space according to some statistical law. The spectrum of k values for 
the initial perturbation is narrow: 

|Ak|/fc0<U, (49.4) 

but at the same time 

|Ak|/k (1 /t>o)(e|<po|/m)I/2, (49.5) 

where <p0 is the order of magnitude of the wave electric field potential amplitude 
(the significance of this condition will be explained below). By (49.2) (where 
E ~ k(p0) the expression on the right of the inequality (49.5) is small, e|<p0|/rnuo2<^ 1. 
We shall also assume the field to be uniform on average throughout the plasma; this 
means that E2 averaged over the statistical distribution of wave phases and am¬ 
plitudes is independent of the coordinates. Such an averaging is equivalent to one 
over regions of space with dimensions Ax > l/|Ak|. 

The field E at the initial instant is expressed as a Fourier integral: 

E = j Ekeik r d3/c/(2TT)\ (49.6) 
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where Ek = E£ since E is real. The hypothesis (49.4) as to the nature of the initial 
perturbation signifies that the integration in (49.6) is in practice taken only over the 
neighbourhoods of the points k = ±k0. The condition of spatial uniformity of the 
perturbation is easily formulated by writing the quadratic tensor E„EP as a double 
integral: 

E„Ep j j EkaEkpe,(kfk''-' 
d3kd3k' 

(2irf ■ 

After averaging over the statistical distribution, this expression should be in¬ 
dependent of r.t For this to be so, the mean value (Ek„Ekp) must contain the delta 
function 8(k + k'). Since the plasma waves are longitudinal, we then write 

(EkaEkp) = (27r)' (E\ 8(k + k'). (49.7) 

This relation is to be regarded as a definition of the quantities symbolically denoted 
by (E2)k. These are real quantities. The expression (49.7) is zero except when 
k=-k', and is symmetrical with respect to the interchange of k and k'. Hence 
(E2)k = (E2)-k; and a change in the sign of k is equivalent to taking the complex 
conjugate. The mean square (E2) is expressed in terms of these quantities by 

(E2) = J (E2)k d'kl(2ir)3. (49.8) 

The integration in (49.6), and therefore in (49.8), is (as already mentioned) taken 
over the neighbourhoods of the points k0 and — k0. It is, however, more convenient 
to eliminate - k0 by putting (49.6) in the form 

E-LE-''"'(0 + cc- <49 91 

where the integration is taken Only over the neighbourhood of the point k = k0, and 
c.c. denotes the complex conjugate. Accordingly, (49.8) is written as 

(E2) = 2 f (E2)k d3k/(2Tr)\ (49.10) 
Jk-ka 

and the relations (49.7) as 

<Ek„EJP) = (2rr)3(E2)k^ 8(k - k'), 

(EkaEkp) = 0. 

(49.11) 

tFor perturbations of the type under consideration, the integrals Ek = J E(r)v'"'' d’.v in fact diverge, 
since E(r) is not zero at infinity. This, however, is not important in the formal derivations, which involve 
mean squares that are certainly finite. 
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The time variation of the perturbation (49.9) is represented by 

E-L‘''‘'™E‘(,I(0 + cc- (49',2) 

where is the plasma wave frequency, and the coefficients Ek(t) vary 
slowly on account of Landau damping. The electron distribution function is 
expressed similarly: 

/ = hit, P) + {[ ^ Mb p)ei(—»0. + c.c.J. (49.13) 

The expression in the braces is the “random” part of the variation of the 
distribution function, oscillating rapidly in space and time; it vanishes on statistical 
averaging of the waves. The term /0(t, p) is the slowly varying averaged dis¬ 
tribution.t 

Our object is to derive a set of equations to determine the time variation of 
averaged characteristics of the state of the plasma, namely the functions (E2)k and 
/o(f, p)- For such a set of equations to be closed, these characteristics must embrace 
all electrons participating in the non-linear effects concerned. In turn, the velocity 
range (49.3) corresponding to the spread of wave vectors Ak must then always 
widely overlap the amplitude of the electron velocity oscillations due to the field of 
the waves in resonance with the electrons. This is the condition expressed by the 
inequality (49.5); (e\(p0\lm)'12 is the order of magnitude of the amplitude in question. 
For, in coordinates moving with the phase velocity of the wave, the wave field is 
static and consists of a sequence of potential humps with height |<p0|- In these 
coordinates, a resonant electron oscillates between two humps, and its speed varies 
in the range between ±(2e\<pl\lm)'n. 

One of the equations relating (E?)k and /0 expresses the Landau damping of each 
Fourier component of the field: 

d(E2)Jdt = - 2yk(E2)k, (49.14) 
where 

yk = 2irVfie J~ pS((o-k.v)d3p (49.15) 

is, from (32.6) and (30.1), the wave amplitude damping ratio; the factor 2 on the 
right of (49.14) appears because (E2^ is quadratic. 

The second equation is derived from the transport equation for a collisionless 
plasma: 

K 
dt 

,i/ = 
0P 

(49.16) 

Let us first apply this in the linear approximation to an individual Fourier com¬ 
ponent of the perturbation. In the last term in the equation, which already contains 

tNot ifused with the Maxwellian equilibrium distribution. 
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the small quantity Eke,(k r “0, we put /~/0. In the first term, we neglect the slow 
variation of fk with t. Then we get for fk the usual expression 

where, in the subsequent integrations, to is to be taken to have the customary 
meaning to + iO. 

Next, we substitute in (49.16) the complete expressions (49.12) and (49.13) for E 
and /, with fk from (49.17), and average over the statistical distribution of waves by 
means of (49.11). All terms linear in the perturbation drop out; the quadratic terms 
determine the derivative dfoldt as 

§h=e2_B_tMo 
dt 3p„ Idpp 

Replacing the difference in the square brackets by 2ir6(to — 
(29.8), we have finally 

where 

Vo = _± 
8t dpc 

D{ iM 
dPp/ 

(49.18) 

(49.19) 

Equations (49.14) and (49.18) constitute the required complete set. The theory of 
plasma waves based on them is called the quasi-linear theory.t 

Equation (49.18) has the form of a diffusion equation in velocity space, with D™’ 
as the diffusion coefficient tensor; the superscript nl indicates that this “diffusion” 
is due to non-linearity effects. The coefficients as functions of the electron velocity 
are zero except in a range Av near v0, which is related to the spread Ak by (49.3). In 
this velocity range, diffusion occurs and there is a corresponding distortion of the 
distribution function (which remains Maxwellian for the bulk of the electrons). The 
nature of the distortion is evident from the general properties of diffusion proces¬ 
ses: diffusion causes a smoothing, or in this case a plateau of width ~ At) on the 
tail of the function f0(p) at t> «= t>0> t>Te, as shown diagrammatically in Fig. 13. With 
this type of distortion, the principal change is in the derivative dfjdp, while f0 itself 
remains close to the Maxwellian value. 

Let us estimate the relaxation time rnl for this process. Since the equalization is 
to take place over a range Ap = mAt;, we have 

Tnl~m!(At))!/Dwl. (49.20) 

To estimate the diffusion coefficient, we note that from (49.10) (E2)k(A/c/2ir)3 ~ (E2). 
The presence of the delta function in (49.19) is equivalent, in order of magnitude, to 

tit was developed by A. A. VedenOv, E. P. Velikhov and R. Z. Sagdeev (1961). Equations (49.14) and 
(49.18) were independently derived by Yu. A. Romanov and G. F. Filippov (1961) and by W. E. 
Drummond and D. Pines (1961). 
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Fig. 13. 

multiplying the integral by l/v0Ak. Thus 

D'"1’ ~ e2(E2)lvoAk ~ e2{F})lknAv. (49.21) 

Lastly, expressing (E2) in terms of the amplitude <p0 of the potential oscillations 
(~ /c2|<p0|2), and substituting (49.21) in (49.20), we findt 

t„, ~ (Av?lkn(e\<pn\lm)2. (49.22) 

In the above discussion, it is assumed of course that rnl is much less than the 
Landau damping time 1/y; otherwise, the waves are damped before non-linearity 
effects can appear. The applicability of (49.14), however, presupposes that 1/y is 
much less than the electron mean free time: lly<llve, where ve is the mean 
collision frequency. The latter condition does not guarantee the legitimacy of 
neglecting collisions in the phenomenon considered, i.e. of using the transport 
equation in the form (49.16): what is significant as regards the competition with 
non-linear effects is not the total collisional relaxation time but only the time for 
collisional relaxation in the range At;, which we denote by tcoi,. 

For relaxation in the range At) near v0>vTe, which contains only a relatively 
small fraction of all the electrons, the position is similar to that in the problem of 
runaway electrons. The process is a diffusion in momentum space, the diffusion 
coefficient 

D'™"’ = m2vee(v)vTe = 4ire4 LNeTJ mt)! = m2vet(vTe)v5Telv\ (49.23) 

i.e. the coefficient of dfldp in the flux (45.5) in momentum space. 

tWhen Ai>~(e|<po|/m)ln and the theory given here is, strictly speaking, inapplicable (the sign S>in 
(49.5) becoming ~), this estimate gives t„i ~ ItoWeM)122- This result was to be expected when the 
spread At) of resonant speeds coincides with the speed amplitude of the electrons oscillating in the wave 
field: t„i has the same order of magnitude as the period of these oscillations. 
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The required collision^ relaxation time in the range At; differs from (49.20) in 
that D'"n is replaced by D(ccn>: 

<a9-24> 

When 
r„, > rcoll, (49.25) 

i.e. D'"1’^ DtcoM, the non-linear effects play no part: the collisions are able to 
maintain the Maxwellian distribution near v0 despite the perturbation from the 
wave field, and accordingly the Landau damping ratio is given by the usual 
expression corresponding to the Maxwellian value of the derivative 0/o/0p in the 
neighbourhood of v0. Thus the inequality (49.25) is the condition for the strictly 
linear theory of Landau damping to be applicable. The quasi-linear theory given 
here is valid with the much weaker condition (49.2). The condition (19.25) may be 
written 

E2/4ir « NCT,, [V(4tt) Ltj ,,3(t) r,,/ u0)'A a/(49.26) 

where tj = e2N'nIT is the gaseousness parameter. The smallness of the factor in 
the brackets shows that the condition (49.2) is weak in comparison with (49.25).t 

In the opposite limiting case where t„i the non-linear effects cause a great 
decrease of the derivative 0/o/0p in the range concerned, roughly in the ratio 
D<coii>/£)<"i> Landau damping ratio is correspondingly reduced. 

§50. The transport equation for a relativistic plasma 

If the velocities of the particles (electrons) in a plasma are not small compared 
with that of light, the transport equation has to take account of relativistic effects 
(S. T. Belyaev and G. I. Budker 1956). 

We shall first show that the distribution function in phase space, f(t, r, p), is a 
relativistic invariant. This is shown by noting that the spatial density and the flux of 
particles, i.e. the integrals 

N = jfd1p, i=Jv/d3p, 

must form the 4-vector ik = (cN, i); cf. Fields, § 28.t Since in relativistic mechanics 
the velocity of a particle with momentum p and energy e is v = pc2/e, we can write 
this 4-vector as 

ik = c2j(pkfle)d}p, (50.1) 

tit has already been mentioned that a strictly linear theory is inapplicable if t„i »> Ily. This may be 

E2/4tt « N,Tt[(At)/t)r,)2(At)/t)<,)y/n,], 

which may prove to be a weaker condition than (49.26). 
tin this section, the Latin letters k and I denote four-dimensional vector indices. The scalar product 

of two 4-vectors a and b is denoted by (ab)’s albk. 
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where pk = (e/c,p) is the 4-momentum. The expression d3p/e is a 4-scalar (see 
Fields, § 10). It is therefore clear, since the integral (50.1) is a 4-vector, that / is a 
4-scalar.t 

Going on now to derive the transport equation, we note that the calculations in 
§41 remain valid in the relativistic case as far as the expression (41.3), (41.4) for the 
flux in momentum space. We need only recalculate the quantities 

Bap = 2 J Qa<ipvia do. (50.2) 

The quantity vrei is, as before, the relative velocity of the two particles. In 
relativistic mechanics, however, it is defined as the velocity of one particle in the 
rest frame of the other, and does not in general reduce to the difference v-v' (see 

Fields, § 12). 
Let us first ascertain the transformation properties of these quantities. The 

product 

urei do. ff d3p d3p' d3x dt 

is the number of scattering events in the volume d3x and the time dt, between two 
particles with momenta in given ranges d3p and d3p'; this number is, by definition, 
invariant. Writing it in the form 

ee'Vrt do.f.f. (d3p/e). (d3p'/e'). d3x dt 

and noting that the last five factors (between points) are invariant, we conclude that 
the first factor ee'ure, do is also invariant. Hence it follows in turn that the integrals 

Wk,=iee’fqkq,vMdo (50.3) 

form a symmetric 4-tensor. The quantities (50.2) are related to the space com¬ 
ponents of this 4-tensor by 

Bap = W"p/ee'. (50.4) 

We first calculate the 4-tensor (50.3) in a frame of reference where one particle, 
say e, is at rest. The relativistic cross-section for Rutherford scattering of particles 
e' by particles e at rest (before the collision) with small scattering angles x ist 

do = ^p-y'2 dX- (50.5) 

tThe distribution function with respect to momenta only, i.e. /(t, p) = / fll. r, p) d’x. is not a 4-scalar, 
however; such a function is discussed in Fields, § 10. 

tThis expression applies to the scattering of electrons by either electrons or ions. In the first case it 
follows from RQT (81.7); in the second case, from the cross-section for scattering by a fixed Coulomb 
centre, RQT (80.7). 
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A calculation similar to the derivation of (41.8) gives the following expression for 
the space components of the tensor (50.3): 

= 2Tr(ee'fHv'2Sap - vLv'p)mc2e'lv'\ (50.6) 

The remaining components are to be taken as zero: 

W00 = W°“ = 0, (50.7) 

since the change in the particle energy in the collision (q°) in this frame of 
reference is of the second order with respect to the small scattering angle, and so 
W°° and W00 would be of the third or fourth order, whereas the whole calculation 
of the collision integral is accurate only as far as second-order quantities. 

From (50.6) and (50.7), 

Wkk = -Wa°=- 47T(ee')2Lmc2e'lv'. 

This 4-scalar may be written in an invariant form by noting that in the rest frame of 
the particle e we have 

[(mQ2-l]lB 
//c. 

where uk = pklmc, u'k = pklm'c are the 4-velocities of the two particles. Hence 

Wk = —4 ir(ee')2Lmm'( _w 
:[(ni!')2— if 

(50.8) 

From (50.6) and (50.7) we also find that 

Ww«,= Wuui=0, (50.9) 

and, since these equations are relativistically invariant in form, they are valid in 
any frame of reference. 

The expression for the 4-tensor VFkl valid in any frame of reference must 
evidently be symmetrical in the two particles. The general form of such a 4-tcnsor 
depending only on the 4-vectors uk and u'k is 

Wkl = agkl + /3(u V + u'V) + 6(uV‘ + u'V), 

where a, /3 and 6 are scalars. Determining these from the conditions (50.8) and 
(50.9), we obtain 

VFkl = 2 Tr(ee')2L 
m'c\uu')2 

{- [(mi')2 - l]gkl -(uV + u'V1) +(uu')(u V + u V)}. (50.10) 
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Lastly, taking the space part of this 4-tensor in an arbitrary frame of reference, 
we have the following final expression for the quantities B„p in the collision 
integral: 

where 

B„ - 2v<et')‘L ivc'F-TP* 

[(■y V2(! ~ ^T-) _ 1 ]S°/3 - p V„Vi3 -^2 v:,vp 

y = e/mc2 = (1 - tr/c2)-1'2, 

y=£7m'r = (l-»Vr,,!, 

(50.11) 

are the Lorentz factors for the two particles. Despite its more complex form in 
comparison with the non-relativistic case, the three-dimensional tensor (50.11) 
again satisfies the relations 

BnpVp = B„pv'p. (50.12) 

To estimate the Coulomb logarithm, we note that in the relativistic case the Born 
situation occurs: ze2lhv ~ ze2/hc < 1. Hence, for ee and ei collisions. 

L ~ log(pa/ft) = log(Tpa/ftc). (50.13) 

For ii collisions, Te must be replaced by T, (if the ions too are relativistic), or else 
the ordinary non-relativistic expressions should be used. 

The transport equation with the Coulomb collision integral is valid so long as 
Rutherford scattering is the principal cause of variation of the electron momentum 
and energy. The competing process here is bremsstrahlung (and also the Compton 
effect, if the plasma contains an appreciable number of photons). The Rutherford 
scattering (transport) cross-section is in order of magnitude 

oRu ~ z\e2lmcz)2(mc2l€)2L ~ z2(e2lmc2)2{mc2ITr)2L. (50.14) 

The cross-section for bremsstrahlung emission of a photon with energy hw ~ T, is 

obr ~ (z2IW)(e2lmc2)2 log(T,/mc2); (50.15) 

cf. RQT (93.17). These cross-sections are comparable if 

Tc/mc2~(137L/log X’ilL)'12. 

PROBLEMS 

Problem 1. Find the rate of energy transfer from electrons with temperature T, S> me2 to ions with 
temperature T; < Me2. 
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Solution. The calculations in §42 remain valid as far as (42.3). We take the Blf from (50.4) and 
(50.6) with l)'==c : 

= / \ 4ttzVn.-N,L 
lit lit V T,/ Me 

Expressing the energy of ultra-relativistic electrons in terms of their temperature by = 37,iV, (sec .ST' 
I, §44. Problem), we obtain 

Probi.km 2. Find the electrical conductivity of a relativistic Lorentzian plasma. 
Solution. When wc neglect ee collisions and go to the limit M ->t-, the piocess of solution in the 

relativistic case is the same as for the non-rclativistic problem in §44. The correction to the distribution 

S/ = -[eE.v/Wp)l/0 
(cf. (44.5)), the only difference being that the collision frequency is now determined by the relativistic 
Rutherford scattering cross-section: 

I'ri(p) = N,vtr,. <r, == | ]jf2dtr = 4irz2eiLlv2p2. 

Calculating the current as the integral - e / vS/ d p, we find as the conductivity 

cr = (v'p2)l\lirze2T.L. 

In the ultra-relativistic case, v =* c, (p2) = 12(T,/c)2, and so 

§51. Fluctuations in plasmas 

The theory of fluctuations in plasmas is in principle constructed in the same way 
as for an ordinary gas (§§ 19 and 20). The different-time correlation functions such 

r„ p,)S/s(f2, r2, P2)>, (8<p(f,, r,)6/„(f2, r2, p2)>, 

where <p is the electric field potential and a, b distinguish the types of particle, 
satisfy (when f = f,-f2>0) the same equations, namely the linearized transport 
equation and the linearized Poisson’s equation, as the distribution functions /„ and 
the potential <p. To solve these equations, the corresponding single-time correlation 
functions are needed as an initial condition. But, in contrast to an equilibrium gas 
of neutral particles, there is in a plasma a single-time correlation between the 
positions of different particles due to their Coulomb interaction and extending to a 
large distance (~ a). In the equilibrium case, this correlation is described by the 
density correlation functions calculated in SP 1, §79. In non-equilibrium cases, the 
determination of the single-time correlation functions is a difficult problem. 
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This difficulty may, however, be overcome in a general manner for the case of a 
collisionless plasma. For such a plasma, the problem of fluctuations in a stationary 
non-equilibrium state has a particularly natural formulation, since in the absence of 
an external field any distribution functions /„(p) depending only on the particle 
momenta are a stationary solution of the transport equation. The correlation 
function of fluctuations relative to such a distribution will depend, as in the 
equilibrium case, on the coordinates of the two points and on the two times Only 
through the differences r = n - r2, f = f, - f2. If the plasma is collisionless, the times 
t considered are much less than 1/n, where v is the effective collision frequency. 
The method given below is applicable in just these conditions; the plasma is 
throughout treated as collisionless. The method is based on a direct averaging of 
the products of the exact fluctuating distribution functions fa(t, r, p).t 

These functions satisfy the equations 

^£ = i4 + v.^£_£ *P.?k=0 
dt 8t 8r “ 3r 0p ’ 

where <p is the exact electric field potential, which satisfies the equation 

(51-1) 

A<p = -4ir 2 ea I fad3p. (51.2) 

Equations (51.1) are the analogue of Liouville’s theorem. In these exact equations, 
collisions have not yet been neglected. The exact distribution functions 

M«,r,p) = 2 6[r—r0(f)]6[p—p0(f)] (51.3) 

(with summation over all particles of type a) take account of particle motion along 
paths r = ru(f) that are exact solutions of the equations of motion for interacting 
particles. Equations (51.1) are easily verified by direct differentiation of the 
expressions (51.3), using the equations of motion of particles in a self-consistent 
field. 

Equations (51.1) and (51.2) themselves are not very useful; to apply the dis¬ 
tribution functions in the form (51.3) would mean following the motion of each 
particle separately. However, if they are averaged over physically infinitesimal 
volumes,!: the ordinary transport equations are obtained. Putting /„ = /„ + Sf„, 
tp = <p +Stp, and averaging the equations (without any approximation), we obtain 

.Msl_ /dS(f> d8f«\ 
8t V dr C“ dr dp C“\ dr dp /’ 

A<p = - 4ir 2 ea J Ja d3p. 

The right-hand side of (51.4) is the collision integral^ 

(51.4) 

(51.5) 

tit is due to N. Rostoker (1961) and to Yu. L. Klimontovich and V. P. Silin (1962) 
tOr, equivalently, over the initial conditions of the exact mechanical problem, corresponding to a 

specified macroscopic state. 
§We shall return to this expression at the end of the section, and meanwhile note only that it 

corresponds to the right-hand side of (16.7) in the case where the particles have a Coulomb interaction 
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Subtracting (51.4) and (51.5) from the exact equations (51.1) and (51.2), we obtain 
equations for the fluctuating parts of the distribution functions and the potential. 
The terms in the transport equation that are quadratic in Sip and S/„ describe the 
influence of collisions on the fluctuations. Neglecting these terms and considering 
the case of spatial homogeneity, i.e. putting 

fa = fa( P), <P=0, (51.6) 

wq obtain the equations 

dt dr a dr dp ’ ^ ^ 

A dtp = - 4ir 2 ea J Sfa d3p. (51.8) 

These equations enable us to express the functions Sfa(t, r, p) at any instant t in 
terms of their values at some initial instant t = 0, and hence to express the 
correlation function 

<6/u(t1,r1,p1)6f(,(t2,r2,p2)> (51.9) 

in terms of its value for ti=t2 = 0. This initial value of the correlation function, 
which we denote by goh(r, - r2, pi, p2), is a largely (see below) arbitrary function. It 
must be emphasized immediately that this is not the single-time correlation func¬ 
tion which (together with the complete different-time correlation function) we are 
trying to find. The central point which ensures the effectiveness of the method 
under discussion is that with an arbitrary choice of the function g the correlation 
function (51.9) thus calculated reduces in the course of time (when t, and t2 are of 
the order of the Landau damping time) to a function only of the difference 
t-ti~t2, independent of the choice of g. The problem is thereby solved: this 
limiting function is the required different-time correlation function, and its value 
for f, — f2 = 0 is the single-time correlation function. 

To carry out the above programme, we use the components of a Fourier 
expansion with respect to the coordinates and a one-sided Fourier expansion with 
respect to the time: 

S/LUp) = J d3x J dte-i(k r-“'>8fa(t,r,p), (51.10) 

and similarly for <p(„+k’. Multiplying equations (51.7) and (51.8) by "*> and 
integrating over dt from 0 to °° and over d3x, we obtain 

i(k .v~w)8f%k-ieak . (dfjdp)8ip^ = 8fak(0, p), 

- k28(pui = 4ir 2 ea J Sf(a+Jk d'p. (51 11) 
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Similar equations have already been encountered several times (cf. (34.10), (34.11)); 
they lead to the result 

S<pL+k = 
4tt y f 5U(0,p) 

k2€i(to, k) -f ° J i(k.v-co) 
d3p. (51.12) 

where e, is the permittivity of a plasma with distribution /(p).t Multiplication of 
two such expressions, followed by statistical averaging, gives 

(fi<pL+k’s<pLv: 
_16tt2_ 
k%(w, k)e,(w', k') 

yV , f (Sfqk(0, p)8fn(0, p')) 
ft "fc J i(k.v-to)i(k'.v'-to') 

d3p d3p'. (51.13) 

The mean value in the numerator of the integrand is related to the Fourier 

component g„kk(pi, P:) of the ‘‘initial” correlation function gu(,(r, — r^, pi, p>) by 

(Sfak(0, p)8/i,k(0, p')> = (2ir)3S(k + k')guH(p„ Pr); 

cf. (19.13). Like any single-time correlation function, the initial correlation function 
must contain a delta-function term expressing the cases where there is only one 
particle in coinciding elements of phase space: 

SjCpWr.-rJSfp'-pJ; 

see (19.6). The Fourier transform of this term is 8u(/(p)8(pi- p^). Thus we must put 
in (51.13) 

(8/„k(0, p)8/„k(0, p')) 

= (2ir)38(k + k')[8<ll>/(1(p)8(p- p') +/u,k(p, p')], (51.14) 

where ju,k(p, p') is an arbitrary smooth (non-singular for real p and p') function, the 
Fourier transform of some function ju.(r, -r2, p,, p>) which tends to zero as 

lri — r2| ->«>. 
On substitution in (51.13), the term containing this arbitrary function in (51.14) 

gives 

4(2rr)35(k + k') ^ f _M£l£2^pdy__ 
k4e,(co, k)e,(to', k') ft J i(k. v - w)i(k. v' -to')' 

(51.15) 

We shall show that this expression corresponds to a function in the time represen¬ 
tation that decreases rapidly with increasing t or t'. 

The change from the Laplace transform (8ipL+k8ipL+v) (see the first footnote to 

fWe shall assume, merely to simplify the subsequent formulae, that the function /(p) is istropic, so 
that the corresponding permittivity tensor e0)) reduces to scalars e, and £,. 
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§34) to a function of the times t2 and ti= t2 + t is made by means of the formula 

<8<pk(r,)8<pk-(f2)) = J «'M,"“',2<8<pL+k8(pLv> dw dw'/(2ir)2, (51.16) 

where the integration is taken along contours in the complex to and to' planes which 
pass above all singularities of the integrand. We are interested in the asymptotic 
form of (51.16) as fu t2^^. To find this, we must lower the contours of integration 
until they “catch” on the singularities; for instance, a singularity at to = to(. gives an 
asymptotic time dependence exp(— iwct) of the integral with respect to to. It is easy 
to see that (51.15) has singularities only in the lower half-planes of to and to' (and 
not on the real axes), and therefore the asymptotic form of the integral (51.16), with 
(51.15) as (8<p(*k8<pLv), contains only damped terms. 

Let us consider, for example, the integral with respect to to. The factor 1 /e,(to. k) 
in (51.15) has poles at the zeros of e,(to, k), which are all in the lower half of the 
to-plane.t The integral over d*p in (51.15) has a similar property: it has the form 

f ij>(z) dz 
J z-io/k- iO 

with z = vx the component of v along k, and the factor iJ/(z) can (according to the 
assumed properties of ju,k(p, p')) have singularities only for complex z: an integral 
of this form has already been discussed at the end of §29, and shown to have poles 
only in the lower half of the co-plane. 

Thus the undamped part of the correlation function, which we wish to determine, 
arises only from the contribution of the first term in (51,14) to the ir'egral (51,13): 

<8vLV8?»M-> 
4(2rr)58(k + k') y 2 f_f„(p) d3p_ 

fc4e,(co, k)e,(co', k) ~ “ J (to - k . v + iO)(to' + k . v + i0)‘ 
(51.17) 

The integrand is transformed by putting 

_i_=_i_r_i_+_i_i 
(to-k.v + i0)(to' + k.v + ;0) to+to' + ;oLto-k.v + iO co' + k.v + iOj' 

On the further integration with respect to to' in (51.16), a contribution not damped 
as t comes from the residue at the pole to' = — to - iO, which is avoided by the 
contour of integration in the way shown in Fig. 14. In this sense, the factor 
1 /(to + to') is to be interpreted as — 27ri8(co + to'). The significance of the factors 
l/(to±k.v) in the subsequent integration with respect to to is given by (29.8), 
according to which 

ir-irlr+rd ~ zr-“k!v-,-o=~ 2m's(w ~k •v); 

tit is assumed that the distribution /(p) corresponds to a stable state of the plasma, so that the plasma 
waves are damped. It is evident that only in this case is there any meaning in the problem of stationary 
fluctuations. 
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© 

Fig. 14. 

this notation implies that the integrations with respect to to and to' are taken along 
the real axis. 

Thus, to calculate the correlation function in the asymptotic limit of long times t, 
we must make in the integral (51.17) the substitution 

[(to - k. v + iO)(io' + k . v + i0)]-‘ -> - (2ir)2S(to + to^Sfto - k . v). (51.18) 

The result ist 

(SvSSvSt) = (2rr)4S(to + to')6(k + k'KVU. (51.19) 

(VU = Fj^kjp ? e“ / v) d'P- (51-2°) 

It is seen from the definition (51.19) (cf. (19.13)) that the (8ip2)„k are the required 
Fourier transform of the correlation function—the frequency correlation function. 
Thus formula (51.20) gives the solution of the problem stated for fluctuations of the 
potential. 

The other correlation functions are determined similarly. For example, express¬ 
ing 8/L’v in terms of 8<pL+v from (51.11), multiplying by 8<pL+k from (51.12), and 
averaging, we obtain the correlation function for the potential and the distribution 
function;:) 

(*■ - it, ^ is ■■ ii'^■* rife, r-M"-*- ’>■ 

The order of Stp and Sfa in (8<p8/u)„k is significant; by definition (cf. SP 1 (122.11)), 
(51.21) is the Fourier transform of the space-time correlation function 

tTo avoid misunderstanding, it may be mentioned that this is not the complete expression, but only the 
part with the singularity in to + to\ which governs the asymptotic form of the correlation function. In the 
complete expression, not all terms contain 8(w + to'), since the corresponding function of Ii and I2 depends 
on the difference I = Ii — 12 only asymptotically for large ti and I;. 

tNote that the avoidance rule for the contour is opposite in the first term (to - iO instead of to 1 iO). 
This is because, for to = - to', k = - k", we have (k\ v- to' - iO) 1 = -(k. v- to + tO) 
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(8<p(t, r)8/a(0,0)). If, however, the correlation function is defined as 
(Sfa(t. r)8<p(0,0)), then we have 

(SfaS<pU = (&pSf.)^ = (M/.)*k; (51.22) 

cf. SP 1 (122.13). 
Lastly, the frequency correlation function of the distribution function is 

(8/.8/»U = 2irfU8(p, ■pJ/.(p.)8(M-k.v,) 

-(k.jt)(k.ft) 
-k.v2) 

T (to - k. v, + i0)(to - k . v2 - i0) 

_ 
fc 11 flpi/7 ei(to, k)(to-k.vi + i0) 

8(to - k ■ v2) 1 
l dptE ° ef(to, /c)(to - k . v2 - iO)J' 

(51.23) 

This is the Fourier transform of the correlation function 

<8/o(t,r,pD8/»(0,0, p2)). 

If the JQ in (51.20)—(51.23) are taken to be the Maxwellian functions f0a, we obtain 
the correlation functions of fluctuations in an equilibrium collisionless plasma. 

Let us consider, for example, fluctuations of the potential. For a Maxwellian 
plasma, the imaginary part of the longitudinal permittivity may be expressed as 

«TK k) = ^py 2 / /ou(p)8(ro - k . v) d3p (51.24) 

(cf. (30.1)); the generalization to particles of several types is obvious. Substituting 
this expression in (51.20), we obtain 

(8<P2U = 8irTe"(co, fc)/to/c2|ei(to, k)|2. (51.25) 

The correlation function of the longitudinal electric field is 

(EaEPU =/c„M8(p2U. (51-26) 

This result could, of course, also be derived from the general macroscopic theory 
of equilibrium electromagnetic fluctuations given in SP 2, §§75-77.t According to 
that theory, the frequency correlation function of the electric field is expressed in 
terms of the retarded Green’s function by a formula which in the classical limit 

tThe self-consistent field in a plasma is a macroscopic quantity, and the macroscopic theory of 
fluctuations is therefore applicable to it. The distribution function, however, is not a macroscopic 
quantity, and its fluctuations always require kinetic treatment. 
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(hw T) becomes 

(E„EPU = - (2coT/tic2) im D^(to,k); (51.27) 

see SP 2 (76.3), (77.2). In a medium with spatial dispersion, the Green’s function is+ 

4-rrft kakB\ 4vhc2 kake r\R s , ^ (<- kukB\ , 4tthe2 k)=uw-k* - Vv+ kr’ 
(51.28) 

Substitution of the longitudinal part of this function (the second term) in (51.27) 
gives (51.25) and (51.26). 

Lastly, let us return to (51.4) and show that the expression 

0 
e°0p 

(51.29) 

on the right-hand side is in fact the same as the familiar expression for the collision 
integral in a plasma. The-quantity (51.29) is obtained from the correlation function 
(8<p(f, r)6/„(0,0)) by differentiation with respect to r followed by putting r = 0. 
Thus we find 

{if Sfu) = / 'WS<P S/“U d0> d3fc/(2lr)4 = - / k im (8<P 6/„U day d3k/(2ir)4, (51.30) 

the latter expression being derived by means of (51.22). From (51.21), with (51.20) and 
(51.24), we have 

im (Sip Sfa)u — irk .it 
0p„ 

(6<p:)„ 
8ir2e" j 

~~kW{° 
uS(to -k. v„) 

8(to — k. vh) d3pb .S(a>-k. va). 

Substitution of this in (51.30) easily converts (51.29) to the Balescu-Lenard 
collision integral (§47). 

In this proof, it may appear strange that, to calculate the collision integral, it was 
sufficient to consider fluctuations in a collisionless plasma. This occurs because the 
important Fourier components of the electric field in collisions in plasmas are those 
with k a 1/a > 111, so that collisions may be neglected. The situation here is exactly 
similar to that in the derivation of the Boltzmann transport equation (§ 16): equation 
(16.10) signifies the neglect of the influence of collisions on the pair correlation 
function. 

tThis is obtained from SP 2 (75.20), by dividing that expression into transverse and longitudinal parts, 
and replacing e in the two parts by e,(u. k) and £i(w, k) respectively. 



CHAPTER V 

PLASMAS IN MAGNETIC FIELDS 

§52. Permittivity of a collisionless cold plasma 

This chapter deals with the properties of plasmas in an external magnetic field, 
which are said to be magnetoactive. By forcing the charged particles to move in 
helical paths along the lines of force, the magnetic field exerts a profound influence 
on the behaviour of the plasma. In particular, it affects the dielectric properties. 

Let us first recall some general properties of the permittivity tensor in the 
presence of a magnetic field with induction B (see ECM, §82). As when the field is 
absent, equation (28.6) is valid: 

e„p(—to, -k;B)= eJp(co, k;B). (52.1) 

According to Onsager’s principle, this tensor is symmetrical when the signs of the 
field and the wave vector are simultaneously changed: 

e„p(to, k; B) = epJai, - k; - B). (52.2) 

If the medium is invariant under spatial inversion (as is an equilibrium plasma), the e„p 
are even functions of k, and (52.2) becomes 

cap(to, k; B) = ep„(to, k; -B). (52.2a) 

It must be emphasized, however, that this property occurs only in a medium in 
thermodynamic equilibrium, unlike (52.1), which follows from the definition of eQp- 

In the general case, the tensor eQp may be divided into an Hermitian part 
2(c0p + e*0) and an anti-Hermitian part ](c0p ~ c*a)- The latter determines the 
dissipation of the field energy in the medium; cf. (30.3). 

We shall begin the study of magnetoactive plasmas with the simple case of a 
“cold” collisionless plasma. The temperature of such a plasma is assumed to be so 
low that the thermal motion of the particles is negligible; the conditions for this will 
be formulated below. In this approximation, there is no spatial dispersion, and the 
permittivity depends only on the frequency of the electric field. There is also no 
dissipation, and the tensor e„p is therefore Hermitian: 

e„p(co;B) = e£„(w;B). (52.3) 

From this and (52.1), it follows that 

e0p(co; B) — ep0(—w, B). 
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Separating the Hermitian tensor into real and imaginary parts, e«p = e^p + ie^, we 
have from (52.2) and (52.3) 

eipfto; B)= ep0(to;B) = 60/3(10;-B), 
€0/3(10; B) = — €/3„(co; B) = — e"p(co; —B)., 

(52.5) 

Thus, in a non-dissipative medium, the eip are even functions of the field, and the 
e£p are odd functions. 

We shall suppose that the anisotropy of the plasma is due only to the presence of 
a constant and uniform magnetic field, whose induction within the plasma is 
denoted by B0. In such a case, the general linear relation between the induction and 
strength of a weak monochromatic electric field is 

D = ejE + (e| — ejb(b . E) + igE x b, (52.6) 

where b = B0/Bo; ej and g are functions of to and B0. This relation is written in 
tensor form as Da = e„pEp, where 

e„/3 = €jS„/3 + (tji € j + igeop yby. 

If the z-axis is taken along B0, the components of this tensor 

= €)) = €j, = «||, 
= -6« = ig, 6« = = 0. 

(52.7) 

(52.8) 

From the condition for the tensor (52.7) to be Hermitian, it follows that ej., ej and g 
are real, and from (52.4) it follows that e_ and e# are even functions of the 
frequency, g an odd function. The expression (52.7) necessarily satisfies Onsager’s 
principle. 

In weak fields the tensor eQp must be expandable in integral powers of the vector 
B0. Hence, as B0->0, the coefficient €i tends to a finite limit, the permittivity in the 
absence of the magnetic field. The difference e_ - Ey a B02, and g * B0. 

The calculation of e0p in this approximation can be made directly from the 
equations of motion of particles in a variable field E and a constant field B0, as in 
the derivation of (31.9). For example, for electrons 

mdvldt =—eE-evxBo/c. (52.9) 

The velocity v varies with time in the same way (* e"“') as the field E. Neglecting 
the spatial variation of E in the region of motion of the particle, we have from 
(52.9) 

icov = eE/m + ev x B0/mc. 

The solution of this algebraic vector equation contains terms parallel to E, b and 
E x b; if the coefficients in these terms are apppropriately chosen, we obtain 

(52.10) 
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where toBl, = eBJmc. The polarization P due to the motion of the electrons, and 
therefore the induction D, are related to the electron velocity by (29.4): 

The ionic contribution to the polarization is calculated in the same way, and the 
two contributions are additive. The result is 

_tO Bif)|2 

co Be = eBo/mc, toBi = zeBolMc 

(52.11) 

(52.12) 

are the electron and ion Larmor frequencies ;t the values of these parameters are 
an important characteristic of a magnetoactive plasma (they are the frequencies of 
rotation of charged particles in circular orbits in the magnetic field). 

The ratios 

toBr/toBe = zmlM, il;l£lc = (zm/M)1'2 (52.13) 

are small quantities. The ratio of the frequencies and toBc, or fi,- and toBi, which 
depend on entirely different parameters (the plasma density, and the field B0), may 
vary over a very wide range. 

The ion contribution to the permittivity of a magnetoactive plasma may, despite 
the large mass of the ions, be comparable with or even greater than the electron 
contribution at sufficiently low frequencies to. As to ->0, the two terms in g cancel, 
and g->0, as is easily seen by noting that 

£le2lwBe = a2/toBt (52.14) 

because of the electrical neutrality of the plasma (Ne = zM). The two terms in g 
remain of the same order of magnitude when to ~ toBi, and the ion part of g is 
negligible when to > toBi. In the transverse permittivity ej., the two terms are 
comparable only in the range 

to ~ toBi(M/m)112 ~ (toBitoB£)W2. 

tAIso cyclotron frequencie gyro-frequencies. 
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The ion contribution is negligible here Only if 

to > (tOBito^)1'2. (52.15) 

Lastly, in the longitudinal permittivity eg (which contains the sum of ft,2 and ft;2) 
the ion part is always negligible. Incidentally, eg is independent of B0 because the 
field E has been assumed uniform: in crossed uniform fields, the magnetic field 
does not affect the motion of particles parallel to B0. 

Let us finally consider the conditions for the above formulae to be applicable. In 
applying equation (52.9) to the motion of particles, we have neglected the spatial 
variation of E in the region where the particles are. The size of this region in the 
direction of the constant field B„ is given by the distance vt/ib traversed by a 
particle moving with the mean thermal speed vT during the period of the variable 
field. In the directions perpendicular to B0, the size of the region when to < wB is 
determined by 

rn ~ vtIwb, (52.16) 

the radius of the circular orbits of particles moving with speed vT in the magnetic 
field B0, called the Larmor radius of the particles. The approximation described 
above requires that these distances be small in comparison with those over which 
the field E varies in the relevant directions: 

tr|k..|/co < 1, VTkJtoB < 1, (52.17) 

where k: = k;, and kj., are the components of the wave vector along and across the 
field B0. These inequalities must be satisfied for each type of particle in the plasma. 

We shall see below that the frequency to must also not be too close to toB„ (oBi or 
a multiple of these (the conditions (53.17)). Near such frequencies, the spatial 
dispersion has to be taken into account even if the conditions (52.17) are satisfied. 
As we shall see in §55, this eliminates the poles of the expressions (52.11) at 

§53. The distribution function in a magnetic field 

The permittivity tensor in a collisionless magnetoactive plasma, with allowance 
for spatial dispersion, is calculated from the electron and ion distribution functions 
which are determined by the transport equation. 

All formulae will be written for the particular case of electrons. The transport 
equations for a collisionless plasma have been given in §27. For electrons, the 
equation is 

ff + V’fr-e(E + VXB/c)'fp = °' (53'1} 

Let the plasma be in a constant and uniform magnetic field Bo of any strength. 
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and a weak variable electromagnetic field in which 

E,B'« e"k-r-“0. (53.2) 

From Maxwell’s equations, 

coB'/c = k x E. (53.3) 

We substitute in (53.1) B = B0 + B', and express the distribution function as 
/ = /o + S/, where /0 is the stationary uniform distribution in the absence of the 
variable field; the small correction 8/ depends On t and r in the same way (53.2) as 
the fields E and B' to which it is proportional. Separating the zero-order and 
first-order terms (relative to the weak field) in the equation, we obtain! 

. vx Bo = 0, (53.4) 

+ (53.5) 

Let u2 and k2 denote the components of the vectors v and k along the field B0,‘ Vi 
and ki5 the components in the plane perpendicular to B0; <p, the angle between Vi 
and the plane of k2 and B0, measured in the direction of rotation of a coikscrew 
driven along B0. The variables u2, and <p are cylindrical polar coordinates in 
v-space. In these variables, (53.5) becomes 

i(klVz + k^^con <p - w)8f + wBedSfld<p = e|E + ^ v x (k x E)J ■ 0/o/dp. (53.6) 

From (53.4) it follows that dfjdip =0, i.e. /o can be any function of p. and pL only; 

/o = /o(p.-. Pi), (53.7) 

a result that is obvious for a collisionless plasma, since p2 and p± are the variables 
not affected by the magnetic field. 

To simplify the formulae, we use the notation 

a = (kzVz — 0))lu>Be, fi = k±vJa)Be, (53.8) 

Q(«>n «>i.v> = ^ ' {E + ^ v x (k x E>) ■ (53-9> 

If fB depends only on the electron energy e = p2/2m, the derivative 0/o/dp = 
v d/o/de, and its product with the second term in the braces is zero, so that 

Q-^fv.E. (53.10) 

tin a cold plasma, there was no need to take account of the Lorentz force exerted by the weak field 
B, since it is of the second order of smallness when the iritrinsic movement of the particles (in the 
absence of the field) is neglected. 
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With this notation, (53.6) becomes 

06//flip + i(a + /3 cos <p)8/ = Q(<p); (53.11) 

the arguments t>z and t), of Q are omitted. The solution is 

8/ = e-'^—'f* ew*»”*iQ(f-) dip', 

or, with the change of variable of integration <p' = ip - r, 

Sf = ^ e****-"-'°rQ(cp - t) dr. 

The constant C is determined by the condition that the function Sf be periodic in 
<p with the period 2ir. Since the integrand and the coefficient of the integral are 
periodic in <p, this condition is satisfied if the limits of integration are independent 
of <p, for which we must take C = ® or C = The choice between these two 
possibilities is decided by the Landau contour rule (29.6): the integration is to be 
taken with to->to + iO, i.e. a-»a —iO. Such an integral is convergent only with 
C = «>t. The final result is 

Sf = e-‘^m* JJ ciPsin(»-T)-iOTg((p _ T) dT 

= J exp{- iar- 2i/3 cos(ip — |t) sin MQ(<p - t) dr. (53.12) 

In the limit B0->0, this should become (29.2). To take the limit, we note that for 
a S> 1 the important range in the integral is r < 1. Then sin(<p - r) sin ip — t cos <p, 
and the integral becomes 

Sf - Q(<p) e_l,a+/3,T dr 

= Q(<P)J0 exp|-irk'^ dr. 

Taking the integral with to -> to + i0, we obtain 

Sf=QwBe/i(k.v-w), (53.13) 

the required result. 
If the field frequency is equal to the Larmor frequency toBe or a multiple of it, we 

have simple or multiple cyclotron resonance (of the electrons). To study the 
dielectric properties of the plasma near such resonances, a different method of 

tThis conclusion depends on the sign of w in the exponent. For ions, the charge — e is replaced by re. 
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solving equation (53.11) is convenient, based on expanding the function sought in a 
Fourier series with respect to the variable <p. 

With the substitution 

s/ = e-*,in* g 

in (53.11), we obtain for g the equation 

dgld(p + iag = g'Psin*’Q(t;z, v±y(p). 

The solution is sought as a Fourier series 

g = ewgs(vz, Uj) (53.15) 

and the coefficients gs are found to be 

gs — QslUct + s), 

Qs(Uz, D J = ^ Jg ei<Psin'-”)Q(uz, V±J T) dT. 

The expansion (53.15) automatically makes 8/ a periodic function of <p. 
First of all, the expression of 8/ as the series (53.14), (53.15) allows an 

immediate formulation of the conditions for spatial dispersion to be negligible. The 
wave number appears in the terms of the series through the parameters 

P = k1vJwB, a + s =—(w — siou — k2v2)lwB- 

The permittivity of the plasma is determined by the distribution function at speeds 
v ~ vT. The wave number does not appear in this function if 

k±v±<0)B, |co-stoolMkzK- (53.17) 

The first inequality (53.17), and the second one with s = 0, are the same as the 
conditions (52.17). We see that, as well as these conditions, the frequency to must 
not be too close to any of the cyclotron resonances. 

In the neighbourhood of these resonances, the distribution function can be 
represented by a single term of the Fourier series under certain conditions, namely 

|k7|ur ^ toB, |io — ntoo| < too, (53.18) 

where n is any of the numbers 0, ±1, ±2 ... It is easily seen that the nth term in the 
expansion (53.15) is then large compared with the others: 

gn ~ Q„coB/(|k2UT| + |to - nioB|)> Q„, 

whereas gs =s Qs for n (since |scoB - to| 3: coB). Retaining this one term, we find 

(53.16) 
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for the electron distribution function 

rf _ n wise exp[i{mp - (M-l/cob,) sin <p}] 
' * (5319) 

Qn = 2“ j exp[- i{m - (k^vJtxtBe) sin t}]Q(u„ t^, r) dr. 

The dependence of the distribution function on the angle <p is given explicitly by 
this formula. In particular, when n = 0 and /c^-^0, the distribution is independent of 
<p. The source of this property is evident from the condition to <? wBe, i.e. (53.18) 
with n = 0: the Larmor rotation frequency is much greater than the field variation 
frequency, and this “averages” the distribution frequency over the angle of 
rotation. 

§54. Permittivity of a magnetoactive Maxwellian plasma 

The electron contribution to the permittivity tensor is calculated from the 
distribution function by means of the formula 

P° = Ee = -It J V° 8f d'p (54-1} 

and the ion contribution is similar with —ze instead of e. For a Maxwellian plasma, 
the integration over d3p in this expression can be carried out explicitly. 

The function Sf is given by the integral (53.12), and from the definition (53.10) 

Q = —(eE.v/aWD/o. (54.2) 

We can rewrite the integral more compactly by using instead of k = (kz, kj and 
E = (E_-, Ej) the vectors 

K = (kzr, 2kj sin |r), E = (E2, EJ, (54.3) 

where kx is k± turned through it in the plane perpendicular to B0, and Ex is Ei 
turned through t. Then Sf becomes 

sf=-ft f expfi(WT'K • v)}/o(p)i: •v dT’ 

where /o(p) is the Maxwellian distribution function. 

tThe relev nalogous situation in § I. 
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This expression is substituted in (54.1), and the variable of integration p = mv is 
changed according to 

v = u-iKT/nuoee. 

The integration over d3u is elementary, and the result is 

<5a-a) 

According to the definition (54.3), 

K2 = /c.V + 4k±2 sin2 \r. 

By writing (54.4) in components, we find the components of the tensor e„p. The 
coordinate axes are chosen as follows: z along B0, x along ki5 and y along B0 x k 
(Fig. 15). A simple calculation gives 

e„p - Su/3 = exp|iT^^^-^/cz2r|fT2-2/c12rj)f sinMrj dr, (54.5) 

where 

K„ = COS T - (k^Be)2 sin2 T, 

Kyy = cos r + 4(/c1rBf)2 sin4 -jj, 

«zz = 1-(W)V, 

kx, = - k,, = -sin r + 2(k1rBe)2 sin t sin2 \r, 

KIZ = = —kJi^BeT sin r, 

Kyz = - KIy = —2kzk±r2BeT sin2 It ; 

rBe = vTelioBe is the electron Larmor radius. 

(54.6) 

Fig. 15. 
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The equations 

(54.7) 

are evident as follows: with fixed coordinates, Onsager’s principle gives e„p(B0) = 
ep„(-B0), and with the above choice of axes tied to the directions of B0 and k± the 
>>-and z-axes are reversed when B0->-B0. With these axes, therefore, 

<E,y(B0) = —V(-B0), 

€=(Bo)=-€=(-Bo), 

e>z(Bo) = e2y(—Bn). 

(54.8) 

Now B0 (the direction of the z-axis) is a pseudovector; kj and B0xk, (the 
directions of the x-and the y-axis) are true vectors. Hence, because of the 
requirement of invariance under inversion of the coordinates, the components ex- and 
ev;, which contain One suffix z, must be odd functions of B0, and all other components 
must be even functions. Hence equations (54.8) imply (54.7). 

Because of the relations (54.7), the Hermitian and anti-Hermitian parts of the 
various components ea(j = e'p + ie"p are differently expressed in terms of their real 
and imaginary parts. The division into Hermitian and anti-Hermitian parts is 
expressed by the sum 

U*) =(-««£ 4! iV'z) + l-e£ ie'L 4!). (54.9) 

Although all the calculations have been made for the electron part of the 
permittivity, exactly similar formulae are valid for the ion contribution. The change 
to the latter is made by putting fie, tire-»t>7i and coBE->-toBl, and simultaneously 
changing the upper limit of the integral in (54.5) to -oc; see the third footnote to 
§53. Then, with the change of the variable of integration t-» — r, we return to the 
previous expressions (54.5), (54.6) with fl,-, vTi, coBl instead of Oc, vTe, coB„ and a 
change in sign of Kxy and k,... Thus the rule for going from the electron contribution 
to the ion contribution to the permittivity is to replace the electron parameters by 
ion parameters and at the same time to change the sign of the components and 

§55. Landau damping in magnetoactive plasmas 

When the thermal movement of plasma particles is taken into account, the tensor 
e„p acquires an anti-Hermitian part. In a collisionless plasma, since there is no true 
dissipation of energy, this part of the tensor is due to Landau damping. 

We have seen in §30 that the mechanism of Landau damping depends on the 
transfer of electromagnetic field energy to particles moving in phase with the wave: 
the damping involves particles for which to = k. v, i.e. the component of the 
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velocity v in the direction of k is equal to the phase velocity co//c of the wave. In a 
magnetoactive plasma, this condition is somewhat altered: the components of the 
particle velocity and the wave phase velocity along the constant field B0 must be 
equal: 

= (55.1) 

This is because the motion of the particle transversely to B0 is in circles and cannot 
involve any systematic transfer of energy from the field to the particle: if the 
particle moves in phase with the wave and gains energy from it in one part of the 
circle, a similar amount of energy will be transferred from the particle to the field in 
the opposite part of the circle. 

In a magnetoactive plasma, however, there is a further mechanism of collision¬ 
less dissipation, due to the Larmor rotation of the particles. In coordinates moving 
with the particle at speed along the field B0, the particle moves in a circular orbit 
with frequency coB. Such a particle is electrodynamically an oscillator radiating at 
frequency wB (synchrotron radiation). When an o-dilator is placed in a variable 
external field, it absorbs at this frequency. The electromagnetic wave frequency in 
coordinates moving relative to the plasma is modified by the Doppler effect and is 
to' = to - kzvz. The particles concerned in the absorption are therefore those for 
which 

If ki = 0, the wave field is uniform in the directions transverse to B0, i.e. the 
stimulating force on the oscillator is independent of the latter’s coordinates. Under 
these conditions, the oscillator absorbs only at its frequency toB- If, however, 
kj^O, the stimulating force depends on the coordinates of the oscillator, and so 
there is absorption at multiple frequencies also, i.e. when 

to — kzvz = nwB, (55.2) 

where n is any positive or negative integer. This mechanism of dissipation is called 
Landau cyclotron damping; the cyclotron resonance is simple (n = ±1) or multiple, 
according to the value of n. 

Thus there can be considerable damping in frequency ranges for which 

|co-ncoB|s|/cz|t;r, n = 0, ± 1, ±2,... , (55.3) 

the value n =0 corresponding to the condition (55.1). These resonance absorption 
lines exist at the electron and ion frequencies wBe and coB,-. 

Mathematically, the conditions (55.1) and (55.2) correspond to the poles, at these 
points, of the various terms in the Fourier-series expansion (53.14)—(53.16) of the 
distribution function. The anti-Hermitian parts of the tensor ea/3 arise from the 
residues when the poles in the integral (54.1) are avoided by Landau’s rule. The pass¬ 
age to the limit B0->Ois mathematically peculiar. In a magnetic field, the pole values 
(for a given kz) form a discrete sequence determined by equation (55.2). As the field 
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decreases, the poles come closer together, and in the limit Ba = 0 the pole values v. 
depend not on a discrete number n but on the continuous parameter ki. Vi, in 
accordance with the condition 

to = k . v = kzvz + kj.. vt, 

as shown in going from (53.12) to (53.13). 
Let us calculate, as an example, the permittivity tensor in the region of a simple 

(n = 1) electron cyclotron resonance. We shall also suppose that 

|k;|t;j,/to£)(, < 1, kj vijiont ^ 1 - (55.4) 

Then it is sufficient to use for the distribution function just one term of the Fourier 
series—the expression (53.19), corresponding to the given value of n. Because of 
the second condition (55.4), this function can be expanded in powers of k,. When 

rt = 1, only the zero-order term need be taken in such an expansion, since cyclotron 
absorption at the frequency wBe does not require the external field to be non- 
uniform in the xy-plane. 

Thus we write the distribution function as 

Writing 

r.f = n t°B,c'V 1 ^i[M2-(co-coBe)]’ 

and carrying out the integration, we obtain 

(55.5) 

(55.6) 

With this distribution function, the polarization vector (54.1) has only x- and 
y-components. After the integration over Uj dv± dip, they are 

Px iPy (E„ iEf) (27rT) LeXp( 2T ) vz - (w - wBe)/kz ~i0 sgn kz' 

An integral of this form can be expressed in terms of the function F defined by 
(31.3). We obtain finally as the components of the permittivity tensort 

€xx 1 (yy 1 Uxy 2co(co — code) F(v2t;r£|/c2|) ’ j (55.7) 

^he pole vz~(oj~ ojbt)lk: is passed below or above, according to the sign of k2; this is the reason for 
the presence of the modulus of k: in the argument of F. 
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The anti-Hermitian part of this tensor, which describes the damping, is 

ir'l2ne2 
2}lico\kz\Vl 

(55.8) 

The Hermitian part, in the immediate neighbourhood of to = toBE, has the form 

Cxx 1 ~ Cyy 1 — e"y-flg'ftO tOBe)/2 tOtl fc , 

|t0 — <x»Bc|/t)Te|/cI| <31 1. 
(55.9) 

At the point to = ton, itself, this part passes through zero and changes sign. We see 
here how the inclusion of spatial dispersion removes the poles of tne permittivity 
(52.11) of a cold plasma: the discontinuous variation shown by the broken line in 
Fig. 16 is replaced by the continuous line.t 

In the limit |/c2|-»0, the expression (55.8) reduces to a delta function: 

e", = c'iy = -»(irf2eJ/2to)6(to - coBe): (55.10) 

when to - toBc 5^ 0, (55.8) is zero in the limit, and the integral of this function over tfto 
is irf2e2/2to for any value of k:. The significance of the result is clear: in the absence 
of spatial dispersion (fc-> 0), the width of the absorption line tends to zero, and 
damping occurs only when to coincides exactly with toBE- Formula (55.10) may be used 
in place of (55.8) in expressions integrated with respect to to. 

The formula (55.10) can also be derived directly from the expressions (52.11) for 
the permittivity of a cold plasma, by means of Landau’s avoidance rule, according 

tThe expression (55.7) does not have the property (52.1), of course, which would occur only if the 
absorption line near w = -ojb, were considered as well as that near u> = mn,. 
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to which the frequency to at a pole is to be taken as to + i0. Thus the pole factors in 
(52.11) are really to be understood as follows: 

toBc + iOj ’ 

and according to the rule (29.8) 

-* P w2 J JT -~-[S(ay-a)Be)-S(co+ w*)]. (55.11) 

Making this change in (52.11), we obtain (55.10). 
When kz= 0 (i.e. k ± B0), there is no Landau damping in a magnetoactive plasma: 

the speed of the particles no longer appears in (55.1) and (55.2), and these 
conditions cannot be satisfied except when to coincides exactly with some nioB.t 
This property is due to the non-relativistic approximation; in a relativistic plasma, 
the Landau (cyclotron) damping can occur even when kz = 0. The frequency of 
rotation round the direction of B0 for a relativistic charged particle with energy e is 

wBmcIU = toBV(l - tr/c2), 

with toB defined as before. This value is to be used in place of ioB on the right-hand side 
of the condition (55.2). In particular, for It, = 0 we have 

. » ^_!_r_i— _ 
(Ol~ 0)Be 2iOBe l_W “ 0)Be + 1*0 0) + 

to = ncoBV(l - tr/c2); 

to allow this condition to be satisfied, it is necessary only that to < ncoB. 
Landau damping in a magnetoactive relativistic plasma can occur even in the 

limit k->0 (unlike the cases of a magnetoactive non-relativistic plasma and a 
relativistic plasma with no magnetic field). It is due to particles in simple cyclotron 
resonance with a uniform variable field—the condition (55.12) with n = 1—and 
therefore exists at frequencies to < coB; see Problem 2. 

PROBLEMS 

Problem I. Find the permittivity tensor for a magnetoactive plasma at u> s |k-|or,; the conditions 
(55.4) also are assumed satisfied. 

Solution. In the zero-order approximation with respect to the small parameter kLVTjuB*, the 
distribution function for this case (the s = 0 term in the Fourier series (53,14), (53.15)) is 

6/ = QoWi(^z-w), 

2-n l ‘ 

the limit Bo-*0, the damping of course reappears be of electrons that satisfy the conditic 
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With this function 8/, the poiarizaiio 
the tensor e„p - 8„p is 

P is in the z-direction, and the only 

_ 4rre? f MpWdj>_ 
uT J k,vt - id - i O' 

component of 

After the identical transformation 

the integral of the first term over dp- gives zero, and the second term yields the result 

f,-i=j^-[FwV2|M»r,)+1]. 

The imaginary part of this is 

tj-exp(-iD2/2 k2v2Te). 

Problem 2. Find the anti-Hermitian part of the permittivity tensor for an ultra-relativistic mag¬ 
netoactive electron plasma in the limit k -> 0. 

Solution. In the relativistic case, the transport equation (53.5) remains unchanged, but in the 
transformation to (53.6) the relativistic relation p = ev/c' (where e is the electron energy) in place of 
p = mv replaces wb, by ujb,mc2le\ the subsequent formulae in §53, with this change, then remain valid. 

When k = 0, damping arises only from the simple cyclotron resonance. Hence, to calculate the 
anti-Hermitian part of e„p, it is sufficient to take the term with s = I in (53.14) and (53.15). Analogously to 
(55.5) and (55.6), we find 

The ultra-relativistic (T S> me2) function fti ist 

/o = (N,c’/8rrT V". 

The polarization vector is calculated as 

p = (pc’/t)S/ d’p, 

where d3p is to be expressed as p1 dp do = pe de do/c2. The integration over do, with cp = (e2-m V)1'2, 

_ _ tl/mc1 f’ (e2-m2cY2e-’1 de 
I2id2T4 ]„,> t - u„mc!(u t iO ■ 

The integral has an imaginary part if the pole e - wn,mc2lw lies in the range of integration, i.e. if w < wBe. 
In this case the final result is 

§56. Electromagnetic waves in a magnetoactive cold plasma 

We can derive a general equation giving the dependence of the frequency on the 
wave vector (the dispersion relation) for free monochromatic waves propagating in 
a medium with any dielectric tensor e„p(to, k). 

tin this expression, the normalization factor is written with ultra-relativistic accuracy; we cannot put 
e ~ cp, on account of the subsequent integration with respect to p from 0 to °°. 
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For an electromagnetic field whose dependence on the time and coordinates is 
given by exp(- icof + ik . r). Maxwell’s equations (28.2) becomet 

kxE = coB/c, k x B = —coD/c, (56.1) 

k . B = 0, k . D = 0. (56.2) 

Substitution of the first equation (56.1) in the second gives 

co:D/c2 = -k x (k x E) = E/c- k(k . E). 

or in components 

E„k~- FkpFp = «>2D„lc2 = ore^/c2. (56.3) 

The condition for these linear homogeneous equations to be compatible is the 
vanishing of the determinant: 

\k%p-k„kP--o>2e„plc2\ = 0. (56.4) 

This is the required dispersion relation4 For a given (real) k, it determines the 
frequencies co(k) (in general complex), i.e. the eigenvibration spectrum of the 
medium. In the general case where frequency dispersion and spatial dispersion are 
present, equation (56.4) defines an infinity of branches of the function co(k). 

Let us consider electromagnetic waves in a magnetoactive cold plasma whose 
permittivity tensor is given by (52.7) and (52.11 ).§ Since this tensor is Hermitian, 
the values of k2c2lw2 determined by (56.4) are obviously real. 

In the absence of spatial dispersion, e„p depends only on to, and the dispersion 
relation (56.4) is therefore algebraic with respect to k. Expansion of the deter¬ 
minant gives by a simple calculation! 

A(kclw)4 + B(kc I w)2 + C = 0. (56.5) 

where 

A = eapkakplk2 = sin2 6 + eg cos2 6 = e,, (56.6) 

B = -ej.e|(l +cos2 OJ-fe^-g2) sin2 6, (56.7) 

C = 6,,(6T-g2), (56.8) 

and 0 is the angle between k and B0. For given values of to and 6, equation (56.5) 

fThe variable magnetic field B of the wave is not to be confused with the constant field Bo 
tCalled in crystal optics the Fresnel equation. 
§ Electromagnetic waves in a magnetoactive cold plasma were first studied (the role of ions being 

neglected) by E. V. Appleton (1928) and H. Lassen (1927). 
'[In which it is convenient to take one of the coordinate planes, say xz. to pass through Bo and k. 
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yields two values of k2, so that in general two types of wave can propagate in the 
plasma.t 

Let us first consider the cases of wave propagation exactly along (6 = 0) and 
exactly across (0 = jir) the magnetic field. These have special features. 

When 6 = 0, the roots of the dispersion relation are 

co(to±toBe) to(to 
(56.9) 

It is easy to see from (56.3) that these waves are transverse (Ez =0) and circularly 
polarized (E,/E, = +1). The infinity of (56.9) at to = toBe or to = ioBi corresponds to 
resonance: the frequency and direction of rotation of the vector E coincide with 
those of the Larmor rotation of the electrons or ions. Figure 17 shows, as an 

Fig. 17. 

illustration, the approximate variation of n2 = (c/c/to)2 with to. As to—>0, the values 
of n2 tend to the limit 1 +fl2lw2Di = 1 + c2/iia2, where toBi is neglected i;t comparison 
with toBe; uA is defined by (56.18) below. The propagation of undamped waves 
corresponds, of course, only to those parts of the curves (shown by continuous 
lines in Fig. 17) for which n2>0. 

When 6 = 0, equation (56.5) is satisfied also if ej = 0, corresponding to ordinary 
longitudinal plasma waves whose frequency to = fle is independent of k. 

'When 6 = 2ir, the two roots of the dispersion relation are 

(c/c/to)2 = ej, (c/c/to)2 = e^-g'iejL. (56.10) 

tThe waves concerned are usually distinguished as ordinary and extraordinary. These terms do not, 
however, mean the same thing here as in the optics of uniaxial crystals; neither of the waves behaves 
like a wave in an isotropic medium. 
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The first corresponds to a wave with dispersion relation independent of B0: 

to2 = c2k2 + fl/. 

This is a transverse wave (E X k) and is linearly polarized, with EII Bo- The second 
root (56.10) corresponds to a wave with EXB0 and having both longitudinal and 
transverse components relative to k. If the frequency is so high that the ion 
contribution to is negligible, namely to >(coB^coBl)1,2, the condition (52.15), then in 

this wavet 

fl£2(to2-a2) 
co2(to2-toL-ay 

(56.11) 

In the general case of any angle 0 (not zero or fir), we note first of all that for 
each value there exist frequencies for which the coefficient A in (56.5) becomes 
zero: 

e, = sin2 6 + q cos2 0 

If the frequencies given by this equation, called the plasma resonance frequencies, 
are such as to satisfy also the “slowness” condition to < kc, then from § 32 they 
correspond to longitudinal characteristic oscillations of the plasma. The vanishing 
of the coefficient of k4 in equation (56.5), which is quadratic in k2, signifies that one 
of its roots becomes infinite; as A-»0, the roots are -C/B and -B/A. 

Equation (56.12) is cubic in to2 and has three real roots. These are easily 
determined by using the fact that and toBj/toB, are small. Two are found by 
neglecting the ion contribution in (56.12): 

to 5.2 «= KfV + to L) ± 2[(fV + toL)2 - 4a2orBe cos2 0]1'2. (56.13) 

The ions must, however, be taken into account in the range to ** toBi where the third 
root lies; for this root, we easily find 

to32«to|j(l-(zm/M) tan2 0), (56.14) 

assuming that fl, >toBj. Formulae (56.13) and (56.14) for to2(0) and to3(0) are 
inapplicable when 0 is so close to 27r that cos 0 <mlM. In this range, 

to22 — to2h = toL(fh2 + toB,)/(fV + toBf), 

to32 = a2to2Bl- cos2 0/(flf2 + toL). 

The role of the ions is not negligible for either to3 or to2. 

tPIasma oscillations in which the ions play no part are called high-frequency oscillations, and those in 
which the influence of the ions is important are called low-frequency oscillations. 

(56.15) 
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Figure 18 shows diagrammatically the dependence of the frequencies to,, to2, to3 
on the angle 0.t The curves of co,(0) and co2(0) nowhere intersect. They respectively 
begin at 0 = 0 from the higher and lower of the frequencies ft, and coB,. At 0 = jir, 
they reach the respective values 

ton, — (ft,2 + coB,)' (56.16) 

and to2h- The frequencies to,h and to2h are called respectively the upper and lower 
hybrid frequencies. When ft,2 > to B,(and so certainly ft,2>toBi), co2(l = (lo^too;)1'2. 

The position of the frequencies to,. co2, co3 largely determines the configuration of the 
various branches of the spectrum governed by the dispersion relation (56.5). Being 
quadratic in (c/c/co)2, it has two roots forgiven to and 0. If we follow the variation and the 
infinities of these roots as functions of to for a fixed 0, we easily obtain Fig. 19, which 
shows the functions diagrammatically. The points of intersection with the abscissa 

tit may be noted immediately that oscillations with the frequency on exist in practice only in a narrow 
range of angles close to Sir. At other angles, they are strongly damped by the cyclotron absorption at 
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axis are given by C = 0, i.e. eg = 0 or e^2 = g2. Their position is independent of 0, and 
one of them, corresponding to «n = 0, is always to =«flc. 

The spectrum of characteristic oscillations for a magnetoactive cold plasma thus 
has a total of five branches. Two of these (I and II in Fig. 19) reach the low-frequency 
oscillation region; the limiting values (as to -»0) of the phase velocity in these branches 
are 

(to//c),= uA|cos0|/(l +ua2/c2)i,\| 

(to//c)„= uA/(l + uA2lc2)'12, ] 

where 
= ctOBi/Oi = Bo /(4irNiM)' (56.18) 

is called the Alfven velocity. The expressions (56.17) are easily found from (56.5) by 
using the limiting values 

eA~l + «aV, <E„ = -fi,2/to2, g~to. 

When uA < c, the phase velocities (56.17) are respectively uA|cos f!| and uA. These 
limiting values correspond to waves which exist in a cold plasma in accordance 
with the ordinary equations of magnetic fluid dynamics (see ECM, §52); the 
spectrum of hydromagnetic waves has three branches, in all of which to(k) is linear 
but in general depends on the direction of k: 

(to/fc)A2= UA2 COS2 0, 1 

(to/k),1 = + UA2 + [(It,2 + ttA2)2 - 4iij2iiA2 cos2 0]1'2}, j 
(wlk)2 = Kn,2 + Ua - [(us2 + «A2)2 - 4 U2U/C cos2 0]1'2}, j 

(56.19) 

where us is the speed of sound calculated formally from the adiabatic com¬ 
pressibility of the medium. The phase velocity of the first branch, called Alfven 
waves, is exactly the same as the limiting value for the first branch (56.17). In order 
to go to the limit of a cold plasma in the second formula, we must put ns = 0, since 
in a gas us ~ (TIM)'12. Then (to//c)j, corresponding to fast inagnetosonic waves, is 
equal to the limiting value of (to//c),i. The third branch, with (co//c)s (slow mag- 
netosonic wares), has a velocity which tends to zero as us-»0, and therefore does 
not appear in a cold plasma. The assumption of a cold plasma enables us to neglect 
the thermal spread of ion velocities and to describe them in terms of fluid 
mechanics even in the absence of collisions. The condition uA c justifies neglec¬ 
ting the displacement currents in the equations of magnetic fluid dynamics. 

In the opposite case of high frequencies, the phase velocities of two branches 
(IV and V) tend to to/fc = c, corresponding to transverse high-frequency waves in an 
isotropic plasma, as we should expect, since the magnetic field plays no part when 
to s> wlle. 

Lastly, let us consider the interesting case of waves which can exist when 
ft,>toB,; the resonance frequency is then to2 = toB, cos 0. We shall take the 
frequency range intermediate (on branch II) between to2 and to3 ~ toBj, defined by 

toBl- < to < wBe cos 0, to < nf2/ioB,. (56.20) 
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The condition to > co,)j enables the ion contribution to g to be neglected, and from 
the condition to < toBe we have 

exy = ig = ~ifle2/a)(oBt. (56.21) 

With the conditions (56.20), we also have g > £j- 
The required solution of the dispersion relation is found more directly by writing 

the latter as 

|/cV„p - k„kye~'yp ~ (to2/c2)6„p| = 0, (56.22) 

changing from the tensor e„p in (56.4) to its inverse (i.e. expressing E in terms of D 
in equations (57.3)). The components of the inverse tensor are 

and the largest of these is e"Neglecting the other components, and taking the 
xz-planc to be that of B0 and k, we obtain the dispersion relation 

whence 

1-coV 
I-ik2lg 

ik,2lg I 
-<o2/c2| 

= 0, 

to = k2c wn,2) | cos e| 

= cB0|cos 6\k2l4veNe- (56.23) 

These are called helicon waves ;t they are of purely electron origin. 
The name of these waves arises from the nature of their polarization. The 

equation k • D = 0 (56.2) gives, with the above choice of coordinate axes, 

Dx sin 6 + A cos 0 = 0. (56.24) 

From equations (56.3) written as 

[fcV„p ~kakye-'yP]Dp =(ay2lc1)Da, (56.25) 

we find Dx = -i|cos 0\Dr In the same approximation (i.e. retaining only e-1*, 
among all the e_'„p), the electric field of the wave lies entirely in the xy plane, 
which is perpendicular to B0: Ez — e~\pDp = 0. The other field components are 

Ex = e-'yyDy, Ey = = -e-'xyDx, 

and from (56.24) 

Ey = i|cos0| Ex. (56.26) 

tin geophysical applications, whistlers. 
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Thus the wave is elliptically polarized in the plane perpendicular to B0; when 
0 = 5tt, the polarization becomes linear. In coordinates £yf with the f-axis parallel 
to k. 

Et = ~^fE^ E< = E{tan 0. (56.27) 

The vector E describes a circular cone about the direction of k. 
The expression (56.21) for eiy has a simple physical significance. When wBl>w, 

together with the condition (52.17) k^vrJtoBe = kxrBl 1, which is everywhere 
assumed satisfied, we can suppose that the transverse (relative to B0) motion of the 
electrons takes place in a constant and uniform field E. When a charge moves in 
constant and uniform crossed fields E and B0, its mean transverse velocity (the 
electric drift velocity) is 

vx = cEx Bo/Bo2 ; (56.28) 

see Fields, §22. This corresponds to (56.21). Thus helicon waves are associated 
with the electric drift of electrons in the plasma. 

§57. Effect of thermal motion on electromagnetic wave propagation in 
magnetoactive plasmas 

When the thermal motion of the particles is taken into account, the dispersion 
relation in general becomes transcendental, and yields an infinite number of 
branches of the function co(k). The vast majority of these oscillations are, however, 
strongly damped. Only in exceptional cases is the damping so weak that the 
oscillations can be propagated as waves. These cases include, first of all, the waves 
considered in §56, for which the thermal motion causes (if the conditions (52.17) 
and (53.17) are satisfied) only small corrections to the dispersion relation, and a 
small Landau damping rate. 

We have seen, however, that for waves in cold plasmas there are frequency 
ranges in which the ratio cfc/co becomes indefinitely large (the neighbourhoods of 
plasma resonances). But as k -»o°the conditions (52.17) are certainly violated, so 
that it becomes necessary to take account of the thermal motion. We shall now 
show that doing so, even as a small correction to the permittivity, eliminates the 
divergence of the roots of the dispersion relation, and generates some qualitatively 
new properties of the plasma oscillation spectrum (B. N. Gershman, 1956). As we 
shall see, the conditions for the Landau damping to be exponentially small may still 
be satisfied, so that the anti-Hermitian part of e„p is still negligible. We shall take 
the particular case of the neighbourhood of high-frequency plasma resonances, 
where it is sufficient to include the thermal motion of the electrons only. 

The correction terms in eaB are proportional to (fcu7>)2.t Similar corrections arise 
in the coefficients A, B, C in the dispersion relation (56.5). To investigate just the 

tThey are derived from the first-order terms in the expansion of the integrand in (54.5) in powers of 
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divergent root of this equation, it is sufficient to include the correction terms in the 
coefficient A only, which vanishes at the resonance point in the absence of the 
corrections. 

In the neighbourhood of the resonance frequency to, (say), we write this 
coefficient as 

A = ur(m-m,)-A,r(i;T,fc/co,)2. (57.1) 

The second term is the correction due to the thermal motion.The coefficients ar and 
A,, are taken at the point to = to,, so that they are independent of the variable to (but 
of course depend on the direction of k, i.e. on the angle 0). Putting to = to, also in 
the coefficients B and C, and denoting the resulting values by B, and Cr, we obtain 
as the dispersion relation in the neighbourhood of the resonance frequency 

Mto - to,) - Alr(u^/c 2)(fcc/to,)2](fcc/to,)4 + Br(/cc/to,)2 + Cr = 0. (57.2) 

We are concerned with the root of this equation which as vTe -»0 becomes 

(fcc/co,)2 = -Br/or(to - to,), 

i.e. 
to-to, = -Brto,2/ttrc2/c2. (57.3) 

Since (fcc/to,)2 in this solution is large, the term C, which does not contain the large 
quantity is to be omitted from (57.2) in finding the solution. Then we have the 
dispersion relation 

to - to, = (A,r/ar)(/cUTr/cO,)2- (Br/Ur)(tO,//cC)2. (57.4) 

Here two cases are to be distinguished according to the sign of A,r (ttr and B, are 

always positive).t 
In Fig. 20, the continuous curve shows the dispersion relation (57.4) for A,r>0. 

The curve meets the abscissa axis ati 

k2 = (wl2lcvTe)V(BrIAu)- (57.5) 

As this point moves to infinity on the right, and we come back to the curve 
corresponding to the dispersion relation (57.3) for a cold plasma (shown by the 
broken curve in Fig. 20). 

The allowance for thermal motion thus causes the oscillation spectrum branch to 
be extended into the range to > to,. In the limit of zero external field, it is this part 
of the branch which corresponds to ordinary longitudinal plasma oscillations: in the 
absence of the field, Br = 0, the frequency to, coincides with fle, and the whole 

fIt is easily seen from (56.6) and (56.7) that B, is positive: eliminating e, by means of the condition 
A = 0, we find Br = £jl2 tan2 0 + g2 sin2 6 > 0. From the expressions (56.6) for A and (52.11) for £jl and c, it 
follows that dAldui > 0, and therefore ar = (aA/atv )„_„,, is positive. 

±For this value of k, the ratio kvT,loii contains (vTJc)m, and is therefore small. This is the 
above-mentioned condition for the Landau damping to be small. 
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Fig. 20. 

curve of to — fi, as a function of k2 becomes a straight line from the origin, whose 
equation is the same as (32.5).t 

When thermal motion is neglected, the oscillations in plasma resonances are 
longitudinal. This property does not in general occur when spatial dispersion is 
taken into account: A = ea(j/c„/cp//c2 = e( becomes a function of k, and the condition 
e, = 0 for the oscillations to be longitudinal is incompatible with relation given 
by the dispersion relation between the same variables to, k and 6. Both at the 
plasma resonance points themselves, which cease to be distinctive, and near them, 
the waves remain almost longitudinal, however: since A is small and the wave is 
slow (m//cc is small), the transverse component E(0 is small in comparison with E(", 
according to (32.10). 

Let us now turn to the case Alr <0. Figure 21 shows how to — w, varies with k in 

Fig. 21. 

tFor this reason, the waves which (in a magnetoactive plasma) correspond to the upper part of the 
continuous curve in Fig. 20 are usually called plasma waves, in contrast to the ordinary or extraordinary 
waves corresponding to the lower part of the curve. This terminology is conventional, however: there is 
really just one branch of oscillations, whose point of intersection with the abscissa axis (tv = tui) has no 
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this case. The curve does not enter the region to >to,, but has a maximum at the 
point 

k2 = (co2lcvTe)(Brl\Alr\y12, to - to, = (2vTJarc)(\Alr\IBry12. (57.6) 

When U7>-»0, this point moves to infinity on the right, at the same time approach¬ 
ing the abscissa axis, and we again return to the form (57.3). 

As a further example, let us consider the transverse waves near electron 
cyclotron resonance, propagating along the magnetic field. When thermal motion is 
neglected, the dispersion relation for these waves is given by (56.9) with the lower 
signs, and in the neighbourhood of to = coBtt 

u=coBe(l-Cl2lk2c2) (57.7) 

with kc <Clt; the whole of this spectrum is at to < wBc. 
To examine these waves with allowance for the thermal motion of the electrons, it is 

necessary to construct the dispersion relation with the permittivity tensor (55.7) 
which applies to the cyclotron resonance region.^ Expanding the determinant (56.4) 
(with the vector k parallel to the z-axis), we obtain 

(57.8) 

Outside the resonance absorption line, i.e. for |coB, - to | >/ct>Te, but of course still 
|coBt - co| < toBc, this relation becomes 

Cl2t 
wBekvTt 

(to - toBg)~\ 

2/cVt, r 
Hence we again have the dispersion relation (57.7) for the real part of the 
frequency, and the expression 

Wi £ S )4 exp{ -1 (Sf)4 fe)2} (57-9> 

for the Landau damping rate. 

As to approaches closer to toB„ in the range |toBt - io| <§ kvr„ the damping rate 
increases and becomes comparable with the frequency to; in this range, wave 
propagation does not occur. 

§58. Equations of fluid dynamics in a magnetoactive plasma 

If the characteristic spatial dimensions L in a moving plasma are large compared 
with the mean free paths, 

L>l, (58.1) 

tWe assume the particular case where not only ajB, - u> <Sm, but also fl, > aw,, so that unity is 
certainly negligible on the right of (56.9). 

tFormuIae (55.7), it will be remembered, also presuppose the fulfilment of the condition (55.4): 
"n, S> kvTe- 
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we may suppose that thermodynamic equilibrium with local values of the tem¬ 
perature (the same for electrons and ions), pressure, etc., is established by 
collisions in any small region of the plasma. The movement of the plasma may then 
be described by the macroscopic equations of fluid dynamics. 

The equations of magnetic fluid dynamics have been given in ECM, §51, but it 
was assumed that the transport properties of the medium (viscosity and thermal 
conductivity) were independent of the magnetic field. For this to be true in a 
plasma, the following conditions are necessary: 

(of which the second follows from the first). These conditions are often too 
rigorous, and it is therefore necessary to derive equations of fluid dynamics that are 

free from the restriction mentioned.t 
The equation of continuity for the mass density p remains, of course, as usual: 

dpldt + div(PV) = 0, (58.2) 

where V is the macroscopic velocity. The general form is also the same for the 
Navier-Stokes equation 

(V.V)V„ 
3P_ 
dx„ —~ (ix B)0 

da 'a( 
' dxp 

and for the energy conservation equation 

(58.3) 

tip V2 + p U + B2/8ir) = - div[pV(J2 V2 + W) - a'. V + cE x B/4ir + q], (58.4) 

where <r,',p is the viscous stress tensor, a'. V denotes the vector with components 
a'„pVlu q is the energy flux (including both the dissipative part due to thermal 
conduction and thermoelectric effects, and the convective transfer of energy by the 
current; see the definition (58.8) below), and U and W the internal energy and heat 
function of the medium per unit mass. The tensor crip and the vector q must be 
expressed in terms of the gradients of thermodynamic quantities and the velocities; 
the form of these expressions depends on the magnetic field. 

The following remark should be made in connection with equation (58.3). This 
equation takes into account the force exerted on the plasma by the magnetic field 
(the last term of the left), but not the force e(zN, — Ne)E exerted by the electric 
field. This treatment is justifiable here, since it follows from the condition (58.1) that a 
fortiori L S> a, and the plasma is therefore quasi-neutral, so that we can put 
zNi = N„ and there are no uncompensated charges in the plasma.t 

tMoreover, in ECM, §51, the terms representing the thermoelectric effect were omitted from the 
equations. 

fThis argument is based on the inequality /a. We are everywhere considering a fully ionized 
plasma. In a partly ionized one, the inequality / S> a need not be satisfied, because the mean free path is 
reduced by collisions with neutral atoms, and then / S> a is to be regarded as a further necessary 
condition for the bulk electrical force to be negligible. 
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Equations (58.2)—(58.4) must be supplemented by Maxwell’s equations for a 
quasi-stationary electromagnetic field (the displacement current being then 
omitted): 

curlE = ~^, div B = 0, curl B = 4irj/c. (58.5) 

To say the field is quasi-stationary means that its frequency of variation to clL. 
The electric field induced by the variable magnetic field is E~ wLBIc <£ B; for this 
reason, we need include in (58.4) only the magnetic, and not the electric, field 
energy density. The neglect of the displacement current is, moreover, in ac¬ 
cordance with the assumption that the plasma is quasi-neutral: the last equation 
(58.5) implies that div j = 0. 

Lastly, the “generalized Ohm’s law” equation is needed: 

E + V x B/c = F, (58.6) 

where F is some linear combination of the current j and the gradients of the 
thermodynamic quantities. The combination of E and B on the left of (58.6) arises 
(cf. ECM. §49) from the transformation of E when we go from the rest frame of a 
given volume element in the medium to a frame in which the element is moving 
with velocity V. 

In a quasi-neutral plasma, the relative concentration of the electron and ion 
components is a given constant (NjNi = z). Hence only the temperature and the 
pressure are independent thermodynamic variables; the problem of expressing F 
and q in terms of the gradients of these variables (and the current j) is formally the 
same as in the theory of thermogalvanomagnetic effects in metals (see ECM, §25).t 

The relations between j and q, and between the field and the gradients of 
thermodynamic quantities, are written as generalizations of (44.12) and (44.13): 

r io + Popjp ~ 

(58.7) 

(58.8) 

Here ju,f is the chemical potential of the electrons; the tensors o^p, aop, /3oP depend 
on the magnetic field B as a parameter. The absence of the term -<pj (cf. (44.13)) on 
the left of (58.8) is due to the fact that this has already been included in (58.4) by 
means of the Poynting vector in the energy flux, as is easily seen by using 
Maxwell’s equations (58.5) to transform its divergence. In the stationary case (§ 44), 
we have 

- div cE x B/4ir = j . E= - div(tpj). 

nv'e must repeat that the discussion refers to a fully ionized plasma. The presence of several types of 
heavy particle (various ions, neutral atoms) would make it necessary to consider the corresponding 
diffusion processes. 
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Thus the energy flux q in (58.8) already excludes the transfer of energy —e<p by 
particles. 

B> Onsager’s principle, the coefficients in the relations (58.7) and (58.8) satisfy 
the relations 

^ = ^(-B), koP(B) = k*,(-B), (58.9) 

A,p(B)=Tap„(-B). (58.10) 

Since B is the only available vector parameter, the dependence of the tensors on 
the direction b = B/B may be written in the general form 

a„p(B) = a,8„p + a2b„bp + a,e„llyby, (58.11) 

and similarly for the other tensors; the scalar coefficients m, o;, a, are functions of 
the field B, satisfying the condition of symmetry under inversion (B is an axial 
vector and its components are unaffected by inversion, as is required for the 
components of the true tensors a„p, etc.). Expressions of the form (58.11) neces¬ 
sarily satisfy the relations (58.9), and (58.10) becomes 

/3„p(B) = Ta„p(B). (58.12) 

In the practical application of the expressions (58.7) and (58.8) in magnetic fluid 
dynamics, the gradient of the chemical potential is more conveniently expressed in 
terms of the pressure and temperature gradients by 

V/u* = -S'VT + (1/ N, )VP,, = vv, - Tst, 

where Pt = NtT = Pz/( 1 + z) is the partial pressure of electrons in the plasma, and 
se and vvt are the entropy and heat function per particle in the electron component 
of the plasma. We finally write (58.7) and (58.8) in vector form as 

E^-VxB Ic + (l/eNf)VP«. 

= m + jx/crx + 91B x j + a„(VT), + ttifVT), + XB x VT, (58.13) 

q + (wje)j = a,T j, + a.Tj, + NTB x j - k,(VT), - kJVT), + !£B x VT. (58.14) 

with a fresh notation for the coefficients (all of which are functions of B), and the 
suffixes || and ± denoting vector components longitudinal and transverse with 
respect to B. The definition of the coefficient aj in (58.13) differs from that in (58.7) 

by the inclusion of sje. The coefficients 91, Jf and S£ represent the Hall, Nernst and 
Leduc-Righi effects. The terms SftBxj in (58.13) and 5fBxVT in (58.14) are 
non-dissipative transport effects, which do not appear in the products E • j and 
q • VT and therefore do not cause an increase of entropy. 

The general expression for the viscous stress tensor cr'p in terms of the gradients 
of the macroscopic velocity has already been given in §13. When applied to a 
plasma, this expression is somewhat simplified by the vanishing of the two second 
viscosity coefficients f and The vanishing of ( is a general property of 
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monatomic gases such as plasmas. The reason for the absence of the f, term is 
explained in §59. 

The remaining terms in (13.18) may conveniently be rearranged for application to 
a plasma, since in general the magnetic field there has a strong influence on the 
viscosity, not a weak one as in a neutral gas; there is therefore no sense in 
distinguishing the ordinary viscosity coefficient tj. Here we put cin a form 
differing from (13.18) only in that the tj term is replaced by 

7}o(3b0bp - S.pHbybsVyt div V), (58.15) 

where (instead of h) b = B/B; see the penultimate footnote to §59 regarding the 
desirability of this definition of tj0. 

If the z-axis is taken parallel to b, the stress tensor components are 

0T'XX = ~V»( VK - { div V) + V>( V„ - Vyy) + 2-qyV.y, 

o-'yy = -VtX va - 5 div V) + TJ,(V« - Vyy) - 2tj3 Vly, 

= 2tj0( Vz. — ] div V), 
(58.16) 

or;2 = 2Tj2V« + 2Tj4Vy2, 

a'yI = 2-mVyI-2i)4VII. 

§59. Transport coefficients of a plasma in a strong magnetic field 

To calculate the transport coefficients of a magnetoactive plasma we must, as 
usual, seek the particle distribution functions in the form f = f0 + Sf, where 8/ is a 
small correction to the local-equilibrium distribution and is proportional to the 
corresponding gradient of the thermodynamic quantities. On substituting this 
expression in the transport equation, e.g. for electrons. 

§L 
m 

ju = 
dp 

(59.1) 

we put fe=f0e in the four terms on the left; the fourth term then vanishes, 
since d/O2/0p is parallel to v, so that the term in Sfe must be retained there, and we 
find as the equation for 8/,t 

3U 
3t 

dU 
dr 

- eE 
0/o1=e 
d p C 

where I is the linearized collision integral. 

(59.2) 

tin the calculation of the permittivity of a plasma in §29, the magnetic-field term in this' equation was 
omitted because it is a second-order small quantity when E and B are small. In the present problem, the 
magnetic field B (unlike the electric field E) is not assumed to be small. 
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Let us note first of all that the longitudinal electrical conductivity cr| and thermal 
conductivity kj are independent of B, and have the same values as in the absence of 
a magnetic field, i.e. are the ordinary scalars cr and k. It is obvious from symmetry 
that, when the vector E or VT is parallel to B, the distribution function 8/ is 
independent of the position angle <p of the transverse velocity in the plane 
perpendicular to B. Also, vxB . dSf/dp = -(Blm)dSfld(p, and so, when 38//3<p =0, 
the magnetic field does not appear in the transport equation.t 

For a similar reason, the viscosity tj0, which determines the viscous stresses cr^, 
is independent of the magnetic field (and therefore is the same as the ordinary 
viscosity tj) when the velocity V is parallel to B (along the z-axis); it then depends 
only on z, and in the expressions (58.16) there remain only the terms in a'xx = 
a'yy = -jo4 = -57jo dVIdz. 

Lastly, the coefficient would have to be independent of the field. For the 
velocity distribution mentioned, it would contribute to the stress tensor a'xx = a'yy = 
2cr'zz = fidVIdz. Since this effect is absent in the absence of the field, = 0 even when 
the field is present.^ (Note that this reason does not depend on the plasma being 
classical; the result fi = 0 is therefore valid in the relativistic case also, whereas 
f 7s 0 in a relativistic plasma.) 

The calculation of the other transport coefficients can be carried out similarly in 
the limit of strong magnetic fields, when (for each type of particle) the Larmor 
frequency wB > v. Under these conditions, collisions function as a small cor¬ 
rection^ 

Electrical conductivity 

Let us first calculate the coefficients which determine the electric current in the 
plasma. This is conveniently done in a frame of reference such that a given plasma 
volume element is at rest. Neglecting quantities ~ m/M, we can regard such a frame 
as coinciding with the rest frame of the ion component. The electric current is then 
purely electronic. We have therefore to solve only the transport equation for 
electrons. 

The left-hand side of the transport equation would have to be transformed by 
means of the equations of fluid dynamics in the same way as was done for an 
ordinary gas in §6. In the chosen frame of reference, the macroscopic velocity (but 
not. of course, its derivatives) is zero at the point considered.|| 

There is, however, no need to carry out the complete calculations here (for 
electrons). First of all, the term dSfJdt can be omitted altogether. The differen¬ 
tiation with respect to time leads to terms containing the derivatives dTldt, BP/dt 

tWe must at once add, however, that these arguments (and similar ones below) assume that the 
process of particle scattering is independent of the magnetic field. For this to be so, it is necessary that 
the field should satisfy the inequality (59.10) below. 

$We must again emphasize that all these statements depend on the form of the term in B in the 
transport equation (59.2); they therefore do not apply to an ordinary gas, whose molecules have a 
magnetic moment through which (not through the particle charge as in a plasma) the interaction with the 
magnetic field takes place in that case. 

§The transport coefficients for a magnetoactive plasma were calculated by R. Landshoff (1949), E. S. 
Fradkin (1951) and S. I. Braginskff (1952). The analytical method given below is due to l.E. Tamm 
(1951). 

flThis has essentially been assumed already by making use of the parallelism of the vectors OfolOp and 
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and 8\ldt. Of these, the first two can be expressed in terms of the scalar div V (cf. 
(6.16)), and such terms, as we know, cancel in any case for a monatomic gas (such 
as a plasma). The derivative flV/flt, expressed by means of the equation (58.3) of 
fluid dynamics, contains a factor 1/p, or 1/M; the inclusion of such terms in the 
transport equation would give only corrections—m/M, which are of no interest. 
Next, in (59.2) we can put E = 0, since we know that E can appear in the required 
current j only as the sum E + (lleNe)VP. Lastly, since we do not propose to 
calculate the “longitudinal” transport coefficients <T(, kj, tj0, which are independent 
of the magnetic field, all thermodynamic quantities for the plasma may be regarded 
as depending only on the coordinates in a plane perpendicular to B. Denoting by V_ 
the operator of differentiation in that plane, we can thus write the transport 
equation as 

(v • V,)/0c = (e/c)v x B . dSfJdp + I(S/c). (59.3) 

This equation in turn can be solved by successive approximation in powers of 
1 lwBe. The first approximation, denoted by the superscript (1), entirely neglects the 
collision integral, so that the equation is 

(594> 

with b = BIB. The solution is 

8/«(,,=--v.bxVJo., (59.5) 

as is easily seen by direct substitution. It is evident that this solution can be used to 
calculate only the non-dissipative transport coefficients; in the absence of col¬ 
lisions, there is no dissipation of energy. 

The electric current density is given by the integral 

j = -e Jv6/Cd3p. (59.6) 

Substitution of (59.5) gives 

j(1) = (mc/B)(b x Vi. (v)\)Ne 

= (mc/3B)bxV1N,(r2), 

where the averaging is over the Maxwellian distribution. The result is 

j(1) = (c/B)b x VjPe, ViPe = -(B/c)bx j(,). (59.7) 

Comparison of this expression with the definition of the coefficient S/l in (58.13) 
shows that 

SH = -1 INfec. (59.8) 
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In the next approximation, we seek the solution of equation (59.3) as 8/, = 
8/,'° + 8/,<2), and obtain for 8/,<2) the equation 

coBf v x b . fl8//2l/flv = - Z(8/;") 

■(IMfvbxVx/J; (59.9) 

the operator Vi cannot be taken outside I, since in the linearized collision integral 
the integrand contains among its coefficients quantities such as N, which depend on 
the coordinates. 

As already mentioned, the magnetic field is assumed so strong that coB, > n,. In 
this section, however, we shall make the further assumption that 

rBe = vTJ(oBei>ae, (59.10) 

i.e. that coBl<flr; this places an upper limit on the field. When this condition is 
satisfied, the field causes almost no curvature of the electron trajectories (and still 
less of the ion trajectories) in the collision region, and so has no effect on the 
collision process. The operator I therefore does not depend explicitly on the field. 
Then, by symmetry, the right-hand side of equation (59.9) must have a vector 
structure of the form v. b x W<p(tr); as regards the variable v, this is of the same 
kind as on the right of (59.4), but with b x V* in place of Vj.. The solution of (59.9) is 
therefore 

S/f2) =-l- / (v . b x (b x Vi)/o,) = 4- I(v . VJ0t). (59.11) 

In the calculation of the current, a non-zero contribution comes only from ei 
collisions: since, under the conditions assumed, collisions are a small effect, the 
contributions to the conductivity from ee and ei collisions may be considered 

separately, and this means, for example, that contribution from ee collisions is 
calculated from the distribution function obtained by solving the transport equation 
with only this collision integral on the right, as if the electrons did not collide with 
the ions at all. In that case, the integral / v8/c<2) d'p with 8/,<2) in the form (59.11) is 
zero, because the law of conservation of momentum in collisions with any 
distribution function ft gives identically 

| vC„(/,) d3p = 0; 

cf. §5. 

Thus, in calculating the electric current, I in (59.11) is to be taken as the 
electron-ion collision integral. Thent 

Mv . VJ0<) - - tv(p)(v . VJ/c, (59.12) 

•Cf. (44.1). A formula of this type for C(J) is valid if collisions take place with particles which may be 
regarded as immovable and if 8/ has the form v • Ag(i>), with A a constant vector. In the present case, A 
is represented by the vector operator V±. 
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where, from (44.3), 

I'd (v) = 4 irze *NeLel m 2u3. 

The contribution to the current from the distribution function (59.11), (59.12) is 

f) = ^Av2l,aiv)) 

,4Vg^Vi(p^ (59.13) 

To calculate the required transport coefficients, we must substitute the current 

jj. - j(0 + j(2) in equation (58.13): 

~4r ViPt = J- + 9iBb x + aiV±T + J\rBb x Vj T, (59.14) 
eNc . or 

which determines these coefficients. First of all putting VT = 0 and collecting terms 

of order we find that 

j(l)/cr± + SftBb x j<2) = 0, 

whence 

oi = 37r,,yNf/2l'W, (59.15) 

where (without argument) denotes 

^ = vei(vTe) = 4 irze^LMm1,2 T1,2. (59.16) 

The quantity (59.15) is of the same order as the conductivity (43.8) in the absence 
of the field, which here is equal to a). 

Similarly, putting VPC = 0 in (59.14) and collecting terms — l/coBf, we find 

S«Bbxjra + ^BbxVT = 0, 

whence 
Jf = -ncl/(2Tr),,2mcto2Bf = -3cNc/2otB2. (59.17) 

The coefficient appears only in the next approximation with respect to l/toBc; 
its value for z = 1 is 

ot± = 0.36(nci/coBc)2. (59.18) 

Electronic thermal conductivity 

The heat flux in the plasma consists of electronic and ionic parts; let us first 
consider the former. It is calculated as 
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In the first approximation with respect to l/toBc, substitution of (59.5) gives 

whence 

qc(,) = - (m/2coB,)(b x Vx . (\)\v2)Ne 

= - (m/6toBf)b x V±N'( u4), 

qc(1) = — (5c/2eB)b x VjP,T 

= - (w,/e)j(1)- (5cPJ2eB)b x Vj T, (59.20) 

where vvf =5T/2 is the electronic heat function per electron. Comparison with the 
definition of the coefficient 5? in (58.14) shows that 

= -5cNfTI2eB2. (59.21) 

In the next approximation, the integral (59.19) is to be calculated with the 
distribution function (59.11). However, both ei and ee collisions contribute to the 
heat flux. For the former, we again use (59.11) and (59.12), obtaining 

q,'"’ = - (mNJ6io |e)Vi( u (u)), 

whence 

q,.,,_4^|XL,Vi(fvV:r). ,59.22) 

To find from this the corresponding part of the thermal conductivity kj., however, 
we must also use the condition j = j(l) +j<2) = 0, since by (58.14)kj is defined in terms 
of the heat flux in the absence of a current. With (59.7) and (59.13), we find that this 
condition leads to the following relation between the pressure and temperature 
gradients: 

(c/B)b x VxP, 
V(2Tr)mcoL 

VxT; 

in the calculations, we everywhere neglect terms above the second order in 1 UoBr- 
Using this relation to calculate the sum q,.(l) + qr("), we find 

(59.23) 

This formula has a simple physical significance. In order of magnitude, the 
thermal conductivity must be kx — CVDx, where Ce~Nt is the specific heat of the 
electrons per unit volume, and the electron diffusion coefficient across the 
magnetic field. The latter in turn is estimated as ((Ax)2)/Sr, where ((Ax)2) is the 
mean square displacement in the time Sr. In a magnetic field, the transverse 
displacement is due only to collisions, and the electron moves a distance ~ rBt. 
Hence Dt ~ which leads to (59.23). 

Let us now deal with the contribution from ee collisions. The calculations here are 
more laborious, and we shall only outline them. 
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In (59.11), I is now to be understood as the linearized Landau collision integral: 

and w = v-v\ The integral (59.19) with this distribution function becomes, on 
integrating by parts, 

= (1/2coL) | {irs<tf) + 2v(v . s'"')} d'p. (59.25) 

The coefficient here is written so that 8fe in (59.24) is to be taken as (v . V2)/{lt. The 
differentiation need only be applied to the temperature T in the exponent of the 
Maxwellian function f0e: 

(v . Vi)/0e ->/oe(tnu2/2T2) v . V^T ; 

the terms arising from differentiation of the coefficient of the exponential cancel.! 
After a simple though fairly lengthy calculation, the integral (59.25) is brought to 

the form -k^V^T, where! 

jU(p)foAP')d3pd3p', 

w = v —v’, V = j(v+v'), and the dots in the braces stand for terms containing odd 
powers of w . V, which vanish on integration. Noting that 

/c(p)Mp') « exp(—m V2/T - mw2/4T), 

and carrying out the integration over d3p d3p', we have finally 

where 

k(„)_ 2 NeTv„ 
Le 3Vtt nnole ’ (59.26) 

= 4 7re4NeLe/m,,2T}12. (59.27) 

Thus the total electronic contribution to the transverse thermal conductivity is 

2 NeTv„ A [ 13. 

Klr 3 V irmwlt \ 4 
(59.28) 

• This is evident from the general property noted in §6: the collision integral for like particles is zero 
for functions of the form v/». 

rThe pressure gradient does not appear here, and so there is no need to el liminale it by means of the 
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Ionic thermal conductivity 

First of all, note that the condition tofli > for the approximation under con¬ 
sideration to be applicable to ii collisions is stronger than for electrons. Since 
i’i, — r„(m/M)1'2, and wB, ~ wBemlM, it follows from cofl,- > i',; that a)Be > v„(Mlm)'n, 
which is stronger than wBe>v„; the condition rBi > a is certainly satisfied, being 
weaker than (59.10). 

The transport equation for ions is analogous to (59.2): 

^ + v|i + aE-fs = --vxB-^+I(S/i). (59.29) 
dt dr dp C dp 

As regards the transformation of the left-hand side, however, there is a difference 
from the electronic case. Substituting 

fo,= 

we must now differentiate V with respect to f (and then again assume that the 
frame of reference is so chosen that V = 0). With V = 0we have from the equation 
of motion in fluid dynamics 

ay 
dt 

where the pressure P = Pe + P, and the density p = N,M■ The transport equation 
then becomes 

v . V Jo. - ^ v • (VxP ” I x B) = - “ v x B • + /(8/j), (59.30) 

where we have again, as in (59.3), put E = 0 and written Vj. in place of V.t 

We can solve equation (59.30) by successive approximation with respect to l/<oBl. 
In the first approximation we have, analogously to (59.5), 

In this approximation, from (59.7), VxP, = j x B/c, whence 

8/i(1, = ^v.bx (v Jo, - ff_ ViPi). (59.31) 

This distribution function gives, of course, no contribution to the 

tFor electrons, the second term on the left would contain not M/p but ra/p = m/MN, thus being 
negligible. 
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current, / S/Z'V d'p = 0, as we should expect in a frame of reference where the 
ionic component of the plasma is at rest. The heat flux is then 

q/11 = {M J v2v Sf\l) d3p 

= (M/6wBl)b x [Vi(Ni<u4» - 
= (5cP,/2zeB)B xVT, 

whence 

& = 5cN,T/2zeB2 = - XJz2. (59.32) 

To calculate the heat flux in the next approximation, only ii collisions are 

important: ei collisions make a contribution that is smaller by a factor — 
because the ion momentum change in collisions with electrons is small. The 
calculations are exactly similar to those given above for ee collisions.! The ionic 
part of the thermal conductivity is therefore obtained from (59.26) on replacing the 
electronic quantities by ionic ones: 

Kji = INtTvjW ttMwIu I’,, = 4irz2eiLlNJ M'l2Tm. (59.33) 

A comparison of (59.33) and (59.23) shows that (when z— 1 )k_u -> K±t(M/m)"2. 
Thus, in fields so strong that coBi > t>u, the transverse thermal conductivity is almost 
entirely ionic. The electronic conductivity becomes comparable when <oBi— 
(m/M)l,4n„; in making the comparison, it is to be taken into account that in such 
fields the effect of the magnetic field on k, is negligible. In still weaker fields, the 
ionic contribution to k± becomes unimportant; in that case, if <oBe > nec, k± is given 
by (59.28). 

V1SCOSITY 

The momentum of a moving plasma is concentrated mainly in the ions, and the 
viscosity is therefore determined by the ion distribution function. Since collisions 
between an ion and electrons do not greatly change its momentum, only ion-ion 
collisions need be taken into account in the transport equation. 

The left-hand side of the transport equation (59.29) is transformed in the same 
way as in §§6 and 8, and takes the same form as there.! Thus the transport equation 
for the viscosity problem is 

(M/T)vavp(VaP -iSap div V)/oi = —(ze/cM)vx B . dSf,/dv+ /;,(£/,). (59.34) 

The solution of this equation is to be sought in the form 

s/> = E gr(v2)V$vyvs, (59.35) 

tThe term in VP, which distinguishes (59.31) from (59.5) is unimportant here: this part of the 
distribution function is « v/0i, and has zero collision integral; cf. the last-but-one footnote. 

tHere it must be noted that the plasma pressure P = (N, + N,)T = N-,( 1 + z)T, and the heat capacity 
per ion is 3(1 + z)/2. 
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where the V$ are linear combinations of the components ot the tensor V„p, which 
appear in the expression 

crip = E Tl-vg! (59 36) 

for the viscous stress tensor, according to the definitions (13.18) and (58.15); it will 
be recalled that all the 0. The stress tensor is calculated as the integral 

-crip = J Mvavp8f,d'p. 

Substituting (59.35), averaging over the direction of v by means of the formula 

(vavpVyVs) = i5l,4(6op STs + 8ay Sps + 6oS 8py), 

and comparing with (59.36), we find 

t}„ = - (2M/15) J n4g„(n2) d?p. (59.37) 

The equations which determine the functions g„ are obtained by substituting 
(59.35) in (59.34) and equating the coefficients of the various tensors V(„p on the two 
sides of the equation. We shall omit the details of these fairly laborious cal¬ 
culations, and give only the final results. 

Non-7ero viscosity coefficients tj3 and tj4 arise even when the collision integral is 
neglected, and are therefore proportional to l/tL>ni. The coefficients tj, and tj2 arise 
only in the next approximation, when collisions are taken into account, and are 

therefore proportional to l/otp,:! 

7}i = j7}2 = 2irl,2(ze)4L1N12/5(AfT)l,2it)D1, 

V3 = 2714= N.TIlwp,. 

Lastly, it may be noted that all the expressions derived in this section for the 
“transverse” transport coefficients remain meaningful even under conditions less 
stringent than the general formula (58.1). It is easy to see that the correction to the 
distribution function is small provided that the characteristic dimensions of the 
problem are large in comparison with the Larmor radius rn of the corresponding 
particles; this ensures that the above expressions are applicable. The condition is 
sufficient also for the applicability of the equations of fluid dynamics themselves, 
if the pressure and temperature gradients are everywhere transverse to the mag¬ 
netic field. 

In this discussion, we have everywhere considered a plasma in which the 
electron and ion temperatures are equal. However, “two-temperature” conditions 

+The suitability of defining the viscosity tjo for a magnetoactive plasma as in (58.15) is due to the fact 
that all the other coefficients tj then tend to zero as B 

(59.38) 
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often arise, because of the large mass difference between electrons and ions. In 
such a case, we can again formulate equations of the fluid dynamics type, and 
calculate the transport coefficients that occur in them.! 

PROBLEM 

A plasma inhomogeneous in the x-direction is confined by a magnetic field in the z-direction. With the 
condition ion, ~s> i/,„ determine the density and magnetic field distributions in the plasma, assuming the 
temperature distribution given (I.E. Tamm 1951). 

Solution. The gradients of the temperature T and the pressure P are in the x-direction, and so is 
the electric field E (a potential field in the stationary case) which results from the inhomogeneity of the 
plasma. The confinement signifies that there is no movement of the plasma or electric current in the 
x-direction: V, = 0, j, = 0. 

Using these results and Maxwell’s equation curl B = 4rrj/c, we obtain by taking the y-component of 
(58.13) 

(cl4ir)dRldx = -/, = dT/dx. 

Substitution of (59.17) for .17(7! gives 

U£l- (1) 

The magnetic field is “expelled" from the hotter parts of the plasma. 
By taking the x-component of (58.3) and neglecting the viscosity terms which make a contribution of a 

higher order of smallness in 1 IB, we obtain a second equation. 

d(P, + Pi)ldx = i,B/c, 

which by means of the same Maxwell’s equation can be converted (when z = 1) to 

2 N,T + ir/8-ir = constant. (2) 

Equation (1) may be put in a more convenient form by eliminating the magnetic field by means of 
equation (2). After integration, we have 

N,T", = constant. (3) 

The formulae (2) and (3) give the solution. The temperature distribution comes from the equation of 
thermal conduction. 

§60. The drift approximation 

In examining the transport coefficients of a plasma in a strong magnetic field 
(§59), we used the Landau collision integral, which assumes the inequality > a 
(59,10). We shall now show how this limitation may be removed, i.e. how formulae 
may be obtained which are suitable even for fields so strong that the opposite 
inequality holds for electrons: 

rB'<a. (60.1) 

Here it is convenient to make use of a particular approximation called the drift 
approximation, made in the transport equation itself and not only in the solving of 

+This topic is dealt with by S. I. Braginskif, Transport processes in a plasma. Reviews of Plasma 
Physics I, 205, Consultants Bureau. New York, 1965. 
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it. The drift approximation is valid if the magnetic and electric fields vary 
sufficiently slowly in space and time: the field frequency to and the effective 
collision frequency v must be small in comparison with the Larmor frequency, and 
the characteristic distance 1 Ik over which the fields vary must be large compared 
with the Larmor radius. These conditions must be satisfied for each type of particle 
to which the drift approximation is applied. In the present section, we shall write all 
formulae for the particular case of electrons; the corresponding formulae for ions 
are obtained, as usual, by making the changes e -» -ze, toBe -» -coBi, m -» M, Thus we 
shall assume that 

<0,1* <§coBf, 1 lk>rBl. (60.2) 

The method in question is based on approximately solving the equations of 
motion of charged particles in specified fields E(r, r) and B(r, r), taking account of 
the slowness of variation of these with r and r. The motion of particles in such 
fields is a combination <3f a rapid rotation (with frequency toBe) in circular Larmor 
oi hits and a slow movement of the guiding centres, i.e. the centres of these orbits. 
The method of solution is to separate the rapidly oscillating component of the 
motion and average over it. 

The position vector and the velocity of the electron may be written as 

r=R(r) + f(r), v = V + f, V = R, (60.3) 

where R is the position vector of the guiding centre, and f the oscillatory position 
vector of the electron relative to it.t In the zero-order approximation, where the 
space and time variations of the field, and collisions, are entirely neglected, we 
have simply a motion in crossed uniform and constant fields E and B. As we know 
(see Fields, § 22), the vector f in this case is exactly in the plane perpendicular to B, 
and rotates in that plane with a constant angular velocity coB<. = eB/mc, remaining 
constant in magnitude. The radius |f| of the circle is related to the constant speed 
If| = v± by |f| = vJwBe\ the vector relation between f and f is 

f = -bxf/coBe, (60.4) 

where b = BIB. The centre of the orbit moves with velocity 

R = V0 = «o||b + w0, 

where uoj is the speed of the uniformly accelerated motion along the magnetic field, 
which satisfies the equation 

wi£0||= -eb. E 

w0 = Ri = (c/B)Exb 

(60.5) 

(60.6) 

is the electric drift velocity in the plane perpendicular to B.t 

tThe quantity V in this section is not to be confused with the macroscopic velocity denoted by V in 
§59. 

fHere we assume, of course, that E/B <s 1, so that »<sc and relativistic effects may be neglected. 
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From now on, we shall use this approximation, neglecting terms arising from the 
non-constancy of the fields E and B, i.e. shall regard these fields as constant. 
Accordingly, the suffix 0 will be omitted from all quantities. 

The essence of the drift approximation is to change, in the transport equation, to 
the slowly varying quantities R, i)| and = |f|. These together constitute five 
independent variables in the distribution function. 

The phase volume element in the new variables is 

where the quantity 

d'x d'p = d3R . iTTin' dv[. v 

= 2mu' d'R dvfdj, 

J - w 

(60.7) 

(60.8) 

will be convenient later. As regards the derivation of (60.7) it must be remembered 
that in the approximation used the fields may be regarded as constant. 

The electron current density can be expressed in terms of the new variables. For 
one electron, the current density is -ev8(r-rt), where r denotes variable coor¬ 
dinates in space, and r, the position of the electron. Putting v = V + f and re = R + f, 
we write 

-evS(r- r,) - -e(V + f)[S(r- R) - f - Vr(r - R)]. 

We average this expression over the angle of rotation by means of the obvious 
relation 

x Op) = (t,tp) - 2i>i28„p, 

where a and /3 are two-dimensional vector suffixes in the plane perpendicular to 
the magnetic field. The result is 

-eV8(r- R) + (mcJ!B)b x VrS(r- R). 

Multiplying this by the electron distribution function fe and integrating over 
d'p = 2ttm3 dt’iidf, we find the current density in R-space:t 

j, = —e J yfe d'p - (mc/B) curl^b J Jfed'p j. (60.9) 

The first term here corresponds to charge transfer with the moving Larmor 
orbits; the second term takes account of the rotation of particles in these orbits.t 
and has a simple physical significance; if it is written as c curl M, the vector 

M = —(mb/B) J fj d'p (60.10) 

tW itt] integration by parts in the second term, which transfers the operator V, to ti/r- 
tA similar averaging of the charge density -eS(r-r,) gives the usual expression -ejf,dp; 

correction terms due to the rotation of the particles would appear here only when second-order small 
quantities (second derivatives with respect to the coordinates) were taken into account. 
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is the magnetization of the plasma due to the rotation of the charges. The magnetic 
moment (60.10) is independent of the sign of the charges and is in the direction 
opposite to the magnetic field, i.e. corresponds to diamagnetism. 

Let us now transform the transport equation to the new variables. Since the 
distribution function fe relates to the same element of phase space as before, which 
is simply put in the different form (60.7), the transport equation again has the form 
dfjdt = C(fe), or, expanding the left-hand side in terms of the new variables. 

dfe ^ dfc c 
~37 + V*mf + B Exb-sfe-w- (60.11) 

where we have used an obvious notation for the components of the vectors, and 
taken account of (60.5) and (60.6). In this approximation there is no term in vlt 
since it* does not vary during the drift. 

Next, let us express the collision integral in terms of the drift variables.! Note 
first of all that a collision in these variables is an “instantaneous” change in the 
velocities uj and it* and the components Rlf perpendicular to the magnetic field, of 
the position vector of the guiding centre. The parallel component Rj is almost equal 
to the corresponding coordinate of the particle itself, and is unchanged in the 
collision. 

Collisions occur only between particles which pass at impact parameters p not 
exceeding the screening length a: p =s a. If p is much less than the Larmor radii of 
the colliding particles, the magnetic field has no effect on the scattering process, 
since at such distances the field causes no appreciable curvature of the particle 
trajectories. It is not natural to describe such collisions in terms of the drift 
variables. The use of the collision integral expressed with these variables is 
therefore appropriate only when for at least one of the colliding particles rB a. 

In a Coulomb interaction of particles, with or without a magnetic field present, 
distant collisions, and accordingly small changes in all the variables, are important. 
The derivation of the collision integral in p-space given in §41 therefore remains 
valid in the space of the variables R1 = (X, Y), uj, J (with the z-axis along the 
magnetic field), if we now replace the momentum components by the four variables 
&{X, Y.u„,J} and take Ag,, Ag2,... to be the changes in these variables in 
collisions. 

The collision integral is again brought to the form 

CU) = -'gdsJagi 

= - dsJdRi-dstfdv,-dsjdj (60.12) 

(the flux Si has, by definition, components only in the plane perpendicular to B). 
Here it is important that the volume element in the space of the variables gk 
reduces simply to the product of their differentials; the collision integral is 
therefore an ordinary divergence. The proof given in §41 needs only slight 

tThis was done by E. M. Lifshitz (1937) for an electron gas, and the result was generalized to plasmas 
by S. T. Belyaev (1955). 
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changes. First of all, in (41.2) we have used the fact that Apsq = -Ap', by the law 
of conservation of momentum. For the drift variables considered here, there is of 
course no such relation. Repeating the derivation without this assumption, we find 
for electron-ion collisions (for example) 

= 2 5 / {<AgfkAgc,)/,0/t,/0gf, + [A&kAgll)/e0/i/0gil} d3Pi, (60.13) 

where d3p: = 2irM3 dfi dv^, the Agk are the changes in the quantities gk in a 
collision, and the angle brackets denote averaging over collisions. 

An important point in the derivation of (60.13) is the possibility of interchanging 
the initial and final states in the collision integral, after which the terms linear in Agk 
evidently cancel; this also allows the integration to be taken over all g-space. In 
§41 this transformation was effected by virtue of the symmetry under time 
reversal, which relates the probabilities of direct and reverse collisions. When a 
magnetic field is present, this symmetry exists only if the direction of the field B is 
reversed, and therefore relates the collision probabilities in essentially different 
fields. However, we shall see that in this case the symmetry under time reversal is 
restored by integration over impact parameters. 

Lastly, in (60.13) we have used the fact that mutual scattering of Larmor orbits 
occurs only when they pass at distances not exceeding the screening length a. 
Assuming that the distribution function varies only slightly over such distances, we 
have put approximately //(R„ n,||, Jj)~/,(Rt, Uj|j, J/) and integrated over d3R,-. This has 
left in (60.13) only the integration over d3pf; the averaging over collisions includes 
integration over the positions Rj. In specific cases below, this averaging will be 
expressed by means of the appropriate scattering cross-section. -Here we shall 
simply note that the mean values (ARjAJ), (ARjAun) are zero, as is seen from the 
fact that the products AX A J, AYAJ (and the same with Aii| in place of A J) form a 
vector in the xy-plane. Since there are no preferred directions for the Larmor 
orbits in that plane, this vector must give zero on averaging. 

An important property of the collision integral in the drift variables is that when 
it is included in the transport equation there is a change in the expression for the 
particle flux (in ordinary space) in terms of the distribution function. To see this, 
we write the transport equation as 

&+a<Y&+iL,ttn = _^_*a_*£L. 
0t 0Rk 0u, w 0RX dv, dJ ’ 

(60.14) 

V can be taken under the differentiation, since B and E are assumed constant. 
Integration of this equation over d3p gives 

dNJdt + divR J (Vfe + Vi.) d3p =0, Ne = J fe d3p. 

where the suffix e to the electronic variables is omitted for brevity; Ne is the spatial 
number density of orbits, and the expression acted upon by divR is therefore the 
flux of orbits. We see that the ordinary expression JV/fd3p is augmented by the 
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collision term / sci d3p, which is essentially the diffusion flux transverse to the 
magnetic field. With this description, in contrast to the ordinary description of 
diffusion, it appears directly in the transport equation. 

When these expressions are used we must, of course, take account of the fact 
that the electric current density is related to the flux of actual particles, not of 
orbits. According to (60.9), the flux of particles differs from the flux of orbits by a 
curl term which represents the magnetization. The final expression for the electron 
current density is therefore 

j, = -e J Vfed3p -(mc/B) curl (b J fjd'pj- j esCJL <f3p. (60.16) 

The significance of the expression (60.13) can be appreciated only when the mean 
values in it have been evaluated. We shall show how this done for the case of the 
electron integral in electron-ion collisions. 

The calculations are done in different ways in two ranges of values of the impact 
parameters p, specified by the inequalities 

(I) p <S rD„ (II) rBt<p<a. (60.17) 

The integrations with respect to the parameter p will be logarithmic, as is usual for 
Coulomb scattering. With logarithmic accuracy, no distinction is necessary be¬ 
tween strong (>) and weak (>) inequalities. The ranges (60.17) therefore cover 
essentially the whole variation of the impact parameter; in accordance with (60.1), it is 
of course assumed that rDe «§ a. For the existence of range I, it is also necessary that 

rBr> Pmin= Ze2lniVTe, (60.18) 

where pmin is the impact parameter for which the scattering angle becomes ~ 1; we 
are here considering only the quasi-classical case e2lhvTe> 1. 

We shall also suppose that rBi a a. Then, for all impact parameters pSo, the 
influence of the magnetic field on the motion of the ions (in a collision) is 
unimportant: the ion path is only slightly curved by the field at distances ~p. We 
can neglect the ion recoil in the limit m/M->0, i.e. take as zero the changes in all 
the ion characteristics Rlt nj, J.t Then the second term in the braces in (60.13) 
vanishes, so that the electron-ion part of the electron current becomes 

s„,ei] = -]N,(AXaAXp)<f" dfJdXp. (60.19) 

The quantities (AX„AXB) form a spatial tensor transverse to the field, which we 
write in the explicitly transverse form 

<AX„AXP) = K(ARL)2)(6„p - babp); (60.20) 

tThis cannot be done if there are impact parameters such that a^>p^>rBl. In such collisions, the ion 
drifts in the field of the electron, and its large mass does not take effect. 
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the flux (60.19) then becomes 

s'"' = -jN'i<(ARl)2),',|V1/„ (60.21) 

where V = VR-b(b.VR) is the operator of differentiation in the directions trans¬ 
verse to b. 

The expressions for the “velocity fluxes” analogous to (60.19) are 

si"’ = -liN,{{(Av<)2)'r'>dfJ(lv, + (Au[(AJ)<"lf')/,/0j}, | 

sr’ = -!N1{<AiAJ>,",fl/^flnl + <(AJ)2),"'fl/r/0J}. J (60.22) 

In equilibrium, i.e. for a Maxwellian distribution 

fe = constant x exp j - jr (J + J)j, (60.23) 

the collision integral must be zero. Substituting (60.23) in (60.22) and equating the 
fluxes to zero, we have 

(AmAJ)'"'^ -e,<(Au,)2r,= -(l/i1X(AJ)Jyi). (60.24) 

Let us first calculate the contribution from range I, where the magnetic field can 
be supposed not to influence the scattering process, since at such distances there is 
no appreciable curvature of the path for ions or electrons. The natural variable to 
describe the collision is then the ordinary momentum p of the electron, and the diift 
variables must be expressed in terms of this. According to (60.3), (60. ‘) and (60.8), 

r = R — (1/mtouf )b x pl5 D| = pn/m, J = pL2!2m2. 

Since the coordinates r of the particle, unlike the coordinates R of the orbit centre, 
are unaffected by the collision, we hence find 

ARi = (l/mcoBf)b x q , Avt= qrfm, AJ = (l/m2)p_ . (60.25) 

where q is the small change in the momentum p. 
Denoting by the suffix I the contribution from this class of collisions, we now 

write 

((ARJ2)ilnl = J (ARJ2n dcr = (1 Inrcol,) J q2v da, (60.26) 

where da is the cross-section for scattering of an electron by an ion at rest. With 
da given by (41.6), the integration gives 
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where 6 is the angle between v and b, and 

Li = log(mrDeD7-e/ze2) = log (mvTelze2coBe) (60.28) 

is the Coulomb logarithm cut off at a maximum impact parameter p ~ rBe (the upper 
limit of range I). Finally, expressing this result in terms of the drift variables, we 
have 

((ARj.)2)i(< 
8TrZ2e2c2L\ v\f + J 

B2 (i)|2 + 2J)3'2 ‘ (60.29) 

A similar calculation gives 

(AcjiAj),"' o_ 8irZ2e4Li Jvj 
m2 (c|j2 + 2J)3'2 ’ 

(60.30) 

and the remaining two quantities are determined from (60.24). 
Let us now turn to range II. Flere the drift variables are the natural ones, and the 

collision is described as a drift deflection of an orbit moving in the direction of b 
(the z-dircction) in the Coulomb field of the ion at rest. The speed v± and therefore 
] are not changed by the drift; this in turn implies the conservation of dj, because 
of the conservation of energy in scattering by a heavy ion. Hence range II makes 
no contribution to the quantities (60.24). 

The contribution to ((ARJ2) is calculated as 

<(AR1)2if)= (AR1)2|u|||drr = J (AR1)2|n!||d2p, (60.31) 

where p is the position vector of the orbit centre (the value of RJ before the 
collision. The change in Rj as the orbit travels in a constant uniform magnetic field 
B and a constant electric field E = ezR/R1 (the field of the ion) is determined by the 
drift equation 

dRi/df =(c/B)bxE = (zec/B)bxRJ(R||2 + RJ2)3'2; (60.32) 

see (60.fi). In the first approximation, we can put on the right of this equation R± « p, 
R| = «||f. The total change in R± in a collision is found by integrating (60.32) with respect 
to t from —11» to t», and is 

ARi = (2zec/B|n|||)b x p/p2. (60.33) 

Substituting this expression in (60.31) and carrying out the integration (with 
logarithmic accuracy, corresponding to the limits of range II), we find 

((ARj.)2)‘m > = 8irz2e2c2Li,/B2|ni|, L„ = log(o/rfc). (60.34) 

The contributions (60.29) and (60.34) are in general of the same order of 
magnitude: 

N,((ARJ2)~ nejrBe, 
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where vei is the mean electron-ion collision frequency. The particular feature of 
(60.34) is that it becomes infinite as P|->0, whatever the value of i^. The physical 
significance of this divergence is that when the speed v/ is small the orbit spends a 
long time in the field of the ion, during which the drift carries it to a great distance. 

In reality, of course, formula (60.34) becomes invalid when v/ is small, for a 
variety of reasons: (1) if rBiS>a, then for |b|||<§ ut; the ion can leave the electron 
during the collision time, and this mechanism cuts off the divergence at |d|| ~ vTi; (2) 
in deriving the formula, it is always assumed that |ARj <S p; (3) the orbit can leave 
the ion in question because of drift in the field of other particles (a three-body 
collision). 

The above formulae solve the problem of constructing the transport equation in 
the drift approximation. In particular, it enables us to find the transport coefficients 
for the plasma in the first non-vanishing approximation with respect to 1 IB; see 
Problem 1. 

Lastly, it has to be explained how the integration over d2p formally restores the 
symmetry under time reversal, as already utilized in writing (60.13). The loss of this 
symmetry is shown by the change in sign of the deflection AR± in (60.33) when the 
direction of B is reversed. The previous sign can be restored, however, by changing 
the sign of the integration variable, p-> — p, so that the change in the sign of B can 
have no effect in this approximation. (In range I, the magnetic field never affects 
the scattering process.) 

PROBLEMS 

Proum-m I. In [he drift approximation, determine the Hall coefficient 9t and [he transverse 
conductivity <r, of [he plasma (S. T. Belyaev. 1955). 

Solution. Considering a plasma with an electron density gradient (but with no eleclric field or 
temperature gradient), we assume ihe distribution function /, Maxwellian in (60.16) and (60.21), 

j = (cTIB)b x VN, + eDiViN,, 

the transverse diffusion coefficient being 

D = jN,((AKj)“), 

where the bar denotes averaging over the Maxwellian distribution of the electrons. On comparing with 
[he general expression (58.13), we (ind in the (irst approximation with respect to I IB the previous 
expression (59.8) for 9t. In [he next approximation. 

aL = Tie1 NMB'D:, (I) 

In range II (see (60.17)), we lake ((AR,)2) from (60.34). With logarithmic accuracy, 

|cI'1 = (m/2irT)‘'2J exp(-mui2/2T)dt>i/|ui| 

“ Hmjl-nT)"1 log(t)T,/u™„), 

where i;„„„ is determined by one of the mechanisms mentioned at [he end of [he section. For example, 
putting L’m,n ~ VTi, we find 

dV = [(2 ■mn)mz2e2clN,IT'l2B:] log (M/m) Iog(d/rn,). (2) 
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Similarly, taking ((ARL):) from (60.27), we find the contribution to the diffusion coefficient from range I: 

D1' = l4(2TTm)mz2e'-c2NJ3TmB2Uoi’(mv\'lze2wb,). (3) 

If the inequality (39.10) opposite to (60.1) is assumed to be satisfied, then range II does not exist, and 
the logarithm in (3) is replaced by its ordinary Coulomb value (41.10). Then substitution of (3) in (I) 
gives formula (59.15) for it. 

PrObllm 2. Determine the transverse diffusion coefficient D. for collisions between electrons and 

Solution. Because the electron-atom interaction is short-range, there is only range I, in which a is to 
be taken as the size of the atom.t Formula (60.26) also remains valid, but we must now substitute in it 
the cross-section for electron scattering by a neutral atom. After integration over angles, D is 
expressed in terms of the transport cross-section in for this scattering: 

D, = JN„((AR,)') = (N.,/2<ai„) i^, 

where N„ is the number density of atoms. With the cross-section in independent of the electron speed, 
wc have on averaging over the Maxwellian distribution 

tThere may be some doubt as to the applicability of the collision integral (60.12) for scattering by a 
short-range potential, which of course occurs with angles of the order of unity. It is easy to see. 
however, that in this problem only the change in position of the orbit centre, ARj — rBe, need be small in 
comparison with the characteristic distances over which the electron density varies; this corresponds to 
the condition for the equation of transverse diffusion to be applicable (cf. the end of §59). 



CHAPTER VI 

INSTABILITY THEORY 

§61. Beam instability 

According to the results of §34, the amplitude of a perturbation wi.h wave vector 
k in a homogeneous unbounded medium has the asymptotic form (a -, t ->'-«) 

(61.1) 

where co(k) is the frequency of waves propagating in the medium. In particular, for 
longitudinal waves in a plasma the frequencies co(k) are the roots of the equationt 

cdto. k) = 0. (61.2) 

The frequencies co(k) are in general complex. If the imaginary part im to = — y < 
0, the perturbation is damped in the course of time. If, however, y<0 in some 
range of k, such perturbations grow: the medium is unstable with respect to 
oscillations in that range of wavelengths, and |y| is then called the instability growth 
rate. We should emphasize immediately that, in referring to an “unlimited” in¬ 
crease of the perturbation, as exp(|y|t), we are considering here and subsequently 
only the behaviour in the linear approximation. In reality, of course, the increase is 
limited by non-linear effects. 

In a collisionless plasma, the imaginary part of the frequency is due to Landau 
damping. The thermodynamic equilibrium state of the plasma, corresponding to the 
absolute maximum of the entropy, is stable with regard to any perturbation. 
However, it has already been noted in §30 that, for non-equilibrium distributions in 
plasmas, the absorption of energy of the oscillations may be replaced by am¬ 
plification. This is shown by the appearance of a range of values of the independent 
variables k and to (to > 0) in which the imaginary part of the permittivity is 
negative: e'ftco, k)<0. It must be emphasized, however, that the existence of such 
ranges does not in itself necessarily signify that the plasma is unstable (at least in 
the linear approximation); some branch of the plasma oscillation spectrum must 
also actually fall in this range. 

A typical instance of instability is afforded by a directed beam of electrons 
passing through a plasma at rest (A. I. Akhiezer and Ya. B. Falnberg 1949, D. 
Bohm and E. P. Gross 1949). The beam is assumed to be electrically compensated: 

tFor an anisotropic plasma, this dispersion relation refers to quasi-longitudinal "slow" waves (see 

265 
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the sum of the electron charge densities in the plasma and the beam is equal to the 
ion charge density in the plasma. The system is homogeneous and unbounded, i.e. 
both the beam and the plasma extend throughout space, and the directed velocity V 
of the beam is everywhere the same. We shall assume that V is non-relativistic. 

Let us first suppose that both the beam and the plasma are cold, i.e. that the 
thermal motion of their particles is negligible. The necessary condition for this will 
be ascertained later. 

In the electron oscillation frequency range, the longitudinal permittivity of the 
plasma-beam system has the form 

e((to, k)- 1 = - 
<le ry2 

(to - k • V)2' 
(61.3) 

The first term on the right corresponds to the plasma at rest; f)e = (4ire2Nc/m),,2 is 
the corresponding electron plasma frequency. The second term is due to the beam 
electrons. In a frame of reference K' moving with the beam, the contribution of the 
beam electrons to ei - 1 is -(fy/to')2, where to' is the oscillation frequency in that 
frame, and ile' = (4'7^e2lVe7m),,2 (N/ being the electron density in the beam). On 
return to the original frame K, the frequency to’ is replaced by 

(61.4) 

and we have (61.3).t 
We shall assume the beam density to be small, in the sense that 

Ne’<?Ne, (61.5) 

and so Q.e'<ile. Then the presence of the beam changes only slightly the principal 
branch of the spectrum of longitudinal oscillations of the plasma, i.e. the root of the 
dispersion relation e( = 0 for which to «= ile. As well as this branch, however, 
another branch appears, on account of the presence of the beam, which we have 
now to consider. 

In order that the term with the small numerator fle'2 should not disappear from 
the dispersion relation 

, y2 
(to - k • V)2 

(61.6) 

this smallness must be compensated by that of the denominator. We therefore seek 
the solution in the form to = k - V + S, where 8 is small. The equation then becomes 

ne2 
(k-V)5 

n; 
(61.7) 

tThe law of transformation for the frequency is easily found by transforming the phase factor of the 
wave. The position vector of a point in the frame K' is r' = r - Vf. Hence 

k-r-wf = kT'-(<a k • V)f = k ■ 
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whence 

S= ±[l-(fie/k-V)2],fi: (6L8) 

the condition S < k • V requires that |k ■ V| should not be too close to fle. The 
assumption that the plasma is cold implies that kvTe <Z to, and in the present case 
therefore that vT, V: the speed of the beam is much greater than the thermal 
speed of the plasma electrons. 

If (k - V)2 > He2, then both roots (61.8) are real, and the oscillations do not grow. 
If, however, 

(k-V)3<n£2, (61.9) 

the two values of 8 are imaginary, and the one for which im to = im 8 > 0 cor¬ 
responds to growing oscillations. The system is thus unstable with respect to 
oscillations having sufficiently small values of k • V. 

A different situation occurs when the thermal motion of the electrons is taken 
into account. In the general case, we have in place of (61.3) 

e,(a), k) = ePV, k) - n?l(to - k • V)2, (61.10) 

where e}pl1 pertains to the plasma in the absence of the beam. Solving the equation 
6i = 0 by the same method, we now find 

8 = ± a7[eSpl)(k ■ V, k)]1'2. (61.11) 

Because of the Landau damping, eipl) always has an imaginary part (for any k). 
Consequently, 8 is always complex, and by virtue of the double sign in (61.11) 
im8>0 for one branch of the oscillations, i.e. these are unstable. For large V, 
corresponding to the cold-plasma case discussed above, the part of im a due to the 
Landau damping becomes exponentially small, and we return to (61.8). 

In the above analysis, the thermal spread of electron speeds in the beam has 
been neglected. This is justifiable if the amount of it 

VTe<\S\lk. (61.12) 

PROBLEMS 

Pkodlfm I. Determine the boundary of the beam instability region in a cold plasma for values of 
k ■ V close to a. 

Solution. For small values of (k ■ V): il,:. (61.7) is insufficiently accurate. Retaining the term of the 
next order in S in the equation o = 0, with o from (61.3), we obtain 

a2 n2 2fl,;8 2(k-v-ai 2g 
(k • v)z +(k • v)’ a n; 

With new variables f and ^ defined by 

s = f(5a2a)''\ t = (2/a2n,)l,J(k ■ v - a>. 
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fJ + T«; = (i) 

(t.iking the particular case where k ■ V is close to + fl,. not to - Dr), All three roots of equation (I) are 
real if r > 3.2 and this determines the instability region. Two of them correspond to the two roots of 
(61.6), and the other corresponds to the oscillation frequency of the plasma at rest, which is close to 
them if a = k ■ V. 

PROm.tM 2. Investigate the stability of ion-sound waves in a two-temperature plasma (T, *> T,) in 
which the electron component moves relative to the ion component with a macroscopic velocity V. and 
V <1 vTr. 

Sol or [on. With the condition V <r I rr. the directed motion of the electrons has little effect on the 
dispersion relation for the ion-sound waves, which is again given by (33,4): 

m 
k \Mj (1 + fcV)"- 

I he electronic pjirt of the damping rale is found from (33,6) by the change (61.4): 

y = (k ■ v - to^TTzmlSM)'' (3) 

The instability condition is k‘V>w; for this to be so, we must always have V--w/fc. Near the 
instability limit. ]ho factor k * V - w in (3) i.s small, and it may then be necessary to take account in y of 
the ionic part of the damping, which in ordinary conditions is small. 

§62. Absolute and convective instabilities 

If the dispersion relation has roots in the upper half-plane of to, a small initial 
perturbation in the form of a plane wave will grow, i.e. the system is unstable with 
respect to such a perturbation. In reality, however, any initial perturbation is a 
wave packet of finite extent in space, and the plane waves are only its separate 
Fourier components. In the course of time, the packet spreads out. and its 
amplitude (in an unstable system) increases. Simultaneously it moves in space, like 
any wave packet. Here there are two possibilities. 

In one case, regardless of the movement of the packet, the perturbation increases 
without limit at every point in space. This is called absolute instability. In the other 
case, the packet moves so quickly that the perturbation tends to zero as t -» °= at 
any fixed point; this is convective instability. 

We must emphasize immediately that this difference is a relative one, in the 
sense that the nature of the instability has to be defined in relation to a particular 
frame of reference, and may be different in different frames; an instability con¬ 
vective in one frame becomes absolute in a frame moving with the wave packet, 
and an absolute instability becomes convective in a frame that moves sufficiently 
rapidly away from the packet. 

This, however, does not mean that the difference between the two types of 
instability has no physical significance. In actual problems, there is always an 
experimentally preferred frame of reference relative to which the instability is to 
be considered. The permissibility of regarding a physical system as infinite in 
extent does not exclude the fact that it really has boundaries such as walls, which 
constitute a laboratory frame of reference. Moreover, the actual boundedness of 
the system may have the result that in convective instability the perturbation is 



unable to develop before the packet is carried out of the system (tor example, by 
the flow of liquid in a pipe). 

The theory below, which leads to criteria distinguishing the two types of 
instability, is a very general one.* The system may be any that is homogeneous and 
infinite in at least one (the x) direction. We shall therefore not specify here the 
nature of the medium and the perturbation in it, denoting the latter by some i/r(f, r) 
and considering only the case of a one-dimensional packet. For a three-dimensional 
system, this means that the perturbations considered have the form 

^(t,r) = ^(f,x)e1,M^» 

with given k, and L, 
Let us express t/df, x) as a one-sided Fourier expansion with respect to the time 

from t = 0 (the instant when the perturbation arises) to t = =°. The components will 
be denoted by <p(co, x): 

<p(to,x) = J i/r(f, x)e""'dt. (62.1) 

We shall have to consider perturbations which increase as t -> °c. We shall assume, 
what is in fact true, that this increase is not more rapid than an exponential 
exp(cr0O- Then the integral (62.1) can be made to converge by regarding to as a 
complex quantity with im to = cr > cr0. In this region, <p(to, x) has no singularity as a 
function of-the complex variable to. In the region im to < tr0, however, <p(to, x) is to 
be treated as an analytical continuation, and here it has singularities, of course. 

The inverse expression for x) in terms of its Fourier transform is 

■M-L x) = | ^ e-Xto, x)g, (62,2) 

with cr > tj0, so that the contour of integration (which we shall call the to-contour) 
passes above all singularities of <p(to, x) in the upper half-plane of to. 

The function <p(to, x) in turn can be expanded as a Fourier integral with respect 
to the coordinate x: 

«p(to, x)=J^t/r((2.3) 

for brevity, the suffix in kx is omitted. 
The function ikLV is obtained in each specific case by solving the linearized 

“equations of motion” of the system concerned: 

<!>'!' = fu/A(to, k), (62.4) 

tSuch a criterion was first established by P. A. Sturrock (1958). The formulation given below is due to 
R- J. Briggs (1964), whose analysis we shall largely follow in §§62-64. 
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where gak is determined by the initial perturbation, and A(co, k) is a characteristic of 
the system itself. For example, in a plasma the “equation of motion” is the 
transport equation, A(co, k) is the longitudinal permittivity of the plasma, and gwk is 
expressed in terms of the Fourier component of the initial perturbation by (34.12). 

We shall assume that gwk as a function of the complex variables to and k has no 
singularity for finite values of these variables, i.e. is an entire function of them.t 
Then all the singularities of are singularities of the factor l/A(co, k). The 
equation 

A(to, k) = 0 (62.5) 

is the dispersion relation of the system. Its roots co(k) give the frequencies of 
oscillations with specified (real) values of the wave number k. As we have seen in 
§34, it is these frequencies which determine the asymptotic (as t -> cc) law of time 
variation of the Fourier component of a perturbation with a specified value of k: 

MO « e*ia’<li)l = e 

On this basis, the determination of the asymptotic law of variation of the pertur¬ 
bation at a given point in space would require the investigation of the integral 

■Mr, x) a | e-~V‘«e»-(i‘Veib' dk. (62.6) 

In the presence of instability, when w"(k) > 0 for some range of values of k, one 
factor in the integrand increases without limit as t -> <», and the other oscillates 
indefinitely rapidly. These opposite tendencies make it difficult to estimate the 
integral. 

Instead, let us return to the form (62.2) for i/c(r, x), before the integration with 
respect to to is carried out. We move the co-contour downwards until it “catches” 
on the first (the highest, i.e. with the largest to") singularity of <p(co, x); let this point 
be at to = co, (it will become clear that co, is independent of x). Evidently, the 
asymptotic value of the integral is determined by the neighbourhood of that point, 
so that 

i/c(r, x) oc e-”c> = eXp( - ico,'r + co,"t). (62.7) 

If co,">0, the perturbation increases at any fixed point x, i.e. the instability is 
absolute, but if coc"< 0 the perturbation tends to zero at a fixed point, i.e. the 
instability is convective. Thus the required criterion involves simply a deter¬ 
mination of co,. 

The function <p(co, x) is given by the integral (62.3) with from (62.4): 

(62'81 

tFor this to be so, it is always necessary that the initial wave packet should diminish in space 
sufficiently rapidly (faster than exp(-a|x|)). 
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Since gak is assumed to be an entire function of k, the singularities of the integrand 
as a function of the complex variable k are at the singularities of 1/A(to, k); these 
are usually poles, the roots k(co) of (62.5). 

For some value of to, a point on the to-contour, with a sufficiently large positive 
imaginary part to" = cr, let the singularities lie in the /{-plane as shown in Fig. 22: 
some in the upper and some in the lower half-plane. The contour of integration 
with respect to k in (62.8), which we call the k-contour, lies along the real axis. We 
now modify to by gradually reducing to". The singularities move in the k-plane and may 
reach the real axis for some to.t These values of to are not singularities of the 
function <p(to, k): there is no objection to moving the k-contour in such a way as to 
remove it from the neighbourhood of singularities that have crossed the real axis, 
as shown in Fig. 22b. A singularity of the integral occurs, however, if two moving 
singularities come close together and pinch the contour of integration between 
them, thereby eliminating the possibility of removing this contour from their 
neighbourhood (Fig. 22c). 

Thus the value of to which determines the nature of the stability is chosen from 
among those such that two roots k(co) of the dispersion relation fall together. Only 
cases such that the two roots approach from opposite sides of the k-contour are to 
be considered; that is, as co"-»0 these roots must lie on opposite sides of the real 
axis. Note, incidentally, that the values of wc must be independent of x, since they 
are determined solely by the properties of the function l/A(co, k). 

When two simple roots of the equation coincide, a double root is formed, near 
which the dispersion relation is 

A(co, k) ~ (to - toc)(fl Aldw)c + |(k - k, )\d2Aldk2)c = 0, (62.9) 

so that k - kc « ± (to - to, )l,24 At the point to = to,, the function to(k) satisfies the 

© , . © 'O' 
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Fig. 22. 
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+For an unstable system, the singularity must reach the real axis of k while <,i" >0, at least for some 
range of values of to', since there are certainly roots of A(<o, k) = 0 such that <o" >0 for real k. 

tin some cases there may be a coincidence of a still larger number of roots, forming a multiple root of 
higher order. Such cases, however, can in general occur only for particular values of the parameters of 
the system, since they impose additional restrictions on the points <*, kc: in the expansion of A(w, k), 
other coefficients besides (3A/3fc)< must be zero. 
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condition 

da>ldk = 0, (62.10) 

i.e. to, is a saddle point of the analytic function co(/c). 
The integral (62.8) taken over the neighbourhood of the point k = kc is 

y(w-x)gV(f-Mc); (62J,) 

the function <p(to, x) thus has a square-root pole at to = toc. The integral (62.2), taken 
now over the neighbourhood of the point to = to,, as a function of r and x, has the 
form 

</'(b *) K ^ e~'K‘ K"', (62.12) 

since this asymptotic expression has been derived for f -» » and fixed x, it is valid 
only if |k,x|«|to,r|. 

Although the coalescence of roots of the dispersion relation is the principal 
source of singularities of <p(to, x) (and usually determines the nature of the 
instability), another type of singularity may be mentioned, which occurs at a 
frequency for which the root |k| -> ».t The imaginary part of such a frequency to,, 
however, is in practice always negative and therefore certainly cannot cause 
absolute instability (if to," were positive, the system under consideration would be 
unstable with respect to oscillations of infinitesimal wavelength). We shall meet 
such a case later; see (63.10). 

As has already been emphasized, an instability convective in one frame of 
reference (the laboratory frame) may be absolute in another frame. Let us seek the 
speed V of the frame in which the instability is absolute and has the greatest 
growth rate. 

The change from the laboratory frame to one moving with speed V is made by 
changing to to to — kV in all formulae. As we have seen, the value to, corresponds 
to the instant when, as to" decreases on the to-contour, two poles of the function 
I/A(to, k) in the k-plane coalesce, and these poles must approach from opposite 
sides of the real axis, so that one of them must first cross that axis. Let to™, 
denote the maximum value of to" (independent of V) for real k. Since to,"(k, V) is 
certainly less than the value of to" at which the pole crossed the real axis, we have 
to,"(k, V) =s tomax for all V. This means that the highest value of to," is reached if the 
poles coalesce on the real axis at the maximum of io"(k). Replacing to(k) by 
(o(k)-kV in (62.10), and separating the real and imaginary parts of the equation 

tSuch a root causes an essential singularity of if (in, x). For example, if according to 
k " = C(i,i - in,), the contribution from the neighbourhood of the singularity to the integral (62.8) is 

9K*)«exp{IC(J^jp). 
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(for real k), we find two equations: 

273 

da)"ldk = 0, (62.13) 

V = du'Idk. (62.14) 

Thus the greatest growth rate of the instability is given by the maximum value of 
w"(k) as a function of real k. The speed of the frame of reference in which such an 
instability occurs is determined by the corresponding value of dto'ldk. This value of 
V may naturally be taken to define the group velocity of the wave packet in a 
convectively unstable medium. 

§63. Amplification and non-transparency 

So far, we have considered instability problems as regards the development with 
time of a perturbation specified in space at some initial instant. The Fourier 
expansion of such a perturbation includes components with real values of the wave 
vectors k, and their time dependence is governed by the frequencies w(k), the 
complex roots of the dispersion relation. 

There is, however, another possible formulation of the instability proble t, in 
which we consider a perturbation set up with a specified time variation in some 
region of space. The Fourier expansion of such a perturbation contains com¬ 
ponents with real frequencies to, and their propagation in space is governed by the 
wave numbers k(co) found by solving the dispersion relation, this time for k; 
correspondingly, the wave numbers, not the frequencies, are complex. (As in §62, 
we are considering a one-dimensional problem, and therefore write k = k, in place 
of the vector k.) 

The fact that the wave numbers are complex may have various meanings. In 
some cases it may simply mean that the relevant waves cannot propagate in the 
medium (non-transparency): in other cases it may signify amplification of the 
waves by the medium as they propagate from the source. We must emphasi?e at 
once that the sign of im k certainly cannot be the criterion for distinguishing 
between these two possibilities: the waves can propagate in the positive and the 
negative x-direction, and a change in the direction of propagation is equivalent to a 
change in the sign of k. 

It is physically obvious that only an unstable medium can amplify, llcncc, for 
example, it is clear immediately that there is non-transparency for transverse 
electromagnetic waves in a plasma with dispersion relation to2 = nt2+ c2k2 (see §32, 
Problem 1) at frequencies to for which k(to) is imaginary: the function co(k) 
given by this equation is real for all real k, so that the system is certainly stable. 

For an exact formulation of the problem let us consider a point source as regards 
the coordinate x, called a signal, which starts at t = 0 and thereafter creates a 
monochromatic perturbation (with some frequency to0), called the response of 
the system to the signal. The source strength is then 

g(r, x) = 0 for f<0,| 

= constant x 6(x)e'l‘'"' for f>0.J 
(63.1) 
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We shall not specify the physical nature of the perturbation <//, nor therefore that 
of the source strength g. The only important point is that the tok-components of the 
perturbation are determined from the source by 

k). (63.2) 

This expression is derived from the inhomogeneous linearized “equation of 
motion” of the system, in which g(f, x) acts as the “right-hand side”, just as (62.4) 
was the solution of the homogeneous equation with the initial condition specified 
by the function g(0, x). The source (63.1) ist 

g„k = constant/i(to - to0). (63.3) 

I he function t//(f, x) is then found from the inversion formula 

<//(r, x) = constant x J $(to, x) 
.-too) 2 it’ 

(63.4) 

£jim- 
(63.5) 

This expression necessarily satisfies the equation iMf, x) = 0 for t < 0 in accordance 
with the conditions of the problem: the perturbation occurs only after the source 
comes in at r = 0. 

The problem is now to find the asymptotic expression for i/t(r, x) far from the 
source (lx|-^^) in steady conditions, i.e. at a long time after the source begins to 
operate (f-»»). If the perturbation then tends to zero as x-»±°°, we have 
non-transparency: if it increases in one or other direction from the source, there is 
amplification. In either case, we can evidently speak of only a convectively 
unstable (or a stable) system. With absolute instability, the perturbation increases 
without limit in the course of time at every point in space, so that no steady 
conditions can possibly be reached. 

To find the required asymptotic form, we note first of all that the asymptotic limit 
t-*x must be taken before |x|->a>: since the perturbation cannot propagate to 
infinity in a finite time, i// -> 0 as |x| -> co for finite t. 

As in §62, we move the contour of integration with respect to to in (63.4) 
downwards in order to get the asymptotic expression as f -» ». The analytical 
properties of <I>(io, x) are similar to those of <p(to, x) in §62. Since the system is 
assumed only convectively unstable, d>(to, x) has no singularity in the upper 
half-plane of to, and the highest singularity of the integrand in (63.4) is the pole 
to = to0 on the real axis. Hence the asymptotic form as t ->» is 

*(t,x)«e-‘“°‘<D(to„,x). (63.6) 

tin calculating g.^, it must be remembered that the integration in the inverse transformation formula is 
taken along a contour with im to > 0; hence elut -> 0 as I -*■ oo. 
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To find the asymptotic form of <h(to0, x) as |x|->°c, we must now move the path 
of integration with respect to k upwards for x > 0 or downwards for x <0, until it 
catches on the pole of the integrand in (63.5), i.e. the root of the equation 
A(to0, k) = 0. 

Let lcT(to) and /c_(co) denote the poles which as im to -> » are respectively in the 
upper and lower half-planes of k. As im to decreases, the poles move, and for a real 
to = to0 they may either remain in their original half-plane or enter the other 
half-plane. In the first case, the contour of integration in <h(too, x) remains on the 
real axis as in Fig. 22a; in the second case, it is deformed as shown in Fig. 22b, so 
as to embrace the poles k+(a>o) and /c-(to0) (points A and C) that have “escaped” 
into the other half-plane. In either case, when the contour is moved up or down, it 
catches on the poles k+ and k- respectively. The asymptotic form of ifi(t,x) as 
x-> +°° is determined by the contribution from the lowest pole /c+(to0); that as 
x-» -co is determined by the highest pole fc_(too). The pole concerned is thus the 
closest to the real axis (if all poles of a given class are still in their original 
half-planes), or the farthest from the real axis among those which have moved into 
the other half-plane. With these values of k+ and k-, we have 

</'(h x) « exp{i7c+(&j0)x - ito0f} for x > 0,1 (63 ^ 

exp{/Mwo)x - ico0t} for x < 0. J 

For a stable system, all poles remain in their original half-planes when to = to0, 
since the absence of oscillation branches with im to(/c)>0 (for real k) means that a 
pole fc(to) can cross the real axis only with im to <0. Hence, in (63.7), 

im /c+(io0)>0, im k_(to0)<0, 

so that the waves are damped in both directions from the source. 
In the case of convective instability, the poles k(to) reach the real axis with 

im to >0. There are therefore certainly poles k+ or k which have entered the other 
half-plane for to = to0, i.e. which have im/c.,(to0) < 0 or im (to0) > 0. The presence 
of such a pole k,(co0) or k (to0) amplifies the wave to the right or left of the source 
respectively. 

From the preceding arguments, we arrive at the following criterion for dis¬ 
tinguishing cases of non-transparency and amplification for waves from a source 
with frequency to0 in a convcctivcly unstable system: a wave with complex /c(to0) 
and real to0 is amplified if im lc(to) changes sign when im to varies from to 0 
with a given re to = to0; if im lc(to) does not change sign, there is non-transparency. 

The criterion has its origin in the requirements of causality. When the source 
comes into action instantaneously, the perturbation must always decrease as 
x -»± oo, simply because it cannot propagate to an infinite distance in a finite time. On 
the other hand, this “infinitely rapid” onset of the source can take place as e with 
im <o -» + oo. It is therefore clear that waves that are amplified (for real to) in one or 
other direction from the source must be damped in that direction when im w ->*. and 
this leads to the criterion formulated above. 

The results obtained have a further facet which allows us to determine the 
direction of wave propagation in a medium with absorption or amplification. In a 
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transparent medium (i.e. when to and k are real), the physical direction of 
propagation is that of the group velocity vector. In particular, in the one-dimen¬ 
sional case a wave with a positive or negative derivative dwldk moves in the 
positive or negative x-direction respectively. In a medium with absorption or 
amplification, however, we can say that waves of the and k groups propagate in 
the positive and negative directions respectively. For real a> and k, this general 
formulation is the same as the previous one: small changes in co and k are related 
by 

8k =-^-. da>ldk 

from which we see that, if to acquires an imaginary part im to > 0. k moves into the 
upper or lower half-plane according as dto/d/c >0 or <0. 

As a simple example of the application of the criteria derived in §§62 and 63, let 
us consider the instability of a cold electron beam in a cold plasma, discussed in 
§61. The dispersion relation for this system is 

n2 n12 
to2 (to-kV)2”1’ 

(63.8) 

see (61.6) (for waves propagating in the direction of the beam, k-V = kV). The 
roots lc(io) of this equation have, as |to| -> =», the formt 

/c = (to ± 11/)/F. (63.9) 

When im to -> co, the two roots are in the same (upper) half-plane, i.e. both are in 
the kf(to) class. In their movement, therefore, they cannot pinch the k-contour as im to 
decreases, so that the instability is convective. The asymptotic behaviour of a 
perturbation created at the initial instant is governed by the frequency to = lle, near 
which the roots of equation (63.8) tend to infinity according to 

k2 = fl£fl'2/2V2(to-fle). 

Thus, as t -> », only undamped plasma waves remain from the perturbation. 
For real values of to equation (63.8) has two complex-conjugate roots k(to). 

The one for which im k(to)< 0 has moved from the upper to the lower half-plane. 
Thus, when waves are propagated from a source with frequency to0<f2e, they are 
amplified in the direction of x > 0, i.e. “down” the beam. 

§64. Instability with weak coupling of the two branches 
of the oscillation spectrum 

Let us apply the general method developed in §§62 and 63 to investigate the 
instability which results from the “interaction” of oscillations with neighbouring 

tNote that (63.9) is the same as the dispersion relation for the beam itself in the absence of the plasma 
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values of to and k and belonging to different branches of the oscillation spectrum of 
a non-dissipative system (here denoting one in which both true dissipation and 
Landau damping are absent). 

If the two branches to = to,(/c) and to = w2{k) were completely independent, the 
dispersion relation would separate into two factors: 

[to-to,(k)][to-to2(k)] = 0. (64.1) 

Near a point of intersection of such branches, the functions toi(fc) and to2(/c) would 
have the general form 

to.(k) = to0 + tJ1(k-ko), 
(64.2) 

io2(/c) = to0 + v2(k - /Co).J 

where Ui and v2 are some constants, to0 and ko the (real) values of to and k at the 
point of intersection. 

Such a case is, however, not realistic in general. The coupling between the two 
branches could be completely absent for (at best) some specific values of the 
system parameters, and would appear when these were very slightly changed.t To 
represent an actual situation, therefore, it would be necessary to take into account 
the presence of a weak coupling between branches. This has the effect of sub¬ 
stituting a small quantity e for zero on the right of (64.1). The dispersion relation 
near the point then becomes 

[to - to0 - f|(k - k0)][to -to0- v2(k - k0)1 = €. (64.3) 

The solution for to is 

to(k) - too = J[(«), + v2)(k - k0) ± [(fc - kn)2(v, - v2)2 + 4c2]1'2}, (64.4) 

and the solution for k is 

k(to) - ko = {(». + e2)(to - to„) ± [(to - to„)2(u, - uj2 + 4et;1r:n. (64.5) 

The existence of coupling between the branches shifts their point of intersection 
into the complex region. The functions to(/c) for real to and k vary in form 
according to the sign of the constant e and the relative signs of the constants v, and 

f An exception is the case where the interaction is absent for reasons of symmetry, for example, if one 
branch relates to longitudinal waves and the other to transverse waves in an isotropic medium. Since in such 
a medium the longitudinal current cannot induce a transverse field and vice versa, such waves do not 
interact. The situation here is analogous to what is found in quantum mechanics for the inlet action of terms 
with different symmetry; see QM, §79. 
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v2. These functions are shown in Fig. 23 for four cases: 

(A) ■ e >0, l>,tJ2 > 0, 

(B)« :>0, t)|t>2<0. 

(C)« : < 0, UiU2> 0, 

(D), £ < 0, 

which we shall consider in turn. 
(A) Here the functions to(/c) are real for all (real) k, and the system is therefore 

stable. The functions lc(to) are also real for all to, so that the waves propagate 
without amplification for all to. 

(B) The functions toC/c) are real for all k, and the system is therefore stable. The 
functions lc(to) are complex in the frequency range 

(to - to0)2 < 4|€t)ttj2|/(tjI - v2)2. (64.7) 

Since the system is stable, there is non-transparency in this range. 
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(C) When 

(Ac — Ac0)2 < 4|e|/(u, — u2)2 (64.8) 

the functions co(k) are complex, and for one of them imco(/c)>0, i.e. there is 
instability, and it is convective instability, since when Icol-^ the roots k(io) are 

k^wlvt, k’=u>lv2. (64.9) 

and when im to they lie in the same half-plane of k. Let u, and u2>0. Then this 
is the upper half-plane, and the roots belong to the /c+(to) class. For real id, in the 
range (64.7), the roots k(co) form a complex conjugate pair. The one for which 
im k(io) < 0 has moved from the upper to the lower half-plane. In the frequency 
range (64.7), therefore, there is amplification of waves propagating in the positive 
x-direction. 

It is also easy to find for this case the “group velocity” of the waves, defined by 
(62.14), i.e. the speed of the frame of reference in which there is absolute instability 
with the maximum growth rate. Differentiating (64.3) with respect to k and 
substituting dco/d/c = V in accordance with (62.13) and (62.14), we obtain 

V - t)i _ id - cop - v,(k -kp) 
V-v2 w-w0-v2(k~koY 

(64.10) 

Since the left-hand side is real, the right-hand side must be so, even if id is complex. 
This condition shows that k - ku\ then from (64.10) 

V=j(u, + U2). (64.11) 

and from (64.3) the corresponding maximum growth rate is 

(im «U, = |e|,n. (64.12) 

(D) The functions Ac(to) are real for all (real) to, but the co(/c) are complex in the 
range (64.8), so that the system is unstable. To determine the nature of this 
instability, we note that from (64.9) (with opposite signs of t>, and t>2), as im to -> =°, 
the roots Ac(to) are in opposite half-planes. These two roots coalesce at a point in 
the upper half-plane of to given by 

to = to, = <00 + 2iV(w)/|«>1- v2\. (64.13) 

The instability is therefore absolute, with growth rate im toc. For o,= - v2, cor¬ 
responding to the perturbation in a frame of reference moving with the speed 
(64.11), the growth rate reaches its maximum value (64.12). 

PROBLEM 

Determine the nature of the instability of low-frequency (<o ~ <oBj) "slow” (ojk c) transverse 
electromagnetic waves propagating along a constant magnetic field in a cold magnetoactive plasma, with 
a low-density cold electron beam moving through the plasma in the same direction. 
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§65. Instability in finite systems 

The whole of the theory in §§61-63 related to homogeneous media of unlimited 
extent in at least one direction (the x-axis). For applications to actual bounded 
systems, this means that effects due to the reflection of waves from the boundaries 
are neglected; that is, such a theory is limited to times of the order of the time 
taken by the perturbation to propagate the length of the system. 

Let us now consider stability in the opposite situation where the finiteness of the 
system is important and the spectrum of its characteristic oscillations is governed 
by the boundary conditions at the ends; as before, we shall investigate only the 
one-dimensional case, and the length of the system in the x-direction will be 
denoted by L. The frequency spectrum of a finite system is discrete, and if one or 
more of the characteristic frequencies has a positive imaginary part the system is 
unstable. The distinction between absolute and convective instability has no 
meaning in this case. 

Thus the problem of determining the stability or instability of a finite system is 
equivalent to that of finding its (complex) eigenfrequencies. The dispersion relation 
which gives these frequencies can be derived in a general form for a system with 
finite but sufficiently large dimensions L, such that im |/c|. L s> 1 (A. G. Kulikovskif, 
1966). 

Let k((u) be solutions of the dispersion relation for an infinite medium. We again 
divide the branches of this many-valued function into two groups, k+(oj) and k-(co), 
as defined in §63. The characteristic oscillations of a finite system may be regarded 
as resulting from the superposition of travelling waves reflected by the two 
boundaries (in a medium without absorption and amplification, they would be 
ordinary stationary waves). The reflection is in general accompanied by a mutual 
transformation of waves belonging to different branches of the spectrum. The 
travelling wave of a given frequency is therefore a superposition of all branches. 
Far from the boundaries, however, the main contribution to each wave comes from 
only one term in the superposition. For example, in a wave propagating from ' 
left-hand boundary x = 0 (Fig. 26) in the positive x-direction, the asyinpiouc 
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expression far from that boundary is 

i//= a exp{i[/c+(w)x-mf]}, (65.1) 

and Mw) must be taken as the branch in this group for which im/c+(&j) has its 
algebraically least value for the given real w.f 

After reflection from the right-hand boundary x-L, the wave propagates to the 
left, and at sufficiently great distances from that boundary has the asymptotic form 

ip= R?a exp{ifc*(m)L} exp{i[k-(m)(x — L)— rnf]}, (65.2) 

where k-(co) is the branch in this group for which im L(w) has its algebraically 
greatest value. The coefficient R: depends on the wave transformation law at a 
particular boundary. 

Lastly, after a second reflection, this time at the left-hand boundary, we again 
have a wave propagating to the right: 

t/r = R,R2ae,(k*',i »ei(k‘x(65.3) 

Since i/<(f, x) is one-valued, this must coincide with (65.1), so that 

R,R2exp{i[Mm)-Mm)]L} = 1. (65.4) 

This determines the frequency spectrum for the finite system, i.e. is its dispersion 
relation. 

Taking the modulus of each side, we have 

|RiR2| exp{- im(k+ — k^)L) = 1. (65.5) 

When L->=°, the exponential factor tends to zero or infinity, depending on the sign 

tThat is, the least positive value if all im >0, and the greatest (in absolute magnitude) negative 
value if there are branches for which im M">) < 0. In the first case, (65.1) is the wave least rapidly 
damped (with increasing x); in the second case, it is the one most rapidly amplified. 
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of im(/c+- k-). Hence, for sufficiently long systems, equation (65.5) is possible only 

if 

im[/c+(co) - M«)l = 0. (65.6) 

In this case, therefore, the dispersion relation reduces to a form depending only on 
the properties of the medium itself and independent of the specific conditions at the 
boundaries. Equation (65.6) defines a curve in the co-plane, on which the discrete 
eigenfrequencies lie very close together (for large L). If the curve lies even partly 
in the upper half-plane, the system is unstable. Since this instability is due to the 
properties of the system as a whole, it is called global instability. 

Some further comments may be made on the relation between global instability 
of a finite system and the instability of an infinite medium. First of all, it is easy to 
see that in the presence of global instability the infinite medium is certainly 
unstable, since there exist real values of k for which imco(/c)>0. For, by the 
definition of /c+(co) and k-(co), their values for im to -»■ » lie in different half-planes 
of k. The condition (65.6) signifies that, as im to decreases, the points lc+(co) and 
lc-(co) may come into the same half-plane, and do so (in the case of global 
instability) while im to > 0. Consequently, at least one of these points crosses the 
real axis even earlier, i.e. certainly while im to >0; this proves the above statement. 

The converse statement, however, is valid only for absolute (not convective) 
instability of the infinite medium: the presence of absolute instability is sufficient to 
cause global instability of the finite system. The condition for absolute instability is 
that there exists a branch point of k(w) with im to > 0, and the coalescing branches 
belong to the k+ and k groups. At such a point, the condition (65.6) is certainly 
satisfied also. 

A convectively unstable medium may be either stable or unstable when boun¬ 
daries are present. 



CHAPTER VII 

INSULATORS 

§66. Interaction of phonons 

The physical nature of transport processes such as thermal and electrical conduc¬ 
tion in gases consists in transfer by the thermal motion of the gas particles; in 
solids, the particles are replaced by quasi-particles. In going on to study these 
processes, we shall begin with thermal conduction in non-magnetic insulators. The 
relative simplicity of the physical picture here, as compared with transport proces¬ 
ses in solids of other kinds, arises from the presence of quasi-particles of only one 
sort, namely phonons. 

The concept of free phonons is the result of quantization of the vibrational 
motion of atoms in the crystal lattice in the harmonic approximation, i.e. with only 
the quadratic terms (in the displacements of the atoms) included in the Hamil¬ 
tonian; see SP 1, §72. The various phonon interaction processes result when 
terms of higher orders of smallness are considered; the anharmonic terms of the 
third and subsequent orders in the displacements.t 

The first anharmonic (the cubic) terms in the classical lattice energy are 

H,3) = | 2 (n, - n3, nj- m)[/„. (n,) tiS;P(m)t/,lV(n,). (66.1) 

Here Us(n) are the atomic displacement vectors in the lattice; a, /3, y are vector 
suffixes taking the values x, y, z; s,, s2, s3 number the atoms in the unit cell; m, n3. n3 
are integral “vectors” giving the position of the cell in the lattice; (n, s) under the 
summation sign denotes summation over all n and s. Because the crystal is 
homogeneous, the functions A depend only on the relative positions m -n3, n3-n3 
of the cells, not on their absolute positions in the lattice. 

The second-quantized Hamiltonian is found by replacing the displacement vec¬ 
tors in (66.1) by the operators U5(n) expressed in terms of the creation and 
annihilation operators c^, Ckg for phonons of type g (i.e. branch g of the phonon 
spectrum) with quasi-momentum k: 

U,(n) = X [2MATcos(k)rI/2{clIgey)(k)c,k‘rB + ^ (66.2) 

tThe need to take account of the anharmonicity of atomic vibrations in the lattice in considering 
thermal conduction in a crystal was first noted by P. Debye (1914) and M. Born (1914). 

284 
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where vV is the number of cells in the lattice, M the total mass of the atoms in the 
cell, e'/’fk) the phonon polarization vectors, and co„(k) the energy of phonons of 
type g.t The substitution gives rise to terms which contain the operators c and c+ 
in sets of three. These terms represent processes involving three phonons: products 
of the form c+cJc for the decay of one phonon into two, and c*cc for the 
coalescence of two colliding phonons into one; terms ccc and cTT* would 
correspond to processes that are prohibited by the law of conservation of energy. 

Les us write down, for example, the terms corresponding to the decay of a 
phonon ki, g, into two phonons k2, g; and k3, g3. Changing in (66.1) from summation 
over ni, n3, n3 to summation over o, = m - n3, r'2=n3-n3, n3, we can put these 
terms in the form 

2 exp{«(k, - k2 - k3) • r„,}, (66.3) 

where 

n = (2Mr'17 2 exp{/(k, . rn - k,. r„)}, (66.4) 

c, = cMl, to, s tot|(k,). e, = e^’(ki)- 

The exponential factor is separated in (66.3) which depends on the absolute 
position n3 of the cell in the lattice. Summation of this factor over all n3 gives jV if 
ki-kj-ki is equal to any reciprocal lattice period b; otherwise, it is zero. Hence 

^=n:v''Ww'2’ (f,6-5) 

and the phonon quasi-momenta satisfy the conservation law 

k, = k2 + k3 + b. (66.6) 

The condition (66.6) is to be regarded as an equation giving the value of, say, the 
quasi-momentum k3 from specified values of k, and k3. The latter have to be taken 
within some one chosen unit cell of the reciprocal lattice (including all the 
physically different values of the quasi-momentum), and we have to verify that k3 is 
also in that cell. This last condition determines the necessary value of b in (66.6), 
and does so unambiguously. For, if with specified k,, k2 and b the vector k3 lies in 
the chosen cell, then any change in b will certainly bring k3 outside that cell. 
Processes (in this case, phonon decay) for which the law of conservation of 
quasi-momentum involves a non-zero vector b are called Umklapp processes, in con¬ 
trast to normal processes, for which b = 0. Note that the difference between these 
two classes of processes is to some extent conventional: any particular process may be 
of either class, depending on the choice of the base cell. It is important, however, 

tin this chapter, we use units such that ft = l. The dimensions of the momentum and the wave vector 
are then the same, and those of the energy and the frequency are the same. 
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that no choice can make b zero simultaneously for all possible processes. It is 
convenient to choose the base cell of the reciprocal lattice so that the point k = 0 
(infinite wavelength) is at its centre; this will be assumed henceforward. With this 
choice, low values of the quasi-momentum (k < 1 Id, where d is the lattice constant) 
correspond to all low-frequency phonons, and all processes involving only low- 
frequency phonons are normal processes.! Large values of the quasi-momentum 
(k ~ lid) correspond to short-wavelength phonons with high energy (of the order of 
the Debye temperature ©). 

Let us return to the phonon decay process. According to the general principles of 
quantum mechanics (see QM (43.1)), the probability of a decay in which the 
quasi-momentum of one of the two newly formed phonons lies in the range d3/c2 is 
given by the square of the corresponding matrix element of the perturbation 
operator (66.5); 

dW = 2ir|<N,-l,N2+ 1,N3+ 1|H'3)|N,,N2,N3)|2x 

x S(w, - (02 - co3)r d3/c3/(2ir)3, (66.7) 

where N, = Nk|*,, N2, N3 are the phonon occupation numbers in the initial state of 
the crystal. The matrix elements of the phonon creation and annihilation operators 
are given by 

<N-l|c|N) = (N|c+|N-l)= VN. (66.8) 

We thus obtain the decay probability in the form 

dW = vvN,(N2+ 1)(N3+ 1)8(coi — co2— co3)d3/c2/(2ir)3, (66.9) 

where 

w = vv(g2k2, g3k3; g,ki) = 2m;|fi|2/wiw2w3, (66.10) 

and v = YIN is the volume of the crystal lattice cell. The probability of the 
processes is therefore proportional to the number Nt of initial phonons in the initial 
state of the crystal, and also to the numbers N2 + 1 and N3 + 1 of final phonons in 
the final state. The latter property is related to the Bose statistics obeyed by the 
phonons, and is true of all processes involving bosons.! 

The process inverse to decay is the coalescence of two photons k2 and k3 to form 
one phonon k,. We can easily show that the terms in the Hamiltonian that are 
responsible for this process differ from (66.5) in that the c-operators in the 
numerator are replaced by ci*c2c3, and fi by fi*. The probability of this process is 
therefore given by a formula which differs from (66.9) only as regards the 

tlf, on the other hand, the base cell is chosen so that the point k = 0 is at one of its vertices, for 
example, low frequencies will also correspond to the neighbourhoods of the other vertices, near which k 
is not small. 

tThe phonon distribution function N, or N(k) will be defined as the occupation numbers of quantum 
states with various values of the quasi-momentum k. The number of states belonging to an element Yk in 
k-space is d'kldir)', and so the distribution relative to d’k is Nk/(2ir)3. 
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N-factors: 

dW = wNzN)(N\ + l)S(a), - o)2- o)3) d,/c2/(21r)3. (66.11) 

The functions vv here and in (66.9) are the same, in accordance with the general 
rule that in the Born approximation (the first approximation of perturbation theory) 
the probabilities of direct and reverse scattering events are equal; see QM, § 126. 

The branches of the phonon spectrum always include three acoustic branches, 
for which the energy tends to zero as k -* 0; for long-wavelength (small k) acoustic 
phonons, the function o)(k) is linear. The behaviour of the function vv in (66.10) for 
such phonons will be important below. It can be determined by noting the property 
of the coefficients A in the Hamiltonian (66.1) which expresses the fact that a 
simple displacement of the crystal as a whole leaves its energy unchanged, whether 
or not the crystal is deformed. This means that the energy H,3> must be unaffected 
if any of the factors Us(n) in it is replaced by Us + a with a vector a that is 
independent of n and s. For this to be so, we must have 

X AoliT’Oii.n2,n3) = 0, (66.12) 

where the summation is over at least one pair of variables n,, s,. 
Of the three phonons involved in the process, either one or all three may be 

long-wavelength acoustic phonons: if there are two such phonons and a short- 
wavelength one, the momentum and energy conservation laws cannot be satisfied. For 
an acoustic phonon in the limit k-»0, the polarization vectors es(k) tend to a 
constant independent of s, since all the atoms in the cell vibrate in unison, and the 
factors exp(ik - r„) tend to unity. Because of the property (66.12), the quantity fi 
(66.4) therefore tends to zero, and for small k it is proportional to k or (the same 
thing for an acoustic phonon) to to. The result is 

vv « k, (66.13) 

if there is one long-wavelength phonon, or 

vv x ktk]kj (66.14) 

if there are three. 
The results (66.13) and (66.14) can also be reached in a more obvious way by 

noting that the long-wavelength acoustic phonons correspond to macroscopic 
sound waves, which can be treated by macroscopic elasticity theory. Then the 
energy of the deformed crystal is expressed in terms of the strain tensor 

Ua 
1 (dUa dUp 
2\dxp + dxa 

(66.15) 

where U(r) is the macroscopic displacement vector for points in the elastic 
medium. The components of this tensor are the small quantities used in the 
expansion of the elastic energy. In second quantization, the vector U is replaced by 
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the operator U analogous to (66.2). The differentiation of U with respect to the 
coordinates to obtain the operators Uap gives the additional factor k which leads to 
the results (66.13) and (66.14). 

§67. The transport equation for phonons in an insulator 

In a solid crystal, the phonons form a rarefied gas, and their transport equation 
is obtained in a similar way to that for an ordinary gas. 

Let N = Ns(t, r, k) be the distribution function for phonons of type g. The 
transport equation for each type of phonon is written as 

dN 
at 

dN 
8r 

= C(N), (67.1) 

where u = 3co/3k is the phonon velocity. 
An import ,nt difference from the case of ordinary gases, however, is that in 

collisions in the phonon gas neither the number of phonons nor (because of 
Umklapp processes) their total quasi-momentum is in general conserved The only 
remaining conservation law is that of energy, expressed by 

X | wC(N)d3/c/(27r)3 = 0. (67.2) 

Multiplying (67.1) by to, integrating over d3/c, and summing over g, we obtain the 
law of conservation of energy in the form 

BE!at + div q = 0, (67.3) 

where the thermal energy density E of the crystal and the energy flux q are given 
by the obvious expressions 

E = X J wNd3/c/(2ir)3, q=2 J wuNd3/c/(2ir)3. (67.4) 

The collision integral in (67.1) must in principle include all processes that can 
occur as a result of the interaction of phonons of type g with all other phonons. In 
practice, however, the chief contribution to it comes from the three-phonon 
processes discussed in §66. Processes involving a greater number of phonons arise 
from subsequent terms in the expansion of the Hamiltonian in powers of the 
displacements of the atoms: these terms decrease rapidly as their order increases. 
The reason for the decrease is that the ratio of the vibration amplitude £ to the 
lattice constant d is small; in solid crystals, it remains small at all temperatures up 
to the melting-point.t For a rough estimate, we can begin from the classical relation 

tExcept in the “quantum crystal”, solid helium. 
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Mot£2~ T; estimating the characteristic frequency as o> ~ u/d,t we find 

(gd)2~TlMu2< 1. (67.5) 

The collision integral is, as always, ihe difference between the numbers of proces¬ 
ses (per unit time) which create phonons in a given state g, k, and which remove 
phonons from that state. Taking account of three-phonon processes only, we have 

C(N) = J X w(ki, k2; k)8(co - to, - to2) x 

x f(N + DN1N3- N(N, + 1 )(N, + 1)] 

+ £ vvfk.kr.MSf^-co-co.JX 

x [(N + 1)(N, + 1 )N,- NN,(N, + 1)]J d%K2ir)\ (67.6) 

where N, s NSI(k,), to, = co^fki),... The first term in the braces corresponds to the 
direct and reverse processes 

(g, k)v±(gi,ki) + (g3,k:), k2=k-k,-b; (67.7) 

the factor j in this term takes into account the fact that, because of the identity of 
the phonons, we have to sum only over half of the final states. The second term in 
the braces corresponds to processes 

(gi,k3)^(g,k) + (g„k,), k, = k + k, + b; (67.8) 

the factor r is not needed in this term, since one of the two phonons formed by the 
decay is specified. In the integrand of (67.6), it should be noted, the triple products 
NNiNi and NN,N3 cancel. 

The collision integral is identically zero for the equilibrium phonon distribution, 
the Planck distribution 

N0=(e"’r- I)-1. (67.9) 

This is easily shown for the integral (67.6) by direct calculation: multiplication of 
the factors gives 

No(N01 + IXN02 + 1) = (No + 1)NwN02 expKco, + co2 - «)/T], (67.10) 

and by the law of conservation of energy the exponential factor on the right is 
equal to unity. 

If Umklapp processes were absent, not only the total energy but also the total 
quasi-momentum of the phonons would be zero. Then not only the distribution 

tin lhe estimates, we shall regard u as the speed of sound, although this is of course literally correct 
only for long-wavelength acoustic phonons. 
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function (67.9), but also the functions 

No=[expt° (67.11) 

corresponding to the translational motion (drift) of the phonon gas as a whole 
relative to the lattice with any velocity V, would be equilibrium functions. This 
result is in accordance with the general principles of statistical physics. It can also 
be proved directly: with the functions (67.11) as No, a further factor exp[V-(k- 
ki-k2)/T] appears on the right of (67.10), and is equal to unity for non-Umklapp 
processes, where k = ki + k2. 

The distribution (67.11) leads, of course, to a non-zero energy flux q. Thus, in the 
absence of Umklapp processes, a heat flux could exist in the crystal although the 
temperature were constant throughout the body; that is, the crystal would have an 
infinite thermal conductivity. A finite conductivity arises only because Umklapp 
processes exist. T 

To calculate the thermal conductivity, we have to write the transport equation 
for a crystal in which the temperature varies slowly through the volume. As usual, 
we seek the phonon distribution functions in the form 

N(r,k) = N0(k) + 6N(r,k), (67.12) 

where SN is a small correction to the equilibrium function. The transport equations 
are then 

(u . VT)3N0/3T = I(SN), (67.13) 

where I(SN) is the linearized collision integral. 
The functions SN must also satisfy the further condition 

£ Jw6Nd3fc/(2ir)3 = 0, (67.14) 

which signifies that the perturbed distribution functions give the same value of the 
lattice energy density as do the equilibrium functions. As already noted in §6, this 
condition essentially specifies the definition of the temperature in a non-equilibrium 
body. The other conditions imposed on SN in §6 do not apply to a phonon gas, in 
contrast to an ordinary gas. The number of particles in the phonon gas is not a fixed 
quantity, but depends on the temperature. The total actual momentum (not quasi¬ 
momentum) of the phonons in the crystal is necessarily zero, since otherwise there 
would be a flow of the solid, which is certainly impossible for an ideal (defect-free) 
crystal lattice. Each atom in the lattice executes only a finite motion, the oscillation 
about the lattice site; the mean momentum of such a motion is identically zero. 

: The quantum theory of thermal conduction in insulators, based on the transport equation for 
phonons, is due to R. E. Peierls (1929), who also first drew attention to the role of Umklapp processes in 
transport processes in solids. 
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Thus the phonon flux (associated with the energy flux) in a solid crystal is not 
accompanied by a transfer of mass.! 

Let us write explicitly the linearized collision integral (67.6). Here, it is con¬ 
venient to use instead of SN new unknown functions \ defined by 

SN = -(dN0l3w)x = N0(No+ 1 )XIT. 

The process of linearization is simplified by noting that 

N _ N0 
1+N 1 + NoT' 

(67.15) 

(67.16) 

The expression in square brackets in the first integral in (67.6), for example, may be 
written 

(N + 1)(N,+ 1)(N2+1) 
' N i N2 
_N,+ 1 N2+ 1 

N 
N + 

In the factors taken outside the brackets, we can put immediately N = N0. The 
difference in the brackets gives 

where we have used the formula 

No, Nq2 No 
No,+ 1N02+1 Nb+V 

The collision integral is thus brought to the form 

C(N)~Z(*) = ^J {I X w(k„k2;k)NrfN0, + l)(N«+l)x 

x S(toi + co2 — co)(xi + xi~ X) 

+ 2 vv(k,k1;k3)NoNo1(No3+l)x 

x 8(10 + 0),- 0)3)(X3 -XI- X)} dXK 2rr)\ (67.17) 

Note that x(k) appears in the integrands as simple sums of its values for various k. 
as in the classical collision integral for gases (6.4), (6.5). 

tUnlike a liquid, where the phonon momentum is the actual momentum and 
involve a transfer of mass. In a liquid, the atoms execute an infinite motion: in a 
any atom can reach any point in the volume 

the phonon flux does 
i sufficiently long time. 
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To a solution of (67.13), we can always add the obvious solution of the homogeneous 
equation, 

X = constant x w, (67.18) 

which makes the integral (67.17) identically zero because of the conservation of 
energy in collisions. As already explained in §6, this “extra” solution corresponds 
simply to a small constant change in the temperature, and is excluded by the 
further condition (67.14). 

A second “extra” solution. 

* = k.8V, (67.19) 

with 8V a constant, corresponds to a small change in the velocity of the phonon gas 
as a whole (cf. (6.6)), and is excluded by the presence of Umklapp processes, which 
have the effect that the total phonon quasi-momenlum is not conserved. 

§68. Thermal conduction in insulators. High temperatures 

Equation (67.13) allows us to determine immediately the temperature dependence 
of the thermal conductivity of an insulator at temperatures much greater than the 
Debye temperature 6~u/d (or iiu/d in ordinary units). 

The maximum phonon energy in all branches of the spectrum is of the order of 0. 
Hence, when T > 0, the energies of all phonons w < T, and for most of them co ~ 0. 
The equilibrium distribution function (67.9) then becomes 

No~Tlw>l. (68.1) 

In the collision integral (67.17), the temperature separates as a factor T2; the 
function w for frequencies w ~0 does not affect the temperature dependence of 
the integral. On the left-hand side of (67.13), dN.JdT = 1/co does not involve the 
temperature. Hence 

X * VT/T\ SN = — (8Nol8w)x * VT/T, 

and so the heat fluxt 

q = X J cuu 6Nd3k/(2ir)3 * VT/T. 

The thermal conductivity is thus inversely proportional to* the temperature: 

k * 1/T, Ti>6; (68.2) 

tThe obvious vanishing of q in equilibrium follows formally from the vanishing of the integral over 
d’k because the integrand is an odd function of k: the frequency w(k), and therefore No(<,i), are even 
functions of k, and the velocity u = dioldk is an odd function. The function r.i(k) is even because of the 
symmetry under time reversal, whatever the symmetry of the crystal lattice (see SP I. §69). 
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in the classical theory, this result was obtained by Debye. In an anisotropic crystal, 
the directions of q and VT are in general not the same, and the conductivity is 
therefore a tensor of rank two, not a scalar; we shall not take account of this when 
considering its temperature dependence. 

Let us estimate the phonon mean free path in the temperature range concerned. 
According to the elementary relation 17.10) in the kinetic theory of gases, k ~ Cvl. 
where C is the specific heat per unit volume, t; the mean speed of the energy 
carriers, and 1 their mean free path. The specific heat of the crystal is constant at 
high temperatures, and so is the speed of the phonons, which may be estimated as 
the speed of sound it. We then see that the mean free path 1 x 1 IT. This would have 
to become of the order of the lattice constant d at temperatures so high that the 
vibration amplitudes of the atoms are also of the order of d. According to the 
estimate (67.5), such a temperature is —Mu2, and we have for the mean free path 
and the effective collision frequency v ~ ull the estimates 

l~Mu2dlT, v ~ T/Mud. (68.3) 

From this we see that 1 > d at almost all temperatures below the melting-point. 
In this analysis, it has essentially been assumed that the three-phonon 

mechanism of thermal resistance in a crystal lattice is operative for all phonons. 
The energy fluxes carried by the various groups of phonons are additive, and 
therefore so are their contributions to the thermal conductivity. If that mechanism 
were insufficient for even one group of phonons, it would be insufficient to provide 
a finite conductivity. The long-wavelength acoustic phonons need special con¬ 
sideration here. 

Let us first consider processes involving only such phonons with small quasi¬ 
momenta of comparable magnitude, denoted by f with the appropriate suffix. We 
shall estimate for these processes the collision integral (67.17) as regards its 
dependence on /. According to (66.14), in this case w * //1/2 a The factors 
N0~Tlw x Iff. The integration in k-space is over a volume but the delta 
function separates within the volume a surface with area ~f~. We thus find for the 
collision integral 

Ux) “ fx “ /4SN, 

where the last expression uses the fact that SN « xlf2 by (67.15); the result can also 
be written in terms of the effective collision frequency as 

u(f) oc f\ (68.4) 

On the left-hand side of the transport equation (67.13), the factor u is (for acoustic 
phonons) independent of /, and 3N0ldT « Ilf. Hence 

SN OC 1 Ifv. 

The contribution of the long-wavelength phonons to the energy flux q is given by 
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the integral (67.4) taken over a volume ~/3. This integral, 

J cou SN d3//(2ir)3 « J d3flv(J), (68.5) 

diverges as 1 If for small /, however. Thus the three-phonon processes between 
only long-wavelength acoustic phonons would lead to an infinite thermal conduc¬ 
tivity; to arrive at a finite conductivity, collisions between these and short- 
wavelength phonons are necessary (I. Ya. Pomeranchuk 1941). 

* Let a short-wavelength phonon with quasi-momentum k decay into a long- 
wavelength acoustic phonon f and a short-wavelength phonon k - f - b belonging to 
the same branch of the spectrum co(k) as the phonon k; in the following analysis, 
the absolute value of k is less important than the fact that k f. Since co(k) is 
periodic in the reciprocal lattice, we have o>(k- f- b) = to(k- f), and the law of 

conservation of energy states that 

co(k) = co(k - f) + u(n)/. (68.6) 

The second term on the right, the acoustic phonon frequency, is a linear function of 
/; u(n) = w(()lf is the phase velocity of sound, which depends on the direction 
n = (If. Fxpanding to(k — f) in powers of the small vector f, we can put this equation 
in the form 

f.(W3k = /u(n). (68.7) 

It can be satisfied only if the speed of the short-wavelength phonon exceeds that of 
sound: 

|3co/3k| > u(n). (68.8) 

In this sense, the most “dangerous” acoustic branch is that with the highest speed 
of sound, and this is the branch we shall have in mind when referring to acoustic 
phonons.t 

Other possibilities for three-phonon processes occur when there are 
points of degeneracy in k-space, where the energies of two or more branches of the 
phonon spectrum coincide (C. Herring 1954); the presence of such points (either 
isolated, or forming a line or plane) is in many cases a necessary consequence of 
the crystal lattice symmetry. The resulting possibilities are illustrated by a graphical 
construction which we shall first give for the case already discussed, that of emission 
by a “supersonic” short-wavelength phonon. 

For a given direction of f, we take that direction as the x-axis; in Fig. 27a, the 
continuous curve represents the function to(kx) (with given ky and k2) for short- 

tin an isotropic solid, one branch of the acoustic spectrum corresponds to longitudinal vibrations, and 
the other two to transverse ones; the speed of longitudinal sound waves exceeds that of transverse 
waves. In an anisotropic crystal, the division of the waves into longitudinal and transverse has in general 
no meaning. However, in the literature the branch with the highest speed of sound is often arbitrarily 
catted longitudinal. 
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wavelength phonons. Writing the condition (68.7) in the form 

vx = da)ldkx = u (nx), 

we see that the emission of an acoustic phonon is possible if at some point the 
slope of the curve is equal to the speed of sound. The frequencies co(k) and co(k- f) 
of the shorl-wavelength phonons near this point are then given by the intersections 
of the curve with the broken line, whose slope is u(nx); the difference between the 
ordinates of these points gives the frequency fu. 
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If, however, the curves of two branches co(k<) intersect at a point kx = kxo, a 
three-phonon process is always possible near that point, whatever the slopes of the 
curves, and whether or not kxl, is a simple intersection (Fig. 27b) or a point of contact 
(Fig. 27c). The two short-wavelength phonons then belong to different branches of 
the spectrum. 

Let us now estimate the effective number of collisions of a long-wavelength 
acoustic phonon when there are points of degeneracy. These must be processes 
(67.8) of absorption and emission of the phonon: the decay of the phonon by the 
processes (67.7) would lead to two long-wavelength phonons, i.e. the case already 
discussed. We have therefore to estimate the second term in (67.17) with the 

assumption that 

— 0. 

Here we use the facts that w * /, No * 1 If, and the remaining factors in the 
integrand may be replaced by mean values independent of /, since the integration is 
taken only over the neighbourhood of the degeneracy points. Again using 6N * 
xlf2, we obtain an estimate of the dependence of the collision integral on / in the 
form I(x) * v(f)8N, where 

v(f) *f2J S[w,(k - f) + utmf ~ co3(k)] d3k. (68.9) 

The integral can be transformed into a surface integral in k-space, the surface 
being defined by 

ca,(k- f) + u(n)f - cu,(k) = 0, (68 10) 

by means of the formulat 

J 6(F) d3k = j> dSI'XkF\, (68.11) 

the integral being taken over the surface F(k) = 0. We then have 

v<j) * - -rT) (68-,2) 

where AS(J) is the area of the surface (68.10). and the angle brackets denote 
averaging over the surface. 

Let us consider a typical case, in which the degeneracy points form a curve in 
k-space. Then, as / -» 0, the surface (68.10) contracts to a curve on which the 

tThis is derived immediately by noting that 

d'k = dS dl = dS dF/iVkF|. 

where ( is the distance along the normal to the surface. 
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degeneracy points lie, and for small / it is a narrow tube surrounding this line; the 
dependence of the area AS on / is therefore the same as the /-dependence of the 
lube diameter. 

If the surfaces to(k) meet on the degeneracy curve but do not touch 
(Fig. 27b), the distance of the point k from the degeneracy point varies linearly with 
/, and so AS x f also. Since the difference of the derivatives in this case is finite at 
the point of intersection, we have 

(68.13) 

The integral (68.5) now diverges only logarithmically. This divergence is to be 
removed in the same way as when there is no degeneracy (see below). Because the 
divergence is weak, it usually does not cause any significant change in the law 
(68.2). 

Now let the surfaces to(k) have a quadratic contact at the degeneracy 
point. Then, as we see from Fig. 27c, / is proportional to the square of the distance 
from the point of contact. The area AS, being proportional to this dirtance itself, is 
AS * f,a. In the case concerned, the same dependence on / occurs for the 
difference of the derivatives in (68.12), since the derivative curves intersect without 
contact. In this case, therefore. 

K/)*/2, (68.14) 

and there is no divergence in the thermal conductivity. 
Other types of degeneracy may be treated similarly ,t 
If there are no degeneracy points in the phonon spectrum, the condition (68.6) 

must be satisfied for all directions n in at least one branch of the spectrum to(k) in 
order to ensure a finite thermal conductivity from three-phonon processes. Other¬ 
wise, a finite conductivity results only from higher-order (four-phonon) processes, 
and the law (68.2) does not hold. At low temperatures the mean free path increases 
and may become comparable with the size L of the body; the divergence of the 
integral (68.5) can then be cut off at /~1/L, which would make the thermal 
conductivity dependent on L. 

§69. Thermal conduction in insulators. Low temperatures 

At low temperatures (T <^0), heat transfer in insulators becomes quite different. 
The reason is that under such conditions the number of Umklapp processes 
becomes exponentially small, as is clear from the following arguments. 

The conservation of quasi-momentum in a three-phonon process with Umklapp, 
expressed by k=k, + k2 + b, requires that at least one of the three quasi-momenta 
should be large; let this one be kt ~ b. Then the energy to, ~ 0, and the conservation 
of energy (to = to, + toj requires that the energy to ~ 0 should also be large. When 

tA discussion of them may be found in the original paper by C. Herring, Physical Review 95. 954, 
1954. 
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T <©, however, the majority of the phonons have energies ~ T, and the number 
with energies ~0 is exponentially small. Thus, both for the phonon decay process 
and for the inverse process of coalescence of two phonons, the numbers of initial 
phonons, and therefore the numbers of processes, are exponentially small. It is 
easy to see that the fact that it is a three-phonon process is unimportant in these 
arguments, which apply equally to processes involving a greater number of 
phonons. 

In this situation, the physical picture of heat transfer is as follows. Numerous 
normal collisions of phonons, in which the total quasi-momentum is conserved, 
establish only “internal” equilibrium in the phonon gas, which may still be moving 
relative to the lattice with any velocity V. The small number of collisions with 
Umklapp change the distribution function only slightly, but establish a definite 
value of V, proportional to the temperature gradient; this in turn determines the 
heat flux. We shall now show how this picture is represented in the mathematical 
solution of the problem.! 

The transport equation is written as 

(3N„/dT)u • VT = IN(x)+ Mx), (69.1) 

the collision integral being separated into parts associated with normal and 
Umklapp collisions. The equilibrium distribution function corresponding to the 
movement of the gas as a whole with velocity V is obtained from Nc(to) on 
replacing the argument to by to - k . V; when V is small, we have 

No(to - k . V)« No(to) - k . V dNJdw. (69.2) 

In accordance with the picture described above, we seek the solution of equation 
(69.1) in the form 

X^Xn+Xu, XN = k.V; (69.3) 

Xu is the part of the change in the distribution function that is due to Umklapp 
processes, and is small in comparison with *N. If i>v and vN denote the orders of 
magnitude of the effective collision frequencies with and without Umklapp {vv < 

pN), then 

XnlXn ~ vulvN. (69.4) 

Substitution in (69.1) gives 

(3No/3T)u • XT = /„(*„) + /„(*„), (69.5) 

where the linear operators acting on the functions x are defined by (67.17). In (69.5) 
we have used the fact that IN(xn) = 0, and omitted lu(xu) as a small quantity; the 

tit should be noted that the unambiguous separation of Umklapp processes as a small effect is 
achieved by precisely the choice described in §66 for the base cell in the reciprocal lattice, as a result of 
which all collisions between long-wavelength phonons only, with low energies, are normal ones. 
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two remaining terms on the right are of the same order of magnitude if (69.4) is 
valid. 

Let us emphasize first of all that, when Umklapp processes are neglected and the 
temperature gradient is not zero, the transport equation has no solution. For, let us 
multiply equation (69.5) by k, integrate over d3lc/(2ir)3, and sum over all branches of 
the phonon spectrum. Since normal collisions conserve the total quasi-momentum, 
the term IN(xu) becomes zero, leaving 

xfa“-VT>jr (69.6) 

When Umklapp processes are neglected, the right-hand side is zero, whereas the 
left-hand side is certainly not zero, the integrand being an even function, since co(k) 
is even and u = dw/dk is odd. This contradiction means that the transport equation 
has no solution. 

With Umklapp processes taken into account, however, equation (69.6) determines 
the unknown quantity V in the solution (69.3). To simplify the notation, we shall 
suppose that the crystal has cubic symmetry. The anisotropy of the crystal then 
does not appear^ in the integrals in (69.6), and this equation becomes, after 
substitution of x.v from (69.3), 

P ,VT= -wPi TV. 

with the notation 

'!' = 55T?I‘ . uNo 
d'k 

'(2^7* 

k. /„(k) 
d3k , 

(2-rr)" 

(69.7) 

(69.8) 

the factor /L is separated in order to simplify the later formulae. 
Equation (69.7) determines V, and the energy flux is then calculated as the 

integral (67.4), in which N is to be replaced by 

SNn = - k . = k . \{Tlw)dNJdT. 

Then q= Tp,V, and together with (69.7) this gives q= — kVT. with the thermal 
conductivity 

k = Pflvvp2. (69.9) 

It is noteworthy that in this case the calculation of k does not require the transport 
equation (69.5) to be solved, but only the integrals (69.8) to be calculated. 

tFor cubic >f rank tv calar: a.,p = 
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The integrals /3, and /32 are governed by the frequency range co ~ T, which 
contains the majority of the phonons. They depend on T only by a power law. 
Since only acoustic phonons can have low energies, /3, and /32 need in practice be 
summed only over the three acoustic branches of the spectrum. It is easy to see 
that we then have 

f3,,/32*TJ. (69.10) 

The exponential dependence is contained in the integral vv. Its specific form can 
be obtained by means of (67 17). For Umklapp processes, 

Xn, + Xu, ~ Xn = V . (k, + k2 - k) = V . b. 

For the majority of phonons, co ~ T and the distribution function N0~l; for 
phonons with co S> T, however, No<€ 1. The factors N0+ 1 ~ 1 therefore need not be 
considered in estimating the integral. The functions 

Nc = e’WT(N0+l) 

contain factors e “,T, which may be exponentially small, and which have a decisive 
effect on the estimate of the integral. 

Thus, if we consider only the exponential temperature dependence of vv, we 
have 

vu * 2 e-“'T8(co-co,-co2)dJkdV, (69.11) 

the summation is over all branches g, g,, g2 of the spectrum and over all non-zero 
values of b occurring in Umklapp processes. The equation 

cof.(k) = cog,(k,) + cog2(k-kI) (69.12) 

defines a five-dimensional surface in six-dimensional kk,-space. Let A(g, g,,g2) be 
the minimum value of cog(k) on this hypersurface; since the energies of phonons 
involved in Umklapp processes are large, these values are ~ 0. Each of the 
integrals in the sum over (g) in (69.11) is proportional to exp[ - A(g, gi, g2)/T]. 
Retaining only the largest of them, we have 

vu oc exp(-Amin/T), (69.13) 

where Ami„ is the smallest of the A(g, g,,g2). 
■ We thus conclude that the thermal conductivity depends on the temperature 

essentially according to the exponential relation 

k x exp(Amill/T), (69.14) 

with Amin ~ © (R. E. Peierls, 1929). 
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The higher-order processes, involving a larger number of phonons, lead to a 
temperature dependence of a similar type, with A the lowest possible value of the 
energy of the initial phonons in each process (or, equivalently, half the least total 
energy of all phonons, initial and final, taking part in the process). In principle, it 
may happen that this value is less than for three-phonon processes, in which case 
the contribution of higher-order processes to the thermal conductivity may become 
predominant, despite the fact that the coefficient of the exponential decreases, of 
course, as the order of the process increases. 

Unlike the Umklapp process frequency vv, the effective frequency vN of normal 
collisions decreases as a power of the temperature; we shall determine the 
relationship, in order to use it in §71. 

Normal collisions take place between acoustic phonons with co ~ T, which form 
the majority. Their quasi-momenta k~co/u ~ T/u. In the collision integral (67.17), 
the integration is over a surface with area - k2 distinguished by the delta function 
in a volume ~ k\ In this region, the functions Nn~ 1 and co k1, according to 
(66.14). Hence vN « T\ The proportionality coefficient is most simply determined 
from the condition that when T ~ 0 this expression and the estimate (68.3) must 
give the same result, so that 

— T'l@4Mud. (69.15) 

§70. Phonon scattering by impurities 

In §§68 and 69 we have assumed that the crystal lattice is ideal and free from 
defects. Let us now consider the possible significance of phonon scattering by 
impurity atoms as regards thermal conduction in insulators. 

In relation to the long-wavelength acoustic phonons, the impurity atom is a point 
defect in the lattice. A characteristic property of scattering by such defects is that 
it is elastic (the phonon frequency is unchanged), and the scattering cross-section 
decreases rapidly with the frequency, i.e. with the wave number, as k4.t 

The collision integral for phonon scattering by impurities is 

C(Nk) = Nimp J w(k, k'){Nk(l + Nk) - Nk(l + Nk)}S(co' - a>)d'k'K2tt)\ (70.1) 

As usual, the first term in the braces gives the number of scattering events per unit 
time which bring a phonon into a state with a given quasi-momentum k from states 
with any other values k' that correspond to the same energy. Similarly, the second 
term gives the number of scattering events that take phonons from that state into 
any other. If the impurity atoms are arranged randomly, and the mean dh Mice 
between them is much greater than the scattering amplitude, then different atoms 
scatter independently and the probabilities are additive. Under these conditions, 
which have been assumed in (70.1), the total number of scattering events is 

iThis is a general property of sound wave scatlering by obstacles small compared with the 
wavelength; cf. FM, §76. Compare also the corresponding case in the scattering of long electromagnetic 
waves (Fields. §79). 
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proportional to the impurity atom concentration Nimp. For scattering in an aniso¬ 
tropic medium, the function H’(k, k') depends on the directions of both vectors k 
and k', but its dependence on the magnitude k is w « k4. In (70.1) we have put 
w(k, k') = w(k\ k). In the Born approximation, this follows from the unitarity 
condition and the smallness of the scattering amplitude when second-order terms 
are neglected (see QM, § 126). The Born approximation is not in general applicable 
to phonon scattering by an impurity atom. At low temperatures, however, when 
phonons with small k are concerned, the scattering amplitude is small for another 
reason, being proportional to k~; if terms « k4 are neglected, we again have the 
same equation. 

The products NkNk. in the braces in (70.1) cancel, and after the substitution 
N = N0+ 8N the collision integral is immediately linearized: 

C(N) 3 Iimp(SN) = Ninlp J w(8Nk. - 8Nk)8((o' - co) d3k'/(277)3. (70.2) 

This integral is, like w, proportional to k4. Since dNJdT « 1/co « 1/k when co<€T, 
in this frequency range we have 

SN * k“5 (70.3) 

A similar case has already occurred in §68; cf. (68.4). The relation (70.3) leads to 
divergence of the integral for the heat flux. Thus the presence of impurities in the 
crystal cannot in itself ensure a finite thermal conductivity of an insulator. 

This does not mean, however, that impurities play no part in determining the 
conductivity. The reason is that the scattering by impurity atoms does not conserve 
the quasi-momentum of the phonons, and in this sense may take the place of 
Umklapp processes. In sufficiently pure samples, there may exist a range of low 
temperatures in which the effective frequency v,mp of scattering by impurities (for 
phonons with co ~ T) is intermediate between the frequencies of normal and 
Umklapp collisions between phonons: 

1>N I'imp Hf - (70.4) 

Under such conditions, the role of the Umklapp processes is taken by the impurity 
scattering, and equations (69.6M69.8) remain valid if hi is replaced by fimp. The 
thermal conductivity is then given by (69.9) with v,mp in place of vu: 

k = /3,2//32lw 

According to (70.2), vimp w4 ~ T4. The quantities /3, and /32 for acoustic phonons 
are proportional to T3; see (69.10). We thus have k « 1/T in this case. 

§71. Phonon gas dynamics in insulators 

The approximate conservation of quasi-momentum when the mean free path (lN) 
for normal collisions is small compared with that (lv) for Umklapp processes. 
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In/Iu ~ vulvN 1, (71.1) 

makes the phonon system in the crystal at low temperatures similar in many 
respects to an ordinary gas. The normal collisions establish internal equilibrium in 
each volume element of the gas (large compared with (N), which may still be 
moving with any velocity V. If V and the temperature T vary appreciably only over 
distances large compared with lN (and over times long compared with l/vN), a 
system of “hydrodynamic” equations can be derived for them. We shall construct 
these in the linear approximation with respect to the velocity V and the tem¬ 
perature gradient, which will be regarded as small quantities of the same order. 
Moreover, to simplify the formulae we shall again (as in §69) suppose that the 
crystal has cubic symmetry. 

One of the required equations expresses the law of conservation of energy. It is 
obtained by substituting the distribution function (69.2) in (67.3) and (67.4). The 
integrals of co(k • \)dN0ldai and of couN0 are zero when the integration over the 
directions of k is carried out; cf. the first footnote to § 68. The function N0(co) depends 
on the coordinates and the time only through T. Neglecting terms which contain the 
product V • VT, we find 

PidTIdt + /3|T div V = 0, (71.2) 

where 

/33 = 8EJ8T, (71.3) 

E0 is the equilibrium energy density, and /3, is defined in (69.8). 
The second equation expresses the (approximate) conservation of quasi-momen¬ 

tum. It is obtained from the transport equation 

<)N/af + u.VN = CN(N) + Cu(N) (71.4) 

by substituting N in the form (69.2), multiplying by k, integrating over d’k, and 
summing over the types of phonon. The integral of kCN(N) is zero by the 
conservation of quasi-momentum in normal collisions. The result is 

/32T dV/rlt + /3iVT = — vuP2T\, (71.5) 

with /32 and vy given by (69.8). Equations (71.2) and (71.5) are the hydrodynamic 
equations for a phonon gas in an insulator. 

The exponentially small (like vv) term on the right of (71.5) represents the effect 
of Umklapp processes. When this term is neglected, the quasi-momentum is 
exactly conserved. Under such conditions, undamped waves can propagate in the 
phonon gas, analogous to second sound waves in a superfluid (V. P. Peshkov 1946): 
eliminating V from (71.2) and (71.5), we have in that case 

d2Tldt2 = (pi2ip2p})AT, (71.6) 

i.e. the wave equation describing the propagation of temperature oscillations with 
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u2 = (fa2lfafa)m. (71.7) 

As already mentioned, contributions to the integrals /3., fa, fa at low temperatures 
come almost entirely from the acoustic branches of the spectrum. For linear 
dispersion relations co(k), these integrals are proportional to T3; the speed (71.7) is 
then independent of the temperature, and of the same order as the speed of sound.t 

So far we have assumed the crystal to be of infinite size. At low temperatures, 
when the phonon mean free path rapidly increases, a situation may actually occur 
in which the mean free path becomes comparable with or even much greater than 
the size L of the crystal. This applies in particular to the exponentially increasing 
l,. 

Let us consider heat transfer in an insulator with lu > L (the condition will be 
more precisely specified below), but still (v < L; the latter inequality enables us to 
use the equations of phonon hydrodynamics (J. A. Sussmann and A. Thellung 1963, 
R. N. Gurzhi 1964). 

Because of the microscopic unevennesses of the crystal surface, phonons are 
usually reflected from it randomly (or diffusely); this means that the macroscopic 
velocity V of the phonon gas is zero at the surface. Equations (71.2) and (71.5), 
however, do not allow such a boundary condition; their solutions can satisfy only 
the condition that the normal component of the velocity is zero at the surface. As 
in the hydrodynamics of ordinary liquids, the boundary condition that the tangen¬ 
tial velocity component is zero demands that the viscosity be taken into account. 

In the steady state, equation (71.2) gives div V = 0. The inclusion of the viscosity 
adds a term in AV to the right-hand side of (71.5), similar to the corresponding term 
in the Navier-Stokes equation for an ordinary viscous liquid. In the steady state, 
this equation is 

(falfaT)^T = p AV - vuV. (71.8) 

The quantity p has the dimensions [L2/T], and acts as the kinematic viscosity of the 
phonon gas.* Its calculation requires in principle the solution of the corresponding 
transport equation. However, for an order-of-magnitude estimate we can use the 
ordinary formula from the kinetic theory of gases, whereby 

P~!.vu~h2/vn. (71.9) 

Size effects are predominant when the term i^V in (71.8) is negligible in 
comparison with pAV. For example, let us consider heat transfer along a cylindri¬ 
cal rod with diameter R, which is the characteristic length as regards the variation 

tin an isotropic liquid with a phonon energy spectrum (superfluid helium at low temperatures) there is 
only one acoustic branch, in which o> = uk. Then fi./fr. = ir, = j, and the speed of second sound is 
u2 = ulV 3. 

^Considering the problem purely qualitatively, we here neglect entirely the anisotropy of the crystal. 
It should be remembered that, even with cubic symmetry, the viscosity is described not by a scalar 
coefficient but by a tensor of rank four having more than one independent component. 
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of the velocity V, so that AV — V/R2. We see that the term i^V is negligible if 
pIR2> vy. With the estimate (71.9), this condition becomes lu > Lit, where 

U~R2/In (71.10) 

acts as an effective phonon mean free path in the finite body. V Ln>lu, on the 
other hand, the size of the body is unimportant, and (69.14) is valid. 

The process of heat transfer along the rod when lu > Lit is a Poiseuille flow of a 
viscous phonon gas, and may be described by an effective thermal conductivity 
which determines the energy flux as - KcfrVT, where VT is the temperature gradient 
along the rod. This flux may be estimated by substituting (71.10) in the expression 
Kcft ~ CuLn. At low temperatures, the lattice specific heat C * T\ and lN ~ u/vN 
T"5 according to (69.15). The effective thermal conductivity is therefore 

K'l, « R2T8 when R2llu<lN<R; (71.11) 

it decreases with falling temperature. 
Lastly, at still lower temperatures, when also lN > R, collisions between phonons 

become unimportant, as in the Knudsen case for highly rarefied ordinary gases. 
The role of the mean free path is then taken by the size R of the body, and the 
effective thermal conductivity is 

Kelt ~ CuR T}R (71.12) 

(H. B. G. Casimir 1938). 

§72. Sound absorption in insulators. Long waves 

The nature of sound absorption in insulator crystals depends greatly on the 
relation between the wavelength and the mean free path ( of thermal phonons. If 
the wavelength is much greater than l (fl I, where f is the sound wave vector), the 
macroscopic theory based on the equations of elasticity theory is valid (see TE, 
§35), according to which the sound absorption coefficient comprises two terms 
which are respectively determined by the thermal conductivity and the viscosity of 
the medium. Both terms are proportional to the square of the frequency. Our aim 
here is to find their dependence on the temperature. 

The thermal conductivity contribution to the sound absorption coefficient is 
given in order of magnitude byt 

y,h~ (o2KTa2p/uC2, (72.1) 

where a is the thermal expansion coefficient of the body, C the specific heat per 
unit volume and p the density. At high temperatures T>6, the thermal conductivity 

tWe give ihe absorplion coefficient per unit path length. The frequency and temperature dependences 
are the same for the coefficient per unit time, since the two coefficients differ only by a constant factor, 
the velocity of sound. 
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k oc 1 IT, while C and a are independent of the temperature: see SP I, §§65, 
67. Iti this range, therefore, yltl is independent of the temperature. At low tem¬ 
peratures, its temperature dependence is governed mainly (in an ideal lattice) by 
the thermal conductivity, which increases exponentially as T decreases. 

Let us now determine the viscosity part of the sound absorption coefficient (A. I. 
Akhiezer 1938). The external sound field alters the phonon dispersion relation by 
causing a macroscopic deformation of the crystal lattice. The wavelength of 
thermal phonons is small in comparison with the wavelength of sound; hence the 
deformation may be regarded as uniform in relation to a thermal phonon, i.e. the 
latter may be regarded as being in a lattice that is still regular but has slightly 
altered periods. In the first approximation with respect to the small deformation, 
the phonon frequency co(k) in such a lattice is related to its value co<0,(k) in the 
undeformed lattice by 

co(k) = co,0,(k)(l + (72.2) 

where 

Ua 
1 (8Ua 

'2\dxp 

is the strain tensor and U the displacement vector. The characteristic tensor A„p of 
the crystal in general depends on k; for long-wavelength acoustic phonons with a 
linear dispersion relation, however, it does not depend on the magnitude of k. 

The parentheses in (72.2) should also contain a term of the form A curl U 
expressing tie trivial fact that, if the deformation causes rotation of a lattice 
volume element (curl U A 0), this changes the direction of the axes (of the recipro¬ 
cal lattice) with respect to which the quasi-momentum of a phonon in the dis¬ 
persion relation is to be defined; the term A curl U would represent the correspond¬ 
ing change in k. We have not written this term in (72.2), since it is evident a priori 
that it cannot influence the energy dissipation in the sound wave, which concerns 
us here: the actual physical effect (dissipation) cannot depend on the vector curl U, 
which differs from zero even for a mere rotation of the body as a whole. 

The change in the phonon distribution function due to the lattice deformation is 
given by the transport equation 

(<)N/da>)ctf + (3NI8T)T = C(N), (72.3) 

where C(N) is the phonon-phonon collision integral (67.6), and T the rate of 
variation of the temperature at a given point in the crystal that necessarily results 
from the deformation. Linearizing this equation in the usual way, and using the 
function x defined by (67.15), we can reduce it to the form 

3No( 
01 dw 

tlT)=I(X), (72.4) 

where I(x) is the linearized collision integral (67.17). On the left-hand side, the 
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derivative co has been transformed by means of (72.2); the superscript (0) to the 
unperturbed frequency is omitted, here and henceforward. 

The derivative T can in principle be expressed in terms of the same tensor AafJ. 
Multiplying both sides of equation (72.4) by co, integrating over k-space, and 
summing over all branches of the phonon spectrum, reduces the right-hand side to 
zero by virtue of the conservation of energy in collisions. The left-hand side gives 

TIT = \alsUals, (72.5) 

where AafJ is the tensor AofJ averaged over co23Nc/dco. In both the limiting cases of 
high and low temperature, AafJ is independent of temperature; when T > 0, the 
important phonons in the averaging are those with the temperature-independent 
quasi-momentum k ~ kma„ ~ 1/d, and when T the long-wavelength acoustic 
phonons are the important ones, with A„p independent of k, so that the averaging 
again causes no dependence on the temperature. 

With A„0 - A„g = Aag, we write the transport equation as 

u>(dN0ldio)K,A>e = Hx)- (72.6) 

Next, let us derive a formula for the dissipation of energy in a non-equilibrium 
phonon gas. Wc start from the expression for the entropy per unit volume of a 
Bose gas: 

S = 2 J[(N + 1) log(N + I) - N log N] d3k/(2tt)3 (72.7) 

(see SP 1, §55). Differentiation with respect to time gives 

S = 2 f N log^~ d3k/(277)3. (72.8) 

Replacing N here by the integral C(N) (cf. §4) and renaming appropriately the 
variables k, ki and k2 in the two terms in (67.6), we can put S in the form 

= "’(k2’ki;k')fi(c0l_c02_c°3) |08n,(n'2 + i)(N3+ Dx 

x [(N,+ 1)N2Nj- N,(N2+ l)(Nj+ I)] d% d3k2/(277)6. 

Multiplication by T gives the dissipative function, i.e. the energy dissipated per 
unit time and volume. Substituting N = N0 + SN, with SN in the form (67.15), and 
keeping the first (quadratic) terms in the expansion in powers of SN, we find 

TS = ~ 2 f «-(k2, k3: k,)S(co, - co2 - co3) x 

x (N01 + I)No,N03(xi - *2 - As)2 d3k, d’k2l(2-nf. (72.9) 
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The above formulae are sufficient to determine the temperature dependence of 
the sound absorption coefficient. Let us first consider the range of high tem¬ 
peratures. 

In this case, the collision integral l(x) contains the temperature as a factor T2 
(see the beginning of §68). On the left-hand side of the transport equation (72.6), 
we have codN0Idea ■» - T/co, and for the majority of the phonons the frequency 
co ~ © is independent of the temperature. For these frequencies, therefore, 

x-a/m.pfv 

From f72.9), in which we must put No** T/co > I, we now find that the dissipative 
function is independent of the temperature. The same is true of the absorption 
coefficient, obtained by dividing the dissipative function by the energy flux in the 
sound wave, which is independent of the temperature. When T S> 0, therefore, both 
the viscosity part and the thermal-conduction part of the sound absorption 
coefficient are independent of the temperature. 

At low temperatures there is, first of all, a fundamental difference from the 
problem of thermal conduction: the sound absorption coefficient is finite even when 
Umklapp processes (whose frequency is small at low temperatures) are neglected. 
In the thermal conduction case, the absence of any solution of the transport 
equation when Umklapp processes are neglected was shown by the contradiction 
arising on multiplication of this equation by k and integration over the whole 
phonon spectrum: the right-hand side is then zero, but the left-hand side is 
certainly not zero; cf. (69.6). For equation (72.6), however, the contradiction does 
not occur: since its left-hand side is an even function of k, it becomes an odd 
function on multiplication by k, and vanishes on integration over d3k. Here we 
assume that the integral of the term containing the Umklapp process operator, i.e. 
of kfu(x), is also zero. Since this is not ensured by any conservation law, a certain 
condition is thereby imposed on the solution of the transport equation: the function 
*(k) must be even in k (and kft-(*) is then an odd function, since it is easily shown 
that the operator f does not change the parity of *). This condition eliminates the 
arbitrariness due to the existence (in contrast to Umklapp processes) of an “extra” 
solution of the form x = k . SY, an odd function of k, and ensures a correct passage 
to the limiting case where these processes are absent. 

When T < 0, phonons with energy co ~ T are the most important in the collision 
integral (and in the dissipative function). These are long-wavelength phonons in the 
acoustic branches of the spectrum; their frequency varies linearly with k, and they 
therefore have k~ 'J'ln. According to (66.14), the function w in the integral (67.17) 
for collisions of such phonons is w « kk,k2. The distribution function N0 depends 
only on the ratio co/T, so that N0~ 1 when co ~ T. The integration is over d3kt = 
k,2 dki do,, and for k, over a region ~T. Each factor k, k,, k2 therefore contributes a 
factor T to the integral, and the delta function gives a factor 1 IT. Thus the whole 
integral, as regards its temperature dependence, is estimated as *T4. The left-hand 
side of the transport equation (72.6) is independent of the temperature when co ~ T. 
Hence we have, when co ~ T. 
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A corresponding estimate of the integral (72.9) then leads to the result that the 
dissipative function, and therefore the viscosity part of the sound absorption 
coefficient, are inversely proportional to T. Thus 

yvi K co2/T when T«0. (72.10) 

The absence of any need for Umklapp processes has the result that this part of the 
absorption coefficient increases only by a power law with decreasing temperature, 
not exponentially. 

The use of the dissipative function in the foregoing analysis has made it possible 
to avoid expressing the viscous stress tensor in the crystal in terms of the phonon 
distribution function. This is not a trivial problem, because the actual momentum 
flux tensor is involved, and this momentum is not the same as the quasi-momentum of 
the phonons. We shall show how this expression can in turn be derived from the form 
of the dissipative function. 

To do so, we again start from the integral (72.8), and now write N in it as the 
expression on the left of the transport equation (72.6). The logarithm in the 
integrand is written in the form (see (67.16)) 

■[*&( 
The result is 

TS = 2 J co\o08N (j„P, (72.11) 

where SN = -^3No/dco; the term with the factor w in place of x is identically zero, 
by the definition of \a0. Instead of K0 = \a0 -_\a0, we can here put simply A„p, 
since the integral containing the constant factor \a0 is zero by the further condition 
(67.14) imposed on SN. 

The dissipative function (per unit volume) can be expressed in terms of the 
viscous stress tensor cr'a0 as u'a0Ua0; cf. TE, §34. A comparison with (72.11) thus 
gives the following expression for the viscous stress tensor: 

<700=2 J co\o0SN d3k/(2ir)3 (72.12) 

(V. L. Gurevich 1980). 

§73. Sound absorption in insulators. Short waves 

In the opposite case of short wavelengths, fl>\, the process of sound wave 
damping may be regarded as the result of absorption of individual sound quanta 
when they collide with thermal phonons (L. D. Landau and Yu. B. Rumer, 1937). 
For this treatment to be permissible, the energy and momentum of the thermal 
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phonons must be defined with sufficient precision: when changed by the absorption 
of a sound quantum, they must come into a range outside the quantum uncertainty 
due to the finite mean free path, and this is ensured by the inequality // > 1. In 
practice, such a situation can occur only at low temperatures, when the mean free 
path becomes sufficiently long. 

In the first approximation, i.e. when processes involving the smallest number of 
phonons are considered, we have three-phonon processes: 

k,+ f = k2, coi + co = co2, (73.1) 

where co and f are the energy and quasi-momentum of the sound quantum, while 
coi, k, and co2, k2 belong to thermal phonons. The latter are coi, co2 ~ T; ki, k2 ~ T/u. 
We shall assume that 

fico « T. (73.2) 

Then coi, co2 and ki, k2 are large compared with co and / respectively. 
As we have seen in §68, the conservation laws (73.1) can be obeyed only if the 

speed of the thermal phonon exceeds that of the sound quanta absorbed (or 
emitted). Without entering into a discussion of various possible cases, we shall 
suppose that the sound wave is not “longitudinal” (i.e. does not correspond to the 
acoustic branch of the phonon spectrum for which the speed is greatest), and that 
the condition stated may therefore be satisfied. Since co and / are small, the initial 
and final thermal phonons belong in general to the same acoustic branch of the 
phonon spectrum; at low temperatures, they are long-wavelength phonons. 

The probabilities of phonon emission or absorption in a three-phonon process are 
given by (66.9) or (66.11). The occupation numbers N, = N(k,) and N2 = N(k2) are 
given by the Planck equilibrium distribution function (67.9). A macroscopic sound 
wave corresponds to a very large occupation number for a given phonon state f; in 
comparison with it, unity is of course negligible. Omitting the factor N(f), we 
obtain the probability per sound quantum. 

Thus the probability of absorption of a sound quantum in its collisions with 
thermal phonons having all possible values of ki is given by the integral 

J Ak,k2/N,(N2 + l)6(co, + co - co2) d3k,/(277)3. (73.3) 

The probability of the inverse process of emission of a phonon / by all possible 
phonons k2 is 

J Aklk2fN2(Ni + l)S(coi + co - co2) d3k,/(277)3. (73.4) 

The function w in (66.9) and (66.11) is written, in accordance with (66.14), in the 
form Ak\kJ, all three phonons being long-wavelength ones (A is a function of the 
directions of all the phonons). 

The phonon absorption (the relative rate of decrease of the number of phonons) 
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is determined by the difference of these two probabilities. Since the frequency co is 
small in comparison with co, and co2, we have 

N,(N2 + 1) - (N, + 1 )N2 = N, - N2 = - (3N,/3co,)co. 

The absorption coefficient is therefore 

y « co/ J _Ak,k2|dNi/dco,|8(co, + co - co2) d3k,. (73.5) 

We are concerned with the dependence of this quantity on the sound frequency 
co and the crystal temperature T. It is governed entirely by the fact that all the 
frequencies in (73.5) are first-order homogeneous functions of the wave vectors. To 
simplify the discussion, it is sufficient to take co = Uf, co, = uk,, co2 = uk2, where U and 
u are speeds independent of direction. 

Since / is small, we can put k, «= k2. For the same reason, 

co2 - co, « (dco,/dk,) . f = uf cos 0 = co(u/LJ) cos 6, 

where 6 is the angle between f and k. Then 

S(co, + co - co2) = ^s(l - jj cos fl). 

and the integral (73.5) becomes 

y « co / Ak,2|^| S(lcos e)k,2 dk, dcosfl, (73.6) 

or, after removing the delta function, 

y co J k,4|c)N,/c)k,|dk,. 

Since Ni is a function only of the ratio co,/T = ukJT (because of the rapid 
convergence, the integration with respect to k, can be extended to infinity), the 
remaining integral is proportional to T4. Thus 

y coT4, (73.7) 

Here, the sound absorption coefficient varies linearly with the frequency. 
With the condition (73.2) assumed above, the sound attenuation mechanism in 

question is exactly analogous to Landau damping in a plasma. The “resonance 
electrons” are here represented by phonons moving in phase with the sound wave. 
There is therefore naturally a resenblance between (73.6) and the Landau damping 
formula (30.1). 



CHAPTER VIII 

QUANTUM LIQUIDS 

§74. Transport equation for quasi-particles in a Fermi liquid 

The transport equation for quasi-particles in a normal Fermi liquid has already 
been discussed (SP 2, §§4 and 5) in connection with the propagation of oscillations 
in it; the collision integral in the equation was there unimportant. We shall now 
continue the discussion of the transport equation with a view to its application to 
dissipative processes relating specifically to collisions. 

The quasi-particles in a Fermi liquid have a spin of 5. Accordingly, their 
distribution function is in general a matrix with regard to the spin variables. 
However, there is a wide range of problems in which it is sufficient to consider a 
distribution independent of the spin variables, reducing to a scalar function n(r, p) 
normalized so that n d3p/(2<rfi)3 is the number of quasi-particles per unit volume 
with momenta in the range d'p and a given spin component. This will be assumed 
in §§74-76. 

The characteristic property of the spectrum of a Fermi liquid is that the energy e 
of the quasi-particles is a functional of the distribution function. When the latter 
changes by a small amount: 

n(r, p) = n0(p) + Sn(r, p), 

where n0 is the equilibrium distribution, the energy changes by 

Se(r, p) = f f(p, p’)Su(r, p') d3p'/(277fi)3. 

(74.1) 

(74.2) 

where /(p, p') is the quasi-particle interaction function. Thus the distribution (74.1) 
corresponds to the quasi-particle energy 

e(r, p) = e0(p) + Se(r, p), (74.3) 

where e0(p) is the energy corresponding to the equilibrium distribution. 
The transport equation is 

3n ,de_ 3n 
at + dp' dr 

(74.4) 

Its characteristic feature is that in an inhomogeneous liquid the left-hand side of 

312 
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the equation contains a term involving the derivative del dr even in the absence of 
an external field, because of the coordinate dependence of e (74.3). 

The collision integral on the right of (74.4) has the form 

C(n) = J w(p, p,; p\ pi)[n 'n i(I - n )(l - n,) - nn,( I - n ')(1 - n I)] x 

x S(e + e, - e'- ei) d3p, d'p'l(2irh)\ (74.5) 

where n,n,, n',n\ are functions of the momenta p,p.,p\ pi of the colliding 
quasi-particles. The law of conservation of momentum in collisions is assumed 
already taken into account, so that p + pi=p' + pi; the integration in (74.5) is 
therefore taken over only two momenta, not three. The conservation of energy is 
ensured by the explicitly written delta function. Lastly, w is a function of the 
momenta which gives the collision probability. The two terms in the square 
brackets give respectively the numbers of quasi-particles entering and leaving a 
particular quantum state as a result of collisions. They differ from tne correspond¬ 
ing terms in the Boltzmann gas collision integral by the factors (I — n), etc. The 
presence of these factors is due to the Fermi statistics, whereby collisions can take 
quasi-particles only into unoccupied states. 

The Born approximation is in general not applicable to collisions of quasi¬ 
particles in a Fermi liquid. Nevertheless, the probabilities of direct and reverse 
scattering processes may be assumed to be the same. We are consideiing quantities 
already averaged over the directions of the quasi-particle spins. Under these 
conditions, the scattering probability depends only on the initial and final momenta 
of the colliding quasi-particles. This enables us to apply the same arguments as 
were used in §2 when deriving the principle of detailed balancing in the form (2.8). 
Here it is important that in a Fermi liquid there is again invariance under spatial 
inversion. We thus arrive at the equation 

w(p', pi; p, pi) = H(p, p,; p\ p|), 

already used in the collision integral (74.5). The function w depends in general on 
the state occupation numbers, and therefore on the temperature. However, since 
the temperature is low (an important point in the whole theory of Fermi liquids), w 
in the collision integral is to be taken as the function calculated for T = 0. 

The integral (74.5) vanishes identically, as it should, when we substitute for n the 
Fermi equilibrium distribution function 

n„(e)= Jexp(^-^) + lj . (74.6) 

For, since 

we see at once that the law of conservation of energy leads to the equation 

HoUqi njni i 

(1-noXl-no,) (I-niXI-nJ,)' 
(74.7) 
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Let us use the transport equation to express the mass, energy and momentum 
conservation laws in a Fermi liquid in terms of the distribution function. The 
dependence of the energy of the quasi-particles on their distribution makes this a 
fairly specific problem. 

We integrate both sides of (74.4) over 2d3p/(2-nfi)3; the factor 2 takes account of 
the two possible directions of the spin. Because of the conservation of number of 
quasi-particles in collisions, the integral of C(n) is zero. On the left-hand side, the 
term -(dn/dp) . (de/dr) is integrated by parts, and the equation then becomes 

dN/dt + div i = 0, 

where N is the number density of quasi-particles. 

i = <v>, (74.8) 

and v=3e/3p is the quasi-particle velocity.t This is the continuity equation for 
quasi-pai tides, and i is therefore the quasi-particle flux. Since the number of 
quasi-particles in a Fermi liquid is the same as the number of actual particles, i is 
also the flux of actual particles, so that i = (p/m). 

Let us now apply the same operations to (74.4) after first multiplying both sides 
by p. The integral of pC(n) is zero, because of the conservation of the total 
momentum of quasi-particles in collisions. The left-hand side in vector components 

3(p„) | f / On de dn de \ 2d3p 
cIt J P"\dxp Spp 3pp dxp) (27rfi)3‘ 

The integrand in the second term can be rewritten as 

de_d_ / de \ 
dx„ 3pp \ dXp " 

On integration, the third term gives zero, and the second term gives the derivative 
dE/dx,, of the energy density E of the liquid, the quasi-particle energy in a Fermi liquid 
being determined by the variation of the internal energy, 

SE = J eSn . 2d3p/(27rh)3. 

Thus we have the equation of conservation of momentum in the form 

d / v 3na„ . 

^F<P“> + V ’ 

tHerc and in the rest of §74, (...) denotes integration o\er the distribution n: 

(...) = |...n.2d’p/(2«0, 
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where the momentum flux tensor is 

n„p = <p„up> + S„p«e>-E). (74.10) 

Finally, multiplying both sides of (74.4) by e and integrating, we similarly obtain 
the equation of conservation of energy: 

dEldt + div q = 0, 

where the energy flux is 

q = (ev). (74.11) 

In equilibrium, all the fluxes i, q and naf! are zero. We can derive expressions for 
them that are linear in the small correction Sn in the perturbed distribution (74.1). 

The equilibrium function n0 depends only on the energy of the quasi-particle, 
which in turn corresponds to the equilibrium distribution. Denoting this fact by the 
suffix zero to e, we write the definition (74.1) in the more precise form 

n(r,p)=n0(e0) + Sn(r,p). (74.12) 

If n0 is expressed as a function of the actual quasi-particle energy e, we must put 

no(eo) = n0(e) - Se . dn0/de 

and the perturbed distribution function then becomes 

n(r. p)= n0(e) +Sn(r, p), (74.13) 

Sn = Sn - Se . du0lrle 

= Sn - J f(p, p')Sn (r, p') d3p 7(27tIj)3. 

Since, in the integrals (74.8)-(74.11), e and v= de/dp are the actual energy and 
velocity of the quasi-particle, it is sufficient to substitute n in them in the form 
(74.13), which gives immediately 

i = J’v8n.2d1p/(2irfi)\ 

q = J evSti . 2d3p/(27rft)\ 

n„p = J PuVpSn . 2d3p/(2-7rfi)3; 

(74.14) 

in the last expression, we have also used (74.9). Now, as the first-order terms in Sn 
have been separated, we can of course treat e as eo(p) in the integrals (74.14). 
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As in previous cases, we express Sri as 

Sn = - ipi'injde. (74.15) 

In this case, the separation of the factor dn0/de has a special significance. The 
perturbation Sn is concentrated in the blurred region of the Fermi distribution. The 
derivative dnjde too is appreciably different from zero in just that region; when this 
factor has been separated, the remaining function ih is a slowly varying one. 
Together with (74.15), we shall write 

Sri = — tp 3n0/de 

= n0( I - n0)tplT, (74.16) 

* = * “ J «P- P’> *(r' p,) (74‘,7) 
In the zero-order approximation with respect to the small ratio T/e(., the function 

rio(e) may be replaced by a step function cut off at the limiting energy eh. Then 

dn0lde=-8(e-eh), (74.18) 

and the integration over d3p reduces to an integration over the Fermi surface 
e = £p. The volume element between two infinitely close constant-energy surfaces 
in momentum space is 

dSde/\de/dp\, (74.19) 

where dS is an area element on the constant-energy surface. The integration over 
d'p thus becomes one over the Fermi surface according to the formula 

J ... S(£ - £F) d3p = J ... dSFlvF, (74.20) 

where vF is the velocity on the Fermi surface. This formula does not assume that 
the Fermi surface is spherical; on a sphere, dSF = pF do with constant pF. 

After this transformation, the definition (74.17) becomes 

<f(r, p)= tMr, p) + J f(p, pF)i|/(r, pF) dSF/v^2-rrfi)3, (74.21) 

where pF denotes the momentum (with variable direction) on the Fermi surface. 
The particle flux is 

i = J (vF/uF)<p. 2dSF/(2-rrfi)3 (74.22) 



and the momentum flux is given by a similar expression. In the energy flux, the 
approximation (74.18) is certainly inadequate: it would reduce q simply to the 
convective energy transfer £Fi, the first term in the expression 

q = £,i-Jv(£-£F)^«P|^5. (74.23) 

To linearize the collision integral, it must be noted that the equilibrium dis¬ 
tribution riu(e) as a function of the actual energy £ makes the collision integral 
zero.t The linearization is thus carried out by substituting n in the form (74.13) and 
(74.16). The calculations are similar to those in going from (67.6) to (67.17). The 
expression in the square brackets in (74.5) is written in the form 

and we use the fact that 

S >io <P 
1 - no T 

The result is 

C(n) = /(</>) 

= y J H’n/oi(l - «<’>)(• - nm)(<P' + </>! ~ <p -</>i)x 

x S(e' + £; - £ - £l) d'p, dV/(27rfi)6- (74.24) 

Note that the required perturbation of the distribution function (to be found by 
solving the transport equation) occurs in the collision integral as the same 8n that 
appears in the fluxes (74.14). If the terms in Sn can be omitted on the left of the 
transport equation (as in calculating the thermal conductivity and the viscosity; see 
§75), then the quasi-particle distribution function f(p, p') does not occur explicitly 
in the resulting equations: the equations with / for the unknown Sri are the same as 
those with f = 0 for the unknown Sn. In such problems, therefore, the Fermi-liquid 
effects do not appear, and the situation is formally identical with that for a Fermi 
gas. 

We shall show that a similar case occurs in a particular class of problems where 
the first-order terms in Sn have to be retained on the left-hand side of the transport 
equation. If the function n0 is independent of the coordinates, these terms are 

dSn dSn deo_dno dSe 
dt + dr dp dp ‘ dr 

dSn 
dt 

dSn dn0 
dr V d£ 

!-£J/(p,p’)8n(r,p')^. 

tThis is a general remark, which applies to any collision integral involving Fermi quasi-particles, not 
Dnly to (74.5). 
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With Sit from (74.13), they become 

dSn dSn 
at V " 3r ' 

(74.25) 

If the time derivative may be neglected, again only Sn occurs here. 
These statements remain valid not only for an electrically neutral Fermi liquid, 

discussed here, but also for the electron liquid in metals, which will be considered 
in Chapter IX. For this reason and in order not to have to return to the topic, some 
additional comments will be made here. 

If the quasi-particles carry an electric charge —e, then in the presence of an 
electromagnetic field the derivative p = - de/dr contains a further term, the Lorentz 
force on the charge. Accordingly, the left-hand side of the transport equation 
contains a term 

1 de, 
c dp 

dn 
dp' 

The electric field is generally assumed to be weak, and imthe term - eE. dn/dp it is 
sufficient to put n = n0. The magnetic field term is identically zero for a function 
n0(e) that depends only on e. If the field is strong, however, it may be necessary to 
retain also the first-order terms in Sn. These are 

— — vxB dSn e dSe ^ 3no__£vXg IdSn dn0d8e| 
c 9p c 9p dp c (3p de 3p)’ 

where v = de0ldp. The factor dn0lde which depends only on e can be taken under 
dldp in the braces; its derivative is parallel to v and gives zero on multiplication by 
v x B. These terms are thus brought to the form 

c dp 
(74.26) 

which again contains Sn only. 

§75. Thermal conductivity and viscosity of a Fermi liquid 

The temperature dependences of the viscosity and thermal conductivity of a 
Fermi liquid can be established by simple qualitative arguments (I. Ya. Pomeran- 
chuk 1950). 

According to the elementary formula (8.11) in the kinetic theory of gases, the 
viscosity is rj — mNvl, where m is the particle mass, N the particle number density, 
v the mean thermal speed and ( the mean free path. In the present case, the 
particles of the kinetic theory are quasi-particles, but since the numbers of each are 
the same the product mN is a quantity independent of the temperature, namely the 
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density of the liquid.! The speed 3 ~ vF, where vF is the temperature-independent 
speed on the Fermi surface. The mean free path ( ~ Vpr, where t is the time 
between quasi-particle collisions. This time varies with temperature as T-2 (see SP 
2, §1), so that for the viscosity also 

V “ T~2. (75.1) 

The thermal conductivity is estimated from (7.10): k ~ cNvl, where c is the 
specific heat per particle. For a Fermi liquid c * T, and so 

k - T-'. (75.2) 

For an exact determination of rj and k, we have to use the transport equation. 
The sequence of calculation for the conductivity is as follows. 

The left-hand side of the transport equation (74.4) is transformed in a similar way 
to the procedure in §7 for the thermal conductivity of a classical gas. 

Let there be a temperature gradient in the liquid, which is macroscopically at 
rest. The latter condition implies that the pressure is constant throughout the liquid, 
and the temperature distribution is steady. On the left of (74.4), we substitute for n 
and e their local equilibrium values with a temperature varying through the liquid. 
Then 3e/3r = 0, and only the term v . 3n0/3r remains (we omit the suffix 0 to £ and 
v). The function n involves only the combination (e — ix)IT, and since we shall seek 
only the limiting forms as T -»0, the chemical potential ix(T) may be taken to have 
its value at T = 0 (which is the same as the limiting energy £,■). Then 

v . 3n0/3r = (3n0/3T)v . VT 

^ »o(l - n0) £ p. 
T T ’ 

and the transport equation becomes 

i.o(l -n„)1#V.VT=J(?), (75.3) 

with /(</>) from (74.24). The solution of this equation must be subjected to a further 
condition which expresses the absence of any macroscopic mass transfer: 

(75.4) 

Because of this condition, only the second term remains in the energy flux (74.23). 
As already noted in §74, equations (75.3) and (75.4) do not explicitly contain the 

quasi-particle interaction function, so that the problem of thermal conduction in a 
Fermi liquid (and the same applies to the viscosity problem) is formally identical 
with that for a Fermi gas. 

tSince we shall seek the limiting form of the function tj(T) at low temperatures, this limit is of course 
meant for all quantities which tend to a finite value as T-*0. 
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In all the integrals, the most important region is that where e — p. ~ T and the 
Fermi distribution is blurred; the quasi-particle momenta are close to the radius pF 
of the Fermi sphere, and in this range e — p. = vF(p —pF). Wherever the momenta 
occur other than as the difference p — pF, we can put p = pF, and the speed can 
everywhere be equated to vF. In particular, this can be done in w, which then 
becomes a function only of the angles which describe the relative orientation of the 
vectors p, pi, p', pi. For given p and pi, the law of conservation of momentum fixes 
the angle between the vectors p' and pi = p + pi — p'; the integration with respect to 
this angle removes the delta function from the collision integral. There remain 
integrations over the magnitudes p, and p' (and over the other angle variables). The 
integration over these magnitudes is replaced by one.over T2 dio du', where 
h = (e - p.)IT = vF(p - Pf)/T are variables on which the distribution functions n0 
depend; in view of the rapid convergence, these integrations can be taken from -* 
to We then find that the whole integral I(tp) is proportional to T, and the solution 
of (75.3) is 

<p = - T :*(it)v . VT. 

When this is substituted in (74.23), integration over the directions of v puts the heat 
flux in the form q = - kVT, with 

J ng(n) |‘ 

Hence we see again that k * T_i. i 
The above simplifications of the collision integral are sufficient to solve the 

transport equation exactly (and the same is true of the viscosity problem). The 
formulae obtained for k and rj express them in terms of the parameters pF and vF 
and the function w suitably averaged over directions.t 

§76. Sound absorption in a Fermi liquid^ 

It has been shown in SP 2 (§4) that the nature of waves propagating in a Fermi 
liquid depends essentially on the value of the product cot, where t is the mean 
free time. 

When cot < 1, we have ordinary hydrodynamic sound waves. The frequency and 
temperature dependences of the coefficient y for the absorption of these waves per 
unit distance can be found from the familiar formula y ~ co2rj/pu3, where rj is the 
viscosity, p the density of the liquid and u the speed of sound; see FM, §77. Since 
in a Fermi liquid rj * T-2, we have 

y * «2/T2. (76 1) 

tSee G. A. Brooker and J. Sykes, Physical Review Letters 21, 279. 1968. 
11 he results in this section are due to L. D. Landau (1957). 
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This result can be more formally derived by noting that the absorption is described 
by the first correction term (with respect to the small parameter) in the sound 
dispersion relation: 

k = (co/u)(l + iauor), (76.2) 

where a is a constant. The imaginary part of this expression (for a real frequency) 
gives y; since t « T-2, we return to (76.1). 

When cot ~ 1 the absorption becomes very strong, and the propagation of sound 
waves cannot occur. 

When cot s> 1 the propagation of weakly damped waves (zero sound) again 
becomes possible. The absorption is described by a correction teim in the dispersion 
relation, in this case involving the small parameter 1/icot: 

fc = ~ (l + —), (76.3) 

where u0 is the speed of propagation of zero sound. The absorption coefficient is 
accordingly proportional to the collision frequency: y « 1/t, and the latter is in turn 
proportional to the squared width of the blurred region of the quasi-particle 
distribution. When fico < T, this width is governed by the temperature, so that 
1/t « T2, and the absorption coefficient is 

y — ciT2, T 2>fuo2> hh. (76.4) 

If, however, fico > T (but still ftco < eF as the necessary condition for the whole 
theory to be applicable), the distribution is blurred in a region of width —fico. The 
absorption of zero sound is then 

y = bio2, fuo > T. (76.5) 

This case includes, in particular, zero sound of all frequencies at T = 0. It will be 
shown below that there is a relation between the constants a and b in (76.4) and 
(76.5). 

The difference in the nature of the absorption of ordinary and zero sound is due 
to a difference in their physical nature. In an ordinary sound wave, in any volume 
element small compared with the wavelength, the quasi-particle distribution cor¬ 
responds, in the first approximation, to equilibrium for a given local temperature 
and velocity of the liquid. In this approximation, there is no dissipation, and sound 
absorption occurs only when we take into account the effect of the temperature 
and velocity gradients on the quasi-particle distribution. In a zero sound wave, 
however, the vibrations themselves cause the distribution function to depart from 
equilibrium in every volume element, and the collisions of quasi-particles cause 
absorption of sound. 

According to the basic ideas of normal Fermi liquid theory, a quasi-particle in 
such a liquid may be regarded in one sense as a particle in the self-consistent field 
of the surrounding particles. In a zero sound wave, this field is periodic in time and 
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space. According to the general rules of quantum mechanics, a collision of two 
quasi-particles in such a field is accompanied by a change in their total energy and 
momentum by hw and fik respectively: we may say that in the collision a “zero 
sound quantum” is emitted or absorbed.t The overall effect of such collisions is to 
reduce the total number of sound quanta; the sound absorption coefficient is 
proportional to the rate of this decrease. 

With this approach, the absorption coefficient of zero sound is 

y = J W{n,n2(l - n,')(l - ni)- nin((l - n,)(l - ,t2)}x 

x S(eJ + £2 - £1 - e2- fico)8(p| + p2- Pi - p2- fik) x 

x d3pi d3p2 d3p[ d3p2/(2rrfi)12. (76.6) 

In The integrand, the delta functions which provide for the conservation of energy 
and momentum in collisions are shown explicitly. The first term in the braces 
corresponds to collisions pi, p2-»pj, p2 with absorption of a quantum, the second to 
pi. P2~»Pi. P: with emission of a quantum. The function W, which is related to the 
probability of “radiative” collisions, is determined by the properties of the zero 
sound wave; this wave itself may be regarded as propagating at T = 0 (see SP 2, 
§4), and W is then independent of the temperature.£ 

It is. however, not necessary to know the function W if we seek only to express 
the absorption coefficient in terms of its value in the limiting case ftco < T. To do so, 
we note that in the integral (76.6) the only important values of the quasi-particle 
energies are those in the region of blurring of the Fermi distribution. In this region, 
the only factors in the integrand which vary rapidly are those containing the 
functions n(e). Moreover, the angle integrals in (76.6) are almost unchanged when 
we go from fico < T to fiw > T. It is therefore sufficient to calculate the integral 

J = J {n,n2( 1 - nl)(l - n2) - n[n2(\ - Ui)(l - n2)} x 

x 8(el + e2 —1| — e2- fiw) de, de2 del d(, (76.7) 

taken only with respect to the energies. The proportionality factor between y and J 
depends only on co, not on T, so that it can be found from the limiting value of y 
when fico/T <S 1. 

In the integral (76.7) we can, of course, neglect the slight distortion of the 
distribution function in the wave, putting 

n(e) = lel'-»'IT+\r'. 

With the notation 

x=(e-p)IT. £ = fico/T, 

+Such emission or absorption by one quasi-particle is impossible, since the speed of zero sound exceeds 
the Fermi speed vf. 

tTo avoid misunderstanding, it should be emphasized that W is not the same as w in the collision 
integral f74.5). 
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we have 

, T, f‘ (1 -e {)S(x; + X2 —x, -x2 - g) dx, dx2 dx\ dx'2 
L (eX| + l)(e*2+ 1)(1 + e_x')(l + e~xi) 

Because of the rapid convergence of the integral, the range of integration can be 
extended from —to 

To carry out the integration, we change to variables y„ y2, u„ u2, where y = 
x-x',u = e*. The integration with respect to u, and u2 is elementary, and gives 

T-3f _„-{■> r f r r S(yl + y2 + i)du±du2dyldy2 
1 j U e Jo (u1+l)(u2+l)(uI + ey')(«2 + ey2) 

-1’* >,|l?I-r<'7-<L‘ildy- 

To calculate this difference of two divergent integrals, we first put in a finite lower 
limit —A, writing 

fM: w e’ - 1 

~dy~i. 

Intending to take the limit A->=c, We neglect ey in the denominator of the second 
integral. The first integral is transformed as follows: 

•h' + L( T^~y)dy 

= k2 + /o e,.y_1 dy + 2A2. 

Cancelling terms and then taking the limit A-*=°, we have finally 

J=? 772£T3(l + £2/4772). 

The proportionality factor between y and J is found, as already mentioned, from 
the condition that when HI we have y = aT2 from (76.4). This gives 

y = n[T2 + (M277)2]. (76 8) 
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In particular, in the limit of high frequencies fioi > T, we hence obtain 

T = (u/47t2)(M-. (76.9) 

which establishes the relation between the coefficients in (76.4) and (76.5). 

§77. Transport equation for quasi-particles in a Bose liquid 

If the mean free path of quasi-particles in a Bose superfluid is small in com¬ 
parison with the characteristic dimensions of the problem, the motion of the liquid 
is described by the Landau equations of two-velocity hydrodynamics (see FM, 
Chapter XVI). The dissipative terms in these equations contain several transport 
coefficients (the thermal conductivity and four viscosity coefficients). Their cal¬ 
culation requires a detailed discussion of various scattering processes, the multi¬ 
plicity of which is due to the existence of two types of quasi-particles (phonons and 
rotons). Actually, in liquid helium, the situation is further complicated by the 
instability of the initial part of the phonon spectrum. Such topics will not be 
discussed here. 

The mean free paths of the quasi-particles increase as the temperature falls, if 
only because of the decrease in their number density. Hence, at sufficiently low 
temperatures, there can easily be a considerable disequilibrium of the quasi-particle 
system. Under these conditions, the equations of two-velocity hydrodynamics are 
not applicable. The concepts of the temperature and of the normal velocity v„ also 
cease to be meaningful (they can be defined only in terms of an equilibrium 
distribution of quasi-particles), and along with v„ so does the separation of the 
liquid density into superfluid and normal parts. The total density p and the 
superfluid velocity vs, however, retain their meaning, and in this respect are 
essentially mechanical variables. The whole set of equations describing a superfluid 
must then consist of the transport equation for the quasi-particle distribution 
function n(t, r, p), the continuity equation for the density p, and the equation for 
the velocity vs. 

The transport equation has the usual form* 

dn dn de dn de _ _. 
at + dr dp dp dr 

(77.1) 

where e is the quasi-barticle energy, depending on the superfluid velocity vs as a 
parameter; the symbol e is retained for the quasi-particle energy in a fluid at rest. 
The relation between e and e is established as follows. 

By definition, e(p) is the dispersion relation for quasi-particles in a frame of 
reference K0 such that vs = 0. That is, in the presence of only one quasi-particle the 
energy of the liquid (relative to that at T = 0) is e(p), and its momentum is equal to 
the momentum p of the quasi-particle. We make a Galilean transformation to a 

^It is, of course, assumed that the quasi-classicality condition is satisfied: all quantities vary only 
slightly over distances of the order of the quasi-particle wavelength fi/p. 
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frame of reference K at rest, in which the superfluid velocity is v,, In this frame, 
the energy and momentum of a mass Af of the liquid are 

E = e(p) + p. vs + iMvs\ P = p + Afvs. (77.2) 

From this we see that, in a liquid in superfluid motion, the energy of a quasi¬ 
particle is 

e(p) = e(p) + p.vs; (77.3) 

cf. the arguments in the derivation of the superfluidity condition (SP 2, §23). 
The derivatives which occur in the transport equation are therefore! 

a£ _de_ 
dp dp 

(77.4) 

In the second equation, we have used the facts that the energy e depends on the 
variable density p, and so may depend on the coordinates; and (in transforming the 
derivative of p . vs) that the superfluid flow is always a potential flow; 

curl v, = 0. (77.5) 

The continuity equation for the density is 

rip/at + div i = 0, (77.6) 

where i is by definition the momentum of the liquid per unit volume. An expression 
for i can be found directly from the second formula (77.2) by summation over all 
the quasi-particles in unit volume: 

i = pvs+(p). (77.7) 

Here and in the rest of §77, the angle brackets denote integration over the 
momentum distribution: 

(•■■) = J n d'pl(2TTh)]. 

It remains to derive an equation for the superfluid velocity. To do so, we start 
from the law of conservation of momentum, expressed by 

dia { annf 
at ax@ 

= o. (77.8) 

tFormula (77.2) has been derived, strictly speaking, for a homogeneous superfluid flow (v, = 
constant). In an inhomogeneous flow, the energy may contain terms in the spatial derivatives of v,. 
However, if v, is assumed to vary slowly, these terms would lead to corrections of higher orders of 
smallness in the transport equation. 
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where i is given by (77.7) and n„f is the momentum flux tensor. Let 13® be the 
value of this tensor in the frame of reference K0■ Transformation to the frame K 
yields! 

Il„p = 13$ + pvsavsp + vjem + V® 

= ns + pvsuvsll + vsa{Pe) + LP<p„); (77.9) 

i® = (p) 'S the momentum per unit volume of the liquid in the frame K0. This 
determines the dependence of the tensor I3Qf! on the velocity vs. 

For a further transformation of equation (77.8), we go back to the transport 
equation (77.1), multiply it by pa, and integrate over d3p/(27rft)3. Because the total 
momentum of the quasi-particles is conserved in collisions, the right-hand side of 
the equation becomes zero. The integral on the left-hand side is transformed 
exactly as in the derivation of (74.10), giving 

We now substitute in (77.8) the expressions (77.7) and (77.9) for i and nof!, and 
then eliminate dpldt and 3(p)/dt by means of (77.6) and (77.10). The result is 

^+J_^ + ian^_l/a£\ 3p_IJ_/ 0 
dt <iX„ 2 p dxfj p \dp/ Hxu p (IXf, V " rlpg/ 

From the condition curl vs = 0 (which has already been used in the second term) it 
follows that the sum of the last three terms must be the gradient of some function. 
Moreover, the tensor 13$ in the absence of quasi-particles must be equal to P08„s, 
where P0(p) is the pressure of the liquid at T =0. These arguments give as the only 
possible form of 13® 

13$ = (p„ de/dpfj)+ 8ufj[Po+ p(3e/3p)]. 

The equation for vs now becomes 

where p0 is the chemical potential of the liquid (at T = 0), related to the pressure P0 
by the thermodynamic formula dpu = mdP0/p (where in is the mass of a liquid 
particle and mlp the molecular volume). 

Equations (77.1), (77.6) and (77.12) for a complete set for the description of a 
superfluid in the non-equilibrium state (I. M. Khalatnikov 1952). 

For completeness, let us also consider the law of conservation of energy. This is 
expressed by 

dEldt + div q = 0, 

+The Galilean transformation formula for n..p is easily found by considering a classical s> 
particles, for which ILp = £ p.,ve = £ nu)„t'P, where the summation is over all the particles 

(77.11) 

(77.12) 

(77.13) 
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where q is the energy flux in the liquid. According to (77.2), 

E = E0(p) + <e> + vs. <p> + 5pi>s2, (77.14) 

where E0(p) is the energy at T = 0, related to the chemical potential by dE„ = 
podplm. By differentiating (77.14) with respect to time and using the equations 
already available for the various quantities, the energy flux can be found. Passing 
over the calculations, we shall give the final result: 

+ (77,5. 

The equilibrium quasi-particle distribution function in a frame of reference 
where the “quasi-particle gas” is at rest as a whole (i.e. the normal velocity v„ = 0) 
is the ordinary Bose distribution with the quasi-particle energy e given by (77.3). 
The distribution in a frame where the normal velocity is not zero is obtained on 
replacing e by e — p. v„. Thus the equilibrium distribution of quasi-particles when 
both motions are present is 

n(p) - [exp S ~ ‘] ' (77.16) 

By averaging the above equations over this distribution, the equations of two- 
velocity hydrodynamics (without the dissipative terms, in this approximation) can 
be derived, but we shall not pause to do so here. 

PROBLEM 

Determine the sound absorption coefficient in a Dose liquid at frequencies a f> v. where v is the 
quasi-particle collision frequency. The temperature is assumed so low that almost all the quasi-particles 
are phonons (A. F. Andreev and 1. M. Khalatnikov 1963). 

Sot.UTtoN. Under the conditions stated, we can neglect the collision integral in (77.1). We put 
p = po + bp, n = Mo T 6n (where bp and bn are small corrections to the equilibrium density of the liquid 
and the equilibrium phonon distribution function), and linearize equations (77.1), (77.6) and (77.12) with 
respect to the small quantities bp, bn and v,. Assuming all these proportional to expEiwt + ik. r), we 

w bp - k . v,p = fk.pbn d V/t-rrft)1 (2) 

rav, - kun'bplp = k j {n(d2eldp:)bp + (deldp)bn] d3p/(27rfi)\ (3) 

Here sed the thermodynamic relations 

d(p.„/m) = dPulp = lin'd pip, 

where un is the speed of sound at T = 0: the subscript 0 to p and n is omitted here and henceforward. 
Since the number of phonons is small at temperatures near zero, the expressions on the right of 

equations (1>—(3) are small corrections. Omitting them altogether, we have from (2) and (3) 

r, = Unibplp)klk. (4) 
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lr the next approximation we substitute these on the right of (1): 

(In e cos fl (fle pun \ 
" tie v cos fl - tolk \<<p p C°S ) 

where 0 is the angle between p and k. The phonon dispersion relation is written 

e(p) = unpU + ap‘), v = Belilp = «u(l + 3ap’), 

(5) 

including the next term after the linear one in the expansion; for liquid helium at ordinary pressures, 
a >0, which means that the phonons are unstable with respect to spontaneous decay. 

The presence of a “resonance” denominator in (5) leads (see below) to a large logarithmic factor in 
the integration. We use only logarithmic accuracy and neglect on the right of (3) the term in Sp, which 
does not have such a denominator. Then, eliminating v, from (2) and (3), we finally arrive at the 
dispersion relation 

p2 8n d'p 
cos fl - 1 + 3ap2 — iO tie (2irti)” (6) 

The imaginary part of the integral with respect to cos fl is determined by passing round the pole (w hich 
is in the range of integration a > 0). The real part is calculated with logarithmic accuracy by cutting off 
the integration at the lower limil 1 - cos fl ~ ap2 ~ aT2luu2 and at the upper limit I cos fl - I. The 
left-hand side of equation (6) is written as 2hh(8ii - Uny/ru), where y is the absorption coefficient and 8it 
the correction to the speed of sound (« = no-1- on). Calculation of the integral gives 

8u = (3p,iU»A/4p) logliiif/aT3), y = 3map,iA/4p, (7) 

where p„ -- 2-’TJ/4'ifi’i(„' is the phonon part of the normal density of the liquid. The frequency and 
temperature dependences of y are, of course, the same as those found in §73. 
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METALS 

§78, Residual resistance 

Thf. transport properties of metals are considerably more complex than those of 
insulators, if only because they contain quasi-particles of different kinds (conduc¬ 
tion electrons and phonons). 

The electric charge is, of course, transported by the conduction electrons. Heat 
transfer, on the other hand, is by both electrons and phonons. In practice, however, 
the electrons are also predominant in thermal conduction in metals of sufficiently 
high purity, mainly because their speeds (vr on the Fermi surface) are much greater 
than those of the phonons (the speed of sound). Moreover, at low temperatures the 
electron specific heat considerably exceeds the phonon specific heat. 

The conduction electrons undergo collisions of various types: with one another, 
with phonons and with impurity atoms (and other lattice defects). The collision 
frequency for the first two types decreases with the temperature. At sufficiently 
low temper.atures, therefore, the scattering of electrons by impurities is the deter¬ 
mining factor in transport phenomena. This range is called the residual resistance 
range, and we shall consider it as the first topic in the kinetics of metals. 

The relations between the electric current j and the dissipative energy flux q' in a 
metal, and the electric field E and the temperature gradient, have the form (44.12), 
(44.13): 

E+ V(jt/e) = jlcr + aVT, (78.1) 

q' = q-(<p-M/e)j = aTj-KVT. (78.2) 

In this form they apply to crystals with cubic symmetry, and for simplicity this 
symmetry will everywhere be assumed. For crystals that do not have cubic 
symmetry, the coefficients <r, k and a are replaced by tensors of rank two. The 
relation (78.2) is more convenient to use if j in it is expressed in terms of E by 
means of (78.1): 

q' = (r«T[E+ V(n/e)] - (k + Taa2)VT. (78.3) 

The discussion in §74 about the transport equation for a Fermi liquid remains 
largely valid for an electron liquid in a metal. The momentum of the quasi-particles 
is here replaced by their quasi-momentum, and the form of the Fermi surface is in 
general complex and different for each individual metal. 

329 
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The transport coefficients for a metal are in principle calculated by means of the 
linearized transport equation 

-eE. \dn0lde +v . dnjdr = I(8ii), 

where v = de/dp, and the collision integral is linearized with respect to the required 
small function 8n defined by (74.13). Differentiation of n0 with respect to r can be 
arbitrarily carried out with p. = constant, since the gradient of p. would still enter in the 
combination eE + Vp., as it should by (78.1). Then 

Sno _ e — /X dn0 
8T~ T 3e’ 

and the transport equation takes the form 

-(eE + ^VT)-v^=f(Sn). (78.4) 

The current density and the dissipative energy flux are given by the integrals 

j =-e JvSn .2d3p/(2-7rfi)3, q' = J(e - p)\8fi . 2d3pl(2irti)3; (78.5) 

when q' is calculated as the flux of the kinetic energy e - p., there is no need to 
subtract the convective transport of potential energy, <pj 

A characteristic of conduction electron scattering by impurity atoms is that it is 
elastic. Because the atoms have a large mass and are “bound” in the lattice, the 
electron energy may be regarded as unchanged in a collision. We shall show that 
the assumption of elastic scattering is by itself sufficient to give a simple relation 
between the electrical and thermal conductivities of the metal. 

To obtain this, we note that the elastic collision operator does not affect the 
dependence of the function 8n on the energy e; the collisions simply move the 
particles on the constant-energy surface. This means that any factor in 8n which 
depends only on e can be taken outside the operator I. We can therefore seek the 
solution of the transport equation in the form 

8n =^(eE + ^Vt) ■ l(p), (78.6) 

where l(p) satisfies the equation 

1(1) = -v. (78.7) 

The current density calculated from the distribution (78.6) is 

j = -e } {e(E. l)v + ^(1. VT) v} ^2 (78.8) 
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The first term gives the conductivity tensor 

_ if, dno 2d3p 
(rals- e J vj,, Se (2irft)v 

In a crystal with cubic symmetry, = oSaP, and the conductivity is 

or, transforming the integral as in (74.18)—(74.20), 

a = le2JF, J=j 1. v dSlv(2Trh)\ 

(78.9) 

(78.10) 

The integration in JF is taken over all sheets of the Fermi surface within one unit 
cell of the reciprocal lattice. 

Similarly, the second term in (78.8) gives on comparison with (78.1) 

Sn0 d3p 
Se (27rfi )3’ 

where -q = e — fx. The integration over d3p is replaced by integration over the 
constant-energy surfaces tj = constant and over tj. Again with J as in (78.10), we 
find 

The function 

dno _ _ 1 
Se ~ T(e”'7' + l)(e~vlT + 1) 

decreases exponentially as rj-» ±oo; the integration with respect to tj can therefore 
be extended from -=* to +». The integral is governed mainly by the range |tj| ~ T; 
J(tj), on the other hand, varies significantly only in the range r)~ix>T. It is 
therefore sufficient to write 

J - JF + t) dJldeF. 

On substitution in (78.11), the integral of the first term is zero, because the 
integrand is an odd function of tj ; the second term gives 

= 2e_dJ_ 
3 TdeF 

r i3n0. 

I V 
8e dJ r 

yfd^L 
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The integral 

using also (78.10), we find 

7t~T d log J 
3e deF 

(78.12) 

In order of magnitude, |a| ~ T/eeF, 
Let us now put E = 0 and calculate the energy flux. Again using the cubic symmetry, 

we find 

Here it is sufficient to put J = JF, which gives 

q' = -^TJFVT. 

Comparison with (78.3) and (78.10) shows that 

k + Taa2 = 7r2aT/3e2. 

From the estimate of a given above, the term Taa2 on the left is small compared 
with the right-hand side, in the ratio (T/eF)2. Neglecting this term, we have finally 
the following relation between the thermal and electrical conductivities: 

k = (7r2T/3e2)a, (78.13) 

the Wiedemann-Franz law.t 
We must again emphasize that the proof of this relation uses only the fact that 

the scattering of conduction electrons is elastic. An examination of the proof also 
readily shows that the assumption of cubic symmetry merely simplifies the for¬ 
mulae, In the general case where the crystal has any symmetry, a similar relation 
(78.13) exists between the tensors k„p and aa(t. 

To find the temperature dependence of the coefficients k and a separately, the 
collision integral is needed. For collisions with impurity atoms, its form is exactly 
analogous to the integral (70.3) for phonon scattering by impurities: 

C(n) = NimpJ w(p, p')[n'(l - «)- n(l - n*)]S(e - O • 2d3p7(27rfc)3. (78.14) 

*A formula of the type (78,13) was derived qualitatively by P. Drude (1900), who first formulated the 
concept of conduction electrons participating in the thermal equilibrium of the metal. The quantitative 
result in classical statistics was given by H. A. Lorentz (1905), and in Fermi statistics by A. Sommerfeld 
(1938). 
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The factors 1 - n and I - n' take account of the Pauli principle (a transition can 
take place only to an unoccupied state); the factors n' and n signify that scattering 
can occur only from an occupied state. As in (70.3), it is assumed in the integral 
(78.14) that the impurity atoms are randomly distributed and that the mean distance 
between them is much greater Ilian the scattering amplitude; the various atoms 
then scatter independently. The equation w(p, p') = w(p', p) has already been used 
in (78.14). The Born approximation is in general not applicable to the scattering of 
conduction electrons by impurity atoms. The equation as given can be justified by 
the arguments used in deriving the principle of detailed balancing in the form (2.8). 
Here, however, it is implied that the positions occupied by the impurity atoms in 
the metal lattice have a symmetry that allows inversion. 

The linearization of the collision integral amounts to replacing the difference 
n'(l - n)-n(l — n') = n'— n by Sri'-Sri. Equation (78.7) then becomes 

N,mpJ w(p, p')(I' - l)S(e - e'). 2d3p7(2irfi)3 = -v. (78.15) 

This does not involve the temperature. The solution g(p) is therefore also 
independent of the temperature, as is the conductivity a, by (78.10). Thus, at 
sufficiently low temperatures, when the scattering by impurities is the chief 
mechanism of electrical resistance, the resistance tends to a constant (residual) 
value. Accordingly, the thermal conductivity k in this range is proportional to T.t 

For a rough quantitative estimate of the residual resistance, we can use the 
elementary formula (43.7), putting (for electrons in a metal) p ~ ph-: 

a ~ e2Nl/pF, (78.16) 

where N is the electron density. For scattering by impurities, the mean free path 
I ~ 1/Nimpa,, where a, is the transport scattering cross-section. Hence the residual 
resistance prcs= 1/a is 

Pre!~Nimpa,Pf/e2N. (78.17) 

A further comment should be added to the above discussion. The general 
condition for the applicability of the transport equation tb a Fermi liquid requires 
that the quantum uncertainty of the electron energy should be small in comparison 
with the width (~T) of the thermal blurring of the Fermi distribution. This 
uncertainty is ~hh, where t~IIvf is the mean free time. For scattering by 
impurities l~ 1/Ninlpa,; the uncertainty hit is independent of the temperature, and 
therefore blurs the Fermi boundary even when T = 0. At first sight, it follows from 
this that the whole of the above discussion is subject to the very severe condition 

T finpaiNimp, (78.18) 

tin this analysis it is assumed thal equation (78.15) does not contain quantities that vary rapidly near 
e = fF, and so I can be replaced by b in (78.9). This is true for scattering by ordinary impurities, but not 
for scattering by paramagnetic atoms. 
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depending on the impurity concentration. In reality, however, there is no such 
limitation (L. D. Landau, 1934). 

The reason is that, because of the fixed positions of the impurity atoms and the 
elasticity of electron scattering by them, the whole problem of calculating the 
electric current can in principle be formulated as the quantum-mechanical problem 
of the motion of an electron in a given complex external field having a potential. 
For electron states determined as stationary states in this field, the energy has no 
uncertainty; at T = 0, the electrons occupy a range of states bounded by a sharp 
Fermi surface, but in the space of quantum numbers for motion in the field, not in 
momentum space. With this formulation of the problem, conditions of the type 
(78.18) do not arise. 

§79. Electron-phonon interaction 

In sufficiently pure metals, the chief mechanism for the establishment of equili¬ 
brium over a wide temperature range is the interaction between conduction 
electrons and phonons. 

The condition for an electron to be able to emit (or absorb) a phonon requires 
that the speed of the electron be greater than that of the phonon; compare the 
analogous result in §68 for the emission of a phonon by a phonon. The speed of 
electrons at the Fermi surface is, however, usually large in comparison with that of 
the phonons; the condition is therefore satisfied, and the main contribution to the 
electron-phonon collision integral comes from just these one-phonon processes. 

The collision integral then has the following form, analogous to the phonon- 
phonon integral (67.6):t 

C,ph(np) = f w(p', k; p){np(l - np)Nk - ,i„(l - np)(l + Nk)} x 

x 8(ep- ep’ — cok) d'klQ-nf 

+ J w(p'; P. k){np(l - np)(l + Nk) - np(l - np)Nk} x 

x 8(ep+ cok — ep) d3k/(27r)\ (79.1) 

The first term corresponds to processes with emission of a phonon having quasi¬ 
momentum k by an electron having a given quasi-momentum p, and the reverse 
processes with absorption of a phonon k by electrons p' with return to the 
quasi-momentum p: 

p = p' + k + b; (79.2a) 

in these processes, the transitions take place between an electron state with given 
energy ep and states of lower energy. The second term corresponds to processes 

tin §§79-83 the units used are such that ft = 1. 
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with absorption of a phonon by an electron p and the reverse processes of its 
emission by electrons p': 

p + k = p' + b; (79.2b) 

in these processes, the transitions take place between a specified electron state and 
ones of higher energy. For the same reasons as in the case of phonon emission by 
phonons (§66), the value of b in the equations (79.2) is uniquely determined by 
specifying the values of k and p with the requirement that p' should be in the same 
selected cell of the reciprocal lattice. The delta-function factors in (79.1) express 
the law of conservation of energy; ep is the electron energy and cok the phonon 
energy. As in Chapter VII, the phonon distribution function (numbers of occupied 
states) is denoted by Nk; the electron distribution function is denoted by np. The 
subscripts marking the branch of the phonon spectrum, and the signs of summation 
with respect to these, will be omitted, for brevity. It is assumed that the transition 
probabilities are independent of the electron spin, which is unchanged in the 
transition. 

There is a similar expression for the phonon-electron collision integral which is 
to be added to the phonon-phonon integral on the right-hand side of the transport 
equation for the phonon distribution function: 

Cph.c(Nk) = f w(p; p\ k)K(l - np)(1 + Nk) - np( 1 - np)Nk} x 

x S(tp + wk — ep), 2d’p/(27r)3, (79.3) 

with p = p' + k + b. This is the difference between the number of phonons k emitted 
by electrons with any quasi-momenta p and the number absorbed by electrons with 
any p'. The factor 2 allows for the two possible spin directions of the emitting or 
absorbing electron. 

In first-order perturbation theory, the probabilities of phonon emission or ab¬ 
sorption by an electron which occur in these integrals are determined by the 
electron-phonon interaction operator linear in the phonon operators Us(n) (66.2); 
the linearity corresponds to the fact that these operators are responsible for 
transitions in which only one of the phonon state occupation numbers changes by 
unity. Without repeating the discussion in §66, we may note that, in the limit as the 
phonon quasi-momentum k tends to zero, the phonon emission or absorption 
probability is proportional to k: 

w « k. (79.4) 

According to a general property of transition probabilities in the Born ap¬ 
proximation, the probabilities of the direct and reverse transitions are equal, and 

H(p',k;p)= w(p;p',k). (79.5) 

tThe quantum numbers i and / of the initial and final states are always written in the order fi in the 
notation for the probability. 
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This property has already been made use of in the integrals (79.1) and (79.3). 
A further simplification is achieved by taking into account the symmetry 

(expressed by the fact that the operators U, are real) with which the phonon 
creation and annihilation operators appear in the electron-phonon interaction 
operator. Because of this, the emission of a phonon with quasi-momentum k is 
equivalent to the absorption of one with quasi-momentum -k. We shall also use 
the fact that the electron energies ep and ep are close to the Fermi energy eF. Let pF 
and pF be vectors in the directions of p and p', ending on the Fermi surface, and let 
the functions w be expressed in terms of the directions of pF and pF and the 
differences tjp = ep- eF, tjp = ep - eF which represent the closeness of the electron 
energy to eF. As regards these variables, rv is a slowly varying function, which 
changes appreciably only in ranges ~eF > T. Neglecting quantities ~ij ~ T, we can 
put i)p=ijp=0 in these functions. The equivalence mentioned above is then 
expressed by the equation 

u-(pF, k; pF) = w(pF; pF, -k). (79.6) 

the H’ being functions only of the directions of pF and pF. If now we change the 
variable of integration k to -k in the second term in (79.1), the coefficients w in the 
two integrals become equal; since co-k = cok, the change simply replaces Nk by N-k, 

The integrals (79.1) and (79.3) are, of course, zero when the equilibrium electron 
and phonon distribution functions are substituted. The linearization of these 
integrals for small deviations from equilibrium is carried out simultaneously with 
respect to both distribution functions, which we write as 

n = n0(e) + 8n, N=N0(w) + 8N, 

UNg _ No(l + No) 

(79.7) 

The transformation is exactly similar to those in §§67 and 74. For example, the 
expression in the braces in the first term in (79.1), rewritten as 

(l-n)(l-n')(l + N) 
1-n'l + N 1 — n 

is put into the form 

n0(l-ni)(l + Nll)y(<p'-<p+x). 

This is conveniently transformed further by means of the equation 

n0(e)[l - n0(e')] = [n0(e) - n0(e')]N0(e - e'). (79.8) 
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which is easily verified by direct calculation. We then find 

, ^NaU + No), , . N dNo, ,w , 
(n0— n0)-j-(<p ~<p+x) = —~<P+X)- 

The other terms are transformed similarly, leading to the following linearized 
collision integrals: 

C,Ph(u) = 7,.pi,(<p, x) = “ n„){(<pp - <pp + A'JSftp- eP - wk) 

- (<Pp-~ <f>p — X k)8(eP-ep-+Mk)}d,k/(27r)\ (79.9) 

CphJN) = fph,(x, = w(«« - "oXVp - <PP + xJ8(eP- ep.- cok). 2d'p/(2ir)'; 

(79.10) 

in both integrals, p = p' + k + b. 
These integrals fall naturally into two parts, the linear integral operators acting 

on <p and x respectively. For instance, 

u». X) = 7p!ph(<p) + /Sh(A-). (79.11) 

An important property of the operator f|,"h is that it does not change the parity of 
the function <p(tj, pF) with respect to the variable rj, i.e., it leaves even and odd 
functions the same: as regards its effect on a function of ij, 

7'f"h(<p(->)))~ JK<v• v’)fo(v')- <p(t))] di). 

where 

K(r), y') = [no(T)')- n0(r))][8(r) - tj' - co) - S(tj'-t) -co)]. 

Since 

«o(Ti)=l[l-tanh(Tj/2T)], (79.12) 

and so 

«o(r)') - n0(y) = j[tanh(-r)/2T) - tanh(V/2T)], 

we see that 

K(tj,V) = K(-tj,-tj'), 

and this immediately yields the above-mentioned property of the operator, which 
will be used in §§80 and 82. 
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The collision integrals (79.9) and (79.10) are identically zero for the functions 

<p = constant x e, x = constant x co, (79.13) 

with the same constant. This “spurious” solution of the transport equation cor¬ 
responds, like the solution (67.18) in the phonon-phonon equation, to a change in 
the temperature of the system by a small constant amount. The integrals (79.9) and 
(79.10) are, however, also zero when 

<p = constant (79.14) 

and x ~ 0- This solution is due to the constancy of the total number of electrons 
(unlike the total number of phonons); formally, it corresponds to a change in the 
chemical potential of the electrons by a small constant amount. 

To proceed to quantitative estimates, we note that the orders of magnitude of the 
parameters of the electron spectrum in a metal can be expressed in terms of the 
lattice constant d and the electron effective mass m* only; for example, the Fermi 
momentum (in ordinary units) is pF ~ hid, the speed vF ~ pFlm* ~ hjm*d, and the 
energy eF ~ vFpF ~ h1/tn*d2. The parameters of the phonon spectrum and the 
electron-phonon interaction also contain the mass M of the atoms. The density of 
the substance p * M, and the speed of sound u p m M~m\ making the dimen¬ 
sions right by means of h, d and m* (which can be done in only one way), we 
obtain the estimate 

u ~ vF(m*/M)m. (79.15) 

Hence the Debye temperature is 

©~ h(om„ ~ huld ~ eF(m*IM)'12. (79.16) 

The mass M appears in the electron-phonon interaction operator only through the 
displacement operators U, (66.2) of the atoms; this interaction involves no other small 
terms in 1/M, its energy being ~eF when Us~d. The matrix elements of the 
operators Us, and therefore those of the electron-phonon interaction operator, are 
a (Mco) 1,2 * M~l/4; for a given quasi-momentum k, the frequency w ~ uk « M~m. 

The scattering probability is given by the square of the matrix element. Hence the 
function w in the collision integral is proportional to M~m, or, making the 
dimensions right. 

w~0i'Fd2. (79.17) 

This estimate needs modification in relation to the emission or absorption of a 
long-wavelength acoustic phonon. The fact that w is then proportional to k means 
that the estimate must include an extra factor k/kmax~ kd; 

~ &vFkd3. (79.18) 
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§80. Transport coefficients in metals. High temperatures 

At high temperatures T > 0, phonons with all possible quasi-momenta are 
excited in the crystal, up to the maximum value, which has the same order of 
magnitude as the electron Fermi momentum: kmax ~ pF ~ 1/d. By the definition of the 
Debye temperature, the maximum phonon energy comax ~ 0, and so co T for all 
phonons. 

Under these conditions, therefore, the phonon energies are small compared with 
the width of the blurred region in the Fermi distribution of electrons. This enables 
us to treat phonon emission or absorption approximately as elastic scattering of an 
electron. The scattering angles are not small, since the electron and phonon 
quasi-momenta under these conditions are of the same order of magnitude. 

At high temperatures, when the phonon state occupation numbers are large, the 
establishment of equilibrium in each volume element of the phonon gas (phonon- 
phonon relaxation) takes place very quickly. We can therefore regard the phonon 
distribution function as being the equilibrium one when considering the electrical 
and thermal conductivities, i.e. take x ~ 0 in the collision integrals (a quantitative 
estimate of x will be made at the end of this section). That is, it is sufficient to deal 
with the transport equation for electrons only. 

It may be noted at once that, in an approximation which assumes the electron 
scattering elastic, the results of §78 remain valid that were based only on this 
approximation, including the Wiedemann-Franz law (78.13) which gives the ratio 
ct/k. To determine the temperature dependence of cr and k separately, however, it 
is necessary to examine in more detail the electron-phonon collision integral (79.9). 

Under the conditions in question, this integral is greatly simplified. Because the 
phonon energy co = ±(e'-e) is small, we can expand the difference Ho-n0 in 
powers of co:t 

n'0— no~ ±iodn0lde. 

We can then put w = 0 in the arguments of the delta functions, obtaining 

U,Ph(<p) = 2 J 
SN0an0, 
dco de 

S(e' — e)(<p' — <p)w 
d3k 

(2-77 )3‘ 

When co<^T the phonon distribution function N0~T/co, so that dN0ldio ~ — Tlu>2. 
The derivative dn0lde-1 IT. The integral is governed by the range k ~ kmax in 
which w ~ 0, When the delta functions are taken into account, the integration over 
d3k adds a factor kLx/vF to the estimate of the integral: 

U,ph(<p)~-w(T/©)(kLx/nF)<p/T. 

With (79.17) this gives 

ft,ph(<p) ~ — <p T Sh. (80.1) 

tThe presence of w in this difference is consistent with the approximation that the electron scattering 
is elastic It is necessary because, in bringing the collision integral to the form (79.9), we used equation 
(79.8), the right-hand side of which becomes indeterminate when e = e'. 
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This means that the electron-phonon collision frequency ivph ~ T (T/ft in ordinary 
units), the mean free path (~ vrfT, and (78.16) gives for the electrical conductivity 
(in ordinary units)t 

ff~Ne2hlm*T. (80.2) 

The electrical conductivity of the metal is thus inversely proportional to the 
temperature when T>&. The Wiedemann-Franz law then shows that the thermal 
conductivity is constant: 

k ~ Nft/m*. (80.3) 

Let us now estimate the correction functions <p and x >n the electron and phonon 
distributions in order to justify neglecting x 'n the collision integral. We can do 
this, f >r instance, in the case where there is an electric field but no temperature 
gradient. 

Since the electric field does not affect the motion of the phonons, the left-hand 
side of the transport equation for phonons is zero. The equation therefore reduces 
to the vanishing of the sum of the collision integrals for phonons with electrons and 
phonons with phonons: 

C,(<p) + /&(*) + W*) = 0: (80.4) 

the superscripts (1) and (2) distinguish the two parts of the integral (79.10) in the 
same way as was done in (79.11). 

The integral fphit is estimated similarly to 7,,ph above. Here, however, we must 
take into account that the integration over the electron quasi-momenta p is in 
practice taken only near the Fermi surface. Over the volume of a layer with 
thickness ~T/nF and area ~pF. The delta function adds a factor l/eF to the 
estimate of the integral. The result is 

rZ(x) — wf£££~-xVe* n'Uv)~-vT/eF. (80.5) 

The phonon-phonon collision integral is estimated as 

fph.ph(A') ~ - "ph.phSN ~ - Fph,ph(T/©2)*, 

with the effective collision frequency from (68.3): 

nPh.ph~ T/Mud ~ TV(m*/Af). 

tNoie [hat [he quantum uncertainty of the electron energy, ~hv,.rt, ~ T, is of the order of the width of 
the blurred region in the electron distribution. This fact, however, does not make the results inapplic¬ 
able, for a reason similar to that given at the end of §78 in connection with scattering by impurities. 
Because of the relative slowness of the vibrations of atoms in the lattice, and the elasticity of electron 
scattering, the problem can in principle be formulated as that of electrons moving in the given potential 
field of the deformed lattice. 
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Thus 

Vph(A-) ~ ~(T2102)V(in*IM)x ~ T2Xl&eF. (80.6) 

Comparison of (80.5) and (80.6) shows, first of all, that 

I&Ax)II+Mx)~QIT <1: 

the effective frequency of phonon-electron collisions (for equilibrium electrons, i.e. 
with <p = 0) is small relative to the phonon-phonon collision frequency. We can 
therefore neglect the second term in (80.4). Comparison of the two remaining terms 
gives 

Xh ~ 0/T « 1, (80.7) 

and this justifies neglecting x 'n the electron-phonon collision integral. It is easily 
seen that the same result (80.7) is obtained when a temperature gradient is present. 

The neglect of the function x in the electron transport equation may, however, 
be impermissible in the treatment of thermoelectric phenomena. 

According to (78.12), the derivation of which was based only on the assumption 
of elastic scattering of electrons, the thermoelectric coefficient is 

a'~T/eeF; (80.8) 

the meaning of the superscript 1 will be explained later. This quantity is 
“anomalously” small in the sense that the order of magnitude of the integral in 
(78.8) (the second term) was reduced in the ratio T/eF because 

(p'=-(t,/T)1.VT (80.9) 

is an odd function of q = e — p.. This property is in a sense accidental, and may 
have the result that a comparatively small addition to <p due to the non-equilibrium 
of the phonons yields a contribution to a that is comparable with (80.8). 

We shall seek the solution of the electron transport equation 

f|?V ■ VT = v . VT = f &(<p) + HUx) (80-10) 

as a sum <p = <p' + <pu, where <p' is the solution of the equation without the second 
term on the right, and <p" is the solution of the equation 

/ n2h(<p) + l£h(x) = 0. (80.11) 

Here <p' is the “major” part of <p; because the operator is even with respect to 
the variable ij (§79), this part has the form (80.9) and is an odd function of i). 
Equation (80.11) shows that ipn~ x> and therefore 

i/<p'~A'/<Pi~©/7’ -^1- 
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Unlike tp\ however, <p" is not zero when e = /j.. In the calculation of the cor¬ 
responding contribution to the current density, therefore, the leading term is not 
■■ancclled, and the result is small only in the sense that <p" is relatively small. This 
means that the latter’s contribution to the thermoelectric coefficient is 

a"~aWT)(©/T)~0/eT. (80.12) 

At the lower end of the temperature range considered, where T ~ 0, we have 
ea" ~ 1 in place of the small quantity eal ~ 0/eF. 

The thermoelectric coefficient is thus composed of two additive parts. These may 
be of the same order of magnitude, but they vary differently with the temperature. 
The physical origin of the second term in a is that heat transfer in the crystal 
causes a flux of phonons (a “phonon wind”), which carries the electrons with it.t 

§81. Umklapp processes in metals 

The nature of electron-phonon scattering at low temperatures is quite different 
from that when T>0. When T <S0, phonons are excited with energies w ~ T in 
the crystal (and belong in general to the acoustic branches of the spectrum). When 
such a phonon is emitted or absorbed, the electron energy changes by an amount 
~T, i.e. by an amount of the order of the total width of the blurred region in the 
Fermi distribution. The change in the electron quasi-momentum is equal to the 
phonon quasi-momentum. Since k ~ T/u < kmax, and kmax~PF, it follows that the 
electron quasi-momentum changes only by a relatively small amount. At low 
temperatures, therefore, there is a limiting case which is the opposite of elastic 
scattering: the electron relaxation in energy takes place considerably more rapidly 
than as regards the quasi-momentum direction. 

The energy relaxation is a rapid “mixing” in the blurred region of the Fermi 
distribution. The relaxation as regards direction is an equalization of the dis¬ 
tribution over this surface; it takes place in small amounts (~T/u), i.e. it is a slow 
diffusion over the surface. 

Before going on to a detailed consideration of the transport phenomena under 
these conditions, we shall make some general comments about the role of Umklapp 
processes. As in insulator crystals, the finileness of the transport coefficients in an 
ideal metal crystal (without impurities or defects) is due to the occurrence of these 
processes. With only the normal processes that conserve the total quasi-momentum 
of electrons and phonons, the transport equations would have spurious solutions 
corresponding to the movement of the electron and phonon systems as a whole 
relative to the lattice. These are solutions of the type 

</> = p . SV, x = k.SV (81.1) 

with a constant vector SV; cf. (67.19). They reduce to zero the collision integrals 

tThe role of phonon drag on electrons as regards transport effects in metals was elucidated by L. E, 
Gurevich (1946). 
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(79.9), (79.10) if me emission or absorption of phonons by electrons takes place 
with conservation of quasi-momentum (p = p' + k). 

At high temperatures, when the quasi-momenta of both electrons and phonons 
are large (~ 1 Id), Umklapp processes take place, in general, with the same 
frequency as normal processes. The need to take account of them therefore does 
not give rise to any specific features of the transport phenomena. 

The electron quasi-momenta lie near the Fermi surface, and in this sense are 
almost independent of the temperature. At low temperatures, however, the phonon 
quasi-momenta become small, and Umklapp processes may therefore be impeded. 
ftl this respect the situation is substantially different for closed and open Fermi 
surfaces. 

An open Fermi surface, for any choice of the unit cell in p space (the reciprocal 
lattice), crosses the cell boundaries. In this case, clearly, Umklapp processes are 
always possible with emission or absorption of a phonon with arbitrarily low 
energy: even a small change in the electron quasi-momentum near the cell boun¬ 
dary can transfer the electron to an adjacent cell. In the course of their diffusion 
over the Fermi surface, all the electrons will ultimately reach the cell boundaries 
and may thus take part in Umklapp processes. Consequently, in this case also the 
probability of such processes contains no additional small factor in comparison 
with normal processes. Indeed, the classification into normal and Umklapp proces¬ 
ses depends on the choice of the reciprocal lattice cell, and is to that extent 
arbitrary. With an open Fermi surface, the property that there is no additional small 
factor in the frequency of Umklapp processes exists for any choice of cell. It is 
then desirable to avoid any distinction of two types of scattering event, and to 
regard all of them as normal (i.e. conserving quasi-momentum) but allow electron 
quasi-momentum values anywhere in the reciprocal lattice. For the phonons, the 
unit cell is chosen so that the point k = 0 is at its centre; then all the long- 
wavelength phonons (the only ones that need be considered when T <^0) are in a 
small part of the volume of one cell, near its centre. In this treatment, the spurious 
solution (81.1) is excluded by applying to the electron distribution function the 
condition of periodicity in the reciprocal lattice: 

n(p + b) = n(p). (81.2) 

The equilibrium distribution, depending only on the electron energy e(p), neces¬ 
sarily satisfies this condition, since e(p) is periodic. As well as n0(p), the derivative 
dn0ISe is periodic, and so therefore is the factor <p(p) in Sri; this requirement 
eliminates the solution (81.1), which does not satisfy it. 

Let us now consider a closed Fermi surface. In this case, we can choose the 
basic reciprocal lattice cell in such a way that the Fermi surface nowhere crosses 
its boundaries.! Then Umklapp processes correspond to electron transitions be¬ 
tween any points on the Fermi surface in the basic cell and its replica in the 

tlf, however, the Fermi surface consists of a number of closed cavities, it may be necessary to define 
the basic cell otherwise than as a parallelepiped with plane faces. This is illustrated schematically in Fig. 
28 for the case of a plane lattice with iwo non-equivalent closed cavities forming the “Fermi surface”. 
The broken line shows the basic cell, which does not intersect these cavities. Intersections could not be 
avoided by any choice of a rectangular cell. 
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adjacent cell, as shown schematically in Fig. 29. The vector k joining these points is 
the quasi-momentum of the emitted or absorbed phonon. The distance k is in 
general large (~1 Id), and at low temperatures the number of phonons with energy 
co(k) is exponentially small, being proportional to exp[-co(k)/T]. The effective 
frequency of Umklapp scattering events then depends on the temperature accord¬ 
ing to 

Vu a exp[ w(kmi„)/T], (81.3) 

where kmin is the value of the phonon quasi-momentum (among all vectors of the 
type concerned) for which the energy co(k) has its minimum value. Here it is 
important, of course, that the electron speed is much greater than the phonon speed 
(nF >u). It is for this reason that we cannot reduce the exponential in (81.3) by 
changing the length of the vector k by moving away from the Fermi surface. 
Although the phonon energy may decrease by an amount —uSk, the energy of the 
electron involved in the process would simultaneously increase by a much larger 
amount —vfSk, thus reducing vv instead of increasing it. To find kmjn, it is 
sufficient therefore to consider the Fermi surface as such, without taking into 
account the blurring of the distribution near it. The points important in practice are 
usually those near the closest approach of the Fermi surface to its replica in the 
adjacent cell. 

The solution (81.1) implies that there is a macroscopic flux of electrons in the 
absence of an electric field, i.e. an infinite electrical conductivity. The exponentially 
small frequency of Umklapp processes causes an exponentially large electrical 
conductivity (R. E. Peierls). 

The thermal conductivity of a metal having a closed Fermi surface remains finite 
even when Umklapp processes are neglected. This is because, by (78.2), the ther- 
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mal conductivity k defines the heat flux in the absence of an electric current, and 
the condition j = 0 necessarily excludes the spurious solution (81.1). The inclusion 
of Umklapp processes can alter the value of k only if it is small. The same applies 
to the thermoelectric coefficient a, which, by the definition (78.1), relates the 
temperature gradient and the electric field, again with the condition j = 0; see § 82, 
Problem. 

The above remarks, however, do not apply to compensated metals having closed 
electron and hole Fermi surfaces, i.e. to metals with equal numbers of electrons 
and holes, Nr= Nh (see SP 2, §61). The reason is that in this case the solution 
(81.1) is not dependent on the presence of an electric current. The current density 
corresponding to this solution is 

-J 
=ef 

3"o„ c-v2d'p 
V^PSV(2^ 

v2dV 
(277)3 

dn o'1 
~5p”P 

V2 d\ 
(2 (2^7- 

The two integrals are taken over the electron and hole cavities respectively of the 
Fermi surface; in the second, the hole distribution used is n"° = I - n. We can now 
integrate by parts; the resulting integrals over the surfaces of the cell faces are zero 
because of the rapid deciease of no* and n^’ away from the respective Fermi 
surfaces. The result is 

j = eSV(N„ - Nt). (81.4) 

For a compensated metal, j = 0. 
This means that the electrical conductivity of a compensated metal is finite even 

when Umklapp processes are not taken into account. The thermal corjuctivity and 
the thermoelectric coefficient, on the other hand, are governed by the Umklapp 
processes and would be infinite if these were ignored, since the condition j = 0 then 
does not exclude the spurious solution (81.1). 

In the arguments and estimates in §§81 and 82, we are essentially implying the 
simplest assumptions as to the form of the Fermi surface, namely that it is either 
closed or open, with all its characteristic dimensions of the order of I Id. The Fermi 
surfaces of actual metals, however, in general have a complex form, and may 
consist of several different sheets; we shall not pause to analyse the resulting 
complications in the behaviour of the transport coefficients. For example, the 
sheets of open Fermi surfaces in different cells of the reciprocal lattice may be 
connected by narrow bridges (of width Ap<ZpF). The presence of the small 
parameter AplpF in the problem may create new intermediate temperature ranges 
with a different temperature dependence of the transport coefficients. The sheets of 
closed Fermi surfaces may come “anomalously” near together, and this may move 
the exponential law (81.3) into the range of “anomalously” low temperatures. 
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§82. Transport coefficients in metals. Low temperatures 

In the quantitative study of transport phenomena at low temperatures, we shall 
have in mind the case of open Fermi surfaces, and therefore pay no special 
attention to Umklapp processes. 

First of all, we shall show that relaxation in the phonon system takes place (when 
T < 0) mainly by phonon-electron (not phonon-phonon) collisions. 

To estimate the phonon-electron collision integral (79.10), we note that at low 
temperatures co ~ T, e - p. ~ T, and therefore N0~n0~l, dNoldio ~ 1/T. The in¬ 
tegration over d3p is taken over the volume of a layer with thickness ~ T/uF along 
the Fermi surface. Since kip is small, the argument of the delta function can be 
expressed as 

e(p)- e(p~k)~ co(k)“ k . deldp - co = vF. k-to. (82.1) 

The delta function is removed by integration over the directions of p (or, 
equivalently, over those of vF) for a given k, adding a factor l/uFk to the integrand. 
Lastly, tv is estimated by means of (79.18). The result is 

W(x) ~ -x(m*IM),n ~ -T(m*!M)mbn, 

so that the effective collision frequency is 

"ph.r ~ TV(m*/M). (82.2) 

The effective frequency of phonon-phonon collisions at low temperatures is, 
according to the estimate (69.15), 

vph.pi( ~ TV(m*/M)(T/0)4« vpKe, (82.3) 

and this proves the above statement. 
We shall henceforward neglect phonon-phonon collisions. The phonon transport 

equation is then 

udN0 , 
iaiou'VT W(x><p)- 

This equation can be solved explicitly for the phonon function x- Since k in this 
equation is given, *k can be taken outside the integral, and we find 

I'ph.eJ "KtP -<f,')^y = Xl+Xl, ' 

where 

r'ph.e = J w(ni - n0)S(e -e’-eo). 2d3p/(2-7r)3. (82.6) 
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It is easy to see that A2> aF from the definition of %2, it follows that \2~ <P (the 
integrals in the numerator and denominator differ only by the factor tp — ip' in the 
integrand), and the order of magnitude of <p is governed by the electron transport 
equation. 

v . VTilnJilT - L.phiip)-vfiPhSn-ve.v\,tpl'l\ 

whence 

<p~vF\VT\lve.ph. 

The effective electron-phonon collision frequency is estimated in the same way as 
r>phif above, the only difference being that the integration over d3k in fe,ph is taken 
over a volume ~(T/u)3 in momentum space, instead of ~pFTlvF in the integration 
over d3p in Iph,e: 

vwh ~T3/©2. (82.7) 

Finally, since ai ~ |VT|«/vph.e, we have 

XilX2 ~ uv,ph/n^ph.e ~ T2/©2 < 1, (82.8) 

as was to be proved. 
In calculating the electrical and thermal conductivities (but not the thermoelec¬ 

tric coefficient; see below) we can neglect the small quantity Substituting 
therefore x~ X2 from (82.5) in the linearized electron-phonon collision integral in 
the form (79.11), we find 

F.pli(<P, a) = l e!ph(<p) + L.ph.e(<p), (82.9) 

where fe,Ph,f(<p) denotes the result of substituting *2 in the integral /^(a)- The first 
term in (82.9) is the collision integral for electrons and equilibrium phonons; the 
second term may be called the collision integral between electrons via phonons. 

As in §79, we take as independent variables in the function <p(p) the quantity 
rj = e - p. and the vector pF which has the direction of p and ends on the Fermi 
surface. Both terms in (82.9) have in their integrands the difference 

<P(V, Pf)-<p(t)', pF), (82.10) 

v-7]' = ±co, Pr — Pf= k, 

where k is the projection of k on the tangent plane to the Fermi surface at the 
point p(. 

With regard to the variable pF, the function <p(i), pF) varies considerably over 
ranges ~pF; the difference k ~ k < pF. In this sense, <p varies slowly with pF, and in 
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a first approximation we can take Pf=Pf in the difference (82.10), i.e. replace it by 

<p(v. Pf)~<p(v',Pf)- (82.11) 

The dependence on ij, however, is strong, in the sense that |i) -1)'| = co ~ T is of 
the same order of magnitude as the range over which <p varies considerably. 

Let L0 be the operator obtained from L,ph (82.9) on replacing (82.10) by (82.11); 
then 

L.Ph(<p) = L0(<p) + L,(<p), 

and L0>Li. The electron transport equation (in the presence of both an electric 
field and a temperature gradient) is 

- (eE +| VT) • v§ = L0(<p) + Li(cp). (82.12) 

The two terms on the right have quite different physical meanings; the first causes 
rapid energy relaxation, the second causes slow diffusive relaxation with respect to 
the direction of the quasi-momentum. 

There are two obvious properties of the operator L0. First, it is zero for any 
function of Pf only, since the difference (82.11) is zero. Second, the integral 

fu<p)dyj=0; (82.13) 

L0 describes collisions in which only the energy changes, and (82.13) simply states 
the conservation of the number of electrons having a given direction of p. 

We shall seek the solution of the transport equation in the form 

<p(^PF) = a(pF) + b(i),pF), (82.14) 

where n(pr) is a function of Pf only, and |a|>|b|. The fact that a (for which the 
part Lo of the collision integral is zero) is large expresses the rapidity of the energy 
relaxation. Substituting (82.14) in (82.12) and neglecting the relatively small term 
Li(fc>), we find 

-(eE+ZvT'j-v^=Ldb) + Ll(a). (82.15) 

The two terms on the right are in general of the same order of magnitude. 
However, in the calculation of electrical or thermal conductivity, only one of these 
terms is important, as can be seen by means of the fact that the linearized 
electron-phonon operator /f,ph (and therefore L0 and L,) acting on the function 
tpiV’PF) does not change its parity with respect to ijt. We therefore divide tp into 

‘This has beer shown in §79 for fJJJi,. We shall not pause to give the exactly similar proof for 7tph.- 
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parts <pK and <pu even and odd with respect to 17: 

<pK = a + bg, <p„ = bu 

(the function a independent of ij is obviously even). Substitution of ip = tps + ipu in 
(82.15), followed by separation of the terms odd and even in 17, gives two 
equations: 

_?frVF-VT = L°(b“)’ (82-,6) 

-^seE.vF = L0(b(!)+L1(a); (82.17) 
d€ 

on the left-hand sides, the velocity v has been replaced, with sufficient accuracy, by 
the velocity vF on the Fermi surface, which is independent of 77. Integration of the 
second equation with respect to t] gives 

eE. vF (82.18) 

since by (82.13) the L0 term disappears. 
The heat flux (for E = 0) is entirely determined by the solution of equation 

(82.16), which contains only the operator L0: as we should expect, it depends on the 
electron energy relaxation processes. It is calculated from that solution as the integral 

q' = |vrj8n.2d’p/(277)3 =--| Vft}|H„^_-|,; (82.19) 

the part of <p that is even in tj makes no contribution, because the resulting 
integrand is an odd function. 

The operator L0 is the principal part of the electron-phonon collision integral. 
The corresponding effective collision frequency is therefore Feph from (82.7); more 
precisely, this quantity is the effective collision frequency as regards energy 
exchange. The corresponding electron mean free path is I ~ vf/v^. The thermal 
conductivity can be estimated from the formula (7.10) in the kinetic theory of 
gases: k ~ cvIN. In the present case, N is the number density of electrons, c the 
electronic part of the specific heat (per conduction electron) and v ~ vF. The 
quantities N and vF are independent of the temperature; the specific heat of an 
electron Fermi liquid is proportional to T, and from (82.7) the mean free path 
1 * T~3. Since the heat flux thus calculated refers to E = 0, the coefficient in it is not 
the thermal conductivity k itself but k' = k + Tcra2; see (78.3). Thus k' * T~2. The 
term Tcra2 is small in comparison with k' (see the next-but-one footnote), and so 
k oc X'2. Putting, for a rough estimate, c ~ m*pFT!Nhi in ordinary units (SP 2, 
(1.15)), we find 

~(eFpFlfi2)&2IT\ (82.20) 
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The electrical conductivity is obtained by solving the equation (82.18), which 
contains only the operator Lt: as is to be expected, the electric current depends on 
t'-.e processes of relaxation with respect to directions of the electron quasi- 
momentuin. It has been noted at the beginning of §81 that these processes are of 
the nature of diffusion along the Fermi surface. We shall show in §83 how the 
transport equation (82.18) can in fact be put into the form of a diffusion equation. 
The temperature dependence of the electrical conductivity, however, can be 
ascertained from the following simple arguments. 

The movement along the Fermi surface takes place in small jumps k ~ T/u; this 
acts as the “mean free path” lp in momentum space, and the frequency of 
“scattering events” is the same as the electron-phonon collision frequency 
The diffusion coefficient along the Fermi surface can be estimated by the formula 
D ~ Iv ~ l2v from the kinetic theory of gases, with 1 and v replaced by lp and peph. 
We thus have (in ordinary units) 

Dp~(pF2©/fi)(T/©)5. (82.21) 

From this we can find the relaxation time which is to appear in the estimate of 
the electrical conductivity according to (78.16): a ~ e1NvFrlpF. It is the time in 
which the electron quasi-momentum changes by an amount of the order of itself. 
That is, in the time t the electron must diffuse a distance ~pp along the Fermi 
surface. In a diff usional motion, the mean square of the displacement is proportional to 
the time (and to the diffusion coefficient). We thus find pF2~D„t, and for the 
conductivity (in ordinary units) 

cr ~ (fie2 N/m *©)(©/T)5. (82.22) 

At low temperatures, therefore, the conductivity is proportional to T"5.t 
Let us now consider the thermoelectric coefficient. Here the position is similar to 

that at high temperatures. If the current j is calculated from the function bu, the 
solution of (82.16), then, since this is an odd function of ij, the integral is zero in the 
first approximation, and a non-zero result is obtained only when we include the 
next term in i)/eF in the expansion of the integrand. As when T >©, this gives the 
thermoelectric coefficient (in ordinary units) 

a'~TleeF, (82.23) 

instead of the “normal” order of magnitude a ~ 1/e.t 
Another contribution to the thermoelectric coefficient arises from the term *i, 

neglected in (82.5), in the phonon function this contribution is due to the phonon 
drag acting on the electrons. If this term is retained, the collision integral (82.9) 

+This result was first derived by F. Bloch (1929). 
(From the estimates (82.20M82.23) we see that ToV/k -(©/<*)* <* 1, and this justifies the ap¬ 

proximation used in deriving (82.21). 
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contains a further term 

f$h(xi) ~ r’e.phA'\dNoldio-H|vT|/i/ph.eT. (82.24) 

which may then be taken to the left-hand side of the transport equation (82.12), 
where it is to be compared with the term 

-fyfv.VT. (82.25) 

The term (82.24) is small in comparison with (82.25), in the ratio T2/©2; the estimate 
is analogous to (82.8). The inclusion of it, however, gives a term proportional to VT 
in the solution <p of the transport equation, and this is not an odd function of ij. 
Hence, in calculating the relevant contribution to the current, there is no further 
small factor, and the thermoelectric coefficient contains a term 

a"~T2le@2 (82.26) 

(L. E. Gurevich, 1946). t 
As the temperature decreases, so does the electron-phonon collision frequency, 

and ultimately the collisions between electrons and impurity atoms become pre¬ 
dominant in causing the electrical and thermal resistance. Because of the different 
temperature dependence, the transition to “residual thermal resistance” takes place 
later than that to residual electrical resistance. 

In very pure metals, there can exist a range of temperatures in which the 
transport properties of the metal are governed by collisions between electrons. The 
corresponding mean free path in the electron liquid in a metal, as in any Fermi 
liquid, varies with the temperature as T~2, and the small expansion parameter is the 
ratio T/eF (see §75). When T ~ eF, this mean free path must become ~d, and so 

l„ ~ d(eF/T)2. (82.27) 

The temperature dependence of the electrical and thermal conductivities is then 

a * T’2, k « T(82.28) 

(L. D. Landau and 1. Ya. Pomeranchuk 1936). When the temperature falls, the 
effective electron-electron collision frequency r>„ decreases more slowly than the 
electron-phonon collision frequency ivph. However, since the small parameter in v„ 

rHere, the following comment is necessary. Since the phonon quasi-momentum is small, the law of 
conservation of energy gives e(p)-c(p-k) = vF.k = ±(j(k), from which we see that the angle 6 
between vF and k is almost Irr: cos 0 ~ w/urk — ulvF 1. In the isotropic case the quasi-momentum k 
and the velocity u of the phonon are in the same direction, and so the product u . vF is also small. A 
similar product occurs in the integral which gives the current in terms of the function ip proportional to 
u XT; this would cause, in the isotropic case, an additional small factor in a". In an anisotropic crystal, 
however, including those with cubic symmetry, there is in general no reason for such a small factor to 
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is T/eF, and not T/0 as in pe,ph, electron-electron collisions can play a predominant 
role only at very low temperatures. 

Note also that the laws (82.28) can in principle relate to cases with either open or 
closed Fermi surfaces. Since the electron quasi-momenta are large, the necessary 
existence of Umklapp processes does not in general give rise to any additional 
small factor for closed Fermi surfaces. 

PROBLEM 

Calculate the thermoelectric coefficient a for a metal with a closed Fermi surface at low temperatures, 
neglecting Umklapp processes. 

Solution. The electron transport equation is 

The phonon transport equation may be written 

-f fr-VT = Cr„(N,, (2) 

ilNp a) flNti (j t)Np 
‘dT~ T"aZTU_ T 3k ' 

Multiplying equations (1) and (2) by p and k respectively, and integrating them over 2d3p/(27r)3 and 
d3fc/(2rr)3 respectively, we add them term by term: the right-hand side is zero, by the conservation of the 
total quasi-momentum of electrons and phonons in the absence of Umklapp processes. The result is 

drio 2d’p , f c - p. fln0 2d3p i _ f o> /3N0 \ d'k 
eE ' ^P(2^ +iVT J T ' P(2^ + 3 VT J T (liT • k)(2^ = °; 

the second and third integrals are written on the assumption that the crystal has cubic symmetry. 
The first integral in (3) is transformed as in the derivation of (81.4), and gives -eE(N, - Nk). The 

second integral is calculated as in the derivation of (78.12), and is — ATVT, where 

the integral is taken over a surface of constant energy f. The third integral, after integration by parts, 
becomes 

VT 
"3T. [ NoOc . d'k k.u)^: 

the integral over the faces of the reciprocal lattice cell is zero, because of the rapid decrease of No with 
increasing to at low temperatures. For long-wavelength acoustic phonons (the only ones that are 
important at low temperatures), the velocity u and the ratio k = k/w depend only on the directions of k, 
not on (J. Using for the integral with respect to to the usual expression, we find that the third integral in 
(3) is -BT3VT, where 

and the summation is over the three acoustic branches of the phonon spectrum. 
Equation (3) thus becomes 

- cE(N, - Nh) = VT(AT + BT3). 
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Comparison with (78.1) (for j = 0) gives the thermoelectric coefficient 

a = (AT + BT3)/(N* - N,). (4) 

The condition j = 0 can be met by means of a suitably chosen term of the form (81.1) in the solution of 
the transport equation. In accordance with the discussion in §81, the expression (4) is finite for an 
uncompensated metal, but becomes infinite when N, = Nh 

§83. Electron diffusiou ou the Fermi surface 

In this section we shall show how the transport equation (82.17) for the problem 
of electrical conduction at low temperatures can be reduced to a diffusion equa¬ 
tion^ Having only this problem in mind, we shall consider only the part of the 
function <p that is independent of 7) = e — p, and denote it by <p(pF) instead of fl(pF) 
as in §82. We shall again have in mind the case of open Fermi surfaces. 

The function 

Sri _ drip tp 
(27r)3 “ de (2tt)3 

is the non-equilibrium change in the electron distribution in momentum space. 
From this we can go to the distribution over the Fermi surface by writing the 
volume element d3p as de dS/v (74.19), integrating over de = dr), and approximately 
replacing the area element dS on the constant-energy surface, and the speed v, 
which depend on e, by their values dSF and vF on the Fermi surface. The function 
<p is, by hypothesis, independent of e, and the integration of the factor — dnjde 
gives unity. The distribution density on the Fermi surface is then 

<p(pF)/(277)V (83.1) 

For clarity in the derivation, we first write the transport equation (82.17) with the 
partial derivative with respect to time on the left-hand side, as if the distribution 
were not stationary: 

drip dtp 
de 3t 

Here the term in L0 is omitted which in any case disappears when the equation is 
integrated over drjlv,.: 

d_v_ 
dt vF 

f L‘(<P)^- = ~eE.vFJvF. (83 2) 

The first term on the left is the rate of change of the electron density on the Fermi 
surface. This equation must have the form of a coutinuity equation, i.e. the second 

tThe proof given below is that of R. N. Gurzhi and A. I. Kopeliovich (1971). 
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term on the left must be the divergence of the electron flux s on the Fermi surface, 
and the electric field term on the right acts as the source or sink density. Here we 
are concerned with a two-dimensional divergence on a curved surface, but it may 
be conveniently written in three-dimensional terms: 

~J L,((p) dij/tiF = {Vp-uF(uF. Vp)}. s, (83.3) 

where Vp is the ordinary operator of differentiation with respect to Cartesian 
coordinates in p-space, and the operator in the braces is its projection on the 
tangent plane to the Fermi surface at any specified point (nF being a unit vector 

along the normal).! The vector s(pF) is specified on the Fermi surface, but in (83.3) 
it is formally regarded as being specified in all space (though depending only on the 
direction of pF). The transport equation, in which we now omit the time derivative, 
becomes 

{Vp- uF(nF. Vp)}s = —eE. vh-/vF. (83.4) 

The problem is to find the flux s in terms of <p. 
We use Cartesian coordinates in p-space, with the origin on the Fermi surface at 

the point w'here s(pF) is being calculated, and the z-axis along the normal there. By 
definition, the flux component sx is the difference between the numbers of electrons 
per unit time crossing (as a result of collisions) a strip of unit w'idth in the yz-plane 
from left to right (i.e. in the positive x-direction) and from right to left. 

Let us consider the difference between the number of events in which a phonon 
with quasi-momentum k in a given range d3k is emitted by an electron with 
quasi-momentum in a range d3p, and the number of inverse events in which such 
a phonon is absorbed. It is minus the first term in the integrand in (79.9): 

d3k SNn 
d p <&? tow(ni~ "o)S(£ “ £' “ “ *»'+ XJ' (83-5> 

with p = p' + k.t The phonon function here is to be expressed in terms of <p by 

mis operator appears in the two-dimensional analogue of Gauss’s theorem, 

^e.sdl=J{V-n(n.V)}.sdS. 

The integral on the left is taken round a closed contour on the surface in question (e being a unit vector 
along the outward normal to the contour in the tangent plane to the surface at the point considered); the 
integral on the right is taken over the part of the surface that is enclosed by the contour. 

fin the foregoing arguments we have omitted a factor (2-jt)in the definition of the surface density 
(83.1). A corresponding factor is accordingly omitted from (83.5) also. 

We have agreed, in the case of open Fermi surfaces, to include values of the electron quasi¬ 
momentum throughout the reciprocal lattice (see §81); the law of conservation of quasi-momentum is 
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(82.5): 
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Xk = ~^~J w(n°~ no)S(e - e'- cok)((Pp--(pp)j 
2d3p 

W' 
with Fph c from (82.6). 

If kx <0, the emission of the phonon will result in the passage through the strip 
(from left to right) of those electrons for which the x-component of the original 
quasi-momentum is in the range 

kx<Px < 0; (83.7a) 

for such values of p, (83.5) gives a positive contribution to the flux sx. If kx > 0, the 
emission of the phonon results in the passage through the strip (from right to left) 

of electrons with 

0 <px<kx; (83.7b) 

the corresponding contribution to sx is negative. 
It is now clear that to find sx we must (1) integrate the expression (83.5) over a 

unit range of p, and over the whole range of pz (because of the rapid convergence, 
the latter integration can be extended from — oo to +°°); (2) integrate over the range 
(83.7) of px (in view of the slow variation of all quantities with px on the Fermi 
surface, this reduces simply to multiplication by the length of the range, i.e. by -kx 
when we take account of the sign of the result in s*); (3) integrate over d3k. 

The flux component sy differs from only in that kx is replaced by ky in the 
integrand. The flux may therefore be written in the vector form 

s(Pf) = {^7 «o)S(e -c'-u>)(<pp--<pp + xk)J dpz, (83.8) 

where k is the projection of k on the tangent plane at the point pF. 
First of all, we write d3k = dk:d2K and integrate with respect to kz. Since k is 

small, we can transform the argument of the delta function in (83.8): 

S(e„- ep k — cok) ~ S(k. vF - co) = — S(kz - co/vF); 
Vf 

Vp is along the normal to the Fermi surface. The integration with respect to kz 
removes the delta function and replaces kz everywhere by w/vF. Since w/vF ~ 
kulvF <s k, we can put simply kz = 0, i.e. make the change 

k^K. (83.9) 

The integration over dpz = delvz can also be carried out in a general form, since the 
only rapidly varying function of e in the integrand is the difference 

Ho(e — co)— n0(e) ~ — coStiolSe; 
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the integration with respect to e converts this factor into co. The expression (83.8) 
now becomes 

, , 1 f dNoM , , , d2K 
(83.10) 

To transform the integral further, we again use the smallness of k to write 

<p(p — k)- <p(p)— k. 3<p/3p ~—k. dtpldp = — Kt. dtpldp. 

where t= k/k is a unit vector tangential to the Fermi surface, in the direction of 
k. Since a similar difference occurs in the integral (83.6), we can put *(k) in the 
form 

A'(k) = k . a(t). 

Lastly, from (79.4), 

w = KM(pF,t). 

(83.11) 

(83.12) 

With this notation. 

■TTVf J 3cO„ \ 3<p\ k dK dtj) 
Sp) (2ir)2 

(83.13) 

where <j> is the polar angle of directions of k in the tangent plane. 
The integration with respect to k in (83.13) reduces to the calculation of the 

integral 

'-r 
3 Np 

(Ik; 

because of the rapid convergence, the integration may be extended to °o. The 
energy of a phonon with a small quasi-momentum k = Kt is co„ = u(t)«. Hence 

= = “i5d“ = l 
= -120f(5 )T5/«5; 

the value of the zeta function is ((5)= 1.037. 
We thus arrive at the followiug expression for the electron flux along the Fermi 

surface: 

, 30f(5)T5/M(t) / dtp (83.14) 

where the angle brackets denote averaging over the directions of t in the tangent 
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plane at a giveu point pF on the Fermi surface. It remains for us to simplify as far 
as possible the expression for a. 

With the definition (83.11), we have from (83.6) 

JMfn'o- Ho)S(e - e'-(o)(dipldp) d3p 

JM(ni-n0)S(e -e'-w) d3p 

where common factors in the numerator and the denominator have been cancelled. 
The integration over d3p is replaced by one over dSFdelvF (see the beginning of 
this section). Only the factor n0(e - co) - n0(e), which is the same in both integrals, 
depends on e; the result of the integration over de caucels in the numerator and 
denominator. The argument of the delta function may then be written in the form 
k. vF -co ~k. vc, quantities of relative order ulvF being neglected. The final result 
is 

[ vF2MS(u.t)(dV/<lp) dSF 

a = ----, (83.15) 
I Uf2MS(u . t) dSF 

M being a function of the position pF on the Fermi surface and of the direction t, 
and u being the unit vector along the normal. As a consequence of the presence of 
the delta functions, the integrals are in fact taken only along a curve on the Fermi 
surface where the normal is perpendicular to the direction t of the phonon 
quasi-momentum. 

Formulae (83.4), (83.14) and (83.15) solve the problem of bringing the transport 
equation iuto the form of a diffusion equation. The result is an integro-differential 
equation. The flux (83.14) may be written as 

sa = -Daf,(d(pldpf, - rip). 

where 

,30f(5)/M(t) 
7T2VF2 \u\t) Up. 

(83.16) 

(83.17) 

and a, fS are two-dimensional vector suffixes. The first term has the usual differen¬ 
tial form with the diffusion coefficient tensor Dap \ it relates to electron scattering by 
equilibrium phonons. The second, integral, term is due to electron drag by non¬ 
equilibrium phonons. 

The current density is calculated from the functions tp as the integral 

i = “(t?l‘i,udSF- 

It is clear from (83.4), with s from (83.16) and (83.17), that ip (and therefore the 
conductivity of the metal) varies with temperature as T~5, in accordance with Hie 
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result in §82. Note that the electron drag by phonons Qoes not affect this law, 
though it does affect the form of the transport equation. 

§84. Galvanoinagnetic phenomena iu strong fields. Geueral theory 

The characteristic dimensionless parameter governing the effect of a magnetic 
field on the electrical conductivity of a metal is the ratio rB/l, where rB is the 
Larmor electron orbit radius and ( the mean free path. 

It is known (SP 2, §57) that the motion of a conduction electron in a magnetic 
field is almost always quasi-classical, because the ratio fuoBleF (where coB is the 
Larmor frequency) is very small. The trajectory in momentum space is then the 
circumference of a cross-section of a constant-energy surface e(p) = constant by a 
plane p. = constant, the z-axis being parallel to the field. Since the energy of the 
electrons is close to the limiting energy eF, the constant-energy surfaces in question 
are close to the Fermi surface. Hence the size of the trajectory in momentum space 
is given by the linear dimension pF of the appropriate cross-section of the Fermi 
surface. The size of the trajectory in ordinary space is 

rB ~ cpFleB, 

and is inversely proportional to the magnetic field. In galvanomagnetic phenomena, 
thereiore, fields are to be regarded as weak for which rB > I, and as strong for 
which 

rB<l. (84.1) 

For weak magnetic fields, the transport treatment does not (for a general electron 
dispersion relation) lead to anything beyond the results of the purely 
phenomenological theory. The nature of the magnetic field dependence of the 
conductivity tensor components aaP in this case corresponds simply to an expan¬ 
sion in powers of B, taking account of the requirements imposed by the principle of 
symmetry of the kinetic coefficients (see ECM, §21). 

In strong magnetic fields, however, the transport treatment is needed in order to 
find this dependence. The condition (84.1) for a strong field is in practice satisfied 
only at low temperatures, where \he mean free path ( is sufficiently long. The metal 
is then usually in the range of the residual resistance due to electron scattering by 
impurity atoms, and we shall have this case in mind. The interaction of the 
conduction electrons with an impurity atom takes place at distances of the order of 
the lattice constant d. If rB < I but rB >d, the presence of the magnetic field does 
not affect this interaction, nor therefore the collision integral. Under these con¬ 
ditions, the magnetic field dependence of the conductivity tensor is not affected by 
the specific form of the collision integral. It does depend considerably, however, on 
the structure of the conduction electron energy spectrum, i.e. on the form of the 
Fermi surface.! 

tThe theory given below is due to I. M. Lifshitz, M. Ya. Azbel’ and M. I. Kaganov (1956). 
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Let us now construct the transport equation describing galvanomagnetic 
phenomena. 

The distribution function is here suitably expressed not in terms of the Cartesian 
components of the quasi-momentum p but in terms of other variables telated to the 
electron trajectory: the energy e, the quasi-momentum component pz along the 
magnetic field (the z-axis) and the “time for the electron to move along the 
momentum trajectory” from some fixed point to the point in question. This latter 
variable, which we denote by t, is brought in by means of the quasi-classical 
equation of motion of a conduction electron in a magnetic field, 

dpld-r = -ev x B/c, v=de/3p; 

the x- and y-components of this are 

dpjdr = -ev,B/c, dpjdr = evxBlc. (84.2) 

Taking the sum of the squares of these equations and using the element of length 
ds on the momentum trajectory in the xy-plane (ds2 = dp,2 + dpv2), we obtain 

d-r = (cleB) ds/v±, uI2 = u,2 + uv2; (84.3) 

integration of this equation gives the new variable t in terms of the old variables px, 

P» P-~ 
The left-hand side of the transport equationt is, in the new variables. 

dn (In . dn . 3/i . 

df~ 37£+MP; 3^T- 
(84.4) 

The distribution function will, as usual, be sought in the form 

n = zio(e) + Sri(e, pz, t). (84.5) 

It has been shown at the end of §74 that, in static electric and magnetic fields, the 
transport equation, linearized with respect to Sri, for quasi-particles in a Fermi 
liquid has the same form as for particles in a Fermi gas. The derivatives e, p: and t 
are to be expressed by means of the equation of motion of an individual electron in 
an electromagnetic field: 

p = -eE- B/c. (84.6) 

Hence we have 

e = (3e/3p). p = —ev . E; 

iThe use of the quasi-classical transport equation implies the neglect of effects due to quantization of 
energy levels in the magnetic field. These will be discussed in §90. 
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the magnetic field does not appear, since it does no work on the charge. For a field 
B in the z-direction we have pz = -eEz. Lastly, a comparison of (84.2) and (84.6) 
shows that the derivative drldt differs from unity only because of the field E; and 
this difference need not be taken into account. 

Since the equilibrium distribution function n0 depends only on e, and e, pz and t 
are independent variables, we have 3n0/3pz = 0, 3h0/3t = 0. The electric field is 
regarded as being extremely weak, and in linearizing the transport equation the 
terms which contain both the small quantities Sn and E are to be omitted. The 
expression (84.4) then reduces to 

dt 3e 3t ■ 

We write 

Sn = (3n0/3e)eE . g, g = g(e, p,, t); (84.7) 

cf. (78.6). The left-hand side of the transport equation then becomes finally 

dn _ drio 
dt 3e 

= eE • (— v + -r 

The collision integral on the right of the transport equation, after linearization, is 
written in the form 

C(n) = (3no/3e)eE . f(g); (84.9) 

in the collision integral for elastic scattering by impurity atoms, any factor in Sn 
that depends only on e can be taken outside the integral. The specific form of the 
linear integral operator f(g) need not be stated. 

Equating (84.8) and (84.9), we have fiually the transport equation determining the 
function g: 

3g/3T- f(g) = v. 

The conductivity tensor is given by the integral (78.9): 

2 f 3 no 
e J deV° 

In this integral, the change 
d3p -> |J| de dpz dr, where 

(277ft)3' 

) the new variables is made by the substitution 

J = S(Px, Pj, Pz)/3(t, e, Pz) 

is the Jacobian of the transformation, which is easily found directly from the 
equations (84.2) which define the variable t. Writing both sides of the first equation 
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(84.2), for instance, as Jacobians, 

>HPx,e,Pz)= eB d(e,px,pz) 
d(r, e,pz) c 3(pv,p„ pz)’ 

and multiplying both sides by 3(pv, pt, pz)/3(e, p„ pz), we find |J| = eB/c. Neglecting 
the thermal blurring of the distribution n0, we put as usual 3n„/3e = — fi(e — eF), 
obtaining as the final expression 

^=^1yjwMp* (841» 

the integration being taken over the Fermi surface. 
According to the definition (84.3), t is proportional to 1 IB. The term 3g/<>r in the 

linear equation (84.10) is therefore proportional to B, and is thus large compared 
with the other terms. This makes it possible to solve the equation by successive 
approximation as a series in powers of 1/B: 

g = g<°> + g"' + • • •, 

where g,")« B'".t The terms in this series satisfy the equations 

3g<0)/3T = 0, 

3g0)/3t = /(gro)) +v, 

3g<2)/3T = /(g<0),.. . 

The solution of these equations is 

g<0)=C“», 

g"> = ^[/(O + V^ldT + C"’, 

g‘2’= £ [(g"’) d t + C<21,..., 

(84.12) 

(84.13) 

(84.14) 

where C<0), C(H,. .. are functions of e and pz only. 
The function g must satisfy certain conditions. If the electron momentum 

trajectories (i.e. the perimeters of cross-sections of the Fermi surface by planes 
pz = constant) are closed, the motion of the electrons is periodic; accordingly, the 
function g(e, pz, t) must be periodic in t (the period T depending on pz). If the 
trajectory is open, however, the motion in momentum space is infinite and g need 
only satisfy the condition of being finite. 

Let us now average equations (84.13) with respect to t. If the functions g are 

tAs in §59 when calculating the transport coefficients of a plasma in a strong magnetic field. 
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periodic, the mean value over the period, 

H=irTgid gm-g(°) 
3t Tj0 3t T T 

is zero, since g(T)= g(0). If they are not periodic, the averaging is over an infinite 
range of t. and the mean value is zero since g is finite. In all cases, therefore, averaging 
the equations gives 

Hgw) = 0,...; (84.15) 

these relations determine in principle the functions C<0), C0),... 
In going on to calculate the conductivity tensor, let us first recall some general 

properties of it which follow from the phenomenological theory (ECM, §21). 
The principle of the symmetry of the kinetic coefficients gives 

o-„p(B)=op„(-B). (84.16) 

The tensor aaP may be separated into symmetric and antisymmetric parts: 

(84.17) 

For these we have, with (84.16), 

ff,4(B) = o®(B) = «r‘3(-B), 1 

rr!,p(B) = — <>(B) = -o-$g(-B). I 
(84.18) 

The components cr$ and crip are therefore even and odd functions of B respectively. 
Instead of the antisymmetric tensor crip’, we can use its dual axial vector a, defined by 

The components of the current density vector are then 

j„ = <T„pEp = cripEp + (E x a)„. (84.19) 

The dissipation of energy when the current flows is determined only by the symmetric 
part of the conductivity tensor: j. E = <r%EaEp. The inverse tensor paP = can 
thus also be separated into symmetric and antisymmetric parts, the latter having a dual 
axial vector b. Then E is expressed in terms of j by 

Er, = pi,!jp + (j x b)„. (84.20) 

The terms E x a in the current and j x b in the field represent the Hall effect. 
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§85. Galvauomaguetic pheuomeua iu stroug fields. Particular cases 

Closed trajectories 

Let us begin with cases where all the momentum trajectories of electrons (i.e. for 
all p.) with a given direction of B are closed. This is true for any direction of B if 
the Fermi surfaces are closed. With open Fermi surfaces, cases can occur where 
the trajectories are closed for any direction of B, and where the cross-sections are 
closed only for certain directions (or certain ranges of directions) of the field. 

In movement in a closed trajectory (in the xy-plane), the mean values of the 
velocities in the plane are zero: = ry = 0, as is clear from the equations of motion 
(84.2) with allowance for the fact that p, and p, return to their initial values after a 
traversal of the whole trajectory. The value of is always nou-zero, because the 
motion in the direction of the field is infinite. The first equation (84.15) now gives 

/(Cf) = I(Cf>) = 0, 

whence C‘0) = C?” = O.t The solution (84.14) then becomes 

gx = (cleB)py + C*" + g*2) + ■ ■ ■, 1 

gs = -(cleB)px + C™ + g? + ■ ■ ■ , (85.1) 

& = C? + g‘,,+ - ; ] 

the integration of v(t) is carried out by means of equations (84.2). 
The components of the stress tensor are calculated from equation (84.11). For 

example. 

2e2 
(2-rrfi)3 >/ff"feP3 + C‘,, + gf]jTdp- 

with vx again given by (84.2). Since C*’ is independent of t, the integration with 
respect to r in the first two terms amounts to that of the derivatives dpv2ldT and 
dpv/dT, and gives zero. Thus the only contribution to the integral comes from the 
g‘2) term, so that crVI * B 2. 

Next we calculate 

^** h^p*+c"’]dT dpz- 

Integration of the second term again gives zero, and in the first t( 

fPx^frdT = IPx dPy = ±S(Pz)> 

+ There is no reason why the linear homogeneous equation T(C) = 0 should have any solution other 
than the trivial C = 0. 
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where S(pz) is the area of the cross-sectiou of the Fermi surface by the plane 
p: = constant. The plus and minus sigus relate to cases where the perimeter 
encloses a region of smaller and larger energies respectively, i.e. the closed 
trajectory is an electron and a hole trajectory respectively (see SP 2, §61); we 
denote the area S by Se and Sh in these two cases. The difference in sign is due to a 
change in the direction of traversal of the trajectory. The integration of S with 
respect to p: gives the volume ft in momentum space within the Fermi surface; if 
the closed trajectories are on an open Fermi surface, then ft is the volume between 
that surface and the faces of the reciprocal lattice cell. Thus 

_ec2(nh-ne)_ec 
tJ B (27rfi)3 B' 

(85.2) 

where fte and ft* are the volumes of the electron and hole cavities of the Fermi 
surface. The quantities 

Nt = 2fi,/(277ft)3, Nh = 2ft„/(27rft)3 

are respectively the numbers of electron-occupied states with energies e < eF and 
free states with e > eF, per unit volume of the crystal. For closed Fermi surfaces 
these concepts have a quite definite meaning; Ne and Nh are characteristics of the 
electronic spectrum of the metal and independent of the direction of the field B. 
For open surfaces, their meaning becomes more conventional, as they may depend 
on the direction of B. 

The expression (85.2) is an odd function of B and therefore belongs to the 
antisymmetric part of the tensor The component <x‘s,’ of the symmetric part is 
given by the next term in the expansion of axy, which is proportional to B-2. 

The dependence on B of the remaining components <rap is found similarly. For 
example. 

2e3B 
(2-rrhfc H v.Cfdrdp,. 

The integration with respect to t brings in a factor B~\ and C'0) is independent of 
B; hence aZi also is independent of B. 

The result is 

Czz’ = constant, other x B 2, a <* B '. (85.3) 

All components and a depend on the form of the collision integral, except 

a2 = (eclB){Nh-K). 

tit is clear from the derivation of the transport equation that B appears in it not as the magnitude of 
te vector B but as the component Bz = B. The change B- > - B therefore requires also B-*-B in the 
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All the trap except crzz tend to zero as B -» co. The physical reason for this behaviour 
is the localization of electrons on orbits small compared with the mean free path; <rzz 
is finite because the motion of electrons along the magnetic field always remains 
infinite. 

The small parameter in the expansion is the ratio rB/(. Hence the components 
that are proportional to B'2 may be estimated in order of magnitude as 

o-(,) ~ <To(rfi//)2, oo ~ Ne1llpF. 

Note that <r(I) <* III; this means that, as the mean free path increases, the transverse 
conductivity in the magnetic field tends to zero, not to infinity as when the field is 
absent. 

The components of the antisymmetric part of the tensor are estimated as 

</“’ ~ a0rBll ~ ecNIB. 

It must be emphasized, however, that the fact that this estimate is independent of 1 
does not mean that the exact values of the a(apart from o-Sj’) are independent of 
the specific form of the collision integral; an exact calculation of the tensor 
would require a complete determination of the functions C0) and g,2) by solving the 
specific transport equation. 

From (85.3) we can find also the limiting dependences on B for the components 
of the inverse tensor p„p = o-"l£,p.t Retaining only the terms of the lowest order in 
1 IB, we find 

= constant, bx, by = constant, bz <* B, (85.4) 

and all these quantities depend on the form of the collision integral, except for 

b2 = - l/nz = B/ec(Ne - Nh). (85.5) 

All the components tend to constant limits as B-*°°. 
Compensated metals, in which Ne — Nh, need special treatment. The expression 

(85.2) is then zero, and the expansion of begins with the term proportional to 
B"3. In this case, therefore. 

tThe inverse tensor must, of course, be calculated from <r„e = iri’l + irty, and only then be separated 
into symmetric and antisymmetric parts. We thus find 

pS = + aaap}, b„ = --vtyae. 

where cr = cr,‘> + elja,aii is the determinant of <r„(i, and <rm is the determinant of its symmetric part; see 
ECM, §21, Problem. 
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the dependence of <t!,b on B is as before. For the inverse tensor, we now have 

p£’ = constant, p«’, p‘V = constant,] , } (8 
Pxy, Pxx, Psy <* B", b « B. ] 

Open trajectories 
For metals with open Fermi surfaces, which allow open trajectories, several 

cases are possible; we shall here consider only one of these, which illustrates the 
characteristic features of the situation. 

Let us take a Fermi surface of the corrugated-cylinder type, passing con¬ 
tinuously from one reciprocal lattice cell to the next (Fig. 30). If the magnetic field 
is not perpendicular to the cylinder axis, all cross-sections are closed, and the 
asymptotic dependence of traf! on B is again given by (85.3). 

If, however, the magnetic field is perpendicular to the cylinder axis, there are 
open cross-sections. As usual, we take the z-axis parallel to the field and the x-axis 
here parallel to the cylinder axis; Fig. 31 shows a cut across the part of the Fermi 
surface in one cell. The trajectories are open when |pz|<|pi|, and are infinite in the 
direction of the p*-axis. The mean velocity values are 

Vx = (cleB)dj^fr = 0, Vy = -(cleB)dj^hh*0, 

since p, varies without limit; as always, vz y*0. The non-zero components of C<0) in 
the solution of the transport equation are now C™’ and C?’; in (85.1), the second 
line is therefore replaced by 

fig. 30. 



In the same manner as above, we now find 

a-'S * B~~ other cr% constant, o, “ B"!, a,, az <* B_l, (85.8) 

Hence, for the inverse tensor, 

pin a g? other p‘„p constant, bx « B_l, b„ bz <* B. (85.9) 

Thus there is a sharp anisotropy of the resistance in the plane perpendicular to the 
magnetic field: the resistance p,v along the y-axis tends to a constant, whereas that 
along the x-axis increases as the square of the field.t 

Another feature of the galvanomagnetic properties of metals with an open Fermi 
surface is their considerable dependence on the direction of a strong magnetic field. 
Here the change takes place as the direction of B approaches the plane per¬ 
pendicular to the cylinder axis, and the relations (85.3) and (85.4) are replaced by 
(85.8) and (85.9). When B is at a small angle 6 to that plane (Fig. 30), the momentum 
trajectory of the electron becomes large, with dimensions of the order of p(-/0, 
where p(. is the transverse dimension of the cylindrical Fermi surface. Accordingly, 
the trajectories in actual space also become large, with dimensions of the order of 
rB/6, where r„ is the Larmor radius corresponding to the momentum p(\ For angles 
such that r„/0( ~ 1, the expansion in powers of r„ll used above becomes inapplic¬ 
able, and it is in this range of angles that the field dependence of the resistance 
changes. 

The whole of this discussion has related, of course, to single crystals. In 
polycrystalline materials there is an averaging of the anisotropic galvanomagnetic 
properties, depending on the directional distribution of the crystallites. 

JThe electron trajectory in the jcy-plane of actual space differs from that in the p.p,-plane of 
momentum space only in scale and in a rotation through 90° (SP 2, §57). In the present case, therefore, 
the motion of the electron in actual space is infinite in the y-direction. 
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The thermomagnetic phenomena in a metal in a strong magnetic field could be 
discussed similarly. In particular, the components of the electronic thermal con¬ 
ductivity tensor would be found to tend to zero as B-»oo. Under these conditions, 
the transfer of heat by phonons becomes important, it is necessary to take account 
of the electron-phonon interaction, and the whole situation is greatly complicated. 

§86. Anomalous skin effect 

It is known from macroscopic electrodynamics that an alternating electromag¬ 
netic field is damped within a conductor, and not only the field but also the 
resulting electric current is concentrated near the surface of the conductor. This is 
called the skin effect. The following formulae have been given in ECM, §§45 and 
46. 

The quasi-steady electromagnetic field in the metal satisfies Maxwell’s equations 

curl E = -(l/c)3B/3t, (86.1) 

curl B = 4-7rj/c, div B = 0; (86.2) 

the metal is assumed non-magnetic, so that H = B in it. Here, of course, we assume 
that the general condition for validity of the macroscopic equations is satisfied: the 
distances 8 over which the field varies significantly are large in comparison with 
atomic dimensions. If moreover these distances are large in comparison with the 
conduction electron mean free path 1, then the relation between the current density 
j and the field E is given by linear expressions connecting their values at one point 
in space: ja = o-atsEp, where aafs is the conductivity tensor. The skin effect is then 
said to be normal. In discussing this case, we shall assume the medium isotropic, or 
else a crystal with cubic symmetry; the tensor cr„p then reduces to a scalar, and 
j = <t E. 

Let us take a simple geometry in which the metal occupies the half-space x > 0 
bounded by the plane x = 0. A uniform external electric field is applied, parallel to 
the surface of the metal and varying in time with frequency io. Equations (86.1) and 
(86.2) become 

curl E = itoB/c, curl B = 47r<xE/c, div B = 0. (86.3) 

The symmetry of the problem shows that the distributions of all quantities in the 
metal are functions of the coordinate x only. The first equation (86.3) then shows 
that the magnetic field B is everywhere parallel to the boundary plane. We can 
satisfy all the equations by supposing that the electric field E is everywhere in that 
plane also. This also fulfils'automatically the necessary boundary condition that the 
current component normal to the surface of the metal is zero: from Ex = 0, it 
follows that jx = 0 everywhere.! 

tThe situation is different in an anisotropic medium. To satisfy this condition there, an electric field 
Drmal to the surface would have to be present, as well as the tangential one. 
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Eliminating B from the first two equations (86.3), we find 

curl curl E = grad div E - AE = 4-rTicocrElc1. 

For the tangential field, which depends only on x, div E = 0, and this equation 
becomes 

E"=-47nWE/c2, (86.4) 

the prime denoting differentiation with respect to x. The solution which tends to 
zero as x -»oc is 

E = E0e-“',“‘-,w*, (86.5) 

where E0 is the field amplitude at the surface of the metal, and 

8 = c/V(2tht£o). (86.6) 

The quantity 8 is called the field penetration depth; it decreases with increasing 
frequency of the field. The magnetic field in the metal decreases according to the 
same law; it follows from (86.3) that E and B are everywhere related by E = £B x n, 
where n is a unit vector normal to the surface and into the metal, i.e. in the positive 
x-direction, with 

i = (1 ~ <>8/2c = (1 - i)V(«u/8ir«r). (86.7) 

In particular, this relation exists between the values of the fields at the surface of 
the metal: 

Eo = £Bo x n. (86.8) 

The quantity £ is called the surface impedance of the metal. Its real part governs 
the field energy dissipation in the metal (ECM, §67). 

In order that the relation j = <xE should hold between the current and the field at 
the same point and the same time, the electron mean free path 1 and mean free time 
t ~ l/vF must satisfy the conditions 1 < 8 and ra 1, i.e. 1 must be small in 
comparison with the characteristic distance 8 over which the field varies, and t small 
in comparison with the field period. When the first of these conditions is not satisfied, 
the relation between the field and the current is no longer local and there is a spatial 
dispersion of the conductivity. When the second condition is not satisfied, there is a 
frequency dispersion of the conductivity. The transport equation is then needed to 
determine the relation between the current and the field. 

The nature of the skin effect thus depends on the relative magnitude of the three 
characteristic dimensions 8, f, and vFla). The normal skin effect described by 
(86.5)-(86.8) corresponds to the lowest range of frequencies, such that 

f < 8, f < vFlco. (86.9) 
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As the field frequency increases, or the mean free path increases (with decreasing 
temperature of the metal), the penetration depth decreases. In metals, the condition 
I < S is usually the first to be violated, and the current-field relation becomes 
non-local; the skin effect is then said to be anomalous. In this section, we shall 
consider the limiting case where 

8<sl, S^Vf/co. (86.10) 

There may be any relation between 1 and vFlio.t 
The solution of the boundary problem of the skin effect begins from the auxiliary 

problem of the relation in an infinite metal between the current and the electric field 

E = E0ei<k 

variable in time and space. The wave vector of the field is assumed to satisfy the 
inequalities 

l/k<H 1 lk<vFlio, (86.11) 

corresponding to (86.10). The change Sn in the electron distribution varies in the 
same manner as the field. 

Since vtk > vFll ~ 1/t, the collision integral C(n)~ Sh/t in the transport equation 
may be neglected in comparison with the spatial derivative term v. dn/dr ~ vFkSn. 
Since kvF > co, we can also neglect the time derivative dnldt ~ coSn. 

With the latter approximation, the transport equation for the quasi-particles in an 
electron Fermi liquid again reduces to the equation for a gas when the distribution 
function is redefined, Sn being replaced by Sn from (74.13). In the present case, 
these approximations bring the transport equation to the simple form 

v . dSn/dr- eE. dn0/dp = 0. 

Putting 

d8n/dr = ik8n, dn0ldp = vdn0lde. 

we then find 

Sn = -i(eE. v/k. v)dn0lde. (86.12) 

This expression has a pole at k . v = 0. To calculate the current 

j = -e JvSn . 2d3p/(27rfi)\ 

tThe equality S ~ I is reached when w~c2/<r/\ i.e. (with the estimate v~le2Nlpf) when w- 
c2pr/e3/3N. This is compatible with the inequality S~l<(vFlu, if I s> c/fi. where is the 
plasma frequency of the metal (m* ~ p,jvF being the effective mass of the conduction electrons). For 
ordinary metals, ff ~ lO'-lO'V. 
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this pole must be a.oided by writing k. v->k . v- iO:t 

. _ . 2 f v(E . v) iln„ 2d'p 
1 W J k.v-iO 3e (27rfi)3' (86.13) 

Neglecting as usual the thermal blurring of the equilibrium distribution function, 
we write 8n0lde = -8(« - eF) and transform the integral over d3p into one over the 
Fermi surface by (74.20). According to the usual formula of differential geometry, 
the area element is dS = doJK, where do„ is a solid-angle element for the direction 
of»the normal v to the surface and K is the Gaussian curvature of the surface, i.e. 
K = 1/JRii?2, the reciprocal of the product of its principal radii of curvature at the 
point concerned. Noting also that the direction of the normal at any point on the 
Fermi surface is the same as that of the velocity v = Set dp, we find 

lie2 f y(E . v) do„ 

(27T?0'J K(v) k.v-iO' 
(86.14) 

If the direction of v is specified by the azimuthal and polar angles <p and 6 relative 
to the direction of k as polar axis, k. v = k cos 8 and do„ = sin 8 dtp d8. 

The integration in (86.14) with respect to the variable p = cos 8 is taken over the 
segment -1 < p s 1 of the real axis, passing along a semicircle below the pole 
p = 0. It is easy to see that the integral along the straight segments (i.e. the 
principal value) is then zero, leaving only the contribution from the semicircle. To 
prove this, we note that the function e(p) is even, and therefore the Fermi surface 
e(p) = is unchanged when p->-p; since a change in the sign of p changes the 
sign of the normal vector v, it follows that K{—v)= K(v). The integral in (86.14) 
can therefore be written as 

Jf f v(E.v)dov f y(E. v)dor 1 

2lJ K(v)(k. v — iO) jK(«0(k.v + ;0)r 

where the braces contain the sum of the integrals obtained from each other by the 
change of variable of integration v-> — w, the statement made above is then 
obvious. 

At the pole of the integrand, k. v = k cos 8 = 0, i.e. the normal v is perpendicular 
to the given direction of the wave vector k. The residue with respect to the variable 
cos 8 is therefore the integral 

v(E. v) 
kK{v) 

taken along the geometric locus of points on the Fermi surface for which i>±k. 
Thus we have finally the relation between the current and the field in the form 

L = <T„p(k)Ep, (86.15) 

nds to the usual to -> & + 10 in & tThis correspor - k. v. 
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where 

<raP(k) = 2-7Te1Aal)/(2iTh)3k, Aa(l = [vav,,J K(<p)]d<p (86.16) 

is a real tensor in the plane perpendicular to k; if the direction of k is taken as the 
x-axis, a and /3 take the values y and z. The vector j lies in this plane, and is 
therefore transverse to k. 

The contribution to the current comes only from electrons with v. k = 0, i.e. 
moving perpendicular to the wave vector. This is a natural consequence of an 
approximation in which the mean free path is regarded as indefinitely long: in 
motion at an angle to k, the electron passes through a field oscillating in space, and 
these oscillations reduce to zero the overall action of the field on the electron. In 
the next approximation, when the finite value of kl is taken into account, there is a 
contribution to the current from electrons moving in a small range of angles ~ 1 /kl 
to the plane perpendicular to k. 

Let us now go on to the subject of field penetration in the anomalous skin effect. 
This is a half-space problem, to be solved with the boundary conditions at the 
surface of the metal. These conditions for the distribution function depend on the 
physical properties of the surface with respect to electrons incident on it. It is 
important, however, that in this case the current is due essentially only to electrons 
moving almost parallel to the metal surface. For these, the law of reflection is 
largely independent of the degree of perfection of the metal surface, and ap¬ 
proximates to specular reflection, the electrons being reflected with reversed 
components of the velocity v normal to the surface but unchanged tangential 
components; in order not to interrupt the discussion, a more detailed treatment of 
this will be postponed to the end of the section. 

Specular reflection corresponds to the following boundary condition on the 
distribution function: 

Sn(vx, vy, u2) = Sn(—vx, vy, u2) for x=0. (86.17) 

With this condition, the half-space problem is equivalent to that of an infinite 
medium in which the field distribution is symmetrical about the plane x=0: 
E(f, x) = E(f,-x). Electrons reflected from the boundary in the half-space (x>0) 
problem correspond to electrons passing freely through the plane x = 0 from the 
side x = 0 in the infinite-medium problem. 

In the problem of the extreme anomalous skin effect, we can suppose that the 
field E (which depends only on the one coordinate x) is everywhere parallel to the 
plane x = 0. According to (86.15), the current vector j lies in the same plane, and so 
the condition of zero current component normal to the metal surface at all points 
on the surface is necessarily satisfied.! 

tin subsequent approximations, when the finiteness of the ratio S/I is taken into account, there are 
components <r„ and <r„ of the conductivity tensor as well as ir„e. To satisfy the boundary condition 
& = 0. we must then include the field E„ normal to the surface, as already noted in the first footnote to 
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Without the assumption that j = <xE, we have for the two-dimensional vector E, 
in place of (86.4), 

E''=-47ri£oj/c2. (86.18) 

We shall leave the time factor e~‘M implicit in the subsequent formulae, so that E, j, 
etc., will be functions of x only. 

The function E(x). continued symmetrically into the range x <0, is continuous at 
x = 0, but the derivative E'(x), being an odd function of x, has a discontinuity there, 
changing sign as x passes through zero. According to (86.1), these derivatives are 
related to the magnetic field by 

E' = itoB x u/c, 

where u is again a unit vector in the x-direction. In the half-space problem, the 
condition at x=0 would therefore be E'= itoBo x u/c, where B0 is the field at the 
boundary of the metal. In the infinite-medium problem, this corresponds to 

E'(+0) - E'(-0) = 2i£oB0 x u/c. 

We multiply both sides of (86.18) by e ‘kI and integrate with respect to x from 
to oo.t On the left-hand side, we write 

J E"e ikx dx = J (E'eHI“)' dx + (E'e~ikx)' dx + ikj E'e^dx. 

Since the field E(x) is zero at infinity, the first two integrals give just the difference 
E'(—0) — E'(+0). In the last term we can simply integrate by parts, since E(x) itself 

is continuous. The result is 

2/toBo x u/c + k2E(k) = 47rkoj(k)/c2, 

where E(k) and j(k) are the Fourier transforms of E(x) and j(x). 
According to (86.15), these transforms are related by j„(k) = <rap(k)Ep(k). We 

then find the expression 

Ea(k) = Cafi(kX BoXuV (86.19) 

where 4p(fc) >s a two-dimensional tensor specified by means of its inverse: 

CUV = -^^(Ikl)]- (86-20) 

The argument of <ra(! is written as |k|, as a reminder that it is the magnitude of the 
vector k. 

tThe subsequent calculations are formally identical with those in 
penetration into a superconductor (SP 2, §52). 

the problem of magnetic field 
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The function E(x) itself is obtained from (86.19) on multiplying by e'kx and 
integrating over dkllrr. Since £ag(k) is even, we have 

E„(x) = ^J fa(!(k)cos kxdMBoXiOfj. (86.21) 

In particular, the field at the boundary of the metal is 

Eo« = Cap (Bo x n)g, U(k)dk. (86.22) 

For an actual calculation of the surface impedance, we take the principal axes of 
the symmetrical tensor ao0(k) as the y and z axes. The tensor £a(! is brought to 
principal axes along with aap, and its principal values are 

2 ho r dk 
' 7TC Jo k^E^i^/k’ 

b(a' = 
coe2AM 
^PtF’ 

where the Aia) are the principal values of the tensor A„p. The integration gives! 

(86.23) 

The quantities A<n) depend only on the shape and size of the Fermi surface. The 
impedance (86.23) does not depend at all on the electron mean free path. For an 
order-of-magnitude estimate, we can assume that the radii of curvature of the 
Fermi surface are ~pF; then A ~ pF2, and 

£ ~(fi3£o2/ce2pF)''3. (86.24) 

The real part of the impedance determines the dissipation of the field energy iu 
the metal. In the approximation concerned (where electron collisions are ignored) 
this dissipation is of the Landau-damping type.! 

tThe contour of integration (the right-hand half of the real axis) can be turned through -ir/6 in the 
complex It-plane without crossing any poles of the integrand. Integration along the line k = ue""11 gives 

/sf_^!L=e.*r JL*L 
Jo kJ-ib Jo u3 + b’ 

and on substituting u3 + b = bit;, 1 

'=w>lrmo-Q-°ds 
_ r(i/3)r(2/3) ,„(6 

3b"T(l) e 

ir(V3+i) 

tThe pheromena which are the essence of the anomalous skin effect were first noted by H. London 
(1940). The qualitative theory of the effect is due to A. B. Pippard (1947), and the quantitative theory 
given here is due to G. E. H. Reuter and E. H. Sondheimer (1948). 
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The law of damping of the electric field within the metal in the anomalous skin 
effect is not exponential, and so the concept of the penetration depth has not the 
same literal significance as in (86.5). Since the integrand in (86.21) contains the 
oscillating factor cos kx, the integral for any given x is mainly governed by the 
range k ~ 1 lx. A considerable decrease of the function E(x) occurs when these 
k> b'13.t The penetration depth 8 is therefore of the order of b~m, or 

8 ~(c2h3lbie2A)'13 ~ (c2fi3lbie2pF2)'13. (86.25) 

As the frequency increases, this depth continues to decrease, but more slowly than 
for the normal effect. The values given by (86.6) and (86.25), which we denote by 8„ 
and Sa, are comparable in order of magnitude when 8 ~ I. Since one of them 
decreases as &TW2 and the other as oT,,\ it is clear that for a given value of co we 
have 8a3 ~ 82l. 

Lastly, some comments about the nature of electron reflection from the metal 
boundary. If the surface is ideal (free from defects) and coincides with a crystallo¬ 
graphic plane, the configuration of atoms in it has the periodicity corresponding to 
the translational symmetry of the crystal lattice. In that case, the reflection of an 
electron conserves not only the energy but also the tangential components p> and p2 
of the electron quasi-momentum. The normal component p'x of the quasi-momen¬ 
tum of the reflected electron is determined from the value px for the incident 
electron by means of the equation 

e(p(. P>, P2) = e(px, p„ p2), (86.26) 

and we must have v'x= deldp'x>0, the reflected electron moving away from the 
boundary (the velocity of the incident electron is vx = deldpx< 0). Equation (86.26) 
may have several such solutions, and in general v'x A -vx. 

For electrons at glancing incidence, however, these solutions always include one 
that corresponds to a small change in the quasi-momentum, with vx = —vx (i.e. the 
reflection is literally specular): an electron moving almost parallel to the boundary 
has a small vx = deldpx, and this means that the electron corresponds to a point P 
on the constant-energy surface in p-space that is near the extremum of e as a 
function of px (where del dp, = 0). Near such a point, on the other side of the 
extremum, there is always a point P' where the derivative deldpx differs only in 
sign from its value at P. 

It can be shown that the reflection of such an electron takes place, with very high 
probability, with this change of quasi-momentum. Moreover, the statement remains 
true for reflection from an imperfect surface having roughness of atomic dimen¬ 
sions, when there is, strictly speaking, no conservation of the tangential com¬ 
ponents of the quasi-momentum. An intuitive explanation is that the wave function 

•When xi>8, the integral (86.21) Is governed by k <S bm. Then ((k) ~ k, and the field E(jc) decreases as 
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of the electron varies slowly in the x-direction and so does not “notice” the atomic 
roughnesses of the surface.! 

It is noteworthy that the value of the surface impedance in the highly anomalous 
skin effect is in fact fairly insensitive to the nature of the electron reflection. For 
example, in diffuse reflection (when all directions of the reflected electron are 
equally probable, whatever the angle of incidence), the value of the impedance 
differs from (86.23) only by a factor 9/8. The boundary condition for diffuse 
reflection from a plane surface is firi(ux>(), uy, u.) = 0 for x = 0. Here, however, 
the Fourier method is unsuitable, and the problem has to be solved by what is 
called the Wiener-Hopf method.! 

§87. Skin effect in the infra-red range 

We have now considered two limiting cases of the skin effect: the normal effect, 
when the mean free path 1 is the smallest of the three characteristic distances 8, 1 
and u,/co; and the anomalous effect, when the penetration depth 8 is the smallest. 
Let us now take a third case, in which the smallest is 

v.loxSS, vJco<L (87.1) 

This is reached in a natural way from the anomalous effect by further increasing 
the frequency; although the penetration depth then decreases, the product co8 
increases as to21'. For ordinary metals, the conditions (87.1) are satisfied in the infra-red 
range. 

These conditions put a lower limit on the frequency. However, the validity of the 
results below, which are based on the theory of Fermi liquids, is also subject to an 
upper limit of frequency: fico<ZeF. If this is not satisfied, quasi-particles are excited 
from the depth of the Fermi distribution, and these have no meaning in the Fermi 
liquid theory. 

To determine the relation between the current and the electric field, we must 
again go back to the transport equation. Now, however, because of the condition 
co > vFlS, the term containing the time derivative is large compared with the term 
containing spatial derivatives, and because of the condition co> vFll it is also large 
compared with the collision integral. Neglecting these terms, we have the transport 
equation in the form 

~eE.v^ = 0. 

Putting dSnldt = -icoSn, we obtain from this 

Sn ~-(dnjde)ip, tfi = eE. v/ico. (87.2) 

+Thcse statements are proved in the review article by A. F. Andreev, Soviet Physics Uspekhi 14, 609, 
1972. 

f See G. E. H. Reuter and E. H. Sondheimer. Proceedings of the Royal Society A, 195.136, 1948. 



The absence of the term containing the coordinate derivatives means that there is 
no spatial dispersion. In this sense the skin effect is normal again. The presence of 
the time-derivative term, however, causes frequency dispersion of the conduc¬ 
tivity. The situation here is similar to that in calculating the permittivity of a 
collisionless plasma. The only difference lies in the anisotropy of the metal and in 
the Fermi-liquid effects. The latter have the result that the current density is given 
by an integral that depends not only on the distribution function Sn but also on the 
interaction function /(p, p') of the quasi-particles (the conduction electrons). It 
should be noted that, because of the presence of the term dSnldl in the transport 
equation, it is not possible here to eliminate the interaction of the quasi-particles by 
using the effective distribution function Sn. 

According to (74.21) and (74.22), the current density is expressed in terms of the 
correction to the electron distribution function by 

j = -^^[^(p^+//(pr,p;wp;)^^]^. 

where v is a unit vector in the direction of the velocity vF, which is the same as the 
normal vector to the Fermi surface. Substituting ifrom (87.2), we find the relation 
between the current and the field in the form j„ = <r„p(co)Ep, with the conductivity 
tensor 

N| 

(Taft = -(e2liioni)N,*!P, 

+ J/(Pf,Pf)i 
, dS'F 1 2dSF 

J(2irfi)\|(2irfi)'' 

(87.3) 

The symmetry of the tensor N^p is determined by that of the crystal, and does not 
depend on the direction of the field as in (86.15). In a crystal with cubic sy -.metry, 
which we shall assume for the sake of simplicity, this tensor, and therefore aap, 
reduce to a scalar: N„P = N,cmSall, and 

o-(co) = - (e2limw)N,cf'>. (87.4) 

The description of the properties of the metal by means of this conductivity can be 
replaced, in the usual manner, by a description in terms of the permittivity 

e(co)= 1 + i. 4ttct(w)Iw = 1 - 4-rTe2N,cmlnib)2. (87-5) 

The notation N1'"1 is used by analogy with the limiting expression (ECM. §59) for 
the permittivity at very high frequencies: e = I — 4tte2Nlmio2, where N is the total 
number of electrons per unit volume of the substance. Thus N,cm in the infra-red 
optics of metals represents the effective number of electrons; it depends on the 
interaction function of the conduction electrons. 

Together with N'*m, it is useful to define also the effective plasma frequency 

n = (4ire2N,cmhn)'12. (87.6) 
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The conductivity is then 

O- = ift2/4 7TC0. (87.7) 

The value of ft is determined only by the parameters of the electron spectrum of the 
metal; as a rough estimate, therefore, it is equal to eF/fi, the Fermi limiting energy. 
Since the present theory is restricted by the condition hw < eF, we have 

The penetration of the field into the metal is described by equation (86.4), which, 
on substitution of a from (87.7), becomes 

The solution which tends to zero as x-»°° is 

E = E0e'xW, S-c/fi; (87.8) 

for typical metals, c/fi ~ 10 5 cm. The field is therefore damped exponentially, the 
penetration depth being independent of the frequency. The relation between the 
electric and magnetic fields is now given (as is easily seen by means of the first 
equation (86.3)) by (86.8) with impedance 

f = - icoS/c = - ico/ft. (87.9) 

The purely imaginary impedance denotes total reflection of the electromagnetic 
wave from the surface of the metal, without dissipation. This is to be expected, 
since the approximation used has taken no account of collisions of electrons, which 
are the cause of dissipation. 

With (87.7), the basic conditions for this theory to be valid may be written 

(l>io>(lvFlc. (87.10) 

The left--\ind inequality is usually compatible with hbi>&, where 0 is the Debye 
temperature. The Fermi parameter vF and the function f in (87.3) must then be 
taken not on the Fermi surface itself but for |e - eF| > 0. It has been shown in SP 
2, §65, that the electron-phonon interaction has the result that vF in this range 
differs from that in the range |e — eF|<S0 (which is important, for instance, as 
regards the static properties of the metal at low temperatures); the same is true of 
the quasi-particle interaction function f. 

§88. Helicon waves in metals 

The fact that an external alternating magnetic field does not penetrate into a 
metal means that undamped electromagnetic waves with frequencies up to the 
plasma frequency (co ~ fl) cannot propagate in a metal. 

The position is quite different, however, in the presence of a static magnetic field 
B. This field alters the motion of the electrons and therefore greatly affects the 
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electromagnetic properties of the metal. It is important that the motion becomes 
finite in the plane perpendicular to the field. In strong fields, when the Larmor 
radius rB ~ cpFleB of the orbit becomes small in comparison with the mean free 
path, 

rB«l. (88.1) 

or (equivalently) iobt> 1, where coB ~vFlrB ~eBlm*c is the Larmor frequency and 
t IIvF the mean free time, the electrical conductivity in directions transverse to 
the field is greatly reduced, tending to zero as B->co. We may say that in these 
directions the metal behaves like an insulator, and so the energy dissipation is 
reduced in waves whose electric field is polarized in the plane perpendicular to B. 
The propagation of such waves without damping (in the first approximation) thus 
becomes possible. The permissible wave frequencies are limited by the condition 

co<ScoB; (88.2) 

only if this is satisfied can the electron trajectories undergo appreciable curvature 
during the period of the field, thus altering the electromagnetic properties of the 
metal with regard to these frequencies. 

The finite motion of the electron (in the plane perpendicular to B) presupposes 
that its momentum trajectory, a cross-section of the Fermi surface, is also finite. 
The above discussion therefore applies to metals with closed Fermi surfaces for 
any direction of B, but to those with open surfaces only for directions of B such 
that the cross-sections are closed. With open cross-sections, the electron motion 
remains infinite in the magnetic field, the conductivity does not decrease, and the 
propagation of electromagnetic waves in the directions concerned cannot occur. 

Undamped electromagnetic waves in a metal may be regarded as Bose branches 
of the energy spectrum of the electron Fermi liquid. The macroscopic nature of 
these waves is shown by the wavelength, which is large compared with the lattice 
constant. For this reason, the excitations correspond to only a very small relative 
phase volume, and their contribution to the thermodynamic quantities in the 
metal is negligible. 

We again write Maxwell’s equations: 

curl B = 47rj/c, curl E = —(l/c)3B/3t, (88.3) 

where B denotes the weak alternating magnetic field of the wave, in contrast to the 
constant B. Elimination of B from these equations gives 

curl curl E = grad div E - AE 

= -(47r/c2)dj/dt. 

For a monochromatic plane wave, this becomes 

(~kL.k, + k2Say)Ey = 4mb)]Jc2. 
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The field E is expressed in terms of the current by E„ = pogjp, where p„p = a '„p is 
the resistivity tensor. We then obtain a set of linear homogeneous equations, 

[k2pap - kakypyp - 4mwSaPlc2]jp ~ 0. (88.5) 

The determinant of this yields the dispersion relation for the waves. 
In §§84 and 85 we have derived the conductivity tensor for a metal (in the 

residual resistance range) in a strong magnetic field, for the stationary case. Let us 
now see how the results must be modified in the non-stationary case. 

The periodicity of the electric field in time and space (and therefore that of the 
alternating part of the electron distribution function) causes the presence of terms 

dSn 
dt 

= - iaiSn + ik . \Sn 

on the left of the transport equation; cf. (74.25). Similarly to (84.7), we put Sn and 
Sr'i in the form 

Sn = (SnJde)eE . h, Sri = (dnJde)eE. g. 

According to (74.21), the functions h and g are related by the linear integral 
expression 

g= h + J{(p, p('.)h' dSphUlirti)1 = Lh. 

The transport equation then becomes 

3gIdt - [f(g)+ i(oL~‘g- i(k. v)g] = v. (88.6) 

It differs from (84.10) in that 1(g) is replaced by the expression in the square 
brackets, which depends not only on the nature of the electron scattering by 
impurity atoms but also on the interaction between the electrons. 

Because of the condition rB < I, the term I(g) in (88.6) is much less than 3g/3-r, as 
it was in (84.10). Because of the condition ai<coB, the term icoL~'g ~ icog is also 
small. We shall impose also a condition on the wave number, kvF <Z coB, i.e., 

krB<Sl: (88.7) 

the wavelength must be much greater than the Larmor radius. Then the last term in 
the square brackets in (88.6) is small also. The method of solving the transport 
equation by successive approximation (§84) then remains valid, and therefore so do 
the results found there for the leading terms in the expansion of the conductivity 
tensor in powers of 1/B. However, because of the presence of co and k in (88.6), 
there will in general be frequency and spatial dispersion of the conductivity. 

The presence of several characteristic parameters of length and time, and the 
variety of geometrical properties of the Fermi surfaces, causes a multiplicity of 
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phenomena relating to the propagation of electromagnetic waves in metals. We 
shall consider in §§88 and 89 only some typical cases. 

Let us take the case of an uncompensated metal with a closed Fermi surface. 
According to (85.4) and (85.5), the largest component of the resistivity tensor is 

P„ = Pyx = B/ec(N, - Nh); (88.8) 

this belongs to the non-dissipative (anti-Hermitian) part of the tensor. This com¬ 
ponent is entirely independent of the form of the collision integral, and therefore of 
the form of the expression in square brackets in (88.6). The formula (88.8) remains 
valid in the wave field, therefore. 

The description of the medium by means of the resistivity tensor pag (or the 
conductivity tensor <r„p) is equivalent to the use of the permittivity tensor 

en(j = 47ri(T„<J/oj, e '„p = Mp^lAiri. 

The tensor here has only the components 

= coB/4-7rice(N, - Nh). 

This is the same as that found in §56 for waves in plasmas, except that the electron 
density N, is replaced by the difference Ne - Nh. The results of §56 may therefore 
be applied immediately to these waves in metals, which are likewise called helicon 
waves.i 

The dispersion relation for them is 

co = cB I cos e|/47re|Ne - N„|, (88.9) 

where 6 is the angle between k and B. The electric field of the wave is elliptically 
polarized in the plane perpendicular to the magnetic field B. Taking the direction of 
B as the z-axis (as in §56), and the plane through k and B as the xz-plane, we find 
the electric field 

Ey = ±i| cos 6|EX, (88.10) 

the upper and lower signs relating to the cases Ne>Nh and Ne<Nh respectively. 

§89. Magnetoplasma waves in metals 

Let us now consider waves in a compensated (N, = Nh) metal having a closed 
Fermi surface. In addition to the obligatory conditions (88.1) and (88.2), we shall 

tThe possibility of the propagation of such waves in metals was noted by O. V. Konstantinov and V. 
I. Perel’(1960). 
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assume that the inequalities 

oi>vF/l, ai > kvF (89.1) 

are also satisfied. The first of these implies that the collision integral 1(g) in the 
transport equation (88.6) is much less than the term icoL~'g, and the second 
condition implies that the term i(k.v)g is also small. Neglecting these terms, we 
have the equation 

flg/flT — ioiL'g = v, (89.2) 

which is obtained from (84.10) on replacing the term 1(g) by io>L~‘g. 
The results derived in §85 for the resistivity tensor in the stationary case 

therefore remain valid, except that the small parameter in the expansion in powers 
of 1/J3 is not rB/( but —ioi/oiB. There is no spatial dispersion of the conductivity, but 
there is frequency dispersion. 

According to (85.7), in the stationary case the leading terms in the expansion of 
the resistivity tensor for a compensated metal are 

pzz = constant; p„, pvv, p„ « B2; pxz, pyz “ B. (89.3) 

To bring out the parameter rB/l in this tensor, however, we must ascertain how not 
only B but also l occurs in its components. To do so, we write, for example, the 
estimate 

Pxx ~ po(l/rB)2~(B/ecN)l/rB. 

where p0~ pFINe2l. Similarly 

Pyz ~ Pol/rB ~ BlecN, pzz ~p0~(BIecN )rBlI. 

Now, with the above-mentioned change of expansion parameter, we find the tensor 
Paii(oi) as 

(<oBl - ioi)axx 

Pop = (B/ecN) (oiB/-ioi)axy 

(oiB/-ioi)ax 

(oiBl ico)o, (89.4) 

where all the aaB ~ 1 are dimensionless real coefficients; the quantities N and m* 
(in oiB = eB/m*c) are to be regarded here as parameters chosen in some manner 
and having the correct order of magnitude. All the terms in (89.4) belong to the 
anti-Hermitian (i.e. non-dissipative) part of the tensor. It is therefore evident that 
including only these terms will give undamped waves. In the general case where the 
directions of B and k are arbitrary, the wave dispersion relation is expressed by 
fairly lengthy formulae. We shall consider only a particular case which illustrates 
the fundamental properties of these waves. 
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We shall suppose that the metal crystal lattice has an axis of symmetry with 
order higher than 2, and that the field B is along this axis (the z-axis). The quantities 
axx, a,y and a*, = ay, form a two-dimensional symmetrical tensor in the xy-plane, 
which with the symmetry stated reduces to a scalar: axx = ayy = a,, axy — 0. The 
quantities and oy2 form a two-dimensional vector in the same plane, and with 
the symmetry stated are zero. Thus there remain only the components 

Pxx = Pyy = (B/ecN)((oB/-iw)au p.. = (B/ecN)(-i(o/wB)a2. (89.5) 

We again take the xz-plane to contain the directions of k and B. If p22, which is 
small compared with pxx, is neglected, the dispersion relation separates into the two 
equations 

4tt'uoIc2- k2pyy = 0, 47riiolc2-k2pxx = 0; 

here we assume that the angle 6 between k and B is not too close to iir, so that 
k2 is not too small (cos 6 > ailaiB). Hence we find as the dispersion relations for the 
two types of wave 

wheret 

}tn=kuAVa,, 
j(2' = fcuA|cos e|Vo„ 

(89.6) 

uA = BI(4TTNm*)'12. (89.7) 

These are called magnetoplasma waves. The two types are respectively analo¬ 
gous to the fast magnetosonic waves and the Alfven waves in plasmas.t Oscil¬ 
lations corresponding to the slow magnetosonic waves cannot have a speed co/k 
that satisfies the second condition (89.1), and therefore cannot occur in metals. 

§90. Quantum oscillations of the conductivity of metals in a magnetic field 

The theory of galvanomagnetic effects given in §§84 and 85 was quasi-classical, 
in the sense that quantum behaviour appeared only in the electron distribution 
function; the discreteness of the energy levels in the magnetic field (with closed 
electron trajectories) was not taken into account. This discreteness causes, 
however, a qualitatively new effect, namely oscillations of the conductivity as a 
function of the magnetic field, called the Shubnikov-de Haas effect. This is 
analogous to the oscillations of the magnetic moment (the de Haas-van Alphen 

tWith the dispersion relations (89.6), (89.7), the condition kv, to signifies that we must have uA 8> vF- 
In attainable fields B, this can in practice be satisfied only in semi-metals (such as bismuth) with a low 
carrier density. 

tThe possibility of such waves was noted by S. J. Buchsbaum and J. Golt (1961). The theory given 
here is due to E. A. Kancr and V. G. Skobov (1963). 
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effect), but the theory of it is more complex because it is a transport effect and not 
a thermodynamic effect. We shall consider it in terms of a model of non-interacting 
electrons, leaving aside the question (which does not appear to have been in¬ 
vestigated) of Fermi-liquid effects. 

As in §84, the magnetic field will be assumed strong in the sense of the condition 
(84.1), which we write in the form 

ioB t>1, (90.1) 

where t is the electron mean free time and 

wB = eBjm*c (90.2) 

the Larmor frequency; in* is the cyclotron mass of the electrons.t 
At the same time, of course, the field must not be so strong as to violate the 

quasi-classicality condition 

hiou « eF. (90.3) 

There may be any relationship between ticoB and T. 
We shall examine only the quantum oscillations of the transverse (relative to 

the magnetic field, which is in the z-direction) conductivity, and assume in 
order to simplify the formulae, that the crystal has a symmetry 
axis (of order >2) parallel to the magnetic field. In such a crystal the 
symmetric (dissipative) part of the conductivity tensor has only the components 
itxx = trvy and <r22. The comparative simplicity of the problem for the transverse 
components arises because for them the influence of collisions may (as we have 
seen in §84) be regarded as a small perturbation in comparison with the influence of 
the magnetic field; this is not so for the longitudinal conductivity <t224 

As in §84, we consider a metal in the residual resistance range, so that we are 
concerned with collisions between electrons and impurity atoms. Since these 
collisions are elastic, electrons with different energies take part independently in 
producing the electric current. 

Let g(e) be the number of quantum states of an electron per unit energy range. 
Then the spatial number density of electrons with energies in the range de is 
n(e)g(e) de, where n(e) denotes the state occupation numbers. Let jy(e) be the 
transverse current density generated by these electrons. When both an electric field 
and an electron density gradient are present, the current density is the sum 

jy(e) = eD(e)g(e)dn/dy + ayy(e)Ey. (90.4) 

tThe definition (SP 2 (57.6)) is m* = (l/2ir)aS/ae, where S(e, p,) is the area of the cross-section of the 
constant-energy surface by a plane p2 = constant; this surface is here defined in p-space, not in 
p/h-space as in SP 2. 

tFor the antisymmetric part of the conductivity tensor, the quantum oscillations occur only in the 
second approximation with respect to 1/wbt. 
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The first term is the diffusive charge transfer; D(e) is the diffusion coefficient (in actual 
space) for electrons with energy e. The current (90.4) must be zero for the distribution 

rin(e - e<p)“ n0(e) — eipdnjde, 

which corresponds to statistical equilibrium of the electron gas in a weak static 
electric field with potential <p(r) (n0 being the Fermi distribution). Hence we have as 
the relation between <Tyy(e) and Die) 

nyv(e) = -e2g(e)D(e)dnJde. 

The total electrical conductivity, including the contributions from electrons of all 
energies, is 

= ~e-j g(e)D(e)^de = -e2^ D(es)^f^. .90.5) 

The summation in the last expression is over all qiantum states of the electron; s 
conventionally denotes the set of all the state quantum numbers. This formula 
reduces the calculation of the conductivity to that of the electron diffusion 
coefficient in the absence of the electric field. 

The diffusion coefficient is in turn expressed in terms of the properties of the 
microscopic scattering events by a formula of the type (21.4): 

o = 2(Ay)2/2Sf, 

where the summation is over the collisions undergone by an electron in the time St, 
and Ay is the change in the mean value of the electron coordinate >• in the collision 
(the electron motion is finite in the plane perpendicular to the field, and in the 
intuitive picture of quasi-classical orbits Ay is the displacement of the orbit centre). 
Let 

NimpWssS(es - es) 

denote the probability of an electron transition from state s to state s' in scattering; 
the delta function expresses the fact that the scattering is elastic, and the factor 
Nimp, the concentration of impurity atoms, expresses the fact that scattering by 
randomly distributed atoms takes place independently. The diffusion coefficient is 
then 

D(es) = l2 NimP2 (ys - ytf WSJ S(es - e,). 

where ys is the mean value of the coordinate in state s. Substituting this expression 
in (90.5), we find the conductivity 
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<r„ = ~i e2NimP2 (y, - >v)2^~- Ws.sS(es - es) (90.6) 

(§. Ji(eica 1935, B. I. Davydov and I. Ya. Pomeranchuk 1939).t 
In practical applications of this formula the significance of s must be made 

explicit. Discrete quantization of conduction electron energy levels in a magnetic 
field occurs when there are closed quasi-classical trajectories in p-space (i.e. closed 
cross-sections of the constant-energy surfaces), and we shall assume that this is so. 
The quantum states are defined by four numbers: 

■v = (n, Px, Pz = pz, a), (90.7) 

where n is a (large) positive integer; a = ± 1 denotes the value of the electron spin 
component; Px and Pz are components of the generalized quasi-momentum P = 
p-eA/c. The vector potential of the magnetic field is chosen in the gauge 
Ax = - By, Ay = Az = 0. Because the coordinates x and z are cyclic, the generalized 
quasi-inomentum components Px and Pz are conserved; see SP 2, §58. The energy 
levels depend on only the three quantum numbers n, pz and a; they are given by 

e„„(p2) = e(n, pz) + rx/3B£,(p2), (90.8) 

the function e(n, p:) being the solution of the equation 

S(e, pz) = 2-n(et\B!c)(n + j). (90.9) 

In the second term in (90.8), /3 = etijlmc is the Bohr magneton, and the factor £„(p.) 
represents the change in the electron magnetic moment due to spin-orbit inter¬ 
action in the lattice. 

The conductivity tensor considered in §§84 and 85 is actually the result of 
averaging the exact functions <rap(B) over small quantum oscillations. In particular, 
from (85.3), the transverse conductivity thus averaged is &„ « B'2. We shall show, 
first of all, that this result follows from (90.6), and ascertain the relation between 
the quantities Ws,s in this formula and the function vv(p',p) in the quasi-classical 
collision integral (78.14) for electrons and impurities. 

It has been noted in §84 that the condition for quasi-classical motion of the 
electrons ensures also that the scattering process is independent of the magnetic 
field. The scattering probability in the absence of the field, with change of 
quasi-momentum from p to p', has been expressed in the collision integral (78.14) as 

w(p', p)8(e - e') d'p'l(2TTt,)\ (90.10) 

In order to put this in a form suitable also for scattering in a magnetic field, it need 

tin scattering by impurities, the Pauli principle does not affect the formulae; cf. the collision integral 
(78.14), in which the products nn' associated with this principle cancel. 
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only be changed tc . ariables which remain meaningful for motion in the field: 

w(Pi,pi, e'; Px, p„ e)S(e - e') dPx dp; del(2Trti)\; (90.11) 

the derivative vy = de/dp, also is understood to be expressed in terms of the new 
variables. The y-coordinate in motion in a quasi-classical trajectory is related to the 
generalized quasi-momentum by Px = p„ + eBy/c; hence the mean value over the 
trajectory is 

y = (cleB)[Px - px(e, pj] = k/B. (90.12) 

The conductivity <7yv averaged over the oscillations is found from (90.6) by 
replacing the summation over the discrete variable s by integration over the 
continuous variable e. Using for brevity the notation 

we find 

i(e,p'z,Pz) = ^J(i<-K')2 w dPx dP'/vyv'y(27rh)\ 

-e')dede' 

(90.13) 

(90.14) 

the factor 2 comes from the two directions of the electron spin, and the scattering 
probability is assumed independent of the spin, so that the spin component is 
unchanged. The delta function is removed by the integration over e'; in that over e, 
we can regard the slowly varying factor a as constant, and equal to its value for 
e = p., and integrate only the derivative dnjde. The result is 

(90.15) 

Let us now take into account the discreteness of the levels. The integration in 
(90.14) over the continuous variable e (with fixed Px and pz) must then be replaced 
by a summation over n, with 

J de-» ficoeS " 

where 

ficoB = de(n, pz)/dn. 

as is clear from (90.9) and the definition of the cyclotron mass m*. With the 
notation given above, we have 
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because of the integration over both variables p2 and p', the function a may be 
regarded as symmetrical with respect to them. 

The oscillatory part ayy of this expression is separated by means of the Poisson 
summation formula (cf. SP 2, § 63): 

]F(0) + |f(ii) = | F(x)dx + 2rejtJe F(x)e2n(,x dx, (90.17) 

and arises from the sum over ( in this formula, whereas the averaged <rsv comes 
from the first (integral) term. 

We shall suppose that the oscillation amplitude is small in comparison with the 
averaged ayy; this imposes a certain condition on the magnetic field strength (see 
(90.26)). It is then sufficient to take account of the oscillatory part in only one of the 
sums over n and n' in (90.16). Using the symmetry of a with respect to p. and p2, 
and defining b by analogy with (90.15), we have 

*w=preiSJ*, (90.18) 

where is the oscillatory part of the integral 

With e(n, p.) from (90.8) as a variable of integration in place of n, we integrate by 
parts with respect to e (and can regard the slowly varying factor b as a constant). 
The integrated term does not give an oscillatory dependence on the field (and is 
only a small correction to dyy); omitting it, we have 

J,„ = 27TI/ f f-./ ^ *>*%.*■ (90.19) Jo J exp[(e - p.„)/T] + 1 de y- v 

Here p.„ = p. - afi^B, and 

cS(e, p,) 1 
2-nehB 2 

(90.20) 

(cf. (90.9)); in the argument of the function b(e„„, p2), the term /3£B has been 
neglected in comparison with the large quantity e. 

The integration over p2 in (90.19) is carried out in exactly the same way as that 
which occurred in SP 2 (63.8) in the study of the de Haas-van Alphen effect. The 
integral is governed by the ranges near the points p2 = p2.ex(e) at which n(e, p.) (t.e. 
the cross-sectional area S) has an extremum as a function of p2. The result is 

y ri-niVl exp{2-mlnex±(l/4)i7r}Me) dnex 
t? Jo {exp[(e-M„)/T]+l}.|a2n/apz2|Sr de de’ 

(90.21) 
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where 

«™(e) = «(e, P«,(e)), M«) = b(e, p,„(e)), 

and the ± signs in the exponent refer to the cases in which pMX is respectively a 
maximum or a minimum of n(e, p-)j the summation is over all extrema. 

The integral (90.21) in turn is exactly analogous to the integral SP 2 (63.9), 
differing only in the slowly varying factors b and dncJde = cm^JetiB in the 
integrand; these factors, and [92n/9pz2|may be replaced by then values at e = p, 
i.e. on the Fermi surface. The integration over e and the summation over a then 
lead to the final result 

. ehB~ 

_2m-n'n(eti)'l2b'X\a2Sr'12 (90.22) 

where Sc%, £,x, and bcx are taken at e = p on the Fermi surface.t 
If for a given direction of B there is only one extremal cross-section of the Fermi 

surface, there is proportionality between the oscillatory parts of the conductivity 
<t„ and the longitudinal magnetic susceptibility. Comparison of (90,22) with SP 2 
(63.13) gives 

(27r)Vw*hcxaAfz 
3B 1 

(90.23) 

The foregoing calculations presuppose that the oscillation amplitude of the 
conductivity is small in comparison with its averaged value. This requirement is 
indeed the condition for the whole theory in §§ 84 and 85 to be applicable; it is clear 
that the averaged values have real significance only if they form the major part of 
the conductivity tensor. 

When hbiB~T, the oscillation amplitude is determined by the leading terms in 
the sum in (90.22), with / — 1, A, — 1. According to the definition in (90.15), the value 
of bc% can be estimated as hex ~ <rB2/pF. The derivative 32S/3 p2 ~ 1. Hence we have 
the following estimate of the oscillation amplitude: 

&la~(ha>BleF)'12, ficoB ~ T. (90.24) 

This ratio is small, because of the obligatory condition (90.3). 
If T <hioB, however, the estimate is changed. The oscillation amplitude is then 

determined by the sum of a large number of terms in (90.22), having A, — I, i.e. 
1 ~ ficoe/T > 1. The number of such terms is of the order of 1 itself. In comparison 
with the previous estimate, we now have an additional factor (_l,2( ~ (Hcoe/T)1'2, so 

tThe oscillations of the conductivity were discussed by A. I. Akhiezer (1939) and by B. I. Davydov 
and I. Ya. Pomeranchuk (1939) for a quadratic electron dispersion relation, and by A. M. Kosevich and 
V. V. Andreev (1960) for any dispersion relation. 
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that 

<t/<7 ~ (tuoBlep)'n(tuoBIT)'12. 

The requirement that this ratio be small leads to the condition 

hwB <(eFT)'n. 

(90.25) 

(90.26) 

PROBLEM 

Determine the transverse conductivity of an electron gas with a quadratic dispersion relation 
(e = p2/2m). The electrons arc scattered isotropically by impurity atoms, with a cross-section that is 
independent of the energy. 

Solution. The problem amounts to the calculation of b(pz) in (90.15) and (90.23). With a quadratic 
dispersion relation, p=mv, and p = 0 since the mean velocity along a closed trajectory is v = 0; hence, 
by (90.12), k = cPxle. According to the discussion in the text, when calculating the mean value of 
(k - k’)2 we can regard the scattering process as independent of the magnetic field. The difference 
between P and p is then unimportant: if the position of the scattering atom is taken as r = 0. we have 
p=p. 

In the case under consideration, the scattering probability has the form larodo'Mn, where do' is the 
solid-angle element for directions of the momentum p’ after scattering, and rrn is the constant total 
scattering cross-section. This expression may be put in the equivalent form 

(<7o/47rm) dp', dtp' 6(e — e') de', 

where ip' is the azimuthal angle for the direction of n' in the xv-planc, and it here replaces (90.11). 
Similarly, we write the volume element in p-space as dp -» m dp, dip de, and 

P* = (2me — p,2)112 cos ip. 

We find 

pJ(P*“Pi)2- 

b(e i dp'J(2-h)1 

cV(2me)/IO ,5 
“UmVl \3 Pl I 

where 1 = l/<rnN,mp is the mean free path. 
The averaged conductivity is calculated from (90.15): 

where N = pr/3ir2ft5 is the number density of electrons. The cross-sectional area of the Fermi sphere is 
greatest at p, =0, and = 7rpf2. Hence 

b„=5c2N/16l. 

The oscillatory part of the conductivity is, form (90.23), 

- =„2- * SM, 
” ”t,NeF 8B ‘ 

That of the magnetization, Mz, for the model in question is given by SP 1 (60.6). 



CHAPTER X 

THE DIAGRAM TECHNIQUE FOR 

NON- EQUILIBRIUM SYSTEMS 

§91. The Matsubara susceptibility 

The study of the behaviour of various systems in a weak alternating external field 
usually amounts to the calculation of the appropriate generalized susceptibilities. In 
this section we shall derive expressions relating the generalized susceptibility to an 
auxiliary quantity which may be calculated by means of the Matsubara diagram 
technique; this opens the way to the use of such a technique to study the transport 
properties of various systems (A. A. Abrikosov, I. E. Dzyaloshinskil and L. P. 
Gor’kov, 1962). 

The generalized susceptibility a(co) is defined as follows (SP I, §123). Let the 
external action on the system be described by the inclusion in the Hamiltonian of a 
perturbing operator 

V(t) = -xf(t), (91.1) 

where x is the Schrodinger (time-independent) operator of some physical quantity 
describing the system, and the perturbing generalized force /(f) is a given function 
of time; we assume that the mean value of x is zero in the absence of the external 
action. Then, in the first approximation with respect to /, there is a linear relation 
between the Fourier components of the mean value x(t) and the force /(f), and the 
generalized susceptibility is the coefficient in this relation: 

it-= «(«)/- (91-2) 

According to the Kubo formula (SP I, § 126), the function a(co) can be expressed 
in the operator form 

a(w) = i J e'‘‘''(Ml)xn(0) -.iM)x,(t)) dt, (91.3) 

where x0(t) is the Heisenberg operator defined in terms of the unperturbed 
Hamiltonian of the system (indicated by the subscript 0), and the averaging is over 
the specified unperturbed stationary state of the system, or over the Gibbs 
distribution with the unperturbed Hamiltonian.t 

tThroughout this chapter we take h = 1. 
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Let us now consider, purely formally, a system obeying the “Matsubara” 
equations of motion, which differ from the actual equations by the change of the 
time f-» — i't; the new variable t takes values in the finite range 

— I IT =S t =S l IT. (91.4) 

Let this system be subjected to a perturbation 

V(t) = —x/(t). (91.5) 

The mean value x will then also be a function of t. We expand the function /(t) in 
Fourier series on the range (91.4): 

/(t)= 2 /»«~i£*\ Cs = 2ttsT, (91.6) 

and the function x(t) similarly.t The Matsubara susceptibility is defined as the 
coefficient of proportionality between the components of the two expansions: 

** = ««(£,)/,. (91.7) 

Our aim is now, firstly, to obtain for aM(fs) a formula analogous to (91.3) and, 
secondly, to find a relation between aM(fs) and the function a(co) which is sought. 

For the first task, let H be the unperturbed Hamiltonian of the system. The 
“exact” Matsubara operator of x is calculated ast 

xm(t) = <t-i(t, 0)Xo',(t)<x(t, 0), (91.8) 

where a is the Matsubara S-malrix: 

<x(t, 0) = Tt exp j- £ V0m(t') dr'}, (91.9) 

and the subscript 0 denotes operators in the Matsubara “interaction represen¬ 
tation”.^ 

*oM(t) = exp(rH0)x exp(-TH0) (91.10) 

and similarly for V0m(t). In first-order perturbation theory, the expression (91.9) 
reduces to 

<x(t, 0) ~ I — £ V0M(T')dT'. (91.11) 

tFor x, which has a classical limit, we must use the technique corresponding to Bose statistics; the 
expansion (91.6) is then made in terms of “even frequencies” £,. 

f All the concepts and formulae used below may be found in SP 2, §38. 
§ Formula (91.8) is valid even when the initial operator V(t) depends explicitly on t, although this has 

not been implied in the derivation given in SP 2, §38. 
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The value averaged over the Gibbs distribution is 

x(T)=tr{e ",txm(t)}. (91.12) 

According to SP 2 (38.6), we have 

£ H/r = e-rto/T(5.(i/T 0) 

= e _ £'T V0m(t') drj, 

and by (91.8) and (91.11) 

XM(t) = X0M(t)-|nT{XoM(T)V„M(T')- VoM(T')V'(T)}dT'. 

Substitution of these expressions in (91.12) gives with the same accuracy 

x(t) = tr{e ^t[|(T [VoM(t')xoM(t)-XoM(t)VoV'(7')] dr' 

- l‘,T VoM(t')Xo(t) dr']}. 

In the first integral, the variable t'<t; in the second, we divide the range of 
integration into those from 0 to t and from t to 1 IT. After cancelling, and 
substituting for V0(t) from (91.5), we see that the result may be written 

x(t) = JJT f(T')(TTx0M(T)x0M(r')) dr; (91.13) 

the operator Tr of chronological ordering with respect to r places the factors in 
order of increasing t from right to left, without changing the sign of the product. 
The averaging in (91.13) is over the Gibbs distribution with the Hamiltonian Ho- 
The result of the averaging depends only on the difference t - T. Finally, putting 
f(r') in the form of the Fourier expansion (91.6), we obtain the required formula for 
the Matsubara susceptibility: 

«m (4) = I"7 ei(-'<TJ„M (t)x0m (0)) dr. (91.14) 

We see that aM(fs) is expressed in terms of the Fourier component of the 
Matsubara Green’s function constructed from the operators x; cf. the definition in 
SP 2 (37.2). Note the difference from formula (91.3) for a(co), which contains the 
retarded (with respect to the time t) commutator, not the chronological product. 

To deal with the second part of the problem, that is, to find the relation between 
the functions a(co) and aM(£s), we must start from (91.3) and (91.1), and express 
these functions in terms of the matrix elements of the operator x. We shall not give 
the relevant calculations here, since they are practically identical with earlier similar 
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ones (SP 1, § 126; SP 2, §§36, 37), but simply give the result: 

= 2 e~E"'T co^Slf+To0 _ e(91-15) 

«m&) = 2 c~hJT - e—'T). (91.16) 

Here the x„,„ are the matrix elements of the Schrodinger operator x with respect to 
the stationary states of the system, and aimn = Em-En. Comparison of the two 
expressions shows that 

aM (£) = «(■'£), fs>0. (91.17) 

Since the generalized susceptibility a(co) is real on the positive half of the 
imaginary w-axis, the function aM(fs) is real when > 0. It is seen from (91.16) 
that aM(~fs) = aJXfs). Thus aM(fs) is a real even function of expressed in terms 
of a(co) by 

«««;,) = «(i|£,|). (91.18) 

This gives the required relation. To determine a(co), we must construct a 
function that is analytic in the upper half of the co-plane, whose values at discrete 
points co = if, on the positive half of the imaginary axis are equal to aM(fs); this 
will give the required generalized susceptibility. 

In the next chapter, the above method will be applied to the transport properties 
of superconductors. 

To conclude, we shall show that from a(co) we can find the relaxation formula 
for the quantity x reaching its equilibrium value x = 0. To do so, we shall suppose 
that the initial non-equilibrium value of x is produced by a generalized force /(f) 
acting when f <0 but not thereafter. The value of x(f) at a time f is determined by 
the values of / throughout the preceding time: 

x(t) = f a(t-t')f(t')dt', 

the function a(f) being related to the generalized susceptibility by the inverse 
Fourier transformation 

a(t) = J a(co)e dco/27r; 

cf. SP 1, § 123. If / = 0 when f > 0, then 

x(f) = J a(t — t')f(t') dt' 

The behaviour of x(t) for large t is determined by the asymptotic form of a(t) as 
t ->oc. The latter in turn is determined by the singularity of a(co) that is in the lower 
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half-plane and closest to the real axis. In particular, the relaxation of x by a simple 
exponential law x * e“"T with relaxation time t corresponds to a simple pole of 
a(co) at co = - i/t. 

§92. Green’s functions for a non-equilibrium system 

Problems in physical kinetics always involve the consideration of non-equili¬ 
brium states. Nevertheless, the application of the method described in §91 allows, 
in some cases, the calculation of kinetic quantities to be reduced to that of Green’s 
functions for systems in thermodynamic equilibrium, and this shows the possibility 
of using a diagram technique (e.g. the Matsubara) which is essentially -.pplicable to 
equilibrium states. Of course, this possibility is always limited to physical problems 
relating to states not far from equilibrium. 

We will now proceed to set up a diagram technique that is in principle suitable 
for calculating the Green’s functions of systems in any non-equilibrium states. The 
equations then obtained for the Green’s functions are similar to the transport 
equations as regards their significance. As applied to equilibrium systems, however, 
the same technique makes it possible to obtain the Green’s functions and the 
generalized susceptibilities (at non-zero temperatures) as functions of continuous 
real frequencies directly, without any need for analytical continuation; for this 
reason it may prove, in complex cases, more useful than the Matsubara technique.t 

Green’s function for a non-equilibrium system is defined in the same way as in 
the equilibrium case; 

iG„m(Xh X2) = (n|TT„,(X,)'i’,'r2(X2)|n) 

The only difference is that the averaging (denoted by (rt|... |n)) is now taken over 
any quantum state of the system, and not necessarily over the stationary state as in 
the equilibrium case.t The upper sign here and below refers to Fermi statistics, and 
the lower sign to Bose statistics; in the latter case (for a system of spinless 
particles) the spin suffixes <T|, <t2 must of course be omitted. In the case of Bose 
statistics it is assumed that there is no condensation, i.e. that the systems con¬ 
cerned either do not have a conserved number of particles (phonons or photons), or 
are at temperatures above the point at which condensation begins. In an in¬ 
homogeneous non-equilibrium system, the function (92.1) depends on the pairs of 

'This technique is due to L. V, Keldysh (1964), In some respects it resembles that developed by R. 
Mills (1962) for equilibrium states. 

tThc definition of G in SP 2, §36, for an equilibrium system with T * 0 also involved averaging over 
the Gibbs distribution. Let us here mention once more that, according to the fundamental principles of 
statistical physics, the result of a statistical averaging for an equilibrium system is independent of 
whether it is carried out with respect to the exact wave function of the stationary state of a closed 
system or by means of the Gibbs distribution for a system in a “thermostat”. The only difference is that 
in the first case the result of the averaging is expressed in terms of the energy and number of particles in 
the system, and in the second case in terms of the temperature and the chemical potential. 
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variables Xi = (th ri) and X2 = (f2, r2) separately, and not only on their difference 
X|-X2 as in the equilibrium case. 

The diagram technique should enable us to express the Green’s function of a 
system of interacting particles in terms of the functions for an ideal gas. There is, 
however, a necessity to introduce other functions besides G. In order not to 
interrupt the subsequent analysis, the definitions and some properties of these 
functions will now be given. 

For reasons which will appear in §93, it is appropriate to denote the function 
(92.1) by G thus we write this definition in the formt 

iG if = (TffTffV) 

roMV), ti > t2;i 

The definition 

iG 1 

p('F2+'Fl), f, > f2;' 
l t, < t2 . 

(92.2) 

(92.3) 

differs from (92.2) in that T is replaced by T, which signifies that the operator 
factors are arranged in the reverse of chronological order, with decreasing time 
from right to left. 

Two further functions are defined as the mean values of the products of 
'F-operators not in chronological order: 

iG i2 = ('MV), iGr2+ = + OFpF,). (92.4) 

The difference in the signs in these definitions for Fermi systems is due to the 
general rule that there must be a change of sign when ^-operators are inter¬ 
changed. 

The second function (92.4) with f|= f2= f is the same as the one-particle density 
matrix; written in full. 

+ iG f(t,rl;t,r2) = Xp(t,rl,r2) (92.5) 

(cf. SP 2 (7.17), (31.4)). Here it does not matter from which side t2 tends to the limit 
fi, since G + is continuous when t2 = ti. The value of iG+~ with fi = f2 is related to 
that of iG~+ by 

i{G+ (t, r,;t, r2)-G +(f, r,; t, r2)} = S(n - r2), (92.6) 

which follows from the commutation rule for Fermi or Bose ^-operators. 

tTo lighten the notation, we shall regard the spin suffixes as included in the variables X = (I, r, <r). 
Where no misunderstanding is possible, we shall also simplify by using suffixes to represent the 
arguments X:’1'| = ’1'(X|),G|; e G(Xi, X2).etc. Lastly, the averaging will be denoted by <,..) simply, not by 
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The four G functions thus defined are not independent. They are linearly related 
in a way that is obvious from their definitions: 

G +G++ = G-" + G+' (92.7) 

The functions G~~ and G++ are also connected by the relation of “anti-Hermitian 
conjugacy” when their arguments are interchanged: 

GiV^-G^*. (92.8) 

The functions G 1 and Gf are themselves anti-Hermitian: 

G|2+— — G2I+*, G 12 — — Gjf*. (92.9) 

The relation between these functions and the retarded or advanced Green’s 
functions will be important in the following discussions. These latter functions are 

defined similarly to those in the equilibrium case (cf. SP 2, §36): 

iGf,= 

iGf2 = 

|(^i% i'iV'i'i), 
o, 

o. 
.-('i','i'2+±'i'2+'i'1). 

t i > t2, 
t,<t2; 

These two are Hermitian conjugates: 

G o = G?i*. 

(92.10) 

(92.11) 

Direct comparison of the definitions (92.2)-(92.4) and (92.10) gives 

gr = g---g-+ = g+--g++,i 
Ga = G -G+ =G"-G++.J 

(92.12) 

In the steady state with spatial homogeneity, when all functions depend only on 
the differences t = t,-t2 and r = r, - r2, they can be Fourier-expanded with respect 
to these variables. From (92.8) and (92.11) the Fourier components satisfy the 
equations 

G (co, p) = — [G++(co, p)]*, GA(co, p) = [Gr(co, p)]*, (92.13) 

and it follows from (92.9) that the Fourier components G‘ (co, p) and G~"(co, p) are 
imaginary. 

For a system of non-interacting particles the function G" satisfies the equation 

GmG\T~ = 8(X, - X2), (92.14) 
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where G,f1 denotes the differential operator 

+ + R2.15) 

e(p) = p2/2ru, and 

8(X,-X2) = 8„,„28(f,- f2)8(r,-r2); (92.16) 

the superscript (0) to G indicates that this function pertains to an ideal gas, and the 
suffix 1 to Go'1 indicates that the differentiation is with respect to the variables f, 
and ri. The delta function on the right of (92.14) arises from the discontinuity of the 
function G~~ at f|= f2.t The functions GR and GA have a similar discontinuity, and 
therefore G(0)R and G,ou satisfy a similar equation. The function G++ has a 
discontinuity of the opposite sign at t,= f2, and therefore 

Goi‘Gi2++ = — 8(X|— X2). (92.17) 

Lastly, the functions G+ and G~+ are continuous at f i = f2, and so, for an ideal gas, 
they satisfy the equations!: 

Go,‘G(|2)+' = 0, G o i1 G fi2)_ + = 0. (92.18) 

We shall calculate all G functions for a stationary homogeneous state of an ideal 
gas, with some (not necessarily the equilibrium) momentum distribution np of the 
particles. To simplify the formulae, we shall suppose that this distribution is 

independent bf the spin. The spin dependence of the G functions (in Fermi 
statistics) then separates as a factor S,ri„2, and we shall omit this factor together 
with the spin suffixes. 

The ''^-operators for an ideal gas are written as ordinary expansions 

%r) = ^X dpexp{i[p.r-e(p)f+ p.f]}, (92.19) 

and similarly for ffV; see SP 2 (9.3). When these expressions are substituted in the 
definitions of the G functions, it must be remembered that the only non-zero 
diagonal matrix elements are those of products of particle annihilation and creation 
operators with the same p: 

(dp+dp)=np, <upup+> = I + Bp. 

tSee SP 2, §9. The derivation given there does not depend on the assumed averaging over the ground 
state of the system, and remains valid for averaging over any quantum state. 

tlf the differentiation is with respect to the second, not the first, variables in the G functions, the sign 
of id/81 must be changed, i.e. the operator Gm must be replaced by Gn;ls: 

GoPGfr =S(X,-Xz), (92,14a) 
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Thus we find, for example, 

Gl0)’+(f, r) = ±^J np exp{ip.r-ie(p)f + iiit}~^, 

where f = f, - f2, r = n - r2. With an identical transformation of this expression into 

G(0)~+(f, r) = ± 2m J np expfip . r - uot)8(w - e + p.) dw d3p/(27r)4, 

we see that 

G(0)~+(co, p) = ± 2mnp8(w - e + p.). (92.20) 

Similarly, 

p) = - 2m(l + np)8((o - e + p). (92.21) 

To calculate GR, it is most convenient to start directly from the equation 

[i e(-«V) + p]Gl0)R(t, r) = S(f)S(r), 

solve it by the Fourier method, and use the fact that GR(co, p) cannot have a 71 
singularity in the upper half of the o-plane. This gives immediately 

Gm(w, p) = [to - e(p) + m + iOr(92.22) 

the function G,0)A(co, p) is found from this, in accordance with (92.13), by simply 
taking the complex conjugate. 

Lastly, (92.12) then gives 

G,0) (co, p) = [co — e(p)+ ix + i0]_l ± 2mnpS(co — e + /x) 

= P w■_ ' + ^ + i>(± 2wp— l)8(w - e + ix). (92.23) 

Note that (92.22) is independent of the properties of the state (i.e. of the 
distribution np) over which the averaging is carried out. This property of GmR (and of 
GW)a) is not in fact dependent on the homogeneity and stationarity of the state of 
the system, which were assumed in the derivation of (92.22): the function 
Gl0|R(X,, X2) is necessarily dependent only on the difference X, — X2. 

For an equilibrium system, np in (92.21)-(92.23) is to be taken as the Fermi or 
Bose distribution function. The G functions are then expressed in terms of T and 
ix; this achieves the change from averaging over a given stationary quantum state 
to averaging over the Gibbs distribution. 
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PROBLEM 

Find Green's functions for a homogeneous stationary state of a phonon gas in a liquid. 
Solution. Similarly to the definitions (92.4), we have for the phonon field 

iO,'. = (pip;). iDo = <ptpi), (I) 

where (>' = p" is the operator of the variable part of the density of the medium. Since this operator is 
self-conjugate, the functions (I) are related by 

Dl: = D;i . 

and they of eollrse again have the property (92,9). 
For a gas of non-interacting phonons (sec SP 2 (24,10)), 

where pa is the unperturbed density and u the speed of sound. Substituting (3) in (1) and changing from 
summation to integration, we have 

I'D"” '(l,r) 2^ J{(<\ Vv)c"‘ ' 

or, replacing the variable of integration k by k in the second term and expressing the mean values in 
terms of the occupation numbers Nt of the phonon stales, 

iD101 •(t.r) = |^{Nle “l' + (l-rN 

The integrand (without the factor e't,r) is the Fourier component with respect to the coordinates. 
Fxpansion with respect to time, also, gives 

iD'0'*(to.k^-TrpoMNsfifto-ukJ + U + N s)«(w + «k)j. (4) 

e function D101' we have, according to (2), 

D10” (w, k) = Dm"(—co, —k). 

further Green's functions are defined by 

>Dr. = <Tpip2’), (Do = (Tpipi1), 

DiV = D2T, Du = D2Y. 

■n-interacting phonons, a similar calculation gives (cf. SP 2. §31, Proble 

D<0> (to, k) = — [Dl(n**Tto, k)j* 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

= *T {k^THo -^rd^To] - “k>+ + (8) 

In accordance with (7), Dlo,~(to, k) = D101' '(-to, -k). 
It follows from (8) that in the coordinate representation the function D(ol~'(t, r) satisfies the equation 

(Jp- u;a)d,0V-(I, r) = po«(l)A«<r), (9) 

which replaces (92.14) for the Green's functions of ordinary particles. 
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The whole of the diagram technique is based on separating in the Hamiltonian of 
the system the interaction operator: H = H0+ V, where H0 is the Hamiltonian for a 
system of non-interacting particles. The diagram technique is a perturbation theory 
with respect to V. 

For a non-equilibrium system, the technique is constructed in the same way as in 
the equilibrium case with T = O.t The Green’s function G = G' is expressed in 
terms of the 'F-operators in the interaction representation (i.e. for an ideal gas) by 

iGl2~ = <S-1T['f'oi'i'0-3S]), (93.1) 

S * SK -*) = T exp(—i I' V0(t) dt'j, (93.2) 

and V„(f) is the operator V in the interaction representation. The averaging in (93.1) 
is over some state of the system of non-i iteracting particles. It will be convenient 
to assume that this is a stationary homogeneous state but not the ground state; we 
shall see later that the initial state can be eliminated, and the theory formulated so 
that the equations are independent of it. There is a difference here from the case 
T = 0, where the averaging is over the ground state. This difference is very 
important; the averaging is over the ground state. This difference is very important: 
the averaging of the operator S'1 cannot be separated from that of the other factors 
as in the derivation of SP 2 (12.14) from (12.12), because a non-ground state is not 
transformed into itself by the operator S~‘, but into a superposition of other excited 
states, which may be intuitively regarded as the result of all possible processes of 
mutual scattering of quasi-particles.t 

The expression (93.1) is to be expanded in powers of V. It is convenient first to 
transform S~‘, using the unitarity of S and the fact that the operator V is 
Hermitian: 

S-' = S* = T exp(f J V(f)df); (93.3) 

the symbol T, which denotes anti-chronological ordering, has been defined in § 92. 
Expanding S and S~‘ in series and substituting in (93.1), we obtain a sum of 

various terms, in each of which an averaging is to be performed by means of 
Wick’s theorem, and a diagram is associated with each way of contracting the 
'^-operators in pairs.§ 

tThe following discussion is essentially based on that in SP 2, §§ 12 and 13. 
tFor the same reason, the diagram technique given in SP 2, §§ 12 and 13, is not in general applicable, 

even when T = 0, for the case where alternating external fields are present (i.e. when V depends 
explicitly on the time even in the Schrodinger representation): the alternaling fields excile lire giuund 
state of the system. It must be emphasized, however, that the technique described here is valid even 
when an alternating field is present. 

§In the macroscopic limit, the validity of Wick’s theorem does not depend on ihe homogeneous 
stationary state over which the averaging is carried out; see SP 2, § 13, end. 
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First of all, as in the “ordinary” diagram technique with T = 0, only the 
connected diagrams (not containing separate vacuum loops) need be considered. 
The vacuum loops cancel out, as is easily seen by examining the first few diagrams, 
which show the general principle involved. 

If all the contractions that yield a connected diagram are made in the factor 
T'iT'iVS in (93.1), we obtain terms represented by the ordinary diagrams described 
in SP 2, § 13, though of course with a different specific form for the functions 
corresponding to the continuous lines. These are diagrams in the coordinate 
representation; the change to the momentum representation is unsuitable for 
non-equilibrium states (when the G functions depend on the variables X, and X2 
separately). Other terms arise from contractions involving also 'P-operators from 
S'1 = SL In each order of perturbation theory, they are obtained from the ordinary 
terms on replacing any factor V from S by a factor from S+. Such terms are 
represented by diagrams of the same graphical form but with a somewhat different 
rule for reading them. The changes result from three causes: (1) in S+ the 
interaction operators appear as +iV, not —iV as in S; (2) all the 'P-operators in S* 
are always to the left of the operators in the product T'P,'P2+S; (3) within the factor 
S+, the operators are ordered as a T (not T) product. 

Let us now consider how these changes affect the construction of the diagram 
technique in the simple case of a system of particles (fermions, say) in an external 
field U(t, r) = U(X). 

The first-order terms in the expansion of the expression (93.1) are 

^T'P,'i'2+(-i | 'P,+ G1'P, cPXj'jj + ^fi J 4',*U,'T, d4X3. T'P,'P2+). 

The second term in this sum is characteristic of the situation in question; on 
averaging over the ground state, only the first term would have to be considered. In 
the first term, all four 'P-operators are in the T product; their contractions in pairs 
according to 

(93.4) 

give factors G$ and G™’ . In the second term, the 'P-operators contracted are 
not mutually ordered by T or T: 

(93.5) 

their contractions give factors G®+~ and G$__f; +iU, replaces -iU}. 
The graphical elements differ from those occurring in the ordinary diagram 

technique by having additional symbols + or - at the ends of the lines. Broken 
lines with + or - at one end (a vertex of the diagram) denote factors +iU(X) or 
—itf(X): 

- = + iU(X), - = - iU(X) (93.6) 
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(cf. SP 2, § 19). Continuous lines with + or — at each end are associated with the various 
G functions: 

(93.7) 

The numbers at the ends of the lines show the arguments of the functions (the 
variables X, and X2). 

The two_ terms (93.4) and (93.5) are then represented by the diagrams 

(93.8) 

The two outer ends of the continuous lines are marked —, these being corrections 
to the functions G~~. Integration is implied with respect to the variables cor¬ 
responding to the vertex of the diagram.! In analytical form, 

iG\'l- = J {iGlTiG$~(-iUJ + iG$-+iG$+-iGj} d%. (93.9) 

In the next (second) order of perturbation theory, the correction to the functions 
G is given by four diagrams: 

V (93.10) 

(the numerals are omitted). The signs + or — at each vertex of the diagram relate to 
the ends of all three of the lines that meet there. </C‘ 

Similarly, the correction terms in the other G functions are represented by 
diagrams with other signs at the two outer ends of the continuous lines. For 
example, in the first order the function G + has two diagrams: 

(93.11) 

+More precisely, integralion over dl d3x and summation over a pair of like spin suffixes. The latter will 
be regarded here as included in the integration over d4X. 
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Thus the diagrams in the Keldysh technique are obtained from those in the 
ordinary technique by assigning additional indices + or - in all possible ways to 
their vertices and free ends. This rule remains valid in the diagram technique for 

other types of interaction. 
For a system with a pair interaction between particles, in the ordinary diagram 

technique the interaction potential of two particles is associated with an internal 
broken line. We now assign to the ends of such a line a further pair of like signs + 

1 +_2+ = iU(X, - X2) s i«(r, - f,) U (r, - r2), 

1- 2 — = — iU(X,— Xf). 
(93.12) 

For example, the first-order correction to the functions G for a system with pair 
interaction is represented by a sum of four diagrams: 

instead of the two diagrams SP 2 (13.13) in the ordinary technique. The continuous 
line forming a closed loop is again associated with a factor N0(p., T) (the ideal gas 
density) for either sign of the vertex. 

It has already been mentioned that the Keldysh diagram technique is applicable 
also to equilibrium systems with T^ 0. Let us suppose that there is no external 
field, and change from the coordinate to the momentum representation, expanding 
all G functions as Fourier integrals. Then each line in the diagrams is, as usual, 
assigned a definite 4-momentum, and the functions U(Q) and Gl0)(P) in the 
momentum representation are associated with these lines by the same rules. 

When T = 0, the Fermi distribution function is 1 

np = 1 for p < pF, 

= 0 for p > pF. 

Hence, from (92.20) and (92.21), we have for a Fermi system with T = 0 

G“»-+(P) = 0 for p>pF, g|0)+-(P) = 0 for p < pF, 

and all the diagrams for G““ that contain “plus” vertices are identically zero. Thus 
the Keldysh diagram technique, as applied to equilibrium systems, becomes the 
ordinary diagram technique directly when T = 0, unlike the Matsubara technique. 

§94. Self-energy functions 

Like any “reasonable” diagram technique, the Keldysh technique allows the 
diagrams to be summed in “blocks”. The most important of these are the self¬ 

energy functions. 
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This concept arises (SP 2, § 14) in considering Green’s function diagrams that 
cannot be divided into two parts joined only by one continuous line. We can 
separate the factors /G'01 corresponding to the two end lines of such a diagram and 
express it (in the coordinate representation as a function of the two arguments X, 
and X2) in the form 

J iG'SX- iSu)iG"" d4X, d4X„. 

The function - i2)4, which stands for the whole of the inner part of the diagram, is 
called a self-energy function. The exact self-energy function, denoted by -i2, is the 
sum of all possible diagrams of this type. In accordance with the fact that in this 
technique each vertex in the diagram has to be given the sign + or -, there are four 
exact self-energy functions, corresponding to the signs of their “exit” and “entry” 
vertices; they are denoted by 2 , 2*’, 2 and 2f_. 

The exact G functions are expressed in terms of the exact 2 functions by 
identities which may be written graphically for G as 

(94.1) 

and similarly for the other functions; the thick lines are exact G functions and the 
ovals 2 functions (cf. SP 2 (14.4)). In analytical form. 

= g‘,T + J {c\T 2j,-g3t + c(ll'i;;Gh 

+ Gir^YGjT + Gf?-"2« G&} d% d4X4 (94.2) 

with three more equations for the other G functions. 
These equations may be compactly written by means of the matrices 

G = 
(G' 
vG” 

G'4 
G44 

(94.3) 

Then the four equations such as (94.2) can be written jointly as one matrix equation 

G|2 = GS1? + J G??2„Gj2 d4X, d4X4, (94.4) 

the factors in the integrand being combined by the rule of matrix multiplication. 
The equations (92.14)—(92.18) satisfied by the ideal-gas G functions are similarly 

written jointly as 

Go/G'n1 = o.filX, - X2), (94.5) 
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where! 

Let us now return to (94.4) and apply the operator Go,1 to each side. Using (94.5), 
we obtain a set of four integro-differential equations written jointly as one matrix 
equation: 

1 U 

Go",'Gi2 = ozS(X, - X2) + J a22„G,2 d%. (94.6) 

This equation may be written in an equivalent alternative way, by noting that in the 
diagram form (94.1) the thick lines may just as well be on the left instead of on the 
right. In (94.2), therefore, the factors in each term of the integrand may be written 
in the order G^S^Gjff- By applying the operator G02* (see the last footnote to § 92) 
to the resulting equations, we find 

G0"2*Gi2 = azS(X, - X2) + J G„2,2a2 d4X,. (94.7) 

The self-energy functions themselves can be expressed as a series of skeleton 
diagrams whose graphical elements are thick continuous lines corresponding to 
exact G functions. For example, in a system of particles with pair interaction, 

+ S' ~ X'~ - + (94.8) 

.. -O; (94.9) 

and similarly for 2++ and 2+ ; the further terms of the series^contain diagrams with 
a larger number of broken lines.! Thus the equation (94.4) or (94.7) constitutes a 
complete (though very complicated) set of equations for the exact G functions. 

Equations (94.6) do not involve the functions G(0) which depend on the choice of 
the “zero” state of a system of non-interacting particles. Thus there is no depend- 

tThe symbol <r„ taken from the standard notation for the Pauli matrices, has of course no reference to 
spin here. 

tCf. SP 2 (14.9), (14.10); all the diagrams of the first or second order listed there are among the 
skeleton diagrams (94.8). 
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ence on that choice.! But the occurrence of differential operators in the equations 
makes their solutions indefinite. This is manifested by the presence of the functions 
G(0) in the integral equations (94.4). 

The set of equations (94.6) has, however, the disadvantage that it does not 
explicitly take account of the linear dependence of the G functions shown by 
(92.7). To avoid this disadvantage we must make a linear transformation of the 
matrix G in such a way that we can use (92.7) to reduce one of its elements to zero. 
This is done by means of the formula 

G' = R~'GR, (94.10) 

where 

R=V2(-1 !)* K“,==V2 (l /)- 

It is easily seen that the transformed matrix is 

°-(o°« V)- (94l,) 

where 

F = G++ + G~~ = G+~ + G”+. (94.12) 

When the matrices G(01 and 2 are transformed in this way, equation (94.4) remains 
invariant. 

The transformed matrix 2 is 

-(£ *)■ 

with the notation 

fl = 2“” + 2++, 2R=2" + 2~\ 2-* = 2~'+2+' (94.14) 

This may be proved by direct calculation, using the equation 

2++ + 2'” = — (2+“ + 2~+), (94.15) 

which follows from (92.7) and is easily derived by equating to zero the expression 
Goi'(G"" + G++-G”+- G+") formed by means of equations (94.6). 

t An important comment is needed here. When there is no external field, the functions Go depend only 
on the difference X1-X2, and the functions G given by a series expansion in terms of the Go would 
have this property also. After the elimination of Go, however, we can also consider solutions of (94.6) 
that depend on Xi and X2 separately. 



rix equation (94.4), we obtain three equa- Now expanding the transformed nia 
tions. One of them is 

Gti = GT + J GTZbCti d4X, d4X4. (94.16) 

The corresponding equation for GR gives nothing new, since it is simply the 
Hermitian conjugate of (94.16). That equation, although it contains the function 
G,0IA pertaining to an ideal gas, does not depend on the “zero” state, since G,0,A 
does not do so, as noted in §92. 

Lastly, the third equation derived from (94.4), for the function F, contains terms 
involving the function F'0), which does depend on the “zero” state. These, 
however, are reduced to zero by the differential operator Gw1, since G0}Ft0> = 0. The 
resulting equation is 

Go! F|2 = J {ft,,G£ + 2?3F,:} d4X,. (94.17) 

Equations (94.16) and (94.17) constitute a complete description in principle of the 
behaviour of a non-equilibrium system. The second of them is an integro-diffcren- 
tial equation, and forms a generalization of the Boltzmann equation: here it should 
be remembered that by (92.5) and (92.6) the functions G 4 and G 4 , and therefore 
F, are directly related to the particle distribution function in the system. The 
solution of (94.17) is arbitrary to the same extent as that of the transport equation. 
However, (94.16) is a purely integral equation and therefore brings no further 
arbitrariness into the solution. 

There is nevertheless a fundamental feature of equations (94.16) and (94.17) by 
which they differ in general from the ordinary transport equation: they contain not 
one but two time variables, t, and N. We shall show in §95 how this difference is 
removed in the quasi-classical case. 

§95. The transport equation in the diagram technique 

We shall use a simple example to show how the passage is made from equations 
of the type (94.16), (94.17) to the ordinary quasi-classical transport equation. Let us 
consider a slightly non-ideal Fermi gas at temperatures T ~ eF, assuming the 
quasi-classicality conditions to be satisfied: the time intervals t and distances L over 
which all quantities vary significantly satisfy the inequalities 

tcf 1, LpF^>l; (95.1) 

cf. §40. Although no new result is obtained in this case, of course, the analysis has 
some instructive features that will be useful in more complicated cases. 

The quantized transport equation must determine the one-particle density matrix 
p(t, ri,r2)-t To go to the quasi-classical case, it is appropriate to use the mixed 

tAs in §40, we assume that the electron distribution is independent of the spin, and omit the spin 
factor from p. 



coordinate-momentum representation, taking a Fourier expansion with respect to 
f = n - r2 but retaining the coordinate dependence on r = i(n + r2). Here r, = r + (g, 
r2 = r —so that the Fourier transform is 

^n(t.r,p) = f C-»-«p(f.r + ig,r-5g)d,e. (95.2) 

The inverse transform is 

P(hr„r2) = ^ f e,p-,,i-,=,,l(f,i(r,+r2).p)^t. (95.3) 

The integration of n(t, r, p) with respect to the coordinates gives the particle 
momentum distribution function, as is seen from the expression for this integral in 
terms of the original density matrix: 

Np = J n(t, r, p) d'x = .V J e r„ r:) d3.x, iPx,. (95.4) 

The integration with respect to momenta gives the coordinate distribution, i.e. the 
spatial number density of particles, as we again see from the expression in terms of 
the density matrix: 

N(f, r) = J n(t, r. p) tf3p = .\p(f, r, r). (95.5) 

The function n(f, r, p) itself, in the general quantum case, cannot be regarded as the 
coordinate and momentum distribution function simultaneously: this would con¬ 
tradict the fundamental principles of quantum mechanics, and in any case the 
function n(t, r, p) defined by (95.2) is in general not even positive. 

The function n(f, r, p) does, however, have the literal sense of a distribution 
function in the quasi-classical approximation. To see this, let us consider the 
operator of some physical quantity pertaining to an individual particle and depend¬ 
ing on r and p: / = /(r, p) = /(r, -iV).t By definition of the density matrix, the 
mean value of / is 

f~J [/,p(b H, r2)]r,-r,=r d3x, 

where /i acts on the variable r,. We substitute p in the form (95.3), and use the fact 
that with the conditions (95.1) n is a more slowly varying function of n than the 
factor exp(ip.ri). It is therefore sufficient to differentiate only the latter, which 
amounts to the change -iV,->-p. The expression for J then becomes 

/=^|/(r,p)n(f,r.p)d3x^. (95.6) 

tWe shdll take the particular case where all the operators V are to the right of r. In the quasi-cl.issical 
approximation, this is not an importanl poinl. 
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which (since / is arbitrary) corresponds exactly to the definition of the classical 
distribution function. 

We will now obtain the equations for the Green’s function G“+(X,, X2) which is, by 
(92.5), most closely related to the density matrix. We use for this function the 
“four-dimensional” mixed representation 

G+(X, P) = J e,PHG”+(X + 2E, X —-£) d4H, (95.7) 

where P = (co, p), X = (f, r), H = (&. £), t = 2(ti + 12), £0 = h ~ <2- Then 

n(t, r, p) = - i J G~+(X, P) (Uo/Ztt; (95.8) 

the integration over dioll-n is equivalent to putting f, = f2. 
After these preliminary definitions, let us derive the transport equation. We take 

the - + component of equations (94.6) and (94.7), and subtract term by term: 

(G 02 * - Go\)G ,2+ = -J (2„C« + 2„’G,V + G„’2,V + G^S,/) d4X,. (95.9) 

The operator acting on the function Go on the left is 

-G„,' = —i ^ + - 

We now take Fourier components (95.7) on each side of (95.9) and put f, = f2 (or, 
equivalently, integrate over dwllrr). Using (95.8), we find that the left-hand side of 
(95.9) becomes 

dn n Sn 
dt+m' dr’ 

which is the required form of the left-hand side of the transport equation for the 
distribution function n(t, r, p). The right-hand side of (95.9), after Fourier trans¬ 
formation, must therefore give the collision integral C(n). 

The change to Fourier components on the right-hand side must take account of 
the quasi-classicality conditions. The integral in (95.9) is a sum of terms of the form 

j S(X„X3)G(X3,X2)d4X3. 

We express the factors 2 and G as functions of the differences and averages of the 
“4-coordinates”: 

J 2(X, - X3> £(X, + X3))G(X3 - X2, ^(X3 + X2)) d4Xj. 
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In the change to Fourier components with respect to the first arguments, the 
important ranges are |r, — r3|, |r3 — r2| — 1/p for the coordinate differences, and 
|f,- f3|, |f3- f2|~ 1/e for the time differences. According to the conditions (95.1), 2 
and G as functions of their second arguments vary only slightly in these ranges. 
We can therefore approximately replace those arguments by X = j(X, + X2): 

£ '' ' * 

1 J 2(X, - Xj, X)G(X3 - X2, X) d4X3, 

and can then take the Fourier representation for a given value of X. The right-hand 
side of (95.9) then becomes 

C(n) = - J {5T+(G“- + G++) + (2~ + 2+i)G“+} dcoll-n 

= J {— 2“+G+“ + 2+~G“+} dioll-ir, (95.10) 

where all the functions in the integrand have the same arguments (X, P) = 
(f, r; co, p); in the second expression, we have used the relations (92.7) and (94.15). 

Let us apply formula (95.10) to the model of an almost ideal Fermi gas discussed 
previously (SP 2, §§6 and 21). As there, we shall arbitrarily suppose that the 
potential U(r, — r2) of the interaction between particles satisfies the condition for 
perturbation theory to be applicable; in the change to the real interaction (which 
does not satisfy this condition) it is sufficient to express the result in terms of the 
scattering amplitude. 

Having in view the determination of the collision integral in the first non¬ 
vanishing approximation of perturbation theory with regard to the particle inter¬ 
action, we may suppose that the exact G functions in (95.10) are related to the 
distribution function n by the same formulae (92.20), (92.21) as in an ideal gas; this 
implies the neglect of small corrections, due to the interaction, in the gas particle 
energy e = p2/2m.t The expressions (92.20) and (92.21) relate, strictly speaking, to 
the homogeneous steady state of the gas, but, in the qtiasi-classical case, because of the 
slow variation of n with coordinates and time, we can use the same expressions with np 
regarded as a function n(t,r, p), with t and r as parameters. The integration with respect 
to (o removes the delta functions, leaving 

C(n) = i2“+(e - p, p; f, r)[l — n(t, r, p)] 

+ i2+“(e - p, p; f, r)n(t, r, p). (95.11) 

It is clear from the form of this expression that the first term describes the “gain” 
of particles, possible only when 1 — n A 0; the second describes the “loss”, which is 
proportional to n. It remains to calculate the self-energy functions 2“+ and 2+ 

tThis approximation enables us to neglect the remaining components of (94.6), i.e. to regard them as 
satisfied identically in the relevant approximation. 
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The first non-vanhshing contribution to these comes from the second-order 
diagrams (cf. (94.9)); for example. 

where P\ = P + P| —P'. When U is replaced by U0 (see below), the contributions 
to 1 from these two diagrams are related by = — 2(the minus sign comes from 
the closed loop in diagram (a), and the factor 2 from the spin summation in that loop; 
compare the analogous calculations in SP 2, §21). Expanding diagram (b) in 
analytical form, we find 

H +(P) = J G~>(P')Gt-(Pl)G-*(P;)U2(p,-p’)d4P, d4P7(27r)s. 

In a degenerate gas, the particle wavelength (— 1/p) is necessarily large in com¬ 
parison with the range of the interaction forces, because of the condition for the 
gas to be rarefied (see SP 2, §6); this enables us to replace l/(pi —p') by its value 
for pi - p' = 0: 

U0 = J U(r)d\x. 

Substituting the expressions (92.20) and (92.21) for G“+ and G+~, and eliminating 
the two delta functions by integration with respect to the “time” components of the 
4-vectors P, and P', we see that the first term in (95.11) in fact coincides with the 
“gain” term in the collision integral (74.5) (w = 2ttU02). The calculation of is 
similar, and the second term in (95.11) coincides with the “loss” term in the same 
collision integral. 



CHAPTER XI 

SUPERCONDUCTORS 

§96. High-frequency properties of superconductors. General formula 

Formijlaf have been derived in SP 2, §51, which relate the current in a 
superconductor to the vector potential of the electromagnetic field there. Here, 
these formulae will be generalized to case of a field varying in time. As in SP 2, 
the investigation will be based on the BCS model, the electrons in a metal being 
regarded as an isotropic gas with a weak attraction between the particles.t 

As always in metals (and the more so in superconductors), the displacement 
current may be neglected in Maxwell’s equations: 

curl H = 47rj/c. (96.1) 

Hence, in this approximation, 

div j = 0. (96.2) 

To describe the field, we choose the gauge in which the scalar potential <p = 0. The 
linear relation between the Fourier components (with respect to time and coor¬ 
dinates) of the current density and the vector potential of the field is written 

/„(«, k) = - <?(«, k)(Sof! - F,yk2)Ap(oj, k), (96.3) 

which satisfies identically the equation (96.2), i.e. the condition k,j(co, k) = 0. The 
longitudinal part (parallel to k) of the vector A does not appear in (96.3), nor 
therefore in the equations at all, so that it can be taken as zero, with the assumption 
that k . A(co, k) = 0. With this choice of A, the relation between the current and the 
field reduces to 

j(co, k) = - Q(co, k)A(co, k). (96.4) 

Our object is to calculate the function Q(co, k). This is a generalized suscep¬ 
tibility, and to solve the problem we use the method described in §91. We formally 
include in the Hamiltonian of the superconductor a “vector potential” that depends 
on the Matsubara variable t (and on the coordinates):!: 

A(t, r) = A(fs, k)el,k‘r'f,T), £, = 2ttsT. (96.5) 

tThe results in §§96 and 97 are due to J. Bardeen and D. C. Mattis (1958) and to A. A. Abrikosov, L. 
P. Gor’kov and I. M. Khalatnikov (1958). 

tin this section we put h = 1. 
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Using Gor’kov’s equations, we calculate the correction linear in A to the Matsubara 
Green’s function: 

®(ti, r,: t2, r2) = - t2, r, - rj) + r,; t2, r2); (96.6) 

because of the “homogeneity in t” and the spatial homogeneity of the unperturbed 
superconductor, 9?(0) depends only on the differences of its arguments. The current 
density j(-r.r) is expressed in terms of the Green’s function by 

j(r,r)= - ^ [(V' - r; t', A(t, r), (96.7) 

where N is the number density of particles.t With the field (96.5), this relation has 
in practice the form 

i(r,r)= -QM(&,k)A(T,r). (96.8) 

The coefficient QM is the Matsubara susceptibility, and by (91.18) 

k) = Qm((s, k). (96.9) 

To determine the required function Q(co, k), it is necessary to make an analytical 
continuation from the points w = i|fs| to the whole of the upper half-plane. 

The calculation of QM is similar to the calculations in SP 2, §51. In the potential 
gauge with divA=0, there is no correction to the gap A in the energy spectrum, 
and the linearized Gor’kov equations for the Green’s functions 9? and 9 are 

[~’h+^+ti] r: T'’0+ASf,l,(T’r; T'’r,) 

= - A(t, r). V^,0)(t - t', r - r'), 

= — A(t, r). V§m(-r - t', r - r'). 

(96.10) 

With a field of the form (96.5), we can at once separate the dependence of <S(I) 
and S'm on the sums t + t' and r + r', putting 

= g(r - t', r - r') exp[2ik , (r + P) - 21i£,(r + t')] (96.11) 

tCf. SP 2 (51.17). In making comparisons with the formulae in SP 2, §51, it must be remembered that 
is now a positive quantity, the unit charge. 
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and similarly for fF1" with / in place of g. After this change, the first equation 
(96.10), for example, becomes 

= A(fs, k) expfjik. (r - O ~ i«'t(T - r*)]. V»m. 

We now expand all quantities in Fourier series with respect to t - t' and Fourier 
integrals with respect to r—r': 

g(T, r) = T 2^ J 8(ft. P) exp[ip - r- ffW] d3p/(2rr)3 (96.12) 

and so on. We then obtain for the Fourier components a pair of algebraic 
equations: 

[i(i;'.- + it) - ^ (P + 5k)2 + v]g(&, P) + A/(&, p) 

= ^p.A(£,,k)«m(ft-if„p-ik), 

[ - UK + it) - ^(P + 5k)2 + ,r]/(fP) - A/(£.. p) 

= - — P - A(t, k)y"(li - it, P - 5k). 

(96.13) 

The “unperturbed” Green’s functions 9?(0) and are expanded in Fourier series 
with “odd frequencies” (2s'+1)7tT. It therefore follows from (96.13) that the 
“frequencies” £*■ take the values 

fr=(2s'+l-s)irT. 

The functions 9?(0) and .'¥m are (see SP 2 (42.7), (42.8)) 

«“”(t,p)= -(it + r))/(f2 + e2), 1 

^0)(t,p) = A/(f2+e2), j 

where 

i1=j^-P~vF(p~Pf), c2 = A2 + t)2; 

(96.14) 

(96.15) 

the constant A is assumed real. By using these formulae, we can easily put the 

solution of equations (96.13) in the form 

g(&, P) = “~P- A(t, p){<S,0)(P+)«<0,(B-) + ^(PriS^V-)}, (96.16) 
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P.= (ft±fcnP±ik). (96.17) 

With (96.7), (96.11) and (96.12), we obtain for the current density 

Kfc. W = -~ i_ I pg(i’ ’ p) (S? ~ 7^7 A(£" k)’ 

g being given by (96.16). As the vectors j and A are transverse to k, we average in 

the integrand over the directions of the vector px in the plane perpendicular to k. 

The functions cSt0> and in (96.16) do not depend on the direction of p±; 

averaging of the factor px(p.. A) converts it to Ap2sin220, where 6 is the angle 
between p and k. We thus have the following final expression for the Matsubara 

susceptibility: 

QM(fs,k) = ^ + ^J j;ysin20x 

x [«,0)(P+)<S'0)(P-) + )1 d3p/(27T)3. (96.18) 

Let us now make the analytical continuation of this function from the discrete 

series of points (s = 2sttT to the whole of the right-hand half of the complex 

f-plane, i.e. to the upper half of the oi-plane (co = if). This amounts to the analytical 

continuation of the integrand in (96.18); let us consider its first term, for 

example; 

JmU,)- t +&)«_«::-&) 

= t| *+((2s'+l)irT)* ((2s'+l)irT-fs). (96.19) 

For brevity, we omit the index (0), and replace the arguments p» = p ±2k by suffixes 

±. This expression may be written as the integral 

jm(Q = »+(z)»-(z - £,) tan(z/2T) dz, (96.20) 

taken along the three closed contours C,, C2 and C3 in Fig. 32, which together 

enclose the infinite set of poles of the factor tan(z/2T) at the points z = (2s'+ 1)7rT 

(marked by strokes in the diagram). The residues of the integrand at each pole give 

corresponding terms in the sum (96.19); at infinity, 9?(z) a l/z, and the integral 

therefore converges. In choosing the contours, we have used the fact that ‘g(z) is 

analytic in each of the two half-planes; 

fGR(iz), 

lGA(iz), 

>0; 
<0, 
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where G" and GA are analytic functions, the retarded and advanced Green’s 

functions (see SP 2. § 37); the imaginary z-axis is in general a cut for the function 

»(z). 
We now rotate the contours so as to pass vertically on either side of the cuts 

re z = 0 and re z = fs (Fig. 33; the infinitely distant parts which close the contours 

are not shown). On the pair of lines C,, C2 we change the variable of integration by 

putting z = ico', and on C2, C3 we put z — fs = ico'. Then, when fs > 0, 

Jm(£.) = - 4l~j^ {‘an gj [G?(co')- G?(co')]GA(co' - if,) 

+ tan [G-(co') - G*(<o')]G? (co' + i£.)j d<o'. (96.21) 

In the derivation of this equation, fs has been fixed as 2-nsT. For such values. 

tan ■V+i. 
IT 

The fact that the expression (96.21) is analytic for all > 0 is then evident from the 
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fact that Ga and G" are analytic in the corresponding half-planes. Now putting 

ifs = co, we have for the analytically continued functiont 

J(co) = JM(-ico) 

-4^: / ‘anh £ {[G5(«0 - G?(co')]G^(co'- co) 

+ [G?(co') - G^(co')]G + (co' + co)} dco'. (96.22) 

The second term in the integrand in (96.18) is analytically continued in a similar 

way, and the result differs from (96.22) only in that GR and GA are replaced by F+R 

and F*A.t These functions are (see SP 2, § 41) 

iO co - e + iOj 

(96.23) 

where 

“p!} = 21(1 ±Tj/e). 

The functions GA and F+A are the same with the sign of iO changed. Hence 

Gr - GA = 2 im Gr = - 77[up2S(co - e) + u„2S(co + e)], 

F+R - F+A = (7rA/2e)[S(co - e) - S(co + e)], 

and the integration in (96.22) amounts to the removal of the delta functions. 
After some simple but laborious algebra we arrive at the final expression§ 

tThis method of analytical continuation is due to G.M. Eliashberg (1962). 
tThe definition of the Green’s function F' (corresponding to the temperature function !?) is given in SP 

2, §41. The definitions of /' *K and l *A differ from that of F* in that the T product is replaced by the 
commutator, the relationship being similar to that between GR, GA and G. 

§Mention has been made (SP 2, §51) of the need for caution in calculating sums and integrals of the 
form (96.18), because of the slowness of decrease of the integrand. With the order of operations used 
here, this difficulty is avoided, as is confirmed by the fact that the final expression (96.24) satisfies the 
necessary condition: Q = 0 when A = 0 and ci = 0 (a normal metal in a static field): see the second 
footnote to §97. 
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where 

i)± = ^(p±5|<)2-fi, ei-A2 + T)l (96.25) 

The two terms in the braces in (96.24) are quite different in origin and 
significance. The first is an odd function of p, and the integral of it is therefore zero 
for T = 0, when tanh(e+/2T) = 1. This part of Q is related to the collisionless 
dynamics of elementary excitations. Its imaginary part, which exists for all w and 
k, is related to the collisionless Landau damping. 

The integral of the second term is not zero even when T = 0. This part of Q is 
related to the formation or break-up of Cooper pairs. The poles of the integrand in 
this part are at e+ + e_ = ±co. For them to exist (and so for there to be dissipation 
because Q has an imaginary part), the frequency must exceed 2A, the Cooper pair 
binding energy. 

§97. High-frequency properties of superconductors. Limiting cases 

Let us now examine the general formula (96.24). The number of limiting cases 
here is very large on account of the presence of four independent parameters hw, 
hkvF, A and T, which can be in various relationships to one another. Several of 
these limiting cases will be considered. 

When hw > A, the gap in the superconductor spectrum is unimportant. Putting 
A = 0 in the first approximation, we should obtain the formula for the transverse 
permittivity of a normal electron Fermi gas; we shall not pause to give the relevant 
calculations.! 

London case 

Let us take the London limiting case, in which 

fikvF A0, (97.1) 

where A0 is the value of A(T) when T = 0. We shall assume that A <T, thus 
excluding the range of very low temperatures. The frequency will be regarded as 
small, in the sense that w s kvF. 

As k ->0, 

,_21±2t±A!ak2 
e+e- 

The second term in the braces in (96.24) is therefore small, and may be neglected. 
In the first term, the first square bracket is equal to 2; since the second square 

tThe relation between Q(w,k) and the transverse permittivity e,(w,k) is ascertained as follows. 
Expressing the current density in terms of the polarization vector by - iwP = j, and the vector potential 
A in terms of the electric field by E= iwA/c, we can rewrite (96.4) as P= -cw~2QE. This shows that 

-cQ/a,2 = (c-!)/477. 
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bracket is an odd function of p, we can then write 

Q(co,k) = ^--^- 
- ftco - iO (2irft)3' 

We have tanh (e/2T) = 1 -2n0(e), where 

n0 = [e‘IT + 1]"' (97.2) 

is the distribution function of elementary excitations in a superconducting Fermi 
gas (a Fermi distribution with zero chemical potential), and thus put 

tanh jy ~,anh 27 = 2[n0(e,) - Ho(e-)] 

~ 2ftk . v dUo/de. 

dn0 k . vp2 sin 8 J3p 
de k . v - co - iO (2irft)3' 

(97.3) 

When co = 0, this expression agrees, as it should, with the London value Nse2/mc, 
where NS(T) is the density of superconducting electrons.t We can therefore 
rewrite (97.3) in the equivalent form 

dn0 p2 sin2 0 d}p 
de k . v - co - iO (27rfi)3' 

(97.4) 

The second term in this expression represents the contribution to the permittivity 
from the elementary excitations in the Fermi gas.t 

When co < kv, we may neglect co in the denominator of the integrand in (97.4): 

QCaMO-^ ;»'V f 
!cft3k 

sin2 0 d cos 6 f dn0 p4 
cos 6 - iO J de m2v dp' 

(97.5) 

tThis is easily shown by means of the formulae given in SP 2, §40, for the calculation of p, = r»N„ 
The function Q(0. k) tends to zero (as does N,) when T-*Tr, as already mentioned in the last footnote 
to §96. 

tThis may be seen by comparing (97.4) with formula (2) in §31, Problem 2, for the transverse 
permittivity of a collisionless electron plasma. In making the comparison, it must be noted that the 
London case corresponds to the quasi-classical limit, so that the formula for a degenerate gas differs 
from that for a Maxwellian plasma only in the form of the distribution function and the dispersion 
relation c(p). 
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The integral with respect to cos 6 is calculated from the residue at the pole 
cos 0 = i0, and is equal to i-n. The integral with respect to p, written as 

diverges logarithmically when With a cut-off at |t)| ~ coA/keF (where kv ~ 
co), we find with logarithmic accuracy 

Thus 

dthi 
. <>e J 

Pf2A . 2 £ 
dv 

: V ' 

, N,e2 . e2pF2Aco log(kuF/co) 
0(“-k) = ’mT_ 2^Tkle^+\){e^-+\y 

(97.6) 

The imaginary part of Q determines the dissipation; a negative sign of this pari 
corresponds to a positive imaginary part of the permittivity. 

The expression (97.6) becomes invalid when T-» Tc and Ns and A tend to zero. 
The principal contribution to the integral with respect to p in (97.5) here comes 
from the range ij ~ T > A, and in it we may put A = 0. The result is 

<2(to, k) = -i-477 
Ne2 co 

where N = pF3/37r2fi3 is the electron density. This expression simply represents the 
anomalous skin effect in a normal metal, with the dispersion relation e = p2/2m. r 

Pippard CASE 

In a static magnetic field, the Pippard limiting case corresponds to the inequality 

hkvF>Ao~Tc. (97.7) 

To consider an alternating electromagnetic field, we add the further condition 

(97.8) 

The calculations in this case are considerably simplified by first subtracting from 
0(co, k) (96.24) its static value Q(0, k); this is equivalent to omitting the constant 
term Ne2/mc and subtracting from each term (et±f - ± hcof1 in the integrand a 
similar term with co = 0. The difference Q(co, k) - Q(0, k) is found to be proportional 
to 1 Ik. The Pippard-case 0(0, k) has a similar dependence on k: 

0(0, k) = J£- 
477k’ 

(97.9) 

tSee (86.16). In making the comparison, it is important that K in this case is independent of ip, and 
that o relates j to A, not to E as a does in (86.16). 
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see SP 2 (51.21). We can therefore write Q(co, k) in the form 

Q(o>. k) = ^[/3 + TM], (97.10) 

where -y(co) is a function that may be calculated and is zero when co = 0. Because of 
this dependence on k, the formula SP 2 (52.6) for the penetration depth S remains 
valid, if we replace /3 by (j + y(co). However, since y(co) is complex (see below), it 
is natural to use here not S itself but the related surface impedance f(&j) = - icoS/c. 

In the integral which gives the difference Q(co, k)- Q(0, k), the important range 
is that of small values of cos 0, as in the calculation of 0(0, k) in SP 2, §51, and the 
integral converges rapidly as cos 0 increases; we can therefore put sin 0=1, and 
extend the integration with respect to cos 6 from -oo to oo. 

The integral is transformed by means of 

d3p = 2np2 dp d cos 0 2npF2m dij d cos 0 

(ij = p1j2m — pl), and new variables of integration are used; 

Xi = e+/A, x2=e_/A. 

We have 

t)++t)_~2t), i)+ — ■»)_ hkvF cos 0. 

The integration over drjd cos 0 can therefore be replaced by one over dr)tdr) lkvF 
from -oo to oo for each of the variables rj+ and tj— All terms in the integrand which 
contain the product tj+tj- and are therefore odd functions of these variables then 
give zero on integration. We can then change to integration from 1 to =o with 
respect to each of the variables x, and x2, putting 

dl)dcos6^4M^:de+de' 

_ 4A2X|X2 dx, dx2 
~ fikvF[(x1- l)(xi— 1)]',2‘ 

These transformations lead to the result 

’=[[ [(jc^-l)(xl- 1)]’ 

(x,x2+ 1) 

+ (x,x2 1)[Xi + X2— (5 — l0+ X, +x2 + ^ + iO x 
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where Co = fico/A. We shall consider only the imaginary part of this expression, 
which determines the absorption of energy from the field. 

The imaginary part of the integrands in (97.11) is separated by means of the rule 
(29.8), and the delta functions are then eliminated by integrating with respect to one 
variable x, or x2\ it is necessary here to verify that the point at which the argument 
of the delta function is zero does in fact lie in the range of integration. A simple 
calculation gives, when w >0, 

x(x + <5) + 1 
=1Fk* + <5)2-i]1 

' x(<3- x)~ 1 
(x2— l)',2[(x — Co)1 — 1]' 

775 1 tanh—^ 

7775 tanh y 

the second term occurs only when Co > 2. Similarly, we can easily show that 
J"(-Co) = J"(<3). The integral (97.12) depends on two parameters A IT and hoi/A, 
which may bear various relations to each other and to unity. Let us consider some 
of the possible limiting cases. 

Let T = 0. Then the first integral in (97.12) is zero; the second is non-zero when 
w > 2A0; that is, there is an absorption threshold at the binding energy of the 
Cooper pairs. The presence of this threshold, which is a direct result of the gap in 
the spectrum, is a specific property of a superconductor. 

Near the threshold, when <3 — 2<S 1, x is close to unity throughout the range of 
integration. Putting Co - 2 = S, x - 1 = zS, we find 

‘ 57rS r dz 
J0 V[z(l - z)] 

= 57T2S = 772(&-l). 

Collecting the above formulae, we have the following expression for the imaginary 
part of Q at T = 0 near the absorption threshold: 

37r2Ne2 A0 /fico 
4me hvFk V2Ao 

(97.13) 

If the temperature is not zero, let us consider the case of low frequencies fioo <«A, 
and assume that A(T) ~ T (thus excluding both temperatures near zero and those 
near Tf). The second integral in (97.12) is then absent. In the first integral, the 
important range is x-l~co<«l. Expanding the difference of two tanh in the 
integrand in powers of <3 and using the variable x - 1 = u, we find with logarithmic 
accuracy 

Tihai , _2 A f ' du -irfuo , A , A 
J 2T cosh 2TJo V[u(u + £)]- 2T COsh 2T °8 hw' 

The result is then 

_ 377 Ne2 w n 
^ 8 me vFk T 

(97.14) 
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§98. Thermal conductivity of superconductors 

The physical nature of electronic thermal conduction in superconductors is 
similar to that of thermal conduction or viscosity in Bose superfluids. In both cases 
we are concerned with the transport coefficients of the normal component of a 
quantum liquid, which forms a set of elementary excitations therein. Here we shall 
consider this topic also in the BCS model (B. T. Gellikman 1958). 

We start from the transport equation for the distribution function of quasi¬ 
particles in a superconductor where there is a temperature gradient: 

=C(n). (98.1) 
dr dr dp 

where v = de/dp is the quasi-particle velocity. The energy of a quasi-particle is 

e = [vl(p-pF)2 + A\T)Y'\ (98.2) 

and itself depends on the temperature through the energy gap A(T). Hence, when a 
temperature gradient is present, the energy e also becomes a function of the 
coordinates, and - del dr represents the force acting on a quasi-particle. This is the 
source of the second term on the left of (98.1). 

As usual, we put n = n0(e)+ Sn(r, p), where 

n„(e) = (eelT + l)'1 (98.3) 

is the equilibrium distribution function. Retaining only the terms in n0 on the left, 
we have as the equation for n0 

dno de drip _ f dn0 dn0 de 1 
V' dr dr' dp LdT de dTjVVJ' 

The difference of terms containing the derivative of A is zero in the square 
brackets, leaving 

e drip 
T de ’ 

. VT = 
v . VT 
~W~ (ee 1)- 

The collision integral depends on the quasi-particle scattering mechanism. We 
shall consider the case where the principal mechanism is elastic scattering by 
impurity atoms at rest, and assume this scattering to be isotropic. Then the collisiorf 
integral reduces (cf. (11.3)) to 

C(n)= -uSn, 

where v = vNimpa, is the effective collision frequency, N-,mp the number density of 
impurity atoms, and <x, the transport cross-section for the scattering of a quasi¬ 
particle by an impurity atom. The latter quantity is a constant, of the order of 
atomic dimensions. 
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The transport equation thus becomes 

v ■ VT e Sn0_ Sn 
V T de ~ r 

where 1 = l/N;mpat is the constant mean free path. 
The heat flux is calculated as the integral 

q = J evSn . 2d3p/(27rfi)\ 

(98.4) 

(98.5) 

the factor 2 coming from the two directions of the quasi-particle spin. The 
distribution function n = n0+ Sn is also related to the normal electric current in the 
superconductor, with density 

jn =j-js = -^fp8n^jfp-e(N-Ns)vs; 

in the model under consideration, j = - ei/m, with i given by (77.7). 
The thermal conductivity is defined in terms of the heat flux with j = 0. In the 

present case, however, this condition does not call for any change in equation 
(98.4). The reason is that the total current density in the superconductor is 
j = j„ + js, the sum of the normal and superconducting currents. The current j„ that 
occurs in the presence of a temperature gradient is automatically balanced (in an 
open circuit) by the superconducting current j, = — j„. An important point here is 
that the movement of superconducting electrons does not involve any transfer of 
heat. The equilibrium distribution function of quasi-particles against the “back¬ 
ground” of the superfluid flow with velocity vs = - js/eNs differs from (98.3) in that 
e is replaced by e + p.vs (cf. §77); this change would also have to be made in the 
transport equation (98.1). The velocity vs is proportional to j„, and therefore to the 
small gradient VT; hence the above change would give rise only to second-order 
small terms on the left of the transport equation, and these would in any case have 
to be omitted in arriving at (98.4). 

Substituting 8n from (98.4) in (98.5), we find, after averaging over the directions 
of p, the thermal conductivity 

or, with v dp = de, p2~ pF2, 

_2 ilna 2.4-fl-p dp 
Se (2-irhy ’ 

Finally, after some obvious substitutions, 
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When T -> 0, A -» Ao, the conductivity tends to zero: 

K = TtPFT e~NT' (98.8) 

When T -* Tc, A-»0, it is seen from (98.6) to tend to the limit 

K=1SfI eno(e)de=^f, 

corresponding to the case of a normal metal. 



CHAPTER XII 

KINETICS OF PHASE TRANSITIONS 

§99. Kinetics of first-order phase transitions. Nucleation 

The basic ideas of the thermodynamic theory of nucleus formation in a phase 
transition are as follows (SP 1, §162). 

The change from a metastable to a stable phase occurs as the result of fluctuations 
in a homogeneous medium, which form small quantities of a new phase, or nuclei. The 
energetically unfavourable process of creation of an interface, however, has the 
result that when the nucleus is below a certain size it is unstable and disappears 
again. Only nuclei whose size a is above a definite value acr (for a given -state of the 
metastable phase) are stable; this is called the critical size, and nuclei of this size 
will be called critical nucleit They are assumed to be macroscopic objects 
containing large numbers of molecules. The entire theory is therefore valid only for 
metastable states that are not too close to the limit of absolute instability of the 
phase; as this limit is approached, the critical size decreases to a value of the order 
of molecular dimensions. 

With a purely thermodynamic approach, one can put only the problem of 
calculating the probability of occurrence in a medium of fluctuational nuclei of 
various sizes, the medium being regarded as in equilibrium. This is a point of 
fundamental importance. Since the state of the metastable phase does not actually 
correspond to complete statistical equilibrium, this treatment applies only to times 
much less than the critical nucleus formation time (reciprocal probability per unit 
time), after which the change to the new phase occurs in practice, and the 
metastable state ceases to exist. For the same reason, the thermodynamic cal¬ 
culation of the formation probability is feasible only for nuclei with size a < acr; 
larger nuclei develop into the new phase. That is, such large fluctuations are not 
among the group of microscopic states which correspond to the (metastable) 
macroscopic state under consideration. 

Instead of the thermodynamic probability of nucleation, we shall refer to a 
quantity proportional to this, the “equilibrium” (in the sense mentioned) dis¬ 
tribution function for nuclei of various sizes existing in the medium, denoted by 
fo(a); f0 da is the number of nuclei per unit volume of the medium with sizes in the 
range da. According to the thermodynamic theory of fluctuations, 

/o(a) * exp{-Rmin(a)/T}, (99.1) 

tin SP 1, § 162, only nuclei of the new phase which have just this critical size were considered. 

427 
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where Rmm is the minimum work needed to form a nucleus of a given size. This is 
made up of volume and surface parts, and for a spherical nucleus with radius a it is 

where a is the surface tension coefficient and the critical radius aa is expressed in 
terms of the thermodynamic quantities for the two phases; see SP 1, §162, 
Problem 2. The value o = aCI corresponds to the maximum of Rmin(a), and near it 

Rmin = haal - 4t7o(o - acr)2. (99.2) 

The maximum of Rmm corresponds to an exponentially sharp minimum of the 
distribution function. Neglecting the much slower variation with a of the coefficient 
of the exponential, we have 

fo(a) = f0(acr) exp{477a(a - acr)2/T}, (99.3) 

where+ 

/o(flir) = constant x exp{-47raa2r/3T}. 

From the above discussion, the value a = a„ corresponds to the limit beyond 
which large quantities of the new phase begin to be formed. More precisely, we 
should refer not to a limit point a = ac[ but to a critical range of values of a near 
that point, with width Sa ~ (TI4na)'12. The fluctuational development of nuclei in 
this size range can still, with appreciable probability, throw them back into the 
subcritical range, but nuclei beyond the critical range will inevitably develop into a 
new phase. 

Since the thermodynamic theory is limited to the stage before the actual phase 
transition, it cannot provide information about the course of this process, for 
instance the rate of the process. That would require a kinetic analysis of the 
development of the nuclei, which ultimately merge into the new phase.t 

Let /(f, a) be the required “kinetic” size distribution function of the nuclei. The 
“elementary process” which changes the size of a nucleus is the attachment to it, 
or the loss by it, of one molecule, and this is to be regarded as a small change, since 
in the present theory the nuclei are macroscopic objects. We may therefore 
describe the growth of the nuclei by a Fokker-PIanck equation: 

dfldt = - dslda, (99.4) 

tThe coefficient of the exponential in /o(u„) cannot be expressed in lerms of just the macroscopic 
properties of the phases. For a qualitative estimate, we may suppose that this factor is proportional to 
the particle number density N, in the main phase (1) and to the derivative d Vida, where is the number 
of particles in a nucleus of the new phase (2). Putting N 1/t'i, — 2, where i'i and U2 are the 
volumes per molecule in the two phases, we obtain as an estimate of the constant al,lv,v2. 

tThe theory given below is due to Ya. B. Zel’dovich (1942), 
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where s is the flux in “size space”: 

s = — B dflda + Af. (99.5) 

The quantity B is a “nuclear size diffusion coefficient”; A is connected with B by a 
relationship which follows from the fact that s is zero for the equilibrium dis¬ 
tribution. With the latter in the form (99.1), and neglecting the slow variation of the 
coefficient of the exponential, we find 

A=-BRU(a)/T. (99.6) 

Let us now find the stationary solution corresponding to a continuous phase- 
transition process. Then s = constant, and this constant flux (in the direction of 
increasing size) is just the number of nuclei passing through the critical range per 
unit time and unit volume of the medium, i.e. it defines the rate of the process. 

We can rewrite the expression (99.5) for the flux by expressing it, using (99.6), in 
terms of the ratio flf0 instead of f itself. Then the condition of constant flux 
becomes 

-Bf0-^(flf0)=s. (99.7) 

flfo = -s J + constant. 

The constant here, and s, are found from the boundary conditions for small and 
large a. The fluctuation probability increases rapidly with decreasing size, and small 
nuclei therefore have a high probability of occurrence. The stock of such nuclei 
may be regarded as made up so quickly that their number continues to have its 
equilibrium value, despite the constant depletion by the flux s. This is expressed by 
the boundary condition flf0 -» 1 as a -* 0. The boundary condition for large a can 
be established by noting that above the critical range the function f0 defined by 
(90.1) (which is actually not valid there) increases without limit, whereas the true 
distribution function f(a) of course remains finite. This situation is expressed by 
the condition flf0 = 0, imposed somewhere above the critical range; precisely 
where, is of no importance (see below), and we shall arbitrarily apply it as a -» oo.t 

The solution which satisfies both the above conditions is 

flfo = s J" dalBfo, (99.8) 

and s is determined by 

\ls = J da/Bfo. (99.9) 

f Similar arguments have been used in solving a different problem (§24). 
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The integrand has a sharp maximum at a = acr. Using the expression (99.3) near 
that point, we can extend the integration with respect to a - acr in (99.9) from - co to 
=°, regardless of precisely where (outside the critical range) the upper limit in (99.8) 
and (99.9) is taken, i.e. precisely where the boundary condition is imposed. The 
result is 

s = 2 V(a/T)B(aC[)/0(acr). (99.10) 

This is the number of “viable” nuclei (i.e. those that have passed through the 
critical range) formed in stationary conditions per unit time and per unit volume of 
the metastable phase, expressed in terms of the equilibrium number of critical 
nuclei given by the thermodynamic theory. 

For the distribution function f(a) itself, formula (99.8) in the subcritical range 
gives simply /(a) ~/0(a). Above the critical range, (99.8) tells us only that / <?/0, in 
accordance with the boundary condition stated. It is evident from the physical 
picture of the process that in this range the distribution function is constant: having 
reached that point, the nucleus becomes steadily larger, with practically no change 
in the reverse direction. Accordingly, we can here neglect the term containing the 
derivative dflda in the flux (99.5), writing s = Af. From the significance of the flux 
s, the coefficient A acts as a velocity in size space, daldt. The growth of a nucleus 
beyond the critical range, however, takes place in accordance with the macroscopic 
equations, by means of which the derivative daldt can be independently deter¬ 
mined: 

A = (da/df)macro, 

the subscript indicating the result of such a calculation^ 
From (99.6), we then find 

B(a) 
RUa)[dtJmxm 

_l_(*L\ 
S-ira(a - acr) \dt /„ 

(99.11) 

(99.12) 

Strictly speaking, the function B(a) thus calculated pertains to the range a > acr, 
whereas we are interested in the value of B(acr) for substitution in (99.10). 
However, since B(a) has no singularity at a = acr, the function just found can be 
used at that point also. As a-»acr, the derivative (da/df)macro tends to zero (the 
nucleus is in—unstable—equilibrium); division by a - acr gives a finite result. 

Formula (99.12) makes it possible in principle to calculate the coefficient B(acr) 
and hence the rate of formation of nuclei, without using a microscopic treatment. 

tThe question may arise of the correspondence between (99.11) and the “microscopic” definition 
(21.4), according to which the rate 1 Sa/St (summed over elementary growth events) is not A itself but 
the sum A = A + B'(a). But the derivative B'(a) is small (outside the critical range) in comparison with 
the value (99.6), which includes the large factor fC,„/T, and must be omitted. Quantities of this order 
have already been neglected in deriving (99.6), when the coefficient of the exponential in (99.1) was 
regarded as constant. 
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For example, in the case of boiling we have to apply the hydrodynamic equations 
to consider the growth of a vapour bubble in the liquid; for precipitation of a solute 
from a supersaturated solution, we have to deal with the growth of a precipitated 
grain as a result of the diffusion of the substance to it from the surrounding 
solution. 

PROBLEM 

Determine the “size diffusion coefficient" for the precipitation of a substance from a supersaturated 
(but nevertheless weak) solution; the nuclei are assumed to be spherical. 

Solution. The thermodynamic formulae are as follows. The critical radius at which a nucleus is 
precipitated from a supersaturated solution is 

n„ = 2av'/(p'-pi); 

see SP 1, § 162, Problem 2. In the present case, pi and v' are the chemical potential and molecular 
volume of the substance of the nucleus, and p' the chemical potential of the solute in solution: 
p' = T log c + <1>(P, T), where c is the concentration. With the concentration c„, of the saturated 
solution above a plane surface of solute: T log co» + <l> = pi, we have 

p' — pi — T log(c/a*) =* T(c - cox)/co*; 

the latter equation is valid for weak solutions. The critical radius is therefore 

aCI = 2auWT(c~co.). (1) 

The formula 

Coa = C(,.(l + lav'lTa) 

= cox + (Uc,/a)(c-co*) 12) 

gives the saturation concentration co« above a spherical solute surface with radius a. 
The substance reaches the nucleus as it grows, beyond the critical range, by diffusion from the 

surrounding solution. In a steady state, the spherically symmeiric concentration distribution c(r) round a 
nucleus of radius a is given by the solution of the diffusion equation 

DAc(r) = D^jprc(r) = = 0, 

with the boundary conditions c(°=) = c (the given value of the concentration of the supersaturated 
solution) and c(a) = co» Hence 

c(r) = c (c c0o)alr, 

and the diffusional flux towards the nucleus is 

/ = 4-7rr2D del dr 

= 4-nDa(c-co,) 

= 47tD(C ~ COxXu — flcr): 

in the last equation, formula (2) is used. 
If the concentration is defined as the number of dissolved molecules per unit volume, then I is the 

number of molecules deposited on the surface of the nucleus per unit time. We have 

(dal dt)„ucro = Iv'l4Tra2 

= (Dv'l a2)(a — acr)(c — co*) 
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and. (99.12), 

B(ac r) = TDu'(c — co*)/87raflcr 

-- Dv^Cf^lAiral,. 

§ 100. Kinetics of first-order phase transitions. Coalescence 

The treatment in §99 of phase-transition kinetics relates only to the initial stage 
of the transition: the total volume of all nuclei of the new phase has to be so small 
that their formation and growth have no appreciable effect on the “degree of 
metastability” of the main phase, and the critical size of the nuclei, determined by 
the degree of metastability, may be regarded as a constant. In this sta;/,e there is a 
fluctuational formation of nuclei of the new phase, and the growth of each nucleus 
is independent of the behaviour of the others. We shall refer to the particular case 
of solute precipitation from a supersaturated solution; the degree of metastability is 
then the degree of supersaturation of the solution. 

In the later stage when the supersaturation of the solution becomes very slight, 
the nature of the process is quite different. The fluctuational formation of new 
nuclei has now practically ceased, as the critical size is great. The increase in the 
critical size accompanying the steady decrease in the degree of supersaturation has 
the result that the smaller among the grains of the new phase already formed fall 
below the critical range and redissolve. Thus a decisive role at this stage is played 
by the “swallowing up” of small grains by large ones, which grow as the result of 
the dissolution of the small ones (coalescence). This stage will be discussed in the 
present section. It is assumed that the initial concentration of the solution is so 
small that the precipitated grains are far apart and their direct “interaction” may be 
neglected.t 

We shall consider a solid solution in which the precipitated grains are at rest and 
grow only by diffusion from the surrounding solution. In order to illustrate the 
method and the basic qualitative features of the process, we shall also make a 
number of other simplifying assumptions, neglecting the elastic stresses round the 
precipitated grains, and assuming that these are spherical. 

The equilibrium concentration of the solution at the surface of a grain with 
radius a is given by the thermodynamic formula 

c0a = cUl + 2av'ITa), (100.1) 

where is the concentration of a saturated solution above a plane surface of the 
solute, a the surface tension coefficient at the phase interface, v' the molecular 
volume of the solute; see §99, Problem. The concentration is defined in terms of 
the volume of the substance dissolved in unit volume of the solution. With this 
definition, the diffusive flux i = Ddc/dr at a grain surface is equal to the rate of 

tThe theory given is due to I. M. Lifshitz and V. V. Slezov (1958). 
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change of the grain radius: 

daldt = D[dcldr]r^a, 

where D is the solute diffusion coefficient. Because the concentration is assumed 
small, this rate is so small that the concentration distribution round the grain can be 
regarded as equal, at each instant, to the steady distribution c(r) corresponding to 
the relevant value of a: 

c(r)= c-(c~c0a)a/r, 

where c is the mean concentration of the solution. Hence the diffusive flux 
i(r)= Da(c-c0a)/r2 and, with (100.1), 

i(a) = daldt 

= D(c-Cr,a)la 

D 
a 

where the parameter cr = 2av'co*IT and the quantity A = c — c0» is the super- 
saturation of the solution. The quantity 

acr(f) = <x/A(f) (100.2) 

is the critical radius: when a > acr, the grain becomes larger (daldt > 0), and when 
a < a„ it dissolves (da/dt <0). In the following analysis, up to the final result, we 
shall measure time in units of a}cr(0)IDcr, where a„(0) is the critical radius at the 
point where coalescence begins. Thus we have the equation 

da = flcr(O) / 1 1 
dt a la„ a 

(100.3) 

Next, let f(t, a) be the grain size distribution function normalized so that the 
integral 

N(t) = J’f(t,a)da 

is the number of grains per unit volume. Regarding va = daldt as the rate of 
movement of the grain in size space, we can write the continuity equation in that 
space as 

at 
(100 4) 
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Lastly, the conservation of the total quantity of solute is expressed by 

A+ q = constant = Q, q(t) = jtt J a3f(t, a) da, (100.5) 

where Q is the total initial concentration and q the volume of precipitated grains 
per unit volume of the solution. 

Equations (100.3)~( 100.5) form a complete set of equations for the problem 
concerned. They can be transformed so as to involve variables that are more 
convenient for the analysis. 

We use the dimensionless quantity 

x(t)= acr(t)/acr(0). (100.6) 

As f -» cc, the supersaturation A(f) tends to zero, and the critical radius cor¬ 
respondingly tends to infinity. Hence, as t varies from 0 to °o, the quantity 

t = 3 logx(t) (100.7) 

also varies monotonically from 0 to °°, and we shall take this as a new time 
variable. As the unknown function in (100.3) we take the ratio 

u = fl/acr(f). (100.8) 

The equation then becomes 

du3/dr = y(u-l)-u3, (100.9) 

y = y(r) = dt/x2 dx > 0. (100.10) 

Going on now to analyse the equations, we shall first show that as t -* oo the 
function y(T) must tend to a particular finite limit. 

The right-hand side of (100.9) has a maximum at u2 = {y, where its value is 
t[I('3T),/2 — !]■ Thus, depending on the value of y, the rate du3ldr as a function of u 
may have any of the three forms shown in Fig. 34. When y = y0 = 27/4, the curve 
touches the abscissa axis at u = u0 = 3/2. 

Each point on the abscissa axis representing the state of a grain moves to the 
right or to the left, according to the sign of the derivative du3/dr. When y > y0, all 
points to the left of ut move to the left and disappear on reaching the origin. The 
points with u > u, move to the point u2, approaching it asymptotically from the 
right or from the left. This means that all grains with u>ui, i.e. with radius 
a > Uiflcr, would reach asymptotically the size a = acru2, which tends to infinity with 
acr; the total volume q of precipitated grains would thus also tend to infinity, so that 
the equation of conservation of matter (100.5) could not be satisfied. When y<y0, 
all points move to the left and disappear on reaching the origin after a finite time; in 
this case, q(r) -» 0, and equation (100.5) again cannot be satisfied. 
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Fig. 34. 

Thus the function y(t) must tend to the limit y0 and must do so from below: if it 
did so from above, or if y = y0 exactly, all points with u > u0, moving to the left, 
would still become “stuck” at u = u0 (where du'tdr = 0), and equation (100.5) could 
not be satisfied, as in the case y(°°) > y0. We must therefore have 

y(r) = ?[l-e2(r)], (100.11) 

with e-»0 as t-»®. The points approaching from the right pass more and more 
slowly through the “hold-up” point u = u0. Their rate of passage is governed by the 
function c(t), which must again be determined from the equation of motion (100.9) 
and the equation of conservation of matter (100.5). 

Near the point u = u0, equation (100.9), with y from (100.11), is 

With a new unknown function, the ratio z = (u — l)/c of two small quantities, we 
can write this equation as 

3_dz 
2e dr 

_d(lle)y 
1 dr ) 

(100.12) 

Analysis of this, similar to that of (100.9), leads to the conclusion that as = the 
function tj(t) must tend asymptotically to a finite limit tj0=2/V3, the value for 
which the right-hand side of (100.12) as a function of z touches the abscissa axis at 
the hold-up point z0 = V3/2. The asymptotic equation tj = ijo gives the limiting form 

e(r) = V3/2r. (100.13) 

When r2> 1, the correlation term in (100.11) may be neglected. The equation 
1/y = x2 dx/dt =4/27 then gives the limiting form of the time dependence of the 
critical radius: 

c(0 = Ocr(t)/flcr(0) = (4f/9)1,\ (100.14) 
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Since r = logx3, the condition for (100.14) to be applicable, expressed in terms of 
the actual time t, is log21 s> 1. It is noteworthy that, although the relative magnitude 
of the corrections to y0 decreases rapidly with increasing r and the first ap¬ 
proximation (100.14) becomes more and more nearly exact, the behaviour of the 
solution near the hold-up point is governed by just these corrections. 

Let us now calculate the grain size distribution function. The distribution 
function in the variables u and t is related to that in t and a by 

<p(r, u) du = f(t, a) da, f = <placr. (100.15) 

The continuity equation for this function is 

^+~k{Vu<p)=0> v- = duldr■ (I0(U6) 
The rate n„ is given by (100.9), with y = 27/4, everywhere except in a neighbour¬ 
hood (~ e) of u0: 

“d?(U“')2(U + 3)- (l00l7) 

The solution of equation (100.16) has the form 

*(t,u) = *[t-t(u)]/-vu, r(u) = J“ du/vu, (100.18) 

where x is a function to be determined. 
We have seen that all points representing grains move from right to left on the 

u-axis, pass through the neighbourhood of the hold-up point, and spend a longer 
time there if they arrive later. This neighbourhood thus acts as a sink for points 
with u > u0 and as a source for the range u < u0. 

The distribution function to the right of u0, as r-»“, is determined by the points 
arriving from infinity, which correspond to grains in the “tail” of their initial (t = 0) 
distribution. Since the number of grains in that distribution of course decreases 
rapidly (in practice exponentially) with increasing size, the distribution function in 
the range u > u0 (outside the immediate neighbourhood of u0) tends to zero as 

In the equation of conservation of matter (100.5), the term A(t) -» 0 as t -» °o. 
Expressing the integral q in terms of the variables r and u, with a3 = u3x3a„(0) = 
uVa3cl(0), we find 

Ke /o u3<p(t,u) 47ra3r(0)/3Q; (100.19) 

here ip is to be substituted from (100.18), with n„ from (100.17).t It is immediately 

tWe shall not pause to prove that the relative contribution to the integral from the neighbourhood of 
Uc, Where (100.17) is not valid, tends to zero as7-». 
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evident that the expression on the left of (100.19) can be independent of r only if x 
has the form 

X[r--(u)] = Ae-”'tu\ 

The function r(u) is calculated by elementary integration, and the result is 

<p(r, it) = Ae~7P(u), (100.20) 

where 

34e irexp[- 1/(1—ju)] 

P('°“ 2575 (7Ti-3F3(r-"u),,i3"’ 

P(u) = 0, >1 

(100.21) 

The constant A is determined by substituting (100.20) back into (100.19); numerical 
evaluation of the resulting integral gives A = 0.9/k. The function P(u) is necessarily 
normalized to unity: 

J P(u)du = J du = ~ j e7 dr = 1. 

The number of grains per unit volume is therefore 

N = j"0 <p(7, ii) du = Ae~T = 9A/4t. (100.22) 

It is easy to find also the value u averaged over the distribution (100.21). To do so, 
we consider the integral 

JJ°P(u)(u- l)du = jj° e7,u,(u - 1) = | e7[u(r) — l]dT. 

Substitution of it(r)~ 1 from (100.9) gives 

Thus 

u = J P(u)udu=J P(u) du = 1, 

i.e. a = fl„(t), the mean size being equal to the critical size. 
We can assemble the above formulae and rewrite the results in terms of the 

original variables—the grain radius a and the dimensional time f. The mean grain 
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radius increases asymptotically with time according to 

a=(4aDtl9)'l\ (100.23) 

The grain size distribution is given at any time by (100.21): the number of grains 
whose radius is in the range da is P(a/a) data. The function P(u) is non-zero only 
when u <5, and is shown graphically in Fig. 35. The asymptotic distribution is 
independent of the initial distribution at the start of coalescence. The total number 
of grains per unit volume decreases with time according to 

N(t) = 0.5Q/Dat. (100.24) 

The supersaturation of the solution tends to zero: 

A(f) = (9a2/Dt)m. (100.25) 

To see the significance of these relations, note that in the above treatment the 
total volume of the solution is regarded as infinite, and the total amount of solute is 
therefore infinite also. In a finite volume the process is of course complete after a 
finite time, when the whole of the solute has been precipitated into one mass. 

§ 101. Relaxation of the order parameter near a second-order phase transition 

It is well known that the change in state of a body in a second-order phase 
transition (phase transition of the second kind) is described by the order parameter 
t), which is non-zero on one side of the transition point (in the “unsymmetrical” 
phase) and zero on the other side (in the “symmetrical” phase). The discussion in 
SP 1, Chapter XIV, related to the properties of bodies in thermodynamic equili- 
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brium near transition points. Let us consider the relaxation of the order parameter 
in a system not in equilibrium. 

The equilibrium value of the order parameter, denoted here by r\, is determined 
by minimizing the corresponding thermodynamic potential. In order to deal with 
cases of spatial homogeneity and inhomogeneity, we shall use the potential ft, a 
function of the temperature T and the chemical potential p (for a given total 
volume of the body); cf. SP 1, § 146. 

In a spatially homogeneous body, the value of ij is determined by the minimum 
of ft(T, p, tj) (the thermodynamic potential per unit volume) as a function of rj with 
given T and p: 

3(113-0=0. (101.1) 

If this condition is not satisfied, a relaxation process occurs, in which ij varies with 
time and tends to rj. In a state not far from equilibrium, i.e. when 3(1! 3r) is small 
but not zero, the relaxation rate (the derivative dij/dt) is also small. In the Landau 
theory, where fluctuations of the order parameter are neglected, we must suppose 
that the relation between these two derivatives amounts to a simple propor¬ 
tionality; 

d-qldt = - yd(lld-Q, (101.2) 

with a constant coefficient y (L. D. Landau and I. M. Khalatnikov, 1954). 
In the Landau theory, the thermodynamic potential near the transition point has 

the form 

ft = ft(l(T, p) + (T - T, )ar]2 + br)\ (101.3) 

with a positive coefficient b. If the unsymmetrical phase corresponds to T < Tr, 
then a > 0 also; see SP 1 (146.3). The equilibrium value of the order parameter in 
the unsymmetrical phase, i.e. the solution of equation (101.1), is 

V = [a(Tr — T)/2b]1,2. (101.4) 

The relaxation equation (101.2) becomes 

dij/dt = - 2y[{T - Tc)ar) + 2br)\ 

or linearizing with respect to the small difference Sr) = r)-rj, 

dSij/df = -Sij/to, (101.5) 

where 

r0=l/4ya(Tc-T), T <TC. (101.6) 

As t-»°°, the difference Sr) must tend to zero; hence we must have t0>0, and 
therefore y > 0. 
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The relaxation in the range T > T, is treated similarly. Here tj = 0, and the 
linearized expression for the derivative is 

dSlle-o = — 2a(T — Tc)Srj. 

Accordingly, (101.6) is replaced by 

t0= l/2ya(T-Tc), T > Tc. (101.7) 

The quantity r0 is the relaxation time for the order parameter. We see that it 
tends to infinity as T -» T,. This is of fundamental importance for the whole theory 
of phase transitions. As already noted in SP 1, §143, it ensures the existence of 
macroscopic states corresponding to incomplete equilibrium for given non-equili¬ 
brium values of tj. The theory given in §§ 101 and 102, which treats the relaxation 
of the order parameter independently of that of other macroscopic characteristics 
of the body, depends on this property for its significance. 

In a spatially inhomogeneous system, we have to consider the total ther¬ 
modynamic potential, given by the integral 

= J {n0+a(T-Tc)v2+br]4 + g(Vr])2}dV; (101.8) 

see SP 1 (146.5). The corresponding equilibrium condition is found by varying the 
integral with respect to ij and equating the variation to zero. Integrating by parts in 
the gradient term, we get as the condition of equilibrium 

2a(T — T,.)i)+4hi)3 — 2gAij 8t)l yr0 — 2gASi) =0; 

we have taken the particular case of the unsymmetrical phase with T < Tc. 
Correspondingly, there is an additional term in the relaxation equation: 

i?--!?-2™48”)- 

For each of the spatial Fourier components of the function 8ij(f. r), this gives 

7 = 7+2ygk2- (101.10) 
at rk rk r0 

We see that the relaxation time for components with k ^ 0 remains finite asTn Tc, 
but increases with decreasing k. 

Lastly, if we include in ft the term - ijh which describes the effect of an external 
field on the transition (see SP 1 1146.5)), the relaxation equation becomes 

BSt] _ St) | 
dt t0 + 

2ygA8i) + y h. (101.11) 
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If the field is assumed periodic. 
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we then obtain 

Si)k = x(<o, k)/h, 

with the generalized susceptibility 

*(co,k)=y/(Tk-‘ —ico). (101.12) 

This expression has a pole at co = - irk‘, in accordance with the general statement 
made at the end of §91. When co = 0 and k = 0. it reduces to *(0,0) = l/4a(Tc - T), 
in agreement with SP 1 (144.8). 

According to the fluctuation-dissipation theorem, the generalized susceptibility 
(101.12) determines the spectral correlation function of the fluctuations of the order 
parameter by the formula (in the classical limit fico <S T) 

(St)2U = (2T/co) im *(co, k) = 2yT/(w2 + ri2). (101.13) 

This is the space-time Fourier component of the correlation function 
(8ij(0,0)8ij(t, r)); the mean values of the products of Fourier components of the 
fluctuations are related to (Sr)2)wk by 

(8r,„k8w) = (2tt)48(co + co')8(k + k')(8T,2U. 

Integration of (101.13) over dcoll-n gives the spatial Fourier component of the 
single-time correlation function (8i)(0,0)8ij(0, r)):t 

(Sij2)k = J (Si}\k dwH-rr 

= T/[2g/c2 + 4a(Tc-T)]. (101.14) 

§ 102. Dynamical scale invariance 

The theory in § 101 does not take account of fluctuations of the order parameter. 
Its applicability is therefore restricted by the same conditions as for the Landau 
thermodynamic theory of phase transitions. These conditions are not satisfied in a 
neighbourhood of the transition point, the “fluctuation” region. 

In this region, the kinetic properties of the body, like the purely thermodynamic 
properties (see SP 1, § 148), can be described by a set of critical indices (or critical 

tin comparing (101.14) with SP 1 (146.8), it must be remembered that the latter formula relates to 
components in the expansion as a Fourier series in a finite volume V, not as a Fourier integral. 
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exponents) which specify the manner of variation of quantities as the transition 
point is approached. It proves possible to derive certain relations between these 
indices by extending to include kinetic effects the hypothesis of scale invariance 
formulated for the thermodynamic properties in SP 1, § 149; this generalization is 
termed dynamical scale invariance. 

The nature of the singularity of the thermodynamic quantities at the transition 
point depends on the number of components of the order parameter describing the 
transition, and on the structure of the effective Hamiltonian formed from them (see 
SP 1, §147). For the kinetic quantities, the range of possible cases become more 
various because of the different possible forms of the “equations of motion” 
describing the relaxation. Let us first consider the simplest case, that of an order 
parameter having only one component (B. I. Halperin and P. C. Hohenberg 1969).t 

A way to determine the relaxation behaviour that is possible in principle, but not 
in practice, is to calculate the exact (including fluctuations) generalized suscep¬ 
tibility x(v>, k; T) for the order parameter tj under the action of the external field. 
The time variation of tj during the relaxation is governed (as was explained in §91) 
by the singularities of x as a function of the complex variable co. If the singularity 
nearest the real axis is the simple pole at co = — ir~'(k; T) on the imaginary axis, 
each Fourier component of the order parameter decays exponentially, with relax¬ 
ation time r(k; T). As well as the critical indices which determine the behaviour of 
the thermodynamic quantities, we use two indices y and z which describe the 
function *(co, k; T); 

t |T — Tr|~y when k = 0, (102.1) 

r oc k~z when T = Tr, (102.2) 

with y > 0, z > 0, since the relaxation time becomes infinite for k = 0, T = Tr. 
It is plausible to assume that, near a second-order phase transition (in the 

fluctuation range), the relaxation time is independent of the temperature if it is 
measured in units of t0= t(0; T) and the lengths 1 Ik are measured in units of rr(T), 
the correlation radius for fluctuations of the order parameter. Thus t(k; T) must 
take the form 

r(k;T) = \T-T,\-yf(krc), (102.3) 

where / depends on the temperature only through rc(T) in the product krr, and 
/(0) = constant. 

Since rc -»°° when T -» Tc, in accordance with the definition of the critical index 
z we must have /(£) « as £ -» °o. The temperature dependence of r can then be 
separated as the product 

|T — Tr|~y |T — Tc|", 

tThis is the case, for instance, in the relaxation of the magnitude of the magnetization vector in a 
ferromagnet near its Curie point, where strong relativistic interactions fix the crystallographic direction 
of the vector. 
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where v is the critical index for the correlation radius:! 

rc«|T-Tc|-'. (102.4) 

But t must remain finite as T -» Tc (with k* 0). Hence it follows that we must have 

y = zv. (102.5) 

Thus the assumption of scale invariance enables us to relate the two indices in 
(102.1) and (102.2). 

As in the static case, there is good reason to suppose that the critical indices are 
the same on both sides of the transition point. This is because the spatial 
inhomogeneity (k^ 0) blurs the phase transition, in the sense that it eliminates the 
singularities of all quantities at T = Tc, in this respect, the inhomogeneity 
influences the phase transition in the same way as an external field. In other words, 
the point T = Tc is no longer distinctive, so that there is no reason to expect a 
difference between the values of z as T tends to Tr from above and from below. 
By virtue of the relation (102.5), the same is then true of the index y. 

We can similarly relate z to the other critical indices. Let us consider, for 
instance, the dependence of the susceptibility x on co when k = 0, at the point 
T = Tc. According to scale invariance, the function x(co, k; Tc) may be put in the 
form 

X = |T - Tc| yf(toTn, krc), f(0,0) = constant, 

where y is the critical index for the susceptibility when k = 0 and to = 0. For k = 0 
and T -» Tc, the susceptibility must tend to a finite limit (if co^O). Since t(i « 
|T - TcT", we find that this implies 

/«.0)«£-** as £-»«. 

The required dependence of x on w is therefore 

X “ ftT’'” for k = 0,T=Tc. (102.6) 

In the case considered, then, the demands of scale invariance enable us to 
establish a relation between the kinetic and thermodynamic critical indices, but not 
to determine the former entirely from the latter. 

§ 103. Relaxation in liquid helium near the A-point 

Let us now consider “degenerate” systems in which the order parameter has n 
components tj, but the effective Hamiltonian depends (in a homogeneous system) 

tThe notation for the critical indices of the thermodynamic quantities here and below is the same as in 
SP 1, §148. 
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only on the sum of the squares of these components. That is. if the set of the ij; is 
regarded as an n-dimensional vector, the effective Hamiltonian is independent of 
the direction of the vector. 

A typical example is a purely exchange ferromagnet, whose energy is in¬ 
dependent of the direction of the magnetization vector. Another example is a 
superfluid (liquid helium), in which the order parameter is represented by the 
condensate wave function 

H = Vn„£‘": (103.1) 

see SP 2, §§26 and 27. This complex quantity is a set of two independent 
quantities, but the energy of a homogeneous liquid depends only on the squared 
modulus |H|2 = n0, the density of the condensate. 

The specific properties of degenerate systems are due to the presence in their 
vibrational spectra of a soft mode, a branch which results from variations in the 
direction of the “order parameter vector”; the frequency of these is zero at the 
phase transition point. Their dispersion relation can be found from the macroscopic 
equations of motion, and must satisfy the requirements of scale invariance. As we 
shall see, this allows the kinetic critical indices to be expressed entirely in terms of 
the thermodynamic ones. We shall do this for the case of liquid helium (R. A. 
Ferrell, N. Menyhard, H. Schmidt, F. Schwabl and P. Szepfalusy 1967). 

In this case, the soft mode is second sound. Near the transition point, it consists 
of combined oscillations of the superfluid velocity vs and the entropy; the normal 
velocity oscillation amplitude in second sound is v„ ~ vspjp„, and near the phase 
transition point (the A-point) it is small, like ps. The superfluid velocity is related to 
the phase of the condensate wave function, v, = hVt’lm, so that oscillations of vs 
imply oscillations of the phase, i.e. of the direction of the order parameter vector. 
The dispersion relation for these oscillations is 

co = u2k, (103.2) 

u2 = V(TS2pJCpP„) - V(TxSlpJCflp) (103.3) 

is the speed of second sound (S being the entropy and Cp the specific heat per unit 
mass of the liquid): near the A-point, T and S may be replaced by their values T* 
and S* at that point, and p„ (the density of the normal component of the liquid) by 
the total density pT 

tThe speeds of first and second sound in liquid helium are calculated (see FM, §130) as the roots of 
the dispersion relation 

Outside the immediate neighbourhood of the A-point. the thermal expansion coefficient is small, and 
therefore so is the difference Cp - C, so that we can put Cp «= C„. As T-* T», CP becomes noticeably 
different from C„ but p, -» 0, and we then arrive at (103.3). 
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As T -» T*. the density ps tends to zero according to 

P. * (T* - T)<2 ">'\ (103.4) 

where a i: 5 the critical index for the specific heat: 

Cp oc |T* -T|”“; (103.5) 

see SP 2 (28.4). The way in which u2 tends to zero depends on the sign of a. If 
a > 0, so that Cp -» *, we have 

a (T* - T),'+°,,3, a > 0. 

If u <0, C,, tends to a finite limit (the critical index defines the behaviour of only 
the singular part of the specific heat near the transition point); then 

w2 * (T* - T),2““>'6, a <0- (103.6) 

We shall suppose here that a < 0, as in fact seems to be true for liquid helium 
(a ~ — 0.02). 

The damping of second sound is governed by the imaginary part of the 
frequency. Far below the A-point, this imaginary part is small, but it increases as 
the A-point is approached, and in its immediate neighbourhood (krc — 1) becomes of 
the order of unity (im w ~ |co|). At a sufficient distance above the A-point, we have 
an ordinary damped thermal wave (the solution of the thermal conduction equa¬ 
tion), with the dispersion relation 

co = iKk2lpCp, (103.7) 

where k is the thermal conductivity. 
We now apply the hypothesis of scale invariance, according to which the 

dispersion relation near the A-point must have the form 

co = k*f(krc). 

This may also be written ast 

« = *7 (103.8) 

with a different function /, v being the critical index for the correlation radius. 
The validity of the dispersion relations (103.2) and (103.7) is not restricted by any 

condition of distance from the A-point, but at a given temperature it is limited by 

tThese relations must be valid in the fluctuation region, which means that the inequality |T- TA| <t Tk 
must always be satisfied. There is evidence, however, that in liquid helium this inequality must actually 
be satisfied with plenty to spare, implying that the theory should involve some small numerical 
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the condition krc< 1: the wavelength must be much greater than the correlation 
radius, since otherwise the macroscopic equations on which these relations are 
based cease to be valid. 

Let us first consider temperatures below the transition point. The requirement 
that for krc < 1 the dispersion relation be linear in k determines the limiting form of 
M) in (103.8): 

/«)“ as 

The temperature dependence of the dispersion relation is found similarly: 

co oc k(T, - Ty'z-". (103.9) 

Comparison of this with (103.6) gives 

v(z — 1) = (2 — a)/6. 

The critical indices v and a are related by 3v = 2- a (see SP 1 (149.2)); hencet 

z = 3/2. (103.10) 

As T -» Ta, the frequency must tend to a finite limit, and therefore /(0) = 
constant. Thus the dispersion relation for second sound at the A-point itself is 

co oc k*. (103.11) 

The imaginary part of co is of the same order of magnitude as the real part. When 
T Ta, the dispersion relation (103.11) is valid for short waves such that krc s> 1. 

Lastly, let us consider the temperature range T > T>. Here, when krc < 1, co must 
be a quadratic function of k. This implies that 

/(£)<* r(z-2) as €->+00. 

Then 

co oc k2(T - Txpz-2\ 

Comparison with (103.7), expressing v in terms of a, gives the temperature 
dependence of the thermal conductivity: 

k oc (T - T*r<2'“)'6. (103.12) 

This tends to infinity as T -» T*, approximately as (T - TA)~ID. 
Second sound involves oscillations of the phase $ of the condensate wave 

function. Hence 1/im co also represents a phase relaxation time. When k -» 0 it of 

tlf a <0,7 =3/(2-a). 
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course tends to infinity: in a homogeneous liquid, the change in phase does not lead 
to a change in energy, and phase relaxation is therefore not possible. 

The relaxation time for |S| = Vn0, the condensate density, is not in general the 
same as the phase relaxation time. However, from the sense of scale invariance we 
can say that the two times agree in order of magnitude when krc~ 1. According to 
(103.9), this time is 

co(l/rc) 
c(Tk - T)~“ (T, - T)~yz. 

With z from (103.10), 

r « (T* - T)-,+“'2. (103.13) 

The relaxation time for the condensate density remains finite as k -» 0, and does 
not tend to infinity like the phase relaxation time. The temperature dependence 
(103.13) of the condensate density relaxation therefore remains valid when k = 0 
(V. L. Pokrovski! and I. M. Khalatnikov 1969).t 

tlf a >0, we should obtain t a (TA - T) ’, in exact agreement with the result (101.6) of the Landau 
theory. This agreement, however, is to some extent accidental. 
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